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4.3.3 COLD DOWNDRAFTS IN CUMULONIMBUS CLOUDS: A NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT. K. E. Haman and M. Niewiadomski, Institute of Geophysics, University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland.

4.3.4 NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF CUMULONIMBUS CONVECTION IN TEMPERATE ATMOSPHERES. D. A. Bennetts, Meteorological Office, Bracknell, England.

4.3.5 A NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE SYSTEM OF CONVECTIVE CLOUDS AND SHOWERS FOR WIND CHANGE WITH HEIGHT. S. L. Lebedev, World Data Centre Hydrometeorological Service of the USSR, Obninsk, Kaluga, U. S. S. R.


4.3.8 THE EFFECTS OF PRESSURE PERTURBATION ON PRECIPITATING CLOUDS. C. S. Chen, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, S. Dak., U. S. A. (Reserve Paper)

4.4 STRATUS CLOUDS AND RADIATION


4.4.1 RADIATIVE-DIFFUSE MODELS OF ARCTIC STRATUS CLOUDS. G. Herman, Space Science and Engineering Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis., and R. Goody, Center for Earth and Planetary Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., U. S. A.

4.4.2 ALBEDO REDUCTION AND RADIATIONAL HEATING OF WATER CLOUDS BY ABSORBING AEROSOL PARTICLES. H. Grassl, Institute f. Meteorologie, University of Mainz, Mainz, F. R. G.

4.4.3 NUMERICAL MODEL OF RADIATION FOG AND STRATUS FORMATION TAKING INTO ACCOUNT INTERACTIONS AMONG DYNAMICAL, RADIATIVE AND MICROPHYSICAL PROCESS. M. V. Buikov and V. I. Khvorostianov, Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Research Institute, Kiev, U. S. S. R.

4.4.4 Paper withdrawn.

4.4.5 REFLECTION OF HORIZONTALLY INHOMOGENEOUS CLOUDS. P. Wendling, Meteorologisches Institut, University of Munich, Munich, F. R. G.

4.4.6 MICROPHYSICS OF POST SANTA ANA FOGS. J. G. Hudson and P. Squires, Desert Research Institute, University of Nevada System, Reno, Nev., U. S. A. (Reserve Paper)
SESSION 5: SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS, CLOUD SYSTEMS, CLOUD CLIMATOLOGY

5.1 SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS


5.1.1 SOME RESULTS FROM A SKYLAB CLOUD PHYSICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATION. J.C. Alishouse, National Environmental Satellite Service, NOAA, Suitland, Md., U.S.A.

5.1.2 ESTIMATES FROM SATELLITES OF TOTAL ICE AND WATER CONTENT OF CLOUDS. J.T. Bunting and J.H. Conover, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

5.1.3 EFFECTS OF CLOUD SIZE AND CLOUD PARTICLES ON SATELLITE OBSERVED REFLECTED BRIGHTNESS. D.W. Reynolds, T.B. McKee, and K.S. Danielson, Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colo., U.S.A.

5.1.4 PHYSICAL AND RADIATIVE PROPERTIES OF SUMMER CLOUDS IN ALASKA FROM SATELLITE IMAGERY. A.K. Biswas and K.O.L.F. Jayaweera, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska, U.S.A.

5.1.5 SATELLITE CLOUD CLIMATOLOGY OF SUMMERTIME CUMULUS RESEARCH AREAS. R.W. Stodt and L.O. Grant, Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colo., U.S.A.

5.2 CLOUD SYSTEMS AND CLOUD CLIMATOLOGY


5.2.1 EFFECTS OF THE LIFE-CYCLES OF CUMULUS CLOUDS ON THE LARGE-SCALE HEAT AND MOISTURE BUDGETS. H.-R. Cho, Department of Physics, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

5.2.2 Paper withdrawn.


5.2.5 A KINEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF SOME COLORADO THUNDERSTORMS. R.E. Erbes and L.O. Grant, Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colo., U.S.A. (Reserve Paper)

5.2.6 SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES AMONG FOUR SIMULTANEOUS MESOSCALE RAWINSONDE OBSERVATIONS: IMPORTANT EFFECTS ON CLOUD MODEL PREDICTIONS. D.A. Matthews and R.L. Eddy, Division of Atmospheric Water Resources Management, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colo., U.S.A. (Reserve Paper)
SESSION 6: PHYSICS OF PRECIPITATION

6.1 PRECIPITATION PARTICLES

CHAIRMEN: K. Isono, Japan, and T. Ohtake, U.S.A.

6.1.1 AN OBSERVATION OF NATURAL CLOUD SEEDING WITH ACCOMPANYING RELEASE OF PRECIPITATION. L. F. Radke and P. H. Herzegh, Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash., U.S.A.

6.1.2 ON THE FALL PATTERN OF EARLY SNOW FLAKES. M. Kalikawa, Department of Earth Science, Faculty of Education, Akita University, Akita, Japan.

6.1.3 A COMPARISON OF SURFACE AND AIRBORNE ICE CRYSTAL OBSERVATIONS IN OROGRAPHIC CLOUDS. D. C. Rogers, Department of Atmospheric Science, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo., U.S.A.

6.1.4 EVOLUTION OF RAINDROP SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS IN STEADY STATE RAINSHAFTS. J. R. Gillespie and R. List, Department of Physics, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.


6.1.6 ICE CRYSTALS IN THE ANTARCTIC ATMOSPHERE. T. Ohtake, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alaska, U.S.A. (Reserve Paper)

6.2 PRECIPITATION SYSTEMS — OBSERVATIONS


6.2.1 MESOSCALE STRUCTURE OF PRECIPITATION IN EXTRATROPICAL CYCLONES. P. V. Hobbs and R. A. Houze, Jr., Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash., U.S.A.

6.2.2 A CLOUD STRUCTURE AND THE RAIN EFFICIENCY AS OBSERVED BY RADARS AND RAINDROP RECORDER. M. Fujiwara, Meteorological Research Institute, Tokyo, Japan.

6.2.3 COORDINATED DOPPLER RADAR AND AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS OF RIMING AND DROP BREAKUP IN STRATIFORM PRECIPITATION. R. E. Passarelli, Jr., Cloud Physics Laboratory, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill., U.S.A.

6.2.4 CONDITIONAL SYMMETRIC INSTABILITY — A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR RAINBANDS. D. A. Bemnetts, Meteorological Office, Bracknell, and B. J. Hoskins, Department of Geophysics, Reading, England.

6.2.5 RADIATIVE-PRECIPITATIVE EQUILIBRIUM OF THE NORTHERN ATMOSPHERE. M. Hantel and H. Langholz, Meteorologisches Institut der Universität, Bonn, F.R.G.
6.2.6  FINE STRUCTURE OF RAINFALL SYSTEM FORMED NEAR A CYCLONE.  
   T. Takeda, Water Research Institute, Nagoya University, Nagoya, Japan.  
   (Reserve Paper)

6.2.7  INTERPRETATION OF FOIL IMPACTOR IMPRESSIONS OF WATER AND  
   ICE.  C.A. Knight, N.C. Knight, W.W. Grotewold, and T.W. Cannon, National  
   Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo., U.S.A.  (Reserve Paper)

6.2.8  DROP-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS IN UNICELL, MULTICELL AND SQUALL  
   LINE STORMS.  F. Pasqualucci, National Institute for Telecommunications  
   Research of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Johannesburg,  
   Republic of South Africa.  (Reserve Paper).

6.3  PRECIPITATION SYSTEMS — NUMERICAL MODELS


6.3.1  NUMERICAL MODELING OF RAIN FORMATION IN A WARM CUMULUS.  
   B.N. Sergueyev, Central Aerological Observatory, Moscow, U.S.S.R.

6.3.2  WARM RAIN UNDER TRADE WIND INVERSION IN HAWAII.  T. Takahashi,  
   Cloud Physics Observatory, Department of Meteorology, University of Hawaii,  
   Hilo, Hawaii.

6.3.3  STOCHASTIC VERSUS DETERMINISTIC HAILSTONE SELECTION  
   MECHANISMS.  K.C. Young, Institute of Atmospheric Physics, University  
   of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz., U.S.A.

6.3.4  A THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE EVOLUTION OF MIXED PHASE  
   CUMULUS CLOUDS.  B.C. Scott and P.V. Hobbs, Department of Atmospheric  
   Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash., U.S.A.

6.3.5  HAIL IN AN AXISYMMETRIC CLOUD MODEL.  T. Takahashi, Cloud  
   Physics Observatory, University of Hawaii, Hilo, Hawaii, U.S.A.  (Reserve  
   Paper)

SESSION 7:  CLOUD PHYSICS INSTRUMENTATION

7.1  NEW INSTRUMENTS — FIELD STUDIES

   CHAIRMEN:  J. Dessens, France, and D. Veal, U.S.A.

7.1.1  THREE NEW INSTRUMENTS FOR CLOUD PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS:  
   THE 2-D SPECTROMETER, THE FORWARD SCATTERING SPECTROMETER PROBE, AND  
   THE ACTIVE SCATTERING AEROSOL SPECTROMETER.  R.G. Knollenberg, Particle  
   Measuring Systems, Inc., Boulder, Colo., U.S.A.

7.1.2  CLOUD PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS WITH POLARIZATION DIVERSITY  
   LIDAR.  K. Sassen, Department of Atmospheric Science, University of  
   Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo., U.S.A.

7.1.3  RAIN RESULTING FROM MELTING SNOW.  L.J. Battan and J.B. Theiss,  
   Institute of Atmospheric Physics, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz., U.S.A.

7.1.4  A PARTICLE CAMERA FOR POWERED AIRCRAFT.  T.W. Cannon,  
   National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo., U.S.A.

*Manuscript not available.
## 7.1.5 THE MEASUREMENT OF CLOUD DROPLET SPECTRA. P. Ryder, Meteorological Office, Bracknell, England.

7.1.6 FIELD MEASUREMENTS OBTAINED WITH TWO OPTICAL ICE PARTICLE COUNTERS IN CUMULUS CLOUDS OVER FLORIDA. F. M. Turner and L. F. Radke, Cloud Physics Group, Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash., U.S.A.; A. S. Ramachandra Murty, Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology, Poona, India; and R. I. Sax, National Hurricane and Experimental Meteorology Laboratory, NOAA, Coral Gables, Fla., U.S.A.

7.1.7 AN AUTOMATIC SEQUENTIAL RAINFALL SAMPLER FOR ANALYSIS OF CONTAMINANTS AT ABOUT $10^{-6}$ ppm LEVEL. J. P. Lacaux and J. Dessens, Université de Clermont, Centre de Recherches Atmosphériques, Lannemezan, France.


### 7.2 NEW INSTRUMENTS — LABORATORY STUDIES

**CHAIRMEN:** A. Gagin, Israel, and J. Latham, England.

7.2.1 SUPERSATURATION REGIME WITHIN A SETTLING CLOUD CHAMBER: PRELIMINARY RESULTS. K. M. Weickmann and W. R. Barchet, Department of Meteorology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis., U.S.A.

7.2.2 FIELD APPLICATIONS OF A NEW CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEUS SPECTROMETER: INVESTIGATIONS OF CONTINENTAL AND MARITIME AEROSOLS. V. K. Saxena and N. Fukuta, Denver Research Institute, University of Denver, Denver, Colo., U.S.A.

7.2.3 A CCN SPECTROMETER. J. G. Hudson, Desert Research Institute, University of Nevada System, Reno, Nev., U.S.A.

7.2.4 AN AUTOMATIC LIGHT SCATTERING CCN COUNTER. G. G. Lala and J. E. Jiusto, Atmospheric Sciences Research Center, State University of New York, Albany, N.Y., U.S.A.

7.2.5 AN ATMOSPHERIC CLOUD PHYSICS LABORATORY FOR THE SPACE LABORATORY. R. Smith, J. Anderson, B. Schrick, and C. Ellsworth, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.; and M. Davis, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo., U.S.A.

7.2.6 AIRCRAFT AEROSOL SAMPLING ERRORS. G. J. Mulvey and J. D. Sheaffer, Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colo., U.S.A. (Reserve Paper)

7.2.7 IN SITU MEASUREMENT OF ICE CRYSTAL CONCENTRATIONS USING A LASER-TELEVISION-MEMORY SYSTEM. L. E. Lilie, T. C. Grove, and D. M. Garvey, Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colo., U.S.A. (Reserve Paper)
7.3 NEW INSTRUMENTS – OBSERVING SYSTEMS


7.3.1 THE NOAA AIRCRAFT OBSERVATION SYSTEM. B. B. Phillips, Weather Modification Program Office, ERL/NOAA, Boulder, Colo., U.S.A.

7.3.2 LIGHTNING CHARGE CENTER LOCATIONS RELATIVE TO PRECIPITATION IN A THUNDERSTORM. P. Krehbiel, M. Brook, R. McCrory, and D. Tarbox, New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro, N. Mex., U.S.A.

7.3.3 RADAR AND RELATED HYDROMETEOR OBSERVATIONS INSIDE A MULTICELL HAILSTORM. D. J. Musil and A. S. Dennis, Institute of Atmospheric Sciences, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, Rapid City, S. Dak.; C. Knight and I. Paluch, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo.; and W. R. Sand, Department of Natural Resources, University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo., U.S.A.

7.3.4 INFRARED AIRBORNE IMAGERY OF ARCTIC STRATUS DEVELOPMENT AND DISSIPATION. P. M. Kuhn and L. P. Stearns, Atmospheric Physics and Chemistry Laboratory, ERL/NOAA, Boulder, Colo., U.S.A.

7.3.5 PROGRESS IN PRECIPITATION GROWTH MEASUREMENTS. R. M. Cunningham, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, Bedford, Mass., U.S.A.

7.3.6 CLOUD DROPLET DISTRIBUTION IN HIGH ELEVATION CONTINENTAL CUMULUS. D. W. Breed and L. O. Grant, Department of Atmospheric Science, Colorado State University, Ft. Collins, Colo.; and J. E. Dye, National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colo., U.S.A. (Reserve Paper)

7.3.7 FORECASTING AND VERIFYING HYDROMETEOR SPECTRA. A. A. Barnes, Jr., and V. G. Plank, Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, Hanscom AFB, Bedford, Mass., U.S.A. (Reserve Paper)
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Numerical modeling and computers pervade almost every facet of cloud physics research. Modeling has been used to study many microphysical processes, such as: stochastic drop coalescence, improved condensation theory, collection efficiencies with and without atmospheric electrical influences, ice nucleation, ice crystal and hailstone growth; and many larger scale cloud processes, including initiation and evolution of rainstorms and hailstorms, the interaction of cloud and precipitation processes with the cloud and environmental airflows, the interactions of the lower boundary layer with clouds, the influence of the mesoscale on storm development and vice versa, and the genesis of Great Lakes snowstorms. Large computers have been a prime tool in these studies. Smaller minicomputers have been vital for the collection and processing of data.

Even with this omnipresence of modeling its impact has not been strong in every phase and application of cloud physics research. Most evident has been its positive impact in weather modification and air pollution studies. It has been least influential, yet potentially could be most significant for application to local forecasting -- the prediction of rain, hail, snow, strong winds, and lightning. Also its use in field projects has been spotty, some relying heavily on modeling, some not at all.

This paper will concentrate on examples where models have gone astray, where observations have gone astray, and where combinations of modeling and observations have led to solid, meaningful results. The list is still being compiled but will include model results of large supersaturations, unrealistic water contents, inappropriate precipitation distribution functions, incomplete turbulence formulations, and unsuitable model dimensionality; the observational list will include inconsistent water content measurements, radar reflectivity factor values, unrealistically large radar reflectivity factors, the interpretation of negatively buoyant updrafts, inconsistent atmospheric electricity parameters, hygroscopic seeding effects on strong updrafts, and past observations causing a bias towards small clouds; good examples of coordinated work will include the explanation of ice nuclei and hygroscopic seeding effects, the explanation of high radar reflectivity factors, the interpretation of updraft and particle distributions in severe storms, improved condensation equation work resulting from urban pollution measurements, and tropical cloud and hurricane modeling and observational work.

The ingredients for successful coordinated modeling and observational programs will be analyzed. Reasons to hope for more and better efforts are that:

1) Models have matured (although many improvements can be foreseen),
2) observations and instruments have improved,
3) dedicated talented personnel are engaged in the research; and
4) computing power has increased and will increase even more in the future.

A plea will be made to structure models and observations in a common framework whenever possible. I suggest that since most cloud models are based on conservation equations, so also might the experimentalists try to fit their observations into such a scheme. Examples will be given.

Finally, although modeling can be used to test almost any cloud physics hypothesis, whether it be the effects of air pollutants on cloud and precipitation processes, the effects of ice nuclei seeding on rain, hail, and snow, the effects of powdered cement on cloudy updrafts, or the stimulation of convection by carbon black dust, to name only a few, yet the studies should not be conducted in isolation or be used to replace field experimentation, which is absolutely necessary to complete the research. Indeed, an expanded effort in the field is needed to insure that numerical modeling will continue to have an impact on cloud physics research. Data to verify models are critically needed. Modeling done in isolation from the observations is a sterile exercise doomed to eventual failure. Coordinated modeling and good field experimentation will move cloud physics to the forefront in meteorological research, having unlimited impact on local forecasting, weather modification, air pollution studies, and the understanding of severe weather events.
1. INTRODUCTION

With the development of advanced design instrumentation in the last decade it has become feasible to measure concurrent values of the concentration of Aitken nuclei (AN), cloud droplet condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN) in the atmosphere by aircraft. Availability of space and sufficient electric power of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) DC-6 and C-130 research aircraft has afforded the opportunity for measuring at many different localities the particulate concentrations in the atmosphere important to cloud physics. The Aitken nucleus concentrations were measured at first with a Gardner Small Particle Detector, and more recently with a continuously sampling Environment One (E-1) Condensation Nuclei Monitor. Cloud droplet condensation nucleus concentrations were measured with a thermal diffusion chamber constructed by NOAA. The ice nucleus concentrations were measured with a National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) designed acoustic ice nuclei counter, the same instrument having been used for IN concentration measurements on all projects. On some flights the characteristics of the particulates were analyzed with a nephelometer. Atmospheric particulate samples collected on membrane filters during some flights were analyzed for size distribution with a transmission electron microscope, and for size distribution and elemental constituents with an x-ray energy spectrometer equipped scanning electron microscope.

Background particulate concentrations of AN, CCN and IN, and the contribution of urban areas have been measured over the mountains of Colorado, New Mexico (Allee and Allee, 1976), the Great Lakes region (Allee et al., 1970), the Atlantic Ocean during the BOMEX (Allee, 1974) and GATE projects, and over the south Florida peninsula.

2. THE GATE PROJECT 1974

The NOAA DC-6, based at Dakar, Senegal, measured the concentration of AN, CCN (at 15 supersaturation) and IN (at -20°C). Particulate samples were collected on a 0.45 µm pore size membrane filter. AN concentrations and membrane filter samples were also taken on the NOAA ship OCEANOGRAPHER located about 800 km southwest of Dakar.

Nucleus concentration and particulate samples were obtained on 28 flights, from June 30 through August 15, 1974. Most flights were from Dakar to within the GATE surface ship array centered at 23° 30' W and 8° 30' N, southwest of Dakar. A few flights were made to investigate the dust in the Saharan air outbreaks over the Atlantic Ocean and to the Intertropical convergence zone near the equator south of Dakar.

Fig. 1 is a typical record of nucleus concentrations on a flight (242-1A) consisting of a two hour ferry flight from Dakar to the ship array area 800 km southwest of Dakar, execution of a five hour preplanned flight path at low level within the ship array area, and a two hour ferry flight return to Dakar. Ferry flight altitudes varied between 1000 and 7000 ft. Within 200 km of the African coast the AN concentration was occasionally near 1000 ml⁻¹, beyond that distance rarely more than a few hundred per milliliter. The CCN concentration was usually about one half the value of the AN concentration. Often the CCN concentration would be less than the 44 CCN ml⁻¹ threshold of sensitivity of the thermal diffusion chamber. The IN concentration varied from concentration measurements of 100 IN 1⁻¹ to less than 0.1 1⁻¹. On Fig. 1 the IN concentration was about 20 1⁻¹ near the African coast, decreasing to less than 1 IN 1⁻¹ over the ship array flight pattern, increasing again to over 20 IN 1⁻¹ near the African coast on the return ferry flight. On most flights to the ship array area the IN concentration varied between 1 and 10 IN 1⁻¹, only occasionally showing increased IN concentration near the African coast as noted on Fig. 1.

One flight was made during an outbreak of Saharan dust over the Atlantic Ocean to determine the character and concentration of the dust particles. The flight path was from Dakar west-northwest 300 km to the Cape Verde Islands and vicinity. The results of this flight is shown on Fig. 2. The AN concentration in the thickest portion of the dust near Sal Island was 1700 AN ml⁻¹. The CCN concentration was mostly below the 44 CCN ml⁻¹ threshold of sensitivity of the thermal diffusion chamber. The IN concentration reached the highest measured value of the GATE project. There were 3.5 hours of flight time with the -20°C active IN concentration of 20 1⁻¹ or greater, 2 hours with 30 IN 1⁻¹ or greater, 1 hour with 50 IN 1⁻¹ or greater, and during three short time intervals the IN concentration was greater than 100 IN 1⁻¹. Visibility during portions of the flight in the vicinity of Sal Island was restricted by dust to about 1.5 km.
Fig. 1. AN, CCN, IN and altitude, Flight 242-1A, August 30, 1974.

Fig. 2. AN, CCN, IN and altitude, Flight 212-1, July 31, 1974.

Fig. 3. Variation of average AN concentration with altitude.

Fig. 4. Variation of average CCN concentration with altitude.

Transmission electron microscope sizing of the dust particles captured on membrane filters GF84 and GF246 during the time noted on Figs. 4 and 3 is shown on Fig. 5. The particulate concentration measured during the collection period of filter GF84 was 2100 particles ml⁻¹, and for filter GF246 was 296 particles ml⁻¹. These values of particulate concentration are quite close to the values of AN concentrations, 1650 and 300
Fig. 5. Particulate size frequency $\Delta N/\Delta \log D$ (ml$^{-1}$) versus diameter for Flights 242-1A and 212-1.

Fig. 6. Relative abundance (%) of particles according to elemental constituents, respectively, measured with the Gardner counter, and indicates that there are few AN particles smaller than 0.02 $\mu$m diameter.

Elemental constituents of the particles captured on the membrane filters were analyzed with a scanning electron microscope. The results are shown in Fig. 6. The particles collected at ground level along the coast of Africa, the airborne filter samples and the maritime filter samples collected on the NOAA ship OCEANOGRAPHER are composed of essentially the same elements and appear to have their origin in the phosphorus rich clays of the Sahara desert. Particulate samples taken north and south of the intertropical convergence zone have essentially the same elemental constituents as the air samples shown in Fig. 5.

3. GATE PROJECT 1974, CONCLUSIONS

AN concentration measurements over the Atlantic Ocean southwest of Dakar are essentially the same as those measured during the BOMEX project in 1969, excepting during outbreaks of dust from the Sahara desert. The CCN concentration is low as it was during the BOMEX project, even within the outbreak of dust from the Sahara desert. Cloud droplets forming on these nuclei would result in relatively large cloud droplets. The warm rain mechanism would therefore work efficiently over the Atlantic Ocean and would result in rainout of clouds of low vertical development.

The IN concentration over the Atlantic Ocean during the BOMEX project averaged between 1 and 2 IN $1^{-1}$ (Allee, 1974), and averaged in the same manner the IN concentration during the GATE project was between 3 and 9 IN $1^{-1}$. However, because of large variations of IN concentration due to Saharan dust outbreaks near the African continent it is best to consider the IN concentration for each individual flight. The higher IN concentration in the Saharan dust outbreaks indicates that at subfreezing temperature clouds should glaciate readily. That such is the case has been observed by Weickmann (1975).

4. THE 1975 FACE EXPERIMENT

As part of the 1975 Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE) conducted by the Cumulus Group of NOAA's National Hurricane and Experimental Laboratory, the DC-6 aircraft was used to obtain aerosol data at 0.6 km, just below the cloud base level, during traverses across the south Florida peninsula at latitude 26°30'N. In addition to the previously described aerosol instrumentation the DC-6 carried a Barnes PRT-5 infrared sensor that was used to map the surface temperature profile along the flight track. Particulates were sampled with a membrane filter.

Fig. 7 locates the flight track relative to the south Florida peninsula. The flight track started at Point A (long. 79°30'W), ended at Point B (long. 82°25'W). Points B, E, and F mark the east coastline, west mainland coastline and the Gulf coastline. The location of power plants in operation July, 1975 are also marked. All power plants burned oil except the Fort Myers plant that used gas and the complex south of Coral Gables (Turkey Point) that is partially nuclear fueled. With the exception of the very narrow urban strip along the east coast in the West Palm Beach area, and the developing urban area around Fort Myers, the flight track was over partly cultivated rural land. The eastern portion of the flight path was over a narrow area of urban development, a large fresh water reservoir, and an agriculture area consisting mostly of cane fields. The central area of the peninsula has grassy fresh water marshes with tree covered islands. The western portion was over sandy soil with pine trees, shrubs, small hardwood trees, some vegetable cultivation, some small swamps, the Fort Myers urban area at the mainland shore, and a few offshore islands. Surface elevation
across the entire south Florida peninsula varies from sea level by no more than about 10 m.

Fig. 8, a mosaic photograph of the Earth Resources Technological Satellite (ERTS) multi-spectral infrared satellite information, clearly delineates the type of terrain underneath the flight track. The extent of urban development along the east coast of Florida and at Fort Myers on the west coast is apparent. South of Lake Okeechobee can be seen the rectangular fields of the sugar cane industry. Between the cane fields and the urban development along the east coast can be located a fresh water reservoir, completely overgrown with water hyacinth during July. The western half of the flight path are over sandy soil, swamps, and some agricultural areas.

The objective of the FACE aerosol program was to determine the daily distribution and interrelationship of the various types of nuclei (AN, CCN and IN) within the boundary layer with the ultimate goal of correlating the aerosol spectra with the in-cloud microphysical data obtained at higher altitudes. Since the low-level cross-peninsula flight on each day was a stand-
standard pattern and time, the aerosol data could be normalized to a fixed longitudinal position.

Point values of CCN were obtained approximately every three minutes from the thermal diffusion chamber operated at 0.75% supersaturation. Pulses from the acoustic ice nucleus counter were summed over a three minute sampling period. The AN concentration was sampled every second, and a 10-second (approximately 1 km) center-mean smoothing was applied to the data. A similar 10-second smoothing scheme was also applied to the infrared surface temperature, ambient air temperature, and ambient dew point data, all of which were sampled at a rate of once per second.

Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show the cross-peninsula profiles of aerosol and temperature information for 7, 20 and 21 July. These are examples that show in detail the type of data analyses used to interpret the aerosol distributions. The starting point at Point A varied by less than 15 minutes for these three examples. The aircraft-measured winds (shown between the aerosol and temperature plots) were westerly on the 7th and southeasterly on the 20th and 21st. The AN concentration was just to the west of the eastern coastline with southeasterly flow, and over and to the east of the eastern coastline with westerly flow. The downwind discontinuity (or "Aitken front") is extremely sharp on the 7th and 20th. The concentration of CCN is relatively high, though not uniformly so, across the peninsula on the 20th, and quite low (500 ml⁻¹) on the 7th, and low (<1 ml⁻¹ or
Fig. 12. Airmass trajectories (five-day) terminating at 1800 GMT on 7, 8, 20, and 21 July (curves #1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively).

less) on the 20th. The 21st contains a mixture of aerosol features, with relatively low AN peak concentration and moderate concentrations of CCN and IN. Aside from the east coast peak, the spatial variability of AN concentration across the peninsula was greatest on the 21st and least on the 7th. The variability in the IR surface temperature structure is pronounced on all three days, but certain peak values (e.g., the east coast shoreline) can be discerned. An IR positive anomaly occurs on several days (note the 7th and 21st) near longitude 80°50'W, a location which corresponds to a section of the cultivated sugar cane region.

Of the 13 low-level cross-peninsula traverses conducted during July, 10 took place on days characterized by primarily easterly or southerly component winds at flight level. A first analysis of data from all the flights has revealed the following general features of the aerosol distribution across the peninsula:

1. The concentration of CCN active at 0.75 supersaturation is highly variable from place to place and from day to day, with values ranging from 240 to 2500 m$^{-1}$. There is a tendency for lower concentrations of CCN on days with westerly flow, particularly along that portion of the flight track west of longitude 80°15'W. The CCN concentration is lower across the peninsula on those days with an easterly or southerly wind arriving onshore with speeds in excess of about 7 m sec$^{-1}$. However, the sample size is not large enough for good correlation.

2. The location of the east coast AN pulse is well correlated to the location of the initial IR anomaly on easterly and southerly flow days; the magnitudes of each, however, appear to be independent. The Gulf and west coast IR anomalies on westerly flow days produce almost no perturbation in the AN concentration profile.

3. The peak value of AN concentration on all days is well correlated with the urbanization of the east coast. The spatial structure of the AN profile is simplified on westerly flow days, the decay downwind off shore is sharper than the decay downwind over land on easterly flow days. This indicates a reinforcement of the AN concentration over the land. A secondary peak in the AN concentration occurs on most days in the vicinity of 80°50'W that relates well to the IR temperature anomaly generally found in that location.

4. The CCN concentration over the peninsula is clearly land-generated on most days. An exception to this is July 7, a day on which the CCN concentration is suppressed across the peninsula. There may be some relationship between CCN formation over the land and the presence of Saharan dust (as occurred on the 7th) that may be acting to decrease solar radiation reaching the surface.

5. The IN concentration active at -20°C is very high (>10$^3$) on 2 days (e.g., Fig. 9), moderately high (5-10$^3$) in places on several other days (e.g., Fig. 11) and uniformly low (<2$^3$) on most days (e.g., Fig. 10). The highest daily IN concentrations were associated with three distinct outbreaks of Saharan dust (4-8 July, 21-23 July, and 28-29 July). The IN concentration over land was higher in such cases than the concentration upwind over the water.

6. Correlations using log and fourth-root transforms of the aerosol data indicate a high degree of direct association between CCN and AN concentrations on 8 of the 13 flight days, and a high inverse association on one other day (8 July). The four remaining cases showed no strong association between CCN and AN. Attempts were made to correlate IN concentration with either AN or CCN concentrations, but, with the exception of one day (18 July) that showed a significant inverse relationship for both; the variables were not found to be strongly associated with each other.
7. Differences in the aerosol distribution do not seem to be a strong function of the origin of the air mass five days earlier. The easterly and southerly flow days have similar 5-day trajectories originating generally between 17°30'N and 22°30'N latitude and 64°W to 72°W longitude. Two of the three westerly flow days had 5-day trajectories originating north of the western tip of Cuba, while the third day had its air mass originate in the Bahamas east of Florida. Fig. 12 shows the 5-day trajectories for the air mass situated over the FACE target area at 1800 GMT on 7 July (#1), 8 July (#2), 20 July (#3), and 21 July (#4). It can be seen that the trajectories for the 20th and 21st are not too dissimilar, yet the aerosol characteristics across the peninsula on those days are quite different (see Figs. 10 and 11). In fact, the aerosol characteristics over the water upwind of the land are also different, with considerably higher values of AN, CCN, and IN occurring on the 20th.

8. The differences in the aerosol profile between the 20th and 21st are difficult to explain on the basis of thermal stability. Both days were found to have a similar thermal structure to 700 mb, with a moderately stable layer near 900 mb and a nearly dry adiabatic lapse rate below about 920 mb. Special early-afternoon (1600 to 1800 GMT) radiosondes launched from the FACE mesonetwork (Fig. 7) provided the information for the analysis of thermal stability.

9. Electron microscopy analyses of the chemical composition of material collected by the membrane filters during the cross-peninsula traverses on several days is shown on Fig. 13. They indicate that the source of most of the particles was from the surface of some land mass. The presence of heavy metals would be indicative of the capability of the particles to act as ice nucleation centers in supercooled water. 80% of the particles on filter number 21 did not respond to x-ray spectrographic analysis, an indication that they were composed of organic compounds, and some of these could act as CCN and low temperature active IN. The large percentage of organic particulates is to be expected in view of the nature of the peat and mulch soil, swamps and vegetative character of the surface of the Florida peninsula.

6. FACE 1975 CONCLUSIONS

A study such as this raises as many or more questions than it answers. The origin of the CCN is a particularly important problem in relation to the FACE effort, as there is some evidence (Hallet et al., 1976) to suggest an association between droplet size spectra (a function of CCN concentration) and secondary ice crystal production in Florida cumuli clouds. It is evident from this study that the relationship of the aerosol characteristics to wind flow, stability, air mass trajectory, and/or IR thermal structure is not straightforward. On the other hand, there is a suggestion on a majority of days that the CCN concentration is related to the AN concentration, and, since the AN peaks seem to be associated with anthropogenic activity, it may be that man himself is responsible in some manner for the CCN distribution across the peninsula. It is not unreasonable to assume that at least some of the CCN were formed from agglomeration of AN. There is also evidence from the study to suggest a relationship between outbreaks of Saharan dust and high IN activity (and possibly low CCN activity as well). The problem of resolving the correlation between aerosol (particularly AN pulses) concentration and IR temperature anomalies must await a more sophisticated analysis of the data set. It may well be that the variability in the AN concentration may be useful in predicting the onset of convection, since the aerosol field may respond to convergence patterns in the atmosphere before visible clouds are produced.
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CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEUS SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
AND THEIR EFFECTS ON CLOUD DROPLET SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

Edward E. Hindman II
Michelson Laboratories
China Lake, California 93555

Peter V. Hobbs and Lawrence F. Radke
University of Washington
Seattle, Washington 98195

1. INTRODUCTION

Airborne measurements of the size distributions of aerosol particles and the supersaturation spectra of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) were made beneath small, non-raining, warm, cumulus clouds in western and eastern Washington during May, July, and August, 1974. Shortly after the sub-cloud measurements were made, the size distributions of the droplets within the clouds were measured and meteorological sounding data were collected in the vicinity of the clouds. The aerosol particle and CCN measurements were used to derive the size distributions of the CCN. The CCN size distributions were used, along with the meteorological data, to calculate the droplet size distributions in clouds near cloud base using the theoretical warm cumulus model developed by Silverman and Glass (1973).

In this paper we present the effects on the cloud droplet size distributions (measured and calculated) caused by variations in the sub-cloud CCN size distributions.

2. MEASUREMENTS

The following airborne measurements were obtained using the array of particle sampling instrumentation described by Hobbs et al. (1976): (a) the size distributions of aerosol particles (0.004 to 100 µm diameter); (b) the concentrations of CCN active at 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5% supersaturation; (c) the concentrations of particles > 1 µm diameter which acted as CCN and their elemental compositions (using techniques described by Hindman et al., 1976), (d) the size distributions of cloud droplets (5 to 70 µm diameter) near cloud base, and (e) free-air temperature, dew point and pressure in the sub-cloud layer (to refine National Weather Service soundings taken at Quillayute and Spokane, Washington, and soundings taken at the University of Washington, Seattle).

On May 28, 1974, measurements were made 16 km east of Seattle in western Washington and 28 km northeast of Wenatchee in eastern Washington. On July 12, August 12, and August 20, 1974, measurements were made in the plume of the paper mill located at Port Townsend in western Washington, in nearby air unaffected by the plume, and in warm clouds located in and out of the plume. Details of these measurements have been reported by Hindman (1975).

3. CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEUS SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

An analysis of the aerosol particle and CCN measurements made in and out of the paper mill plume by Hindman et al. (1976) indicates that all of the particles 0.07 to 0.2 µm diameter acted as CCN and were composed of inorganic salts. A subsequent analysis of the aerosol particle and CCN measurements made east of Seattle and northeast of Wenatchee indicates that a majority of the particles 0.07 to 0.2 µm diameter acted as CCN. Therefore, the measured size distributions of aerosol particles (0.07 to 0.21 µm) were assumed to represent the size distributions of CCN with diameters 0.07 to 0.21 µm.

The concentrations of CCN with diameters ≥ 1 µm and ≥ 5 µm were determined by multiplying the measured concentrations of aerosol particles by the fraction of the particles which deliquesced. The fraction of particles with diameters ≥ 1 µm which deliquesced was determined from the ratio of the number of the particles which contained primarily the chemical elements found in simple inorganic salts (e.g., sodium, potassium, calcium, chlorine, sulfur, etc.) to the total number of particles analyzed. The fraction of particles ≥ 5 µm which deliquesced was determined from the ratio of the number of particles observed to deliquesce between 50 and 95% relative humidity to the total number of particles observed. The fractions of the particles in each size category which deliquesced are shown in Table 1.

Table 1.
Fractions of Particles Which Deliquesced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Particle Diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In paper mill plume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Near paper mill plume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 km east of Seattle, WA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 km northeast Wenatchee, WA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 1 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CCN size distributions over the interval 0.07 to 0.21 µm were extended to cover the interval 0.07 to 5 µm by including the concentrations of CCN with diameters ≥ 1 µm and ≥ 5 µm. The
results then were extrapolated to 20 µm (an arbitrary upper size limit). A lower size limit had to be specified because the CCN size distribution used in the calculations had to be that of activated CCN. Therefore, the lower size limit was defined as the CCN size at which the total concentration of CCN greater than or equal to that size equaled the total concentration of droplets measured in the clouds.

The CCN size distributions which resulted from the measurements in the paper mill plume and in ambient air are given in Figure 1; the CCN size distributions measured 16 km east of Seattle in western Washington and 28 km northeast of Wenatchee in eastern Washington are given in Figure 2.

4. CLOUD DROPLET SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

The cloud droplet size distributions measured from clouds located in the paper mill plume and in ambient air are shown in Figure 3. The measured concentrations of droplets with diameters \( \geq 5 \mu m \) (considered here to be total droplet concentrations) were essentially the same in the clouds located in and out of the paper mill plume. This result is supported by measurements which indicate that the paper mill plume does not increase the concentrations of small CCN \((0.7 \leq D < 0.2 \mu m)\) above background concentrations (Hindman et al., 1976); these CCN form the bulk of the total concentration of cloud droplets. The measured concentrations of droplets with diameters \( \geq 30 \mu m \) were found to be higher, by a factor of four, in the clouds located in the plume than in clouds located in the ambient air, a result which confirms the droplet measurements made by Eagan et al. (1973) from clouds located in the plume of the same paper mill. These high concentrations of large droplets are consistent with the high concentrations of large CCN \((0.2 \leq D < 1 \mu m)\) and giant CCN \((D > 1 \mu m)\) measured in the plume of the paper mill (see Figure 1).

The droplet size distributions which were calculated from the CCN measurements made shortly before the droplet measurements are also shown in Figure 3. The calculated droplet size distributions should apply near cloud base. The calculated distributions contain liquid water contents comparable to the liquid water contents of the measured droplet size distributions. It can be seen from the results shown in Figure 3 that the calculated size distributions of the cloud droplets which form on the plume CCN are broader than the calculated size distributions of the cloud droplets which form on the ambient CCN, a result which agrees qualitatively with the measured droplet size distributions. Quantitative agreement between the calculations and measurements is indicated by the following observations: (a) the difference between the calculated concentrations of large drops \((Dp \geq 30 \mu m)\) which formed on the plume CCN and ambient CCN is of the same order as the difference between the measured concentrations, (b) the mean droplet sizes calculated from the plume and ambient CCN size distributions agree with the mean droplet sizes from the droplet measurements, and (c) the difference between the dispersion coefficients (standard deviation/mean droplet size; indicates breadth of a distribution) of the calculated drop size distributions is the same order as the difference between the dispersion coefficients of the measured droplet size distributions.

The good agreement between the measured and calculated droplet size distributions indicates the following: (a) the CCN size distributions in

![Fig. 1. Cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) size distributions in the plume of the paper mill (solid lines) and in nearby ambient air (dashed lines). The data were collected on (a) July 12, 1974, (b) August 12, 1974, and (c) August 20, 1974. N is the concentration of CCN with diameters greater than or equal to D.](image)

![Fig. 2. Cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) size distributions in western Washington (solid line) and in eastern Washington (dashed line) on May 28, 1974. N is the concentration of CCN with diameters greater than or equal to D.](image)
Fig. 3. Cloud droplet size distributions measured from clouds located in the plume of the paper mill (solid lines) and measured from clouds located in nearby ambient air unaffected by the plume (dashed lines). The circles are data from an axially scattering spectrometer probe; the triangles are data from a continuous particle sampler. Cloud droplet size distributions calculated from CCN data collected in the plume (solid lines) and from CCN data collected in nearby ambient air (dashed lines). The data were collected on (a) July 12, 1974, (b) August 12, 1974, and (c) August 20, 1974.

Washington measurements indicate concentrations of droplets greater than 30 µm which are in reasonable agreement with the measured concentrations. The results of the calculations from the western Washington measurements do not contain droplets greater than 20 µm, a result which is consistent with the measurements.

The presence of large drops in the eastern Washington clouds, and their absence in the western Washington clouds, was not a result of the presence of giant CCN in eastern Washington and their absence in western Washington since their concentrations differed by only a factor of two (see Figure 2). Instead, it appears that the high concentrations of small CCN in western Washington caused the high total droplet concentrations which in turn increased the colloidal stability of the clouds, thereby decreasing the production of large drops.

The cloud droplet size distributions measured from clouds located in western and eastern Washington are shown in Figure 4. The measured concentrations of droplets with diameters ≥ 4 µm were higher in the clouds located in western Washington. However, no droplets greater than 20 µm were measured in the clouds in western Washington, while droplets greater than 30 µm diameter were measured in the clouds in eastern Washington. The total droplet concentrations were higher in the clouds in western Washington because more small CCN existed in western Washington (see Figure 2); this is possibly a reflection of the numerous industrial sources of CCN which have been identified by Hobbs et al. (1970).

The droplet size distributions calculated from the CCN measurements made shortly before the droplet measurements are also shown in Figure 4. The results of the calculations from the eastern Washington measurements indicate concentrations of droplets greater than 30 µm which are in reasonable agreement with the measured concentrations. The results of the calculations from the western Washington measurements do not contain droplets greater than 20 µm, a result which is consistent with the measurements.

The presence of large drops in the eastern Washington clouds, and their absence in the western Washington clouds, was not a result of the presence of giant CCN in eastern Washington and their absence in western Washington since their concentrations differed by only a factor of two (see Figure 2). Instead, it appears that the high concentrations of small CCN in western Washington caused the high total droplet concentrations which in turn increased the colloidal stability of the clouds, thereby decreasing the production of large drops.
large drops by the coalescence mechanism. Calculations by Hindman and Hobbs (1974), using the same theoretical warm cumulus model, have shown that droplet size distributions in small, non-raining, warm cumulus become narrower when the concentrations of small CCN are increased and the concentrations of large and giant CCN are held constant. High droplet concentrations are commonly observed with narrow droplet size distributions and vice versa as shown by the measurements of Squires (1956, 1958). Hindman and Hobbs also found that the breadth of droplet size distributions is unaffected when the concentrations of giant CCN are increased and the concentrations of small and large CCN are held constant. The measurements of Squires and Twomey (1958) and the calculations of Takahashi (1974) support this result.

It is concluded from the results of the calculations based on measurements in western and eastern Washington, and from the results of the calculations by Hindman and Hobbs (1974), that high concentrations of small CCN will produce narrow droplet size distributions in small, non-raining, warm cumulus regardless of the concentrations of large and giant CCN.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Cloud droplet size distributions have been calculated from CCN measurements made beneath small, non-raining, warm, cumulus clouds. The calculations are based on a theoretical model of warm cumulus clouds developed by Silverman and Glass (1973). The calculated drop size distributions agree with drop size distributions measured from the warm cumulus shortly after sub-cloud CCN measurements. Both the calculations and the measurements showed that high concentrations of large (0.2 ≤ D ≤ 1 µm) and giant (D > 1 µm) CCN lead to broad droplet size distributions only if low concentrations of small (0.07 < D < 0.2 µm) CCN are present. If high concentrations of small CCN are present, the droplet size distributions will be narrow regardless of the concentrations of large and giant CCN.
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A SIMPLE NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE CONDENSATIONAL GROWTH OF CLOUD DROPLETS IN BACKGROUND AIR
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of most important problems of the cloud physics is to explain and understand the condensational stage of the cloud formation. The size distribution and concentration of drops formed by condensation can control the further development of the clouds, that is these parameters can play an important part in the formation of atmospheric precipitation. It is also well documented that the initial cloud microstructure largely depends on the characteristics of active condensation nuclei and on the updraft velocity.

For this reason from the classical work of Howell /1949/ many calculations were made to simulate numerically the condensational growth of cloud droplets by using different spectra of sodium chloride and different rates of ascent. From these studies the works of Mordy /1959/ and of Mason and Chien /1962/ should be mentioned who took into account the effect of the particles settling velocity and that of the mixing of air parcel with its environment, respectively. Soviet workers /p.e. Sedunov, 1972/ as well as Warner /1969/ studied by model calculations the stochastic growth of cloud drops due to the atmospheric turbulence.

The aim of this lecture is not to refine the numerical model. It is rather proposed to apply the "classical" model by using new informations about the so-called tropospheric background aerosol. In this way the results will give some contributions to the understanding of the cloud formation in a large part of the troposphere.

2. THE MODEL

The model used in this study is essentially equivalent to that summarized by Fletcher /1962/. According to this model at a given temperature and pressure, by neglecting the so-called ventilation factor, the time /t/ variation of the radius /r/ of an individual solution droplet, the supersaturation /S defined as p/p_ - 1, where p is the actual, p_ is the saturation vapor pressure/ and the liquid water content /w/ in the cloud can be described by the following equations:

\[
\frac{dr}{dt} = \frac{G}{r} \left( n(S + 1) \frac{25\nu}{kT_r} - g \ln(1 - v x_s) \right)
\]

\[
\frac{dS}{dt} = \frac{d\theta}{dt} \cdot \frac{q_w}{q_w + q_{so}}
\]

\[
\frac{dw}{dt} = \sum_{i} P_i n_i \frac{dS}{dt} \frac{q_{i}}{q_w}
\]

where G is a numerical factor depending on the droplet radius because of the function of the diffusion coefficient of water vapor and of the thermal conductivity of the air on the droplet radius /under our conditions: pressure 800 mb, temperature 273 K, accommodation coefficient 0.7/:

\[
G = \frac{6.90 \times 10^{-6}}{0.138 + 7.30 \times 10^{-7} + 52.10^{-6}}
\]

\(\theta\) is the surface tension of the solution, \(v\) is the reciprocal value of the number of water molecules in the unit volume of the solution, k is the Boltzmann's constant, \(T\) is the absolute temperature, \(g\) is the rational osmotic coefficient of water, \(v\) is the number of ions formed by the dissociation of one molecule of the solute, \(x_s\) is the concentration of solute molecules in the solution, \(Q_1\) and \(Q_2\) are also constant /in our case: \(Q_1 = 5.85542 \times 10^{-6}\) CGS; \(Q_2 = 3.83725 \times 10^5\) CGS/, \(h\) is the height, \(N\) is the concentration of droplets with radius \(r\) and finally \(\gamma_w\) is the density of the liquid water.

It is to be noted that, for a given soluble material, \(g\) and \(\sigma\) could be determined from \(x_s\) /see: textbook on physical chemistry of solutions/, while \(v\) and \(x_s\) are the function of the mass /m/ of the dry nucleus and of the solution droplet radius /these relations can easily be deducted and are not exposed here/.
3. THE NUCLEUS SPECTRA

It was demonstrated by Junge's work /Junge, 1963/ that about the 80 % of the troposphere is filled with a rather uniform aerosol called tropospheric background aerosol. Our measurements, carried out in pure maritime atmosphere in the Southern Hemisphere during the summer 1971-1972 on the board of a Soviet research ship, have shown /Mészáros and Vissy, 1974/ that these background aerosol particles, neglecting the sea-salt component important only in the lower 2 km of oceanic atmosphere, are composed of sulfates, mainly ammonium sulfate. Briefly, the particles were captured on the surface of membrane filters and they were counted and sized for the size range of $0.03 \leq r \leq 60 \mu m$ by optical and electron microscopy. The identification of ammonium sulfate was done by simple morphological analysis up to $0.25 \mu m$. By converting the size distribution of particles to supersaturation spectra /Mészáros et al., 1975/ it was possible to demonstrate that these sulfate particles play an important role in the condensation processes.

![Figure 1](image)

Fig. 1: Size distribution of ammonium sulfate particles as a function of their radius at 100 % R.H. /$r_0$/ under different geographical conditions. The dry mass of particles /m/ is also plotted. N gives the concentration of nuclei larger than $r_0$.

The calculations were made with a Hewlett-Packard calculator /type: 9810 A/ by using the four spectra given in Fig. 1 /distributed in 20 size classes/ for the following constant vertical speeds: 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 cm/sec in such a way that in $t=0$ and $w$ were also taken to be equal to zero. In the time $t=0$ the nuclei were in equilibrium with their environment of 100 % relative humidity. During the numerical integration of equations $dt$ was 0.01 sec up to 10 sec and further its value was increased to 0.1 sec. In all 16 calculations the final time was 100 sec.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$U$</th>
<th>$S_m$</th>
<th>$sw$</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>L.W.C.</th>
<th>$N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>9.1-34.8</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>6.8-34.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>5.0-34.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3.4-33.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microstructure of clouds with life time of 100 sec formed on spectrum I in the case of different updrafts /$U$ in cm.sec$^{-1}$/. $S_m$: maximum supersaturation in %, $sw$: spectrum width, $r$ mean droplet radius /both in $\mu m$/, L.W.C.: liquid water content in g/m$^3$, $N$ drop concentration is cm$^{-3}$. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The calculations were made with a Hewlett-Packard calculator /type: 9810 A/ by using the four spectra given in Fig. 1 /distributed in 20 size classes/ for the following constant vertical speeds: 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 cm/sec in such a way that in $t=0$ and $w$ were also taken to be equal to zero. In the time $t=0$ the nuclei were in equilibrium with their environment of 100 % relative humidity. During the numerical integration of equations $dt$ was 0.01 sec up to 10 sec and further its value was increased to 0.1 sec. In all 16 calculations the final time was 100 sec.

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$U$</th>
<th>$S_m$</th>
<th>$sw$</th>
<th>$r$</th>
<th>L.W.C.</th>
<th>$N$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>9.1-34.8</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>6.8-34.3</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>5.0-34.0</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3.4-33.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of the calculations for the nucleus distribution I are illustrated by the data in Table I. It can be seen that the calculated cloud microstructural characteristics seem to be reasonable. This means that, although measured cloud data for this area are missing, the agreement of the calculated values with the microstructure of Hawaiian orographic clouds and maritime cumuli as observed by Squires /see Fletcher, 1962/ is not bad. The only exception is the fact that calculated liquid water contents are smaller than those observed which can be explained in the following way. Our model calculations refer to heights of 12.5 - 100 m above the cloud base. It is a well known fact that at these levels the liquid water contents are generally small. This is also illustrated by the data in Table I. The liquid water contents were in these cases about one order of magnitude greater /p.e.: 0.19 g·m⁻³ for the updraft of 12.5 cm·sec⁻¹/ than those listed in the table. Furthermore the measurements of Squires reflect the effect of sea-salt particles excluded from our calculations. The number concentration of these nuclei is relatively small, but because of their giant size they can play a role in the formation of liquid water content. This opinion is supported by the fact that in the clouds of Squires larger drops were found. However, the concentration of drops with radius greater than about 30 µm is in our case around 1 drop per liter which means that even without the giant sea-salt nuclei in the background clouds the coagulation is probably not excluded. It is to be also noted that in our calculations for updrafts of 50-100 cm·sec⁻¹ all nucleus groups were activated which means that the drop concentrations would be probably greater than about 40 cm⁻³ given that smaller nuclei were taken into account. In other words this means that ammonium sulfate nuclei with dry radius smaller than 0.045 µm probably play a part in the condensation under background conditions. This conclusion is of general validity since the same results were received even for the other three nucleus spectra. One can also see from Table I, which is well known among cloud physicists, that greater updraft results in a narrower drop spectrum if only the condensation growth is taken into account.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loc.</th>
<th>S_m</th>
<th>sw</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>L.W.C.</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3.4-33.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>36.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>4.4-34.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>16.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>4.1-34.0</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>4.5-34.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.1-33.6</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results for the four nucleus distributions, that is for different geographical locations, are shown in Table II for an updraft velocity of 12.5 cm·sec⁻¹. In the table, for comparison, the results calculated by using average aerosol data measured in Hungary during summer-time with the same methods is also listed /labelled with H/. It can be seen that the larger continental aerosol concentration results, first of all, in a higher number of cloud drops, while the differences in liquid water content and supersaturation are not so important. The maximum size of drops is very similar in all cases, while the minimum and average drop sizes are inversely proportional to the nucleus concentration /in Hungary the concentration of ammonium sulfate nuclei with dry radius larger than 0.045 µm was about 1000 cm⁻³/. Furthermore the data show that different characteristics of the microstructure of background clouds vary only within a factor of about two that is the characteristics of clouds do not change very much as a function of place /and probably time/. At a given place however, the liquid water content and maximum supersaturation /see Table I/ obviously largely depend on the updraft velocity. It was previously stated /Meszáros and Vissy, 1974/ that the higher ammonium sulfate concentration over tropical Atlantic Ocean is a result partly of the advection of particle forming trace gases from Africa and partly of the favourable conditions for the photochemical and thermal chemical reactions of sulfur gases.

It should be mentioned that in our model clouds the maximum supersaturations were obtained between 30-80 sec as a function of the nucleus spectrum and updraft speed. The absolute maximum was 1.5% received in the case of the fourth nucleus spectrum with an ascent of 100 cm·sec⁻¹. The absolute minimum under background conditions was 0.26% /see Table I./
For the chemical budget of background clouds the determination of the ammonium sulfate concentration in cloud water is also of interest. It is well known (Junge, 1963) that the chemical composition of cloud water is a result of the interaction of different processes. From the results of our model calculations the concentration of ammonium sulfate due alone to the effect of condensation nuclei can be determined.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 2: Ammonium sulfate concentration \(C\) in cloud water as a function of updraft velocity and geographical locations. /see: Fig. 1/

The values refer to a cloud life time of 100 sec.

Finally it can be concluded that the results presented in this paper are of preliminary character. Much more measurements are needed under tropospheric background conditions to improve the reliability of input data and to give a possibility for the control of output results. The refinement of the numerical model seems to be also desirable.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In spite of the promising results of the suppression of "evaporation-type fog" by covering the sea surface with a thin film of surfactant (i.e., Bakhanova and Solyanek, 1968) the application of surfactants for the modification of cloud droplet size spectrum or for fog dispersion have not yet reached a state of final crystallization. The results of large-scale experiments with cloud or fog modification using surfactants are still inconclusive (Iulina, 1964; Bigg et al., 1968; Kocmon et al., 1972). A number of laboratory studies have resulted in conflicting trends since the experiments by Hardy (1925) and Trapeznikov (1940) who studied the influence of the coverage of water bubbles by surfactants (i.e., oleic acid). Leonov and Prokhorov (1967) observed that the evaporation of 3 to 4 mm drops is considerably retarded when the drops are covered by surfactants, however Leonov et al., (1971) later found that a very low concentration of some surfactants increases the drop evaporation instead of suppressing it. The study of the evaporation rates of small freely falling water drops covered by various amount of surfactant by Duguin and Stampfer (1971), Hughes and Stampfer (1971) and by Sierawski (1973) led to the same conclusion.

One finds a large discrepancy between the laboratory experiments with the influence of surfactant coating on the water drop evaporation and the observed contamination of atmospheric air by surfactants. Despite the different opinions of how organic substances can be concentrated in the surface layer of the ocean and how they can be transported in the air (i.e., Wilson, 1959; Fogg, 1955; Menzel, 1955) we still have too little information on the amount and nature of surfactants in the air. Barger and Garrett (1970) found a low concentration of weak surface active material on the coast of the Oahu Island in the Hawaiian group. A larger amount was found in the north Atlantic (0.7 µg of surfactant coating on the water surface) by Schoeman and Jarvie (1969). However, the nature of these films which might cause the evaporation of active condensation nuclei is largely unknown. Garrett (1967) believes that they are composed mainly of fatty acids and alcohols and that hydrocarbons are the main constituent of the monolayers. Baler et al., (1974) on the other hand showed that they are composed mainly of glycoproteins and proteoglycans. Very little is known about what kind of material is bound on aerosol particles of a certain size. Blanchard (1958) found that the amount of organic material carried by sea salt particles is inversely proportional to particle size. During our field measurements on Padre Island (Texas) Russell and Stampfer (1976) measured the highest concentration of organic materials which can be converted from C_{14} to C_{20} methyl esters on particles smaller than about 0.7 µm with the C_{16} ester the most abundant.

The scarcity of reliable data led to the speculative nature of many of the published models on the possible role of surfactants in the formation of cloud droplet spectrum. Our one dimensional model (Saad, et al., 1976; Podzimek and Saad, 1975) represents no exception of this statement. It is based on Derjaguin's and Kurgin's (1969) assumption of the critical thickness of the in water insoluble surface active material. The other very important assumption is that all sizes of sodium chloride nuclei are coated evenly by the cetyl alcohol so that the thickness of the protective layer on all nuclei is originally the same. After a short description of the main results of this model a more general case of preferential coating of smaller particulates will be discussed.

2. EVENLY COATED NUCLEI

Because most of the results of the model dealing with evenly coated nuclei have been published (Podzimek and Saad, 1975) we would like to repeat only the most interesting features of the model equations describing:

(a) The change of temperature with time

\[
\frac{dT}{dt} = \frac{-L(dG_v/dt) - G_m C_m}{G_m C_p m + S W W}
\]

In Eq. 1, L is the latent heat liberated by condensation of water vapor; G_v, G_m, C_m are the mass of water vapor, liquid water and moist air; S_w is the specific heat of liquid water; C_p_m, P_m and P_m are specific heat, density and pressure of moist air respectively.

(b) The droplet growth equations

\[
\frac{dr}{dt} = \frac{\rho_{sat}}{\rho_w} \frac{D_{eff}}{r} (S - S_0)
\]

in which
\[
\frac{1}{D_{\text{eff}}} = \frac{bL[1+(1/L)]}{K} + \frac{[1+(1/L)]}{D}
\]

and
\[
\frac{1}{\alpha} = (1-\frac{\alpha}{2}) \frac{K}{\beta} \gamma = \frac{1}{\gamma} \left( \frac{\gamma}{\beta} \right)^{1/2}
\]
\[
\frac{1}{\beta} = \frac{1}{\beta} \frac{D}{R} \left( \frac{2\pi}{R} \right)^{1/2}
\]
\[
S = \frac{n}{r^2} \cdot \frac{3!}{n!} \frac{m}{M} \frac{m}{n} \frac{\bar{c}}{R_{v}}
\]
\[
r^2 = \frac{2\sigma}{\rho_{w} R_{v}}
\]

\(S_{\text{sat}}\) is the saturation vapor density at infinity \(\left(\rho_{\text{sat}} = f(T)\right)\); \(\rho_{w}\) is the density of liquid water. \(S\) is the supersaturation over the droplet of the radius \(r\); \(b\) is the linearized constant from the course \(\rho_{\text{sat}} = f(T)\). \(y = \gamma \rho_{w} \rho_{c} / \gamma \rho_{c}\); \(\beta\) is condensation coefficient for water vapor; accommodation coefficient \(\alpha = 1\); \(i\) is van't Hoff's factor (\(i=2\) for NaCl); \(M_{w}, M_{c}\) are molecular weights of water and salt, \(m_{c}\) is the mass of dissolved salt; \(\sigma\) is the surface tension and \(R_{v}\) is the gas constant of the water vapor.

c) The relationship between the liquid water content \(W\) and the size spectrum of drops. One assumes that the cloud elements do not leave the air parcel and that the droplet distribution function remains constant. Therefore
\[
dW = \frac{\rho_{w} \sum_{j=1}^{n} N_{j} r_{j}}{2 \pi} \frac{dr}{dt}
\]
and also
\[
\frac{dV}{dt} = -\frac{dW}{dt}
\]

d) The supersaturation \(S\) change inside of the air parcel
\[
\frac{dS}{dt} = \frac{(1+S) \frac{dp}{dt}}{R_{v}} - \frac{1}{\rho_{w}} \frac{dW}{dt} - \frac{(1+S) \frac{dt}{R_{v}}}{\rho_{\text{sat}}}
\]

e) The discontinuity in the protective capability of the layer of the surfactant (cetyl alcohol). For the layer thickness of \(\delta > 0.976 \times 10^{-7}\) cm we assumed \(\sigma = 93\) dyn cm\(^{-1}\) and \(\delta = 3.5 \times 10^{-5}\) and for \(\delta < 0.976 \times 10^{-7}\) cm that \(\sigma = 73\) dyn cm\(^{-1}\) and \(\delta = 3.6 \times 10^{-2}\) in accordance with Derjaguin and Kurgin (1969). The initial layer thickness on each drop was the same \((\delta_{0} = 0.98 \times 10^{-6}\) cm) and the mass of cetyl alcohol was supposed to be constant during the droplet growth \(\frac{d}{dt}(\rho_{c} = \rho_{c}) = 0\); \(\rho_{c}\) is the density of cetyl alcohol.

Fig. 1. Growth curves for uncontaminated nuclei at an updraft velocity of 100 cm s\(^{-1}\).

If we assume a size spectrum of NaCl nuclei at the time \(t=0\) then the growth of individual uncontaminated nuclei is described in Fig. 1 in which the size of drops is plotted as a function of time. The simulated updraft velocity was constant and equal to 100 cm sec\(^{-1}\). In Fig. 2 the growth curves are plotted for nuclei covered by a protecting layer of cetyl alcohol of the original thickness \(\delta_{0} = 0.98 \times 10^{-6}\) cm. The most important feature of the contaminated nuclei is the fact that their growth is slowed down and suddenly, after the protective layer thickness of the smallest nuclei will reach the critical thickness of 0.976 \(\times 10^{-7}\) cm, the smallest nuclei start to grow (after 100 sec). This growth is so intense that the supersaturation after reaching a value almost one order of magnitude
higher than that of uncontaminated nuclei in the same time falls down to a value almost comparable with the uncontaminated nuclei (Fig. 3). The conclusion from this simple model experiment is the following: If one would be able to coat the smallest size of nuclei by insoluble surfactants the colloidal instability of the cloud would be supported. The smallest sizes of nuclei will come into the class of the largest drops which, however, are in mean smaller compared with the uncontaminated case and the size spectrum of contaminated drops is much broader. At the same time the high supersaturation will activate those nuclei which under normal conditions would remain inactive.

Partly coated nuclei or the coating of nuclei of the smallest size are interesting cases. The last case corresponds more to the observations made by Blanchard (1968) and by Russell and Stampfer (1976).

3. COATING OF THE SMALLEST NUCLEI

The model was quite similar to the previous one. However, the nuclei size distribution was different. There were 15 classes of nuclei starting with radii \( r_0 = 2.22 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm} \). Further, it was assumed that only the three classes of smallest nuclei (up to \( r = 2.515 \mu \text{m} \)) were coated by cetyl alcohol. The conditions for the discontinuity in the protective capability of the cetyl alcohol layer were the same as in the previous case. However, the time of observation of the microstructural changes in the cloud was longer (up to 2,000 sec).

In the case of a cloud, the elements of which did not reach the size corresponding to the critical thickness of the protecting layer \( (\delta = 0.976 \times 10^{-7} \text{ cm}) \) one can observe the following features: coating of the three first classes of the size distribution of NaCl nuclei by \( 0.98 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm} \) thick layer of cetyl alcohol contributes to the broadening of the size spectrum of cloud elements. There is a class (in the calculated case class No. 3) the nuclei of which almost remain unchanged during whole condensation process (Fig. 4). Correspondingly to this the thickness of the protecting layer for \( r = 2.515 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm} \) changes only slightly (Fig. 5). There is a potential use of this result for stabilization of a fog with narrow size spectrum of elements. In comparison with the uncoated nuclei case the liquid water content and the supersaturation is a little higher for partly coated nuclei cloud.

The model of cloud droplet growth on partly coated nuclei with elements reaching such a size that the protective layer thickness was smaller than \( 0.976 \times 10^{-7} \text{ cm} \) behaved in a different way: At the moment when the surfactant layer thickness reached the critical value, the small nuclei suddenly started to grow reaching in several seconds the size of the elements corresponding to the largest size of nuclei. The size spectrum was broader in comparison with the case of uncoated nuclei; however, narrower than in the previous case. The final result was the increase in number of larger nuclei and the higher liquid water content of the cloud.
Fig. 5. Thickness of the protecting layer $\delta$ for the three different classes of nuclei covered by cetyl alcohol. $r_0$ is the initial radius of a nucleus.

CONCLUSION

In this contribution, the consideration is restricted to an artificial model of a cloud forming on one sort of hygroscopic nuclei covered or not covered by cetyl alcohol. Moreover, it is based mainly on measurements and simple theoretical studies of one group of scientists (Derjaguin and his fellow workers). It does not appear, however, that this lack of realism will completely vitiate the usefulness of some of the obtained results: the coating of active nuclei will considerably influence the broadness of the size spectrum of cloud elements.Partly coated nuclei of a certain size can delay the intense condensation process, can influence the supersaturation and the liquid water content of the cloud or fog.

The difficulty of establishing a more realistic model stems from the inability to accurately measure the amount and nature of surfactants on individual cloud elements and particulates in nature. Also, one can expect that the more complex and accurate model of the surfactant layer, whatever its other virtues, will be based on the comparison with careful laboratory measurements which will certainly cover the mixed nature of nuclei and surfactants and the dependence of accommodation and condensation coefficients upon the size of elements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The METROMEX field project research results show the existence of a precipitation and severe weather anomaly in proximity to St. Louis (Huff and Changnon, 1972) which confirms one of the goals stated for the project (Changnon et al., 1971). In an effort to physically explain the occurrence of the anomaly, aircraft probed the clouds and measured the atmospheric conditions in the storm updraft areas seeking data on microphysical and mesoscale alterations related to urban conditions. These measurements included cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) cloud microphysical structure, and the three-dimensional sub-cloud thermodynamic structure. Fitzgerald and Spreys-Duran (1973) reported observations of fair-weather cumulus microstructure in clouds upwind and downwind of the urban industrial areas that indicated a definite alteration toward greater droplet concentrations and more narrow distributions in the urban and downdraft clouds. These observations led Braham (1974) and Semonin and Changnon (1974) to hypothesize the existence of giant nuclei to justify the early formation of radar echoes and the distinct change in the surface drop size spectra (Semonin and Changnon, 1974). Unfortunately, it is not possible to directly measure giant condensation nuclei with existing instrumentation, but their effect can be assessed through the use of numerical models. The observed droplet spectra in the downdraft clouds are suggestive of a deterrent to precipitation formation since the coalescence process is inhibited by a narrow distribution, but the radar first echo statistics indicate an enhanced development of precipitation particles below the freezing level.

The availability of a sophisticated numerical model of cloud microphysics in the METROMEX program makes it possible to examine this apparent paradox and to offer suggestions for future work. The model was developed to utilize field observations of CCN as initial inputs to maintain the ability to assess the effects of real data on the evolution of droplet spectra. Thus, the purpose of the computations presented in this paper is to test hypotheses that might explain these seemingly inconsistent observations. Two sets of computations were performed. The first was designed to see if the inclusion of giant condensation nuclei would significantly affect the production of precipitation size drops by warm rain processes while the second set was designed to observe the effect of increased nuclei concentrations.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The microphysical simulations presented, depict the evolution of a droplet spectra from an initial population of CCN. The effects of condensation (or evaporation), coalescence, and breakup are computed in a rising parcel of air. The ascent rate of the parcel is prescribed and there is no interaction between the thermodynamics and the vertical velocity.

At the onset of the computations a small parcel of air is lifted at a chosen rate. Changes in the parcel temperature, relative humidity, and density are computed as a result of the prescribed ascent and latent heat processes. There is no mixing of heat or moisture with the parcel's environment, and thus the ascent is assumed adiabatic. In addition, the sedimentation of the larger drops from the parcel and the fall of drops into the parcel from above are not considered. Thus the model is assumed to depict the development of a droplet population in the early stages of cumulus development before many drops are present with appreciable fall velocities in comparison to the assumed vertical ascent rate.

As the ascending parcel expands and cools, the relative humidity within the parcel increases and has the effect of supplying moisture for the condensation process. The droplets grow in a Eulerian framework in which the mass doubles every second category. Thus, the droplet radius of category, J, is

\[ R(J) = R_0 \exp\left(\frac{J-1}{J_0}\right) \]  

where \( J_0 = 6/\ln2 \). An Eulerian framework is chosen so that the microphysical simulation would be compatible with a full cloud simulation at a later time.

The equation for the condensational growth of droplets in the chosen framework is given by Fukuta and Walter (1970). The equation is used under the assumption that the droplets are in thermal equilibrium with their environment. In addition, the density, osmotic coefficient and surface tension of the solution droplet are computed as functions of the ratio of solute to water masses. For the purpose of these computations, the condensation nuclei were assumed to be completely soluble and to be composed of sodium chloride.
The numerical algorithm used for condensational growth employs the Egan and Mahoney (1972) scheme for the advection of droplets in radius space. This scheme reduces numerical spreading by allowing droplets to grow a portion of a radius category by condensation in a given computational time step. The growth equation is used to calculate the equilibrium radius for droplets that have not been activated. The advection scheme can then be employed such that these smaller droplets are not allowed to grow beyond their equilibrium radius in any time step. For the purpose of this paper, an activated droplet is one that does not have an equilibrium radius or has exceeded the radius at the peak of its Köhler curve.

The calculations presented begin in subsaturated air at a relative humidity of 80%. The condensation nuclei are assumed to be completely soluble and in a saturated solution at this point. As the parcel is lifted, condensation is computed with a 0.1 second time step. Subsequently, as droplets begin to exhibit large growth rates, the time step is reduced such that no droplet can grow further than half of its category width in a time step. In addition, the total population of droplets may not condense more liquid than would reduce the supersaturation by 5% in a single time step.

The collection process is treated in the manner of Berry and Reinhardt (1974). The gain and loss integrals are integrated every 4.0 seconds of simulation time. The kernel employed in these computations is derived from the linear collision efficiencies, \( Y_c \), given by Hocking and Jonas (1970) for a collector drop less than 40 \( \mu \)m and from Shafrir and Neiburger (1963) for larger drops.

The nuclei mass is retained as a single-valued function of category size for both the condensation and collection processes. This is accomplished by assigning a category nuclei mass to the weighted average nuclei mass per droplet of the droplets arriving or remaining in that category after a time step. In the collection process a gain and loss integral for nuclei mass is computed simultaneously with the gain and loss integrals for the droplet number density distribution.

Drop breakup is treated in the presented computations although significant numbers of drops of sufficient size to allow the breakup processes to appreciable alter the distribution shape were not present at the time at which the radar reflectivity factor first reached sufficient magnitude to return detectable signals to METROMEX weather radars. Two schemes for large drop breakup were used simultaneously. The first was that developed by Srivastava (1971). This scheme treats the aerodynamic disintegrations of large drops. Brazier-Smith, et al., (1972, 1973) developed the second scheme in which drops undergoing off-center collisions separate if the rotational energy generated in the collision exceeds the binding energy due to surface tension. These methods have been tested by Young (1975) who states that the second scheme (collision breakup) is more important than the first in determining the final distribution shape.

3. INITIALIZATION OF MODEL

Data for the initialization of the CCN spectra were measured in the St. Louis area by other METROMEX participants (Fitzgerald and Spyres-Duran, 1973). Samples of air gathered during aircraft flights were analyzed in a diffusion cloud chamber immediately upon landing, but giant nuclei concentrations cannot be measured adequately by this technique. The inability of the experimental apparatus to detect concentrations of nuclei that are activated at very low supersaturations does not preclude the existence of these large particles in the St. Louis atmosphere.

The measured spectra are presented in the form

\[ N = C s^k \]  

where \( N \) is the total number of CCN activated at a supersaturation, \( s \), and \( C \) and \( k \) are constants. The values of \( C \) and \( k \) were evaluated by varying \( s \) between 0.172 and 1.0% and applying a best-fit analysis to the resulting data.

To initialize the microphysical simulation, the nuclei mass per particle and the concentrations of particles in each category must be determined. After assuming a chemical makeup for the CCN (in this case, sodium chloride), Eq. 2 can be used differentially in conjunction with the growth equation to determine the number density distributions in terms of nuclei mass. The growth equation determines the activation supersaturation as a function of physical properties of the solution droplet. The nuclei material is then assumed to be in a saturated solution at a relative humidity of 80% and the solution droplet number density distribution for the categories determined by Eq. 1 can be evaluated.

The CCN distribution shown by curve A in Fig. 1 was used with the addition of giant nuclei in 5 steps as indicated by the tick marks.
marks. This procedure was followed to simulate the alteration of an upwind CCN distribution by the incorporation of locally produced giant nuclei. These alterations are described in more detail in Table 1 where the number concentration and largest nuclei mass are indicated for each of the five simulations. Also shown in Table 1 are the salient points of each simulation concerning the number of droplets activated, and the elapsed time to achieve 0 dBZ.

### Table 1: Development of radar echo from CCN distribution A as shown in Fig. 1 with the addition of varying numbers of large nuclei.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Largest CCN mass (grams)</th>
<th>Number of initial particles</th>
<th>Cloud base droplets</th>
<th>Time from zero supersaturation to 0 dBZ (seconds)</th>
<th>Parcel temperature at 0 dBZ (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1 3.29x10^-12</td>
<td>1594</td>
<td>992</td>
<td>1440</td>
<td>-5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2 1.08x10^-11</td>
<td>1594</td>
<td>976</td>
<td>1241</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3 1.05x10^-10</td>
<td>1602</td>
<td>958</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4 5.96x10^-10</td>
<td>1604</td>
<td>932</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5 3.37x10^-9</td>
<td>1604</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial temperature and pressure at which all computations commenced was 25.3°C and 950 millibars. The mixing ratio for the parcel was about 17 gm kg^-1, and in all cases the parcel ascent rate was 4.0 m s^-1.

4. MODEL SENSITIVITY TO THE ADDITION OF GIANT NUCLEI

In order to test the sensitivity of the time to produce a minimum radar echo to the inclusion of giant condensation nuclei, it was necessary to extend the range of Eq. 2 to lower activation supersaturations than were used for field measurements. Since there are no observed data of giant nuclei for the St. Louis area Eq. 2 was assumed valid for all distributions. While there may be fewer or greater numbers of giant nuclei than those employed in these calculations, the object of this simulation is to assess the degree of their effect on precipitation development.

In each case, the rising parcels become slightly supersaturated, at which time a portion of the CCN become activated and form growing droplets. The remainder of the particles stay close to their equilibrium radius as the supersaturation slowly decreases due to the increased surface area of the activated droplets. The third column in Table 1 indicates the number of activated drops for each case. As more large nuclei are included in the parcel, fewer and fewer droplets are activated. In the last case there are 95 fewer cloud drops than in the first. Since the ascent rate is identical for each of the 5 computations, this general behavior is to be expected. The added condensation nuclei with their increased surface area condense the same amount of vapor as many smaller particles. The net effect, when larger nuclei are added, is to reduce the peak supersaturation achieved by the parcel, thus leading to a reduction in the total number of activated droplets.

Figure 2 depicts the evolution of the radar reflectivity factor as a function of time for the 5 cases. The computations indicate that the reflectivity factor grows rapidly to values which would return minimum detectable signals to METROMEX weather radars. At this time significant concentrations of drops with appreciable fall speeds develop, and the assumption of no sedimentation is no longer valid. Therefore, the calculations are only considered representative of the growth of droplets in a rising parcel in the updraft of a developing cumulus cloud to the time of first echo development.

Table 1 indicates the time for each parcel to achieve 0 dBZ and the parcel’s temperature at this point. The computations clearly indicate that warm rain processes can play a significant role in the development of precipitation in the St. Louis area. With the chosen ascent rate, a radar echo easily develops before ice processes become important, especially if large condensation nuclei are present.

The most striking feature of Fig. 2 and the data in Table 1 is the great sensitivity of the time required for echo development to the presence of large particles in the initial distribution. All 5 initial distributions result in a narrow cloud droplet distribution above cloud base, however, adding giant nuclei to the CCN distribution increases the tail on the large radius end of the distribution. The net effect of the increased spread in the droplet distribution due to additional giant nuclei is to increase the opportunity of droplet pairs to undergo collision and coalescence resulting in the time differences for echo development in Fig. 2.
5. MODEL SENSITIVITY TO INCREASED CCN CONCENTRATIONS

The results presented in the previous section could be used to explain the observed differences in first echo bases in urban and rural clouds except for the fact that field measurements indicate significantly greater nuclei concentrations in and downwind of the St. Louis urban area compared to rural upwind areas. This section presents results of computations made for 2 additional distributions (curves B and C in Fig. 1) of varying concentration that contain nuclei over the same size range as in A5 of Fig. 1. Distribution A is a reasonable value for rural measurements. Distribution B is typical of CCN concentrations measured over and downwind of St. Louis, while C represents an extreme value of observed concentrations.

Distributions B and C contain increased numbers of nuclei in all size ranges. The presence of the greater number of nuclei in these distributions results in the delay of these parcels to reach saturation and reduces the peak supersaturation developed in each ascent. The supersaturations for the 3 distributions are plotted in Fig. 3. As Table 1 indicates, distribution A5 results in 897 cloud droplets above cloud base. Distribution B results in about 1490 cloud droplets and C produces approximately the same number of droplets as B.

The lower peak supersaturation for distribution B along with increased numbers of nuclei in all size ranges results in a broader cloud droplet spectra than resulted from distribution A5. For these reasons C results in the broadest distribution of the 3 cases. On the other hand, the droplet with the mean radius for A5 grows at the fastest rate of the 3 distributions. This is expected since there are fewer droplets in A5. The increase of the mean cloud droplet radius for distribution C proceeds slower than that of B. Since B and C have about the same numbers of droplets, the mean droplet of distribution C grows slower because of the presence of more large nuclei in C.

These 2 distribution characteristics affect the production of larger droplets by coalescence. A slowly increasing mean radius would retard the coalescence process while a greater spread would speed it up. The net result is shown in Fig. 4, which indicates that all 3 distributions result in minimum detectable radar echoes in about the same elapsed time.

6. APPLICATION AND RESULTS

A two part objective constituted the impetus for pursuing the research presented here. A number of field observations gathered by METROMEX participants were seemingly in conflict. The results presented, offer a plausible explanation of how these field data can be viewed in a self-consistent manner.

METROMEX data and observations indicate that on the average, there are more CCN over and downwind of St. Louis than are present in upwind rural areas. This result has persisted for each year of the project in which these data have been gathered and analyzed.
Aircraft observations indicate that visual cloud bases average approximately 600 m higher over the urban area than over surrounding rural locations. On the other hand, radar observations indicate lower average first echo bases in city clouds. The difference in elevation of first echo bases between urban and rural clouds averages about 600 m.

The observations of CCN concentrations suggest that increased numbers of cloud droplets might impede the production of larger raindrops as a result of competition for available moisture and a narrowing of the droplet distribution. However, the radar first echo data and aircraft observations of cloud bases indicate a more efficient warm rain process in the urban clouds as compared to rural clouds. Assuming similar average updraft speeds in urban and rural clouds, first echoes develop more rapidly in rising parcels of urban clouds.

The results of these calculations indicate that giant nuclei may play a significant role in the initiation of the warm rain process and the development of radar first echo (Fig. 2). In addition, large concentrations of nuclei in the presence of increased numbers of giant nuclei do not significantly affect the development of precipitation (Fig. 4).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently a number of authors discussed the theory of condensation and turbulence effects on the basis of different approaches and different physical representations. Fairly recently this problem has caught the attention of research workers. V.I.Belyev (1961) was the first to indicate the advantage of the probabilistic description of a single cloud droplet growth. The discussion made was based on the assumption that water vapour supersaturation in a single droplet growth equation was subjected to the normal distribution with an arbitrary variance. The Lagrangian approach to the cloud droplet spectrum change description was developed in works by Y.S.Sedunov (1965) and I.P.Masin (1965). The structural functions of temperature, liquid water content and supersaturation in cloud were found and correlation of supersaturation and velocity fluctuations was obtained. The condensation growth rate appeared to be the linear function of velocity. The integration of this expression over time and the use of the normal distribution for the droplet coordinate has led to the linear growth of the cloud droplet spectrum width in time (Y.S.Sedunov, 1965).

Eulerian description of the cloud droplet size distribution in turbulent conditions was used in the works by Y.S.Sedunov and L.M.Levin (1966), M.V.Bujkov and M.I.Dekhtyar (1968), T.L.Clark (1974). On the basis of semi-empirical turbulence theory the transport equation characterized by the second derivatives with respect to space variables and droplet sizes was written for the spectrum by Y.S.Sedunov and L.M.Levin (1966). The solution of this equation for a spatially homogeneous medium has shown the expansion of the spectrum. The necessity to complement the transport equation for the cloud spectrum by the equations for temperature, supersaturation was shown by M.V.Bujkov, M.I.Dekhtyar (1968), but the turbulence effect on cloud droplet spectrum was reduced only to turbulent mixing in space. To receive the transport equation T.L.Clark (1974) has used the standard procedure of the linear treatment of turbulent fluctuations and averaging. Nevertheless the attempts to express the correlation of the vapour supersaturation and droplet size distribution in terms of averaged characteristics of the cloud medium failed. Therefore the transport equation has not been derived.

The conclusions by Y.S.Sedunov (1965), I.P.Masin (1965), L.M.Levin and Y.S.Sedunov (1966) concerning the turbulence effect on the cloud droplet size spectrum expansion were argued by J.T.Bartlett and P.R.Jonas (1972), by J.Warner (1969). In the paper by J.T.Bartlett and P.R.Jonas (1972) a single droplet growth equation and the equations for temperature and water supersaturation were numerically solved and characteristics of adiabatically isolated air parcels which move stochastically in the cloud were obtained. The main conclusion is: turbulence does not
influence practically the droplet size width.

The discrepancy of the conclusions about the turbulence effect on the cloud droplet spectrum can be accounted for by the inconsistency of the closed equation set describing both the cloud spectrum and thermodynamic characteristics of the medium and by the fact that the mechanism of the turbulence effect on the cloud spectrum is not clear completely. In work by A.S. Stepanov (1975a) a scheme of deriving a closed equation set for the cloud droplet spectrum, thermodynamic characteristics of the turbulent medium, based on the linear treatment of the fluctuation in the initial equations of regular condensation growth, on the solution of the equation set for fluctuations and on the application of these solutions to the equations for the averaged fluctuation values was suggested. The equation sets for the turbulent medium for different ratio of the time of phase relaxation \( \tau \), the Lagrangian turbulence scale \( T_\lambda \) and the time of vapour and heat exchange between parcel and medium (for nonadiabatic fluctuations (A.S. Stepanov, 1975b)) are different. A.S. Stepanov (1975a) has shown that turbulence does not effect the cloud droplet spectrum if the cloud medium is homogeneous, i.e. there are no gradients of the specific droplet concentration \( \nabla \rho N \), the specific water content \( \rho P \), and the pseudopotential temperature \( \theta_\phi \) ( \( \rho \) is air density, \( P \) is liquid water content, \( m \) is equilibrium vapour concentration above the flat water surface). It is this state of the cloud medium that was numerically analyzed by J.T. Bartlett and P.R. Jonas (1972).

The main purpose of this paper is to analyze and evaluate the effect of the non-uniformity of the cloud medium, droplet sedimentation and of the fluctuation averaged air movement on the cloud spectrum in the turbulent conditions.

2. THE MAIN EQUATIONS

The initial equation set for vapour concentration \( C \), temperature \( T \), liquid water content \( P \), droplet concentration \( N \), droplet size distribution \( f(R, S, V) \) (\( R, S, V \) are radius, surface and droplet volume respectively) is

$$\begin{align*}
A_i &= \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla \end{align*}$$

$$A_i = B_i \quad \quad \quad (1)$$

$$A_i = \left( \frac{P + C}{\rho}, \frac{\rho}{C} \cdot \frac{P}{\rho}, \frac{\rho}{\rho}, \frac{\rho}{\rho}, \frac{\rho}{\rho} \right)$$

$$B_i = \left( 0, \frac{\rho}{C}, \frac{\rho}{C}, \frac{\rho}{C}, \frac{\rho}{C}, \frac{\rho}{C}, \frac{\rho}{C}, \frac{\rho}{C} \right) \quad \quad \quad (2)$$

where \( \rho \) is water density, \( \rho_0 \) is water vapour supersaturation, \( s = C - m \) is water vapour supersaturation, \( D \) is molecular diffusion factor for water vapour, \( L \) is latent heat of water vapour condensation, \( C_\rho \) is specific heat capacity of air at a constant pressure, \( \phi \) is the acceleration due to gravity. \( P, N, T \) are associated with the droplet size distribution in the following way

$$P = \rho_0 \int ds \cdot V \cdot f, \quad N = \rho_0 \int ds \cdot f, \quad \tau = \frac{4 \pi D}{4 \pi D} \int ds \cdot R \cdot f \quad (3)$$

The contribution of hygroscopicity and surface tension forces to the rate of cloud droplet growth is neglected, i.e. we assume that the droplet size is considerably larger than the condensation nucleus size. The equations for the turbulent medium with \( T \gg \tau; m, P \gg \rho \) (\( X = 2 \mathbf{T}_\lambda \) is turbulent diffusion factor, \( X \) is the characteristic path of mixing) have been derived from the equation sets (1), (2) by A.S. Stepanov (1975a). To close these equations for \( T, P, N, \rho \) approximate formula for the time \( \tau \) was used

$$\tau = \frac{4 \pi D}{4 \pi D} \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \right) \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} \right)^{1/3} \quad \quad \quad (4)$$

Taking \( A_i = A_i + A_i' \), where \( A_i' \) are turbulent fluctuations, and treating the equations (1), (2) as linear, one can find \( A_i' \) in the form of the functionals of the velocity fluctuations. The substitution of the latter in the equations for the ave-
raged values and the use of the equations
\[ \nu' \left(t \right) \nu' \left(t' \right) = \nu'^2 \delta_{ij} \exp \left( - \frac{\left| t - t' \right|}{\tau} \right) , \]
where \( \nu' \) and \( \theta' \) are the phase transition frequency and the supersaturation, respectively.

Similarly, one can use the relations
\[ \bar{w}(t) = \frac{1}{18 \nu \eta} \rho \left( \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} \right) \bar{\theta} \bar{v} \]
where \( \eta \) is air viscosity.

With \( \bar{v}, \bar{w} \approx \bar{u} \) one can ignore these velocities in the equations for fluctuations. Besides the diffusion limit \( \ell \gg \chi \) will be considered, where \( \ell \) is the characteristic distance of variations of the averaged fields \( \rho, \tau, \theta' \), \( \bar{v} \) (for simplicity everywhere below the average values are written without bars).

Therefore the equation set for the turbulent medium will have the form:
\[ \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \bar{v} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} - \chi \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} \right) \frac{\bar{P} + n_{m}}{\rho} + \nu \frac{\partial^2 \bar{W}}{\partial x^2} = 0 , \]
\[ \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \bar{v} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} - \chi \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} \right) \frac{\bar{n}}{\rho} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \frac{\partial \bar{W}}{\partial \rho} = 0 , \]
where \( \gamma \) is the turbulent diffusion coefficient.

The equations (7)-(12) show that the cloud spectrum width in the turbulent medium is increased due to non-uniformity of \( P + n, \rho, \theta' \) and due to the combined effect of this non-uniformity, medium movement and droplet sedimentation. It is more simple to study these effects separately. At first we suggest in the clo-
The cloud droplet spectrum is defined from (14) as $f^*$-function varying in space according to changes of $P$, $m$, $T$. The state of (15) will not change with time according to (7)-(9). But according to (10) the supersaturation arises

$$\frac{df}{d}\rho = \mathcal{K}\left(\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial \Theta_t}{\partial x}\right)\left(\frac{C_p}{L}\right)^2 \frac{\partial \delta}{\partial x}. \quad (16)$$

This result can be explained on the basis of the phenomenological theory of turbulence. At a certain defined point the supersaturation is created by the mixing of the air parcels which arrived here for the period $T_L$ from the points located at a certain distance $X$ from it. In one of these turbulent parcels the supersaturation is negative and drops evaporate, in another one supersaturation is positive and droplets grow. The absolute value of the supersaturation is larger in that parcel for which according to (4) the time $\tau$ is larger and the liquid water content is smaller. That is why $f^* > 0$ with wet-unstable distribution of temperature (see $\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x}$ and $f^*$) and $f^* < 0$ when the temperature field is wet-stable (see $-\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x}$ and $f^*$). If $\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x} = 0$ the supersaturation accurate to the terms $\frac{\partial \tau}{\partial x}$ will be $f^* = 0$. From equation (11) one can find the variations of the droplet spectrum width. So we have the following equation for the droplet surface distribution variance:

$$\Delta \delta^2 = 2\mathcal{K}t \left[\frac{2}{3} \frac{S}{L} \frac{C_p}{\rho} \frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x} \right]^2 \quad (17)$$

accurate to the first order terms. The spectrum at this time moves to smaller sizes $S$ so that the liquid water content remains constant.

The analogous change of the spectrum is found, if there is the liquid water content gradient in the cloud medium:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \Theta_0 = 0, \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \frac{P_m}{\rho} = \text{const},$$

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \frac{n}{\rho} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \frac{P_m}{\rho} = \text{const}. \quad (18)$$

The equations for the supersaturation and variance ($\Delta \delta^2 = 0$ at $t = 0$) are as follows

$$\frac{df}{d\rho} = \mathcal{K}\left(\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial \Theta_t}{\partial x}\right)\frac{S}{3} \frac{C_p}{L} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \frac{P_m}{\rho}, \quad (19)$$

$$\Delta \delta^2 = 2\mathcal{K}t \left[\frac{2}{3} \frac{S}{L} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \frac{P_m}{\rho} \right]^2 \quad (20)$$

It is this expansion of the droplet size spectrum that in fact was investigated in works by Y.S.Sedunov (1965), I.P.Masin (1965), Y.S.Sedunov and L.M.Levin (1966).

If to assume the $f^*$-spectrum of the droplet size similarly to (14), the constant gradient of the specific droplet concentration and the uniformity of the remaining parameters of the medium, we have

$$\frac{df}{d\rho} = \mathcal{K}\left(\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial \Theta_t}{\partial x}\right) \frac{2}{3} \frac{C_p}{L} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \frac{P_m}{\rho}, \quad (21)$$

$$\Delta \delta^2 = 2\mathcal{K}t \left[\frac{2}{3} \frac{S}{L} \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \frac{P_m}{\rho} \right]^2 \quad (22)$$

As it is seen from (17), (20), (22) the variance growth rate is squared to the gradient disturbing the medium. For $\mathcal{K} = 100 \text{ m}^2 \text{sec}^{-1}$, $P = 0,42 \text{ g} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}$, $R = 40 \mu \text{m}$, $T = 273^\circ \text{K}$ and $\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x} = 1 \frac{0^\circ}{100 \text{m}}$, $\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} = \frac{1}{100 \text{m}}$ the rate of variance variations $\frac{\partial \delta^2}{\partial x}$, calculated from (17), (20), (22) equal to $0,99 \cdot 10^{-4}$, $1,41 \cdot 10^{-4}$, $1,41 \cdot 10^{-4}$ sec respectively.

From (16), (19) it follows that with $\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x} = 0$ and $\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} = \frac{1}{100 \text{m}}$ supersaturation $\frac{df^*}{d\rho} = 0$. That is why the initial stage of the cloud formation (dry-adiabatic gradient of temperature, upward diffusion of vapour) takes place with negative average supersaturation within the
cloud. It should be noted that in the boundary region of a cloud the equations (7)-(11) are not applicable.

The combined effect of the medium movement velocity $\mathbf{U}$, turbulent mixing and non-uniformity are studied on the example of non-uniformity of the temperature field. Let's define the constant gradient of temperature as

$$\mathcal{T} \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} = \frac{\partial \theta_c}{\partial x}$$

In this case space coordinate dependence disappears in the coefficients of the equation (11). The $f$ -spectrum, defined at $t = 0$, expands at $t > 0$, displacing towards the smaller droplet sizes. With assumption

$$(\mathcal{T} - 1) \frac{\partial \delta_k}{\partial x} \frac{c_p}{L} \frac{p}{\rho} \mathbf{U} t \gg 1 \quad (23)$$

the droplet size spectrum width grows

$$\Delta \delta^2 = \frac{8}{3} \mathcal{K}\left[(\mathcal{T} - 1) \frac{\partial \delta_k}{\partial x} \frac{c_p}{L} \frac{p}{\rho} \mathbf{U} \frac{t^{1/4}}{v^{1/2}} \right]^{4/3} \quad (24)$$

where $\mathcal{V}$ is $g$ - component of the velocity. For the above mentioned parameters

$\mathcal{V} \approx 1 \text{ cm sec}^{-1}, \quad t = 10^3 \text{ sec}$

$\Delta \delta^2 = 5.5 \cdot 10^7 \mu m^4$.

The sedimentation of cloud droplets forms gradients of specific droplet concentration and of a specific liquid water content in a homogeneous cloud medium (14). It is evident that turbulent mixing should lead to the expansion of the droplet size spectrum.

From (7), (8), (11) one can evaluate the rate of the spectrum expansion at the expense of the sedimentation and turbulent mixing

$$\Delta \delta^2 = \frac{8}{27} \mathcal{K} \omega^2 \left(\frac{\partial \theta}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial \delta_k}{\partial x}\right)^4 x \left(\frac{c_p}{L} \frac{p}{\rho} \right)^4 S^2 L^3 \quad (25)$$

Such growth of droplet size distribution width is not great.

For the above parameter values

$$\partial \delta^2/\partial t = 4.7 \cdot 10^{-6} \mu m^4 \text{ sec}^{-1} t^2 \text{ (sec)}.$$

For $t = 10^4 - 10^5 \text{ sec}$ sedimentation forms gradients

$$\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P \rho m}{\partial x} \approx \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \mathcal{L} n \frac{P}{\rho} \sim 1/100 \mu m,$$

and spectrum width growth rates, found from formulas (20), (22), (25) are of the same order of magnitude.

In the above cases the cloud medium was disturbed everywhere in space. Therefore the cloud droplet size spectrum expanded without any limit due to turbulent mixing both in the direction of small sizes and in direction of large ones. If to create local disturbances (e.g. of temperature or of specific liquid water content) in a limited area of space, the cloud droplet size spectrum appears to be limited upwards and downwards in the droplet size space. At this time turbulence leads to a gradual decrease of disturbance. The droplet size spectrum width grows in time, reaches maximum and then decreases again. In this cases the spectrum width limitation is accounted for by the limitation of the maximum value of the disturbance of the fields of pseudopotential temperature $\theta_k$, specific liquid water content $P_m/\rho$, specific droplet concentration $n/\rho$ in space. The maximum value of the spectrum width will be reached at different points of space at different moments of time.

From the analysis of equation (11) and correlations (17), (20), (22) one can find that maximum and minimum droplet sizes at a given point of space are defined by the disturbance values for the fields of pseudopotential temperature, specific liquid water content, specific droplet concentration in the cloud medium. These are all the possible maximum and minimum droplet sizes which are comprised in the turbulent cloud air parcels adiabatically displaced towards a given point in
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Cloud droplet size distributions in convective clouds are observed [see, e.g., Diem (1942), Weickmann and aufm Kampe (1953), Warner (1969)] to be considerably broader than the size distributions computed from condensation nuclei distributions by means of the microphysical equations [Howell (1949), Mordy (1959), Neiburger and Chien (1960)]. The problem of explaining the difference and/or modeling the generation of size distributions similar to the observed ones has been addressed in several previous papers [e.g., Mason and Ghosh (1957), Mason and Chien (1962), Sedanov (1965), Kornfeld (1970), Paluch (1971), Fitzgerald (1972), Mason and Jonas (1974)]. For the most part, these efforts fall short of the mark. The entrainment models [Mason and Jonas (1974), Warner (1973)] tend to show relatively good promise, particularly when provision is made for the introduction of fresh nuclei with the entrained air, but these appear to apply mainly to the outer portion of the cloud sides and top. The model of Paluch (1971) couples droplet sedimentation and small local humidity fluctuations together and shows a drop-size spectrum broadening effect as well as an effect of fluctuating droplet number concentrations and liquid water content. The effect of a varying vertical velocity upon a sample of cloud volume was briefly treated by Kornfeld (1970), but her choice of droplet size classes for the model is too restricted to yield a convincing result.

The details of the motion field in convective clouds are known to be quite complicated. Generally they are characterized as "turbulent" without further elaboration. This implies an indefinite field of upward, downward and lateral motions of varying speeds and reversal frequencies. It is clear that such motions can affect the local environments of the cloud droplets. Storebø and Dingle (1974) and Storebø (1976) noted a prominent effect in their models of orographic cloud which tended strongly to favor the persistence of the larger cloud droplets and the deactivation of the smallest droplets in a very short downward displacement of a cloud sample. The present effort is an attempt to determine the effects upon the droplet size distribution of the more or less oscillatory vertical displacements that a cloud sample might undergo in a convective cloud.

The computational model is a modified version of that used by Kornfeld (1970) and Fitzgerald (1972), and is based upon thirty simultaneous ordinary differential equations:

\[
\frac{dt}{dt} = \frac{(1 + x)(g + dw)w + L}{c_{pd} + x_{pv}v + x_{w}} \]

for the ambient temperature

\[
\frac{dp}{dt} = -\frac{P}{m} (g + dw)w \]

for the pressure

\[
\frac{dm}{dt} = \frac{4\pi r v(e - e_s(T)) \exp}{\frac{2\sigma}{\partial P/T}} \]

\[
= \frac{R_v \frac{g}{T} \frac{L e_s(T)}{T}}{1 + \frac{2\sigma}{\partial P/T}} + \frac{DF_v}{h^2} K F (T - 35.86)^2 \]

for the growth rate for each of 27 droplet size categories

\[
\frac{dx}{dt} = -\frac{1}{n_i} \frac{dm_i}{dt} \]

for the conservation of water mass

The water activity, \(a_v\) values tabulated by Low (1969) are used to express the depression of vapor pressure by electrolytes in solution. The condensation nuclei spectrum is defined by a Junge (1963) distribution of ammonium sulfate particles ranging from 0.015 \(\mu\m\) to 3.9 \(\mu\m\) radius in 27 size categories such that the individual particle mass is increased by a factor of 1.9 for each succeeding category. At cloud base, defined at 283.16K, 900 mb, and 100% relative humidity, there are 386 particles \(cm^{-3}\) giving a total particulate loading of 3 \(x 10^{-12}g cm^{-3}\).

To obtain comparisons among cloud droplet size distributions generated within various conceivable turbulent flow regimes in convective clouds, we have simulated these by assuming hypothetical trajectories and speeds in a series of case studies. The results of these studies are then compared against...
simulated results of a monotonic lifting-condensation process (Case A). The trajectories are described in Table I for five additional cases.

**Table I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>height (m)</th>
<th>velocity</th>
<th>time to reach 100 m level(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-0</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-0</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-0</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-0</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-10</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0-10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-0</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-10</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10-30</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-20</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20-40</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>30-30</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50-50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50-60</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60-50</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>w = 100 + 300 sin(0.15t)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 1 and 2 show the resulting droplet size distribution, achieved within each cloud sample at the 100 m level (above cloud base). The mode at small size that is made up of nonactivated haze particles is omitted from each of these curves. In the cloud droplet size ranges, cases B and C both give bimodal distributions. The largest droplets, \( r = 24 \mu m \) are generated in case D, which also gives 0.9 droplets per liter of 20\( \mu m \) radius or larger.

The broadening effect upon the droplet-size distribution is conveniently expressed (Twomey, 1966) by the dispersion, defined by

\[ \delta = \sigma/r \]

where \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the distribution and \( r \) is the mean radius. Table II gives the values of these three statistical parameters for the drop-size distribution generated by each case up to 100 m. Figure 3 shows the measured values of dispersion obtained by Warner (1969).
Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>$\bar{r}$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>.245</td>
<td>.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>5.59</td>
<td>.554</td>
<td>.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>.613</td>
<td>.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>.457</td>
<td>.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>.400</td>
<td>.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>4.93</td>
<td>.216</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are many complicated features of the microphysics so that predicting the droplet distribution is not a simple matter. It should be recognized that only the smallest droplets are at equilibrium with their environment. The large droplets lag well behind their respective equilibrium radii, and this fact is responsible for the finding that the large droplets can continue to grow during the downward phase while smaller droplets are evaporating.

Further, since a droplet is not activated until both its critical radius and saturation ratio are exceeded, it is neither the largest nor the smallest droplets which first become activated, but rather some intermediate sized droplet. The pattern of the saturation ratio as well as the amount of time spent in the evaporation and condensation phases determine the final droplet distribution. This in turn affects the behavior of the large droplets which are few in number but individually have a large proportionate mass of water. As the small droplets become deactivated, the water attached to them is to some extent transferred to larger droplets. Upon reentering the updraft, the deactivated haze particles will reactivate only if the saturation ratio attains a high enough value.

For example, in Cases A, B, and C only the two smallest categories were never activated. In Case D, size categories 3 and 4 did not reactivate after the second cycle, leading to the largest value of $\bar{r}$ of all the cases. In Case E in which the cycles are small but rapid, size class 3 did not survive the cycling. All particles were activated in Case F, mainly as a result of the fast updraft and resulting high saturation ratio.

Because of the complexity of the problem, the relative roles of the basic parameters can be studied conveniently by means of numerical experiments. It is our intent to pursue these studies.

Although the cases treated are distinctly limited, a diversity of effects emerges: on the one hand the mean radius and dispersion are enhanced, and on the other they are diminished. Further study is obviously needed, but the present work at least suggests that the turbulence of a convective cloud can contribute to broadening of the droplet size spectrum in some regions of the cloud, and narrowing in others. Noteworthy is the fact that the dispersion for Case C, while still less than 0.2, is some 2.5 times larger than that for the steady updraft case. The values of the mean radius and standard deviation are not a simple function of time. For example, Case C has a smaller mean radius and larger standard deviation than does Case D although they require the same amount of time to reach the 100 m level. On the other hand, Case F, which takes the shortest time to reach 100 m also has the smallest values of $\bar{r}$ and $\sigma$. 

Figure 3. Average coefficient of dispersion as a function of height above cloud base, Warner (1969).
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ON THE DECREASE OF DROPLET NUMBER WITH HEIGHT IN THE EARLY STAGE OF GROWTH IN A CONVECTIVE WARM CLOUD

YOSHIHIKO TAKAHASHI
Independent Research Laboratory for Meteorology
Tokyo, Japan

1. Introduction

A general physical structure of cumulus clouds has been disclosed by the laborious observations of Zaitsev (1950), Weickmann and aufm Kampe (1953), and Squires (1958). The droplet number, for example, decreases with height from cloud base up to some level and then turns to be constant or rather increase.

Weickmann and aufm Kampe in their paper have pointed out that such a trend of droplet number indicates the effectiveness of a process of coalescence.

Formerly, Smolukovski (1916) presented a theory for the purpose of explaining Paine's interesting experiment on the effect of strong stirring upon the coagulation of a hydrosol; that is, the collisions between particles would become significant owing to the velocity gradient existing in the shearing laminar flow of a fluid. Based on this theory, Wigand and Frankenberger (1930) dealt with the effect of electrification upon the stability of fog and cloud; the velocity gradient on a length of less than 1 mm was linearly proportional from the maximum gradient observed in the surface wind of mean velocity 2 m/sec, because of the absence of other available data. The gradient was assumed to be proportional to the mean wind velocity.

This paper treats the decrease of droplet number by Smolukovski's collision taking account of their growth by condensation associated with adiabatic expansion of a mass of moist air carrying them along. Here, eddies of minimum sizes are supposed in relation with the velocity gradient on a small length comparable to droplet diameter.

2. Velocity gradient

Fig. 1 schematically shows a profile of turbulent velocity of the wind along an arbitrary axis of X which would be obtained by observing selectively the gusts and lulls referred to the eddies possessing the sizes of a certain definite magnitude; the wind direction would be constant or gradually change during a gust or lull.

Now, assume a similar profile for eddies of minimum sizes and, for simplicity, express it by

$$c = A \sin \left( \frac{\pi x}{L} \right)$$

where c denotes the turbulent velocity, L the mean dimension of the eddies measured along the X-axis, and A the constant depending on the intensity of turbulence. Then, on the assumption that the turbulence is of an isotropic structure, we have

$$\left( \nabla c \right)^2 = 3 \left( \frac{\pi}{\mu} \right)^2 \frac{c^2}{L} \quad (2.2)$$

or, putting \( \left( \nabla c \right)^2 = C \) and \( \left( \frac{c}{L} \right)^2 = \frac{C}{L} \),

$$\nabla c \approx \sqrt{3} \pi \frac{C}{L} \quad (2.3)$$

3. Smolukovskian collision of small cloud droplets

We shall consider the small cloud droplets decreasing in concentration by the Smolukovskian collisions. In this case, the collision number of a droplet of radius \( r_i \) with those of radius \( r_j \) and concentration \( n_j \) in unit volume is

$$E_{ij} n_i (r_i + r_j)^3 \nabla c$$

per unit time, where \( \nabla c \) is given by Eq. (2.3) and \( E_{ij} \) the collision coefficient depending on \( r_i \) and \( r_j \).

When droplets of various sizes are present the collision number in unit volume per unit time is

$$\frac{2}{3} E_{ij} \sum r_i n_i (r_i + r_j)^3 \nabla c$$

Let \( n \) denote the total number of droplets and take \( E_{ij} \) constant and equal to \( E \), Eq. (3.2) becomes

$$\frac{16}{3} E \nabla c \sum r_i n_i \left[ 1 + \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{r_i + r_j}{r_i} - 1 \right) \right] \quad (3.3)$$

The second term in the bracket will vanish as far as the droplets possess a narrow size distribution. After all, we have the number of collisions between small droplets

$$\frac{4}{3} E \nabla c \sum r_i n_i \left( \frac{w}{8} \right)$$

in unit volume per unit time, where \( w \) is the liquid water amount in unit volume and \( g \) the density of water.
Decrease of droplet number with height

We now consider a convective cloud in the stage of development with no entrainment and calculate the decrease of droplet number with height by the Smolukovskian collisions. In this case it is necessary to take into account the number of droplets in unit mass of dry air by analogy with humidity mixing ratio.

Accordingly, the decrease of droplet number with height is given by the equation

\[ \frac{d(\rho n)}{dz} = \frac{\rho C_E}{\rho L} \nu n \mathcal{W} \quad (4.1) \]

where \( z \) represents the height above condensation level, \( \nu \) the specific volume of dry air at its partial pressure, \( \mathcal{U} \) the updraught velocity, and others the same as before. Condensation level may be taken as a cloud base in the following discussions.

If we put

\[ K = \frac{\mathcal{U}}{\rho C_E} \]

and

\[ \mathcal{W} = \int_0^z \mathcal{U} \, dz \quad (4.3) \]

we have determined the most appropriate values of the coefficients \( \alpha_1, \beta_1, \beta_2, \) and \( \alpha_2 \) as given in Table 1 and 2. Thus, \( \mathcal{W} \) and \( \mathcal{U}/\mathcal{V} \) can be easily computed with errors less than fractions of a per cent up to about 2.5 km above base but not exceeding a height of \(-10^\circ C\).

6. Comparison with the observations

Fig. 2 illustrates the theoretical log \((n/n_0) - \mathcal{L}\) curves for pressure 950 mb, temperature 20\(^\circ C\) at cloud base, and various values of \( K \). In comparing with the observations the following should be noticed.

![Diagram showing log(n/n_0) vs. z according to computations by taking pressure 950mb and temperature 20\(^\circ C\) at cloud base and giving various values to \( K \) (g/cm²). Altering the values of \( K \) assigned to the curves, this diagram will be used for cases of various base temperatures and, as far as ordinary cumuli are concerned, disregarding base height.](image)
Firstly, 950 mb in pressure is equal to about 500 m in height above sea level in the standard atmosphere. For most of cumulus clouds, however, the height of base may be disregarded with no significant error in computing \( \alpha \) and \( \nu_0 / \nu \). Secondly, the coefficients \( \alpha_2 \) and \( \beta_2 \) of Eq. (5.2) are almost constant in respect with base temperature and hence the term \( \nu_0 / \nu \) in Eq. (4.4) is practically independent of base temperature. Thirdly, the ratio of \( W \) for any base temperature to that for 20°C are practically constant with respect to \( Z \) as will be described in next section.

For these reasons the theoretical log \( n - Z \) diagram in Fig. 2 will be available for the comparison with the diagram of any observed cumulus clouds irrespectively of base height and temperature.

Now, the points of observed values reported by the workers mentioned in the first section will be plotted parallel to one of the curves or interpolated curves up to some heights respectively on the diagram in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3 the identifications are shown by shifting the theoretical curves along the horizontal axis. In case of Zaitsev's cumulus, the theory holds up to the level to which the liquid water content turns to decrease with height.

This evidently indicates the agreement of the present theory with the observations.

### 7. Determination of \( K \) and \( \gamma_0 \)

By means of the identification described in the above section numerical values of \( K \) can be determined for the clouds under consideration. For example, \( K_{20} = 28 \, g^{-1} \cdot cm^2 \) for Zaitsev's cumulus as seen from Fig. 3. \( K \) thus obtained is obviously nothing but an apparent or virtual one for this cumulus of base temperature 7.5°C and shall be specified by subindex 20. True \( K \), however, can be easily known as follows.

From the numerical data presented in section 5 we have deduced the equation independent of

\[
\frac{W_{20}}{W_T} = \frac{60 + T}{38 + 2.1 T} \quad (7.1)
\]

where \( W_T \) denotes \( W \) for base temperature \( T^\circ C \) and accordingly \( W_{20} \) for 20°C. This equation holds with errors less than 5%. And hence, true \( K \) is given by

\[
K = K_{20} \frac{W_{20}}{W_T} = K_{20} \frac{60 + T}{38 + 2.1 T} \quad (7.2)
\]

For example, \( K = 35 \, g^{-1} \cdot cm^2 \) for the above Zaitsev's cumulus.

Initial droplet number at the base of a cloud can be known on the log \( n - Z \) diagram, namely, it will be equal to \( \gamma_0 \) of a shifted and identified theoretical curve. For example, we read \( \gamma_0 = 320 \, cm^3 \) for Zaitsev's cumulus while its observed number is 300 cm.

### Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Observer(s)</th>
<th>( K ) (g(^{-1})cm(^2))</th>
<th>( \gamma_0 ) (g(^{-1})cm(^2))</th>
<th>( n_m ) (cm(^3))</th>
<th>( n_0 ) (cm(^3))</th>
<th>( H_m ) (km)</th>
<th>( H_t ) (m)</th>
<th>( H_0 ) (m)</th>
<th>( T_0 ) (°C)</th>
<th>Cloud type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zaitsev</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>300(^*)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2950</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>congestus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weickmann and aufn Kampe</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(upper layer)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>fair-weather</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squires</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>trade-wind Hawaii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>mountain Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( n_m \) maximum height above base the theory applies, \( n_0 \) droplet number, estimated at base (\( n \) observed), \( n_m \) mean droplet radius at \( H_m \), \( H_0 \) cloud top height above sea level (\( H_0 \) observed), \( H_0 \) base height, and \( T_0 \) base temperature.
\[ K_{20}, K, \eta, \]  and specifications of the
cumulus clouds we have examined are given in
Table 3. The temperatures of cloud base with
an exception of Weickmann's 20°C have been
estimated from the height above base of freezing
level or temperature of cloud top on the assump-
tion of wet adiabatic lapse-rate.

8. Discussions

Eq. (4.2) is rewritten as

\[ C = 0.145LUTK/E \]  (8.1)

Bowen (1950) has estimated an updraught
velocity of 1 m sec\(^{-1}\) in an Australian mountain
cumulus which is similar to Squires's. If put
\[ U = 1 \text{ m sec}^{-1}, L = 1 \text{ cm}, E = 1, \text{ and } K = 25 \]
g cm\(^{-2}\) \((\varphi = 1 \text{ g cm}^{-3})\) into the above Eq. (8.1),
we have \[ C = 350 \text{ cm sec}^{-1} \text{ and } C = 1.8 \times 10^3 \text{ cm sec}^{-1} \]
per sec. These are extraordinarily large
values for smallest eddies. A cumulus cloud
as a whole might possess smaller velocity of
updraught or smallest eddies might be regarded
as to be of less dimension.

Now, Smolukovski's theory stands on the
assumption that the shearing flow is in a sta-
tionary laminar state and particles never deviate
from stream lines in their movements. But a
turbulence is an unstationary phenomenon, stream
lines are in rapid and irregular fluctuations as
if they are tangling and even small droplets will
be forced into collisions not only by the shearing
of flow but also by their irregular inertias
motions deviating from stream lines. It must be
quite different from the case of droplets falling
in still air. In forced collision its coeffi-
cient might be not small even for small droplets.

On such a collisions Takahashi (1965, 1974),
the present author, has presented a theory.
According to this theory, probability that a
droplet of radius 10 \( \mu \)m will collide with drop-
lets of the equal radius whose number is unity in
\( \text{cm}^2 \) is \( \frac{4 \times 10^5 \text{ sec}^{-1}}{4} \) in moderate turbulence.
Smolukovski's theory gives \( 2 \times 10^5 \text{ sec}^{-1} \), if put
\[ K = 25 \text{ g cm}^{-2} \] just obtained and \( L = 1 \text{ cm} \) into
(3.1). Consider the roughness of both estima-
tions, the above probabilities may be of the
same order of magnitude.

Entrainment will bring less increase rate of
liquid water content with height and larger
decrease rate of droplet number, resulting in
positive contribution to \( K \). Houghton and
Cramer (1951) by calculation and Zaitsev and
Weickmann-auf Kampe by observation have shown
its significant effect upon liquid water content
of cumulus clouds. However, if entrainment were
all that brings the decrease of droplet concen-
tration such as actually observed, cumulus clouds
would not remain so long to develop. Neverthe-
less, a large overestimation of \( K \) will owe partly
to the entrainment.

After all, it may be stated that the equa-
tion (4.2) which has been derived from
Smolukovski's collision theory on the assumption
of adiabatic ascent of air will be practically
satisfactory, but it is necessary to have a new
definition of \( K \) taking into consideration
microscopic irregular movements of small droplets
in a turbulent air and in addition entrainment,
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ACCELERATED MOTION OF CLOUD AND PRECIPITATION DROPS

J. Doyne Sartor

National Center for Atmospheric Research*
Boulder, Colorado 80303

1. INTRODUCTION

The motions of cloud and precipitating drops undergo acceleration much of their lifetimes due to turbulence and organized buoyant acceleration of the cloud air, rapid changes in their charge, rapid ambient electric field changes, and during coalescence and accretion. Using an approximation for the drag coefficient for spheres due to Abraham (1970), the accelerated motions of cloud and raindrops are obtained analytically for Reynolds numbers from 0 to 5000. Previous work [Sartor and Abbott (1975)] gives solutions for the velocity and distance traveled as functions of time for Reynolds numbers from 0 to 5. The present work extends the velocity vs. time solution to include raindrops and approximately spherical ice particles with Reynolds numbers up to and including 5000.

Analytical solutions for the interaction of two drops and the resistance of the medium in which they are moving are frequently possible if steady state drag force can be assumed. A similar assumption is made in the numerical calculations of aerosol and cloud drop collision probabilities. The steady state resistance of the medium is used in equations of motion for the particles in which the accelerations of the particles are integrated to obtain their relative trajectories and thereby their collision probabilities. Almeida (1975) has recently completed a definitive work on the effect of atmospheric turbulence on the calculations of collision probabilities. Almeida finds an important increase in the collision probability of cloud droplets for weakly turbulent air streams with eddy dissipation rates of 1 and 10 cm$^2$ sec$^{-3}$.

2. ACCELERATIONS IN THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR THE CALCULATION OF COLLISION PROBABILITIES

The equation of motion for each drop can be written as

$$\sigma + \frac{d^2 \mathbf{r}}{dt^2} = \sigma + \rho \mathbf{V} - \mathbf{F}$$

where:
- $\sigma$ = density of the drops,
- $\rho$ = density of medium (air),
- $\mathbf{V}$ = volume of the drops,
- $\mathbf{V}$ = the velocity of the drops,
- $\mathbf{g}$ = acceleration of gravity and 
- $\mathbf{F}$ = external forces and resistive forces due to the medium.

The left-hand side of the equation contains the net force on the drop and the force on the drops due to the net accelerations in the fluid, commonly referred to as the effect of the induced mass of fluid displaced by the drop. The first term on the right represents the gravitational and buoyancy forces. The second term on the right contains other external forces (e.g., electrical forces) and resistive viscous forces of the medium. For the case of steady state, the drag force on a single sphere sufficiently isolated from other objects and boundaries, the total resistive force on a freely falling drop is written,

$$\mathbf{F} = 6\pi \eta \mathbf{r} \mathbf{V} \mathbf{n} \left[ 1 + f(Re) \right]$$

where:
- $\eta$ = viscosity of the medium,
- $r$ = radius of drops,
- $\mathbf{V}$ = velocity of drops and
- $Re$ = Reynolds number.

The function, $f(Re)$, is empirically determined for steady state but depends only on the Reynolds number, Re, and becomes the Stokes drag force, $6\pi \eta \mathbf{r} \mathbf{V}$, when $Re$ is very small. This form of the steady state drag force is used frequently to compute the instantaneous velocity of accelerating and decelerating particles using experimentally determined drag coefficients. In our previous work, Sartor and Abbott (1975), we found, using the experimental results of LeClair, Hamielec and Pruppacher (1970), that for $Re \leq 5$, the error in the calculated velocity to be within experimental error. The velocity-time solution for accelerating drops reported in Sartor and Abbott (1975) for 0.01 \(Re\leq 5\) is

$$\mathbf{V} = \frac{B-q}{2A} \exp \left[ \frac{2}{m} \left( \mathbf{t} - \mathbf{t}_0 \right) \right]$$

where:
- $A = 12 \left( 0.9 \times 10^{-6} \right) \pi \mathbf{r} \mathbf{V}$
- $B = 6\pi \eta \mathbf{V}$
- $C = -4\pi \mathbf{r} \mathbf{V} \mathbf{g}$
- $m = \frac{4\pi \mathbf{V} \mathbf{g}}{\rho}$

*The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
and where

\[ q = (B^2 - 4AC)^{1/2} \]

\[ k = \frac{2AN + B - q}{2AN + B + q} \]

\( v_0 \) = initial velocity at \( t = t_0 \).

For \( Re > 5 \), Abraham's approximation to the steady state drag is used as the drag coefficient in the equation of motion for accelerating drops.

3. AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR \( 5 < Re \leq 5000 \)

Using dimensional analysis and boundary layer theory, Abraham (1970) derives the expression

\[ C_0 = C_0 \left(1 + \delta_0 R_e^{-1/4}\right)^2 \]  
(2)

for the drag coefficient for spheres, where \( C_0 \delta_0^2 = 24 \), the Reynolds number, \( Re \), and \( \delta_0 = 9.06 \).

Abraham's expression for the drag coefficient is a reasonably good fit to the experimentally determined drag coefficients for uniform motion for \( Re < 5000 \). It fits remarkably well for \( 5 < Re \leq 5000 \) but is not as accurate as that of Le Clair et al. for \( 0.01 < Re \leq 5 \).

Using Abraham's expressions for the drag coefficient, Eq. (2), and following Abraham (1970) we write

\[ F = \frac{12\pi PA}{\delta_0} \left[ \frac{\eta}{\delta_0^2} + \left( \frac{\eta}{2\pi P} \right)^{1/2} \right] \]
(3)

where \( \frac{\delta_0}{\eta} = \delta_0 R_e^{-1/4} \) and \( \eta = \frac{2\pi PA}{\delta_0} \),

with \( \eta = \) viscosity. Abraham identifies \( \delta \) with the boundary thickness at the waist of a sphere and \( C_0 \) and \( \delta_0 \) with the Stokes drag coefficient \( (C_0 = 24 \text{ Re}^{-1}) \) and "boundary layer," respectively, so that \( C_0 \delta_0^2 = 24 \) giving \( \delta_0 = 9.06 \).

Equation (3) can be rewritten in the form

\[ F = \frac{12\pi PA}{\delta_0} \left[ \frac{\eta}{\delta_0^2} + \left( \frac{\eta}{2\pi P} \right)^{1/2} \right] \]

which when introduced into Eq. (1) gives

\[ \frac{dV}{dt} = g - \left[ \frac{3}{\delta_0} \left( \frac{\rho}{\pi \delta_0^2} \right)^{1/2} + \frac{3}{\delta_0} \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^{1/2} \right] V \]

or by letting \( u = \sqrt{\frac{\rho}{\pi \delta_0^2}} \), \( 2du = dv \),

\[ a = \frac{2}{\delta_0} \left( \frac{\rho}{\pi \delta_0^2} \right)^{1/2} \]

\[ \frac{2u(u - bV)}{(aV + bu)^2} - \frac{1}{\delta_0} \]

Equation (4) can be integrated by factoring and the method of partial fractions to give:

\[ q \exp\left( -\frac{1}{2a} (t - t_0) \right) = \]

\[ = \left( 2au + b + \frac{q}{2} \right)^{1+\frac{1}{2a}} \]

\[ (2au + b - \frac{q}{2})^{1-\frac{1}{2a}} \]

(5)

where

\[ \theta = 162 + 4 a \frac{\rho}{\pi \delta_0^2} \]

Equation (5) produces correct terminal velocities in the range \( 5 < Re < 5000 \). But it has not been possible so far to compare the computed results with experimental data. As Fuchs (1964) comments, the accelerated rectilinear motion at high Reynolds number such as encountered in the mechanics of aerosols (up to about \( Re = 1000 \)) has not been studied theoretically, and experimental data on this problem are insufficient and contradictory. This seems to be the situation at the present time also.

Another problem appears when the solution is applied to drops larger than a few hundred micrometers radius, when they become subject to forces that significantly deform them from the spherical. The solution, however, would still apply in the larger Reynolds number range for rigid spheres.

The question of whether this type of solution for accelerating cloud and precipitation should be pursued farther will depend on the importance that future theoretical and experimental studies in cloud physics find for the role of turbulence and other accelerations in the collision-coalescence growth of cloud droplets and other accreting cloud particles.

4. REFERENCES


The Third International Workshop on Ice Nucleus Measurements was held in Laramie, Wyoming, in June 1975. The motivation for holding this workshop, as for the two earlier workshops held in 1967 and 1970, was to arrive at a clearer picture for the validity of nucleus measurements and to delineate problem areas in need of improvement. The earlier workshops encompassed condensation as well as ice nucleus measurements. The Third Workshop involved only ice nucleus measurements since it was felt that that area was in the greatest need of clarification and improvement. Indeed, the results of the Second Workshop (Bigg, 1971) showed an alarming degree of disagreement among the various ice nucleus measuring instruments, and progress afterwards was also slow.

The Second Workshop's results did show indications that vapor supersaturation plays an emphatic role in determining the numbers of activated ice nuclei. Subsequently, more attention was paid to the control of this parameter in the various instruments. The large isothermal chamber at the Colorado State University was modified (Garvey, 1975) to precool the cloud prior to reaching the zone where the nuclei are injected. The membrane filter technique, while offering the best hope for accurate control (to ±1%, in principal) of the supersaturation, was found to be limited in actual accuracy because of vapor depletion problems which result from the close proximity of aerosol particles on the filter surfaces. A filter processing device operating at reduced air pressures was constructed by H. Georgii and his colleagues at the University of Frankfurt with the expectation that more rapid diffusive transport at low air pressures would help to circumvent the vapor depletion problem.

Instruments which could respond to contact nuclei at the Second Workshop were of the cloud chamber type, and in these it is difficult to isolate the major operating processes. A device, specifically designed to measure contact nuclei was built following the Second Workshop by Vali (1971).

It was with such backgrounds that the Third Workshop was convened. Represented at this workshop were the instrument types referred to above, the settling cloud chamber by T. Ohtake, the "puff" chamber of H. Gerber and two centrifuge devices for determining the size-dependence of ice nuclei. A complete list of the participants is given in Table 1.

An analytical approach was taken at the workshop, i.e. the instruments were probed extensively to delineate their operating characteristics and sensitivities. Measurements were made at as wide a range of temperatures and supersaturations as the devices permitted. The relative concentration of ice nuclei to condensation nuclei was varied. Procedures were manipulated, instrument dimensions altered, time scales were varied. Tests were conducted with different types of nuclei: outdoor air, silver iodide and an organic nucleant.

It is not possible here to present in detail the results of the workshop. A preliminary analysis of the results has already been published (Vali, 1975). A report containing contributions by workshop participants is also available (Vali, 1976). The main findings can be summarized in the following list:

1. The activity of nuclei in thermal-gradient diffusion chambers (A in Table 1) depends on supersaturation with respect to ice ($S_i$). For silver iodide there is a factor of 10 to 30 increase in the numbers of active nuclei for each 5% of $S_i$. For outdoor air a factor of 6 to 10 increase was found. The low-pressure diffusion chamber showed essentially the same effect, but with a clear difference in detail.

2. Increasing the proportion of CCN to ice nuclei created dramatic increases in the numbers of activated ice nuclei in the diffusion chambers (A and B) and in the cloud chambers (E and G).

3. A large difference has been found between the numbers of nuclei activated on different filter substrates. The lowest counts were obtained with Millipore Type HA filters and the highest counts with Sartorius Type 133 filters. Sartorius Type 144 being intermediate. All of these filters have 0.45 µm nominal pore sizes.

4. Equivalent results were obtained with aerosols deposited onto solid surfaces or aerosols caught on filters.
TABLE 1. WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. Weickmann</td>
<td>President, Commission of Cloud Physics (IAMAP)</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Ohtake</td>
<td>University of Alaska</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. G. Lala,</td>
<td>State University of New York at Albany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. E. Jiusto,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Zamurs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. Young,</td>
<td>University of Arizona</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Bolkcom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. D. King,</td>
<td>CSIRO, Australia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. C. Mossop</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Garvey</td>
<td>Colorado State University</td>
<td>A*, G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Gravenhorst</td>
<td>University of Frankfurt</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Meyer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Gagin</td>
<td>Hebrew University of Jerusalem</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. R. Mee</td>
<td>Mee Industries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. A. Knight</td>
<td>National Center for Atmospheric Research</td>
<td>C*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Langer</td>
<td>National Center for Atmospheric Research</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Gerber</td>
<td>Naval Research Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. A. Allee</td>
<td>NOAA</td>
<td>A*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. A. Cooper,</td>
<td>University of Wyoming</td>
<td>A, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Rogers,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Vall</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Equipment not present at Workshop - Operated at own laboratory with samples taken during Workshop

Equipment Types:

- **A**: Thermal-gradient diffusion chambers for processing of membrane filters or metal foils.
- **B**: Low-pressure diffusion chambers for filters or foils.
- **C**: Continuous-flow humidification of filters.
- **D**: "Puff" humidification of aerosol sized by Götz centrifuge.
- **E**: Settling cloud chamber (SCC).
- **F**: Drop freezing by contact (DFC).
- **G**: Continuous-flow cloud chamber, Mee Model 140.

5. Reducing the separation between the plates of the thermal-gradient diffusion chambers (A) resulted in increases in nucleus counts.

6. The different methods of sealing filters were found to be equivalent.

7. The dependence of measured ice nucleus concentrations on the volume of air sampled on filters was confirmed for the diffusion chamber instruments (A and B).

8. The rate of humidification of filter samples was shown to influence the results in the low pressure diffusion chambers (B). A rapid approach to the desired humidity results in higher nucleus counts than a slow approach.

9. A fair degree of agreement was found among the different filter processing devices (A and B) for all types of aerosols. The maximum scatter in measured concentrations amounted to one order of magnitude.

10. The Settling Cloud Chamber and DFC instrument (E and F) gave comparable results for all types of nuclei, provided copious numbers of CCN were added to the Settling Cloud Chamber.

11a. The type A, B, D, E and F instruments (see Table 1) gave comparable results for outdoor air, the worst scatter among instruments being about a factor of 20.

b. With silver iodide nuclei there was about a four order of magnitude difference between the concentrations detected by the filter processing instruments (A and B) on the one hand, and the settling cloud chamber, DFC, and "puff" instruments (E, F and D) on the other. The Mee continuous flow cloud chamber (C) indicated intermediate concentrations.

c. Detection of nuclei was accomplished at the following warmest temperatures: diffusion chambers (A) -12C; puff chamber (D) -10C; Mee counter (G) -10C; settling cloud chamber (E) -9C; DEF instrument (F) -6C.
These results have a number of important implications concerning the processes of activation in the instruments and concerning the nature of ice nuclei. In the following, some of these points are discussed, not with reference to specific instruments but rather emphasizing where ice nucleus measurements stand with respect to providing the answers needed for the resolution of cloud physical problems.

It now appears that measurements of natural nucleus concentrations are possible with fair agreement among different techniques of measurement for air which has relatively low concentration of aerosols, such as is normally present at Laramie, Wyoming. Judgement has to be reserved on whether the same would hold for air of higher aerosol content or for heavily polluted urban atmosphere. It has been clearly shown by the workshop results that special problems exist in the measurement of the activity of silver iodide nuclei; large discrepancies among the different instruments were found and could not be resolved. This fact clearly points out the dependence of how nucleation measurements are to be interpreted on the nature of the test aerosols. Improved understanding of these dependences remains the pivotal question in ice nucleus measurements.

Could it be said that, at least for the simpler situation - natural air of moderate aerosol content, nucleus measurements can predict the concentrations of ice crystals in clouds: Even if secondary ice production mechanisms (other than heterogeneous nucleation) are set aside for the moment, the answer seems to be still in the negative. First of all, for many cases the comparison cannot even be made, since no measurement techniques are currently available for detecting nucleus concentration much below 0.1 l^{-1}, whereas such ice crystal concentrations and lower frequently occur in clouds, predominately, of course, at the warmer temperatures (about -100C). Second, for colder cloud temperatures, where the nucleation measurements can be performed, the measurements still lack a great deal of realism in matching natural clouds. The deviation from real conditions is in slightly different directions, and to differing degrees, in the various instruments.

The last point deserves further elaboration. The fact that for natural nuclei some degree of agreement has been found among instruments of varied operating principles must be indicative of some measure of insensitivity of the nuclei to the variables in question. Taking a factor of ten in concentration as the degree of confidence in the measurements, it can be said that, in the instruments used at the workshop, the following list of variables caused less changes (in the temperature range -10 to -20C):

a. Supersaturation - within about ±2%
b. Droplet sizes - from few micrometers (settling cloud chamber) to a few millimeters (drop freezing counter).
c. Time scale of humidification - from essentially instantaneous to about 20 sec.
d. Total air pressure - from few millibars to 800 mb (and most likely to 100 mb).
e. Aerosol dispersion - from natural concentrations to about 10^6 times greater

compaction (on the membrane filter).

These variations represent, somewhat crudely, the combined ranges and accuracies of the measurement conditions.

If one is unwilling to accept the proposition that natural ice nuclei lack sensitivity to changes within these ranges, then the possibility has to be considered that the agreement among measurement devices was the result of compensating errors. This is an unlikely situation but one that cannot be dismissed lightly, especially in view of the disagreements in the measurements for silver iodide nuclei. Resolution of this question is crucial to further advances in ice nucleus measurements, and actually involves the answering of a host of subsidiary questions.

The capabilities of current instruments may be contrasted to what can be conceived as the requirements for the "ultimate" device for measurements of natural ice nuclei. Such a list would include, among others, the following items:

1. Capability to measure nucleus concentrations at temperatures up to -5°C, i.e., concentrations of about 10^3 to 10^5 l^{-1},
2. capability of resolving spatial variations on cloud scales, i.e. few hundred meters and larger,
3. size and weight compatible with airborne operation,
4. clearly enough defined processes of activation to allow extrapolation of the results to longer time scale, different cloud droplet spectra, etc.

These are very difficult requirements to meet. Starting from the perspective provided by the capabilities of current instruments, it is fair to predict that several years to perhaps a decade of development will be needed.

What avenues look the most promising? Individual opinions will vary widely on this question. In my view, the membrane filter technique is not a good prospect for further development because of the intractability of the vapor depletion problem (that problem getting more severe the lower is the ice nucleus concentration we desire to detect). It seems that cloud chamber type devices will remain impractical for the detection of low nucleus concentrations; also, the definition of processes in such chambers is not likely to be possible. Outside of these approaches, what is left is the hope that devices will be built which break down the overall task into manageable parts.

Turning to the measurement of activity for artificial nuclei, we find that in some respects the situation is easier, in others it is more difficult than for natural nuclei. Nucleus concentrations being usually orders of magnitude higher, the sampling rate requirements are much less severe and therefore measurements at warmer temperatures are possible even with current instruments. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the nuclei to various parameters can be much greater than for natural nuclei. The great influence of supersaturation on the activity of silver iodide is a case in point. The Third Workshop produced clear evidence on this factor. The current
situation for the measurement of artificial ice nuclei is not very promising. While the workshop results did help to clarify many problems, a great deal of further study of current measurement techniques will undoubtedly be necessary to learn just what the measurements mean and the variables whose accurate control would insure clear results. Considerable promise is held by the large cloud simulation chambers for at least the laboratory measurement of artificial ice nuclei.

The ultimate question in connection with ice nucleus measurements is how will we ever know whether the measurements are right or not. There is no absolute measurement against which other measurements could be compared. Two approaches involving comparisons with real clouds appear possible:

- comparison of prediction based on models and using measured inputs for nuclei active in the different modes,
- establishment of budgets of ice nuclei for given cloud situations.

The first approach requires the acquisition of measurements of nuclei in air in which cloud formation is imminent, together with observations of the ice content of the resulting cloud. These observations then need to be reconciled with a model which accounts for the nucleation processes in terms of temperature and supersaturation histories together with auxiliary factors such as the evolution of the cloud droplet spectrum, aerosol to hydrometeor transfer rates, possibly the chemical composition of the droplets, and others. The second approach is essentially an elaboration of the first but one that allows the circle to be closed, and in its less than complete form permits check if a particular measurement technique is responding to the cloud-active nuclei or not. Considering this latter aspect, suppose that a measurement were performed in air feeding into a cold cloud in which ice formation can be shown to be taking place, and that an identical measurement of nuclei were to be made inside the cloud by sampling the air space between hydrometeors. If the type of nuclei detected in the measurement contribute to the population of ice crystals in the cloud, there should be a reduction in the measured concentrations between pre-cloud and cloud environment. This sort of test, while difficult to perform would be extremely useful in eliminating from consideration measurement techniques which activate ice nuclei by unrealistic conditions in the instrument. When carried to full potential the nucleus measurements in the precloud and cloud environment should give the same quantitative difference as can be predicted by modeling, and confirmed by observation, to be the number of ice crystals nucleated. Yet further checks on the system are possible by also considering the structure and sizes of the ice crystals. These comparisons call for clouds of fairly simple airflow structure in which the two sets of measurements can be performed at points not too widely separated from one another. It is to be hoped that experiments of this nature will be performed, and together with laboratory evaluations will eventually lead to techniques for reliable measurement of atmospheric ice nucleus concentrations.

This discussion extended a fair distance from the products of the Third Workshop: the positive results of that workshop offered the encouragement to engage in such a discussion. The problem of ice nucleus measurements cannot be said to be solved, but the course of research ahead seems to be clearer now that it was prior to the workshop.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ice nuclei occupy a small fraction of the population of atmospheric particles in most circumstances, and occur in small sizes. They are freely suspended in air and nucleate ice under the influence of different temperatures and supersaturations. There have been three main kinds of experimental methods used in heterogeneous ice nucleation studies: the cloud chamber method, in which a supercooled cloud is utilized; the filter or precipitation method, in which ice nuclei are captured and tested on a filter surface or in droplets on a substrate surface; and the large crystal method, in which ice nucleation on a macroscopic surface of ice nuclei compound is examined. Cloud chamber methods fail to reproduce a clearly defined and stably sustained supersaturation for nucleation. Filter methods suffer from the substrate effect and the droplet method does not determine the probability of ice nuclei to be found in droplets in the atmosphere. Techniques using large surfaces of crystals (often single crystals) are unable to incorporate the size effect. Although these methods have their own merits, none can provide a well-defined condition for ice nucleation without inherent shortcomings. It appears that the current contradictory results of ice nucleation studies have arisen from these inherent shortcomings of the experimental methods used. Therefore, it is clear that the key to the problem of heterogeneous ice nucleation is to devise a new method which can provide clearly defined environmental and ice nuclei surface conditions for ice nucleation, avoiding previous difficulties, and then to proceed with the gathering of data rather than trying to increase knowledge by continuing current methods with their shortcomings.

With regard to the theory, the thermodynamical treatment of ice nucleation by Fletcher (1958, 1962) has met with some limited success. The theory has received refinements from time to time (Fletcher, 1969; Fukuta, 1966; Evans and Lane, 1972) but all these treatments hold only under simplified or ideal conditions. Furthermore, largely due to confusion among experimental data, theory and experiments do not appreciably substantiate one another.

Against this background, the present study has been carried out with three main purposes: first, to build and operate a new ice thermal diffusion chamber which is capable of precisely controlling a range of supersaturations under steady-state conditions at a given temperature for an ice nucleant smoke (no substrate effect); second, to experimentally identify the mechanisms of ice nucleation under the defined environmental conditions of the experiment; and, third, to develop a theory which could describe the obtained quantitative data. The last task involves development of an analytic and empirical formulas for various ice nucleation mechanisms which are usable for related atmospheric phenomena. We shall refer to the theoretical development only briefly here due to space limitations.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 The New Wedge-Shaped Ice Thermal Diffusion Chamber

In order to avoid inherent difficulties associated with current methods of ice nucleation study, nucleation must be carried out under closely simulated atmospheric conditions, i.e., with aerosol particles freely suspended in an environment of controlled supersaturation and supercooling. The thermal diffusion chamber method operated below 0°C provides the condition for this study. However, the commonly used parallel plate thermal diffusion chamber permits only one combination of temperature and supersaturation. Therefore, we advanced the method with a new wedge-shaped ice thermal diffusion chamber, in which we have a range of supersaturations at the set temperature. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of this chamber. The top and bottom walls of the wedge chamber are made of 3.1 mm thick copper, with filter paper on their inside surfaces. The filter papers are wetted and frozen. Heating of the upper edge and cooling of the lower edge of the wedge chamber are provided by a thermoelectric unit, so that heat flows steadily along the copper plates from the upper edge to the lower, as well as through the wedge shaped chamber space in the vertical direction. As a result, a steady-state vapor field develops in the space, creating a range of supersaturations along the median plane of the chamber where temperature is constant. Since the vapor pressure of ice is only a function of temperature, one can accurately estimate the supersaturation from the conditions of steady state flow of heat and vapor (see Figure 2). This estimation can be checked and calibrated from the position of the leading edge of the fog formed in the absence of ice nuclei. This can be considered as a built-in standardization point for supersaturation.

Although this wedge chamber can be operated in a number of ways, the standard method of operation is to cool the entire chamber isothermally, inject dry aerosol sample, and then increase the temperature gradient after turbulence has died down. Ice crystals nucleated are illuminated with a microscope lamp or a laser beam, and visually counted in a known volume of the light beam. If nucleation occurs in the zone super-
volatile samples such as kaolinite (KA) and local soil (LS), the powder was placed in a flask containing dry nitrogen and shaken, and a syringe was used to collect sample aerosol after allowing large particles to settle.

2.3 Contact Nucleation Study

Selecting a zone below water saturation where the temperature is high enough so that deposition nucleation is not possible but is low enough so that ice can form if the liquid phase exists, NH$_4$Cl smoke is injected in the chamber. The hygroscopic smoke particles become small solution droplets. A dry nuclei sample is then introduced. In this zone, condensation-freezing and deposition nucleation take place. Thus, if ice forms, contact freezing nucleation must be the mechanism, since it is the only possible mechanism under such conditions.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Condensation-Freezing and Deposition Nucleations

Figure 3 shows the experimental results for Ag I in comparison with prior works. The data points represent ice nucleation on 1.3% of the smoke particles in one minute. It is apparent in the figure that there are two different zones of ice nucleation. Ice nucleation which occurs above water saturation at relatively high temperatures always followed water condensation or fog formation. Therefore, the nucleation mechanism is condensation-freezing. Nucleation that takes place at lower temperatures below the water saturation line must be deposition since this is the only possible mechanism here. Previous works using precipitated aerosol (Isono et al, 1966) and large single crystals (Bryant et al, 1959) reported condensation-freezing nucleation limit down to water saturation line. However, accurate control of supersaturation around freely suspending aerosol particles in the present chamber led us to discover the small but significant water-supersaturations required for condensation-freezing to occur. The necessary water-supersaturation decreases as temperature lowers. Of course, as the water-supersaturation approaches zero, condensation-freezing nucleation ceases completely. Thus, condensation-freezing is highly water-supersaturation dependent, and the present experimental results clearly explain why previous studies without water supersaturation control produced extremely scattered data in ice nucleation. It is meaningless to discuss ice nucleation in terms of only the supersaturation or the temperature; both are necessary.

Another important feature discovered is the upward curvature of the deposition nucleation threshold line as temperature increases.

---

Fig. 1. Schematic description of the Wedge-Shaped Ice Thermal Diffusion Chamber. The inside dimensions of the chamber are 18 cm x 18 cm and the maximum height is 4.5 cm.

Fig. 2. Profile of supersaturation with respect to ice in the wedge-shaped thermal diffusion chamber. A, B, and C are, respectively, the highest, the apex and the lowest positions of the chamber and their temperatures are -3, -10 and -17°C (cf. Fig. 1).

Fig. 3. Dependence of ice nucleation on water supersaturation.
Fig. 3. Threshold curves for ice nucleation by silver iodide. Hatched zone is where contact nucleation was observed.

just below water saturation. Isono et al (1966) also observed this effect but offered no explanation for it. This behavior cannot be explained by the classical nucleation theory.

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show contour lines for three different nucleation rates for AgI, MA and DN, respectively.

The contour lines for MA above water saturation include both condensation-freezing and contact nucleation, since MA particles are electric dipoles and coagulate rapidly with fog droplets (Fukuta, 1963).

3.2 Contact Nucleation

When a dry aerosol of ice nucleant is introduced in the wedge chamber under normal operating conditions, a large number of ice crystals appear in a short time. After they fall out, ice nucleation almost ceases. However, a small number of ice crystals keep appearing, and they appear to be nucleating through the contact-freezing mechanism. The contact nucleation effect is particularly strong with MA. Figure 7 shows the ice nucleation behavior of MA smoke. After
the initial peak of condensation-freezing nucleation, the smoke particles continue to nucleate ice by contact.

In order to clearly isolate contact nucleation from other mechanisms, we selected zones where neither condensation-freezing nor deposition nucleation takes place (hatched zones in Figs. 3, 5 and 6), and carried out nucleation studies over prolonged periods of time with NH4Cl solution droplets in the chamber. Figure 8 shows the results.

![Graph showing the time variation of the number of ice crystals formed in five-minute intervals at -6.5°C.](image)

As can be seen in the figure, a nearly constant ice nucleation rate persisted for 20 minutes. It should be noted that MA smoke at the same number concentration nucleated about 1000 times more than the DN and AgI smokes. No contact nucleation was observed with PG for temperatures between -6.0 and -8.9°C and a maximum supersaturation in the chamber of -0.1% with respect to water. This is probably due to the solubility of PG in water.

3.3 Comparison of Nucleation Behaviors Among Different Smokes

Figure 9 is a composite of the nucleation threshold curves of all seven samples studied. A remarkable feature shown in this figure is that regardless of whether it is organic or inorganic, natural or artificial, every nucleant shows two zones of ice nucleation, corresponding to condensation-freezing and deposition nucleation. Both the condensation-freezing and deposition curves show the necessity of higher supersaturations as the temperature increases. On the condensation-freezing threshold curves, the needed supersaturation with respect to water decreases and approaches the water saturation line as the temperature is lowered. The deposition curves show an initial decrease in ice supersaturation with decreasing temperature, but they level off to a constant value of the supersaturation with respect to ice. As will be seen later, these curves of condensation-freezing and deposition nucleation lie on a very steep "mountain" in the nucleation rate surface, where a slight change in ice supersaturation results in a great change in the nucleation rate.

4. NUCLEATION THEORY

With this accurate information about heterogeneous ice nucleation obtained under clearly identified conditions of supersaturation and supercooling, it is possible to test existing theories of ice nucleation. However, since such an analysis requires a lengthy treatment (Schaller, 1975), and will be published elsewhere (Fukuta and Schaller, to be published), we shall briefly discuss only the main conclusions here.

4.1 Condensation-Freezing Nucleation

Separate thermodynamic theories of condensation or freezing exist but in order to describe ice nucleation due to condensation followed by freezing, a new physical concept is necessary. Our physical model assumes flickering clusters of liquid on an ice nucleus particle, in which ice embryos try to form. In this system, ice embryo formation by fluctuations is difficult due to the capillary pressure of the curved liquid cluster surface (Fukuta, 1966). However, when condensation nucleation takes place on the surface, the capillary pressure restricting the ice embryo formation, or freezing nucleation, is removed and the system moves toward freezing nucleation if other conditions permit it to do so. Then, the rate of condensation-freezing \( J_{\text{CF}} \) can be expressed as the product of the condensation nucleation rate \( J_c \), and the freezing nucleation rate \( J_f \), as

\[
J_{\text{CF}} = K J_c J_f
\]

where \( K \) is a constant. This expression describes the experimental data well.
4.2 Deposition Nucleation

The classical thermodynamic nucleation theory of deposition states that the nucleation rate is virtually a function of supersaturation with respect to ice and does not depend on the temperature as long as the ice phase formation is thermodynamically possible. However, as can be seen in the experimental data, the nucleation rate shows temperature dependency in the vicinity of water saturation. This suggests a change in the nucleation mechanism, perhaps due to accumulating adsorbed layer (Schaller, 1965). We shall not discuss the possible mechanism here. Instead, we devised an empirical form to describe the behavior. The empirical formula one can use to describe the ice nucleation behavior below water saturation is

\[ S_I = S_{10} + \frac{A}{T - T_0} \] (2)

where \( S_I \) is the ice supersaturation, \( T \) is the temperature, \( S_{10} \), \( A \), and \( T_0 \) are constants to be determined from experimental data.

4.3 Heterogeneous Ice Nucleation by Aerosol Particles

Theoretical analysis of present experimental data permits us to reconstruct the general nucleation behavior of aerosol particles. Figure 10 reveals two "mountains of nucleation rate" for AgI aerosol particles on the supersaturation-temperature plane. Figure 11 is a cross-sectional view of Figure 10 at -10°C. It clearly indicates the change in nucleation rate as one passes into a region of water supersaturation from below. In our atmosphere, this corresponds to the change in slope of the nucleation rate curve and the increase in the rate as one enters into a supercooled cap cloud following the air stream. This has been observed indeed in the real atmosphere by scientists of the University of Wyoming. The Wyoming field observation had remained unexplained until we carried out the present work since no previous laboratory works have reproduced this effect due to the difficulty of controlling the supersaturation or substrate effect.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusions in this study are as follows:

1. The feasibility and accuracy of the new wedge-shaped ice thermal diffusion chamber in an ice nucleation study have been demonstrated.

2. The importance of supersaturation control without substrate in heterogeneous ice nucleation studies has been shown.

3. The universal existence of two mechanisms of heterogeneous ice nucleation, viz., condensation-freezing and deposition nucleations, has been discovered. Conditions for their existence have been identified, the former occurring above water saturation at warm temperatures and the latter below water saturation at lower temperatures.
(4) The forbidden zone for condensation-freezing nucleation above water saturation, the temperature dependency of the zone, and the extremely steep rise of nucleation rate when the supersaturation increases beyond this zone, have been discovered.

(5) The discovery of a unique deposition nucleation behavior near but below water saturation for freely suspended aerosol particles has been made.

(6) Contact nucleation has been identified experimentally as a very slow process except for the nucleant MA.

(7) A thermodynamic theory of condensation-freezing nucleation has been developed and it has been shown that the theory describes the experimental data well.

(8) An empirical expression for describing the unique deposition nucleation zone just below water saturation has been formulated.

(9) The necessity for nucleation rates of condensation-freezing and deposition to be expressed as a function of two independent variables, namely supersaturation and temperature, has been shown. An example of the computation has been carried out, and a three-dimensional graph showing the relationship has been presented.
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FILTER MEASUREMENTS OF ICE NUCLEI CONCENTRATIONS AND SELECTED COMPARISONS

James E. Jiusto, G. Garland Lala, and John Zamurs

Atmospheric Sciences Research Center
State University of New York
Albany, New York

1. INTRODUCTION - SUNY EQUIPMENT

The static vapor-diffusion chamber used to process membrane filters during the 1975 Ice Nucleation Workshop at Laramie, Wyoming, represents an improved version of that described by Lala (1972). The chamber (Figure 1), of disc shape approximately 12 cm diameter and 3 cm high, is operated within any cold box of suitable size and low temperature capability. Both the bottom filter plate and upper ice surface (3.2 mm thick) are independently temperature regulated by means of heater wire. Temperature gradients across the chamber are less than 0.1°C and the error in ΔT between upper and lower surfaces is less than 0.03°C. Four filters can be processed simultaneously and the developed crystals observed after 45-60 minutes from above with a long working-distance microscope and vertical illumination.

Filters are placed on 1 mm thick aluminum discs, each covered with a 0.5 cm³ layer of warm petroleum jelly or other filter pore sealant. The 4 discs are inserted in the bottom plate recesses of the chamber which is kept within the cold box. The ice lid is then attached as well as styrofoam insulation surrounding the chamber. For approximately 5 minutes, the bottom plate is maintained 2-3°C warmer than the top ice plate in order to evaporate any cold box droplets that might have settled on the filters during the brief loading process. Thereafter temperature uniformity is achieved, and then the top ice surface is warmed to an elevated temperature corresponding to the desired no-sink relative humidity at the filter surfaces. The time to reach a specified ΔT is approximately 0.5 min. (time constant of 10-15 seconds).

A unique feature of the chamber is the capability of varying the distance between the ice surface and the filters. Various height separation rings from 0.25 cm to 1.5 cm can readily be interchanged, with most measurements to date made at Δg = 0.5 cm. Diminishing chamber height has the net effect of increasing filter humidity and the concentration of activated ice nuclei (Lala and Jiusto, 1972; Zamurs, 1975).

In summary the ice nuclei chamber was designed for: relative simplicity of construction, operation, and transportability; high reliability of temperature control and system performance; flexibility in terms of altering and assessing primary and secondary chamber variables; and routine measurements of ice nuclei (IN) concentrations in various types of synoptic airmasses.

2. WYOMING WORKSHOP AND NEW YORK STATE MEASUREMENTS

During the cooperative Workshop, the SUNY IN detector was used in 18 experiments involving the processing of approximately 150 filters. Our particular objectives, in conjunction with the broader goals of the Workshop, were to:

- examine IN counts and the performance of our system in the relatively clean airmass conditions of Wyoming versus that of the more populated and industrialized northeastern United States
- extend our analysis of significant instrument and filter variables
- compare IN concentrations of similar filter instruments and of those operating on different principles
- explore our hypothesis that static diffusion chambers to date have provided only relative values of IN concentrations, and to develop techniques for approaching absolute values.

A complete description of these experiments (Jiusto and Lala, 1976) and of all Workshop findings (Vali, 1976) is available upon request. Only selected findings from these experiments and those at Albany, New York, will be given here. The Workshop data are necessarily limited in extent.

2.1.3

Chamber Height Effect

Relatively little attention has been paid to the effect of chamber height Δg on peak filter humidity achieved and corresponding IN counts in a static diffusion chamber. It was shown theoretically (Lala and Jiusto, 1972) that this variable was highly significant, as was the cooling time constant of the chamber. In short, as Δg was decreased, the effective filter humidity reached progressively higher values.

Experiments were run to evaluate theoretical predictions, utilizing data obtained in Laramie, Wyoming, as well as Albany, New York. As shown
in Figure 2, the trend was confirmed with IN concentration being an exponential function of height over the range investigated. Thus,

$$N = N_0 e^{-1.7 \Delta h}$$

where $N$ is the limiting concentration value as $\Delta h$ approaches zero. We presently interpret this limiting concentration as that for which vapor depletion effects (chamber surfaces, filter, and nuclei) are substantially minimized and the prescribed filter humidity is approached.

For the common temperature and humidity conditions represented ($T = -20^\circ C$, R.H. = 100% nominal), the exponential height function in our chamber appears relatively insensitive to airmass type. For $\Delta h = 0.25$ and 0.5 cm, $N \approx 1.5 N$ and $N \approx 2.3 N$, respectively. It is evident that a) chamber height should be as shallow as possible and b) an IN concentration correction scheme involving extrapolation of $\Delta h$ to 0 appears appropriate. When so done, Millipore filter concentration values then approach those made with current and historical cloud formation apparatus.

### b. Volume Effect

The volume effect of the filter method was measured on natural aerosol in Laramie. For our instrument and a volume range of 10^5 to 1843 l, the IN concentration-volume dependence was:

$$N \propto V^{-0.86}$$

Preliminary results of the University of Wyoming, which included a composite of these and other data, indicated the comparable relationship $N \propto V^{-0.8}$.

It is interesting to compare the volume effect for Albany, New York, a typical semi-urban area of the northeast where atmospheric turbidity and cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) concentrations are substantially higher than in Laramie, Wyoming. Typical Albany CCN concentrations at 1% S are 2000-3000 cm$^{-3}$; the corresponding filter volume-effect exponent average approximately -0.8 to -1.0 in experiments conducted to date. One might have expected a greater difference between the distinctly different air quality regimes. Evidently, even relatively clean continental air possesses sufficient CCN to produce a significant volume effect.

### c. Filter Type

In previous correspondence and at the Workshop, A. Gagin reported on favorable results obtained with Sartorius membrane filters. Thus, three experiments were performed using Millipore, Sartorius, and Sartorius-hydrophobic filters, all of 0.45 µ pore size. The Sartorius filter counts were generally greater than those of the Millipore filters, while the hydrophobic Sartorius filters always exceeded the Millipores substantially - by an average factor of 3. (Wyoming tests showed a corresponding average factor difference of about 4.) Cellulose nitrate filters of a Sartorius filter are rendered "hydrophobic" by coating with a silicone compound, according to the manufacturer. AgI test aerosol was used in all three of these experiments. Regarding natural aerosols in previous Albany studies of ambient air with 16 Millipore vs. 16 hydrophobic-Millipore (teflon) filters, the latter yielded consistently higher IN concentrations by a factor of 2 (Zamurs, 1975). Thus it seems that hydrophobic filters act as less of a vapor sink, allow humidity to reach higher values, and hence activate more ice nuclei. Sartorius hydrophobic filters have superior handling qualities.

### d. Filter Pore Sealants and Background

Vaseline and STP, two filter sealants in common use, were compared on several Workshop experiments. The IN concentration results obtained were generally quite similar. Background counts on blank filters were somewhat higher with vaseline, typical values for water saturated conditions being 10-15 at -20 C and 4-9 at -16 C. (We have since observed that high-grade petroleum jelly lowers the background somewhat over its commercial counterpart, vaseline.) STP yielded approximately ½ the background values of vaseline.

Previously in New York State tests, STP had been ruled out because of exceptionally high background and spurious high counts on exposed filters. Upon returning from the Workshop, these experiments were repeated with similar results. It became evident that in the "open" system involved, droplets can settle into the STP under conditions of high ambient humidity and low cold box temperature. Such droplets apparently cannot be evaporated from the oil in the several minute pre-heating cycle as they can be from the hardened vaseline or petroleum jelly surface. Subsequent extraneous nucleation results.

### 3. SELECTED GROUP EXPERIMENTS

Many of the experiments conducted during the Workshop were concerned with the supersaturation spectrum of ice nuclei and how well they fit the function

$$N_1 = \gamma S^{1/4}$$

(Huffman, 1973; Gagin, 1973).
The purpose of these experiments was to examine this relationship for various apparatus and to try to define a range over which it can be applied. Comparisons with the Ohtake Settling Cloud Chamber (SCC) and the Wyoming Drop Freezing Counter (DFC) were also made to determine how the results from these drop-freezing instruments compared with filter spectra.

As described earlier, the diffusion chambers indicated a volume dependence of the form \( N = N_0 V^{-0.8} \). This average volume correction was used to reduce the data to a common volume of 100 liters. Figure 3 shows the spectra for the reduced filter data (SUNY, Wyoming and NOAA) and for the freezing units (SCC and DFC). A least squares fit of the spectrum function to the filter data resulted in a slope of 5.2 while a similar analysis of the SCC and DFC data gave a slope of 11.4. On another day the respective slopes were 5.0 and 11.0, remarkably similar.

A most informative aspect of the experiment is the interpretation of the filter data vs. the DFC and SCC data. The slopes of the spectra differ by a factor of 2 which is partly a result of different modes of nucleation in the three types of instruments. In the static chamber, nucleation occurs primarily by condensation-freezing and deposition while in the SCC nucleation can occur by deposition, freezing or contact nucleation. Perhaps more important, we believe the filter method systematically underestimates, particularly at the higher supersaturations (colder temperatures). However, by applying the SUNY chamber-height effect correction mentioned earlier at \( S_1 = 11.5 \% \) \((T = -20^\circ C)\), the filter count becomes approximately \( 1 \text{ km}^{-1} \) within a factor of two of the drop freezing devices. For concentrations of \( N \approx 0.1 \text{ km}^{-1} \) or less, the sample values of the drop freezing devices are too small for meaningful results (e.g. \( 10 \text{ km}^{-1} \) volume of the SCC = 1 crystal); here the filter data are far more reliable, though they may be influenced somewhat by an increasing proportion of background counts.

Also shown is a plot of the empirical nucleation function given by Fletcher (1966), \( N = 10^{-5} \exp (0.6 \theta T) \), which typified many of the IN concentration measurements made to that time. The varying slope of the function tends to support the arguments above regarding the validity and response of each class of instruments over the \( S_1 \) (T) range indicated.

4. SUMMARY

Some of the conclusions reached on the basis of the Workshop and preceding SUNY analyses of ice nuclei concentration measurements are as follows:

1. The height of a static diffusion chamber strongly influences the peak humidity and the number of activated IN (as does the cooling time constant). The concentration is an exponential function of height in the SUNY chamber such that operation at the shallowest height practical is advised.
2. These experiments reaffirm the theoretical prediction (Lala and Jiusto, 1972) that the humidity in filter static-diffusion chambers is overestimated.

3. The ambient filter-volume effect was virtually as pronounced (N = V^0.86) in Laramie, Wyoming as in Albany, New York, despite a large difference in air quality (CCN concentrations). For pure AgI aerosol, the volume effect was much less (< -0.5) reflecting the absence of CCN.

4. Hydrophobic filters (Sartorius), which constitute less of a vapor sink than regular cellulose filters, result in correspondingly greater IN concentrations by at least a factor of 2 to 3. The use of STP or petroleum jelly to seal the filter pores generally gives equivalent results.

5. Though more clarification is needed, the scheme of expressing IN concentration as a function of supersaturation over ice (N = γ S^-1) appears a reasonable approximation provided:
   a) one operates at temperatures colder than the critical threshold of activation for the aerosol; and
   b) the dominant nuclei are of the condensation-freezing or deposition types. A small change in R.H. produces large changes in crystal concentrations.

6. A five-instrument comparison (3 static diffusion chamber-filter processors and 2 drop-freezing devices) demonstrated that IN concentration agreement was reasonably good. The drop-freezing chambers gave consistently higher concentrations at colder temperatures (higher S^-1) reflecting perhaps their greater response to contact nuclei as well as assured water-saturated conditions, while the filter technique gave higher counts at warmer T (lower S^-1). Consistency of the data was generally better with the membrane filters.

7. Membrane filter-static diffusion chambers generally have provided only relative (albeit important) values of IN concentrations due to vapor sinks and overestimated chamber humidity. Evidence suggests that absolute concentration measurements can be approached satisfactorily by including a simple chamber-height (vapor sink) correction.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

It is general knowledge that the atmosphere contains naturally produced terrestrial and marine derived organic material which, according to Hidy (1970), represents an average of between 30 and 40% of the total atmospheric aerosol load. Included in this organic aerosol are large collections of viable microbial life (spores, seeds, bacteria, etc.) which at times are present as dense "microbial cloud systems" over land and sea at all levels up to the tropopause (Gregory, 1967).

Recently, scientists have observed that copious numbers of active ice nuclei may be found in nature closely associated with some species of bacteria, within naturally decayed litters of most plant species, and in association with marine plankton. These ice nucleants may be respectively categorized as Bacteria-derived Nuclei (BDN), Leaf-derived Nuclei (LDN), and Ocean-derived Nuclei (ODN) under the general heading of biological or biogenic ice nucleants. Each nucleant type will be discussed separately below.

2. **BACTERIA-DERIVED NUCLEI (BDN)**

2.1 **BDN In Water**

Although Soulage (1957) reported that bacterial cells found in outdoor air could become centers of ice crystals in a cloud chamber, little interest in these observations was aroused until Fresh (1973) isolated a species of ice nucleating bacteria, *Pseudomonas syringae* (P.s.) from *in vivo* decaying tree leaves. This bacterium was observed to initiate ice in supercooled water (drop freezing technique, Vali, 1971) at -1.3°C in concentrations of up to $10^8$ nuclei active at -5°C. The *in situ* production of active ice nuclei associated with bacteria has been observed in both deciduous and coniferous forest litters (Schnell, 1974, Fresh et al., 1975).

Research into the taxonomy, physiology, and ice nucleation characteristics of P.s. by Maki et al. (1974) has shown that: 1. Good ice nuclei could not be observed in P.s. cultures until viable cell counts reached approximately $10^7$-$10^8$ cells per cm$^3$ of growth media; 2. Approximately 1 in $10^5$ of the bacteria in any particular P.s. culture could nucleate ice at temperatures warmer than -10°C; 3. The nucleation activity of P.s. was shown to be associated with intact bacterial cells.

Extensive screening of leaf litters and stock cultures of bacteria has resulted in the isolation of another bacterium, *Pseudomonas fluorescens* biotype G, (P.f.) with ice nucleating activity comparable with that of P.s. (Maki and Garvey, 1975). Numerous species of *Pseudomonas* as well as other bacteria, in any concentration, do not harbor active ice nuclei (Fresh, 1973, Maki et al., 1974).

Cultures of P.f. have been nebulized and injected into the Colorado State University isothermal cloud chamber where they produced ice crystals at a temperature of -12°C. (Maki et al., 1974). It was also determined from tests that one out of $10^3$ P.f. cells was acting as an ice nucleus.

2.2 **BDN On Plants**

A dramatic aspect of bacterial ice nucleation research has recently been reported by Lindow et al., 1975, plant pathologists studying frost sensitivity of herbaceous plants. Working without knowledge of earlier observations relating bacteria and ice nucleation, they observed that the presence of P.s. on corn and bean leaves increased the plants' sensitivity to frost as did the presence of another bacterium, *Erwinia herbicola* (Lohnis) Dye. They observed that plants with $10^3$ bacteria over the total leaf surface suffered some frost damage when subjected to temperatures of -3.5 to -4°C (in a mist chamber) for 24 hours whereas concentrations of $10^7$ bacteria per plant ensured virtually 100% frost kill under the same conditions.

Depression of natural bacteria populations on growing field corn by spraying with streptomycin has been shown to reduce the crop's susceptibility to frost. In one case, a mature corn crop sprayed prior to a single radiation frost of -2°C exhibited less than one-half the frost damage sustained by adjacent unsprayed corn plants (ibid.). Considering that the unsprayed corn plants sustained 75% loss, the savings inherent in applying bactericides to frost-sensitive crops may make the operation economically attractive.
It is known that living and dead bacteria can be found in air, rain, hail, and snow (Gregory, 1961, 1967; Parker, 1968; Mandrioli et al., 1973). What proportion of the microbes participated in the precipitation formation and what proportion was scavenged from the air beneath the clouds are unknown. In the case of microbes found within the inner layers of large hailstones, the possibility of sub-cloud scavenging does not exist. From all of the above, it appears that ice nucleating bacteria are playing an important role in both cloud physics and climatology.

3. LEAF-DERIVED NUCLEI (LDN)

The first strong evidence that naturally occurring organic materials found in soil are a strong source of ice nuclei was presented by Vali (1968) who was able to show that natural soils containing large fractions of organic debris were considerably better sources of freezing nuclei (drop freezing technique) than were the basic clay constituents of these soils. These observations were followed by further study which showed that copious numbers of organic freezing nuclei, some active at temperatures as warm as -4°C, were regularly produced during the decomposition of naturally occurring vegetation (Schnell and Vali, 1972).

The ubiquity of LDN was established by finding active freezing nuclei in plant litters collected around the world. The availability of nuclei in the litters was noted to vary according to the climatic zone of the plant's origin; litters from tropical A-type (according to Koeppen classification) climates contain fewer freezing nuclei (10^2 g^-1 active at -10°C) than litters from mid-latitude C-type climates (10^4 g^-1 active at -10°C) which in turn contain fewer nuclei than litters from high-latitude D-type climates (Schnell and Vali, 1973).

The rates of release of freezing nuclei to the atmosphere from in situ litters from D-type climates has been determined experimentally: the fluxes of nuclei at -20°C were found to be 10^1 to 10^3 cm^-2 day^-1 during daylight hours. This rate appears to be sufficient to account for the commonly observed concentrations of airborne nuclei (Schnell, 1974; Schnell and Vali, 1976).

Results from simultaneous worldwide measurements of atmospheric ice nuclei at 44 stations around the world were reported by Bigg and Stevenson (1970). Their analysis of the data in light of the biogenic ice nucleus hypothesis has shown that on a world-wide average, stations in tropical A-type climate zones exhibited fewer ice nuclei than mid-latitude B and C-type climates. This is the same trend noted earlier for the availability of LDN on the Earth's surface. Also, results from measurements of the freezing nucleus contents of rainwater (440 samples) collected in four different climate zones in North America were found to exhibit the same close relationship to the local availability of LDN.

4. OCEAN-DERIVED NUCLEI (ODN)

A possible marine source for atmospheric ice nuclei has been suggested by Brier and Kline (1959) and Battan and Riley (1960) though neither group indicated which marine component may have been the nucleating source. The firm indications that certain marine waters contained copious numbers of ice nuclei came from Schnell and Vali (1975) who showed marine waters of high primary productivity contained ice nuclei active at temperatures warmer than -8°C. Filtering, concentrating, and then resuspending the plankton into distilled water revealed some nuclei to be active at -4°C in concentrations of up to 10^5 to 10^6 nuclei per gram of plankton active at -10°C. Marine waters devoid of plankton were found to be free of ice nuclei active at temperatures warmer than -16°C.

By screening 23 stock cultures of phytoplankton, Schnell (1975) was able to find one culture, Cachonina Neill (C.N.) that contained ice nuclei active at -5°C in concentrations of 10^5 nuclei active at -10°C per gram of plankton. Two other cultures showed some ice nucleating ability whereas the other 20 were devoid of ice nuclei active warmer than -15°C. Subsequent research on the C.N. culture has revealed the presence of a marine bacterium that when grown in pure culture, initiates ice at -3°C in concentrations of up to 10^7 nuclei active at -5°C (Schnell, unpublished).

This bacterium has not been identified.
During August of 1975, Schnell et al. (1975) collected seawater and fog water samples from the east coast of Nova Scotia (USNS HAYES 1975 Fog Cruise) and tested them for the presence of warm range ice nuclei (drop freezing technique) and the coincident presence of viable bacteria. A number of fog samples were found to contain ice nuclei active at temperatures warmer than -5°C. Four out of 15 bacterial isolates separated from these fog samples, when grown on sterile media, were found to initiate ice at temperatures between -2 and -4°C.

Figure 1 shows a band of high ice nucleus concentration along the 40°S parallel that coincides with the mean position of the Sub-Tropical Convergence Zone (STCZ). This zone represents an area where the meeting of two oceanic water masses results in continual overturning and mixing of the water. The relatively high ice nucleus concentrations near the Australian and Antarctic coasts roughly correspond to regions of oceanic upwelling and continental shelf areas. Ryther (1963) noted that Antarctic waters may be the most prolific producers of primary marine plankton in the world, with the output peaking in upwelling zones and to a lesser extent along convergence zones. It has been suggested by Schnell (1974) and Schnell and Vali (1976) that the high ice nucleus concentrations observed over these suspected areas of high plankton growth may be related to plankton-associated ODN.

5. SUMMARY

On the basis of the data and analyses presented in this paper, it is suggested that materials of biogenic origin may be among the more important ice nucleus sources in the Earth's atmosphere. Also, biogenic ice nuclei have been demonstrated to be important in triggering ice supercooling frost sensitivity in some herbaceous plants. Control of this latter phenomenon appears to be economically within reach.
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Figure 1. Three-year averages of atmospheric ice nucleus concentrations over Australia and the Antarctic Ocean plotted on a base map illustrating terrestrial climate zones and marine water mass interfaces. The shaded area encompasses atmospheric ice nucleus concentrations greater than 30 nuclei m\(^{-3}\) active at \(-15^\circ C\). Adapted from Bigg (1973).
ICE-FORMATION BY USE OF SYNTHETIC ZEOLITE NUCLEI

L. Krastanov, L. Levkov

Institute of Geophysics - Bulgarian Academy of Sciences-Bulgaria

It is known from the available sources of a number of authors that many materials act as artificial crystallisation nuclei of the water at various temperatures below 0°C. Recently /1,2/ we studied the mechanism which may explain the strong ice-formation activity of some unorganic compounds e.g. AgI, PbI₂, CuS.

We have come to the conclusion that when the ice crystal appears and grows on on the crystal surface with predominant ion structure the connection of the two contacting surfaces occurs in the following manner: First a dipole-orientated interaction between the polarized molecules of the substrate (cations) and the polar molecules of the water (protones) takes place. Due to this interaction the water molecules at sufficiently low temperature are linked in successive attachment with the ions of the lattice (the cations) and build the first "crystal layer". Further this layer is linked with other water molecules, but this time by way of hydrogen links. Thus the ice embryo is being formed on this primary ice layer on the substrate.

As is known the so called zeolites or molecular sieves have the property of absorbing water even at very low relative humidity even in the form of water vapour from the air without any chemical interaction and to link and hold it in their crystal lattice. The contents of the water therein can vary depending on the temperature and the pressure of the water vapour in the air. When heated the zeolites emit water continuously and can dehydrate but likewise the process can be reversed - the water penetrates into the lattice of the zeolites without destroying the structure of the crystal. It has been established by paramagnetic resonance /3/, that at low temperatures there exist hydrogen links between water molecules and the oxygen ions in the frame of the zeolite. The lattice properties of the zeolites are made use of in our experiments.

The test of the ice nucleation abilities of the zeolite powder particles was carried out (a) by contact of the droplet with the particles in air medium - contact nucleation; (b) by deposition of the water vapour on the nuclei and formation of an ice crystal - deposition nucleation.

The tests were carried out in a microchamber (work volume 15 cm³) cooled by liquid nitrogen. Single water droplets 2 mm in diameter were treated by suspending them on a thermocouple enveloped in glass, which can measure the temperature of the supercooled droplet to an accuracy of ± 0.2°C. The velocity of cooling was 3°C per minute. The droplet was landed always at the geometrical center of the chamber which was the intersection point of four mutually perpendicular openings used for observation, illumination and manipulation. The temperature of the chamber was measured with the help of a second thermocouple placed 2-3 mm from the chamber wall. Both thermocouples were switched to a "graphispot" recorder.

**Testing of the crystallisation activity of untreated zeolite powder.**

A thin glass thread with zeolite powder at its peak was mounted on a micromanipulator opposite one of the chamber openings. A droplet was suspended in the chamber and was cooled down to a certain temperature. The peak of the glass thread was then inserted into the chamber using the micromanipulator until it touched the supercooled droplet. Such a test of zeolite powder z-1 was carried out with as much as 60 droplets divided into 6 series of 10 droplets each depending on the temperature Tc of the droplet at the moment of contact. In this case Tc varied from -10.1 to -16.0°C. Another 40 droplets were experimented with zeolite powder z-2 in 4 series in the interval from -7.1 to -11.0°C. The average temperature which characterises the activity of the samples is given in Table 1 and is defined by the characteristic temperatures of the activity of an ensemble of particles by means of which the droplets were frozen /4/.

**Testing of the crystallisation activity of dehydrated zeolite powder.**

The experiments were carried out with dehydrated zeolites the treatment being as follows: Powder of z-1 and z-2 was placed consecutively into a glass which is heated to 320-350°C and at the same time evacuated (vacuum 0.1-0.2 mm Hg). After such treatment of 1 hour a sample (crystallograph of the powder) is taken on the
peak of a glass thread. The thread is brought into contact with a droplet supercooled in the chamber. In the second part of this experiment the dry zeolites are left after the treatment 1) at room temperature $t=28\, ^\circ C$ and relative humidity $f=50\%$ from 1 to 3 hours, from 16 to 24 hours and from 60 to 64 hours and 2) at room temperature $t=28\, ^\circ C$ and relative humidity $f=98\%$ from 16 to 24 hours and from 42 to 48 hours. Only after that the samples were inserted to contact the supercooled droplets in the chamber. The temperature $T_k$ at the moment of contact was noted at the thermogramme. Several samples of each probe were prepared at equal conditions of treatment. With each sample about 40 experiments of contact influence were carried out at various temperature intervals depending on the activity of the sample. The characteristic average temperatures of activity of the various samples of a same probe at different experimental conditions are shown on Table 1.

It has been established that no ice is formed on a zeolite particle up to $-6-8\, ^\circ C$ from water vapour. This was proved by observation described below. Molecules of treated z-1 or z-2 are trapped on the tip of a thin glass thread. The thread mounted on a micromanipulator is inserted through the side opening of the chamber until the tip is 1 mm from the surface of the suspended droplet. The temperature of the chamber is decreased to $T=-6-8\, ^\circ C$ that is the temperature of freezing of the droplet if contacted by treated zeolite particle (See the Table). The temperature $T_k$ is controlled by a second thermocouple and is retained for a period of 2-3 minutes. After that the temperature is increased slowly controlled by switching consecutively on and off both thermocouples until it reaches a certain temperature of the droplet $T_k$ within $-3-1$ degree C i.e. about but always below $0\, ^\circ C$. The temperature $-3\, ^\circ C$ is marked by at least one freezing by way of a contact between a water droplet and treated zeolite particle. Sometimes it is allowed in order to reach an equal temperature value shown by the two thermocouples thereafter the thread is moved until it touches the droplet. At the above temperature $T_k$ of supercooling of the zeolite no droplet has frozen after 20 trials of touching by both probes.

An electric load was measured on the dehydrated zeolite powder - the carcass of the zeolite lattice after treatment of z-1. The recorded current is of the magnitude 0.1 $\mu$A. It has been noticed that on first switch of the galvanometer the impulse is somewhat stronger later decreasing. After a longer stirage of the powder at room temperatures no impulse has been registered.

The most important result obtained by freezing of water droplets by means of dehydrated zeolites can be summarised as follows:

1. The necessary conditions for freezing water droplets by means of zeolite particle (z-1 and z-2) are: the particle should be dehydrated and dry, the droplet should be cooled to a certain temperature: $-6-8\, ^\circ C$ in our experiments and the particle and the droplet should be brought to contact.

The question arises what properties of the dehydrated zeolites could evoke freezing supercooled droplets at relatively high temperatures below $0\, ^\circ C$. It is known that many authors identify the properties of water adsorbed in the zeolites with the properties of ice with reference to the arrangement of the water molecules in the lattice of the zeolite and the accuracy of the localisation of the water molecules. It has been established for instance that in the natrolite (Na(Al$_2$Si$_3$O$_10$)$_2$H$_2$O) the water molecules are definitely localised in the structure of the carcass at room temperature and that they form hydrogen bonds with oxygen atoms of the carcass of the natrolite which consists of elementary tetraedres as does the lattice of ice.

At our experiments we used dehydrated artificial zeolites z-1 and z-2 which are of the natrolite type. The water molecules in the structure of Na(Al$_2$Si$_3$O$_10$)$_2$H$_2$O are placed one after the other in the canals of such a zeolite. The analyses of the s spectra of PMR /3/ are evidence that at room temperature the water molecules are exactly localised in the zeolite structure in four positions which differ by p-vector orientation of the lattice situated in the planes /110/ and /110/ at an angle of $+55^\circ$ towards direction /001/. These directions exactly correspond to the orientation necessary for the water molecule to form hydrogen links with the oxygen atom of the carcass of the natrolite.

Concerning the appearance of negative electric load by the dehydrated zeolites this could be due to the following. Zeolites like AlO$_4$ tetraeders /5/ have full compensation of the electric load. So there are negative load centers in zeolites like AlO$_4$ tetraeders /5/. The different affinity towards polar molecules like H$_2$O can be attributed to the interactions. But the load only cannot be
the sole reason for the freezing action of the zeolites. It can be asserted with certainty that the presence of both dehydrated tetraedr structure and negative loaded centers make the zeolite particles active nuclei for ice formation and hence reagents freezing the supercooled water.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water content (%)</th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treat. in 70% H2O</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediat. from 1 to 3</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From 1 to 24</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From 16 to 48</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative humidity (%)</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room temp. °C</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: Average Values of the Characteristic Temperature of Freezing /°C of an Ensemble of Droplets at Contact with Zeolite Powder Particles.
2.1.7

OBSERVING SOUTH FLORIDA'S ICE NUCLEI SPECTRUM

Joe Wisniewski
Department of Environmental Sciences
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia 22903

1. INTRODUCTION

A Beechcraft Queenair cloud base aircraft supported by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)* operated in South Florida for a four week period during summer 1975. The aircraft was equipped with a rainwater collection scoop, a continuous aerosol collector, a NCAR acoustical ice nucleus counter (Langer, 1973), as well as most of the standard meteorological instrumentation (Burris et al. 1973).

The rainwater samples were analysed for ice nucleus concentrations using the Vali drop freezing technique (Vali, 1971) and the aerosol samples were analysed for ice nuclei concentrations using the NCAR membrane development chamber (Langer and Rodgers, 1975). Combined with the NCAR acoustical counter results, the ice nuclei data was stratified in various ways to gain a better overall understanding of South Florida's ice nucleus spectrum.

2. OPERATIONS

The aircraft operated within the 13000 km² network (Figure 1) covered by digitized radar (Wiggert and Ostlund, 1975) which was used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-National Hurricane and Experimental Meteorological Laboratory (NOAA-NHEML) for the rain augmentation cloud seeding study entitled the "Florida Area Cumulus Experiment" (EML Staff, 1974). A total of 89 clouds were worked during 19 flight dates in the period 23 June 1975 through 18 July 1975.

Approximately 310 rainwater samples were collected at the cloud base level (600m) using the same scoop that Wisniewski, Cotton and Sax (1974) used aboard the NOAA-DC6 aircraft during the 1973 Florida Experiment. The collector was located on top of the aircraft fuselage (Figure 2) with rainwater flowing into the scoop and then into new, washed half-liter bottles. Two five ml vials were separated from each of the bottles, one of which was analysed for silver concentrations as discussed by Wisniewski (1976) and the other analysed for ice nucleus concentrations as discussed in this paper. The remaining volume in each of the bottles was analysed for a variety of other chemical constituents (NH₄, NO₃, SO₄, Cl, P, Br, Na, K, Mg, Ca, O-PO₄, Total P, Cd, Cu, Fe, Pb, Ni, Zn, conductivity and pH) as discussed by Wisniewski (1976) in a summary paper of the experiment. All samples collected were frozen immediately in Dry Ice and preserved in this state until analysis.

Approximately 390 aerosol samples were collected at the cloud base level (600m) using the Langer sequential membrane filter system with the intake located on the top of the aircraft fuselage behind the rainwater collection scoop (Figure 2). The samples were collected on 0.45 µm pore size millipore membrane filters, each being 37mm in diameter. The collector was fixed so that samples could be collected simultaneously with an approximate one second time lag between each sample.

* The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
Figure 2. The NCAR Queenair aircraft used for sample collection. The rainwater scoop is located on top of the aircraft fuselage in the front while the aerosol intake is located in the rear.

The aircraft flew a varied set of patterns. The predominant pattern was to continuously penetrate a cloud or cloud complex, with the goal of sampling a cloud from its beginning to its dissipation both for rainwater and for aerosol. The second type of pattern was to collect only aerosol samples either in clear air, between clouds or at the perimeter or edge of clouds while circling them.

3. ANALYSES

Three sets of data were obtained from the aircraft for ice nucleus evaluation using the following instrumentation:

1. NCAR acoustical ice nucleus counter - as described in detail by Langer (1975) and in a more concise updated version by Pullerton et al. (1975): "The instrumentation provides a continuous real-time ice nucleus count. Air is drawn into the counter where there is a cloud chamber within which a controlled cloud simulates natural conditions. Briefly, the NCAR counter operates as follows. The incoming air sample is humidified to about 80% humidity at 22°C. Cloud condensation nuclei are added to the sample to control cloud density and supersaturation. The air sample then enters the uncooled upper section of the cloud chamber and slowly mixes at -21°C. As the air sample gradually cools, the ice nuclei activate the formation of ice crystals, which are detected by an acoustic sensor at the exit of the chamber. The chamber is freon-cooled and lined with a layer of dense polyurethane through which glycol flows slowly to prevent frost from forming on the chamber walls."

2. NCAR membrane development chamber - The instrumentation is described in detail by Langer and Rodgers (1975) but has recently been updated by Langer. The membranes are placed into the chamber and cooled to some designated temperature. Cold, dry air is passed over the membranes while cooling to prevent active ice nuclei from forming ice crystals that would grow and inhibit the activity of slower ones. Once cooled, moist air is blown in a perpendicular uniform stream onto the membrane's surface at a rather high flow rate of 30 lpm for 15 sec (which provides a strong flux of moisture) giving all nuclei a chance to grow even if they require a maximum supersaturation to initiate condensation. The supersaturation drops by moisture depletion as the droplets grow. Therefore, after the initial burst of 15 sec, the flow is reduced to 5 lpm for approximately 2 min to allow the ice crystals to grow to visible sizes to be counted.

3. Vali drop freezing technique - The technique as described by Vali (1971) was used to analyze all rainwater samples for ice nucleus contents by drop freezing experiments. The procedure was to thaw the five ml rainwater vial, take a small aliquot from it and produce 120 drops on a temperature controlled plate. The number of drops were recorded at quarter-degree intervals as they froze, beginning at -5°C and ending at -25°C, thus giving approximately 80 points for each sample spectrum.

4. RESULTS

Using the instrumentation and analytical techniques described in the last section, results are split into three categories for discussion:

1. NCAR acoustical ice nucleus counter - Preliminary results show the mean ice nucleus concentrations to average approximately five ice nuclei per liter at -20°C. This mean is slightly higher than the one nucleus per liter at -20°C that has been traditionally accepted as a worldwide average; however, nearly all sampling was performed during the convective periods of the day. In addition, a great deal of variability is seen in the data.

2. NCAR membrane development chamber - Approximately 100 membranes were analyzed using this technique with very little success. The average sample of air measured was between 70 and 150 liters. Results show that ice nucleus concentrations on the membranes

*Personal communication - Gary Langer, NCAR, Boulder, Colorado.
Table 1. Concentrations of ice nuclei (cm⁻³) in rainwater samples collected aboard the aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th># of Samples</th>
<th>-15°C Mean</th>
<th>-15°C Standard Deviation</th>
<th>-20°C Mean</th>
<th>-20°C Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 23</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>35.56</td>
<td>22.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>20.98</td>
<td>8.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>11.10</td>
<td>5.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>.58</td>
<td>.55</td>
<td>8.13</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 30</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>34.74</td>
<td>22.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>24.92</td>
<td>58.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>26.73</td>
<td>15.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>32.15</td>
<td>33.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.68</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>24.54</td>
<td>20.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>37.17</td>
<td>16.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>11.83</td>
<td>6.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>10.14</td>
<td>14.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>6.44</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 14</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>21.35</td>
<td>17.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 16</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>25.26</td>
<td>11.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>14.91</td>
<td>11.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 18</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>7.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals:</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>19.92</td>
<td>21.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fall consistently more than an order of magnitude below those recorded by the acoustical counter, with many samples showing concentrations within the background of the membranes. It is interesting to note that Langer* has results from an earlier Hawaii study that show this same discrepancy between the NCAR acoustical counter and the NCAR membrane development chamber while a similar study performed at the HIPLEX project in Montana shows no such discrepancy. Langer hypothesizes that the lower ice nucleus counts result from: 1) the suppression of some nuclei owing to the salts (in this maritime region) collected on the membranes and competing with the nuclei for the vapor supplied during analysis and/or 2) sulphuric acid deposited on the membrane surface which may depress the freezing point. Concerning the South Florida situation, what caused the considerably lower ice nucleus concentration on the membranes as compared to that measured by the acoustical counter is unclear. Whether because of sulphuric acid, salts or another phenomenon, the membrane results show counts so much lower that it appears useless to use this technique in maritime environments. This problem indicates a shortcoming of the membrane technique for ice nucleus analyses. If this technique is to be used in an experiment, it should be thoroughly tested in that specific area beforehand. For example, Mossop (1971) attributed the several order of magnitude difference in ice crystal to ice nucleus concentrations from maritime Australian clouds to an ice multiplication process. These results should be viewed with reservation, however, since the ice nuclei samples were collected on membranes in a maritime environment.

3. Vali drop freezing technique - A summary of the aircraft rainwater ice nuclei concentrations is presented in Table 1 which contains the date of the sample set collected, the number of samples within each set, the mean and standard deviation of ice nucleus samples at -15°C and at -20°C. The results show a good deal of variability between concentrations on the different dates; however, the most important result is that the total overall mean concentrations at both temperatures are considerably lower than those found in other areas (Vali, 1968). The lower concentrations in South Florida agree well with a previous study as documented by Wisniewski, Cotton and Sax (1974). It was attempted to stratify the data according to air mass trajectories as performed by Wisniewski (1976) on silver concentration measurements. Highly significant differences were seen between the silver means and variances using three air mass trajectory paths at two experimental levels. The same stratification applied to the ice nucleus data shows no clear cut trends; however, some differences result:

1. Significant differences in the variances are seen in the upper level trajectories in comparing each of the three experimental paths.

*Personal communication - Gary Langer, NCAR, Boulder, Colorado.
2. Significant differences in the mean and variances are seen in comparing two air mass trajectory paths at both the upper and lower levels.

Reasons, importance and ramifications of these differences are now being investigated.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Three different techniques were used to collect ice nuclei in South Florida aboard a cloud base aircraft during summer 1975 with the following results:

1. The NCAR acoustical counter showed mean ice nucleus concentrations to be approximately five nuclei per liter at -20°C, a result which seems reasonable compared to other studies.

2. Approximately 100 of the 390 membranes collected were analysed for ice nucleus concentrations using the NCAR membrane development chamber. Very low ice nucleus concentrations were obtained, with many samples showing concentrations not above the background of the membranes. In comparison to the much greater ice nucleus concentrations recorded by the acoustical counter, it appears that the lower concentrations on the membranes may be due to some problem with the detection of the nuclei rather than to their non-existence. This possible ice nucleus suppression on the membranes could be due to interference caused by the maritime environment, since other maritime studies using membranes also show much lower nucleus concentrations.

3. The rainwater samples analysed for ice nuclei using the drop-freezing technique showed much lower concentrations, compared to other experiments. Whether these low concentrations are real is not clear, since the nuclei may be deactivated by possible interference in the maritime environment, as suggested with regard to the membrane results.
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ON ICE NUCLEATION OF SUPERCOOLED FOG

Ken-ichi Sakurai
Hokkaido University of Education
Asahikawa, Japan

1 INTRODUCTION

At Asahikawa, ice fog appears frequently at night on a calm day when air temperature falls lower than about -20°C. Supercooled fog generates initially after the sunset. Then, ice crystals appear in the fog with the falling of temperature. Finally, the fog is made of ice crystals only.

By means of ground observation of the fog, it will be possible to investigate the initial stage of ice crystal formation and to compare ice nuclei with ice crystals in concentration.

2 MEASUREMENTS

Observations were made during the period from 1967 to 1973 at the university campus in Asahikawa. Supercooled droplets were collected on a glass plate coated with cedar oil by an impactor method. Ice crystals and frozen droplets falling gravitationally were collected on a slide glass. Measurements of ice nuclei were made by a mixing cold chamber. Air containing the ice nuclei was first led into a warm room to be free from any ice particles and then was cooled to the given temperature at which the ice nuclei were activated in the air.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Initial Form of Ice Crystal

Ice crystals in the initial stage were observed at 0625 JST, Feb. 14, 1967 as shown in Fig.1. In the photograph, there are frozen droplets, minute columnar crystals and thin plates. Some of the frozen droplets show an intermediate form growing to columnar crystal which has traces of spoke. The concentration of ice crystals including the frozen droplets was 7 x 10^4 per liter at -25.1°C.

Size distributions of the frozen droplets and the columnar crystals are shown in Fig.2. Slopes of both distributions are approximately parallel each other, although the size of columnar crystals is larger than that of frozen droplets as a result of crystal growth. Consequently, it is thought that the minute columnar crystal in which the axial ratio is almost equal to unity may be produced by the growth of frozen droplet. Thin plates are also seen in

Figure 1. Photomicrograph taken at 0625 Feb. 14, 1967

Figure 2. Size distributions of frozen droplet and columnar crystal seen in last figure
Fig. 1. Their thickness is about 5 µm. It is reasonable to consider that they are produced by direct deposition of water vapor onto an ice nucleus, because the thickness is smaller than the diameter of the frozen droplet.

3.2 Size Distributions of Supercooled Droplets and Frozen Droplets

Observations of size distribution of supercooled droplets were made before and after the appearance of ice crystals. An example is shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Size distribution of supercooled droplets and frozen droplets

In this figure, size range of supercooled droplets is from 2 to 23 µm before the appearance of ice crystals. The maximum diameter is 12 µm after the appearance of ice crystals in the fog. Moreover, the size range of frozen droplets is from 7 to 41 µm and the mean diameter is about 17 µm.

It will be inferred from these facts that some of supercooled droplets larger than 12 µm freeze and then grow to columnar crystals in the fog.

3.3 Comparison of Ice Nuclei with Ice Crystals in Concentration

Direct comparisons between ice nuclei and ice crystals in concentration were made. The results are shown in Table 1. The last column in the table is the size range of supercooled droplets in diameter before the appearance of ice crystals. From this table, it will be seen that the concentrations of ice crystals and ice nuclei are in the same order when the supercooled droplets are smaller than about 20 µm except in the case of Feb. 6, 1970. On the other hand, when the supercooled droplets are larger than about 20 µm in diameter, the concentration of ice crystals is higher one or two orders than that of ice nuclei.

4 CONCLUSION

From the observations, it is concluded that in the supercooled fog made of droplets larger than about 20 µm, ice crystals are produced by freezing when the air temperature is about -20°C or lower and the concentration of ice crystals is higher than that of ice nuclei. Furthermore, it will be supposed that ice nuclei producing frozen droplets or columnar crystals are already immersed in a supercooled droplet and become to be active with the lowering of air temperature. Thin plates as seen in section 3.1 are produced by direct deposition of water vapor onto ice nuclei.

From the observations at Asahikawa, glaciation from water cloud to ice cloud will closely relate with the size distribution of cloud droplets and the temperature in cloud.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>TEMP (°C)</th>
<th>CONCENT OF ICE CRYSTALS</th>
<th>CONCENT OF ICE NUCLEI</th>
<th>SIZE RANGE OF DROPLET</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 16</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 - 16 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 17</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-18.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.7 (±0.5)</td>
<td>1 - 9 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>-24.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.6 (±2.5)</td>
<td>1 - 7 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 10</td>
<td>00</td>
<td>-19.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8 (±0.6)</td>
<td>1 - 19 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 12</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>-21.4</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400 (±100)</td>
<td>2 - 25 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 13</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>900 (±250)</td>
<td>2 - 25 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 14</td>
<td>03</td>
<td>-23.0</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>1000 (±200)</td>
<td>2 - 33 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 15</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>-23.4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>110 (±10)</td>
<td>4 - 15 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 15</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>-25.0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>90 (±90)</td>
<td>1 - 21 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCAVENGING OF AEROSOL PARTICLES BY GROWING ICE CRYSTALS

Franco Prodi

IFA-CNR Sezione Microfisica
Bologna, Italy

1. INTRODUCTION

Aerosol particles are scavenged by cloud or precipitation elements through a number of mechanisms the most important of which are: aerodynamic capture, Brownian diffusion, phoretic transport of particles due to thermophoresis and diffusiophoresis (directly or through the Stefan flow) and electrostatic capture. The subject is of paramount importance in investigating the removal of particles from the atmosphere (pollutants, microorganisms, radioactive particles) and in following the life history of airborne nucleating agents in weather modification experiments. The definition of the role of the different mechanisms deserves also a relevant interest in aerosol physics.

A review of experimental and theoretical studies on scavenging processes has been given by Vittori and V. Prodi (1967). An experiment has been subsequently performed by Soud and Jackson (1970) restricted to the measurements of scavenging efficiency of ice and snow crystals falling at the ground through an aerosol cloud; in their experiment particles are mostly scavenged by aerodynamic capture, as crystals were not, presumably, growing or evaporating in the short time spent in the test chamber. On the other side, Magono et al. (1972) measured the scavenging efficiency of falling snow crystals in a large scale field experiment by combining the data from an aerosol counter and optical microscope observations of particles inside the collected crystals; their results indicate a collection efficiency of several tens percent, one or two orders of magnitude greater than expected from simple aerodynamic considerations. These experiments stress the need to study the role of phoretic forces in the scavenging of particles by growing ice crystals. Furthermore, as scavenging measurements at the ground cannot separate the processes which occur inside and below clouds, a laboratory investigation is demanded.

As a theoretical explanation of the process in terms of the mechanisms involved Vittori and V. Prodi (1967) suggested that growing ice crystals be efficient scavengers of aerosol particles because the dust-free space around supercooled cloud droplets should increase the particle concentrations in the vicinity of ice crystals; in support of this interpretation the authors presented an experiment with a fixed crystal growing in a Nakaya chamber. The model has been questioned by Slinn and Hales (1970)'s computations which demonstrated that thermophoresis is the dominant mechanism in most conditions of particle size and conductivity, assuming that the latent heat is transferred to air by conduction alone. In reply, Vittori (1973) pointed out that in the realistic conditions of crystals and droplets falling with a relative velocity in a mixed cloud the relaxation time of water vapor diffusion fields around condensing or evaporating droplets is much shorter than the thermal relaxation time of the droplets and ice crystals. Hence even theoretical investigations give a hint toward conclusive laboratory experiments as simplifying assumptions must be introduced in computations.

To determine the relative importance of the main incloud scavenging mechanisms (Brownian diffusion and phoretic forces) an experiment has been performed which reproduces the conditions of natural mixed clouds with the greatest number of predetermined parameters.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

Scavenging experiments with fixed hydrometeors have been frequently criticized on the basis that the heat balance is changed by the conduction through the support. In addition the fields of water vapor concentration and temperature around fixed hydrometeors are not the same as for falling ones in natural clouds where environments not deprived of water vapor are encountered and a heat dissipation by convection is experienced.

In the present experiment a cloud of supercooled droplets and aerosol particles is nucleated and the settling crystals are collected. In such a procedure a limitation derives from the short growth time and consequent small crystal sizes. Therefore the technique for detecting and locating the scavenged particles inside crystals becomes decisive. On the other side the small sizes of crystals are an advantage in investigating the role of phoretic forces in scavenging processes as the effect of aerodynamic capture is practically negligible for the very low terminal velocities.

2.1 Cloud chamber

A plexiglass cylinder (22 cm in diameter, 96 cm in height and 36.5 liters capacity) served as cloud chamber, placed in a cold room (16 m²) the temperature of which could be regulated down to -28°C.
Two thermocouples were fixed close to the top and the bottom of the chamber, and the temperatures were determined within 0.1°C. In the base an opening with a slide allowed microscope slides to be inserted and exposed to collect settling crystals at fixed intervals without changing the conditions inside the chamber. In the upper part an ice coating was formed and brought into it supplied additional water vapor, when needed, by regulating the current through a variator.

Openings were provided for spraying water droplets, injecting the aerosol and inserting the metal rod which, previously cooled in liquid nitrogen, nucleates the ice crystals. A light beam illuminated the chamber less than the main stages of cloud evolution. Inside the chamber the aerosol is driven through a vertical pipe with holes drilled along it to have a fast mixing. The liquid water content of the cloud has been evaluated by a double weight of the spray nozzle used to generate the supercooled droplets: 2.5 g m⁻³ was the liquid water content during all the experiments.

2.2 Generation and assessment of the aerosol

In a scavenging laboratory experiment one has to profit by the possibility of using an aerosol easily identifiable, of known concentration and size distribution. To the purpose monodisperse and polydisperse aerosols of carnauba wax and polydisperse NaCl aerosols have been generated. Carnauba particles have been generated by a monodisperse aerosol generator (V. Prodi, 1972) which produces perfect spheres in the size range 0.2 to 2 µm with a relative standard deviation less than 0.2. Batches of NaCl have been generated by the hot wire (NiCr) technique in a flow of dry nitrogen. The aerosol characteristics have been determined by a thermal precipitator (with circular plates and a central inlet) and subsequent electron microscope examination of the deposited particles.

Monodisperse and polydisperse aerosol particles by high voltage discharge through Mg or Fe electrodes were made and abandoned for the unsuitable shape of the aerosol particles (fluffy and chain like).

2.3 Detection and location of scavenged particles

To detect particles scavenged by growing ice crystals three techniques have been followed:

a- Electron microscope investigation of the replica of individual ice crystals. Microscope slides covered with formvar solution have been exposed in sequence to settling crystals and the formvar films have been transferred on E.M. grids and examined, (Parungo and Weickmann, 1973). The film thickness however is critical as the formvar layer is thinner in correspondence with medium or large crystals and deforms under the E.M. beam. So only small (< 20 µm) crystals have been successfully inspected by this technique.

b- Electron microscope investigation of the residues on slides after sublimation of the collected crystals. Clean microscope slides are located on the base of the chamber and left until all crystals fell. The crystals collected sublimate and the residues are shaded with platinum-carbon. The film is then transferred to E.M. grids and replicas of particles counted. The population of particles sedimented or attached to the bottom of the chamber by other mechanisms than crystal scavenging has been determined by an identical experiment except the nucleation, and has been subtracted to the original population. It is difficult however by this technique to exactly locate the particles inside crystals without the corresponding replica of the original crystal.

c- Microchemical reaction on scavenged particles. A different and new approach has been given to the problem of detecting and locating submicron aerosol particles by magnifying them to sizes observable under optical microscope. This has been obtained by modifying a technique previously developed (Prodi F. and Nagamoto, 1971) to detect chlorides on any prepared extended ice surface (hailstone cross sections, sea or laboratory ice). A membrane filter, previously embedded into a solution of AgNO₃ and dried, is superposed to the slides on which the crystals settled and heated in a way that crystals melt through it. The filter is immediately exposed to ultra violet light and the silver chloride formed in the meanwhile is reduced to metallic silver of typical brown color. When tested for NaCl submicron particles scavenged by ice crystals the results are striking as the magnifying effects superpose: the formation within the ice matrix of a brine droplet from the original scavenged particle and the magnification of the chemical reaction on the membrane filter. At temperatures where ice and brine coexist above the eutectic point the salt-water systems are invariant: the temperature determines the concentration of the solution. For NaCl, the concentration of the brine droplet is 3.05 mole l⁻¹ at -14°C and 1.1 mole l⁻¹ at -4°C (Hoekstra et al., 1965). As an example, at -4°C the brine droplet has a volume which is 32.5 times the volume of the original dry NaCl particle; this corresponds to a magnification factor of 3.2 for the radius. This however underestimate the actual magnification factor as the brine volume is much higher close to 0°C and is difficult to evaluate. Also difficult to be determined exactly is the magnification factor by the chemical reaction and the absorption through the filter. A total magnification factor of 10-15 is probably experienced. A problem arises in the use of a deliquescent aerosol as NaCl, which may produce, once injected into the cloud of supercooled droplets, a different size distribution. The variation in size distribution of a deliquescent aerosol with the relative humidity is recently investigated for the effects on light scattering and extinction coefficients. The theoretical lowering of vapor pressure over solutions, 

\[
\frac{d \ln \rho}{dT} = \frac{L - L_0}{R \tau^2}
\]

must be supplemented in computations with the effect of droplet curvature. Hanel (1971) gives a ratio \( r/r_0 \), the wet and dry particle radius, of 5 close to 100% relative humidity. However even considering the extreme situation of all the liquid water inside the chamber distributed over the NaCl particles, with the 7 \( 10^4 \) cm⁻³ particles
in the present experiment, droplets of 2 µm average radius would result; once the ice phase is initiated in the chamber the solution droplets in the small size range would be soon reduced to a size close to that of the original particle (not exactly the original size due to an hysteresis effect). In fact the lowering of partial pressure on solution droplets is proportional to the concentration of the solution; therefore very small particles cannot grow too much for deliquescence. As an example, in the vicinity of deliquescence. As an example, in the vicinity of deliquescence, the relative humidity, according to Robinson and Stokes (1955) $m/m_0$, the ratio of masses of the droplet and the original NaCl particle, is 4.2, to which a ratio of the radii $r/r_e=1.65$ corresponds. Hence the use of deliquescent particles in the experiment seems justified.

3. RESULTS

Three tests have been performed.

Test 1.

Experimental conditions:
Aerosol: monodisperse carnauba wax spherical particles, 0.3 µm size, 0.2 standard deviation, relative, $10^5$ cm$^{-3}$ concentration inside the chamber.
Temperature: -14.6°C. Liquid Water content: 2.5 g m$^{-3}$.
Results: direct E.M. observation on crystal replicas for scavenged particles was negative in small (<20 µm) crystals; larger crystals could not be observed for the deformation of the formvar film under the E.M. beam.

Test 2.

Experimental conditions:
Aerosol: polydisperse carnauba wax spherical particles of size distribution shown in Fig.1 and concentration inside the chamber of 1.8 $10^5$ cm$^{-3}$.
Temperature: -14.6°C. Liquid water content: 2.5 g m$^{-3}$. Additional vapor has been supplied by heating the ice corona (surface temperature of ice corona:-11°C).
Results: E.M. investigations on slide residues evidenced high scavenging efficiency for the small size particles (<0.2 µm). A quantitative evaluation of the scavenging efficiency gave $E = n/n_s = 0.67$, where $n_s$ the total number of scavenged particles, has been determined by counting on a scale and on the reference ones, and $n_s$ is the number of aerosol particles at the beginning of the experiment.

Test 3.

Experimental conditions:
Aerosol: polydisperse NaCl particles of size distribution shown in Fig.1 and concentration inside the chamber of 7 $10^4$ cm$^{-3}$.
Temperature: -14°C. Liquid water content: 2.5 g m$^{-3}$. Additional vapor has been supplied by heating the ice corona (surface temperature of the ice corona:-11°C).
Results: the microchemical reaction on membrane filters proved to be a highly effective technique in detecting and locating scavenged NaCl particles inside crystals. The magnified spots corresponding to the particles are visible at the optical microscope. Photographs of patterns of NaCl particles scavenged by ice crystals are shown in Fig.2 for different plane shapes. As the test is destructive, it is not possible to show the replicas of the same crystals of which the patterns of scavenged particles are presented. However, a correspondence can easily be made with replicas of crystals from the same experiment; in Figs.2a and 2a' the correspondence of patterns of scavenged particles with crystals is given for an hexagonal plate with sectors and for an hexagonal plate with broad branches. It is immediately seen that the crystals are free of particles up to a certain growth stage. Then a sharp contour of scavenged particles is evidenced, which is preferred on tips, branches or dendritic protrusions which enhance the ventilation growth rate as compared with that of solid plates.

Figure 1. Size distributions of carnauba wax aerosol (triangles, Test 2), and NaCl aerosol (circles, Test 3).

Even for simple hexagonal plates without internal structure, which have a more uniform distribution of particles on the boundary, higher particle concentrations are observed in correspondence of the corners (Fig.2b).

It is interesting to remark that in the many membrane filters developed on crystals in Test 3, a great number of particle patterns have been observed. Those presented in Fig.2 are only a restricted choice, but are very much representative and may informations can be derived by them.

Fig.2 (Front page): Patterns of microchemical reactions on membrane filters of aerosol particles scavenged by ice crystals during Test 3. Patterns for a broad branched hexagonal plate and for an hexagonal plate with sectors (a), and the corresponding crystals (a') and the correspondding crystals (a'): a simple h. plate (b); small plate with tips (c); h. plate with branches (d); composite plate crystal (e).
First the possibility has been considered of determining the scavenging efficiency as the ratio of the number of particles scavenged by crystals and the number of particles initially in the cloud chamber. In fact the spots corresponding with particles are not only observable at the optical microscope but can also be resolved and counted. To the purpose six main crystal forms have been distinguished. A statistic of the occurrence of the different forms on the slides covered with formvar solution and exposed inside the chamber together with the clean slides processed by membrane filters. Then average numbers of particles for the different crystal forms have been determined on filters. These data, together with the relative occurrence of the different crystal forms and their size ranges are presented in Table 1. The total number of crystals settled is also determined and finally the number of particles scavenged during the experiment is calculated. An efficiency $E = 0.25$ results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal forms</th>
<th>Size range μm</th>
<th>Min. distance of scav.part. from the center</th>
<th>Av. numbers of part. per crystal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple Plates</td>
<td>12 75-85</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>126</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small h. plates</td>
<td>10 32-43</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with tips</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. plates</td>
<td>15 50-55</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with sectors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. plates</td>
<td>21 70-90</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broad br.</td>
<td>19 105-140</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stars</td>
<td>23 53-150</td>
<td>30-75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A significant figure is also the minimal distance of scavenged particles from the crystal center, which is different for the various forms: shortest in the small plates with tips (15 μm) and highest in simple plates with no internal structure (35 μm). These data are also included in Table 1. The different distances of particles from the center can be explained in terms of the great variety of internal structures, ribbons and thicknesses of crystals which determine different masses, terminal velocities, ventilation, heat fluxes by conduction through the solid ice from the growing boundary toward the center.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The present results clearly indicate that growing ice crystals once reached the size of 25 to 40 μm depending on shapes become very good scavengers of aerosol particles in experimental conditions very close to those experienced in natural clouds. There is also an indication from Test 2 of a dependence on size of the scavenging process, with a limit of 0.2 μm size; this result however needs to be strengthened. From the comparison of reaction patterns with corresponding crystals it is evidenced that particles are collected at the outer crystal growth and particle patterns are also boundaries of the solid crystals. This is confirmed by the values of the scavenging efficiency, which is less than 1 in both Test 1 and Test 2 and demonstrate that aerosol is still in the chamber at the end of crystal growth.

To interpret the results it can be noticed that Brownian diffusion is not a relevant mechanism in the present experimental conditions: computations for a plane crystal of 80 μm size and a concentration of $10^4$ cm$^{-3}$, with 10$^4$ residence time would account for a capture of 2 $10^{-2}$ particles on the crystal. The numbers of particles scavenged and their distributions inside crystals can be better explained in terms of phoretic forces on particles. The results are contrasting with Slinn and Hales (1971) computations which in the case of stationary hydrometeor demonstrated that thermophoresis is dominating and particles can be captured only during evaporation or sublimation. The obvious conclusion is that some of their assumptions are not realistic and need to be reexamined in order to explain the experimental results. The location of particles inside crystals is of help: up to a certain growth stage the crystals are free of particles. It is evident that in the initial stage the model of thermophoresis dominant is correct; the crystal can still be considered stationary. At larger sizes the terminal velocity increases and the assumption of stationary crystal is no more valid. A not negligible terminal velocity affects both heat dissipation and the gradient of water vapor concentration; both effects have an enhancing diffusiophoresis and Stefan flow with respect to thermophoresis. The particle patterns can be interpreted if it is considered that at a certain stage of crystal growth thermophoresis, which rejects particles away from growing surfaces, is overcame by diffusiophoresis which through the Stefan flow attaches the particles to the regions of the crystal where higher growth rates and ventilation is experienced. In fact the velocity of the Stefan flow is

$$U = - \frac{1}{\rho_s} \frac{\partial P_v}{\partial r} \nabla,$$

where $D$ is the mutual diffusion coefficient of water vapor and air, and $\rho_s$ and $\rho_v$ the pressure of air and vapor.

Computations on the effect of ventilation in crystal growth are presented by Jayaweera (1970). From Fig. 6 in Jayaweera paper it is seen that a crystal of $t = 10μm$ and $d = 25μm$ has a ventilation growth which is 5% of diffusion growth while a crystal of $t = 20μm$ and $d = 100μm$ has a ventilation growth which is already 12% of diffusion growth. Ventilation affects the heat dissipation and the temperatures on the surface of crystals in a way that is difficult to study theoretically.

The interpretation of the results in terms of ventilation is confirmed by the data in Table 1 on the minimal distance of scavenged particles from the center. The distance is in fact shortest
in small plates with tips and ribbings, which for the internal structure (higher masses) and the small drag coefficients experience higher termi­nal velocities, being equal the cross section area, than simple plates without internal structures.

The present results have important consequen­ces in the problem of removal of aerosol particles from the atmosphere: in natural clouds the efficiency of scavenging should be maximum con­sidering the much longer paths and residence times of crystals in the clouds, and the fact that growth by ventilation is dominant over growth by diffusion in crystals larger than 300µm. In addition it is evidenced that a great fraction of nucleating particles dispersed by various tech­iques and devices in weather modification experi­ments cannot be effective as it is scavenged by crystals which nucleated first.

The experiment is going on to test other tem­peratures and crystal forms, to check the results with measurements of the concentrations of the aerosol left in the chamber, to study the depend­ence of the efficiency on the size of particles, and to supplement informations on the internal structure of collected crystals.

Finally, an important confirmation of the inter­pretation of the results could derive from experiments performed in an environment at near zero gravity on orbiting laboratories. By practi­cally eliminating the effect of ventilation only growth by diffusion would be experienced. The as­sumption of a stationary hydrometeor would be correct and no particles should be scavenged due to dominating thermophoresis.
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THE KINETICS OF THE HETEROGENIC EMBRYO-FORMATION

G. Miloshev, S. Todorova

Institute of Geophysics
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Bulgaria, Sofia, 6 Moskovska str.

In the thermodynamics of the heterogenic embryo-formation, i.e., in the presence of embryos in the atmosphere expressions are given dealing with the work necessary to form embryos which appears as a measure for the stability of the newly created phase /1,2,3,4/.

On the other hand the kinetics of the phase transition investigated by deriving expressions for the rate of formation of stable embryos of the new phase. One should mention here works in this field dealing with the theoretical derivating of the expressions for the rate and calculation of the preexponential factor /5,6,7/ based on the method of Becker-Döring /8/.

In the present work are derived the expressions for the rate of formation of liquid and crystal embryos on incompletely wettable nuclei, including the type of the preexponential factor /9, 10/. These cases are most general since derived on the corresponding boundary conditions all possible cases can be obtained (the rate of embryo formation in homogeneous water vapour on a fully wettable nucleus and an even substrate).

It was shown that liquid embryo does not embrace the nucleus on incompletely wettable nuclei /3,4/, it is formed rather as on a convex substrate (Fig.1) It was shown in the same way that crystal embryos formed on incompletely wettable isomorphous nuclei do not embrace it /11, 12/. Energetically the most advantageous configuration between the embryo and the nucleus are shown on Fig.2a,b. To simplify things cubic crystal embryos formed on cubic isomorphous nuclei are considered.

\gamma and \gamma' denote respectively work for the rupture of the bonds between two adjacent constructive elements in the lattice of the depositing crystal and between the constructive element of the depositing crystal and the constructive element of the isomorphous nucleus. The ratio \( \frac{\gamma}{\gamma'} \) in the molecular kinetic theory of Stranski-Kaishev /13/ is a measure of wettability of the substrate of a crystal. When \( \frac{\gamma}{\gamma'} < \frac{\gamma_A}{\gamma'} \) ( \( \gamma_A \) - the number of constructive elements in the edge of the nucleus, \( \gamma' \) - the number of constructive elements in the edge of the equilibrium embryo), i.e., the nucleus is smaller or greater than a given value, the respective configuration a) or b) on Fig.2 is being realised.

These preconditions were used to derive the expressions for the rate of formation of liquid and crystal embryos on incompletely wettable nuclei applying the method of Becker-Doering. A stationary condition is considered introducing in the system vapours of the liquid and incompletely wettable nuclei, later the liquid droplets and small crystals with a radius \( r_e \) are taken away, \( r_e \) being much greater than the radius \( r_e^* \) of the equilibrium embryo. New quantities of vapour and embryos are introduced into the system.

The rate of formation of liquid embryos (i.e. the difference in the number of droplets passing in one second in
a unit of volume from class \( \nu \) into class \( \nu + 1 \), by afixing of a new molecule to the surface and the number of droplets passing in one second in a unit of volume from class \( \nu + 1 \) to class \( \nu \) by evaporating of one molecule) is given by the expression:

\[
\dot{z} = \frac{z_n a_{\nu}}{2\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \left( 2 \frac{a_{\nu}}{2a_{\nu + 1}} \exp \left[ \frac{R_a}{\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \right] \right)
\]

where \( \beta_z \) is the work for the formation of an embryo freckle on a substrate of its own. The multiplier before \( e^{-R_a/\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \) by analogy with the expression for the rate of formation of embryos in homogeneous water vapour, given by Volmer/14/ can be called kinetic factor, which depends on the number and the size of the nuclei and on the manner of formation of the embryo.

The rate of formation of crystalline embryos on incompletely wettable isomorphic nuclei is given by the expression:

\[
\dot{z} = \frac{z_n a_{\nu}}{2\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \left( 2 \frac{a_{\nu}}{2a_{\nu + 1}} \exp \left[ \frac{R_a}{\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \right] \right)
\]

where \( \beta_z \) is the work for formation of a cubic crystal embryo in homogenous water vapour with \( \nu \) constructive elements in the edge; \( B \) is a factor which accounts for the presence of nuclei with a definite size and wettability, refers to the size of \( B = \frac{3}{4} \nu \nu' \left( \frac{3\nu' + 1}{\nu' + 1} \right) \) with nuclei with \( \nu > \nu' \).

The ratio of probability \( a_{\nu} \) of passing of the crystal to a higher class and the probability \( a_{\nu'} \) of formation of the first layer on an alien nucleus with \( \nu < \nu' \) is

\[
a_{\nu} = \frac{a_{\nu'} \exp \left[ \frac{3\nu' - \nu}{\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \right]}{2a_{\nu + 1} \exp \left[ \frac{R_a}{\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \right]}
\]

for nuclei with \( \nu' > \nu' \).

The expression (6) gives a possibility to derive particular cases for the rate of formation of crystal embryos in homogenous water vapour (\( \nu = 0 \)), on a completely wettable nucleus (\( \nu' = 1 \)) and on an even substrate (\( \nu = \nu' \)).

Fig. 3 shows the dependence of

\[
\dot{z} = \frac{2z_n a_{\nu}}{\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \left( \frac{3\nu' + 1}{\nu' + 1} \right) \exp \left[ \frac{R_a}{\sqrt{3\beta_z}} \right]
\]

on the size and the degree of wettability of the nuclei.

![Fig. 3](image-url)

From expression (1) at adequate boundary conditions the expressions for the rate of formation of embryos in homogenous water vapour (\( \nu = 0 \)), on fully wettable nucleus (\( \nu = 0 \)) and on an even substrate (\( \nu = \nu' \)) can be formulated. The expression is given in the following way:
The expression (6) can be written in the following way:

\[
y = \frac{2\varepsilon a_{\kappa} \sqrt{\frac{\Delta u}{2\kappa}}}{2\sqrt{\kappa} \exp (-\kappa a_{\kappa} \beta^2 K)} + \exp (\frac{\kappa a_{\kappa} \beta^2 K}{2\kappa})
\]

where

\[
\kappa a_{\kappa} \beta^2 K = \frac{\nu}{2\kappa} \left(1 + \frac{\nu}{2\kappa} - 3 \frac{\nu}{2\kappa} \right)
\]

is the work for formation of a crystal embryo with the size of a nucleus as on a substrate of its own. Again, as in the case of formation of liquid embryos the multiplier before \(\exp (\kappa a_{\kappa} \beta^2 K)\) is the kinetic factor, which can not be taken as a constant with a definite numeric value, as it depends on the number and size of the nuclei, the manner of embryo formation, the temperature and the saturation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nature has an almost limitless wealth of snow crystal forms which are to a certain extent reflected in Figure 1 (Nakaya, 1951).

We note from the figure that dendritic forms have the greatest variety as stars, sector stars, branched stars, and fernlike branched stars. These forms occur also as spatial dendrites. If the forms are plotted in a diagram which has the temperature as abscissa and a humidity term as ordinate, a certain system appears in which dendrites occupy the temperature range between about -10 and -20 °C, Figure 2 (Magono and Lee, 1966).

The wealth of crystal shapes and habits follows from the fact that atmospheric crystals mostly grow in a water saturated environment, i.e., in a water cloud, and consequently develop supersaturation forms. It is often overlooked that crystals growing at or near ice saturation over the entire atmospheric temperature range develop a prismatic habit. Subsequently we are mainly interested in the supersaturation growth process inside a water cloud as these crystals are designed to be nature's "workhorses" for scavenging the water content of the clouds and bringing it down to the ground as precipitation. The significance of these crystal types is by far not yet understood, but their habit has the flexibility of compensating for crystal concentrations which seem either too high or too low for an efficient precipitation process.

We are convinced that intensive research into growth of atmospheric ice crystals will occupy cloud physicists over the next 10 to 15 years and that only in the understanding of these processes will artificial cloud modification be put on a sure footing. In atmospheric ice crystals we find 3 major modes of growth: 1) the strictly crystalline growth, 2) the dendritic growth in which a thin water film over the base plane plays a decisive role, and 3) growth from the melt, in which the water film spreads over the entire crystal.

2. THE CRYSTALLINE GROWTH MODE

Two schools exist which explain the growth of crystal surfaces: one school goes back to analytical developments of Volmer, Stranski, Kaishef, and others. It claims that for the development of a new crystal surface a two-dimensional nucleus must form on the crystal surface which is sufficiently large to bind the condensing molecules and to start a new plane. The other school leads to Frank who postulates that the new plane may begin at any dislocation without the formation of a two-dimensional nucleus and that the growth proceeds from this dislocation in a spiral form.
The formation of the two-dimensional nucleus requires energy which is expressed as supersaturation much the same way as supersaturation occurs for a three dimensional nucleus which is required for the phase transition from vapor to water or ice. The idealistic concept of the nature of a two-dimensional nucleus is that it consists of a sufficiently large number of molecules, so that arriving molecules do not re-evaporate but become attached to it. Since it is, however, known that the steps in which new crystal surfaces grow can consist of a great number of individual layers, it is quite possible that aerosol particles adsorbed on the surface can also act as two-dimensional nuclei. Depending on the binding forces of the molecules in the crystal lattice certain areas exist on the crystal surface where the formation of two-dimensional nuclei is favored. For metallic crystals the binding forces are Van der Waals forces, consequently two-dimensional nuclei are preferably formed in the center of the plane where all neighbors help to bind the nucleus, for ionic crystals whose binding forces are electrostatic, these preferred locations are however the crystal corners and edges and at last the center. Here, the fields of many neighbors unfavorably affect the binding of the new two-dimensional nucleus. Since the binding forces in ice are electrostatic, ice crystal planes should therefore be expected to grow from the corners and along the edges. The energy which is required to form two-dimensional surface nuclei is proportional to the ratio $P_w$ of the vapor pressure over water and $P_{\text{ice}}$ while the number of molecules ready to condense is proportional to the difference of the vapor pressures, $P_w - P_{\text{ice}}$. Both magnitudes are shown in Figure 3.

The relative supersaturation available at water saturation for the formation of two-dimensional nuclei is determined by the intersections between the dashed curves and the solid curve while the solid curve reflects $P_w - P_{\text{ice}}$ which is proportional to the number of condensable molecules. The diagram illustrates the importance of the 3 parameters: temperature, relative supersaturation, and difference between $P_w$ and $P_{\text{ice}}$. We understand that a delicate equilibrium condition may be required to complete the growth of a crystal plane: the frequency with which two-dimensional nuclei form must be linked to the time period which is necessary to fill in the surface with molecules. One can think of a growth condition where the supersaturation with respect to ice is sufficiently high that the formation of two-dimensional nuclei occurs so frequently that the availability of molecules is insufficient to complete the crystal plane before a new plane starts. In the case of the base plane of the ice crystal this means that it remains unfinished at the center, while the prism plane grows from the upper edge and the corners and ends up in the form of a two-pronged fork. If the planes become finished, a center hole remains in the base plane and a slit in the lower part of the prism plane.

Figure 4 shows this growth mode schematically, while Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the corresponding crystal surfaces as we photographed them in Cirrus clouds. Figure 5a shows a typical fork-like prism plane, while Figure 5b shows the prism plane closed except for a slit near the original crystal base. Figure 6a shows two ring-like hexagonal base planes; note that the hexagons are not very symmetrical. Figures 6b and 6c are crystals which have been collected in a Cumulonimbus anvil at -15 to -20 °C. They essentially show base planes in various stages of completeness. The crystals shown in Figures 5a, 5b, and 6a have grown in a Cirrocumulus cloud of a mountain wave with an updraft of about 1 m/sec. and at a temperature of -37 to -41 °C.

**Crystalline Growth of Ice**

![Figure 4. Schematic Crystalline Growth Process of Ice Crystals.](image-url)
The conclusion from these figures is apparently that the two-dimensional surface nucleation process applies for the growth of ice crystals at low temperatures.

3. THE DENDRITIC GROWTH MODE

Coming from low temperatures and going to higher ones, we find that -20 °C is an interesting threshold. Here, richly branched crystals appear which have grown essentially in the direction of the secondary axes. This habit change appears to be the consequence of a semi-liquid film which spreads over the base plane and which greatly improves the surface diffusion of the H₂O molecules. They appear to move easily in the base plane and along the edges onto the almost non-developed prism planes. This range of dendritic growth extends from -20 to about -10 °C with strong dependence on the relative humidity.

The Magono and Lee (1966) diagram, Figure 2, shows the habit dependence of snow crystals on both the temperature and humidity. The importance of humidity is shown particularly in the crystal ladder for -15 °C which reaches from ice saturation to the cloud droplet region or from prisms to the richly branched (and rimed) dendrites. The existence of a quasi-liquid water film on an ice surface at conditions near water saturation has been anticipated by Nakaya, Hanajima and Muguruma (1958). At temperatures between -5 and -20 °C they observed that water droplets tended to roll or glide over a clean ice surface - not freeze to it! - becoming smaller and disappearing within about 1/4 sec. Their track remained visible as a little ridge for a few minutes. Only droplets smaller than 5 μm in diameter behaved like this, larger ones fell onto the surface and froze. We have observed the same phenomenon at temperatures above freezing on the glass plate of an Aitken or Scholz-type nucleus counter. The small droplets which formed on nuclei seemed to roll for awhile over the surface until they disappeared. The theory of the quasi-liquid film has been developed by Lacmann and Stranski (1972). They define an equilibrium film thickness δGL as

\[
\delta_{GL} = -A + \left[ \frac{A \Delta \sigma E m}{kT \ln \left( \frac{P_w}{P_E} \right)} \right].
\]

Here A is a parameter of the radius of action of the intermolecular forces.

δσm is defined by

\[
-\Delta \sigma = \sigma_E - \sigma_w - \sigma_{E/w}
\]

(σ being the specific interfacial free energy, E→ice, w→water; E/w interface ice/water).

δ(σ) must be equal to zero at δσ = 0 and it must be constant for great σ-values (-δσw).

Vm is the molecular volume in the quasi-liquid film

k is Boltzmann constant

T is temperature

Pw vapor pressure with respect to a water surface

PE vapor pressure with respect to an ice surface

For PE equal Pw the film thickness becomes infinite, with decreasing temperature δGL decreases too. Of special importance becomes the behavior of the film near the corners of the crystal. The authors show that near the melting point the film is so thick that it covers the corners, Figure 7a, while in the temperature range of -15 °C with diminishing film thickness the corners remain unwetted, Figure 7b. At the corners the crystal realizes therefore the full supersaturation while in the surface the supersaturation of the vapor phase in reference to the
quasi-liquid film is smaller than that with reference to the ice phase.

In reality, the conditions for the establishment of a liquid film will vary for base planes and prism planes of an ice crystal. Apparently in the dendrite growth mode the film is established over the base plane causing the striking molecules to be bound primarily along the edges and the thin (1010) surfaces. This appears to follow from the Nakaya and Terada (1935) observation that dendrites hardly grow in thickness, but essentially in size, Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Mean Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Mean Value (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.011 ± 0.0015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Nakaya and Terada (1935)

Table 1. Thickness of Dendrites Versus Diameter.

4. GROWTH MODES AT TEMPERATURES WARMER THAN -10 °C

The proximity to Boulder of the Denver Weather Office with its radiosonde station permits correlation, during a snowfall event, of the lapse rate and humidity conditions with the crystal habits that formed in the corresponding clouds. At temperatures warmer than -10 °C for the cloud top temperature we observed a phenomenon which was in the beginning surprising: the crystals that fell from such clouds always consisted of little graupels which seemed to be frozen together from small prisms - if a habit of the individual particles could be established at all. We assume that the quasi-liquid film extends now over the base and prism planes; then none of the crystal planes will realize the full supersaturation of the vapor pressure difference between ice and water and the entire crystal will grow very slowly, much like a water droplet. Then riming will become the more efficient growth process. In this temperature range it may also become significant how the original crystal formed: through an embedded freezing nucleus or through contact from the outside. In the former case a unit crystal or poly-crystal may develop around the freezing nucleus, while in the latter case a thin frozen shell may develop and burst causing the formation of a needle-like whisker.

It appears that in the case of ice, whisker formation is essentially limited to warm temperatures on a base of rotten wood, a moist soil, and the water for the growth of the ice columns must be delivered through a small capillary opening (Nabarro and Jackson, 1958; Muehlenstein and Lämmlle, 1975). The latter authors emphasize also the need for temperatures between 0 °C and -4 °C, and the existence of capillary openings.
Of course in this temperature range very few ice nuclei exist and it could very well be that a capillary could be replaced by a lone freezing nucleus as was actually observed by Serpolay and Toye (1962). Once a whisker, or thin needle, starts growing in the atmosphere the pointed tips may pierce the water film and realize the ice supersaturation for growth from the vapor aside from their riming efficiency. The whisker character of ice needles would follow from the contact nucleation of a large cloud droplet causing the freezing of a thin shell around the droplet which breaks somewhere, thus allowing the water to squeeze out as whisker.

5. CORRECTION TERMS FOR VENTILATION AND CLOUD DROPLET ENVIRONMENT

It would appear that nature is missing something in the temperature range warmer than -10 °C, as here the account of precipitable water increases while not only the ice nucleation becomes inefficient, but also dendrites no longer form. Needles do appear sometimes near -4 °C, but they are somewhat "unreliable." Apparently we cannot consider each temperature interval by itself, we have to consider them in their larger context within the precipitating cloud system. This usually reaches at least to the -15 to -20 °C levels. Then nature can produce all kinds of dendrites - stellar, spatial, or rimed which the precipitation system permits. These dendrites are not only crystals whose surface is maximum for a given volume and is therefore most effective for diffusional growth from the vapor, but whose surface is on top richly branched thus making the crystal an excellent scavenger of all cloud droplets. These efficient particles then fall through the water clouds below the -10 °C level and collect through riming many more cloud droplets than the "virgin" little graupels would do which form originally in this temperature range. The dendrites also grow through aggregation by interlocking and adhesion. In the needle range, sufficiently large droplets produce needles upon riming, thus continuously improving the scavenging of cloud droplets. Large to giant flakes appear to form in this way.

It is here where we would like to call attention to two important corrections in the growth equation for snow crystals: the ventilation term and the cloud droplet term.

The Ventilation Term

Following Cotton (1970) the rate of mass growth of an ice crystal is given by

$$\frac{dX_s}{dt} = 4\pi C D_v \left[ \rho_w - \rho_w(r) \right].$$

(2)

Where C represents the capacitance of the crystal corresponding to an electrostatic analog, $D_v$ is the diffusivity of water vapor in air, $\rho_w$ is the vapor density at some distance from the crystal, and $\rho_w(r)$ is the vapor density at a distance from the surface of the crystal corresponding to the mean free path of a molecule.

Considering the heat released by condensation and riming on the crystal and the molecular diffusion on the crystal the rate of mass growth becomes eventually

$$\frac{dX_s}{dt} = 4\pi C (S - 1) G(T, P) - F(\xi, T, P)$$

(3)

whereby

$$G(T, P) = (A_k + B_k)^{-1}$$

(4)

$$F(\xi, T, P) = \frac{R_a L_f}{k_i} \left[ \frac{dX_s}{dt} \right]_{\xi} \frac{R}{R}$$

(5)

The following denotations apply:

- $X_s$: mass of an individual ice crystal
- S: cloud saturation ratio
- $m_w$: molecular weight of water
- $L_s$: latent heat of sublimation
- $L_f$: latent heat of fusion
- $k_i$: molecular thermal conductivity
- $R_a$: gas constant of air
- $T$: cloud temperature
- $e_s$: saturation vapor pressure
- $\xi$: rate of crystal growth by riming

If the crystal develops a significant fall velocity, its diffusion field becomes deformed and a ventilation convection factor must be applied (Shiskin, 1965; Thorpe and Mason, 1966). The mass growth equation becomes then

$$\frac{dX_s}{dt} = 4\pi C (S - 1) G(T, P)$$

(6)

$$- F(\xi, T, P) \left[ 1 + 0.229 / \xi_e \right].$$

This is valid for $10 < R_e < 200$ and for air temperatures between 0 and -20 °C.

The Cloud Droplet Term

The cloud droplet term has been derived by Marshall and Langleben, (1954) in due consideration that, for crystals growing in a water cloud, the cloud droplets present individual sources of water vapor in the immediate proximity of the crystal. The correction becomes $1 + ka$, where $k = (4\pi \xi_r)^{2/3}$ and $a$ is the radius of the crystal and snowflake, respectively. C in equation (3) would be replaced by a, assuming a roughly circular snowflake shape. Table 2 shows that...
The correction depends on both concentration and cloud droplet radius, $r$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W (g/m$^3$)</th>
<th>N (m$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$r \times 10^{-4}$ cm</th>
<th>k</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


It is also highly dependent on the snowflake size as the rate of growth of a snowflake with 1 cm diameter and for average continental microphysics for a convective cloud (4 g/m$^3$, 1000 droplets/ml, 10 µm radius) becomes 4.55 times that of a snowflake growing at water saturation but without cloud.

We felt it is necessary to call attention to this little known correction which will play a role in convective clouds where at times giant snowflakes, consisting of dendrites, rimed droplets and needles, form. Studies in the laboratory of the significance of the Marshall-Langleben correction have been carried out by Glicki (1959).

6. CONCLUSIONS

We hope to have shown that the forms of ice and snow crystals in the atmosphere take part in various crystallographic growth processes such as normal crystallographic growth from vapor, dendritic growth, growth from the melt and whisker-type growth. Various nucleation processes contribute in still further increasing the crystal varieties - deposition, freezing, and contact nucleation. Important corrections affecting the rate of growth are the ventilation factor and a cloud droplet term. It appears that the great variety of crystal habits is nature's solution for an optimum scavenging efficiency for precipitable water.
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3.1. 2
SNOW CRYSTALS PHOTOGRAPHED IN SITU IN WINTER STORMS

Nicholas J. Carrera
Cloud Physics Laboratory
University of Chicago
Chicago, Illinois

1. INTRODUCTION

Natural snow crystals have been studied in diverse ways by many researchers both at ground level and in the air (e.g., Bentley and Humphreys, 1931; Schaefer, 1941; Weickmann, 1947; Borovikov, 1953; Nakaya, 1954; MacCready and Todd, 1964; Magono and Tazawa, 1966). We have constructed an airborne particle camera, following the design of Cannon (1974, 1975) for use in the University of Chicago cloud physics research aircraft. On flights in winter storms in central Illinois we have obtained photographs of snow crystals which differ from those obtained previously, in that the present pictures are of crystals which remained in situ in the free air outside the aircraft. This method has yielded photographs of large, delicate crystals and aggregates which were unobtainable using previous techniques of airborne sampling.

2. SNOW CRYSTAL GROWTH

Investigations of growth under natural and laboratory conditions have established the nature of the variation of snow crystal habit with temperature and supersaturation (Kobayashi, 1961; Ono, 1970; and previous references). Planar growth by vapor deposition takes place between 0 and -6°C and between -10 and -22°C; prismatic growth occurs from -4 to -10°C and at temperatures below -22°C. Secondary growth features are determined by the degree of supersaturation with respect to ice. One feature worth noting is that at sufficiently high supersaturation (typically attained in low and mid-level clouds) dendritic growth takes place at temperatures from -12 to -16°C, which also corresponds to the temperature region of highest growth rate by vapor deposition (Mason, 1953).

3. DISCUSSION OF THE PICTURES

3.1 Flight 14: Figure 1

All crystals seen during this flight were prismatic. At 9000 ft only individual prisms were seen, but aggregation was seen below this altitude. Of 20 aggregates consisting of two prisms of nearly equal size, the most common junction was at a 90° angle, in a "T" or "L" configuration, as shown in pictures 10 and 17. "T" and "V" patterns were also seen, as in pictures 12 and 13. We saw no clear examples of the "X" configuration (two prisms mutually bisecting at 90°) described by Jayaweera and Mason (1965, 1966) and by Nakaya (1954).

Considerable cloud water was present, as evidenced by the impaction of droplets on the aircraft windshield and by the occurrence of airframe icing. At least eight double-dot images like that in picture 5 were obtained. These images result from the refraction of light by water drops (Cannon, 1970) and those seen in our photographs correspond to drops ranging from 300 to 800 µm in diameter. A rough calculation (good to within a factor of 5) indicates that the concentration within cloud from 7000 to 9000 ft of drops larger than 300 µm was about 0.1/liter. The presence of smaller cloud droplets is indicated also, by the numerous dots due to rime droplets, as seen, for example in pictures 3 and 13.

3.2 Flights 15-17: Figure 2

Flight 15 yielded only a few pictures of interest, but one of them, picture 1, is a gem. It is composed of two particles, a stellar and an aggregate of perhaps one or more stellars and columns, linked together by the merest touch of a fingertip. This instance of Nature imitating Art must certainly approach the lower limit of contact necessary to cause aggregation.

Flight 16 was made in cloud which was being seeded by fine ice crystals from a much higher cloud. Despite this seeding, snow crystal concentration in the mid-level cloud was not especially high, and few pictures of crystals were obtained. Most crystals were planar. A particularly nice example of plane dendritic growth is seen in the extensively rimed aggregate in picture 3.

Flight 17 was made in the same storm system as was flight 16, but some important changes had occurred between flights: the tops of the mid-level clouds we flew in had become higher and
Figure 1. Photographs taken on flight 14, November 20, 1975, 1122 to 1234 CST. Altitudes (msl) and temperatures are as follows: pictures 1-5, 9000 ft (2700m), -4.9°C; pictures 6-15, 8000 ft (2400m), -2.7°C; pictures 16-25, 7000 ft (2100m), -1.2°C. Conditions: mid-level clouds extended from 7000 to 9500 ft; temperature at 9500 ft was -5.5°C.
Figure 2. Picture 1, flight 15, November 21, 1975, 0914-1055 CST; altitude, 9000 ft msl (2700m), temperature, -8.1C. Conditions: snow falling from higher cloud whose base was 11,000 ft, -10C (est). Pictures 2 & 3, flight 16, November 24, 1975,1709-1914 CST; picture 2 taken at 7000 ft (2100m), -10.3C; picture 3 taken at 4000 ft (1200m), -3.7C. Conditions: mid-level cloud tops at 9000 ft, -12.5 to -13.5C; small crystals observed falling from thin cloud above, whose base was 15,000 ft (4600m), -28C (est). Remaining pictures taken on flight 17, 2329 CST November 24 to 0109 CST November 25, 1975: picture 4, 8000 ft (2400m), -12.0C; pictures 5 & 6, 7000 ft (2100m), -9.9C; pictures 7 & 8, 6000 ft (1800m), -7.9C; picture 9, 4000 ft (1200m), -4.2C. Conditions: mid-level cloud tops at 12,000 ft (3700m), -20.3C; thin cloud above, with base at 15,000 ft, -28C (est); no observed precipitation from this higher cloud.
Figure 3. Photographs taken on flight 18, November 28, 1975, 1200-1343 CST. Altitudes (msl) and temperatures are as follows: pictures 1-5, 15,000 ft (4600m), -17.0C; pictures 6-11, 11,000 ft (3400m), -11.8C; pictures 12-18, 9000 ft (2700m), -8.7C; pictures 19-21, 8000 ft (2400m), -7.0C; pictures 22-25 taken during descent from 8000 to 6000 ft (2400-1800m), temperature, -7.0 to -5.0C. Conditions: mid-level clouds extending from 8000-9000 ft to above 15,000 ft (highest altitude flown); sun barely visible through cloud; moderate to heavy snow at all flight levels; radar indicated snow extended to 22,000 ft, -38C (est).
colder; the higher layer of cloud seen earlier persisted, but no longer seeded the lower cloud; mid-level clouds contained more water and had considerably higher snow crystal concentrations than on the earlier flight; and spatial dendrites were seen (pictures 4, 5, and 7).

Spatial dendrites are polycrystalline snow forms and can arise in two ways -- by polycrystalline freezing of an isolated drop, or by a drop's freezing under suitable conditions onto an existing ice particle. Both forms have been observed by Nakaya (1954), and it appears that both forms occurred on this flight.

Studies have shown that a critical degree of supercooling is necessary for polycrystalline freezing to occur (Magono, 1968; Pitter and Pruppacher, 1973); and the degree of supercooling required is greater, the smaller the size of the involved drop. Moreover, for any given size drop, the critical supercooling for polycrystalline riming to take place is smaller than that required for polycrystalline freezing of an isolated drop. Alternatively, for a given temperature, a particular size drop can rime to produce a polycrystal, while to produce a polycrystal by isolated drop freezing a much larger drop would be required. Whichever type of freezing occurs initially, subsequent dendritic growth by vapor deposition is necessary in order to produce a spatial dendrite.

Since the changes in both temperature and cloud water between the time of flight 16 and that of flight 17 were such as to make polycrystalline freezing more likely, they are consistent with our seeing spatial dendrites on the later flight. What is not clear, without further information on the cloud droplet spectrum, is whether polycrystalline freezing of droplets or polycrystalline riming was principally responsible for the spatial dendrites observed.

**3.3 Flight 18: Figure 3**

This flight produced the richest diversity in snow crystal habit of all the flights considered, and it appears it encompassed the widest temperature range as well. Although the highest altitude flown was 15,000 ft, radar on the ground indicated that particles extended as high as 22,000 ft in the region of our flight. The temperature obtained from the 0600 CST Peoria sounding was -38°C at this altitude. Thus, many crystals seen at our flight altitudes probably originated at much colder levels.

Pictures 1-3 show prismatic growth had occurred and that riming and aggregation had already taken place by the time crystals were seen at 15,000 ft. Capped columns or tsuzumis are seen in pictures 6, 7, 14, and 19; a stellar tsuzumi, a column capped with Stevens, is seen in a tilted attitude in picture 8.

Planar forms shown include a stellar with plates (picture 9), Stevens and plane dendrites (pictures 11, 15, 17, and 24), and a plate (picture 16). Riming is evident on nearly all particles. Aggregation is seen to increase markedly at lower altitudes.

**4. SUMMARY**

The characteristics of the snow crystals seen in these photographs taken in situ agree in general with those found by previous researchers using different methods of observation. Some questions are prompted by differences in detail, however, and these and other questions of interest which may be pursued using this method include the following:

1) What configurations are favored in the aggregation of natural snow prisms and planes? What concentrations of individual crystals are necessary for significant aggregation to occur?

2) What is the initial process of formation of polycrystals? Does polycrystalline riming always occur too, if cloud droplets are large enough for polycrystalline drop freezing to occur? Are spatial dendrites resulting from polycrystalline riming always distinguishable from those initiated by polycrystalline drop freezing?

3) To what extent does cloud droplet growth by coalescence continue in clouds which have entered the ice phase?
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ICE CRYSTAL CONCENTRATIONS IN WINTERTIME CLOUDS
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University of Wyoming
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1. INTRODUCTION

Snowfall over the Rocky Mountains is the most important source of moisture for a many-state area of the United States. This snowfall undoubtedly forms via a Bergeron process involving the ice phase, yet there have been only limited observations of the ice crystal concentrations in the clouds of this area, and we still have a poor understanding of the origin of the ice in these clouds.

From 1973 to 1976, a field study has been conducted to collect improved observations of ice crystal concentrations in these clouds. Aircraft probing and surface observations were combined to obtain comprehensive data; emphasis was laid on the development of new observation techniques. This paper will present examples of the data obtained during the project, and set forth some preliminary conclusions.

2. AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

The research aircraft used in this project is equipped with a complete array of sensors for state parameters, including a Doppler wind-measuring system. These sensors are coupled to an onboard computer-directed data recording system. The aircraft also has special instrumentation for the measurement of cloud droplets and of ice crystals. The ice concentrations to be reported here were obtained in two ways:

a. A 2-D Probe (Particle Measuring Systems, Inc.). This probe is able to detect the two-dimensional image of ice crystals passing through its sensitive volume, and to record those images on magnetic tape. It provides a continuous record of ice crystal concentration, and the sizes and shapes of the ice crystals can be determined from the recorded images. The sensor contains a 32-element optical array onto which the magnified shadow of a crystal is focused. Each element covers a region of the shadow corresponding to a 25 µm square on the ice crystal, so 25 microns is both the minimum size detectable and the resolution for features on the ice crystal. Under normal flight conditions, the probe samples 4 liters per second, which corresponds to 50 liters per kilometer of flight path. The sample volume is smaller for crystals smaller than 150 µm, because of changes in the effective depth of field. There is some uncertainty in using the measurements at sizes smaller than 50 microns.

b. Oil-coated slides sampled in a decelerator. Our decelerator reduces the impact speed of the ice crystals of about 7 meters/second, and allows us to collect intact surprisingly fragile crystals. The slide exposed in the decelerator samples about 5 liters per second, or about 60 liters per kilometer of flight path. The slides are coated with oil so crystals will adhere to them and are preserved in cold hexane or silicone oil. After the flight the crystals on the slide are photographed under a microscope. This technique provides excellent detail regarding the habits, sizes and degree of riming of the ice crystals, and can be used to measure crystal concentrations as well. The collection efficiency of the slides in the decelerator has been measured experimentally and found to be near-unity for sizes above 50 microns. There are some uncertainties in the collection efficiency for crystals smaller than 50 microns, because the influence of different crystal shapes is difficult to evaluate.

The concentrations obtained by these two different methods have been compared with each other. For a set of 12 such detailed comparisons, we have found the concentrations to have the ratio (2-D:slide) of 1.7, with a standard deviation of 0.9, for crystal sizes greater than 50 microns. We are confident of these ice concentration measurements to within a factor of 2; the order of magnitude is certainly right.

3. OROGRAPHIC CAP CLOUD

Elk Mountain is an isolated peak at the northern end of the Medicine Bow Range, in southern Wyoming. During the wintertime, the peak is often enveloped in an isolated cap cloud. This cloud has many advantages for studies of the development of ice:

a. The airflow is often unchanged for periods of many hours.

b. The transit time for any parcel through the cloud is relatively short, often on the order of 10 minutes or less.

c. The airflow is frequently smooth and simple, so that air trajectories can be defined and followed through the cloud.

d. We operate a mountain-top observatory near the summit, and can supplement the aircraft observations with detailed surface observations extending over a longer period than the aircraft can study.
FIGURE 1. The Elk Mountain cap cloud of 18 FEB 1975. The dashed line is the cloud outline, superimposed on the topographic map of the mountain. The summit is at 3400 meters MSL, and the contour interval is 150 meters; the elevation in the valley to the west (left) is 2400 meters MSL, and the wind is from the west. The solid line with arrows indicates a typical aircraft penetration of this cloud. The small numbers throughout the cloud indicate the ice crystal concentrations (per liter) measured on various aircraft passes. Cloud base was 3300 m, and cloud top was at 3650 m.

FIGURE 2. Ice crystal concentration observed during the aircraft penetrations shown in Figure 1. The solid line is the concentration as determined from the 2-D probe, and the points with bars are the concentrations obtained from oil-coated slide samples.

The cap cloud of 18 Feb 1975 is an example of this type of cloud. Figure 1 shows the topography of the mountain and the cloud cover. Also shown in this figure is an example of our aircraft penetrations through this cloud. The flight track shown was at an altitude of 3500 m for 1511-1515, and approximately 3600 m for 1516-1520. The temperatures were near -18°C.

A plot of the ice crystal concentration observed on this pass is shown in Figure 2. Notice that the ice crystal concentration rapidly increases to about 1 to 3 per liter, and remains relatively constant for the entire first pass. It appears that ice crystal concentrations of about 1 or 2 per liter are observed within about 1 km of the cloud edge. This corresponds to about one minute of growth time for ice from the cloud edge; if a crystal size of about 50 microns is required for detectable crystals, this observation is consistent with an origin for the crystals very near the leading edge of the cloud. Further into the cloud the ice crystal concentration does not increase significantly. On the subsequent pass over the top of the mountain (during which we only dipped into the top of the cloud for a short time), the crystal concentration found was still approximately the same, 3 to 4 per liter.

The crystal sizes were just detectable near the upwind cloud edge. Further into the cloud, there was generally a narrow range of ice crystal sizes at any location, and this size increased with distance from the cloud edge. Over the mountain top, there were few small crystals, and most of the crystals were 200-300 microns in diameter, suggesting that most of these crystals originated near the upwind edge of the cloud. On Figure 1 are shown the ice crystal concentrations observed at various locations in the cloud during a series of aircraft passes. Notice that there seems to be little increase in the ice crystal concentration downdown from the cloud edge.

A different aircraft penetration, flown more along the airflow, yielded the following sequence of observations:

a. We first encountered the upwind boundary of the cloud, at which point we found a low concentration of liquid (about 0.05 gm/m³).

b. This liquid region ended, and a 2 to 4 per liter concentration of small ice crystals appeared.

c. These crystals grew to larger sizes, with no significant increase in the ice crystal concentration.

d. Additional liquid water appeared as the updraft increased over the mountain.

e. No significant additional increase in the ice crystal concentration through the remainder of the cloud was seen.

This case suggests that the ice crystals are originating near the leading edge of the cloud, in association with the initial condensation process.

Ice nucleus measurements in this air are well below these ice crystal concentrations. Typical ice nucleus measurement (obtained with Millipore filter samples and subsequent diffusion chamber processing) indicate nucleus concentrations of 0.1/liter or less, well below the observed ice crystal concentrations.

The case shown is only one of many cap clouds we have studied. It is difficult to reach generalized conclusions regarding the concentrations observed in these clouds, because the variability in the concentrations is great even for seemingly similar situations. Cases have been observed with
Ice crystal concentrations from 0.1 to 100 per liter, throughout the temperature range from -12°C to -20°C, with little apparent correlation between average concentrations and temperature. However, almost all cases are in significant disagreement with the ice nucleus measurements.

4. DEEPER OROGRAPHIC SYSTEMS

During the winter of 1974-75, we studied a variety of different storms in the San Juan Mountains in southwestern Colorado. These storms were frequently 3000 m or more deep, and produced significant precipitation. Figure 3 shows a typical flight track through one storm. The regions where liquid water was observed along our flight track are indicated, as are ice crystal concentrations. Ice crystals were measured only along the flight tracks, but contour lines have been drawn to indicate a likely distribution for the concentrations. The temperature at the 4.5 km flight level was -19°C, and at the 5 km level was -23°C. The airflow through this storm was mostly smooth, with regions of embedded convection.

Ice crystal concentrations were surprisingly high. The initial pass into the cloud at 4.5 km was especially interesting, because a pattern similar to the Elk Mountain cloud was seen. A region of low liquid water content (about 0.05 gm/m³), and therefore not shown in Figure 3) was located at the cloud edge, and extended for approximately 3 km. Soon after this region was encountered, a quite high ice crystal concentrations developed. The liquid water was apparently completely converted to ice, so that along this flight track no subsequent liquid water was encountered until the greater updrafts over the mountain were reached. The ice crystal concentration surpassed 100 per liter within 5 km of the leading edge of the cloud, and apparently did not increase significantly after that. We verified that there was no ice falling into the top of this system and found that the air above the cloud was very dry. The ice seems to originate in a manner similar to that in the Elk Mountain cap cloud.

The concentrations we measured were well above our ice nucleus measurement. At -19°C, our Millipore filter measurement indicated nucleus concentrations of about 0.1 per liter, or three orders of magnitude below the observed ice crystal concentrations. Additional filters processed by G. Langer using a "puff" technique yielded concentrations of about 1 per liter, still well below the observed ice crystal concentrations.

It is again difficult to make generalizations regarding the ice crystal concentrations observed. All storms we observed had concentrations of 10 per liter or more in parts of the cloud, although some of the warmer and shallower cases had regions where the concentrations were only 1/liter. Characteristic concentrations were 100/liter at -20, 10/liter at -16, and 1/liter at -12, but significant exceptions were noted.

5. AN UPSLOPE-FRONTAL STORM

On 3 Feb 1976, we studied a situation in which snowfall was produced over a large region by a cold
and moist air mass advancing over gradually rising terrain. The air above the front was fairly dry. Figure 4 depicts equivalent potential temperature contours along the direction of motion of the front. Clouds were forming within the cold air mass; no clouds were observed above the front surface.

![Figure 4](image)

**FIGURE 4.** 8 contours for the upslope system of 3 FEB 1976. The vertical cross section passes through Cheyenne, and is taken along a line from 150° (left) to 330° (right in the diagram). Letters refer to locations discussed in the text.

Point H in Figure 4 is ahead of the front, and the air here is warm and dry. The temperature was about -9.5°C, and the dew point -15.5°C; winds were southwesterly at 25 knots. In contrast, at point G the winds were from the northeast (which is an upslope direction), at 10 knots. The temperature at G was about the same as at H.

Points A, C, E and F represent points near the cloud edge. The front was advancing to the left in Figure 4, so these points represent regions of new cloud formation. The droplets at these locations were relatively small in comparison with the interior of the cloud. The ice crystal concentrations, however, are high: at point A (with temperature -17°C) there were 10 per liter, at point C (-15°C) there were 5 per liter, at point E (-13°C) there were 2 per liter, and at point F (-10°C) there were less than 0.1 per liter.

In a system such as this, one might expect that the formation of ice crystals would deplete the ice nuclei during the long lifetime of the storm, and that the air would be deficient in nuclei. There is no evidence of this in the storm we studied. This appears to be due to mixing at the front surface. If the frontal surface were a true barrier, there would be no new source of ice nuclei in the cloud at locations near the front, and as the ice crystals formed earlier fell out we would expect low ice concentrations near the front. However, the ice crystal concentrations here are high. We suggest that these ice crystals are formed on nuclei mixed through the frontal surface from above. That such a mixing process was occurring are supported by the great variability in parameters near the front, by turbulence in this region, and by the visual appearance of the cloud in this region.

This interpretation is supported by our observations at points B and D. The crystals at B originated at some temperature intermediate between the temperatures of A and C; the same applies to the concentration at D, which was intermediate between the concentrations at C and E. Because the vertical rise of the front proceeds with a speed comparable to the fall velocity of the snowflakes, this provides a possible mechanism for mixing enough nuclei into the cloud to provide a continuous source of ice.

This argument predicts that the ice crystal concentrations in this system will be lower than those in orographic clouds in that the air flow follows a similar path and the cloud forms initially at cold temperatures. Ice crystals have in most cases even less time to grow than in the cap cloud.

One example occurred on 16 Mar 1976. A wave cloud formed with a long axis of 30 km nearly perpendicular to the wind and a short axis of about 10 km along the wind direction. Cloud base was at 5000 m, much higher than in the orographic clouds we have studied. The temperature at cloud base was -18.5°C, and the cloud extended to about 6000 m where the temperature was -24°C.

In a pass through this cloud at 5500 m we encountered 5 m/sec updrafts ahead of and at the edge of the cloud. The upwind edge of the cloud was entirely water; there was no ice found.

Near the center of the cloud, we began to encounter ice, initially in the form of small crystals. The concentration was about 1 to 2 per liter, and was rather constant through this pass. The liquid water content was also relatively constant along the flight track. At the downwind edge of the cloud, as we encountered downdrafts, the liquid water ended, but the ice remained for several hundred meters beyond the boundary of the liquid cloud. Ice crystal sizes became smaller as we continued downwind, and the ice ended altogether within about 400 meters of the liquid cloud edge.

The maximum size of the ice crystals was about 200 microns, and at any point the sizes were relatively uniform, indicating a common origin for the crystals. Estimates of growth time based on the distance from cloud edge indicate that if the cloud base were the origin of the ice the crystals should have grown to detectable size in portions of the updraft where we did not find any ice, but this conclusion cannot be drawn with any confidence because of the variability of the cloud outline and flow.

The ice concentrations were unusually low.
In the downdraft portions of the cloud at -22°C we only found 1 to 2 per liter ice crystal concentrations. The liquid water content and available growth times for this cloud were similar to the Elk Mountain cap cloud, and yet this is at the lower end of the range of concentrations measured in cap clouds.

7. WINTER CUMULUS CLOUDS

We have also studied some convective winter-time clouds that form at cold temperatures. One such case was encountered on 19 Mar 1976. At a temperature of -19°C and an altitude of 4000 m, we found concentrations of 10-20 per liter. Higher in the cloud, at -22°C, we found 80 per liter. This is almost two orders of magnitude higher than the concentration found at a similar temperature in the wave cloud discussed above.

On another day, we found an even sharper contrast. On 17 Feb 1976 we studied both the cap cloud over Elk Mountain and the convective cells that formed in the valley to the west of the mountain. In the cap cloud, we found unusually low concentrations of ice, on the order of 2 per liter at a temperature of -2°C and an altitude of 4250 m. However, in the nearby convective clouds we found concentrations of 50/liter at a temperature of -24°C and an altitude of 3950 m. Since the ice crystals were found in a moderately strong (3 m/sec) updraft region, they must have formed initially at a level below this, probably comparable to the region where the updraft cloud was observed. This is consistent with the trend which we observed: most convective clouds produced higher ice crystal concentrations than orographic or wave clouds at similar temperatures and altitudes.

8. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The ice crystal concentrations we measured in wintertime clouds over the Rocky Mountain region of the U.S. were frequently surprisingly high in comparison with ice nucleus measurements. Ice nucleus concentrations indicated by the membrane filter technique are nearly a factor of 100 too low in many cases; the extreme discrepancy was found in the case of the San Juan storms where the ice crystal concentrations exceeded the membrane filter measurements by a factor of 1,000. Measurements by a contact nucleation device have indicated a lesser disagreement, but there is still about a factor of 10 between the median ice nucleus concentrations and the median ice crystal concentrations at a given temperature.

We have observed clouds in which the observed ice crystal concentrations were comparable to measured ice nucleus concentrations. However, the cases where a discrepancy was found are more common, and it is for those situations that an explanation must be sought.

In the orographic cap cloud and in the San Juan storm case presented, the ice apparently originated near the upwind edge of the cloud. This suggests considering which nucleation modes could give the observed pattern:

a. Deposition nucleation is probably not responsible. It is unlikely that deposition nucleation (which should depend primarily on ice supersaturation) would exhibit this behavior at water saturation. The air supersaturated with respect to ice far ahead of the liquid cloud boundary, and deposition nucleation should give a gradually increasing concentration throughout this region. In addition, the filter measurements suggest that deposition nucleus concentrations are too small.

b. Contact nucleation may be responsible, but if so, the nuclei would have to be surprisingly small. To give the observed increase in concentration at the upwind edge, but no further increase in concentration within subsequent liquid water regions, the contact nuclei should almost all be scavenged in a short time. Also, concentrations of contact nuclei would have to be substantially higher than ice crystal concentrations unless almost all are collected early in the cloud. The collection rate for contact nuclei may be estimated, for collection by Brownian motion, as:

\[
\frac{dn}{dt} = \frac{n k T}{\sqrt{2 \pi m k T}} 4 \pi r_d^2 N
\]

where \( n \) is the number of contact nuclei per volume, \( m \) is the mass of the contact nuclei, \( N \) is the number of cloud droplets per unit volume, and \( r_d \) is their radius. (This is a rate considerably higher than estimated, for example, by Young (1974), but that calculation assumed steady state collection of nuclei, while for these cases we must consider the first instance of collection of a nucleus by a droplet, since the droplet is forming at a cold temperature.) This gives a characteristic time for nucleus collection of:

\[
\tau = \frac{m}{2 \pi k T} \left( \frac{1}{2 \pi r_d^2 N} \right)
\]

For \( N = 200 \) droplets per cm\(^3\) and \( r_d = 4 \) µm, this time is about 10 minutes for 0.1 micron diameter nuclei, and about one minute for 0.02 micron diameter nuclei. Unless the nuclei are exceptionally small, the observed ice development in about one minute is not possible. Also arguing against this possibility is the direct measurement of contact nuclei, on top of Elk Mountain and in Laramie. The measured contact nucleus concentrations have never been high enough to account for the higher ice crystal observations, although they are consistent with the lower concentrations.

c. A condensation-followed-by-freezing sequence would behave as observed. If the same particles cause the condensation and subsequent freezing, the association of the ice formation with the leading edge would be predicted. Note that the temperature of any parcel in the orographic clouds changes little during its passage through the cloud, so that few immersion freezing nuclei will be activated at a time later than when they are first immersed in a cloud droplet.

The same pattern can account for the ice concentrations observed in the upslope case we studied. The ice apparently originated at the boundary of the cold air, and may be associated with the condensation and mixing process at this boundary. There was no apparent further increase in the concentration of ice within the cloud. In the wave cloud cases it was more difficult to study...
the origin of the ice, but the uniform sizes of the crystals argues for a common origin for most of the ice. The convective clouds studied were still more complicated, and the origin and trajectories could not be determined.

The cloud types could be ordered with regard to their ice crystal concentrations as follows, in increasing ice crystal concentration: wave clouds, orographic cap cloud, upslope cloud (1 case), more extensive orographic systems (in a different area), and wintertime cumulus. However, many exceptions could be found to this ordering.

It is possible to rule out many multiplication mechanisms for these clouds. Any mechanism would have to act very rapidly at the leading edge of the cloud, but not operate further into the cloud so that no further increase in crystal concentration would take place. This makes it unlikely that any ice multiplication mechanism is occurring. In particular, we can rule out the Hallett-Mossop (1974) multiplication mechanism for all of the clouds observed. Most of them are everywhere too cold, and where regions warm enough exist the droplet spectrum is too small. Furthermore, in most clouds there are no riming objects present in the area where the ice crystal concentration increases.

The high variability in the concentrations observed under seemingly similar conditions (similar temperature, altitude, and location) suggests that additional studies be performed to search for the causes of this variability. At present, however, we must conclude that we cannot predict the ice crystal concentrations that will result in a given situation, to better than plus or minus an order of magnitude. Our studies seem to indicate that the problem is still our poor understanding of the nucleation process in these situations.
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1. THE PROBLEM

Laboratory experiments and field studies of the habit of ice growing from the vapor have shown a dependence on temperature, which controls the primary habit (plate-like or column-like) and supersaturation which controls the ratio of the growth rate in "a" and "c" axis directions of the crystal basal surfaces. The detailed molecular mechanisms responsible for these complex changes have been the object of much interest over the years. The problem has posed a challenge to those who would understand the kinetics of the growth mechanism itself; it has posed a challenge to those who would relate the habit change to crucial problems of cloud physics such as the relation of column habit to the onset of riming.

Current ideas of crystal growth mechanisms differentiate between growth which takes place by a process of surface or two-dimensional nucleation, and growth which takes place by propagation of discrete steps on an otherwise molecularly smooth surface. Surface nucleation is a process which is strongly dependent on supersaturation, and is assessed analytically in terms of surface energy between the vapor and solid. Steps grow by incorporation of molecules both directly from the vapor environment and also by diffusion of molecules adsorbed on non-growing faces adjacent to the step. Steps originate from screw dislocations, from surface accidents - particulate or molecular impurity, or from regions elsewhere at higher supersaturation where surface nucleation has already taken place.

Evidence exists that growth on ice crystal basal surfaces occurs both by surface nucleation and by defects. Shaw and Mason (1955) and Lamb and Scott (1972) both found that crystal surfaces changed growth velocity discontinuously under constant environmental conditions, a possible consequence of change of defect structure; Hallett (1961), and Mason, et al. (1963), found that non-thickening crystals could be caused to thicken by increasing the supersaturation above the "a" axis growth rate (Fletcher, 1972) and experiment (Kulividze et al., 1974) support the existence of a temperature and supersaturation dependent adsorbed non-crystalline layer whose properties may be important both for growth of steps and critical surface nuclei. Bernal (1959) suggested that habit variations were consistent with different temperature dependence of surface energy on "a" and "c" faces; Frank (1975) applied these concepts to interpret a variety of skeletal ice crystal forms, by controlling the growth of crystal surfaces with lower surface energy which, of course, extend further into the vapor field with consequent growth of layers to other parts of the crystal at lower supersaturation.

The experiments described here demonstrate the role of defects for vapor growth and delineate conditions where distinct growth mechanisms may be important under atmospheric conditions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Three distinct experimental approaches yield evidence on growth mechanisms:

2.1 Epitaxial Growth of Ice

Ice crystals growing epitaxially on covellite and silver iodide single crystals 3 mm diameter with "c" axis perpendicular to the base show thin film interference colors which give a measurement of crystal thickness to an accuracy of ±0.02 µm. Temperature and ambient supersaturation are controlled independently; supersaturation can be changed (at constant temperature) with time required to reach a new equilibrium of 10 s. Crystals grow as thin plates within temperature range -10 to -2°C, typical dimension 100 x 0.5 µm. While many plates grow in both crystal directions with typical "a" axis growth rate 0.5 µm s⁻¹ and "c" axis growth rate 0.05 µm s⁻¹ at water saturation, a number of crystals (10% at -10°C; 30% at -20°C midway between ice and water saturation) fail to grow at all in the "c" axis direction although still growing laterally. A few crystals sustain growth rate is constant under constant environmental conditions; thin crystal interaction
usually begins only on close approach (~ 1 µm) or within ~ one diameter of a much thicker crystal.
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Fig. 1a,b. Initiation of growth in the "c" axis direction of a non-thickening crystal by sudden increase of supersaturation. Low, 0.2; High 0.4 g m\(^{-3}\) excess vapor density. Note that the crystal grows at almost constant velocity until it begins to thicken.

The "a" axis growth rate of these crystals under constant conditions shows some variability well outside experimental error; these results are interpreted as caused by a strain in these crystals; evidence for this comes from evaporation of crystals in an ambient supersaturation (Kobayashi, 1965).

2.2 Growth Habit at Low Supersaturation and Temperature

Previous laboratory studies of ice crystal habit have investigated the changes which occur with temperature and supersaturation; supersaturation has been controlled as an independent parameter, for example by the temperature of ice plates in static diffusion chambers. In the atmosphere crystals fall at terminal velocity; in the static diffusion chamber crystals are ventilated by natural convection. In either case the ventilation is not uniquely defined. Crystal growth in the dynamic ice diffusion chamber (Gamara and Hallett, 1972) enables temperature, ambient supersaturation and ventilation velocity to be specified independently. In practice increased ventilation is equivalent to an increased supersaturation in unventilated growth. The effect of supersaturation and ventilation velocity on the growth habit of crystals has been explored in a dynamic diffusion chamber at -30°C and is shown in the table.

**TABLE I. Habit of Ice Crystals Growing at -30°C.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&quot;Effective&quot; ice supersaturation</th>
<th>Habit</th>
<th>c/a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>equiaxed</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>simultaneous</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>solid</td>
<td>to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>columns</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>plates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>hollow</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 water saturation + (zero velocity)</td>
<td>columns</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;35</td>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which occur with temperature and supersaturation; supersaturation has been controlled as an independent parameter, for example by the temperature of ice plates in static diffusion chambers. In the atmosphere crystals fall at terminal velocity; in the static diffusion chamber crystals are ventilated by natural convection. In either case the ventilation is not uniquely defined. Crystal growth in the dynamic ice diffusion chamber (Gamara and Hallett, 1972) enables temperature, ambient supersaturation and ventilation velocity to be specified independently. In practice increased ventilation is equivalent to an increased supersaturation in unventilated growth. The effect of supersaturation and ventilation velocity on the growth habit of crystals has been explored in a dynamic diffusion chamber at -30°C and is shown in the table.
At low ice supersaturation the crystals are equiaxed; between 10 and 20% ice supersaturation crystals of both plate-like habit and column-like habit grow simultaneously; beyond 20 to 30% supersaturation crystals grow as hollow columns. (Fig. 2a,b).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ice Temperature</th>
<th>Supersaturation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-30.6°C</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-31.5°C</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-32.3°C</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Ice crystal growth in dynamic diffusion chamber showing simultaneous growth of equiaxed columns and plates at low supersaturation.

2.3 X-Ray Topography Study of Defects

The presence of dislocations in crystals may be detected by scanning x-ray topography whereby defects scatter additional intensity into the direction of a Bragg angle reflection. Vapor grown plate crystals from the dynamic diffusion chamber, from an isothermal chamber containing a little supercooled water or supersaturated sugar solution (after a technique suggested by C. Knight), natural frost crystals, and crystals from slightly supercooled water have been examined. By taking two topographs of each crystal after 120° rotation, defects in the basal plane can be located. Fig. 3a shows vapor grown crystals containing a large number of defects, some emerging from the basal plane and on a step; 3b shows dislocation lines emerging on the prism plane which form loops inside the crystal. Figure 4a shows a defect free plate crystal grown at -18°C, 15% supersaturation over ice. Figure 4b shows a plate grown at -2°C, 2% supersaturation over ice which is possibly defect free - although it could contain defects associated with the visible rib structure. Figure 5 shows a natural frost crystal, also defect free. The full range of plate growth has not yet been fully investigated, but crystals growing at water saturation and midway between ice-water saturation have been found defect free. The radial growth rate of plates is not entirely dependent on growth conditions, but appears inversely related to thickness.
Fig. 3a. Vapor grown crystal with dislocations emerging at steps, prism faces and apparently on basal faces. Grown at -1.5°C and 1.5% ice supersaturation.

Fig. 4a. Diffusion crystal apparently dislocation free. Grown at -18°C and 15% ice supersaturation.

Fig. 3b. Vapor grown crystal showing dislocations associated with ribs, which form internal dislocation loops near the crystal center.

Fig. 4b. Diffusion crystal with visible steps and ribs - possibly dislocation free. Grown at -2°C and 2% supersaturation.
Fig. 5. Frost crystal, defect free. Growth temperature -11 to -13°C.

3. DISCUSSION

The above experimental results may be summarized:

Topographic studies show that crystals grow in the absence of dislocations and at supersaturation above about 0.5 between water and ice. Epitaxial studies show that some crystal (basal) faces exist which do not grow at all in the presence of supersaturation between water and ice; growth can be initiated at a supersaturation which is critical for each crystal. Low supersaturation studies show that crystals may take different habits under the same ambient conditions.

These observations are consistent with the following hypotheses for growth within the range of conditions covered by the experiments:

(a) growth at and somewhat below water saturation is initiated in the absence of defects by a two dimensional surface nucleation process.

(b) some crystal surfaces fail to grow at all at small ice supersaturation; finite growth requires the presence of defects.

(c) growth habit under low supersaturation will be determined by the presence of defects; presence of defects in only "a" or "c" direction will lead to growth only on that face and could give rise to crystals of habit opposite to that usually observed for a crystal with defects in both directions.

(d) habit at high supersaturation and the details of the skeletal growth will be controlled by two dimensional nucleation processes at the crystal edges where the crystal protrudes into higher supersaturation regions.

Earlier studies relating the temperature dependence of the molecular surface migration distance on the basal plane would have bearing in each case - first for the growth of steps as was originally hypothesized, and secondly from the viewpoint that surface nucleation will be much more likely for a higher molecule residence time in an adsorbed layer. For this case the surface energy (as it enters the nucleation analysis) will be related to this migration distance. In either case, however, the complicated variation of surface migration distance and surface energy with temperature require further explanation.

It may be concluded that for crystal growth habit under atmospheric conditions the controlling factor will almost always be the surface nucleation process since most cloud processes take place at or a little below water saturation. In those regions of the atmosphere at small ice supersaturation, probably confined to slow cooling by radiation or slow ascent situations with a plentiful concentration of ice crystals, the habit may be controlled by the
initial defect distribution, which is retained during growth and be opposite to that usually observed.
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SHAPES OF SINGLE ICE CRYSTALS
ORIGINATED FROM FROZEN CLOUD DROPLETS
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that supercooled cloud droplets first become polyhedrons with 20 faces when they are frozen, then become ice crystals of short column type, their unstable crystal faces of higher orders like pyramidal faces being rapidly disappeared. If the environmental air temperature is around at -15°C, the short columnar ice crystals develop to double plates, as pointed out by Auer (1971). However the formation process for ice crystals of types other than those two types are still not clear.

When the authors examined the relation between the shape of ice crystals and their nucleation mechanisms, utilizing a cloud chamber of diffusion type, they obtained a few hints about the formation processes of ice crystals of types other than short columns and double plates. The supposed processes will be described below.

2. APPARATUS

The vertical crosssection of the cloud chamber used is shown in Fig.1. The chamber was in a cold room, by the temperature of which the air temperature within the cloud chamber was roughly controlled in a range between -5 to -25°C. Water vapor was supplied from a heated water reservoir from above, if required. The cloud chamber was filled up, in general by supercooled cloud droplets, unless the droplets were removed by a special device. The seeding was made, for a few seconds by inserting a metal wire which was previously cooled by dry ice (spontaneous seeding), by AgI smoking or by atomizing water droplets with AgI colloids.

3. ICE CRYSTALS OF STEPPED COLUMN TYPE

In a certain frequency, columnar ice crystals with a thinner co-axial extension are observed in natural ice crystals, as seen in the book of Klinov (1960). This shape of ice crystals are called as "stepped columns" in this paper.

When water droplets with colloidal AgI were atomized at air temperatures of -20 or -25°C, spicules were produced on freezing droplets as seen in Figs.2a and 2b. If supercooled water droplets are rapidly frozen, a spicule is produced from the droplets with diameter of several ten micrometers, as recognized by Iwabuchi and Magono (1975), and the direction of spicule is in agreement with the c-axis of frozen droplets, as demonstrated by Uyeda and Kikuchi (1975).

Frozen droplets with a spicule in
Figs. 2a and 2b were obtained by seeding water droplets with AgI colloids, in the same run which was made at around -20°C temperature. In the figures, it may be seen that both the spicules and frozen droplets already have partial crystal faces, and that these faces are parallel with each other. Figs. 2c and 2d also show frozen droplets obtained at -24°C temperature. In case of an ice crystal to the left in Fig. 2c, the process of stepped column was almost completed, and a frozen droplet to the right is in the process. A completed stepped column is seen in the center of Fig. 2d, together with a regular column and a frozen droplet.

Four pictures in Fig. 2 are not successive pictures of the same droplets, but were composed from pictures in two runs, however the series of pictures suggest a successive process of forming stepped columns, that is to say, first a spicule is produced on a freezing droplet, then both the spicule and the mother droplet develop to a columnar shape respectively in a condition of column development, in other words at a temperature region of around -20°C. However the authors do not deny the possibility of other processes forming such stepped columns, for example the attachment of a supercooled cloud droplets to the basal plane of a column.

4. PLATES IN A COLDER TEMPERATURE REGION

It is well known that six branches of this planes or dendrites symmetrically develop sidewards from the center of a snow crystal around air temperature of -15°C (Nakaya, 1954 and Magono and Lee, 1966). However it was found that the six branches (at most six) extended from a neck at the center of a twin of columns in temperatures of -20 and -22°C nearly at the water saturation humidity.

A pair of such ice crystals are illustrated in Figs. 3a and 3b. These ice crystals were also formed by seeding water droplets with AgI colloids at temperatures of -20 and -22°C in a supersaturated condition. One shows the side view and another, the vertical view of ice crystals which fell side by side on nearly the same place of a sampling glass. In case of Fig. 3a, the ice crystal has four branches, and in case of Fig. 3b, two branches of plate form are seen to extend.

Side view of thin type of ice crystals are illustrated in the book of Klinov, and Kikuchi and Hogan (1975) took a picture of a snow crystal with five such branches.

The occurrence of ice crystals of this type were also frequently in laboratory experiments, however such sidewards extending branches were not noted, or might be misunderstood as usual plane branches which develop in a temperature region around -15°C. However this type of plane branches are entirely different from usual plane branches in following points. The branches extend at temperatures of around -20°C in which ice crystals usually develop to columns. The branches do not extend from the corner of upper or bottom basal plane of a column, but from the neck at the center of a twin column. It is considered that the branches are belonged to the kind of the side plane.

5. ICE CRYSTALS OF SINGLE BULLET TYPE

Two kinds of snow crystals of bullet type are observed in natural snow, i.e. single bullets and combination of bullets (Nakaya, 1954 and Magono and Lee, 1966). Kikuchi (1968) considered that single bullet snow crystals are only fractions of bullets which were disrupted from snow crystals of combination of bullets. However the possibility of existence of single bullets are still left in the case of "ice crystals" which mean diamond dusts or ice particles in cirrus clouds.

In our laboratory experiment, ice crystals of single bullet type were frequently produced by spontaneous seeding, occasionally predominantly at air temperatures around -25°C, and a hint was obtained regarding the formation process of single bullets. In Fig. 4a, it may be seen that frozen droplets have a spicule with a sharp pointed top. The frozen droplets were obtained by seeding AgI smoke at a temperature of -25°C nearly at the ice saturation humidity. Single bullet ice crystals were obtained by seeding with a cooled metallic wire, as seen in Fig. 4b in which pyramidal ice crystals with a basal plate are also seen. Occasionally ice crystals of single bullet type were predominantly produced, as seen in Fig. 4c in nearly the same condition. These figures
suggest a process that ice crystals of bullet type were originated from frozen droplets with a spicule of a sharp point at a cold temperature which is favourable for the formation and survival of the pyramidal crystal faces. It is very strange that the combination of bullets was not observed in the experiment.

6. PYRAMIDAL ICE CRYSTALS

The occurrence of snow crystals of pyramidal shape is very rare in natural snow, however this shape of ice crystals were frequently observed in the condition of -25°C air temperature with a humidity of nearly the water saturation.

Semi-spherical frozen droplets are seen in Fig.5a. Regarding the semi-spherical shape of the droplets, two possible mechanisms are considered. One is that these frozen droplets are only fractions of disrupted droplets during freezing. Another is that the flat surface at the semi-sphere is a developed crystal surface. Ice crystals of complete pyramidal shape in Fig.5b were obtained in nearly the same condition as in Fig.5a.

Some of them have a plate at the bottom. Comparing Fig.5b with Fig.5a, it is supposed that these pyramidal ice crystals as seen in Fig.5b were originated from semi-spherical frozen droplets as seen in Fig.5a. This supposition will be accepted after the consideration of formation process of pyramidal ice crystals with a plate or a short column, below.

7. PYRAMIDAL ICE CRYSTALS WITH A PLATE OR A SHORT COLUMN

Ice crystals shown in Figs.6a, 6b and 6c were obtained by the spontaneous seeding at the same run in condition of -25°C and the water saturation. It may be seen that the crystallization just started to take place in a frozen droplet with a plate in Fig.6a, pyramidal faces are partially seen in ice crystals in Fig.6b and pyramidal faces were already completed in ice crystals in Fig.6c.

Throughout ice crystals with pyramidal faces in Figs.4, 5 and 6, it is considered that the pyramidal face can sur-
vive in temperatures lower than -25°C in the humidity of nearly the ice saturation, and that the final shape of ice crystals with pyramidal faces is determined by the initial shape of frozen droplets. The proposed processes of ice crystals of cold temperature region are summarized schematically in Fig.7.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Even when the authors intended to completely remove aerosols or water droplets from the cloud chamber, by keeping it moist and cold for a day, a few minute droplets were recognized on the sampling glass. Accordingly it is considered that almost all ice crystals observed, were originated from frozen droplets. Although the reproduction of the results obtained is not yet perfect, it may be concluded that the ice crystals of stepped form are originated from frozen droplets with a spicule, and that the pyramidal face can survive at temperature range lower than -25°C.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies have been made on the morphology of snow crystals on the basis of their groupings categorized by the habit and the type of growth, not drawing on the 41 classes classified by Nakaya (1954) or the 80 classes by Magano and Lee (1966) according to the shapes of natural snow crystals, which were found too complicated to serve for the discussion of the morphology, whereas the eight groups of artificial snow crystals by Nakaya on his Tₐ - s diagram are found to be inadequate for this purpose, only showing the "overall shapes" of crystals in relation to certain environmental conditions with no fundamental basis to categorize.

Studying the growth of ice crystals, Mason (1955, 1958) stated clearly in his earlier papers that the habit and therefore whether a crystal develops as a prism or a plate is determined by the temperature. Later, Kobayashi (1961) consolidated his experimental results and those of Nakaya, Shaw and Mason (1955), Hallett and Mason (1958), as shown in Fig. 1, whereby he established a diagram, which shows that the temperature determines the habit* of a crystal, while the excess vapour density controls whether a crystal develops as a bulky, a hopper, or a dendritic one, which he refers to as the type of growth or growth feature. The change of habit with temperature and the change of growth type with excess vapour density have been discussed by Mason et al. (1963), Hobbs (1965, 1971), Frank (1974) and Chernov (1974). The change of habit may be explained by surface diffusion, while the change of growth type may be explained in such a way that a bulky growth is controlled by dislocations which emerge on the faces and the hopper and a dendritic growth is controlled by two-dimensional nucleation which takes place at the edges and corners of the crystals.

The diagram (Fig. 1) and these discussions, however, are simply concerned with the growth morphology of single crystalline snow crystals, while many types of polycrystalline snow crystals have been observed. They are "twin prisms", combination of bullets, twelve-branched crystals, assembly of plane branches in radiating and spatial types, as well as some other peculiar shaped crystals.

The growth morphology of snow crystals should then be reviewed from a simple basic foundation, though their overall shapes are very much complicated. The habit and the growth type of each component crystal in the polycrystalline type of snow are duely considered to obey the diagram in Fig. 1, but considerations have to be given to the formation and structure of polycrystalline germs of the crystals. Some evidence is given in this paper to show the growth of re-entrant twin edge and the growth controlled by dislocation for the natural snow crystals observed.

2. TWINNED STRUCTURES IN SNOW CRYSTALS: GENERALIZED-CSL THEORY

When an ice germ is formed by freezing of a cloud droplet or it is nucleated on some other material so that it develops into a polycrystalline state, a twin is likely to come out of it, as Buerger (1945) suggested, "if the structure is of such nature that it permits a continuation of itself in alternative twin junction configuration without involving violation of immediate coordination requirements of its atoms, the junction has low energy and the twin is energetically possible". This will be a leading principle in considering the polycrystalline structures of snow crystals in this paper.

* Although it appears that the word habit has been used in a rather ambiguous way in cloud physics, this word is referred to in this paper as an overall shape of a crystal which undergoes changes depending on different degree of development in different crystallographic faces; its corresponding term is Tracht in German and Shuso in Japanese.
Kobayashi and Furukawa (1975) proposed a possible mechanism for the formation of a centered twelve-branched crystal; that is, this crystal consists of two components, each of which is a six-pointed crystal and develops from the base at either end of a twinned short prism at the center. They showed that the angle between the counterpart branches of each component, in effect, is equal to the rotation angle about [0001] of the twinned prism, which was expected by the Co-incidence-Site Lattice (CSL) concept originally proposed by Kronberg and Wilson (1949) and later discussed by Price (1959) and Fletcher (1971). The results are summarized in Table 1.

Kobayashi and Ohtake (1974) explained the formation of a groove during evaporation on the faces of an ice prism ("twin prism") by a rotation twinning about [1120] which brings about a stacking fault on the plane (0001). This twinning structure is now understood as a special case of those proposed by Kobayashi and Furukawa (1975).

In these examples the CSL concept was applied only to (0001) of an ice crystal as a composition plane in twinning. This is a very simple case, where the multiplicity \( \lambda \), which is proportional to the reciprocal density of the coincidence sites, is assumed to be a measure of energy of an interfacial boundary, because bond arms extended from O-atoms at the boundary are perpendicular to (0001) so that the bonding is perfect at each coincidence site.

As the next step of approach the CSL concept was generalized and applied to any other crystallographic plane \{h1h2h3k\} so that the crystallographic orientations and structures of polycrystalline types of snow crystals were explained on the basis of a rotation twinning, with its twin axis perpendicular to the plane \{h1h2h3k\}.

When an ice crystal is cut along any crystallographic plane \{h1h2h3k\} and the upper half crystal is rotated by an angle of 180° about the axis \( \langle h1h2h3k \rangle \), all the lattice points along the composition plane will exactly coincide with each other. Since the area of the CSL is different on each different composition plane, the reciprocal density of the coincidence sites, \( \lambda \), may be given as the area of the CSL divided by \( a \times c \), where \( a \) and \( c \) represent the lattice unit length in \( a \)-axis and \( c \)-axis directions respectively. In this case, however, the orientation of a pair of bond arms across the composition plane does not always coincide with each other after the upper half of the crystal is rotated by 180° about the axis \( \langle h1h2h3k \rangle \), because the directions of the bond arms are not perpendicular, in general, to \( \langle h1h2h3k \rangle \). Let the angle between each pair of bond arms facing each other be defined as "bond misorientation" \( \beta \).

In order that the O-O bonding is accomplished at the coincidence sites, \( \beta \) must be small. And it may be assumed that the bonding which has the minimum bond misorientation \( \beta \) will be realized at each pair of the bond arms. Then \( \beta \) may be obtained by the stereographic projection method.

As the reciprocal density of the coincidence sites, \( \lambda \), and the bond misorientation \( \beta \) may be considered to be a measure of energy of a composition boundary, it will be possible to conclude that two parts of a crystal rotationally displaced about \( \langle h1h2h3k \rangle \) by an angle of 180° can form a twin only if both the values of \( \lambda \) and \( \beta \) are small. An abbreviation is introduced here to call this an \( \langle h1h2h3k \rangle \) twin, its twin axis then being \( \langle h1h2h3k \rangle \). The number of the bond arms accompagnement

\[\text{Table 1. CSL relationships for possible coincidence boundaries on (0001) in rotation twinnings.}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rotation angle about <a href="deg">0001</a></th>
<th>Multiplicity</th>
<th>Axial ratio of twin axis</th>
<th>Corresponding crystal form and angle observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1 (stacking fault)</td>
<td>({1\bar{1}20})</td>
<td>Twin prism with identical c- and a-axis orientation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.2 (21.8)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>({2\bar{1}30})</td>
<td>Twist prism and twelve-branched crystal, each six-pointed component being rotationally displaced by 22°.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>({3\bar{1}40})</td>
<td>Twist prism and twelve-branched crystal, rotationally displaced by 27°.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>14 ({8,3,11,0})</td>
<td>Twelve-branched crystal, rotationally displaced by 30°.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>(square)(^b)</td>
<td>11 Diagonal to the square cell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\), \(^b\) See, ref. Kobayashi and Furukawa (1975)
plished at a boundary may also be considered as a factor accounting for the probability of twinning realized in nature. The angle $\alpha$ between the two $c$-axes of each component crystal composing an $<h_kh_lh_mk>$ twin may be calculated.

In this twin relation, each component crystal possesses a common axis which is perpendicular to the plane composed by the two $c$-axes of the components.

2.1. $<hOhk>$ twins

An $<hOhk>$ twin has the common $a$-axis $[1120]$ and the rectangular CSL along the composition plane $\{hOhk\}$. Table 2 gives a set of values $\alpha$, $\lambda$, and minimum $\beta$, where the suffix $a$ denotes the "common axis in the twin relation for possible twinned structures of snow crystals to be expected in nature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition plane</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (deg)</th>
<th>$\lambda$ (deg)</th>
<th>$\beta$ (deg)</th>
<th>number of bondings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1011</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1012</td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1013</td>
<td>115.5</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>105.7</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3032</td>
<td>38.8</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3033</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3038</td>
<td>109.2</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Table 2 shows, 0-0 bondings are perfect in $<3034>$, $<3038>$ and $<3032>$ twins at the coincidence sites, $\beta_a$ being 0.0°. Even when $\beta_a \neq 0.0°$, a minor adjustment may be allowed in the bond orientation in order that the twinning structure is achieved at the boundary. However, it may be difficult to evaluate the extent of allowances which can be made.

The twins shown in Table 2 may be predicted as possible ones, considering the values of $\lambda$ and $\beta_a$ as well as the number of the bond arms accomplished at the boundary. Some of these twinning relations may be supported by the observational evidence that angles 70°, 110°, 90° and 55° have been frequently reported as the angle between the $c$-axes of each component crystal of the polycrystalline type of snow crystals.

An $<h_kh_2h_k,k>$ twin has the common $b$-axis $[1010]$. Only $<1128>$ and $<1364>$ twins might be possible ones.

3. COMPARISON OF OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS WITH THEORETICAL FINDINGS

Detailed discussions on formation of "twin prism", twist prisms and twelve-branched crystals can be seen in the previous papers (Kobayashi and Ohtake 1974; Kobayashi and Furukawa 1975) and a part of their findings is summarized in Table 1.

### 3.1 Combination of bullets

A possible mechanism is proposed as to the formation of a combination of bullets; it originates from a polycrystalline ice seed and some of the components may have such twin relations with each other as are described in the previous section. They grow to form a combination of columns or prisms when the ambient temperature is in the range amenable to the growth of prism, leaving sublimated portions behind along the composition boundaries (Fig. 4). In order that the above proposed mechanisms were checked, the $c$-axes angles between each component bullet lying on one and the same plane of this type of crystals were measured on the photomicrographs of the crystals naturally observed.

The results of measurements are shown in Fig. 3, where the supplement was taken for the angle $\alpha_{obs}$ larger than 90°; mutual $a$-axes orientations were not examined in these measurements. It must be noted that the observed peaks around 90°, 70°, 65° and 55° for the angle $\alpha_{obs}$ are in good agreement with the angles predicted by the twinning relation in $<1012>$, $<3034>$ or $<3038>$ and $<1011>$ twins respectively. Lee (1972) also found high peaks around 70° and 55° on his histogram for crystals of the type of a combination of the capped bullets.

![Fig. 3 A frequency histogram of measured angles between the $c$-axes of each component in crystals of the type of a combination of bullets lying on the same plane of a photomicrograph.](image_url)

There have been observed many examples of such a crystal type of a combination of bullets or prisms that forms a penetration twin. Illustrated in Fig. 4 are interfaces of an ice crystal in the possible form of such a crystal. In this figure interfaces $aa'$ and $bb'$ intersect perpendicularly each other. The pairs of crystals $A-B$ and $C-D$ compose rotation twins with the composition plane $aa'$ and with the twin axis perpendicular to the plane. The other pairs of crystals $A-D$ and $B-C$ compose rotation twins with the composition plane $bb'$ and with the twin axis perpendicular to the plane.

The $c$-axes angle for each pair of crystals, $\alpha$ and $\alpha'$ in Fig. 4 are in a supplementary relation. As for $<3034>$ and $<3038>$ twins, they are in the most probable twinning relation, because both the $c$-axes angles between each component are 70.3° and 109.2° being in an almost supplementary relation.

A penetration twin may possibly be composed of two $<1012>$ twins, since the $c$-axes angle in...
the «1012» twin is 93.1°, which is very approximate to 90°.

A single bullet crystal may then be a detached one from a primary growth structure; this detachment may reasonably be attributed to a gross weakening of the structure at the center of the combination due to prolonged evaporation along the composition plane. The evaporation along the boundaries is considered to be primarily responsible for the formation of a round cone-shaped head of bullet (Gow 1965).

A twinned seed probably formed by freezing of a cloud droplet, may develop into an assemblage of plates or dendrites when ambient temperatures are in the range amenable to the growth of plate. The penetration structure composed of «3034» and «3038» rotation twins may be a probable one for the radiating type and the angle of 70° predicted by this model as the c-axes angle between two components is in good agreement with Lee's observation (Fig. 5).

Buerger's continuation principle is now recalled. If we consider something apart from the GCSL theory, it may be possible to propose more continuous structures in an alternative twin junction configuration without violating the immediate coordination requirement.

It may be considered that the angle 70° is related to 110° as the supplementary angle, which

---

**Fig. 4.** Illustration of a penetration twin.

**Fig. 5.** Distribution of c-axes angles between different branch planes in snow crystals of a) radiating type and b) spatial type (after Lee 1972).
is quite close to the tetrahedral angle 109°28'.

Neglecting minor differences (less than 1%) in distances and angles between O and O atoms tetrahedrally arranged in an ice structure, it may be easily understood, as shown in Fig. 6, that any of three O-O bonds, each oriented in a-axes directions, can behave as a c-axis of a second component with the angle 110° against that of the original one, forming a continuous structure in an alternative twin junction. In Fig. 6 a component crystal A has a hexagonal stacking order abba... with the c-axis in the direction from bottom to top in the figure and another component B has a hexagonal stacking order abba... with the c-axis inclined at 110° to that of A, while the junction J has a cubic stacking order abbcc... in both the c-axes directions.

The entire crystal will grow in the shape of the penetration twin shown in Fig. 6, leaving behind offset planes EE', FF', GG' and HH' which emerge from the intersections of the junction planes between the hexagonal and cubic portions. When a crystal grows as a penetration twin prism and thereafter begins to evaporate depending upon the environmental conditions, evaporation will proceed along the offset planes to produce bullet head with a round corn-shape; then an individual bullet will be formed by disintegration due to a gross weakening of the structure at the center.

It may be understood that, as an extreme case, at least one layer of a stacking fault can produce a penetration twin; namely, elements A and C are in a relation of a rotation twin and elements B and D in a relation of another rotation twin. This is just a combination of the "twin prism" model which was fully described in the previous paper (Kobayashi and Ohtake 1974). If the junction has a sequence of the stacking fault in any number of layers, it just forms a repetition of the rotation twin relations.

This structure model suggests a formation of an ice cluster in a cubic system, which is a metastable structure in ice and may probably be formed when an ice crystal is nucleated at a high degree of supersaturation and at low temperatures.

5. STRUCTURE DEPENDENT SHAPES IN SNOW CRYSTALS

A growth morphology of snow crystals has been discussed in view of the habit, growth type and twinning structures in crystal germ. An immense variety in the shapes of single crystalline snow crystals is attributed to the changes of the habit with temperature and the changes in the growth type which are controlled by two-dimensional nucleation processes. Spatial dispositions in polycrystalline...
types of the crystals may be controlled by the twinning structure of their germs when they are nucleated.

Kobayashi et al. (1976) explained some of peculiar shaped snow crystals on the basis of a re-entrant twin edge growth as suggested by Wagner (1960). Characteristic shapes in a linear assemblage of twinned columns and scrolls (see, Figs. 15-17 in ref. Kobayashi et al. (1976)) may be attributed to "ribbon growth" at the re-entrant edges and the shape of each component crystal may depend on the habit and growth type under the environmental conditions.

Another interesting shape of a snow crystal was found by Y. Furukawa at Mt. Taisetsu, Hokkaido in Feb. 1976 and is shown in Fig. 7. This was a plane dendritic crystal with a whisker appearing to grow at its center vertically to the plane; the whisker began to broaden in thickness as it grew (Kobayashi 1965) and the small dendrite started to develop at the end of the whisker when it stopped to grow.

Dendrite branches develop by the growth of layers started at their edges and corners by the two-dimensional nucleation mechanism, while at the center part of the growing crystal the growth can be controlled only by dislocations due to a very low supersaturation. The crystal may grow at the center if dislocations take part in producing a whisker vertically to the surface. Detailed discussions will be given in another paper: however, Fig. 7 clearly indicates that another important and interesting target to study hereafter will be dislocation-controlled growth and morphology of the snow crystal which may not depend on the ordinary habit and growth type.
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A WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF THE GROWTH RATE AND GROWTH MODE OF ICE PARTICLES

BY RIMING

J. C. Pflaum and H. R. Pruppacher
University of California
Los Angeles, California

1. INTRODUCTION

The riming process during which hexagonal ice crystals and frozen drops collide with supercooled water drops is of considerable importance to the formation of precipitation in atmospheric clouds in that it is the process by which graupel particles and hailstones are formed. Although much work has been done on the "hail-stage" of this riming growth by List, Macklin, Knight, Gokhale, and others (for a summary of past work see Mason, 1971), relatively little attention has been paid to the "graupel-stage" of riming growth. Recently, Pitter and Pruppacher (1974) and Schlamp et al. (1975) reported the results of their numerical model for determining the efficiency with which ice plate-like and columnar crystals initially collide with supercooled water drops. In addition, these authors predicted that, in agreement with the field observations of Hobbs (1971), Kikuchi (1972), Ono (1969), and Wilkins and Auer (1970), the collision process between ice crystals and water drops exhibits a rather sharp cut-off which, for columnar crystals (independent of their length) is near a columnar diameter of 50 µm, and for plate-like crystals (independent of their thickness) is near a plate diameter of 300 µm. In agreement with the field observations the theoretical results also demonstrate that drops smaller than 10 µm are captured with practically negligible efficiency even by relatively large ice crystals.

This behavior is in strong contrast to the collision behavior of drops colliding with drops which is characterized by considerably different collision efficiency values showing no cut-offs. Wind tunnel studies of Pitter and Pruppacher (1973) and Pruppacher and Schlamp (1975) further show that the efficiency with which frozen drops collide with liquid supercooled drops cannot be assumed to be given by the efficiency with which two liquid water drops collide, because of their observation that frozen drops spin and tumble in various modes while liquid drops exhibit no such motion except internal circulation.

In order to quantitatively determine the growth rate and collection efficiency of riming ice crystals and frozen drops, both of which have been found by field studies to serve as graupel and hailstone embryos, we began a series of wind tunnel investigations. A few preliminary results and some tentative conclusions are summarized below.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The present study was carried out by means of the UCLA cloud tunnel described in detail by Pruppacher and Neiburger (1968), Beard and Pruppacher (1969), and in its modification for work at temperatures below 0°C by Pitter and Pruppacher (1973). This set-up allows studying the growth of ice particles of various sizes and shapes by collision with supercooled drops under controlled temperature and humidity conditions. The cloud of supercooled drops injected into the tunnel air stream was produced by a steam condensation method. The size distribution of the cloud drops was determined by the rod impaction method described by Beard and Pruppacher (1971). This method was checked by a laser diffraction technique, and satisfactory agreement was obtained. The drop sizes ranged between 4 and 15 µm radius but were strongly peaked at ~7 µm radius. The liquid water content of the cloud was inferred from the dew point of the air which contained the moisture of the evaporated cloud. Although thus far most experiments have been carried out at temperatures between -16 and -13°C, growth rate studies are planned at three additional temperature intervals: -20 to -17°C, -11 to -8°C, and -7 to -4°C.

Additionally, most of the experiments carried out thus far involved the riming growth of frozen drops. However, a feasibility study showed that the riming growth of plate-like ice crystals can be studied without any additional problems. Small plates of cadmium iodide with diameters of a few hundred microns could be stably suspended in the wind tunnel air stream. In the presence of a supercooled cloud they quickly grew by riming to small graupel particles. Unfortunately, the specific gravity of CdI₂ is considerably larger than that of ice, so that no quantitative growth rate studies could be done. Such studies will be carried out in the near future with actual ice plates as riming collectors, the latter being obtained by a special technique in which the crystals are grown outside the tunnel and then injected.

In our study of the riming properties of frozen drops, we thus far have used drops of radii 225 µm. We plan to extend this study to drops of 100 to 300 µm radius. The drops are injected into the tunnel with a hypodermic needle carrying an insulated metal screen hood which allows exposing the detaching water drops to an electric potential in order to counteract drop charging.
in shape, and as there is little doubt that the freeze-on "coalescence" efficiency is different from unity. One might have even expected that the collection efficiency would be somewhat greater for these "graupel" particles. Through consideration of the hydrodynamic motions as well as the surface texture of the riming particles, the low collection efficiencies become more understandable.

As found in previous wind tunnel studies (Pitter and Pruppacher, 1973), the frozen drops presently observed exhibited various spinning and tumbling motions which continued through most of the riming process. These rotational motions inevitably modify the flow fields around a particle which neither spins nor tumbles. The possibility that these motions reduce the collection efficiency can not be disregarded, although the physical mechanisms responsible for a reduction remain unclear at the present time.

A more tangible explanation for the lowered collection efficiencies involves the surface texture of the rime. Visual examination immediately indicated that the rime surface is very irregular and rough with many small protuberances. If we consider for a moment an isolated protuberance, an approaching cloud droplet would be subjected to an additional outward radial component of the flow just prior to collision. Downstream of the protuberance, one would expect a wake region where droplets would have only a small chance of landing due to their inertial tendencies. For many protuberances, it is difficult to speculate on actual flow fields. However, it is reasonable to expect that these tendencies were by no means characterized by smooth transitions from one fall mode to another. Instead, they typically exhibited very erratic and sudden changes in their fall pattern. It was very common for rapidly rotating particles to suddenly stop their rotation and fall with a preferred orientation. A short time later they could suddenly start rapid rotation once again. Rotation of the "graupel particles" led to the development of roughly spherical shapes. Rigid fall contributed to the development of irregular shapes. Several of the "graupel" particles assumed conical shapes, and it was not uncommon to observe deviation from a basic spherical shape. It is reasonable to expect that longer growth times would result in a greater proportion of irregular shaped "graupel".

Although all preliminary work on plates was done with cadmium iodide crystals, and it would be unfair to discuss any collection results concerning them, the basic mechanism by which plates rime should remain unchanged. Initially, the plate was spinning horizontally, oriented in a position of maximum drag. The upstream side grew by riming for a short time period. Suddenly, the spinning plate flipped over and rimed on the other side. This process alternated and the heavily rimed plate showed an ever increasing tendency to tumble. This tumbling led to the development of a rather spherical "graupel" particle behaving in much the same fashion as the previously described frozen drop "graupel".

(3) During initial stages of growth, most frozen drops appeared to rime rather uniformly and are characterized by rapid spinning and tumbling motions. Some traveled on horizontal helical trajectories as well. As the growth continued, the 'graupel' particle showed evidence of rotating more slowly. Further growth led to an increased likelihood of rigid orientation coupled with a much greater tendency for horizontal excursions. It is important to note that these tendencies were by no means characterized by smooth transitions from one fall mode to another. Instead, they typically exhibited very erratic and sudden changes in their fall pattern. It was very common for rapidly rotating particles to suddenly stop their rotation and fall with a preferred orientation.

A short film will be shown illustrating the various fall modes of frozen drops and plates as they are freely growing by riming in the UCLA cloud tunnel.

(4) The most interesting aspect concerning the riming of frozen drops involved the variation in terminal velocity during growth. During the initial stages of riming, there was a very rapid decrease in the terminal velocity of the particle. For the specific set of conditions outlined above, the first 60 seconds of growth typically produced a 25% reduction in the terminal velocity. The next 60 seconds of growth resulted in the terminal velocity remaining fairly constant, and in the final 60 seconds the velocity began to slowly increase. If one considers a simplified situation where the density of the rime remains constant, it is easy to understand why riming particles exhibit such behavior. Concentric shells of equal mass will have a progressively smaller thickness as the particle grows. Hence, initially, the cross sectional

\[ \frac{p_{\text{gr}}}{p_{\text{ice}}} = \frac{r_{f}^{3} - r_{i}^{3}}{r_{f}^{3} - r_{i}^{3}} \]
by contact potentials. In this manner it was insured that the drop charge was less than 10^{-6} esu. At the same time tests revealed that the drops of the steam cloud also had charges less than 10^{-6} esu. From the studies of Schlamp et al. (1976), one can readily infer that the collision growth of the ice particles was not affected by the remaining (if any) electric charge.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

We present below the results of a particular growth experiment, involving 225 µm radius frozen drops. They were grown for 180 sec in a supercooled cloud (a = 7 µm) of L.W.C. 1.8 -2.2 g m^{-3} with an ambient temperature between -16^oC and -13^oC. The charge on the frozen drops as well as on the individual cloud droplets was < 10^{-6} esu.

A typical experiment proceeded as follows. Steam was allowed to enter the humidifying section of our tunnel well upstream of the observation section. This provided ample time for the cloud to reach thermal and vapor equilibrium with the tunnel air. After a brief period of time, conditions stabilized at a T ~ -16^oC, L.W.C. ~ 1.8 g m^{-3}, and the environment at water saturation. A water drop was then injected into the wind tunnel and was immediately brought to its equilibrium terminal velocity by adjusting the tunnel air speed. From this air speed and the drag-size relationships of Beard (1974), the initial mass of the drop was identified. A few seconds later, as the drop approached thermal equilibrium, the few impurities in the drop initiated freezing and the timer was started. The riming drop was prevented from colliding with the surrounding walls by manipulating the direction of the air stream. This was accomplished by means of an adjustable inner tunnel (Pitter and Pruppacher, 1973). Thus, at all times during the particle's growth, it remained freely floating in the air stream. At the end of the 180 sec, the particle was drawn out by means of a suction device and allowed to settle into a subzero, layered mixture of xylene and diethyl phthalate. It came to rest near the interface between these two liquids. At no time during the capture process did the rimed particle come into contact with the walls of the set-up ducting the particle into the organic liquids. This eliminated the possibility of mass loss due to collisional fragmentation. Additionally, there were never any fragments of ice found in the collection cup. In view of these precautions and observations, we feel secure that our mass measurements are accurate.

After capture the collection cup was quickly brought into a walk-in cold chamber where the "grapel" particle was photographically studied. The particle was then melted by placing it in a warm mixture of xylene and diethyl phthalate. This solution was characterized by a gentle density gradient from top to bottom and allowed the liquid drop to float undistorted in an easily photographable position.

The final mass was determined from these photographs. Knowing the initial and final mass, along with the time of growth, yielded values of \( \frac{dm}{dt} \) between 4\( \times 10^{-7} \) g sec^{-1} and 7\( \times 10^{-7} \) g sec^{-1} for this particular set of conditions. All of this mass change was credited to the riming process. It must be remembered that the environment was water saturated and diffusional growth was occurring on the accreted droplets. Rough estimates suggest that the contribution from diffusion was less than 10% for the present set of conditions. We have chosen to ignore this at the present time.

Due to the inherent nature of the cloud tunnel, during any particular experimental run, the temperature of the tunnel air stream gradually rose from -16^oC to -13^oC, while the liquid water content rose from 1.8 to 2.2 g m^{-3}. All of the results presented below apply to this temperature and liquid water content range.

(1) The collection efficiency was determined by assuming a freeze-on "coalescence" efficiency of unity and calculating the collision efficiency from the following equations:

\[
E = \frac{K}{\pi \bar{A}^2 \bar{V}_w} \quad (1)
\]

\[
K = \frac{\frac{dM}{dt}}{\bar{L}} \quad (2)
\]

where \( \bar{L} \) and \( \bar{V}_w \) are weighted averages of the liquid water content and terminal velocity of the collector. \( \bar{A} \) is the average radius of the rimed drop during its growth. The radius and terminal velocity of the cloud droplets have been neglected in the present calculations. Considering the low p-ratios involved (.02), this omission seems well justified.

For this particular set of conditions our calculated results for \( E \) range from 0.25 to 0.35 with 75% of the results lying between 0.27 and 0.30. It is important to recognize that these efficiencies represent an average over the entire growth period of the riming particle. There is no reason to expect the collection efficiency to remain constant throughout the growth period. In the future by measuring mass changes over variable time increments, we hope to illustrate any possible variations in collection efficiency as the particle grows. Nevertheless, the values obtained are significant for what they represent, and it is instructive to compare them with the collision efficiency theoretically predicted for a water drop under identical conditions. Recent calculations by Beard and Grover (1974) of low p-ratio collision efficiencies indicate that a water drop (\( A = 353 \) µm) having the same N_Re (100) as the average rimed particle in our data set, should exhibit collision efficiencies for a = 7 µm of between 0.7 and 0.8. These results are much larger than those obtained from the experimental riming growth. Thus, for similar conditions to those described above, the collisional growth of water drops dominates the riming process when considering the efficiency of mass accumulation.

This was initially somewhat surprising as most of the rimed particles remain relatively spherical.
area of the "graupel" particle will increase at a faster rate than later on in the growth process. Since the drag on a particle is a strong function of the cross sectional area, it will increase at the same rapid rate. So rapid, in fact, that it overpowers the additional mass that has accrued, leading to a terminal velocity decrease. During later states of growth, the cross sectional area increases at a slower rate so that the accretion of mass assumes the dominant role thereby forcing an increase in the terminal velocity. Quantitative theoretical evaluation of this process over a wide range of conditions will be presented at a later date.
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ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF ADSORBED MOLECULES ON THE CRYSTAL FACE

T.G. Gzirishvili, T.N. Balakhvantseva, M.F. Basilashvili

Institute of Geophysics of the Academy of Sciences of the Georgian SSR.
Tbilisi, U.S.S.R.

The investigation of the mechanism of vapor phase molecules building into the crystalline lattice is the principal task in the research of crystal growth phenomena.

It was reported Lamb and Hobbs (1971); Lamb and Scott (1972) that the curve of the linear growth rate of individual ice crystal basic and prism faces temperature T has its maximum and minimum. During the last years some attempts have been undertaken to interpret this peculiar dependence. We think that only those models should be outlined among them which are based on the phenomena of mono and poly molecular adsorption Hobbs, and Scott (1955); Lamb and Scott (1973). The authors of those reports used the model of "immovable adsorption", the reality of which is seriously questionable (Bruckhoff, Vans-Jongen, 1975) moreover because the sense of localized adsorption is not consistent with the concept of molecule migration on the surface. In order to take into account the interaction between adsorrate and adsorbate the authors in their work Lamb and Scott (1975) used the BET theory of poly molecular adsorption. But it is known that the theory mentioned above assumes the absence of lateral interaction between the molecules in the layer, the constancy of the heat of adsorption of molecules of the first layer and in the range of each of the following layers.

Generally in the solution of fundamental differential equation, which defines the correlation between the values of surface density \( \sigma \) of absorbed molecules and the distance \( z \) between the steps on the crystal face the relative pressure is an external parameter (Strickland-Constable, 1971).

The equation has the following form:

\[
\frac{d^2 \Theta}{dz^2} = \frac{2}{x^2} \Theta - \frac{2}{x^2} \frac{P}{P_0} \tag{1}
\]

where \( \frac{P}{P_0} \) is the relative pressure; \( \Theta \) is the filling degree of adsorbed by adsorbate; \( \Theta_0 \) is the max nally possible density of adsorbed molecule.

To have a more complete information on the mechanism of step movement we have to analyze the system consisting of three equations: equation (1) Hill's equation for poly molecular adsorption (Berezin, Kiceliov, 1958)

\[
\rho = \frac{\rho}{\rho_0} = \kappa_2 \frac{\Theta(1-\Theta)}{1+\Theta} \exp \left[ \frac{\Theta(1-\Theta)}{1-\Theta(1-\Theta)} - \kappa_1 \Theta \right] \tag{2}
\]

and the equation on the dependence of heat of adsorption on the filling degree, (Berezin, Kiceliov, 1958)

\[
(Q-L) \left( 1 + \frac{1}{\Theta} \left[ 1 + \frac{1}{(1-\Theta)^2} \right] - \kappa_1 \Theta \right) = Q - L + \kappa_1 \kappa T \Theta' \tag{3}
\]

which is received by means of differentiation of eq.(2) according to \( T \) with constant \( \Theta \) and assuming the indepen-
dence of \( Q_2 \) on \( T \); \( Q_2 \) is the two-dimensional analogue at the constant "a" in Van der Waals' equation; \( L \) is the coefficient of condensation; \( \Theta' = \Theta(1-k) \)

In the eq. (2) \( K_2 \) is the measure of adsorption stability on the surface

\[
K_2 = \frac{S_0}{P_o} \frac{1}{3.52 \times 10^{-22} \tau_o} \exp \left[-\frac{Q}{kT}\right]
\]

where \( S_0 \) is the number of molecules necessary for filling of \( 1 \text{cm}^2 \) of the surface by monomolecular layer and is expressed by means of the relation

\[
S_0 = \frac{4}{3\sqrt{\pi}d^2}; \quad d \quad \text{is the molecule diameter}; \quad P_o \quad (\text{mm of mercury column}) \quad \text{is the saturated liquid vapor pressure at temperature} \ T; \ M \quad \text{is the molecular weight}; \ \tau_o \quad \text{is the oscillation period of an adsorbed molecule in the direction perpendicular to the surface}; \ \quad Q \quad \text{is the heat of adsorption}; \quad K \quad \text{is Boltzmann's constant}. \quad \text{The expression for} \ K_1 \quad \text{has the following form:}
\[
K_1 = \frac{2a_2 S_0}{kT}
\]

De Boor equation of monomolecular adsorption (De Boer, 1962) is the particular case of equation (2)

\[
\frac{P}{P_o} = K_2 \frac{\Theta}{1-\Theta} \exp \left(\frac{\Theta}{1-\Theta} - K_1 \Theta\right) \quad (4)
\]

The aim of the present paper is to solve the non-linear differential equation of the second order

\[
\frac{d^2\Theta}{dz^2} = \frac{2\Theta}{\chi^2} - \frac{2}{\chi^2} \left[K_2 \frac{\Theta}{1-\Theta} \exp \left(\frac{\Theta}{1-\Theta} - K_1 \Theta\right)\right] \quad (5)
\]

received on the basis of eq. (1) and (4) Equation (5) in which \( \chi \) is the migration length of an adsorbed molecule \( \chi = 10^{-3} \text{cm} \) was numerically solved on a computer with the following boundary conditions: at \( z = 0 \) and \( z = y_o \), where \( y_o \) is the distance between the steps (\( y_o = 10^{-3} \text{cm} \), \( \Theta \) varied in the range from 0.1 to 0.9.

The examination of the equation (5) showed that the solution exists only for those values of \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) when the two-dimensional phase transition vapor-water takes place, on ice crystal surface (Fig. 1)

The curve "a" computed by (2) and the curve "b" and "c" computed by (4).

The curves "a" and "b" correspond to the case when the two-dimensional phase transition takes place: \( K_2 = 5, K_1 = 10 \).

The curve "c" is obtained in the absence of the two-dimensional phase transition: \( K_2 = 5, K_1 = 6.5 \).

Fig. 2 shows the curves of the fil-

![Fig.1 Adsorption isotherms](image-url)
The distribution of adsorbed molecules along the crystal face.

The values of $K_1$ correspond to different orientation of adsorbed molecules on the surface, i.e. $K_1=50$ corresponds to vertical orientation, $K_1=7$ to plane orientation, $K_1=10$ to orientation at some angle (Gzirishvili, Midjamadze, Balakvantseva, 1976).

We took only four boundary values of the magnitude of $\theta=0.7; 0.4; 0.21; 0.1$ not to overload the plot. The two-dimensional phase transition takes place at staggered variation of the magnitude of adsorbate filling degree $\theta$ from $\theta_1=0.25; 0.05; 0.003$ to $\theta_2=0.45; 0.75; 0.91$ respectively for given values of $K_1$ and $K_2$.

$\theta_1$ is the filling degree of the surface only by saturated two-dimensional vapor and $\theta_2$ is the filling degree of the surface only by two-dimensional condensate.

The cause of the curves (Fig.2) shows that depending on the boundary values of $\theta$ the concentration of adsorbed molecules either increases (curves $C$ and $C_1$), is constant (curves $b$ and $b_1$) or decreases (curves $a$, $a_1$ and $a_2$).

The comparison of the curves of Fig. 2 with those of eq. (4) shows that the increasing portions of the curves of Fig. 2 correspond to the portions of curves of eq. (4) limited at the top by the concentration value $\theta_1$ and the portions parallel to the ordinate axis correspond to the portions deflecting the phase transition between the values of $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ when $Q$ is not dependent on $T$ (Berezin, Kicelio, 1966) and decreasing portions correspond to the curves limited by condensation value $\theta_2$ underneath.

Summarizing the present work it can be pointed out that the appearance of quasi-liquid layer of water on the crystal surface can become the reason of inhibition of growth rate of individual crystal faces and this would give rise to maximums and minimums on the growth rate curves. The further examination of this problem includes the solution of the system consisting of equations (1), (2) and (3) and this will allow to give a quantitative evaluation of ice crystal growth.
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DETERMINATION OF THE RATES OF ICE CRYSTAL FORMATION IN TWO LARGE CLOUD CHAMBERS
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1. INTRODUCTION

The testing and calibration of cloud seeding materials is continuing at the CSU Cloud Simulation and Aerosol Laboratory. Parallel research is aimed at relating the test results to expected natural cloud responses to artificial ice nuclei. Generally, our approach involves a physical simulation as opposed to the isolation of separate processes. Nevertheless, it provides information concerning nucleation mechanisms for conditions under which the various modes, i.e., deposition, condensation-freezing, and contact freezing, are competing. The purpose of this paper is to present experimental results obtained using this kind of approach, to relate them to natural cloud glaciating behavior, and to study them for information concerning nucleation mechanisms. The work falls into two categories:

A. Experiments in which sized aerosols were tested in the CSU isothermal cloud chamber, in which the drop sizes were known and the temperature kept constant. Aerosols from three pyrotechnics and one airborne generator were studied in these experiments.

B. Experiments in which aerosols from a ground generator burning solutions of AgI-NaI and AgI-NH4I in acetone were tested in air parcels subjected to simulated ascents in the CSU slow expansion cloud chamber. Variations in effectiveness between in-cloud and pre-cloud seeding material releases were examined.

2. ICE CRYSTAL FORMATION RATES IN ISOTHERMAL CHAMBER

2.1 Background

Vonnegut (1949) first noted that when nucleating aerosols are injected into supercooled clouds, ice crystals continue to form for a number of minutes. He attributed this effect to the probabilistic nature of the nucleation process. Fletcher (1958) investigated this suggestion theoretically and concluded that the nucleation time lag at any temperature should be a function of the temperature activation spectrum, for the nucleating aerosol size and, in particular, that the time lag should be large at temperatures for which the slope of the activation spectrum is large. The theory was invoked to explain the experimental results of Warner and Newnham (1958) for atmospheric aerosols. The theory was tested for AgI aerosols by Warburton and Heffernan (1964), and qualitative but not quantitative agreement was attained. A disturbing aspect of this work was the fact that the time lag differed for two aerosols whose activation spectra had nearly identical slopes at all temperatures. Vonnegut (1949) had also suggested the possibility that the time lag is a result of the time needed for collisions between aerosol particles and cloud droplets. Isaac and Douglas (1972) referred to this effect as another "time lag" and, considering coagulation due to both Brownian and turbulent motion, they derived theoretical collection efficiencies for clouds of different droplet sizes and concentrations and aerosol particles of different sizes. This viewpoint received some support from the work of Steele and Davis (1969) and Garvey and Davis (1973). The first paper demonstrated an increased nucleating effectiveness with increased liquid water contents, i.e., cloud droplet densities, at a chamber temperature of -12C. The second showed increased crystal fallout times for clouds of lower liquid water contents and larger aerosol particle sizes at a chamber temperature of -20C. Note that the time lag should be relatively independent of temperature. A further possible explanation for the observed time lags is a change in the surface characteristics of the aerosol particles. Such an effect ought to be relatively independent of both temperature and cloud density.

2.2 Experimental Results

Ice crystal fallouts as a function of time for aerosols produced by presently used cloud seeding devices are measured as part of the calibration procedure at the Cloud Simulation and Aerosol Laboratory (Garvey, 1975). Until now, however, this information has not been analyzed in a formal manner. Presented in Table 1 are such data obtained for four devices tested in 1975. The T given in column 6 is determined by obtaining a linear fit to \( \ln (6N/6t) \) as a function of time. T is the time after sample injection for which the fallout rate is 1/e of the initial value. In many cases (type A) the fit is very good, indicating that the fallout rate does indeed decrease exponentially; in other cases (type B) there is a very high fallout rate initially, followed by much lower values which fall off at an exponential rate which is less than that obtained by the above analysis. Such contrasting "signatures" can be seen in Fig. 1 for the four aerosols of Table 1. These data are all for a cloud temperature of -12C and a cloud liquid water content of approximately 1.5 g/m³. (The LWC is not varied independently because a standard cloud is desired for the calibration procedure.) It is seen that the fallout rates for the NEI TB-1, the Olin WM-105, and the NOAA airborne generator all follow an exponential pattern, the fallout rate decreasing more rapidly for the particles produced by the acetone burner than for those produced by the pyrotechnics. The Navy TB-1, on the other hand,
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Run #</th>
<th>T°C</th>
<th>LWC (g/m²)</th>
<th>Time (min)</th>
<th>τ (min)</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olin WM-105</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>372</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>379</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>384</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>386</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>407</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>410</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>413</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>417</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>421</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>605</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>620</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>622</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>631</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy TB-1</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>374</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>375</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>377</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>383</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>385</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>408</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>607</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>615</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>621</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>624</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>625</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>630</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEI TB-1</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>392</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>406</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>412</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>416</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>419</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>422</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>437</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>438</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>439</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>440</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>442</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>608</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>609</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>614</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>617</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>625</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>629</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>769</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>770</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>771</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>772</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>773</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA Airborne</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>509</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>510</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>511</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>512</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>513</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>514</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>515</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>518</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>519</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>524</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>525</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>526</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>527</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>528</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Typical crystal fallout rates for four cloud seeding devices.

has a clearly defined type B signature. Interestingly, the signature types for the Navy TB-1 and the NOAA airborne generator appear to be independent of temperature (except for two anomalous runs with the TB-1 at -8°C), while those for the other pyrotechnics have a temperature dependence. For the Olin flares the signature changes from type A to type B as the temperature decreases to -16 and -20°C. For the NEI flares, too, -16°C appears to be the transition temperature.

2.3 Discussion

Following section 2.1, a type B signature indicates one of three things: (a) either the nucleation temperature is at a point on the activation spectrum where the slope is very small so that almost all nucleation occurs immediately, the remaining part of the fallout being insignificant compared to that of the first few minutes; (b) or the first part of the fallout represents nucleation due to a fast-acting mechanism, deposition or condensation-freezing, and the remainder is that due to contact nucleation alone; (c) or the particles quickly lose their nucleating effectiveness in the cloud environment, and the two kinds of fallout rates are due to nucleation rates by active particles and relatively inactive ones.

This fallout behavior, which is most pronounced for the Navy TB-1, is relatively independent of temperature, so that for this
Explanation (a) can be ruled out. For the Olin and NEI flares this type of signature does occur at -16°C and -20°C, where the cumulative activation spectra are relatively flat (Fig. 2), but fallout after the first few minutes is still fairly large and cannot be termed insignificant.

Explanation (b) has been proposed by Fukuta (among others) and certainly appears attractive qualitatively. Thus the acetone burner, which produces small particles, has a signature indicating relatively rapid contact nucleation, evidently at all temperatures. The larger particles produced by the pyrotechnics, however, have relatively small collision efficiencies, and unless they produce ice nuclei by either deposition or condensation-freezing, have large time constants. The Navy TB-1 flare is capable of acting quickly at all temperatures, whereas the other flares can only act by deposition or condensation-freezing at temperatures of -16°C and colder. By ignoring the first part of the type B signatures, new time constants can be calculated for the second part of the curves only. These are plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 3. It is seen that the time constants are between 7 and 15 minutes for the Olin and Navy flares with no apparent temperature dependence. For the NEI flares the time constants are about the same as for the other flares except at -20°C, where they fall below 7 minutes. The time constants for the acetone burner particles are also relatively independent of temperature and fall between 3 and 6 minutes.

Fig. 2. Temperature activation spectra for four cloud seeding devices.

Explanation (c) cannot be ruled out and will have to be considered if quantitative agreement between theoretical collision efficiencies and measured time constants is not found. Even so, a number of questions remain unanswered. Why is there such a large difference in the behavior of the aerosols generated by the NEI TB-1 flares and those produced by the Navy? Why is there an apparent temperature dependence in the time constants for the NEI TB-1 flares? The point to be emphasized here, however, is that the measured time constants obtained in these tests may well be important considerations in the design of weather modification experiments involving injection of artificial aerosols into relatively stable supercooled clouds, orographic clouds being a case in point (Young, 1974). For the seeding of cumulus clouds from below, such information is probably not pertinent, and crystal formation rates as a function of ascent parameters of temperature and CCN activation become of paramount interest. To gain such information a slow expansion chamber has been designed and built. The results of a series of experiments using this device together with an ice crystal counter described by Lilie et al (1976) are presented in the next section.

Fig. 3. Time constants for ice crystal fallout as a function of temperature for four cloud seeding devices.
ICE CRYSTAL FORMATION RATES IN EXPANSION CHAMBER

3.1 Procedure

Samples of aerosols produced by burning acetone solutions of AgI-NaI and AgI-NH4I in 2:1 molar ratios were tested in the slow expansion cloud chamber described by Garvey (1975). The solutions were burned in a "standard" generator and 4 liter samples were taken from a vertical dilution tunnel. The aerosols were then diluted with clean, dry air and injected into an air parcel subjected to the ascent profile shown in Fig. 4. The programmed ascent began at a pressure of 830 mb and a temperature of +20°C. Wall temperature was controlled so that cooling corresponded to a dry adiabatic ascent down to a temperature of +15°C and a pressure of 780 mb (the LCL), after which cooling corresponded to a moist adiabatic ascent. The figure shows how closely the measured profile followed the programmed profile for a simulated ascent rate of 10 m/s (~4°C/min). Twelve tests were performed with each aerosol. In half of these the sample was injected shortly after the simulated ascent had begun (+18°C) before the cloud had formed; in the remaining tests the sample was injected into a cloud which had already been supercooled to -10°C. It was found that if room air was injected from ambient conditions into the supercooled cloud, expansion cooling was sufficient to produce copious nucleation events immediately. To prevent this from occurring when the sample was injected at cold temperatures, a heating element was placed around the injection tube to balance the expansion cooling. The cloud formed on propane generated CCN and/or the sample aerosol, and the cloud density was monitored using a transmissometer. Care was taken to regulate the concentration of nucleating aerosol so that liquid cloud droplets remained in the chamber until near the end of each experiment.

3.2 Experimental Results

Typical results showing relative ice crystal concentrations as a function of temperature for a pair of runs with each solution are shown in Fig. 5. For runs in which no artificial nuclei were injected, ice crystal concentrations on this scale remained negligible down to temperatures near -30°C. The figure shows clearly the principal finding of this series of tests. For the NH4I-AgI complex the in-cloud (-10°C) injection produces higher ice crystal concentrations and produces them at warmer temperatures than do the same nuclei injected before cloud formation (+18°C). The AgI-AgI complex shows a similar effect, but it is much less pronounced than with the NH4I-AgI complex. A few tests in which injection took place at intermediate temperatures indicated the principal variable affecting the effectiveness was whether the sample injection took place before or after cloud formation.

3.3 Discussion

These results are important for weather modification purposes because they indicate that effectiveness values for cloud seeding devices obtained in the isothermal cloud chamber may overestimate the actual glaciating behavior when these materials are used to seed cumulus clouds from below. See, for example, Dye et al (1976). They extend the work done by Dunsmore and Steele (1974) to colder temperatures (~10 to -35°C). An attempt must now be made to further quantify these results and to extend the range of conditions over which such experiments are performed. Particularly important in defining the experimental conditions, the slow expansion cloud chamber, together with improved observational techniques, should prove a valuable tool in our efforts to modify cloud behavior in a predictable manner.
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CRYSTALLINE EMBRYOS AT ICE-VAPOR INTERFACES

David L. Bartley
University of Missouri
Rolla, Missouri

1. INTRODUCTION

In the present paper we examine a particular crystal growth process which should be significant to the growth of ice crystals in contact with water vapor at high saturations. Specifically, we consider the nucleation of small monolayer ice-like clusters at the basal and prism ice-vapor interfaces. Under the basic assumptions that the ice surfaces are patch-wise smooth and sparcely covered with monomers, dimers, etc., in near equilibrium with the vapor, and that the bond energies and configurational entropy dominate the energy of formation, it is found that the basal surfaces prefer triangular embryos with an orientation which reverses from layer to layer, whereas the most stable clusters on the prism surfaces are rectangular in configuration. At any given saturation ratio, the preferred prism clusters are found to have a critical energy of formation significantly lower than that of the basal clusters, basically because of differences in the cluster corner free energies.

Although refined calculation of temperature dependent growth rates awaits knowledge of the monomer surface densities and diffusion rates, as well as details of vibrational and other contributions to the cluster energies of formation, it appears that these results may have significant implications. The energy gap between prism and basal clusters provides a mechanism for strongly anisotropic crystal growth at high saturations. Moreover, there may be related microscopic aspects of dislocation growth which have been hitherto ignored. Finally, because of their simplicity, the techniques presented for the analysis of cluster shape and configurational entropy may prove fruitful for investigations of heterogeneous ice nucleation and of two-dimensional nucleation phenomena of other materials as well.

2. CALCULATION

2.1 Cluster Energy of Formation

Under the assumptions given in the Introduction, it is possible to show that the Gibbs free energy of formation $\Delta G$ of a cluster having a particular molecular configuration is given by the simple expression,

$$\Delta G = -nkT \ln S + \left| V_b \right| (2n-n_b).$$

(1)

Here $n$ is the number of water molecules in the cluster, $n_b$ is the number of H-bonds which involve cluster molecules, and $S$ is the super-saturation ratio. The quantity $\left| V_b \right|$ is an effective bond energy, which is dominated by the bulk ice H-bond energy at temperature $T_0=273K$, which is equal to about 10kT. The various $T$-dependent contributions to $\left| V_b \right|$ (for example, an amount equal to $kT \ln 2$ due to proton disorder$^2$) are ignored in this paper.$^2$

The first term in Eq. 1 depends only on the size of the cluster, whereas the second term can be shown to be a function only of the types of molecular arrangements along the cluster perimeter, and thus is reasonably designated the "perimeter free energy." This term is of order $n^{1/2}$ (for large similarly shaped clusters) in this essentially two dimensional situation (analogous to the $O(n^{2/3})$ surface free energy of three dimensional clusters).

2.2 Preferred Cluster Shapes

In order to ascertain the minimal energy cluster configurations for given $n$, we consider the class of structures which can be formed by straight-line monolayer cleavages which leave closed rings. This will be useful, since a large number of clusters -- namely, all of the irregular 12-sided structures -- can be dealt with analytically.

In Fig. 1 is shown a typical cluster on the basal plane. Here vertices represent water molecules, lines represent hydrogen bonds, and the solid dots show bonds between the cluster and ice surface below. Removing molecules from such a cluster by straight-line cuts leaving closed rings, we obtain duodecagonal clusters which are conveniently parameterized in terms of ten lengths $j_0, j_1, j_2$ as seen schematically in Fig. 2.

Figure 1. Basal plane ("parent") cluster.
The number \( n \) of molecules in the cluster is found\(^1\) to be a 10-dimensional Lorentz invariant:

\[
\mathbf{v}_0 = \frac{2}{2} \mathbf{A} + \mathbf{B}' + \mathbf{C}'.
\]

Furthermore, the basal cluster perimeter energy \( E_{\text{basal}} \) is found\(^1\) to be simply

\[
E_{\text{basal}} = |\mathbf{v}_0|^{1/2},
\]

analogous to the energy of a relativistic particle of rest mass \( n \) and momentum \( (\mathbf{j}, \mathbf{J}) \) which, upon vanishing, yields minimum energy. Thus, the preferred basal clusters of (roughly) fixed \( n \) are triangular.

A similar treatment of clusters on the prism surfaces yields a more complicated expression for the perimeter energy \( E_{\text{prism}} \) which is given\(^1\) by

\[
E_{\text{prism}} = |\mathbf{v}_0|^{3/2} j_0 - 1/2(j_1^{+} j_2^{-} j_3)^{-1/2} - 1/2 (J_1 J_2 J_3).
\]

Minimizing \( E_{\text{prism}} \) at fixed \( n \) (given by Eq. 2) gives rectangular structures. Furthermore, \( E_{\text{prism}} \) and \( E_{\text{basal}} \) for the preferred clusters are asymptotically equal to \( E \) given by

\[
E = |\mathbf{v}_0|^{1/2},
\]

which (with Eq. 1) gives\(^2\) a critical cluster size \( n^\star \) and energy \( \Delta G^\star \):

\[
n^\star = \left( \frac{\mathbf{v}_0}{2kT\ln S} \right)^2,
\]

\[
\Delta G^\star = \frac{\mathbf{v}_0^2}{nkT\ln S}.
\]

2.3 Configurational Entropy

In the present section the class of structures considered is broadened so that configurational entropy can be reasonably discussed. Further, we no longer make dubious continuous variations over discrete variables. We begin discussion with the basal clusters.

Consider a low energy basal cluster parameterized by \( j_0 \), as shown in Fig. 1. The number of molecules \( n \) and the perimeter energy are given by Eqs. 2 and 3. \((\mathbf{j} = \mathbf{0})\).

We now consider all structures which can be made by "decimating" this completed "parent" structure by removing \( j \) molecules breaking only two bonds at a time. This procedure yields all of the 12-sided structures considered in Section 2.2 as well as a multitude of others. The rationale here is that removal of a molecule, breaking only two bonds, leaves the perimeter energy exactly invariant and changes the free energy only slightly (as compared, for example, with breaking three bonds) for \( kT\ln S \ll |\mathbf{v}_0| \), as is always the case in situations of physical interest. If \( \zeta(j) \) is the number of ways of so decimating a parent triangular structure, then the configurational entropy \( S_{\text{con}} \) is given by

\[
S_{\text{con}} = k \ln \zeta(j) \quad (8)
\]

Subtracting the configurational free energy from the energy of formation (Eq. 1) for a particular cluster, we obtain the energy of formation \( \Delta G \) of an \( n \)-cluster in the form

\[
\Delta G = -nkT\ln S + j_0 |\mathbf{v}_0| - kT\ln \xi(j) = j_0 - j_0.J.
\]

Knowing \( \zeta(j) \), we can now find \( \Delta G \) by means of Eqs. 9-10, and in Fig. 3 (upper curve) is plotted \( \Delta G \) vs. \( n \) at \( S = 3.3 \) (setting \( \mathbf{v}_0 = -12kT \) and \( T = T_0 \)) for \( n \) in the vicinity of the critical size \( n^\star \) (Eq. 6). As is easily seen, the microscopic
Figure 3. Typical energies of formation of basal and prism clusters.
aspects of this problem yield a discontinuous
curve for ΔG_n. Each continuous segment repre­
sents decimations of a particular parent
triangular cluster (j_0) represented by a solid
dot. The jaggedness of ΔG_n may be simply inter­
preted physically as representing activation
barriers to (one-dimensional) nucleation of new
cluster edges. Note that the configurational
entropy, which, if neglected gives the straight
lines in the figure, is clearly significant.
In fact, at lower saturations, configurational
entropy dominates bond energies and the critical
structures "melt" into a more spherical shape as
overlapping between the decimations of different
parent triangles occurs.

Calculation of the configurational
entropy for the prism clusters is considerably
more difficult than for the basal clusters. We
have, as yet, found no simple number theoretic
means of organizing the configurational de­
geracy. Moreover, there are various "parent
rectangles" for a given perimeter energy, and
therefore overlapping between these different
rectangles must be accounted for. Furthermore,
as rectangle decimations occur through cluster
sides, rather than at corners, the configura­
tional entropy depends upon the size of the
parent rectangle, unlike the basal cluster
case. Nevertheless, by a tedious counting
procedure the configurational entropy can be
obtained, and in Fig. 3 (lower curve) we have
included a plot of the prism cluster energy of
formation for comparison with the basal ΔG_n.
(The solid dots represent parent rectangles with
breadth and width (J_1, J_2).) Lowering of the
prism cluster energy of formation with respect
to the basal by |V_4|/2, due to differences in
corner energies and configurational entropy
differences, is clearly seen in the figure.

---

8Supported by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration under Grant No. NASA-31150.

1. Bartley, to be published.

2. For a treatment of oscillations of three­
dimensional clusters, see Plummer (1972).

3. Similar expressions can be found in Burton
(1951). See also Fletcher (1970) and

4. See Hardy (1917) or Ayoub (1963).
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ENERGETICS OF WATER-ICE SURFACE INTERACTIONS: A QUANTUM MECHANICAL STUDY

P. L. M. Plummer and E. M. Stein
Department of Physics and Graduate Center for Cloud Physics Research
University of Missouri, Rolla, Mo. 65401

1. INTRODUCTION

The initial stages of ice formation and growth are central to the cloud evolution and precipitation processes in continental clouds. Initiation of the ice phase in clouds and the interaction between ice and water particles are fundamental processes which must be understood if we are to successfully model the dynamics of a cloud or subsequently alter its development.

The ice phase in the cloud is produced by freezing of liquid water droplets to form ice crystals and/or the direct formation of ice crystals from the vapor by sublimation (Fletcher, 1966). In forming ice from liquid water, several mechanisms can influence the results, 1) freezing of pure liquid water--homogeneous nucleation of ice from the melt, 2) heterogeneous nucleation of ice from the liquid which contained dissolved materials, or 3) freezing of the liquid layer which originally formed on a condensation nucleus. In this latter case, freezing can then occur by nucleation of the ice phase directly or be initiated by contact nucleation. The direct formation of ice crystals from the vapor can also occur via homogeneous or heterogeneous mechanism. (Previous work on a molecular model for nucleation in water from a supersaturated vapor has indicated that the former is very unlikely; Plummer and Hale, 1972, 1974). The heterogeneous nucleation of ice can occur on an ice crystal already formed by some mechanism or on some other natural or artificial nucleus. Subsequent to the formation of ice crystals, growth and multiplication processes as well as ice-liquid water interactions play major roles in the evolution of the cloud.

In the attempt to understand the details of the microphysical processes involving ice which are important in cloud formation we have simplified the system as much as is feasible while retaining the essential features of the "real" physical situation. Initially we are modelling the energetics of the interaction of water molecules with a variety of surfaces. It is anticipated that these studies can provide the data necessary to predict nucleation rates on these surfaces and to predict whether a given surface could function as an ice or a condensation nucleus.

In this paper we report the first results obtained from modelling the water-ice surface interaction using a small number of water molecules arranged in the lattice positions for ice Ih. The majority of the calculations have been for the basal plane but the prism plane has also been modelled. Semi-empirical quantum mechanical calculations of the CNDO/INDO type (Pople and Beveridge, 1970) are used to obtain interaction energies for a gas phase molecule approaching the surface.

2. THE MODEL

For the calculations of the interaction energies of the vapor phase water monomer with the basal face, a group of ten water molecules were arranged in ice Ih lattice positions as illustrated in Figure la. The c-axis is normal to the plane. Only the positions of the oxygens are indicated and those represented by filled circles lie 0.9g below the plane of the open circles. The nearest neighbor distance between molecules in the same plane (dashed lines) was 4.5g, the lattice constant a0.

Figure la. Ten molecule section of the basal face of ice Ih. The solid lines represent hydrogen bonds between nearest neighbors. The dashed lines connect molecules in the same plane and illustrate the hexagonal symmetry of the lattice.

Figure 1b is a perspective drawing of the basal face. Here the specific configuration of hydrogens used in these calculations are shown. Notice that the hydrogen is not symmetrically placed in the bond but remains much closer to one oxygen with an O-H separation only slightly greater than in the vapor (1.0A compared with 0.957A in the free monomer).
For evaluating the interaction energy of a monomer with a prism face of ice Ih, the molecules representing the surface were arranged as shown in Figure 2a. Here as for the basal face only the positions of the oxygens are shown and the plane of the oxygens represented by the filled circles lies 1.38Å below the plane of the oxygens represented by open circles. The c-axis is in the plane of the molecules and the nearest neighbor distance is again 2.76Å. Next nearest neighbor distances for molecules in the same plane is 4.5Å. Figure 2b is a perspective drawing of the prism face showing the configuration of hydrogens used in these studies.

In these calculations all valence electrons, both of the monomer and of the molecules used to represent the surface, were explicitly included. The basis set consisted of ls orbitals on all hydrogens and 2s, 2px, 2py and 2pz orbitals centered on each oxygen. Thus the problem consisted of evaluating the expectation values of the energy operator for a variety of monomer-surface distances and orientations overproduct wave-functions describing the 33 nuclei and 264 electrons. In order to make the problem tractable a number of the multi-center integrals were neglected and the two electron repulsion integrals were parameterized from experimental atomic spectral data. The specific technique used has been widely applied to molecular systems and systems of molecular aggregates and is known as the method of 'neglect of differential overlap'. The method is referred to by the acronyms CNDO, INDO or NDDO depending on whether the neglect is 'complete', 'intermediate' or limited to 'neglect of diatomic' differential overlap. (Pople and Beveridge, 1970).

We have used both the CNDO and INDO methods and have found the qualitative predictions to be the same from both. The results reported here are CNDO/2 (the /2 identifies the specific parameterization used for the integrals - QCPE, 1974) calculations which could be more readily compared and calibrated with previous results for water systems (Hoyland and Kier, 1969; Scott, 1975).

For the interaction of the water monomer with the basal face, four types of surface sites were specifically considered.
These are indicated in Figure 3. The site labelled A, directly over the central surface molecule, was considered the primary bonding position and the potential surface was calculated for a variety of rotational orientations of the approaching monomer. Position B is located directly over the nearest neighbor position to site A. Position C is located in the center of the ring. Position D is located half-way between the site A and an adjacent "nearest neighbor" molecule in the same plane. For surface sites A, B and C the incoming monomer was oriented so as to donate one of its protons for hydrogen bond formation with the surface. (A completely symmetric configuration which would give the same results would occur if the protons in the surface molecules were extending out of the surface and the bond to the surface consisted of a proton from a surface molecule with the lone pair electrons of the incoming monomer.) For site D the monomer was oriented with both hydrogens toward the surface.

![Diagram of surface sites](image)

Figure 3. Letters identify the surface sites on the basal plane for which interaction energies with an approaching monomer were calculated.

The primary bonding site on the prism face was located above the central molecule and had the incoming monomer oriented with one hydrogen pointing toward this surface site. (Indicated by the arrow in Figure 2b.)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The hydrogen configuration chosen for the basal face (see Figure 1b) provided a charge symmetric environment for the central molecule (the primary bonding site) as well as minimizing the total dipole for the "surface". We believed that this would best represent an average surface seen by an incoming water molecule. The magnitude of the effects reported can be either increased or decreased if the proton configuration were changed so as to substantially alter the electron density around a given surface site. For the prism face, the surface symmetry is less than for the basal face, so that there is more than one choice of proton configuration, which would result in a "neutral" surface. The configuration used (Figure 2b) had the protons on the molecules in the "nearest neighbor" surface sites to the primary binding site projecting out of the plane. This configuration enhances the bonding to the primary site but also introduces a barrier to the bonding configurations which have both hydrogens of the monomer participating in bonds to the surface.

In these calculations we were attempting to model a water monomer interacting with an infinite ice surface. Thus we needed to know if the small number of molecules used to represent the surface were sufficient to reproduce the short range effects of the interaction with an infinite surface. In all cases, the monomer could interact with the bonding site (nearest neighbor site) as well as next-nearest and third nearest neighbors. If the range of this interaction were sufficiently short range, the use of a limited part of the surface to describe the energetics of the monomer-surface interaction is justified. In the attempt to substantiate this assumption, we repeated the calculations for the primary bonding sites on each surface excluding first, the third nearest neighbors and then the second nearest neighbors.

For the basal plane, 94% of the interaction energy could be attributed to nearest neighbor interaction with an additional 5.4% from second nearest neighbor interactions. Since 99.4% of the binding came from first and second nearest neighbors, the assumption that the energetics of the molecule close to the surface could be modelled using only a small fraction of the surface appears justified. (See also Santry, 1979).

Convergence of the interaction energy for the prism face was not quite so rapid but our limiting of the surface, in this case to fourth nearest neighbors, was again justified. The lower symmetry of the prism face required the inclusion of third nearest neighbors before over 99% of the interaction energy was obtained.

In all of the calculations the molecules representing the surface were held fixed with internal geometries corresponding to those found in ice I. The oxygen hydrogen bond length was 1.0Å and the HOH angle was 109.5°. For the approaching monomer the O-H bond length was 1.0Å but the internal angle was reduced to 105°. The total potential energy of the monomer-surface system was calculated for twelve to twenty monomer-surface distances surrounding the minimum separation.
3.1 Basal Plane Calculations

The maximum interaction of the monomer with the basal surface occurred for the monomer approaching site A (Fig. 3) with one of its hydrogens forming a linear hydrogen bond with the surface molecule. For the surface-monomer distance corresponding to the minimum in the potential energy \( R(0-0) \), the monomer was rotated about the hydrogen bond to obtain the most stable orientation for the non-bonded hydrogen. This most stable bonding configuration had a binding energy of 8.0 kcal/mole and had the monomer hydrogen not involved in the surface bond rotated 180° from the bisector of the surface molecule. We found that the energy barrier for free rotation was 0.5 kcal/mole or approximately \( kT \). The potential surface for bond stretching was much steeper and the frequency associated with this motion was calculated to be 280 cm\(^{-1}\).

The second most stable configuration for bonding on the basal plane had the incoming monomer participating in two bonds to the surface and contributing both of its hydrogens to form these bonds. The total bonding interaction was found to be 6.80 kcal/mole or 4.4 kcal/mole per bond. (This value would be increased by 5% to 10% by "relaxing" the monomer bond angle to 109.5°.) We also investigated the potential surface for a monomer bound to site A rotating into a configuration which would permit the formation of a second bond and hence move into the geometry we have described as D. The energy barrier to this motion was found to be 2.7 kcal/mole above the energy minimum at site A.

The remaining two positions considered for monomer approach are not true bonding configurations since no surface-monomer hydrogen bond is formed. However, these are both local attractive minima in the potential surface. The attractive interaction for these sites is approximately one-half that of site A. (See Table 1.) The magnitude of this attraction is highly dependent on the orientation both of the surface hydrogens and of the incoming water monomer.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Energy Minimum (kJ/mol)</th>
<th>Frequency (cm(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basal A (180°)</td>
<td>-7.98 kcal/mole</td>
<td>280 cm(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0°)</td>
<td>-7.45 kcal/mole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal B</td>
<td>-4.05 kcal/mole</td>
<td>180 cm(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal C</td>
<td>-4.45 kcal/mole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basal D</td>
<td>-6.80 kcal/mole</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prism</td>
<td>-7.35 kcal/mole</td>
<td>266 cm(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 This energy is greater than the dissociation energy by an amount equal to the zero point vibrational energy.

3.2 Prism Plane Calculations

For the prism face the most stable configuration had the monomer providing the hydrogen for bond formation to the primary site. The energy of this bond was found to be -7.35 kcal/mole. The characteristic frequency for this bonding site was 266 cm\(^{-1}\). Other bonding sites on the prism face were not investigated in detail but instead we calculated the electron density maps for the prism face. This enables us to visualize the charge distribution for the entire prism face. Figure 4 illustrates the level of detail and information which can be obtained from this approach. Figure 4 is a three-dimensional plot of the total electron density due to the valance electrons. The density is plotted for a plane parallel to the \( \alpha \)-axis and through the upper layer of molecules as indicated by the open circles in Figure 2. The viewer is oriented 45° clockwise from the \( \alpha \)-axis and 30° above the plane. The maximum density peaks correspond to the oxygens. The distance between grid points is 0.25 Å.
were chosen so as to provide a neutral surface around the bonding sites. The hydrogens at the interaction sites were positioned away from the approaching monomer. This choice seemed appropriate both for an ice surface at low temperatures as well as for the case of a "liquid-like" layer on the surface since such a layer would have its hydrogens pointing preferentially away from the vapor. (Fletcher, 1973.) Thus, an incoming molecule was oriented so as to have one or both hydrogens pointing toward the surface.

The most stable bonding configurations was found for site A on the basal plane. Only slightly less stable (8%) was the primary site on the prism plane. The third most stable configuration (6% of A) was a bifurcated structure with two bonds between the monomer and the surface. The bifurcated structure was separated from the most stable configuration by an energy barrier of less than 1.5 kcal/mole. This configuration is probably most frequently observed as an intermediate or metastable structure for a molecule in the process of forming a single hydrogen bond. This position can perhaps be best regarded as a local minima in the potential for surface diffusion. Its existence and the moderate barrier between it and a more stable single bonded structure, makes reasonable the consideration of a "bipedal walk" process for the surface diffusion of water on ice.

The other binding positions are also local minima with well depths of approximately 50% to 60% of the most stable orientation. In these two orientations the hydrogen finds itself in an attractive potential well of two or more surface molecules. If its incoming energy is not too great, it could reside in such a quasi-bound or "physically adsorbed" position for some time. It would then either be re-evaporated or diffuse across the surface to be incorporated into a more stable "true" bonding configuration. These positions can also provide additional stabilization for the addition of a second molecule to a monomer already bonded to a primary site and thereby enhance the initial stage of cluster formation.

The ice surface should be viewed not as having isolated strong bonding sites separated by "inhospitable" regions but rather as consisting of a series of attractive regions separated by low energy barriers. The "nonbonding" local minima provide the energy mechanism whereby a molecule approaching the surface does not have to attach to a primary bonding site but can be attracted and remain in contact with the surface long enough to either move to a more favorable bonding positions on the surface or become attached to a molecule or cluster already bonded to the surface. This, in turn, suggests that surface diffusion would be a primary mechanism for surface cluster formation and crystal growth.

Even though the results reported here are preliminary and certainly do not answer all of our questions about the energetics of the water-ice surface interaction, they do provide much insight into the nature of this interaction and the direction future studies should take. These calculations have shown that there are differences in the strength of the bonds formed between a monomer and the basal face as compared with the prism face. However these energy differences are not large. Therefore other factors such as supersaturation and the flux of monomers to the surface as well as the temperature of the surface and the vapor will play a large role in determining the method of growth of the ice crystal. The differences in surface diffusion mechanisms on the two faces will be very important in controlling the growth habit. Thus these diffusion mechanisms need to be investigated in some detail. To do this we need to calculate the interaction energies for additional surface sites on the prism face. We also need to know the magnitude of the effect of completely polarising the surface. The surface polarization effects will be important in nucleation and growth on artificial nuclei such as silver iodide. (Fletcher, 1959). We are also investigating the effects of monomer relaxation and orientation on the interaction energies of the sites already considered. Work is already in progress to generate electron density maps for the basal surface. We are also calculating electron density maps for the surface-monomer system to better enable us to choose the primary sites for adding second and third molecules to the surface. In the diffusion studies, larger sections of the ice surface will be modeled. We will compare the quantum mechanical results for the surface potential with those obtained from empirical potentials such as those developed by Lie and Clementi (1975) and Lemburg and Stillinger (1975). The empirical potentials can then be used to model the dynamics of the surface migration and diffusion by computer simulation on a larger ice surface.

With this data in hand together with our increased understanding of the nature of the ice surface and the water-ice interaction we will be much better prepared to design artificial nuclei for cloud seeding as well as provide the necessary microphysical data necessary for cloud modelling.
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GROWTH PROCESSES OF ICE CRYSTALS AND A LAW WHICH IS RELATED TO THE SYMMETRIC GROWTH OF PLATE-LIKE SNOW CRYSTALS

Akira Yamashita
Geophysical Institute
Tokyo Univ., Tokyo

1. INTRODUCTION

By the experimental studies using a large cloud chamber of 14.7 meters high Yamashita (1971) has shown trapezoidal ice crystals, V-shaped ice crystals, trigonal ice crystals, tetragonal ice crystals named "inside plate" and several types of poly-crystals of ice. About trigonal ice crystals Yamashita (1973) has described their growth mode, their dendritic growth and their change of growth from trigonal to hexagonal nature in detail. Series of this experimental studies, however, were carried out not only about these rather special ice crystals but also about detailed growth mode and nature of hexagonal shaped ice crystals. Namely Yamashita (1973) has shown this work as a preliminary paper. The work showing how the initial seedings or the nuclei had effects on the growth of ice crystals was also presented at ICCG-4 (Yamashita, 1974b).

Meanwhile Frank (1974) has introduced the three dimensional-nature of snow crystals, which has been elucidated by Nakaya (1954), and has developed the theme further. Using the concept of "lacunary growth" he has explained the growth of several types of snow crystals and has also shown how ridges are formed in snow crystals.

In this presentation inference of small plate-like ice crystals' lacunary growth, analysis of growth directions* of ice crystals obtained in the series of experiments and a law which is related to the hexagonally symmetric growth of ice crystals will be shown.

2. INFERENCE OF SMALL PLATE-LIKE ICE CRYSTALS* LACUNARY GROWTH

In the volume of abstracts of the previous international cloud physics conference Yamashita (1972) briefly described the initial growth processes of ice crystals from frozen water droplets. This work is also shown in the preliminary paper (Yamashita, 1974a) although the growth of lacunae and gas enclosures are neglected. The growth processes are reproduced in Appendix for the purpose to show the morphology of these growing ice crystals with lacunae and gas enclosures.

Since this growth process of ice crystals from frozen water droplets were investigated for water drops of sizes between about 30 and 150 μm in diameter, it was not always appropriate to show the lacunary growth of Frank experimentally although double layered stellar ice crystals were grown. In order to infer lacunary growth from initial ice crystals to snow crystals, about 100 photographs of plate-like single crystals of ice were selected for analysis from the previous work (Yamashita, 1973) because ice crystals grown by the seeding of employing adiabatic cooling were grown from sub-micron sized ice particles. These were the ice crystals grown for about 200 seconds in a supercooled cloud of -10.3, -12.5, -15.1 or -17.8°C in free fall. Almost all of them were double layered hexagonal plates of sizes between 100 and 660 μm. As the analysis of these comparatively large crystals, however, was not sufficient for the purpose, an additional experiment was made.

Experiment: Ice crystals were produced by breaking a glass tube which had contained 1 cc of compressed air (3 atm.). They were grown at -1°C in a cloud chamber No.2 (Yamashita, 1974a) of 650 ml and 265 cm high. In this case so many ice crystals (about 1x10^5; counted value) grew mixed with a supercooled cloud that they did not become large like those in the work shown above. Ice crystals grown for 304~314 seconds were selected for analysis. Their sizes distributed between 30 and 100 μm. Photomicrographs in Fig.1-b80 show examples of them.

Inference of small plate-like ice crystals' lacunary growth was made by using both the ice crystals selected from the previous work and these ice crystals in the figure. Result is summarized in Fig.2. A submicron sized ice crystal grows to a hexagonal solid plate and then to a hexagonal solid plate with a small lacuna on every prismatic face(a). Although a lacuna frequently grows to a gas enclosure (see Fig.1 1-7) it becomes relatively large when the ice crystal grows further. A lacuna of this stage has sphere-like stepped structure (b). Then six lacunae come to be connected each other to make a double layered ice crystal (c). One of doubled plates grows thicker and larger than the other (d)(e), and it grows to a stellar

* Note: "Growth direction" of plate-like ice crystals is not of prismatic faces but of the (1010)(0110) edges in this article.
Fig. 1

Ice crystals grown for about 310 seconds at -16 °C. Seeding: adiabatic expansion of room air compressed in a glass tube. A comparison scale of 100 µm is

Size: basal face; 30 ~ 100 µm
thickness of double plate; about 5 µm, thickness of a plate; 1 ~ 2 µm
(thickness is the mean value of 23 ice crystals as those shown in 21 and 24.)

Size of flower-like, stellar or round markings at the center: about 15 ~ 50 µm (this suggests that these ice crystals were grown from 15 ~ 50 µm size solid plates)

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5-upper, 6 and 7 have gas enclosures. 9-upper left and 10 have lacunae of rather round steps. 21-right and 24 show side-views of double plates. 25 is a single plate, which may be grown from a frozen water droplet, shows ridges. - - - -)

31 ~ 33

Ice crystals grown for about 200 seconds. Comparison scales are 100 µm.
31; about -13°C, (See that a plate has grown larger than the other plate only at a corner.)
32; -16.1°C 33; -14.1°C
Fig. 2 Six representative shapes of plate-like ice crystals with lacunae. An ice crystal grows from a small solid plate to a snow crystal changing its shape a→b→c→d→e→f.

Thus, as an ice crystal grows inside structures of it develop. Now it becomes natural to look into the relation between markings of investigated ice crystals and the lacunary structures shown in Fig. 2. This relation is summarized and explained in Fig. 3. The central marking of flower-like or stellar shape was found in small and thin ice crystals like those in Fig. 1-1~30 and that of rather round shape was found in large and thin ice crystals grown at -15.1°C. The marking of ridge was not always vague for comparatively large ice crystals.

This lacunary growth model of small plate-like ice crystals agrees quantitatively with the lacunary growth of Frank (1974), which is mainly based on the three dimensional structure of snow crystals shown by Nakaya (1954), except the result that with enlargement the lacunae (1010) edges are breached at first and the (0001)(1010) edges of a larger plate of the two layers are breached at second. This order of breaching is correct even for the thin ice crystals of thickness about 5 μm. This breaching process may be one factor for production of so many double layered snow crystals in nature. Lacunae usually appear in the centers of the prism faces at first, several ice crystals, however, which have two or three small lacunae on every prism face are also found. (The crystal in Fig. 1-1 has 12 gas enclosures, a kind of lacunae, for example.)

There are differences morphologically between the lacunae in this study and the skeleton structures of stepped shapes drawn by Nakaya (1954). The difference of rather round structure and stepped structure should be attributed to the difference of crystal sizes, although the lacunae almost enclosed in concaves have positively changed their shapes from rather stepped form to rather round form of comparatively equilibrium state. In this work neither crystal faces nor sharp edges observable under an optical microscope were found in lacunae.

3. ANALYSIS OF GROWTH DIRECTIONS OF ICE CRYSTALS

Fig. 3 Markings of plate-like ice crystals. Flower-like, stellar or round markings at the center are the figure which shows the boundary of lacunary growth (the figure of thick part connecting upper and lower plates). Hexagonal marking shown by dotted lines are the figure of the smaller one of two layers. Fat and rather vague markings, --- , are the figure of ridges. (c, d --- in the figure correspond to the shapes c, d --- in Fig. 2 respectively)

Fig. 4 Ridges observable in the ice crystal shown in Fig. 1-32.

Most of plate-like ice crystals grown in free fall of 14.7 meters have the markings of ridges. The ice crystal shown in Fig. 1-31 has vague ridges radiating from the center to the six corners and the crystal in Fig. 1-33 has also ridges in six main
branches and in subsidiary branches. Ridges of the crystal shown in Fig. 1-32 are drawn in Fig. 4. A ridge which lies in the center of a branch has the orientation parallel to a-axes. There are three types of branches (Fig. 5) whose subsidiary ridges curved in different ways.

Fig. 5  Three types of branches (Dotted lines show ridges.)

Orientations of ridges were also investigated for snow crystals in the text books (Bentley and Humphreys, 1931, Nakaya, 1954). Results are summarized in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Orientations of ridges found in plate-like snow crystals. (i): Dendrites or sectors whose six main branches have many secondary branches. All ridges are parallel to the crystallographic orientation of a-axes. (ii), (iii) and (iv): Stellar crystals of six main branches. There are two kinds of ridges in a branch. One is a straight line parallel to a-axis and the other is curved.

Secondary branches of dendrites or sectors have ridges parallel to a-axes. However, they are inferred to have grown not to the direction of the most favoured access of water vapour. These branches usually have the shape which has not the axis of symmetry. (The growth direction, the direction a ridge leaded the growth, does not make the axis of symmetry.) Fig. 7 shows three types of such a secondary branches.

Fig. 7 Three types of (secondary) branches. (Dotted lines show ridges.)

In the photographs of natural snow crystals it was difficult to find those branches had clearly changed their growth directions. However, in the photographs of Nakaya's artificial snow crystals we can find a few such a crystals. An example is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 Sketch of an artificial snow crystal. From Nakaya (1942); No. 1412. The secondary branch A is shown enlarged (right). The direction of the ridge leading from the main branch to the corner is [2110] at first and then is curved. On the other hand another ridge directing the direction [1120] is clearly recognized. This change will be explained as follow. The branch A had started to grow toward [2110] However, by the effect of the branch B the growth toward [1120] became more favourable than the former growth. This change of growth direction is not gradual but should be recognized a clear change.

From the structure of ridges the branch A in the figure seems to have changed the growth from the direction [2110] to the direction [1120]. There may be a transient stage when the branch has grown toward both the directions at the same speed.

These analyses (including inferences) can be condensed to a law.
Law: The most rapidly growing portion of plate-like ice crystals grows towards one of \(\langle 11\bar{2}0\rangle\) directions. (The portion is represented by one of \(\langle 10\bar{1}0\rangle(01\bar{1}0)\) edges.) This law can be applied to every branch. That is, it is possible to apply the law restricting portions. In the case of sector plates the portions of edges neighbouring to the most rapidly growing portion grow curved usually making ridges frequently.

For the purpose to confirm the correctness of the law photographs of artificial snow crystals and artificial frost crystals of Nakaya were investigated. These crystals have not such a symmetric shapes as snow crystals in nature, however, the law is correct even for them. The law seems to be contributing to the production of beautiful crystals grown suspended on substances.

The commercial movie of snow crystal growth taken in Nakaya's laboratory gives us a proof for the inference that ridges show growth history of \(\langle 10\bar{1}0\rangle(01\bar{1}0)\) edges. The law can be confirmed again.

3. MECHANISM OF THE GROWTH

The law shown in the previous section suggests that growth of prism faces can not be independent in any case. Origins of growth, surface nucleations on crystal faces, will be also related to the law. (Here, growth which is not dislocation-aided is considered only.) As Frank (1974) has suggested about fastly growing snow crystals, surface nucleation occurring near the corner will be considered.

Five types of surface nucleations are shown in Fig. 9 and two dimensional figures of surface nucleation at an edge of \(\langle 10\bar{1}0\rangle(01\bar{1}0)\) is shown in Fig.10. For the growth of plate-like ice crystals surface nucleations on prism faces would be contributing and those on basal faces may be neglected for consideration for a while (B should be considered to be one of C, for example, in Fig.9).

Fig.11 A model of layer by layer growth of prism faces. If the production rate of new layers at the edge BB' is larger than those of AA' and CC' and the rate is equal for both the prism faces, the prism face (BCB'C) and the prism face (ABA'B') grow only by the layers which come from BB' and grow at the same speed. This agrees with the law in the previous section. (In this case the face CDC'D' grows by the layers from CC').

If the surface nucleation of C (i) in Fig. 10 of a single layer occurs one by one and other surface nucleations are negligible, the growth shown in fig. 11 will occur. It may also occur if the two types of surface nucleations (ii) and (iii) occur at just the equal rate. These mechanisms agree with the law.

4. CONTRIBUTION OF THE LAW TO GROWTHES OF ICE CRYSTALS

Only a short consideration will be given. The law should be applied to such ice crystals as aggregated plates, frost of plate-like shapes, ice crystals grown suspended on something (or grown on substrates) or window hoar crystals. Except plate-like ice crystals grown at temperatures lower than \(\sim 20^\circ C\) and window hoar crystals (or the like) the law seems to be closely related to their hexagonally symmetric growthes. Consideration how ice plates grow when they have fallen on a flat substrate (or the case an ice plate has aggregated to a larger ice crystal) is shown in Fig.12.

Even ice crystals of plate-like shapes grown in comparatively low humidity (whose growth speed was controlled to be about 1/10 of that in a dense supercooled cloud) obey the law. Considering that some plate-like snow crystals may have grown in such a low humidity, the law seems to be correct for a wide range of humidity.
Fig. 12 Inferred growth processes of ice crystals after they have fallen on flat substrates (or on larger ice crystals). Hexagonally symmetric ice crystals grow gradually changing their shapes obeying the law. (Supply of water vapour is assumed to be interrupted by substrates shown by thick solid lines.)

Fig. 13. Ice crystals of various growth stages with lacunae and gas enclosures. Growth from 30 ~ 150 µm size water droplets. (c-axes: vertical in the figure)

Fig. 14 Details of the stage E in Fig. 13. There are two kinds of gas enclosures. Right; a section of a level of containing gas enclosures.
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Appendix: Growth process of snow crystals from frozen water droplets of about 30 ~ 150 µm with lacunae is as follow (see Fig. 13): at -10.5 ~ -20°C and 0 ~ -3.5°C; A→B→C→(D)→F, at -8.0 ~ -10.5°C and about -3.5°C; A→B→C→D→E→H, at -3.5 ~ -8.0°C; A→B→C→D→(E)→G. (): can be skipped
At first, 20 circular low index faces appear on a spherical ice crystal. Then, as it grows lacunae are recognized on 12 pyramidal faces (shown by dotted lines in C). With further growth the lacunae grow to gas enclosures (D) if the crystal is larger than about 50 µm in diameter. With yet further growth of curved faces the change of the famous habit of snow crystal with temperature becomes to be recognized.

G is shown with two gas enclosures which are grown from lacunae on basal faces and H shows a crystal with large lacunae on their prism faces.

Fig. 14 shows two kinds of gas enclosures of the growth stage E. Gas enclosures of thinner circles are those grown on pyramidal faces. Those of the thicker circles are gas enclosures which are observed frequently and are larger than the former usually

In conclusion (about lacunary growth), lacunae grow on every three kind of low index face and they frequently grow to gas enclosures in the case of ice crystals growing from frozen water droplets. The other lacunae begin to develop between every two pyramidal faces. These lacunae, and those developed on pyramidal faces cannot remain stable and they disappear eventually unless they grow to gas enclosures. What should be noted is the disappearance of pyramidal faces. They, though at first clear, disappear surrounded by curved faces. The theory of the disappearance of faster growing faces cannot be applied.
ON THE ANGLES BETWEEN PRINCIPAL AXES OF NEIGHBOURING CRYSTALS OF FROZEN WATER DROPLETS

Katsuhiro Kikuchi and Hiroshi Uyeda

Department of Geophysics, Hokkaido University
Sapporo, JAPAN

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there seems to be a special interest in the mechanisms of origin of polycrystalline snow crystals, namely, spatial dendrites, radiating assemblage of dendrites, combination of bullets and so on. Lee (1972) made careful measurements of the angle between spatial branches of natural polycrystalline snow crystals under a microscope using a universal stage. He found that the predominant angle varied according to the crystal shape of snow crystals, however, he noted that the highest peak in the distribution of the angle was recognized around 70° in all types of spatial dendrites, radiating assemblage of dendrites, side planes and combination of bullets. Furthermore, his results were reconfirmed through the measurements at the same location on top of Mt. Teine, Hokkaido during two winter seasons of 1974 and 1975 by the authors (Uyeda and Kikuchi, 1976).

On the other hand, laboratory experiments regarding crystal structure and orientation of frozen supercooled drops on an ice surface were carried out by Hallett (1964), however, he did not measure the angle between the c-axis direction of the frozen drop and ice substrate. Higuchi and Yosida (1967) made grow prism crystals from frozen droplets on impact on an ice substrate and they measured the angle between c-axes of prism crystals and the orientation of the ice substrate. As a result, it was determined that the peaks of the measured angle were approximately 20°, 30°, 60° and 90°. The same experiment in the case of dendritic crystal was done by Magono and Aburakawa (1968) and Aburakawa and Magono (1972). They measured the angle between dendritic branches grown from frozen droplets impacted and ice substrate and they obtained the result in which the peaks of the angle were approximately 80° at -20°C and -28°C and within a range of 40° and 50° at -10°C. Murray and List (1972) carried out investigations of water drops frozen freely-floating in purified air in a vertical wind tunnel. In their experiments, the drop diameters varied from 1 to 8 mm and air temperature varied from -1°C to -18.5°C, and the ice phase was initiated artificially. Especially, they made etch pits on the frozen water drops at an arbitrary air temperature and obtained the distributions of crystallographic orientation namely the angle between the c'-axis and a radial line from the assumed growth center in a temperature range from -2° to -12.8°C. However, they did not measure the angle between crystals against each other. The idea that polycrystalline snow crystals, especially, spatial dendrites and combination of bullets grew from polycrystallized droplets was set forth by Weickmann (1972) and Parungo and Weickmann (1973), and Kikuchi and Ishimoto (1974) confirmed this in a laboratory experiment. In this paper, investigations of crystallographic orientations of c-axes of polycrystallized water droplets and the angle between neighbouring crystals against each other will be described.

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A droplet container for freezing of water droplets is placed in freezing box

Fig.1 Experimental apparatus.
cooled by circulating cold methyl alcohol. The circulating methyl alcohol is chilled in a freezer controlled by a programmer and a temperature controller. Temperature controller regulated the temperature of methyl alcohol within a range of ±0.01 °C. And a programmer was used for the adjustment of the rate of cooling of the freezer. The schematic figure of the experimental apparatus, a droplet container (A, B) and freezing box (C), is shown in Fig.1. The container was constructed from aluminum plate and the size is 3 cm x 5 cm x 0.5 cm having 8 holes. The diameter of each hole is 0.8 cm. One of the holes was used for the temperature measurement by means of a thermo-junction. Freezing temperature of each droplet was decided by the temperature when the droplet become opaque. The accuracy in the temperature determinations is considered to be of an order of 0.5°C. Water droplets were made of distilled and de-ionized water and they were inserted by a hypodermic syringe and suspended either at the interface of two immiscible liquids, one heavier and one lighter than water, or on dichloroethane covered with liquid paraffin. Thus, they are sandwiched by both liquids. This is almost the same as in Bigg's experiment (1953). Freezing experiments were carried out by rates of cooling of -12°C/h, -30°C/h and -60°C/h. The sizes of frozen water droplets were mainly 1.0~1.7 mm in diameter and for special purposes were 0.4~0.65 mm. When the supercooled water droplets were frozen, the record of the thermo-junction was checked for each droplet individually. Then each frozen droplet was collected using a small pair of tweezers and transferred onto a slide glass. On the slide glass, the droplet was fixed by solidified aniline (C₆H₅NH₂) (Kinoshita and Wakahama, 1959) and was cut into thin sections with a small safety razor blade. The thin section of the frozen droplet was fixed using viscous cedar oil on a universal stage under a polarizing microscope and photographs in color and monochrome were taken. Then the number of component crystals was counted. On the other hand, the principal axis of the thin section of a frozen droplet was determined from an extinction position under a polarizing microscope and corrected by Langway's correction table (1958). Then this was projected on Wulff's stereographic net and the angles between c-axes of neighbouring crystals were measured. The measuring accuracy by this method is 5 degrees at its maximum. A series of measurements from the termination of freezing to the finishing of determination of the angle was completed in less than two hours.

3. RESULTS

3.1. The number of component crystals and the angle between neighbouring crystals on the thin sections of frozen droplets

Fig.2 shows the distribution curves of the number of crystals on the thin section of frozen droplets at each cooling rate. As seen in this figure, remarkable peaks were recognized in 2 to 3 crystals in the cases of -12°C/h and -30°C/h. However, in the case of -60°C/h, remarkable peak was seen in 5 crystals. In this measurement, a number of crystals in which the direction of the principal axis changed continuously or had small angle grain boundaries was omitted from the frequency curves.

The measured results of the angle be-
between the principal axes of neighbouring crystals using the same specimen as described above are shown in Fig.3. The ordinate and abscissa shows the frequency distributions and the angle for each 10 degrees, respectively. A sample population for each cooling rate is placed in the upper right of the figure. As may be seen, there were remarkable peaks around 20° to 30° and 60° to 80° irrespective of cooling rates. Especially, in the same manner for all cooling rates, the frequency distributions showed an extreme reduction at 10° and 50°.

3.2. Crystal growth by recrystallization

It is well known that a number of minute crystals in an ice specimen are recrystallized to a few relatively large crystals with the advance of time. Thus, the following experiment was carried out for the examination of this effect to 1 mm size frozen water droplets. At first, the water droplets were frozen at a rate of cooling of -60°C/h and afterwards they were warmed at the rate of +12°C/h to -10°C. After a lapse of time, the droplets were kept at a temperature of -10°C for a duration not more than 72 hours, and not less than 24 hours. Subsequently the same technique described in the previous section was applied. The results are shown in Figs.4 and 5. Compared with Fig.4 and the distribution curve of cooling rate of -60°C/h in Fig.2, a remarkable difference in the distribution was recognized. The decrease of the number of crystals in each thin sections of frozen droplets, namely, the movement of peak value from 5 in number of crystal to from 1 to 3 means that the recrystallization under conditions of temperature at -10°C and annealing for more than 24 hours progressed. And further, the effect made its an appearance in the distribution of angle between neighbouring crystals. Compared with Fig.5 and Fig.3, it may readily be seen that a remarkable peak around 20° and 30° in the frequency curve of the cooling rate of -60°C/h in Fig.3 had diminished and another peak at 70° remained and further the peak increased more evidently in Fig.5. That is to say, it was shown that the effect of annealing was recognized in the case of small sized frozen droplets of about 1 mm in diameter, especially, it is interesting to note that the small angle between c-axes of neighbouring crystals diminished and the large angle alone remained.

3.3. Freezing experiments at relatively high temperature

We know the experimental results when supercooled water drops were impacted on an ice surface, where the number of crystals of the frozen drops were supercooling dependent, namely, with the decrease of temperature increasing numbers of crystals appeared. Conversely, with the increase of temperature decreasing numbers of crystals was found to be remarkable (Hallett, 1964; Magono and Aburakawa, 1968). And then, the freezing experiments carried out the same manner as described in the above section was undertaken at relatively high temperatures in the same size range, namely, 1.0±1.7 mm in diameter. At first, the temperature decreased at the cooling rate of
3.4. Freezing experiment of smaller sized droplets

In the experiment of the previous sections, water droplets of a size range of 1.0 to 1.7 mm in diameter were used. The size range used, however, was somewhat too large to apply to the center droplet of a combination of bullets and radiating assemblage of dendrites in nature. Regarding this, we have previously performed the same experiment in a somewhat smaller sized droplets, namely 0.40 to 0.65 mm in diameter. The rate of cooling was selected as -60°C/h in this experiment. The average freezing temperature in this cooling rate was -24°C in a range between -22°C and -26°C. As for the number of crystals in the thin section of frozen droplets 2 crystals were prominent and more than 4 crystals were not observed in this experiment as shown in Fig.6.

The angle between the principal axes of neighbouring crystals was predominant at 50° to 80° as shown in Fig.7. However, the sample population in this experiment was only one third less than in the previous experiment. It was very difficult to produce a thin section of frozen droplets as small as 0.40 mm in diameter in this manner and we failed at this stage on numerous occasions.

4. CONSIDERATIONS

As a matter of course it was considered that the number of the component crystals in the thin section is smaller than the number of crystals on the surface of a frozen droplet. According to Kikuchi's observation (1968), however, the number of bullet crystals composing a combination of bullets was 2 to 4 crystals in nearly 90% of the cases. Therefore, the number of component crystals of 2 to 4 in this experiment coincides with the previous observation except for the diameters. This fact means that the number of the component crystals on the thin section does not vary with the number on the surface of a droplet because the size of the frozen droplet examined was not large compared with the natural frozen water droplets of relatively large sizes. On the other hand, the number of component crystals in this experiment was smaller than those in Hallett's experiment (1964). In the latter case, the freezing temperature was close to homogeneous nucleation, however, in the case of temperatures above -20°C, the difference of the number of crystals was not so large between each other.

The frequency distributions of the angle between neighbouring crystals on the thin sections of frozen droplets were remarkable in a range of 60° to 80°, and 20° to 30° for all cooling rates. In these frequency distributions, it is con-
sidered that the angle between 60° and 80° corresponds to the angle of about 70° in natural polycrystalline snow crystals (Lee, 1972: Uyeda and Kikuchi, 1976).

However, the smaller angle of 20° to 30° is rarely found in nature. It is expected from this fact that the frozen cloud droplets underwent recrystallization during their descent. Crystal growth by recrystallization was described in the previous section already. If a small angle between the neighbouring crystals is present on the surface of frozen droplets, two branches or two bullets of snow crystal may not grow from the surface of the droplet because the diffusion vapor flux is restricted to a small area. Further, as anticipated in the experiment of smaller sized droplets, natural frozen cloud droplets in small sizes may not crystallize with a small angle within each other.

Lee (1972) developed a matching theory to interpret the 70° angle between the spatial branches and he calculated the misfit factor. According to his conclusion to the snow crystal of spatial dendrites, a misfit of basal plane to (3032) plane was 0.0 where the angle between c-axes of both planes was 70.5°. This is in agreement with the angle calculated from the matching theory corresponding to the observation angle of 70°. There is another plane of misfit factor of zero, namely, (3037). In this case, the angle between c-axes is 38.9°. Further, the misfit of the basal plane to (4045) plane is 0.4 and the angle between both planes was 60°. These results, Lee (1972) concluded that the peaks at the 70° of the frequency distributions of angle between c-axes of the polycrystalline snow crystals showed a matching of (3032) plane to basal plane (0001). And the respective planes of (3037) and (4045) correspond to the peaks of 40° and 60° respectively.

Although the matching theory is suitable to apply to the polycrystalline growth such as in the case of shape of spatial dendrites which are the supercooled cloud droplets colliding and frozen onto the basal plane of dendritic single crystal and which grew the branches from the frozen droplets. However, there is no inevitability in applying the matching theory to the shapes of radiating assemblage of dendrites and combination of bullets which are considered to grow from frozen cloud droplets. Regarding this, Iwai (1971) introduced the idea of penetration twin theory. According to his opinion, the angle of 70° between both planes or branches is the result of twin relation of (3038) planes.

Recently, Kobayashi et al (1976) developed the theory of the twin relation based on the CSL relationships to the polycrystalline snow crystals including the shape of the combination of bullets. And they suggested that component crystals having an angle of about 70° may be in {3034} and {3038} twin relation and 30° may be in {2021} twin relation with each other.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Freezing experiments were carried out from the point of view of the mechanisms of origin of polycrystalline snow crystals, namely, spatial dendrites, radiating assemblage of dendrites, combination of bullets and so on. Especially, a detailed examination was made on the number of component crystals and the angles between c-axes of neighbouring crystals when water droplets of 0.40~1.7 mm in diameter were frozen under controlled rates of cooling. The results were as follows: Most of the water droplets froze in a range of -17°~ -20° at all rates of cooling, namely -12°C/h, -30°C/h, and -60°C/h. The number of the component crystals was 2~3 for the cooling rates of -12°C/h and -30°C/h, and 5~6 for the rate of -60°C/h, respectively. These numbers coincided with the number of bullet crystals in natural falling snow crystals. As shown in Fig. 3, there were two peaks in the frequency distributions at 20°~30° and 60°~80° for the angle between c-axes of the neighbouring crystals. However, under annealing conditions, the remarkable peak around 20°~30° diminished and another peak at 60°~80° remained alone and further the peak increased more prominently. The result seems to support the theory on twinned structures by Kobayashi et al (1976) in which the component crystals may be in {3034} and {3038} twin relation for the angle of 70° and {2021} twin relation for the angle of 30°. However, the small angle of about 30° corresponding to {2021} twin relation is not clear in natural falling snow crystals. The reason is, considered as follows: Frozen cloud droplets in nature undergo recrystallization during their descent or if only a small angle between the neighbouring crystals is present on the surface of frozen droplets, two branches or two bullets of a small crystal may not grow from the surface of the droplet because the diffusion vapor flux is restricted to a small area.
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RECENT EXPERIMENTS ON "SPLINTER" PRODUCTION DURING RIMING

S.C. Mossop and E.R. Wishart
Division of Cloud Physics, CSIRO, Sydney, Australia

1. INTRODUCTION

Evidence that secondary ice particles are ejected when a moving body gathers rime in a supercooled cloud at about -5°C was first presented by Hallett and Mossop (1974). The main experimental findings to date are as follows.

(a) "Splinter" production is confined to the temperature range -3 to -8°C; the production rate is greatest at about -5°C, regardless of target velocity (over the range 1.4 to 3 ms⁻¹) (Mossop, 1976).

(b) This phenomenon is found only in clouds which contain large drops. The rate of splinter production is most closely correlated with the concentration of drops ≳ 4 µm in diameter (Mossop and Hallett, 1974).

(c) At a temperature of -5°C one splinter is produced for about every 200 drops of diameter ≳ 4 µm accreted, regardless of the target velocity (Mossop, 1976).

In the present paper we report new results on the effect of drop size and other variables on the production of secondary ice particles.

2. EFFECT OF CLOUD DROP SPECTRUM ON PRODUCTION OF SECONDARY ICE PARTICLES

In the work cited above the riming experiments were carried out in a chamber of volume about 4 m³ in which a cloud was formed by introducing steam from a boiler. The riming body was a vertical metal rod 30 cm long and 0.2 cm in diameter which moved about a vertical axis at the desired speed. Ice crystals ejected were detected as they passed through a light beam and the rate of production could be determined by calibration experiments in which the crystals fell into trays of supercooled sucrose solution on the floor of the chamber.

With this apparatus we have determined the number of secondary crystals produced per milligram of rime accreted, and this is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig. 1. The target velocity was 1.4 m s⁻¹, the radius of rotation being 15.3 cm. The average drop size distribution is plotted in Fig. 2 as spectrum A. This was obtained with a single-stage impactor using MgO-coated slides (May, 1945; 1950).

The mean drop size was then reduced by providing a source of condensation nuclei within the chamber. A small coil of platinum wire heated electrically to a yellow heat was kept on the floor of the cloud chamber about 30 cm from the steam inlet. A reproducible drop size distribution was obtained in this way (Fig. 2, spectrum B). The rate of splinter production with a 30 cm rod moving at 1.4 m s⁻¹ through this cloud was less than with the "standard cloud" as shown in Fig. 1 and the peak appeared to have shifted to about -6°C.

Finally, a still smaller mean drop size was obtained by making a cloud in the 300-1 cloud chamber described by Mossop, Brownscombe and Collins (1974). This is capable of detecting much smaller splinter production rates since every ice particle falls into a tray of sugar solution at the bottom of the chamber and can be counted. The drop spectrum (C) is shown in Fig. 2 and the splinter production per unit weight of rime is plotted in Fig. 1. Cloud parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The following conclusions may be drawn from this work.

(a) The temperature for peak splinter production may vary from about -5 to -6°C depending on the drop size distribution, clouds with more large drops giving the higher peak temperature. The temperature limits for splinter production are unchanged at -3 and -8°C.

(b) The rate of splinter production depends upon the drop size distribution in the cloud, bigger drops producing more splinters. There is no sharp cut-off at 24 µm and splinters can be produced at a low rate even in a cloud such as C, where drops >24 µm are very rare.

If we confine our attention to measurements at a particular temperature, say -5±0.5°C, we can plot the number of crystals produced per second by a 30 cm riming rod as a function of the concentration of large drops in the various clouds. Since the target velocity is constant the rate at which drops are swept up should be proportional to concentration. When this is done for drops >23.5 µm we get Fig. 3. (This curious diameter, 23.5 µm, arises merely from the microscope graticule used in sizing the drops.)

This shows that though the rate of splinter production is related to the rate at which these large drops are swept up, the linear relationship suggested by Mossop and Hallett (1974) is probably incorrect. It appears that the splinter production per drop is a function of drop size. The nature of the relationship may throw light on the splintering mechanism and needs to be explored further.

3. EFFECT OF CIRCULAR MOTION ON SPLINTERING

In our experiments the riming rod moves in a circular path gathering rime on the leading edge. Newly accreted drops would have a tendency to flow away from the centre of rotation and this could
Fig. 1 - Crystals produced per unit weight of rime as a function of temperature for three different drop spectra. The rime bodies were metal rods 0.2 cm in diameter moving at 1.4 m s\(^{-1}\) through the supercooled cloud.

Table 1. Average values of cloud parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud</th>
<th>Drop concentration (cm(^{-3})) for various diameters (µm)</th>
<th>Drops L.W.C. (cm(^{-3})) (gm m(^{-3}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.5  7.5  9.5  12  14  17  19.5  21.5  23.5  26  28  30  32  34.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>30  80  78  138  128  96  37  21  7  4  1  0.6  0.1  0.1</td>
<td>621  0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>50  88  178  347  155  96  26  11  2  1.4  1  0.5</td>
<td>956  1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>100  273  454  687  164  86  15  2.3  0.3</td>
<td>1782 1.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

affect the structure of the rime and hence the rate of splinter production. Mossop (1976) gave reasons why this is not thought to be of great importance. Nevertheless, it was thought advisable to make a direct experimental test.

In the experiments described above the target velocity was 1.4 m s\(^{-1}\) and radius of rotation 15.3 cm, giving a centripetal acceleration of 1280 cm s\(^{-2}\). In a new series of experiments the velocity was kept constant but the radius of rotation was reduced to 9.5 cm, giving a centripetal acceleration of 2060 cm s\(^{-2}\). The rate of secondary crystal production was determined at a number of temperatures and the results are compared with the "standard conditions" in Fig. 4. It is apparent that increasing the centripetal acceleration by 60% had no appreciable effect on splinter production.

4. TEST OF "GLANCING-CONTACT" THEORY OF SPLINTERING

If a supercooled drop makes only glancing contact with an ice surface it may be possible for the drop to carry away with it the ice which has started to grow into it from the original surface. This theory of the origin of splinters was rejected by Mossop (1976) on the grounds that the
time of contact was so short that the new growth would extend <1 µm into the drop and was therefore unlikely to be detached.

The glancing-contact mechanism may be feasible if one postulates two drops arriving on virtually the same spot in quick succession. A dendrite will grow into the water film produced by the first drop and this could be long and frail enough to be detached by the glancing collision of a second, comparatively large drop. The time for dendrite growth could be much longer than that visualized in the single-drop situation.

The probability of a second drop being accreted on top of a still unfrozen drop before dendritic growth has reached the surface of the liquid film can be evaluated following Macklin and Payne (1967, 1968). This probability decreases rapidly with temperature, thus providing a possible explanation for the cut-off of the splintering mechanism at temperatures below -8°C.

A new rime body was therefore constructed from the original rime rod by fixing to it 178 cross-wires each 1.7 cm long and 0.025 cm in diameter. In this way the edge length was multiplied by a factor of about 10 but the sampling cross-section was only doubled. The rate of splinter production during the growth of rime on this array was investigated for a velocity of 1.4 m s⁻¹, liquid water content of 1 gm m⁻³ and a number of different cloud temperatures. A comparison with results obtained under similar conditions with the simple rime rod is shown in Fig. 5.

The crystals produced per unit weight of rime accreted are actually fewer with the new rime array, providing no support for the glancing-contact theory. The decrease is probably due to the greater proportion of small drops accreted by the array, so that per unit weight of rime the large drops are fewer. This agrees with the postulate that the splinters are produced by the larger drops.

5. RIME STRUCTURE

In many of our experiments on splinter production during rime growth we have examined fragments of the rime under a microscope. The fragments were embedded in silicone fluid and sandwiched between two glass plates.

For a given drop size distribution the structure of the rime is influenced by two variables, the surface temperature of the rime and the velocity of impact of the drops (Macklin, 1962; Macklin and Payne, 1968). The rime is built up of an elaborate interconnected mesh of ice branches growing forward into the airstream. The higher the temperature and the greater the velocity, the more massive and smooth these ice elements are and the smaller the air spaces between them. At lower temperatures and velocities the structure becomes frailer and more open and the individual frozen drops become more obvious. A typical example of the surface structure of the rime is shown in Fig. 6.

The following findings are relevant to the splintering problem.

(a) No frail, needle-like growths have been seen under any of our experimental conditions. There is evidence of diffusional growth of the rime ice from about -5°C downwards, but only at the lowest velocity (1.4 m s⁻¹). Flat faces can be seen on some of the ice branches.

(b) At a liquid water content of 1 gm m⁻³ and over the range of velocities 1.4 to 3.0 m s⁻¹ the rime branches have a sausage-like form at temperatures down to -8°C. Individual frozen drops are not obvious within the rime structure. Only at the rime surfaces can protuberances such as frozen drops on frail stalks sometimes be seen and then only from about -5°C downwards.

(c) At temperatures warmer than -3°C the rime structure is smooth and massive so that any detachment of frail structures seems most unlikely. However, this is likely to become easier as the temperature is lowered.
6. CONCLUSIONS

New experiments confirm that the production of secondary ice particles during the growth of rime at about -5°C depends upon the presence of big drops in the cloud. There is evidence that the splinter production per drop accreted is a function of drop size and that it falls off rapidly for drops smaller than about 24 µm diameter.

The mechanism of splinter production is not yet understood. An experimental test failed to confirm the hypothesis that drops making glancing contact with the rime may carry away ice fragments.

Fig. 6 - A fragment of rime grown on a rod moving at 1.4 m s\(^{-1}\) through a cloud of temperature -6.1°C, liquid water content ~1 gm m\(^{-3}\). Experiment 3 of 22 October 1974.
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ICE MULTIPLICATION THROUGH GRAZING COLLISIONS

Armin N. Aufdermaur and Howard R. Larsen
Osservatorio Ticinese, 6605 Locarno-Monti, Switzerland

1. INTRODUCTION

An understanding of the issues of the origin and initial growth of ice in natural clouds has been identified as a crucial problem in recent reviews in cloud physics (Braham and Squires 1974, Cotton et al, 1975). A major problem is the hypothesised 'ice multiplication' process whereby an apparently few freezing nuclei may give rise to many ice particles. Mossop et al. (1970, 1972) for example report a series of observations in which ice crystals have been found in aged cumulus clouds in concentrations up to $10^5$ m$^{-3}$ at temperatures around $-10^\circ$C, although the concentration of active freezing nuclei hardly exceeded $10$ m$^{-3}$. Earlier in the life cycle of these clouds, relatively large supercooled water drops ($d>0.3$ mm) and rimed ice pellets in concentrations of several $100$ m$^{-3}$ were observed. Koenig (1963) and Braham (1964) have recorded similar results, associating ice multiplication with the presence of rimed ice particles and a significant number of large ($d>1$ mm) supercooled drops.

It has long been suggested (Brewer and Palmer, 1949) that the multiplication might occur as supercooled droplets freeze on collision with ice pellets, if the freezing leads to the ejection of ice splinters. However, most laboratory studies (Aufdermaur and Johnson, 1972; Bader et al. 1974; Mossop et al. 1974) involving the riming of supercooled droplets have failed to confirm a significant splinter ejection process. Recently Hallett and Mossop (1974) observed a relatively large multiplication effect (several hundred secondary ice particles per mg of rime), but the mechanism of multiplication was not clear. Further experiments (Mossop 1976) have confirmed the operation of a multiplication process under very specific conditions of temperature and cloud droplet spectrum, but have failed to throw any light on the mechanism involved.

All these studies have concentrated on collisions between ice pellets and relatively small supercooled droplets ($d<100$ μm). On the other hand, we have studied a process in which the production of secondary ice particles occurs when larger drops are involved. In subsequent sections of this paper, we describe first an experiment in which collisions between a simulated hailstone and supercooled water drops produced secondary ice particles, secondly a theoretical examination of some aspects of this process, and thirdly an evaluation of the significance of the process in natural clouds.

2. THE EXPERIMENTS

2.1 Equipment

A drop is formed and suspended on the end of a fine teflon tube at the ambient cold room temperature of $-1$ to $-12^\circ$C. An ice sphere swings down on the end of a short pendulum, which also carries a projection to knock the tube out of the way just before the collision. The ice sphere is aimed to overlap about half the drop looking in the direction of the relative motion, so that a grazing collision occurs with the now freely falling drop. A photograph of the splash products taken some 20 ms after the collision indicates whether the water splashing off is freezing or not. The splash-product is also allowed to fall on to a sheet of blotting paper, where a liquid product is absorbed while any ice structure present is retained at the surface. Thus there are two independent indicators of whether the collision resulted in secondary ice production or not.

The drop is formed from de-ionized tap water which has been passed through a two stage, Millipore filter (pore size 0.1μm) into a micropump from which it is forced through the 0.2 mm diameter teflon tube. The micropump is electronically controlled, so that the drop diameter is known and reproducible (typically 1.4 mm). In early experiments (included in the results below) the drop was suspended from the end of a fine nylon fibre; in this case it was formed by spraying warm water on to the fibre. The drop was given time in both cases to reach thermal equilibrium, which
was 1 to 2 °C colder than the environment because the air was not water saturated. The end of the tube can be positioned by micrometer adjustment in the plane perpendicular to the line of collision, so that the overlap and position of collision on the ice sphere can be varied. The tube is knocked out of the way some 2 ms before the collision, and photographs of the drop in this period show very little distortion of the drop following shearing off of the tube.

The 'ice sphere' generally consisted of an ice shell over a metal surface, and was usually formed by dribbling water from a syringe over a cold steel sphere already mounted on the pendulum. This produced a rather irregular surface typically 0.5mm thick. A more regular surface has been produced for later experiments by plunging a brass sphere cooled to -30°C into water at +1°C, when a smooth shell some 0.5mm thick is formed. The water used was de-ionized and efforts were made to ensure it did not contain organic impurities, particularly oils, which could act as surface contaminants.

A photograph of the drop and the ice sphere is made immediately before collision, from which the degree of overlap can be measured. The collision velocity was determined by the height from which the pendulum was released; three different velocities (nominally 1, 2, and 3 m/s) were obtained in this way. As the collision occurred a projection from the pendulum passed successively two photoelectric sensors, from which an accurate measure of the actual collision velocity could be derived.

2.2 Results:

At relative velocities of 1 to 3 m/s, the collisions usually resulted in the production of a single large splash product. In a few cases several small products were also detected, but their nature (water/ice) could not be determined.

The results of 267 collisions at one velocity (approximately 2 m/s) and 50% drop overlap are summarized in Table 1, grouped according to the ambient air temperature. Cases where the nature of the splash product was uncertain have been included to give some idea of the reliability with which the results could be determined. The results indicate an increasing probability of secondary ice production with decreasing temperature over the temperature range -5°C to -12°C.

Less well defined results were obtained when ice production was considered as a function of velocity. Table II shows the data for collisions at -10°C subdivided according to velocity. More results are necessary to establish a relationship between freezing and velocity.

To verify that the ice generation occurred not as a result of e.g. mechanical shock forces but because of an ice/water interaction two more experiments were performed:

i) The overlap was reduced until the drop failed to collide with the sphere, and a further 132 runs made. An ice product was never observed.

ii) A clean metal sphere was used in place of the ice target, when no ice was observed in 55 collisions.

In an attempt to determine the controlling parameter governing the production of secondary ice, monocrystalline ice hemispheres of different orientations were used as targets. The ice hemispheres, of approximately the same diameter as the earlier targets, were formed by carefully nucleating slowly cooling water in suitable plastic moulds. Ninety collisions were performed, approximately 30 at each of three perpendicular c-axis orientations (in the direction of relative motion, in the direction of the pendulum arm, and normal to the ice surface at the center point of the collision). No effect of orientation was found.

The effect of surface roughness on the nucleating ability of the ice was then examined. Rough ice coatings were made and secondary ice was found to be frequently produced. However there was the residual possibility that some loose ice was left on the surface in the process of forming the rough surface. The effect of a highly curved ice surface was therefore studied directly by using needles carrying sharp ice edges or points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air temp °C</th>
<th>Total no of collisions</th>
<th>Splash product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7.5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12.5</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1. Results from 267 grazing collisions of water drops (1.1 to 1.6 mm diameter) with ice coated spheres (7 mm diameter) at a relative velocity of 2 m/s, grouped according to ambient temperature (±1.25°C).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Velocity m/s</th>
<th>Total no of collisions</th>
<th>Splash product</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. Results from 128 grazing collisions at -10 °C, grouped according to collision velocity.
mounted on the pendulum in place of the large ice sphere. Steel needles with rounded tips of 150 µm radius coated with a 20 to 30 µm thick layer of ice were tried, but they proved not to be efficient nucleators. The efficiency could be increased by producing sharper edges on the rounded tip by careful melting or grinding, but this was an extremely difficult process. However by cooling the needle to -40°C and then touching only the very tip in water, a small and sharp edged cap, almost a disc of ice could be reproducibly formed which gave greatly enhanced secondary ice production. These experiments are summarized in Fig. 1. The freezing probability is plotted versus the smallest radius of curvature found on the ice. (The shape of each needle was recorded on two mutually perpendicular photographs immediately before a collision run).

The results of Fig. 1, obtained at 2 m/s relative velocity and at different temperatures, show that the curvature of the mother ice surface is a controlling parameter in the secondary ice production we observed. It should be noted that a freezing probability of 0.2 resulted from collisions with surfaces of radius of curvature larger than 200 µm and at air temperatures around -10°C. This agrees with the results of the earlier experiments of Table 1, where the surface of the ice targets was not controlled, but relatively smooth.

3. THEORY

3.1 The nucleation mechanism

Because collisions with substrates other than ice did not lead to freezing, we attribute the freezing of a supercooled drop after a grazing collision specifically to the fact that it was in contact with ice and not to other effects such as mechanical shock. The most plausible hypothesis is that the drop carries away an ice nucleus, either one already existing on the surface or one created during the collision. In the following section we investigate this latter possibility.

It is presumed that when the collision occurs dendritic growth takes place from the ice surface into the supercooled water, and we calculate first the length a dendrite crystal must reach in order to be broken off by the drag forces of the moving water. It is assumed that the bulk of the water continues to move at the pre-collision relative velocity V. The water immediately in contact with the ice will be at rest, with the velocity v in the boundary layer increasing with increasing distance y from the interface at the rate:

\[ \frac{dv}{dy} = \frac{1}{2} V \frac{v}{\rho} \]  

Here s is a characteristic length which depends on the flow conditions (see Meksyn, 1961). \( \rho \) is density, \( \eta \) viscosity of water. If we assume that the dendrite is a cylinder of diameter b and length l growing normal to the interface, and with a drag coefficient approximately by 10 (\( \eta/\rho b V \)) \( 1/2 \), we can integrate the torque in the boundary layer and obtain

\[ \Gamma = 1.4 \rho b^{3/2} v^{1/2} S^{-3/4} \]  

The torque required to break such a cylinder is

\[ \Gamma = \sigma b^{1/2} \]  

where \( \sigma \) is the breaking stress, for which a reasonable value is 1.5 \( 10^6 \) N m\(^2\) (see Hobbs, 1974, p.333). The critical length of dendrite for fracture is then (eliminating \( \Gamma \) from the last two equations):

\[ l_c = 0.47 b^{5/7} V^{-9/14} S^{3/14} \rho^{-5/14} \]  

Taking a dendrite diameter of 1 µm, we evaluate this expression for 2 m/s relative velocity, typical of our experiments. For flow over an effectively plane surface \( s = 9 x \) where x is the distance from the start of the boundary layer, downstream to the location of the dendrite. Taking \( x = 0.5 \) mm gives

\[ l_c = 14 \mu m \]  

For flow around a spherical cap \( s = \frac{r}{2} \), where \( r \) is the cap radius of curvature, so that for a 20 µm radius cap

\[ l_c = 4 \mu m \]  

It is now necessary to examine whether a dendrite can grow to these critical lengths during the short time a drop flows over it. That time is typically 0.5 ms in our experiments. Measurements
of the free growth rate of dendrites in supercooled water (Hobbs, op. cit., p. 587) indicate that the dendrite tip advances at a velocity dependent on the supercooling and given approximately by

\[ v_d = k \cdot t^2 \]

with \( k = 5 \times 10^{-5} \ (m \ s^{-1} \ \text{oc}^{-2}) \), (see Hobbs, op. cit., p. 587). The critical lengths of 14 and 4 µm are reached in the available time at temperatures of -8 and -4°C respectively. However to assume growth at the original drop temperature neglects that the whole interface will start to freeze almost instantaneously, which forces its temperature to a value close to 0°C. A thermal boundary layer develops in the flowing water whose thickness \( \delta_T \) is given by

\[ \delta_T = (\rho q/\rho c) V \] 

where \( q \) is the same as \( s \) for the flat case (i.e. \( 9 \times 4 \)) but is 4 s (i.e. 2 x) for flow over a spherical cap. For the flat case, \( x = 0.5 \) mm, we obtain \( \delta_T = 27 \) µm and for the cap, \( r = 20 \) µm, \( \delta_T = 3 \) µm. This warm boundary layer will slow down the growth of dendrites within it. In fact since the interface is close to 0°C dendritic growth from the interface will be too slow to have any relevance unless there are microscopic roughness elements on the surface which can give the dendrite a 'head start'. Such elements are actually expected on the surface (Hobbs, op. cit., p. 430). A headstart of 2 µm would allow a dendrite to reach the critical length through the thin boundary layer over a 20 µm radius cap at -5°C, but in the much weaker gradients over a plane surface the critical length could not be reached even at very low temperatures. At -20°C for example it grows just 0.7 µm. In the flat case there is only a small region where the boundary layer may be thin enough for dendrites to grow and to break off (\( x \to 0 \), start of boundary layer) and it must remain stable a rather long time while the dendrites grow. This leaves a small probability for the process to occur even in the flat case, which we believe is responsible for the results obtained with 'smooth' ice spheres (Tables 1 and 2).

We conclude therefore that dendrites may grow and be broken off particularly if the ice particle shows protrusions with a radius of curvature of the order of 20 µm, which creates thin viscous and thermal boundary layers. Increasing relative velocity would further reduce the thickness of these boundary layers, but also reduce the time available for dendrites to grow, so a straightforward dependence on velocity is therefore not expected. A similar reduction of the time available for dendrite growth happens also in grazing collisions with smaller drops. We expect therefore a lower limit on the drop size favourable for this mechanism of ice multiplication. For the following discussion we assume this lower limit to be 0.5 mm diameter.

### 3.2 Significance of this process in nature

In order to evaluate the significance of an ice multiplication process involving large drops we consider in this section the situation of a graupel growing in a cloud containing supercooled precipitation. We note first that the accretion of cloud droplets will lead to surface roughness well suited to the proposed process. The average time between collisions of a spherical ice particle of diameter \( D \) with raindrops larger than some limit diameter \( d_m \) is found in Fig. 2. We assumed a drop concentration equivalent to a rain intensity of 10 mm/hr distributed in drop size as proposed by Marshall and Palmer (1948). The calculation is similar to those described by List et al. (1970). However, we have to make a correction to allow for the fact that only partial coalescence fulfills the requirements of our multiplication mechanism. As experimental results are not available for the range of drop and target sizes under consideration, we used a crude model to estimate the probability that a collision results in only partial coalescence. The model, which considers the energetics of grazing collisions, will appear elsewhere.

For a cutoff (\( d_m \)) of 0.5 mm the mean time between partial coalescence collisions is of the order of 10 to 100 s, depending on the diameter of the hailstone. Similar calculations have also been made for a drop concentration typical of those found by Koenig (1963) in ice-enhanced clouds. The mean time found is only 10 s for a 2 mm ice particle and 0.5 mm drop cutoff (using data from Koenig's Fig. 11; Cloud Dog, pass 7, time circa 1095 s).

![Fig. 2. Mean time between collisions of a 2 or 5 mm ice sphere and raindrops larger than diameter \( d_m \). Drop concentrations according to Marshall and Palmer for 10 mm/hr rain.](image)
If each of these partial coalescence collisions results in the production of a secondary ice particle, the number of ice particles will double in 10 s. However, the chain reaction to produce further ice does not proceed at the same speed, because the secondary ice particles are smaller than the mother hailstone. This complication makes it difficult to compare the present mechanism with that found by Hallett and Mossop (1974). Their secondary ice particles are more than 10 times smaller again than ours, but their rate of production is at least 10 times faster. The problem has recently been considered by Chisnell and Latham (1976).

4. CONCLUSIONS

The experiments described in this paper have shown that a supercooled water drop after colliding with and splashing off an ice pellet has a certain probability of freezing. This probability is greatly enhanced when areas of the ice surface are highly curved, with radii of curvature of the order of 50 µm or less, and also increases with decreasing temperature.

It is shown theoretically that these conditions favour the growth and breaking of dendrites during the time of contact, so that these fragments may induce freezing of the drop after collision. However it appears to be difficult for this mechanism to work when the droplet is below a certain size, as the time available for a dendrite to grow would become too small.

For this reason the secondary ice particles produced in the experiments of Hallett and Mossop (1974) are unlikely to be created by the present mechanism.

Nevertheless the present process is likely to be significant in a cloud containing large drops. It operates over a wide temperature range and produces relatively large secondary ice pellets.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft measurements of ice particle concentrations in convective clouds have shown that concentrations sometimes occur which are in excess by as much as a factor of $10^4$ of the most optimistic ice nuclei concentration measured at the coldest temperature of the cloud (Mossop et al., 1972). These high concentrations were measured at temperatures between -4 and -10°C and were associated with the presence of graupel precipitation particles.

A mechanism for the production of secondary ice crystals was sought to explain these observations. Recent experimental studies by Hallett and Mossop (1974 a,b), Mossop and Hallett (1974) and Mossop (1976) have delineated in detail the conditions under which secondary ice crystal production could take place. In summary, crystals are produced during graupel growth, providing

(a) the temperature lies within the range -4 to -6°C,

(b) the cloud contains drops with diameter $\geq 25\mu$m; 200 drops of this size must be accreted to produce one secondary crystal,

(c) droplet accretion occurs at velocity $> 0.8\, m\, s^{-1}$, impact velocity equivalent to the terminal velocity of a graupel particle $\sim 0.5\, \text{mm}$ in diameter (Zikmunda and Vali, 1972).

The rate of production of ice particles is then independent of velocity up to $3\, m\, s^{-1}$ in cloud of L.W.C. $\sim 1\, g\, m^{-3}$.

Clouds containing significant concentrations of drops with diameter $\sim 25\, \mu$m form under quite distinct conditions:

(a) cold ($\leq +4°C$) base and maritime CCN spectrum as in the case of the original study of Mossop et al. off the coast of Tasmania.

(b) warm base $\geq +20°C$ where some drops of this size will always form, although a maritime CCN spectrum will favor a higher concentration.

Conversely, large drops would not be expected in situations with continental aerosol and cool bases.

A simple model for the production of secondary ice crystals and their subsequent concentrations may be constructed as follows:

Consider a spherical graupel particle of radius $r_g$ falling with terminal velocity $V_g$ through air containing a concentration $n_d$ of cloud drops of diameter $>25\, \mu$m. With the collection efficiency of the particle taken as $E$ and the splinter production rate per graupel-drop collision as $\alpha$, ($\alpha = 1/200$ for $-4 \leq T < -6°C$ and $\alpha = 0$ otherwise), the number of splinters produced per graupel particle per unit time, neglecting the drop fall speed, is

$$S = E \alpha \pi r_g^2 V_g n_d$$

(1)

Assuming a steady state concentration $n_g$ of graupel particles in a generating column lying between the -4 and -6°C isotherms and of thickness $h$, secondary ice particles will be produced as air rises through this column to give a concentration above the generating zone of

$$n_s(h) = \frac{S}{w}$$

(2)

The concentration is seen to vary inversely as the instantaneous updraft velocity $w$.

With $E = 0.5$ and $h = 500\, m$, this gives

$$n_s = \frac{(3.9) r_g^2 n_d V_g n_d}{w} \, m^{-3}$$

(3)

or, taking the additional values of

$$r_g = 0.5\, \text{mm},$$

$$V_g = 1.0\, m\, s^{-1}$$

$$n_d = 50\, cm^{-3}$$

$$w = 5\, m\, s^{-1},$$

it follows that

$$n_s \geq 10.$$
Within the temperature range -4 to -6°C, crystals grow near water saturation as columns with velocity along the "C" axis of 1.5 to 0.8 µm s⁻¹ (Ryan et al., 1974); crystals of 100 µm length would therefore be present after a growing period of 1 to 2 minutes. Observation of cloud and precipitation particles above the generating level should show the presence of such secondary particles should generation be taking place at lower levels. Since cumulus clouds which fulfill the criteria for production of secondary ice particles occur in Florida during summer, opportunity was taken to make specific measurements which could give evidence of this process during the NOAA aircraft program in July 1975.

2. AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONAL PROGRAM

As part of the 1975 Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE), NOAA's specially-instrumented DC-6 aircraft was used as a research platform to collect microphysical data bearing on the internal microstructure of Florida cumuli. Since the cloud physics program of FACE was conducted with the area-wide seeding experiment, the usual flight procedure was to penetrate as many clouds as possible in the shortest time. However, several occasions existed when the DC-6 carried out special penetrations into clouds of interest and repenetrated the same cumulus towers to obtain data relevant to the evolution of the microstructure. The flight altitude typically was at 5.8 km (-8°C to -10°C), but numerous penetrations were also conducted at 5.2 km (-4°C to -6°C). It should be emphasized that all microphysical data from a particular tower were collected at a single level. The aircraft was operating near its ceiling altitude at 5.8 km and did not have the performance capabilities to enable multi-level penetrations within the same cloud.

These studies were carried out during the month of July within the 13,000-km² FACE target area of the south Florida peninsula. The aircraft normally began making cloud penetrations at the 5.2-km level during early afternoon (1400 local time) and at the 5.8-km level by mid-afternoon (1500 local time). On most days this was the time period that convection over the south Florida peninsula was becoming sufficiently well organized to produce a moderate number of cumulus towers growing through the respective flight altitudes. As a general rule, the aircraft penetrated towers within 0.5 km of their tops, although a few, especially those which were repenetrated, had grown 1 to 2 km above the flight altitude. Towers in an active stage of development not associated with larger convective systems were selected preferentially for initial penetrations. The diameters of the towers encountered varied widely, ranging from a few hundred meters, when traversed close to the tower top, to as much as three of four kilometers when traversed closer to cloud base. Cloud bases on all days were at altitudes within the range 0.7 to 1.0 km (approximately 20 to 22°C). A detailed description of the flight procedures, the target area, and the experimental design of FACE is available elsewhere (Woodley and Sax, 1976).

Since the conversion of supercooled water to ice is the vital first link in a sequential chain of events hypothesized to lead to increased localized rainfall through dynamic seeding, the FACE program has focused considerable attention on obtaining the microphysical measurements necessary to characterize the glaciating behavior of Florida cumuli, both seeded and unseeded. The DC-6 aircraft was instrumented for FACE 75 with a formvar replicator of the DRI design (Hallet et al., 1972), a foil impactor, and conventional water measuring devices (Johnson-Williams hot wire and lyman-alpha evaporator). The replicator data were examined frame by frame for the concentration of graupel, vapor-grown columns and cloud drops of diameter >25 µm; in all, 106 penetrations were analyzed. Vertical velocity was computed using the measured aircraft pitch and attack angles combined with filtered values of changes in radar altitude. Spatial resolution of electronically recorded data was of the order of 100 m with the aircraft data system accessed once per second. All cloud penetrations discussed were purposely selected either on days when no seeding was taking place or else prior to any release of silver iodide on seeded days.

3. RESULTS

Aircraft penetration at the secondary ice crystal generation level (-4 to -6°C) on 22 July showed the presence of cloud drops having diameters greater than 25 µm in concentration which ranged from 20 to over 100 cm⁻³ (Fig. 1, 2a). These concentrations are well within the range which could lead to significant production of secondary particles. Graupel concentration at this level was highly variable. The cloud penetrated in Fig. 1 was in its initial growth period and shows an almost complete absence of graupel (Fig. 1 b). As this cloud evolved, a second penetration 4 minutes later (Fig. 2) shows a rapid increase in the concentration of graupel particles between 1 and 5 µm, most with diameters greater than 0.5 mm, uniformly distributed throughout the cloud. The first penetration showed cloud updrafts of about 10 m s⁻¹, while the second penetration showed a broad updraft region in excess of 10 m s⁻¹ with peak value >20 m s⁻¹; cloud L.W.C. >1 g m⁻³ was associated with updraft regions (Figs. 1, 2 c). The maximum height of cloud above flight level (estimated from time-lapse nose camera film) was about 500 m.

Figs. 3 and 4 show data from penetrations of cumuli on 24, 27 July above the ice generating level, at temperatures ~ -9°C. Both of these cases show the simultaneous presence of column crystals (Fig. 5) in concentrations ~30 µl⁻¹, of graupel particles >0.5 mm with a maximum concentration ~30 µl⁻¹, and larger cloud drops with diameters >25 µm, with concentration of 50 cm⁻³. These values are consistent with the estimates of Eq. (4). The concentration of the graupel in the updraft would be representative of that at the -4°C level as the growth rate during ascent would not significantly change their diameter in the available time. Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate the following features:
Fig. 1,2. Successive penetrations through a developing cumulus at -5°C level, separated by 4 minutes. During initial penetration only low concentrations of graupel are found; during the second penetration the cloud contains both graupel and cloud drops diameter > 25 µm and satisfies the criteria for ice multiplication processes.

Fig. 3,4. Penetration of two clouds (on different days) at the -9°C level showing the simultaneous occurrence of graupel, vapor grown columns and drops diameter > 25 µm. The upper curves show the ratio of columns to graupel.
(i) The region of occurrence of ice columns corresponds roughly with that of high concentrations of drops of diameter >25 µm and of graupel particles.

(ii) The highest column concentrations tend to be in regions of lower updrafts.

(iii) Graupel and raindrop concentrations are fairly uniform over significant regions of the cloud (c,e).

Fig. 6, a repenetration of the cloud in Fig. 3 after 10 minutes, shows a new thermal rising through the debris of the earlier cloud, still with graupel concentration in excess of 10 E-1 but not containing any ice columns. This is to be contrasted with Fig. 7 which shows a vigorous growing tower on the flank of a larger system and a sustained updraft of 10 to 20 m s^-1 and L.W.C. > 2 g m^-3 over a width of 1 km. No rain water is present and there is an almost complete absence of graupel (less than 0.1 E-1). Measurement of column dimensions averaged over the one penetration pertaining to Fig. 3 showed that the crystals had major axes extending from 50 to 250 µm (Table 1) and minor axes mostly (97%) less than 50 µm. Crystals were in the form of solid columns, with less than 1% showing hollow ends. The few crystals with larger minor axes (>75 µm) were associated with lower temperatures (-10 to -12°C).

TABLE 1. Frequency of Occurrence of Column Dimensions (µm) (penetration H 1, 24 July 1976; temperature -6 ± 1°C).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Major Axes</th>
<th>Minor Axis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The spatial distribution of vapor grown crystals was by no means uniform, as shown in Fig. 3; of four "ideal" clouds penetrated, two showed no crystals at all.

4. DISCUSSION

Although the attempt was to select isolated towers for penetration, the presence of earlier towers prior to the formation of the penetrated cloud cannot be excluded, and may indeed have been a source of the graupel concentrations which were subsequently observed. Fresh towers growing through the -4°C level are often ice free (<0.1 E-1) and it is inferred that the high concentration of graupel which does occur is related to ice particles formed elsewhere, at higher levels, and subsequently brought to this level. On many occasions there were no (<0.1 E-1) primary ice crystals present at this level.

The variance of the measured updraft is much greater near cloud tops to within one cloud diameter below cloud top; the variance of updrafts below was much lower. This leads to a simplified picture of the cloud extending through a region of continuous upward motion, manifested at upper levels by the periodic emergence of towers. The uniform updraft regions lack mixing with graupel only in the low velocity edges; the upper regions are highly turbulent with a much more uniform distribution of graupel in the horizontal. The source of column ice may be sought in the interaction of graupel with large drops in the developing cloud - first, throughout in the more turbulent regions where graupel is mixed down from higher levels; second, as the cloud evolves, from the lower-velocity regions surrounding the steadier central updraft. The dimensions of the observed crystals and the time available for growth deduced from the updraft velocity are consistent with this picture.

The transition of vapor grown crystals to graupel raises some interesting questions. Ono (1969, 1970) has shown that the initial collection of drops, as does the fall velocity of column crystals, depends essentially on the minor axis dimension, no collection occurring for widths less than ~50 µm even for crystals as long as 500 µm. Table 1 shows that the minor axis of crystals observed at -8°C were mostly less than this value and would not be expected to rim. Lightly rimed columns were rarely observed. This leads to the question of graupel origin. No sustained data collection was made at temperatures less than -9°C, but it may be inferred from laboratory studies that at slightly lower temperatures the habit will become more plate-like with a consequent onset of collection. Even near -8°C a period of extended growth at sub-water saturation would eventually lead to crystals with minor axis dimensions >50 µm. Once accretion begins, subsequent growth should occur quickly. Inserting values from the measurements of Fig. 3 into Eq. (3), one obtains a multiplication factor X of 5 to 10; an increase over the proto-ice concentration at -8°C by this factor when taken down to the -4°C level would lead to an increase of X^n in an n-stage process. It follows that the ultimate ice concentration at the -4°C level will depend on the proto-ice concentration at -8°C (or colder, if appropriate) and the number of cycles. Clouds which fall to reach these cold levels, although containing secondary ice particles which have grown to columns, would be incapable of growing these crystals to a sufficient width to begin riming and so would not satisfy the criteria for a continuing ice crystal multiplication process.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In these observations:

(i) graupel and drops > 25 µm occur at -4°C in concentrations which are consistent with laboratory derived criteria for the occurrence of secondary ice production.

(ii) Unrimed columns occur at temperatures ~ -9°C, a fact consistent with a generating level at lower altitude, with more crystals in the lower updraft regions (in accordance with Eq. 2).
Fig. 5. Formvar replica showing simultaneous occurrence of cloud drops >25 µm and vapor grown ice columns with distinct crystal facets. Droplets on the columns do not necessarily give evidence of riming. Graupel was also present during this penetration. Scale: 100 µm
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Fig. 6. Penetration of a new tower growing through the debris of Fig. 3 some 10 minutes later. Graupel particles have been reincorporated into the growing cloud.

Fig. 7. Penetration of a vigorous growing tower from the flank of an extensive older cloud mass which shows a very low graupel concentration.
(iii) Clouds must penetrate to a temperature of -8°C or lower to permit columns to thicken for a finite collection efficiency and subsequent transport to lower levels in updraft weak regions and so initiate a further stage of secondary ice production.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we report two sets of experimental results pertinent to the ice crystal budget in clouds. In one we are dealing with the actual measurement of the concentration of freezing nuclei and in the other on factors which may lead to a multiplication of ice particles when supercooled droplets freeze on riming.

2. FREEZING NUCLEI MEASUREMENTS

One of the most convenient methods of measuring the concentration of freezing nuclei is by means of the membrane filter method in which a known volume of air is filtered by means of a suitable absolute filter and the freezing nuclei are subsequently detected on the filter surface by subjecting that surface (and the particles captured on it) to conditions of temperature and supersaturation appropriate to the atmosphere. Ice crystals grow around the active nuclei which can then easily be counted.

Various modifications of this technique have been developed at different laboratories but all follow this general principle but detail of temperature and supersaturation control differ from laboratory to laboratory. In this work basically the method of Stevenson (1968) is adopted.

One of the difficulties with the membrane filter method is the so-called volume effect in which differing concentrations are obtained when different volumes of air are sampled. This has been overcome in the past in a number of ways, for instance Stevenson (1968) found that by obtaining better thermal contact between the filter and the cooling surface by means of impregnating the back of the filter with vaseline the volume effect was reduced or obviated. Gravenhorst et al (1975) realising that a major cause of the volume effect in polluted air was competition for the available water in the development apparatus between freezing nuclei and hygroscopic particles on the filter reduced the influence of this competition by developing at lower pressures. Gagin and Arroyo (1969) recognising the volume effect as common applies an empirical correction to bring their results to a standard volume. However, all these and other workers in general operated by sampling something between 50 and 200 litres of air on each filter. In the work described here, series of measurements were made at much lower volumes and evidence was found that the volume effect could extend down to volumes of as little as 200 ml. In Figure 1, is shown a typical example of this effect. The concentration of freezing nuclei is shown as a function of volume sampled between 200 ml and 200 litres. The results are normalised to the concentration at 100 litres (where the concentration was measured at 2.2 nuclei/litre). It is seen that concentration when measured at low volumes is nearly 40 times greater than that when the volume sampled is 100 litres. Clearly if this result is common then it would appear that the membrane method is capable of considerably underestimating the concentration of natural ice and freezing nuclei when operated with the standard 100 litre sample.

Fig. 1 Apparent ice nucleus concentration as a function of the volume of air sampled on 18.7.75
Some 23 studies, similar to that giving the results of figure 1, in which simultaneous samples were taken at a series of volumes have been carried out. It already having been confirmed that the sampled concentration was not a function of the volume flow rate through the filter. Of these 23 experiments 14 showed a significant amplification over the concentration as measured at 100 litres whilst the other 9 samples, although generally showing an increase, gave results within about a factor of 2.

The results are summarised in Table I in which the date, concentration at 100 litres, the concentration relative to that at 100 litres measured at 10 litres and 1 litre together with the maximum relative concentration (or amplification factor) measured on each experiment are listed of those 14 experiments giving a markedly positive effect.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Concentration at 100 litres</th>
<th>Concentration Ratio</th>
<th>Concentration Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10L/100L</td>
<td>MAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1L/100L</td>
<td>MAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-4-75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-4-75</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-5-75</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6-75</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-6-75</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-6-75</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-6-75</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-7-75</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-7-75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-7-75</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-7-75</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-7-75</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-7-75</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-11-75</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table II are listed the dates and concentrations at 100 litres of those experiments giving a minimal or no volume effect.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Concentration at 100 litres</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12-6-75</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-6-75</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-6-75</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-7-75</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-7-75</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-7-75</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17-7-75</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-7-75</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29-10-75</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is immediately apparent that the presence or otherwise of a decreasing volume effect is not dependent on the concentration measured at 100 litres and that the amplification factor is rather variable but measurements indicating a factor of eighty or over have been made on a number of occasions. However, it is quite possible that the maximum amplification on virtually all occasions was not observed, since the limitation of measurement is decided by the background count of ice crystals grown on a filter without having had any air passed through it. This background is variable from filter to filter in the same box from the manufacturer and the general procedure is to measure the background on a number of filters from the same box as that used in the experiment and if the variation in this background count is comparable with the number of ice nuclei expected on the sample then that sample cannot be regarded as significant. This limits how low a volume of air can be sampled with any degree of confidence.
Clearly a combination of low background, low background variability and high freezing nucleus concentration is the ideal for stretching the sampling procedures to the lowest possible volumes. Generally speaking it was only occasionally that we were able to obtain significant samples at volumes lower than about 500 ml. In figure 2(a) typical results are plotted on a log/log presentation of the apparent ice nucleus concentration as a function of the total number of ice crystals grown on each filter. The crosses refer to the actual points measured on 18/4.75, the other four lines represent the best fit to a similar array of points. The date in 1975 of each experiment is given by the side of each line.

It might be argued that there is an optimum number of ice crystals that can be grown on any filter and that any attempt to grow more than this optimum number is limited because of competition. If this were so then it should be apparent from a graph such as that of Fig. 2a where one would expect the true ice nucleus concentration to be measured when the total number of ice crystals grown is below this optimum. There is little evidence for this in fig. 2(a) because if there is such an optimum number it must be at about 20/30 crystals, which generally is within the range of uncertainty dictated by the background counts. However, if this argument is true then it means that the maximum amplification of concentration over that at 100 litres was generally not reached with perhaps the data obtained on 18/7 and 30/5 being the exceptions. Further work on this point is being done.

For completeness in fig. 2(b) are shown two examples from these experiments showing a minimal volume effect. It is seen that the ice nucleus concentration although showing a typical upward trend is always within a factor of two of the mean value. The factors leading to this marked difference is the characteristics of ice nuclei as measured by the membrane filter method from day to day continue to be studied. But all the main features of the results shown here do not appear to be dependent upon detail of the filter development. Much improved temperature and supersaturation control have yielded similar results just as a change from vaseline backed filters to an oil based system has not changed the basic findings.

In summary then, experimental evidence is given in this paper which suggests that there are occasions when the conventional membrane filter method of measuring the concentration of ice freezing nuclei apparently considerably underestimates the true concentration by well over an order of magnitude.

3. Ice crystal multiplication on riming

Considerable attention has been directed recently on the laboratory results of Hallett and Mossop (1974) and Mossop (1976) which show that there is an ice multiplication process when a moving target gathers rime in a supercooled cloud at a temperature of about 

-5°C. They also show that the rate of production of ice splinters is dependent upon the size of the cloud droplets and in particular on the rate of accretion of drops > 24 μm diameter. These results have been used to help understand why some continental cumuli, containing mainly small droplets, have a low ice crystal concentration whilst some maritime cumuli containing significant numbers of larger droplets have higher natural ice crystal concentrations.

In the work described here we repeat the work of Hallett and Mossop using a very similar apparatus in which two rods, 30 cm long are rotated in a supercooled cloud at a speed of about 2 m s⁻¹. The droplet size spectra of the clouds are measured by a Knollenberg Axial Scattering Probe modified in the way described by Ryder (1976).

In figure 3 are shown the results of a typical run in a cloud with liquid water content of about 1.5 g m⁻³ as measured by an absolute device. The production rate of secondary ice crystals is seen to peak at a temperature of about -5°C in confirmation of the Hallett and Mossop results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rod Diameter</th>
<th>2 mm</th>
<th>10 mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>124</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570 den*</td>
<td>21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III**
However, when considering the effect of the spectra of the supercooled cloud droplets it is the spectra of the accreted droplets that is important. In particular it may be the strength of the structure of the rime, as dictated by the relative number of large and small droplets accreted, which decides the probability of mechanical breakage leading to ice splinters.

We therefore devised an experiment to vary the large to small accreted droplet ratio without changing the cloud spectra itself. This was achieved by comparing results with rising rods of different diameters. Since the collection efficiency is a function of this diameter and the diameter of the cloud droplets it is possible to modify the accreted droplet spectra quite significantly in this way.

In fig. 4 this effect is demonstrated. A cloud droplet spectra typical of these experiments is shown together with the calculated accreted droplet spectra for rods of diameter 2 mm and 10 mm respectively using the Langmuir collection efficiencies for a cylinder. The accreted spectra must be regarded as approximate since the cylinder shape will be modified during riming.

In fig. 5, a comparison is given of the ice crystal production rate for a whole series of different cloud droplet spectra for the two different rods. The ice crystal production being given as a function of the concentration of droplets in the supercooled cloud with diameters greater than 24 um.

The results confirm those of Mossop and Hallett (1974) in that a clear dependence of secondary ice crystal production on the number of large droplets is discernable. However, the results of Mossop and Hallett, obtained with a 1.8 mm rod also plotted on fig. 3 are significantly lower than our results with a 2 mm rod. This is probably largely due to the different shape of the cloud spectra involved in the two cases.

At first sight it would appear that the 10 mm diameter rod gave a production rate significantly greater than that of the 2 mm rod, but it must be remembered that this figure shows that results plotted as a function of the droplet spectra in the cloud. If we now take into account the differing collection geometry and collection efficiencies appropriate to the two rods, then we can obtain a production rate as a function of the number of accreted drops.

This is given in Table III which lists the number of large droplets (~24 um) accreted to produce one secondary ice splinter obtained in each experimental run with both 2 and 10 mm rods. The results are that for the 2 mm rod it requires 82 ± 10 large droplets to be accreted to produce each ice splinter whilst for the 10 mm rod the equivalent number is 124 ± 21. This result is not inconsistent with our thesis that the relative number of large to small accreted droplets is an important factor in determining the ice splinter production rate.
In conclusion, results are presented herein which confirm the work on Hallett and Mossop of a preferred temperature region for secondary ice particle production on riming at about -5°C. Furthermore, the results with riming rods of different diameters operated within clouds containing similar droplet spectra indicate that not only is the ice splinter production dependent upon the absolute number of large droplets accreted but also upon the relative number of large to small droplets. The more small droplets accreted for each large droplet the weaker the structure of the rimed ice and so the greater the possibility for splintering. Having said this, it should be emphasised that as yet there is no satisfactory physical explanation as to why the ice crystal multiplication on riming peaks at a temperature of about -5°C.
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ICE CRYSTAL MULTIPLICATION BY CRYSTAL FRACTURE
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1. INTRODUCTION

Evidence has accumulated over the last twenty years that in some clouds the concentration of ice crystals may be a factor of four or five orders of magnitude greater than the concentration of observed ice nuclei apparently available to the cloud. One of the earliest and most persistently proposed mechanisms to explain this disparity has been the mechanical fracturing of fragile ice crystals (Findeisen, 1943; Grant, 1968; Vardiman, 1972; Hobbs and Farber, 1972). However, only very rough approximations have been used to determine if collisions between crystals can generate sufficient numbers of fragments to explain "ice multiplication."

This paper will describe the formulation of a model to predict generation rates of fragments by crystal-crystal collision, experimental data obtained to initiate the model, results of the model calculations, and applications of these results.

2. THEORY

In a cloud of particles varying in size, two basic types of collision processes are possible—random collisions and ordered collisions. Random collisions are associated with turbulent motions in the air caused by vertical and horizontal wind shear. Ordered collisions are caused by the difference in terminal fall velocity between particles. Although random collisions may be of the same order of magnitude as ordered collisions in turbulent clouds, only ordered collisions have been treated in this study due to the inability to formulate random collisions in an analytic manner.

The formulation of the generation rate of secondary particles requires knowledge of the collision frequency among crystals and the number of fragments generated per collision. The collision frequency has been treated in a manner similar to Austin and Kraus (1968) and is given by:

\[ F_{ijkl} = E C_{ij} C_{kl} A_{ijkl} |v_{ij} - v_{kl}| \]

where \( F_{ijkl} \) is the collision frequency between crystal types \( i \) and \( k \) of sizes \( j \) and \( l \), \( E \) is the collision efficiency, \( A_{ijkl} \) is the collision cross section between the crystals, and \( |v_{ij} - v_{kl}| \) is the relative fall velocity. The number of fragments generated in a given collision has been found experimentally to be a function of the change in momentum produced in a collision between two crystals. The term "fragment generation function" is used to describe this factor. Each crystal type was found to possess a different fragment generation function depending primarily on the degree of rime. The functions for five different crystal types and degree of rime are shown in Figure 1. They were determined by assuming similarity between collisions of crystals falling onto a fixed plate and collisions between crystals in a cloud. Details of the similarity assumptions will be discussed in section 3.

![Fragment generation functions](image)

Figure 1. Fragment generation functions for five crystal types. \( N \) is the number of fragments generated per collision as a function of the change in momentum, \( \Delta M \).

Once the collision frequency and fragment generation functions have been determined the total fragment generation rate may be computed as follows. The fragment generation rate between two crystals is:

\[ (dC/dt)_{ijkl} = C_{ij} C_{kl} A_{ijkl} |v_{ij} - v_{kl}| N_{ijkl} \]

where \( C \) is the total crystal concentration, \( E \) has been assumed equal to 1 and \( N_{ijkl} \) is the fragment generation function for the collision between crystal types \( i \) and \( k \) of sizes \( j \) and \( l \). The total fragment generation rate for crystal type \( i \) and size \( j \) is:

\[ (dC/dt)_{ij} = \Sigma \Sigma E C_{ij} C_{kl} A_{ijkl} |v_{ij} - v_{kl}| N_{ijkl} \]

The total fragment generation rate for all types and sizes in a cloud is:

\[ dC/dt = \Sigma \Sigma \Sigma \Sigma E C_{ij} C_{kl} A_{ijkl} |v_{ij} - v_{kl}| N_{ijkl} \]

Now, if a size distribution for each crystal type is defined as follows;

\[ P_{ij} = C_{ij} / C \] or \[ P_{kl} = C_{kl} / C \]
Then,
\[
\frac{dc}{dt} = c^2 \sum_{ijkl} A_{ij}^{kl} P_{ij} v_{ij}^{kl} - v_{ij}^{kl} N_{ij}^{kl}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The terms in the summations are functions of crystal type and size distributions only. These may change in time but are independent of C. Equation (6) may now be written;
\[
\frac{dc}{dt} = K(t)c^2
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where K(t) is equal to the terms in the summation portion of equation (6). The general solution to this equation is;
\[
C = C_o/(1-C_o \int_0^t K(t)dt)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

Equation (8) is plotted in Figure (2) and shows several possible ways K(t) may vary. The decision whether mechanical fracturing of fragile crystals by crystal-crystal collision is sufficiently great to contribute to ice multiplication must be made by evaluating the magnitude of K(t) and its variation with time.

![Figure 2. The change in crystal concentration as a function of time.](image)

3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND PROCEDURES

The fragment generation functions for five crystal types were determined by the observation of ice crystals colliding with a fixed plate. The number of fragments generated was measured as a function of the change in the vertical component of the particle's momentum. A 16-mm high-speed camera with a resolution to 50 microns was used to observe the collisions. Fragment generation functions were obtained for unrimed, moderately rimed, and heavily rimed plane dendrites; lightly rimed spatial crystals; and graupel. Several interesting facts were discovered from this experiment.

The greater the degree of rime on plane dendrites, the greater the fragmentation.

Graupel are surprisingly ineffective in generating fragments. Since many graupel appear to originate on spatial crystals, the comparison between the results for graupel and spatial crystals is striking. It would appear that rime causes a crystal to become more fragile until the rime begins to fill-in the spaces of a crystal sufficiently that a "cementing" effect becomes predominant. At this point the crystal appears to become stronger again and only weakly bonded surface rime may break off, rather than fracturing of the internal structure.

Unrimed plane dendrites, which have been proposed for so many years as a possible source of secondary ice crystals, are dramatically ineffective in generating fragments.

The similarity between the collision of a crystal with a fixed plate and a collision between crystals in a cloud may at first appear slight. However, the number of fragments was determined as a function of the change in momentum. Therefore, the apparent difference in the magnitude of the change in momentum may be treated mathematically for the case of the crystal collisions in clouds. The remaining differences involve the collision orientation, shape effects, and the coefficient of restitution. Collision orientation differences appeared to be minor and the coefficient of restitution was approximated by a special treatment of the graupel data. Shape effects were not taken into account but appeared to be important only in the case of spatial crystals. This may be part of the reason why spatial crystals fragmented so easily.

4. NUMERICAL MODELING

A numerical model was constructed based on equation (6). The fragment generation functions for the five crystal types were obtained in analytic form. The fall velocities for unrimed plane dendrites were modeled after Brown (1970) and for graupel after Zikmunda and Vali (1972). No standard fall velocity equations are available for moderately rimed and heavily rimed plane dendrites and lightly rimed spatial crystals. Therefore, a least-squares approximation to the terminal velocities observed in association with the determination of the fragment generation functions was used. The collision cross sections were approximated by the area of a disc whose diameter is equal to the sum of the diameter of the two colliding particles.
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Several size distributions from very narrow to very broad with modes at small sizes and large sizes were used. \( K(t) \) is independent of \( C \) and can be treated separately in an analytic manner. The value of \( C \) strongly determines the critical magnitude of \( K(t) \) for significant secondary particle generation.

The model describes a situation where an initial distribution of particles begins to collide and fragments are produced which reduce the concentration of large particles and increase the concentration of small particles. The expected result is for \( K(t) \) to approach zero from an initial positive value. Numerical integration in time determines the rate of change in \( K(t) \) and thereby the rate of change in \( C \).

The model was found to be stable but did require small time steps for large initial crystal concentrations when \( K(t) \) was large. This was due to the dependence of the collision frequency on \( C^2 \). If the time step is too large, the change in \( K(t) \) is not sufficient to restrict the change in \( C \).

5. RESULTS

The most critical parameters in this study were found to be the relative velocity between crystals and the degree of rime. If the relative velocity for all crystal sizes is increased by 10\% the rate of fragment generation increases by 50\%. This is true because an increase in relative velocity affects both the collision frequency and the fragment generation function. The effect on the collision frequency is straightforward in equation (1). The effect on the fragment generation function is to increase the change in momentum which produces a nonlinear change in the number of fragments generated.

The crystal combination which has the greatest relative velocity between crystals is graupel and unrimed plane dendrites. However, neither graupel nor unrimed plane dendrites generate a large number of fragments, so a greater effect was found between graupel and rimed crystals. The greatest rate of secondary particle generation was found between heavily rimed plane dendrites and graupel although there was little difference from that between moderately rimed plane dendrites and graupel or lightly rimed spatial crystals and graupel. Apparently, the reduction in relative velocity is more than compensated for by the ability of rimed crystals to produce fragments.

The magnitude of ice multiplication due to the generation of secondary particles is less for smaller and narrower size distributions and lighter rimed crystals. The generation of secondary particles is effectively zero unless graupel or heavily rimed particles are present. When accretion and diffusion are allowed to occur during fragmentation the concentration of crystals continues to increase as a function of the rate of accretion and diffusion and the ice multiplication can become greater than a factor of ten.

The following results summarize the main findings of the numerical study:

The magnitude of \( K \) required to generate secondary particles appears to be insufficient to generate more than a ten-fold increase in crystal concentration in most stratiform clouds.

Convective clouds may have \( K \)'s large enough to generate many more secondary particles due to larger crystals and high rates of accretion and diffusion.

Continued accretion and diffusion are required to obtain ice multiplication ratios greater than ten.

Initial crystal concentrations greater than 1/liter are required to generate significant numbers of fragments in short periods of time (less than 10 minutes).

6. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results of this study were somewhat different than had been expected. The presence of fragments and numerous irregular crystals beneath convective cells (Vardiman, 1972) led to the belief that mechanical fracturing of unrimed dendrites would explain part of the observed excess in ice crystal concentrations. It was also thought that this process might possibly be general enough to explain high crystal concentrations observed in many other cloud conditions. The findings from the model, based on experimentally derived fragment generation functions, eliminate further consideration of unrimed crystals as a source of more than minor numbers of in-cloud fragments. The model does predict, however, that under certain cloud conditions, significant fragmentation can occur - namely when relatively large concentrations of rimed crystals are present. Since relatively large concentrations of rimed crystals are required before secondary particle generation can proceed, this mechanism cannot explain the occurrence of excess crystal concentrations at warm temperatures, as observed by Mossop. Even though mechanical fracturing of rimed crystals by crystal-crystal collision cannot explain ice multiplication in general, it may still be important in certain cloud situations.

The following cloud types exemplify the possible contribution mechanical fracturing can play in crystal concentration:
6.1 Stratiform Clouds

Changes in crystal concentration for natural stratiform clouds due to mechanical fracturing appear to be limited to less than a factor of 10. A stratiform cloud is probably highly self-limiting in the process. If the cloud top is not sufficiently cold to generate enough crystals from natural ice nuclei and utilize all of the condensate, the crystals will become rimed and begin to generate secondary particles by mechanical fracturing. Since the growth time is limited in the slow updraft of a normally shallow stratiform cloud, the generation of secondary particles should reach peak efficiency only near the base, and only a small fraction of the cloud will be affected by this mechanism.

6.2 Isolated Convective Clouds

Convective clouds contain several features which would at first appear to make them very efficient in generating secondary particles by mechanical fracturing compared to stratiform clouds. The turbulence in a convective cloud should increase the collision frequency over that of a stratiform cloud and the collisions should be more forceful. Convective clouds normally have higher liquid water contents which allow accretion and diffusion to proceed at an accelerated pace. Crystal sizes are normally larger and many convective cells contain large graupel.

On the other hand, the updraft is sufficiently strong so that crystals do not reside in a favored growth region very long unless they are falling at the same speed as the updraft. In addition, most of the fragments are probably blown out the top and sides of a convective cloud and sublimate before being reincorporated into the cloud. The results of this study on secondary particle generation should be put into a convective cloud model before definite conclusions can be drawn, but the characteristic features of an isolated convective cloud seem to indicate that the generation of secondary particles by mechanical fracturing has little effect on the main portion of the cloud.

6.3 Embedded Convective Clouds

Embedded convective clouds should contain the same favorable features for secondary particle generation that isolated convective cells contain, but should also be able to retain the fragments before sublimation in the surrounding environment. Fragments generated near the sides and top of an embedded convective cell will be continually mixed into the surrounding stratiform deck or into new cells. As the fragments grow, rime, and generate new fragments in turn, the background concentration of ice crystals in the cloud will rise above that expected from natural ice nuclei. As the concentration increases, the collision frequency increases. When a relatively high crystal concentration is reached the reduced liquid water content of the cloud limits further mechanical fracturing. Crystal concentrations could reach 100 to 1,000 times that expected from natural nuclei.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The multiplication of ice crystals by mechanical fracturing of fragile crystals during collisions with other crystals has been shown to be important only in rather specialized conditions. This mechanism cannot explain high concentrations of crystals at warm cloud temperatures. However, multiplication of crystals may still occur as follows:

7.1 Smooth stratiform clouds should be moderately affected by mechanical fracturing near cloud base if riming is present. Increases in crystal concentration appear to be limited to less than a factor of ten unless recirculation of the fragments to higher levels of the cloud can occur.

7.2 Isolated convective cells should not be strongly affected by mechanical fracturing because the fragments would be generated near the top of the cloud and would probably be evaporated at the top or edges without being reincorporated into the cloud circulation.

7.3 Convective cells embedded in a stratiform layer appear to provide the greatest opportunity for secondary particle generation by mechanical fracturing. The fragments would be generated at or near the top of a convective cell which could then be recirculated in the cell or dispersed out into the surrounding stratiform deck. By continued riming, fragmentation, and recirculation the crystal concentration could reach 100 to 1,000 times the natural concentration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There now exists a substantial body of evidence showing that the concentration of ice particles in some fairly shallow supercooled clouds can be a factor, f, of up to $10^4$ times the measured concentration of ice nuclei effective at the cloud top temperature. Particularly detailed field investigations have been reported recently by Mossop, Ruskin and Heffernan (1968), Mossop, Ono and Wishart (1970) and Mossop, Cottis and Barlett (1972). The time available to produce these high concentrations is in the region of 50 minutes.

In these clouds the measured values of the concentration of small ice particles were typically in the range 10 to 100 $\text{cm}^{-1}$. Such clouds were generally found to contain large supercooled drops and rimed ice particles each usually in concentrations of 0.1 to 1 $\text{cm}^{-1}$.

In this article we discuss a stochastic model of ice particle multiplication, in which supercooled drops and rimed ice particles can both play a central role. Splinters are produced by riming, a process shown by Hallett and Mossop (1974) and Mossop and Hallett (1974) to be very efficient under certain conditions. Although a splinter will eventually grow into a rimer if it is not captured by a supercooled drop, drop capture enables splinter production by the riming process to start at once. By introducing the dimensions of the cloud and simplified models of the airflow, account is taken of the growth and finite lifetimes of the rimers formed within it and hence no unrealistically large ice particles occur in the model.

2. THE PHYSICAL MODEL

In this section we outline the chain of processes starting with one small ice particle, by which multiplication occurs within a model cloud of dimensions and microphysical properties based on the observations of Mossop et al (1972).

The cloud has a supercooled depth $Z = 1.2 \text{km}$, a summit temperature $T_s = -10^\circ \text{C}$, and a cloud droplet water concentration $C = 1.0 \text{g m}^{-3}$. An important feature is the assumed presence of a significant concentration of supercooled raindrops. Their diameter, $d$, generally ranges from 60µm to 1mm. The lower diameter of 60µm marks the boundary between the cloud droplets and raindrops. The droplets have negligible fall velocities and may be swept out by the much larger falling rimed particles. By contrast the raindrops, particularly the larger ones, have significant fall velocities in comparison with the ice splinters which may have been formed in the riming process. When such a collision occurs it is assumed that the drop freezes immediately, thereby becoming an ice particle of mass equal to that of the drop; the splinter remains embedded within the frozen drop. We have divided the drops into two categories, 'small drops' with $60\mu\text{m} < d < 250\mu\text{m}$, and 'large drops' having $d > 250\mu\text{m}$. A distribution of sizes of large drops is utilized in order to take account of the observations of Mossop et al (1972). In most calculations these drops are confined within the diameter range 0.5 to 1mm. In this paper the results presented relate to a 'top-hat' distribution of water drops, in which all drop size intervals make uniform contributions to the volume sweepout rate. The concentrations of water particles of all types are constant in space and time.

We now consider the possible life histories of an ice splinter and the assumed process of secondary ice particle production. The splinter may have been formed by the activation of an ice nucleus or by the riming process. There are four possible stages in the development of this ice particle.

Stage 1 The particle is small and grows principally by vapour diffusion. This type 1 particle is termed a 'small splinter'. If it avoids capture by raindrops it grows for a time $T_1$ before achieving a mass $W_1$ and entering the second stage. In all calculations of ice particle growth made in this paper considerable use is made of the detailed computations of Koenig (1972). $W_1$ is chosen to be $2\mu\text{g}$, which is the typical mass of a small raindrop; inspection of Koenig's growth curves for a mean temperature of $-5^\circ\text{C}$ and a cloud-water concentration of $1\text{g m}^{-3}$ shows that $T_1 = 8$ minutes. If, however, the ice splinter collides...
with a supercooled raindrop before the time $T_1$ has expired, the raindrop will freeze and capture the splinter. If the collision is with a small raindrop the resultant particle enters Stage 2 immediately. If the collision is with a large raindrop the resultant frozen drop enters Stage 4 directly. The small splinter is assumed to have a negligible fall velocity compared with all water drops, so that the probability of it being captured in an elementary time interval is given by the proportion of volume swept out by the drops in that time. We denote the proportional volume sweptout rate by $\lambda$. The separate contributions to $\lambda$ from small and large drops are denoted by $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ respectively, with $\lambda = \lambda_1 + \lambda_2$.

Stage 2 The particle has an initial mass $W_1$, having been formed either by continuous growth of a small splinter, or by the freezing of a small raindrop. This type 2 particle is termed a 'large splinter'. It may grow by diffusion and accretion for a time $T_2$ before it achieves a mass $W_2$(0.1mg) and enters Stage 3. Koenig's work shows that $T_2 = 4.8$ minutes. The amount of rime deposited on the large splinter during its lifetime is so small that the possibility of associated splinter production can be neglected. Since its fall velocity will be comparable with that of a small raindrop we assume that collisions between such particles will not occur. However, collision between the large splinter and a large raindrop may occur at any time in the growth period $T_3$. This collision is considered as large raindrops have much higher fall velocities than the large splinters. By neglecting the fall velocity of large splinters in comparison with that of large water drops the probability of collision is determined by $\lambda_\gamma$. In this event the large raindrop will freeze, and the resulting frozen drop enters Stage 4.

The last two stages of growth are alternates and are populated by rimers.

Stage 3 The particle is formed by the growth of a large splinter. This type 3 particle is called a 'growth rimer' and has an initial mass $W_3$ of 0.1mg. Type 3 particles remain within the supercooled region of the cloud, growing exclusively by accretion for a time $T_3$, until they fall through the 0°C isotherm with a mass $W_f$ and are removed from the system. For any given calculation it is assumed that all growth rimers, and also all Stage 4 particles, achieve the same final mass $W_f$. Values of $W_f$ ranging from 1.0 to 15.7mg have been employed in the calculations. Koenig's growth curves have been used to estimate the rate of growth of these particles. The number of splinters ejected by a rimer is governed by $M_p$, the number of splinters ejected per unit mass of accreted rime. Since $W_f \gg W_f$ the number ejected is approximately $M_p W_f$.

Stage 4 This stage is populated by 'capture rimers'. It is entered by a small or large splinter being captured by a large drop; its initial mass $w$ is that of the drop. Since a range of values of $w$ is considered there is a range of values of growth time $T_4(w)$ before the final mass $W_f$ is achieved. The growth and splintering behaviour of these type 4 particles is assumed to be identical to that of the growth rimers.

3. MATHEMATICAL TREATMENT

The ice particle multiplication has been treated as a stochastic process. Generating functions have been formulated for the probabilities of particular numbers of the various categories of ice particle existing at a general time $t$, as a consequence of one initial ice particle. The formulation is in terms of (i) the probabilities of collision between ice splinters and small and large water drops, described by $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$ respectively (ii) the splintering number $M_p$, the number of splinters ejected by a rimer per unit mass of accreted rime. These generating functions lead to a set of renewal equations for the estimated mean numbers of ice particles at time $t$. The Laplace transforms of the renewal equations have been studied and show that a simple large time analysis gives a good description of the growth mechanism, except for the small time behaviour described by a marching technique. The large time analysis predicts that $A_1 e^{(p_0 t)}$ ice particles exist at time $t$ as a consequence of one initial small ice splinter.

The details of this mathematical treatment have been presented by Chisnell and Latham (1976). Herein we simply present some values for the important parameter $p_0$ for various $W_f$, $M_p$, $\lambda_1$ and $\lambda_2$. These are given in Table 1. The largest value of $M_p$ employed, 60mg$^{-1}$, is based on the measurements of Hallett and Mossop averaged over the life history of a rimer within the cloud. Recently the model has been extended to take account explicitly of variations of $M_p$ with temperature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$W_f$ (mg)</th>
<th>$\lambda_2^{-1}$ (min)</th>
<th>$\lambda_1^{-1}$ (min)</th>
<th>$M_p$ (mg$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Values of the growth parameter $p_0$ (min$^{-1}$) for ranges of the primary parameters $M_p$ and $\lambda_2$. Values of $p_0$ in the absence of drops, $\lambda_1 = 0, \lambda_2 = 0$ are also included.
Table 1 lists values of po for various values of the three parameters Mp, λ₁ and Wf. We note that although Wf has some importance for small Mp, Wf changes have a very small effect when Mp is large, especially when λ₂ is also large. By contrast it is noted that λ₂ and Mp cause significant changes in po throughout the whole of their ranges, with variations due to λ₁ being the more pronounced. Thus Mp emerges as the dominant parameter, with the presence of large water drops significantly enhancing the multiplication process. The role of the large water drops is to reduce the time interval between the birth of some splinters and their transition to rimers, and that of the small drops is to hasten the transition of some small splinters to large splinter status. The importance of the presence of small drops in the model is seen by comparing the last two rows of the results for each Wf section of Table 1. Removal of the small drops is achieved by putting λ₁ = 0 and is seen to be a significant effect, though of less importance than the removal of the large drops.

4. MULTIPLICATION TIMES

The calculations so far presented give the estimated number of ice particles resulting from one initial splinter. As the progeny of any ice particle exist independently of those originating from any other ice particle, the results of the previous section may be used in a cloud where many primary ice particles are formed. The experimental data relates to the multiplication factor f, the ratio of the concentrations of ice particles to ice forming nuclei effective at the cloud top temperature Tₘ. To derive an expression for f, we now embed the results of the previous section in a rudimentary model of the airflow within the cloud. We shall see that the form assumed for the airflow does not have a major effect upon the multiplication rate, a constant updraught and a thermal model giving similar results.

For some calculations we assume that an updraught of constant speed U passes through the cloud except in a thin layer at the summit, where the airflow becomes horizontal and the vertical speed falls to zero. For the cloud properties assumed, the values of Wf = 15.7, 8.6 and 3.0mg can be shown to correspond to U = 2.0, 1.3 and 0.5msec⁻¹ respectively. In this model we assume that a concentration, n₀, of ice nuclei effective at Tₘ is carried to the cloud top by the updraught U. The ice nuclei are all assumed to form ice particles on arrival at the cloud top, so that the rate of formation of small splinters per unit cross-sectional area of the cloud is U₁. If the nucleation commences at t = 0, the estimated number of resulting ice particles per unit area at time t is given as

\[ N = U₁ A₁ A₁ exp(\frac{p₀t}{p₀}), \]  

\[ A₁ \text{exp}(\frac{p₀t}{p₀}) \text{ arising from each nucleus. These particles are distributed over the height } Z \text{ between the } Tₘ \text{ and } 0°C \text{ isotherm. Hence the overall cloud multiplication factor is} \]

\[ f = \frac{UA₁ A₁ p₀t}{Z^2 p₀}. \]

The largest multiplication factor measured by Mossop et al. (1972) is about 10⁴ and the time taken for f to reach this value is

\[ \tau = \frac{1}{p₀} \text{ln}(\frac{10^4 z p₀}{UA₁}). \]

This formula for \( \tau \) emphasizes that p₀ is the key growth parameter. For typical physical situations \((zp₀)/(UA₁)\) is of order 1 and

\[ \tau = \frac{1}{p₀} \text{ln}10^4. \]

To achieve multiplication factors of 10⁴ within 50 mins, it is concluded that p₀ must be in excess of about 0.2 min⁻¹.

Values of \( \tau \) are presented in Table 2 for two different models of ice particle multiplication.

### Table 2 Values of \( \tau \), the number of minutes required to achieve a multiplication factor of 10⁴, for various values of \( \lambda₁ \), \( \lambda₂ \) and U. Model A relates to riming in the absence of drops and model B in their presence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>( \lambda₁ ) (min)</th>
<th>( \lambda₂ ) (min)</th>
<th>U (m/sec)</th>
<th>( M_p ) (mg⁻¹)</th>
<th>( \tau ) (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>66.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In model A no drops are present in the cloud. It is seen that for \( M_p = 3mg⁻¹ \), a value based on the experiments of Bader et al. 1974 the growth process is too slow. However, for \( M_p = 60mg⁻¹ \), a value based on the work of Hallett and Mossop, the multiplication rate is adequate for both values of U. In model B supercooled raindrops are present in the cloud. Results are shown for the standard value \( \lambda₁ = 28 \) min covering the cited range of \( \lambda₂ \) values, with an updraught of 2m sec⁻¹. A comparison with the results for Model A, reveals that the presence of the raindrops has a marked effect, the time to achieve a multiplication factor of 10⁴ is significantly reduced for both values of \( M_p \). The influence of U, or the related parameter Wf, on \( \tau \) is much less pronounced.

On a 'thermal' model of the particle multiplication we assume, following Mason (1975), that the concentration of ice forming nuclei at a depth z below the cloud top is \( n₁ \text{exp}(-az) \), where \( a = 2.9 \times 10^{-5} \text{cm}⁻¹ \). The total number of ice...
nuclei activated during the ascent of a thermal is approximately \( n_i/a \) per unit area, as \( \exp(-aZ) \) is small if the cloud depth \( Z \) is a kilometre or more. Each of these activated nuclei results in \( A_i \exp(p_0t) \) ice particles at time \( t \) and the multiplication factor is \( f = (aZ)^{-1} \exp(p_0t) \). Thus the multiplication time is

\[
\tau = \frac{1}{p_0} \ln(\frac{n_i}{A_i}) \quad (4.4)
\]

Following Mason we assume that each ice particle formed by nucleation will achieve a radius of 0.1mm after 10 minutes and then begin to fall through the quiescent cloud. If \( Z = 1.2 \text{km}, \rho = 0.3 \text{g cm}^{-3} \) and the collection efficiency is unity we estimate that the exit mass \( W_f \) of rimeres formed at the top of the cloud is 1.7mg. We adopt this value of \( W_f \) for all rimeres, as we believe that following the ascent of the thermal there will be a considerably reduced updraught, possibly arising from the same energy source as the thermal. This reduced updraught will carry splinters towards the cloud top. We take the same value of \( T_1 + T_2 = 12.8 \text{ min} \) as before and estimate from the data of Koenig that \( T_3 = 5.2 \text{min} \). The estimated weighted average value of \( M_p \) is 60mg\(^{-1}\). Assuming \( \lambda_1 = 0 = \lambda_2 \), there following \( p_0 = 0.28 \text{ min}^{-1}, A_1 = 0.22 \) and from equation (4.4) \( \tau = 42.8 \text{ minutes} \). This agrees well with the value of \( \tau = 48.2 \text{ minutes} \) calculated on the constant updraught model for identical parameter values. If we permit small drops to be present within the cloud and take \( 1/\lambda_1 = 28 \text{ minutes} \) the growth parameter is increased from 0.28 to 0.33 min\(^{-1}\).
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1. INTRODUCTION

For more than a decade ice crystal concentrations larger than ice nuclei concentrations have been observed in some clouds (Koenig, 1963; Mossop, et al., 1970; Ono, 1971; Auer, et al., 1969). Many hypotheses (Koenig, 1962; Hallet and Mossop, 1974; Gagin, 1971, 1973; Henmi, 1974; Vardiman, 1974) have been proposed to explain the conditions under which secondary ice particles may be generated or ice nucleation enhanced. To date, no one hypothesis has gained general acceptance. To reach a better understanding of the microphysical processes responsible for the generation of secondary ice particles, more field documentation of actual clouds is needed to provide a better basis for evaluating the proposed multiplication hypotheses, particularly for continental cumulus clouds.

Observations of ice particle concentrations and ice nuclei concentrations were made during the 1975 South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE) in small mountain cumuli. Complementary observations show that large water drops were not present in these clouds. This paper considers the various ice multiplication and nucleation enhancing mechanisms within the framework of these observations.

2. ICE MULTIPLICATION PROCESSES

The most common microphysical trait of clouds in which ice multiplication has been observed is the presence of large water drops (Braham, 1964; Mossop, et al., 1970; Koenig, 1963; Ono, 1971). Several interpretations of how this microphysical trait generates numerous secondary ice particles have been suggested. One hypothesis is that the shattering of these drops as they freeze ejects ice splinters, hence multiplying the amount of ice seen in the cloud (Koenig, 1962). The drop initially freezes on the outside with the freezing process progressing inward. As the freezing continues, internal pressures build causing the ice shell to fracture. A uniform ice shell aids the shattering process. Studies by Dye and Hobbs (1968), and Johnson and Hallet (1968) on the freezing of drops suspended from a support produced few shatterings. However, these experiments did not simulate in cloud conditions well since the drops were supported and not in free fall. Experiments by Takahashi and Yamashita (1970) have shown drops between 75 and 175 µm diameters did shatter while freezing in free fall at -16°C. The number of splinters produced was not measured.

A second hypothesis is that multiplication occurs when ice fragments are ejected as large drops become active in the riming of existing ice particles (Mossop, et al., 1970; Ono, 1971). Laboratory evidence by Hallet and Mossop (1974) supported this hypothesis. They found that under conditions where the drops were greater than 23 µm in diameter and the environmental temperature was between -3°C and -8°C numerous secondary ice particles were produced during the riming process. The reason for ice splinter ejection during the riming process is not clear. Recently King and Fletcher (1976) investigated the thermal shock generated during the riming process. This was found insufficient to cause the ejection of ice splinters.

There is also evidence of ice multiplication in clouds with no large drops, suggesting that other mechanisms may be important at least under some conditions. One such experiment (Auer, et al., 1959) reported three orders of magnitude more ice particles than ice nuclei in clouds with temperatures warmer than -1°C. Although drop size distributions were not measured, it is unlikely that these stable cap clouds contained any large water drops. Gagin (1971, 1973) has proposed a nucleation enhancement mechanism which is not dependent on the presence of large water drops. He has shown that the ice nuclei spectrum is both temperature and supersaturation sensitive. Local transient areas of high supersaturation may activate more ice nuclei than would be expected from the measurements from ice nuclei counters operating at lower supersaturations. The result would be what appears to be ice multiplication, but is really an enhancement of ice nucleation.

Henmi (1974) proposed an ice multiplication mechanism based on laboratory evidence that rimed particles produce secondary ice particles during the evaporation of the rime. The hypothesis is dependent on the formation of low density rime on the ice particles and subsequent exposure to undersaturated regions in the cloud.

An additional ice multiplication hypothesis not dependent on the presence of large water drops is that investigated by Vardiman (1974). Numerous fragmented crystals have been observed from cumulus cells embedded in orographic clouds (Grant, 1968; Vardiman, 1972). It has been suggested that the number of ice particles may be multiplied by the collision and mechanical fracturing of rimed crystals in the cloud. The amount of multiplication is dependent upon the amount of riming and the crystal habit involved.
3. PROCEDURE

The NOAA/NCAR Explorer instrumented sailplane was flown during the 1975 South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE), from July 7 until August 8. The sailplane was towed aloft during the initial stages of cumulus development, and released near the base of a growing cumulus cloud. It then proceeded through the base of the cloud, spiralling upwards, sampling through the entire cloud depth. The advantages of using the sailplane are the lack of engine pollutants, the formation of a minimum of cloud turbulence, and the slower velocity allowing for a longer sampling time.

The sailplane simultaneously measured temperature, drop concentration, liquid water content, pressure-altitude, airspeed, sailplane rate of climb, and sailplane attitude. These were telemetered to a surface data recording station. Drop size distributions were measured with an electrostatic disdrometer (Abbot et al., 1972) mounted on the sailplane. The instrument cannot distinguish droplets below 4 µm radius and groups all drops greater than 19 µm radius into one size range. Its sampling volume is dependent upon the speed of the aircraft. At an aircraft speed of 75 m sec⁻¹ it has a sampling volume of 3.75 cm³ sec⁻¹.

The instrument cannot distinguish droplets below 100 µm in diameter. Both concentration and size distribution of ice particles can be determined.

While the sailplane sampled the cloud, support aircraft (the C.S.U. Aerocommander and, for a one week period, the University of Wyoming Queen Air) were in the air sampling the surrounding environment, observing the cloud, and on occasion entering it after the sailplane had exited.

Ice nuclei measurements were taken with a Mee ice nucleus counter mounted onboard the C.S.U. Aerocommander. Some filters were also exposed by the sailplane for ice nucleus measurements.

Stereo photographs of the research area were taken at one minute intervals to provide information on cloud dimensions (top, base, and sides). These measurements, along with radiosonde observations taken twice during the day, were used to verify aircraft measured cloud top and base temperatures.

4. THE OBSERVATIONS

Natural (non-seeded) clouds were penetrated on 13 days. Two clouds, one entered on July 9 and one on July 14, are discussed in this paper. These two clouds were chosen because both were within the desired temperature regime, and both possessed fairly complete data sets.

On July 9 the sailplane did not follow its usual procedure. Rather, it entered the cloud near cloud top at a temperature of approximately -9°C. For the next 13 minutes the sailplane spiralled within the cloud between temperatures of -7°C and -9°C. The cloud particle camera was operated during this time. The other 12 minutes were spent spiralling down through the cloud and exiting near the base, during which the cloud particle camera became inoperative. Only the portion of the flight while the cloud particle camera was in operation will be used in this study. On July 14 the sailplane did follow the normal procedure. It spiraled up through cloud base at approximately 0°C, reached a minimum incloud temperature of -1.5°C, and exited back through cloud base. The cloud particle camera was operated during the entire flight.

The sounding on July 9 showed substantial moisture in the lower levels with a stable layer beginning around 5500 meters. Observations by the crew of the University of Wyoming Queen Air research aircraft substantiated parcel theory estimates of cloud tops reaching 6500-7500 meters. Bases were observed near 4000 meters. According to these observations cloud top temperatures were -10°C.

Ice nuclei data measured with the Mee ice nucleus counter showed little variation with time. At -19°C, 40 nuclei per liter were observed and at -15°C, 1 nucleus per liter was observed. At temperatures warmer than -15°C fewer nuclei per liter would be expected. If the number of nuclei per liter at warmer temperatures can be calculated by extrapolating to warmer temperatures using the equation

\[ N = N_0 \exp(B\Delta T) \] (Fletcher, 1969)

with values of \( B = .8 \) and \( N_0 = 1 \times 10^{-5} \) liter⁻¹, then \( 1 \times 10^{-2} \) and \( 5 \times 10^{-5} \) active nuclei per liter would be expected at temperatures of -9°C and -2°C respectively. If each nucleus is assumed to generate one ice particle, the same concentrations of ice particles would be expected in the clouds with these temperatures.

The ice particle data from the Cannon cloud particle camera for July 9 showed \( 1 \times 10^{-2} \approx 5 \times 10^{-3} \) particles per liter, the error being caused by possible sizing errors which will affect the sampling volume for that particle. No ice particles were observed in the July 14 cloud.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size Range (µm)</th>
<th>Droplets cm⁻³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&lt;$ 5.5</td>
<td>20.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.5–7.0</td>
<td>4.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0–8.5</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5–10.0</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0–11.5</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.5–13.0</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.0–16.0</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.0–19.0</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&gt;$ 19.0</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The sounding on July 9 showed substantial moisture in the lower levels with a stable layer beginning around 5500 meters. Observations by the crew of the University of Wyoming Queen Air research aircraft substantiated parcel theory estimates of cloud tops reaching 6500-7500 meters. Bases were observed near 4000 meters. According to these observations cloud top temperatures were -10°C.
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The ice particle data from the Cannon cloud particle camera for July 9 showed \( 1 \times 10^{-2} \approx 5 \times 10^{-3} \) particles per liter, the error being caused by possible sizing errors which will affect the sampling volume for that particle. No ice particles were observed in the July 14 cloud.
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Drop size distributions
The electrostatic disdrometer average drop size distribution data outlined in Table 1 shows no drops larger than 13 µm radius. The July 9 cloud shows the wider distribution with greater concentrations in the 5.5 - 10.00 µm size ranges. From the difference between the liquid water content calculated from the drop size spectrum, and that measured independently by the sailplane, a concentration can be estimated for the 0 - 4 µm size range not measured by the disdrometer. This calculation shows both clouds to have similar concentrations (greater than 1 x 10^3 drops cm^-3) in this size range. These drop size distributions are clearly characteristic of continental cumulus clouds.

The ratio of the liquid water content to the adiabatic liquid water content \((Q/Qa)\) averaged over the entire cloud depth sampled was calculated (see Table 2). Both the mean liquid water content and the mean \(Q/Qa\) are larger for the July 9 cloud than that of July 14. In Figure 1 the liquid water content is plotted as a function of time into the cloud. The July 9 cloud appears to consist of a vigorous, slightly diluted core region bordered by a narrow, well mixed region. The July 14 cloud, on the other hand, does not show this structure, but is well mixed throughout.

Figure 1. Smoothed values of liquid water content measured by the sailplane during cloud penetration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud</th>
<th>LWC (gm m^-3)</th>
<th>(\bar{w}) (m sec^-1)</th>
<th>(Q/Qa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 14</td>
<td>.1</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. DISCUSSION

The ratio of the sampled ice particle concentration to the sampled ice nuclei concentration for July 9 was near one. No ice particles were observed in the July 14 cloud, as was expected. Obviously, these observations indicate no ice multiplication in the July 9 or July 14 clouds. However, there are factors which may have caused errors in calculating this ratio. Some of the larger ice particles may have fallen out of the sampling volume depleting the ice particle concentration observed. Another error may have been that some of the ice particles were smaller than the detection limit of 100 µm of the Ohm analysis system used to analyze the cloud particle camera film. These factors, along with the possible ice nucleus counter error and the error in extrapolating the measurements to warmer temperatures, could have affected this ratio. However, the several orders of magnitude of multiplication found by other observers (Mossop et al, 1970; Ono, 1971; Auer et al, 1969), and not observed in these measurements, cannot be accounted for by this error.

Neither cloud contained any water drops larger than 13 µm radius. Therefore, ice multiplication theories (Koenig, 1962; Hallet and Mossop, 1974) necessitating the presence of large water drops cannot be considered to have been active in these clouds. Ice particles in the sampled volume of the July 9 cloud may have passed through the -3C to -8C temperature regime, but the July 14 cloud does not meet these temperature requirements necessary for the Hallet and Mossop multiplication theory.

The ice crystal habit necessary to generate fracturing collisions with graupel particles for the Vardiman (1974) ice multiplication hypothesis was not observed in these clouds. Vardiman had concluded that it was unlikely that his proposed multiplication mechanism would be observed in isolated cumulus clouds.

The cloud volume sampled in the July 9 cloud was a dynamic, slightly diluted updraft bordered by a narrow more strongly mixed region. The mean liquid water content was 1.2 gm m^-3, and the \(Q/Qa\) value has been computed to be .76 for the entire cloud volume sampled. If the cloud is separated into a central region (from minute one to minute seven in Figure 1), and a peripheral region, the mean liquid water contents are 1.5 and .5 gm m^-3 respectively. This reflects the difference in these two cloud regions.

The liquid water content and \(Q/Qa\) values are much less for the sampled volume of the July 14 cloud. If \(Q/Qa\) is assumed to decrease from unity as more dry air is mixed into the cloud,
then the July 9 cloud has experienced much less mixing than the July 14 cloud. The Henmi (1974) hypothesis is based on low density rimed particles contacting undersaturated regions of the cloud and experiencing evaporation. The July 14 cloud meets the liquid water content, drop size, and updraft requirements necessary for the production of low density rimed. The Q/Qa value for this cloud shows that the dry air has been mixed into the cloud to provide undersaturated regions. But, at such warm temperatures, no ice particles are present for riming to occur. The July 9 cloud with larger liquid water contents and stronger updrafts would produce a much denser rim hindering this mechanism. The conditions in the July 9 cloud, therefore, are more suitable for the formation of a liquid-coated ice particle necessary to enhance nucleation within local transient areas of high supersaturation as proposed by Gagin (1971). However, this mechanism does not appear to have been a factor in these clouds since no nucleation enhancement was observed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The ice particle concentration to ice nuclei concentration ratio for the July 9 cloud, a small cumulus cloud with cloud top temperature near -10°C, was near one indicating no ice multiplication or nucleation enhancement. The July 14 cumulus cloud extending to about -2°C was observed, as would be expected, to have no ice particles.

Of the various hypothesis proposed, only the Henmi (1974) and Gagin (1971) hypotheses could have occurred in these clouds. There was no evidence, however, that they were operative.

Other clouds observed during the 1975 South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE) are being investigated for ice multiplication evidence and possible mechanisms associated with the phenomenon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this contribution is to call attention to a new technique enabling the visualization of impacted cloud drops on the crystal surface. The pattern of cloud drops on the crystal surface might be important for the study of the early stage of the riming of the crystals in a mixed cloud.

In order to show the capabilities of the new technique we have chosen the disc and hexagonal plate as the models on which the deposited drops were identified. Actually, the drag and the aerodynamic moment are sufficient for the characterization of their paths. The corresponding drag coefficients deduced by several authors (Willmarth et al., 1964; Jayaweera et al., 1965; Podzimek, 1968 and List et al., 1971) were not much different and varied approximately from 1.5 (for Re=3x10^2) to 9.0 (for Re=10). From observations in nature (i.e., Podzimek, 1965) and in the laboratory (i.e., Podzimek, 1968; Jayaweera, 1972) one can conclude that unrimed hexagonal plate-like crystals settle quietly in calm air with their base perpendicular to the direction of fall unless Re exceeded 100.

For these reasons an attempt is made to place an ice crystal model in a wind tunnel in which salt solution droplets carried in an air flow will impact on the model. Evaluating their spots and positions in a sensitized gelatin layer on the crystal surface enables us to judge the crystal collision efficiency and to compare with simple theoretical models.

2. ARRANGEMENT OF THE EXPERIMENT

For a low velocity wind tunnel we used the Turbofan system of Scott-Engineering Sciences, Model 9005. The diameter of the test section is 13.02 cm (5.125 inches). A humidifying unit is added to the air inlet of the wind tunnel (Fig. 1). Humidification is effected by the evaporation of water in the humidification box. The relative humidity was continuously measured by the Cambridge dew point hygrometer, Model 880 and was maintained above 75 per cent. The accuracy in keeping the humid air velocity constant was approximately ±5.0%, for air velocity of 10 cm/sec and less for higher velocity.

The crystal models were coated with film formed from a solution containing 5% by weight of silver nitrate and 8% by weight of gelatin. This sensitized gelatin sheet was investigated under the microscope at a magnification of 128X and photographed for evaluation of the sizes of individual salt solution drops and of their position on the model surface. However, the evaluation of the size of cloud drops assumed that we know the magnification factor which is defined as the ratio of the spot (Liesegang Circle) diameter to the solution droplet diameter.

3. MAGNIFICATION FACTOR OF CAPTURED DROPS

Different techniques have been used in the past for the determination of the magnification factor of salt crystals or salt solution drops captured in the sensitized gelatin sheet (i.e., Freining et al., 1976). It seems to be useful to have the magnification factor related to the aerodynamic diameter of particles and for this aim we made measurements with the aerosol centrifuge (Freining et al., 1976). Also, we
investigated the important problem of how far the environmental humidity influences the established magnification factors for sodium chloride aerosol (Yue, 1976).

It was found that spots formed by chloride solution drops deposited on sensitized gelatin film will not be further affected by the change of environmental humidity. On the other hand, droplets injected into an air stream of relative humidity around 72%, the deposition is in crystal form and this will form spots when further exposure to vapor saturated environment. The spots thus formed will give a different magnification factor.

4. EVALUATION OF DEPOSITED DROPS ON CRYSTAL MODELS

The sizes of salt solution drops deposited on the crystal surface were calculated from the "Liesegang's circles" in the sensitized gelatin layer using the magnification factor as was described before. The exposed models with the sensitized sheets were first put under a mercury lamp for 10 minutes to obtain brown circles of insoluble AgCl through photochemical reaction. Then the models (with the diameters $R_1 = 0.635$ cm and $R_2 = 1.27$ cm) were evaluated in the microscope at a magnification 128X. Several passages were made across the model surface from the edge through the center and all spots lying within a strip of 1.5 mm wide were counted. In the pilot experiment we used two models of circular disc and one hexagonal plate type model with an air flow velocity of 10 cm sec$^{-1}$. These yielded Reynolds numbers of 44.0 and 88.00 for the two model sizes. Two runs were made with each model in order to check separately the catching efficiency on the frontal and rear side of the models.

The main results are plotted in Fig. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. In each figure the mean number of drops counted with diameters smaller than 5 µm, 5 to 10 µm, 10 to 15 µm, 15 to 20 µm and 25 to 30 µm are plotted. The total number of drops counted on each model is usually over 1,000. In spite of this laborious evaluation, the mean statistical error in deducing the size distribution of drops was greater than ±10%. However, in several size classes, this error is even greater than ±30%.

There is higher catching efficiency for the smaller models on small sizes of solution drops as one would anticipate. In general, we found surprisingly high deposition of drops on the rear side of the models. The total number of drops is smaller on the rear side, however, some distortion on the pattern of deposited drops might be caused by the supporting rod which is attached to the center of the model. The pattern of deposition is similar to that of Sasyo's (1971), also using a wind tunnel, and of Podzimek's observations (1970) in nature. Both authors found the highest concentrations of the deposited drops close to the borders of the frontal side and in
Fig. 4. Distribution of frontal deposition of drops on a circular disc of diameter 1.27 cm.

Fig. 5. Distribution of rear disposition of drops on a circular disc of diameter 1.27 cm.

Fig. 6. Distribution of frontal deposition of drops on a circular disc of diameter 0.635 cm.
[Image: Distribution of rear deposition of drops on a circular disc of diameter 0.635 cm.]

Fig. 7. Distribution of rear deposition of drops on a circular disc of diameter 0.635 cm.

Sayso (1971) investigated the deposition of simulated cloud drops of mean size of 25 µm on a hexagonal plate of 1 cm in diameter. The airflow velocity in the wind tunnel was 50 cm sec⁻¹, so that the corresponding Re = 330. Also, the Stokes numbers of the individual droplets impacting the model were about 5 times larger than ours for the same size of droplets.

Unlike the observation in nature (Podzimek, 1976) our drop size spectrum from the rear side was not much narrower than that of the frontal side. The rates of the number of drops on the front side of a natural crystal to the number on the rear side varied from 3.5 to 7.0 at Re between 20 and 200. However, riming and co-growing of the frozen drops on a natural crystal might strongly influence the deposition of drops.

CONCLUSIONS

The described simple method for the investigation of the cloud drop deposition on ice crystal models seems to be suitable for the study of the early stage of crystal riming.

It is necessary to consider the deposition of cloud drops on both sides of the falling crystal in calm air. The frontal side of a hexagonal plate collects more drops than the rear side. For Re = 44, the deposition on both the front and the rear sides roughly correspond to the simple theoretical models for drops between 10 to 25 µm, namely, higher concentration should be found near the edge for frontal deposition and mid-way from the center for rear deposition. However, we often found several very small droplets close to the center of a hexagonal plate or a disc. We hypothesize that this anomalous occurrence of small droplets at the center might be explained by the interaction between small and large drops which are impacting the surface at the same time. This could also explain why there are two peaks on several of the distribution histograms.
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INFLUENCE OF ELECTRICAL FIELD ON AGGREGATION OF LARGE
AND SOLID PARTICLES

V.M. Muchnic, V.A. Djachuk

Ukrainian Hydrometeorological Research Institute, Kiev, USSR

It is maintained a point of view that the influence of the electric forces on the processes of a growth of the hydrometeors in clouds, including thunderclouds, is small. This opinion has a theoretic base, that at the increasing of drop sizes a relative decreasing of the influence of the electric forces on a coagulation velocity of drops with droplets takes place, Levin (1961). But such conclusion is not applicable to the drops of the comparable sizes, the intensive fields and the big charges, i.e. for conditions which are the same in regions of the thunderclouds.

Hydrometeors which occur very often in the thunderclouds are hails, Musil and oth. (1974). At the wet growth and the melting large drops are tearing off of them, because of this the hails are the intensive generators of the large drops. By the wet growth and the melting a hailstone radius of 0.66 cm in a cloud at the height of 10 km (with a base of 1 km height, a level of 0°C, the height of 3.5 km, the maximum liquid-water content of 6 g/m³ and an ascendant velocity 25 m/s) is to R=1.52 cm. By the fall it is teared off the hail of 120 g of water in the form of the drops, Budak and oth. (1972). If the mean radius is 0.5 mm, Blanchard (1955), then during the fall time of a hail 2·10⁵ of drops are formated. Because of this an increase of the drop concentrations will take place in the ascendant currents.

In the thunderclouds the electric fields of $E=3\cdot10^5$ V/m are observed between the levels of +10°C and -20°C. That is why in this region the role of the aggregation of the large particles on the influence of gravitational, turbulent and electric forces must be considerable.

In the intensive electric fields it is observed a large deformation in the gap between the drops up to a formation of a dam. Therefore calculations of a coagulation in the electric field are not correct if it is assumed that drops are hard spheres, Levin (1961), Sartor and Miller (1965), Krasnogorskaya (1967) and oth. Owing to this it is necessary to examine the peculiarities of the aggregation and the disaggregation of hydrometeors in the various phases of water at the influence of electric forces.

In order to investigate the drops of $r=0.25 \,\text{to} \, 2.0 \, \text{mm}$ are suspended on cap-ron threads of the diameter of 10 $\mu$ and the length of 3 cm in the centre of a condenser with a horizontal electric field. The charges on the drops and the threads were taken off by air ionization by a radioactive source. The processes of the aggregation were photographed in a transmitted light with the frequency of surveying of 4500 frames/s. For the present investigations there are an estimation of the resistance force.
of air for the motion and the force of the deviation of the drops from a vertical. They are very small in comparison with the force of the electric interaction of drops. Consequently the processes of the approach of drops, the dam formation and the aggregation occur only at the action of electric forces and a surface tension forces. That is why for constant \( E \) and \( T \) the value of the dam length (\( L \)) must be constant. Really, for the drops \( r=1.3 \) mm and \( E=2.5 \times 10^5 \) V/m, \( L=2.25 \times 10^{-2} \) cm (at the accuracy to 2%) though the start gap between the drops varied from \( 2.6 \times 10^{-2} \) to \( 9.8 \times 10^{-2} \) cm.

We have obtained the dependence of \( L \) from \( E \) \((0.5 \times 10^5+8 \times 10^5 \) V/m) and \( r \) \((0.25+1.25 \) mm). One can see from Fig.1 that ratio \( L/r \) may be present as a single-value function of \( E \). In this figure there is a plot of a value obtained from Sartor’s and Abbot’s experiments \((1968)\) for the case of a free fall of water drops at \( r=0.78 \) mm in a field of \( E=3.85 \times 10^5 \) V/m. It is obvious that this value is in a good agreement with our data.

At the influence of an electric field in the gap between the drops it takes place a conical deformation of the surface that results in a significant increase of the field strength in the gap. The last is accompanied by the rise of an instability and from the cone peaks the water jets tear out at the velocity of \( 1 \) m/s, Djachuk \((1971)\). A corona or a spark discharge makes equal the potentials on the poles of cones before of their contact. By this the electric force disappeared in the gap, which caused the instability. From this moment the formation of the dam occurs at the acceleration forces of jets and surface forces of drops.

When the dam is formed it is occurred an increasing of the diameter of a dam, which depends on the field strength counteracting to the drop aggregations. It was obtained by us that the dam cross-section surfaces are a linear time function for \( E \) from 0 to \( 5 \times 10^5 \) V/m \((\text{Fig.2})\), that is in an agreement with Frenkel \((1946)\). This regularity is disturbed for the high field strength, for which the counteracting forces are large, Djachuk \((1975)\).

We have obtained also that the velocity of rapprochement of the drops boundaries in the gap has appreciable pulsations. It is possible that these pulsations depend on the influence of electric forces in according to Latham’s and Brasier’s-Smith’s \((1969)\) data for the drop, which is destroyed in an electric field. It is interesting to note that in our experiments the pulsation frequency for pair of drops of \( r=1.34 \) mm and \( E=8 \times 10^5 \) V/m was the same which was calculated by Latham and Brasier-Smith for a single drop of \( r=2 \) mm and \( E=9.5 \times 10^5 \) V/m.

Figure 1. The dependence of the ratio of the dam length \( L \) between two collision drops of equal size to their radius \( r \) from the external electric field strength \( E \).
In the process of a confluence of two drops a single resulting drop is occurred which is elongated in the direction of the electric field. In intensive electric fields on the drop poles the sharpenings and the ejections of water jets arose. These ejections arose in turns from both poles, leading off the positive. The time between the ejections was about 0.5 ms.

All experiments were carried out at the room temperatures and moisture. The research of the aggregation of supercooled drops with each other and with frozen drops were fulfilled at a negative temperature in a metallic chamber. The drops on the capron threads were lowered in the chamber. There they frozen here and after that the drops drew together to the desirable distance between them. Then the electric field and the high-speed camera were switched on.

We have revealed that by the confluence of supercooled drops the crystallization temperature is considerably higher than for single drops of the same sizes and depends on the field strength. If E=1·10^5 V/m, then the drops with r=1.25 mm at the supercooling temperature up to -16°C do not freeze by the collision. The freezing takes place at the temperatures of -18°C and below. And if E=5·10^5 V/m the pair of such drops freezes at -8°C. The cause of this increase of a freezing temperature may be the formation of crystallites in the thin jet of water which according to Leb(1963) may be effective centres of a crystallization.

The shapes of the hydrometeors, formatted at the influence of the electric forces, may be very different. Lat-ham (1969) reported that Smith had obtained the dumb-bell forms of hydrometeors by the collision of supercooled drops of r=100 + 300 μ.

By the collision of artificially crystallized drop (at once after appearance of an ice cover) with the supercooled drop the temperatures higher than -5°C in an electric field of any strength it took place the formation of the particle or a glassy ice. In the process of the collision it was occurred a destroying of the ice cover, the confluence of water in a single drop and a crystallization from the surface. Sometimes at the temperature below -5°C and always at the temperature below -15°C and E=1·10^5 V/m by the collision of a completely or considerably frozen drop with supercooled one it resulted in a two-lobe particle. And if E=5·10^5 V/m then the force of a collision is so big that the water envelopes completely the frozen drop. As a result spherical ice particles were formed.
By the collision of two partial frozen drops at $E < 5 \times 10^5$ V/m dumb-bell particles are formed. The same particles were observed by Mee in the clouds on Caribbean Sea at the temperature of $-5^\circ$C, Latham (1969). If $E > 5 \times 10^5$ V/m and the drops have thin ice cover by a collision two - lobe and sometimes spherical particles are created.

The collision of completely frozen drops by $E < 5 \times 10^5$ V/m at any temperature has brought to their aggregation. The forces of an adhesion were higher than the electric forces which stretched the particles. And if $E > 5 \times 10^5$ V/m and the temperature is $-30^\circ$C and below it then the forces of an adhesion are smaller than the electric forces and the particles after the collision go away.

On the basis of our experiments it follows that the electric field can considerably influence on the conditions of the aggregation of large particles in mature thunderclouds.
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COLLISION EFFICIENCIES OF DROPLETS WITH DIAMETER BELOW 40 μm FOR NON-GRAVITATIONAL VELOCITIES

Ryszard Balcer and Jerzy Czyż

Institute of Geophysics, University of Warsaw
Institute of Geophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences
Warsaw, Poland

1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanism of early stages of evolution of droplet spectra in natural fogs and clouds is still mysterious in many respects. The observed speed of formation of relatively large droplets is often much greater, than it follows from estimates based on existing theories of condensation and coalescence. Although some recent numerical experiments (Leighton and Rogers, 1974) seem to indicate, that the simultaneous coalescence and condensation may be responsible for fast shift of the spectrum towards greater sizes, lack of clear physical, qualitative explanation of this effect may cast some doubts, if this is not a purely mathematical property of the computational form of the model. Thus further search for other possible factors of the droplet spectra evolution seems to be justified.

K.K. Haman (private communication) has made a following suggestion: the typical stochastic theory of gravitational coalescence make use of the kinetic equation in the form:

$$\frac{\partial f(m,t)}{\partial t} = \int_{m_1} f(m-m_1, t) K(m, m_1) f(m_1, t) \, dm_1 \quad \ldots \ldots$$

where $f(m, t) = \text{time}(t)$ - dependent spectral distribution function of droplets with respect to their mass $m$; $K(m, m')$ - the so called coalescence kernel. The term "stochastic" is somewhat misleading in this context, since notion of probability is not essential for this approach and is used only as an equivalent of normalized frequency. The kernel $K$ is assumed a deterministic, non random function of $m$ and $m'$, free fall velocities of the droplets and their collision efficiencies both assumed not random functions of masses only. Collision efficiencies are generally determined under assumption, that at beginning of computation, the droplets are far from each other and do not interact. The form of Eq.(1) implies also that the droplets are assumed to be randomly distributed in space.

In fact, all these assumptions might be questioned. Particularly in turbulent atmosphere, the starting positions and velocities of colliding droplets may differ randomly from those usually assumed in determination of coalescence efficiency and kernels. There is also certain evidence, that the coalescence efficiency might be altered by accelerations. Thus, the kernel as a function of masses, should be considered a random function in strict meaning of this word. Eq.(1) becomes then an essentially stochastic equation for random distribution function $f(m,t)$. Let us notice, that certain type of such an approach can be found in the theory of so called turbulent coalescence investigated many years ago (Saffman and Turner, 1956), but not proved to be very essential in clouds.

In contrary to the concept of turbulent coalescence, in which only the direct effect of air velocity pulsations on droplet collisions has been considered, the present hypothesis states, that microturbulence might enhance the gravitational coalescence by random variations of the coalescence efficiency; this resembles to certain extent the ideas of Woods and al. (1972), who tried to determine the effect of local shear on the collision efficiency.

Confirmation or rejection of this hypothesis and eventual modification of the stochastic coalescence theory requires some knowledge of coalescence efficiency as a function of initial velocities which may differ from the free fall ones, and other factors which independently can affect its value.

The main goal of the present paper is to make the first step towards solution of this rather extensive problem and obtain some experimental and computational estimates of the influence of initial velocities of colliding droplets on their collision efficiencies, at least in certain cases relatively easy for investigation. The size of investigated droplets is below 40 μm in diameter, since for larger ones, the classical theory of gravitational coalescence gives satisfactory results.

2. THE EXPERIMENT

2.1. Design of the experiment

The principle of the laboratory experiment is as follows. Small droplets produced by Abbott's-type generator (Abbott, 1972) move upwards in the airstream produced in small vertical wind tunnel, and collide with the collector droplet, which is hanging on a very fine wire diameter 10 - 15 μm. Vertical velocity of the air may be varied. The
motion of droplets is photographed by means of 16 mm movie camera through microscopic lens in two sources of light — continuous and stroboscopic on dark background.

Figure 1. Side view of tunnel.
1.-air inlet, 2.-droplet generator, 3.-observation box, 4.- air inlet, 5.-$^{131}$Cs radioactive source, 6.-moving droplets, 7.-collector droplet on the wire, 8.-source of light, 9.-movie camera.

Size of dimensions of objects on the picture are determined by means of high precision measuring microscope with accuracy of 1.0 $\mu$m. Depth of the sharp focus is below 50 $\mu$m.

Figure 2. Downview of observation box.
1.-lens of movie camera, 2.-glass window, 3.-continuous source of light, 4.-stroboscopic source of light, 5.-collector droplet.

Size of the moving droplets is calculated from the distance between the continuous and interrupted traces (see Fig. 3) their speed from the length of the distance covered by the droplet when it was illuminated by the light pulse. The air speed is determined from the difference between the observed and free fall speed of the moving droplets; its stability can be additionally checked with sensitive hot wire anemoscope. Electrical effects are eliminated by connecting to earth all essential metal parts and the wire with hanging droplet, and introducing a $^{131}$Cs radioactive source into the tunnel. Schematic drawing of experimental installation and its optical scheme is given on Figs 1 and 2.

Figure 3. Examples of droplets trajectories.
1.-collision, 2.-grazing trajectory, of moving droplet, 3.-variable speed of moving droplet as a result the acoustic effect. This effect — parasitic in present study is going to be investigated as a factor in coalescence in future experiments.

The early idea was use a true water droplet as a collector. However, first experiments indicated, that the capillary forces between the droplet and wire result in strong deformations of shape; the droplet has tendency to move the wire. Thus a small metal ball, made by melting the end of the wire in electrical discharge has been used instead, although its shape generally was not ideally spherical as well. Sometimes good results were obtained by a drop formed on the metal ball after covering it with water in the first collision.

The supporting wire seems to introduce no essential disturbances of airflow in the front of the hanging droplet though it can considerably obscure eventual wake effects. The changes of dynamics of interaction between the droplets caused by fastening one of them may be more serious particularly when masses of both droplets are close to each other. Thus collision efficiencies for such system may differ from those for freely moving droplets.

Though quantitative estimation of this difference was impossible at the time this paper was being written, the authors are aware of this problem and both experimental and computational works are planned to solve it in the nearest future.
The experimental estimation of collision efficiency is made by searching of pairs of nearly grazing trajectories, one with collision and the second without, and by carefully measurement of their parameters. Provided that droplet sizes and speeds in both cases are close to each other, this permits an under- and overestimation of the collision efficiency, which with some luck may place it within fairly narrow band. The movie was usually taken with speeds of 4 frames per second; light impulse of the stroboscope was 1 ms.

Despite the simplicity of the principle, the experiment is difficult and laborious. The greatest troubles are connected with securing uniform flow in the tunnel, particularly at low vertical velocities, and obtaining sufficiently good pairs of trajectories within reasonable duration of observations.

2.2 Results

For the present analysis more than 5000 frames were taken, for collector "droplets" with diameter D between 20 - 40 µm and air speed V, equivalent to 0.7 - 6.0 of their free fall speed v. Diameters of the moving droplets were in range 15 - 30 µm, permitting the d/D ratio 0.35 - 1.20. Ratio of the width to the droplet diameter was determined by direct measurements on droplets which stuck to the wire, and in present experiment is equal to 0.62 ± 0.01.

In the material analyzed till now no pair of trajectories was found, which would permit determination of collision efficiency with meaningful accuracy, but in 6 cases underestimates of the collision efficiencies were obtained, with increasing \( \frac{v}{V} \) ratio.

Documentation of these cases is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case no.</th>
<th>D [µm]</th>
<th>d [µm]</th>
<th>d/D</th>
<th>V+E</th>
<th>V+g</th>
<th>V+g/t</th>
<th>d+g/t</th>
<th>E/V+g</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values \( E_{a} \) given in the Table 1 exceed the known values of \( E_{a} \) so much that it would be probably difficult to attribute this difference only to immobility of the collector droplet. On the other hand no evidence was found in the course of the experiment that for \( V_{a} \) and close to \( V_{g} \), such difference attributable to the increase of the apparent free fall velocity.

It is worth noting, that in course of measurement a number interesting observations concerning the droplet motion and collision process has been made. One of the most interesting is, that at time when the airflow velocity was being increased, the collection efficiency looked to be greater than before and after the change of velocity. Unfortunately there was no opportunity to study this effect in detail.

The measurements are being continued with technical modifications directed towards increasing the effectiveness of producing droplet trajectories close to the grazing one and towards improving the aerodynamics of the tunnel and picture quality.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Experimental results, though only preliminary suggest, that the collision efficiency of colliding droplets with diameters below 40 µm is very sensitive to the value of the free fall velocity in turbulent atmosphere may case, that the collision efficiency as a function of masses or radii of the colliding droplets becomes a random function with large variance. This mass essentially change the conclusions based on stochastic theory of gravitational coalescence in clouds, particularly for its early phase. However the number of results obtained till now is too small, and more experimental and computational work is necessary if the present conclusions are to be accepted with satisfactory degree of certainty.
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Unexpectedly large increase of collision efficiency has been also confirmed in a test computation with mathematical model of collision. For conditions corresponding to the case 5 of Table 1 but with motion and rotation of both droplets allowed, collision efficiency \( E=0.91±0.1 \) was found. Unfortunately, shortage of computer time interrupted further computations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is now well established that some convective clouds are already weakly electrified in their early stages of development, the electrification increasing progressively as the clouds reach their mature stage. An electrified cloud implies that the cloud particles carry an electric charge and are exposed to an external electric field. Electric field strengths in mature convective thunderstorm clouds may be as high as several kilovolts per centimeter (Masun, 1971). Takahashi (1972, 1973) summarized observations of his own and others on the electric charge typically carried by cloud drops, drizzle drops and raindrops of varying size. One notices from Fig. 7 of his summary that the mean drop charge for thunderstorms can be expressed as $Q_{A,\text{mean}} = 2A^2$, where $Q_{A,\text{mean}}$ is expressed in esu and $A$ in cm (Grover and Beard, 1975). It is certainly physically reasonable to find that $Q_{A,\text{mean}} = A^2$, since a cloud drop can be considered to behave electrically as a conducting sphere where the charge resides primarily on the surface. The constant of proportionality will depend on the maturity of the convective cloud system. Thus, observations suggest that already in the early stages of cloud development the processes which control the growth of cloud particles may be affected by the electric state of the cloud system in which the growth takes place.

At temperatures at which clouds are still not yet glaciated, cloud drops grow predominantly by the collision-coalescence process. Intuitive physical reasoning tells us that electric charges and fields will enhance the collision-coalescence growth. Unfortunately, only a few studies have been reported in literature which elaborate on this intuition in a quantitative manner. In order to improve the presently available models for computing the effect of electric charges and fields on the collision efficiency of cloud drops and to extend the applicability of the results of such models to larger cloud drops, we have combined the electrostatic force model of Davis (1962, 1964a,b) with a numerical model for describing viscous flow past a sphere.

2. THE AERODYNAMIC AND ELECTRIC MODEL

The aerodynamic model in the present computations to determine the trajectory of two interacting cloud drops is basically the same as that used previously by Shafrir and Neiburger (1963), Shafrir and Gal-Chen (1971), and Lin and Lee (1975).

The equations of motion for the collector drop of radius $A$ and for the collected drop of radius $a$ can then be written as

$$m_A \frac{d^2 \mathbf{r}_A}{dt^2} = m_A \hat{c}_1 \frac{d^2 \mathbf{r}_A}{dt^2} - \frac{1}{4} \epsilon_0 \epsilon_{\infty} N_{A,A} A^3 \left( \mathbf{V}_A - \mathbf{U}_A \right) + F_{e,A} \quad (1)$$

$$m_a \frac{d^2 \mathbf{r}_a}{dt^2} = m_a \hat{c}_2 \frac{d^2 \mathbf{r}_a}{dt^2} - \frac{1}{4} \epsilon_0 \epsilon_{\infty} N_{a,a} a^3 \left( \mathbf{V}_a - \mathbf{U}_a \right) + F_{e,a} \quad (2)$$

We may non-dimensionalize Eqs. (1) and (2) by setting

$$\hat{c}_1 = \sqrt{\frac{\mu A^2}{\epsilon_0 \epsilon_{\infty} N_{A,A} A^3}}, \quad \hat{c}_2 = \sqrt{\frac{\mu a^2}{\epsilon_0 \epsilon_{\infty} N_{a,a} a^3}}, \quad \mathbf{U}_A = \frac{\mathbf{U}_A}{\sqrt{\mu A^2 / \epsilon_0 \epsilon_{\infty} N_{A,A} A^3}}, \quad \mathbf{V}_A = \frac{\mathbf{V}_A}{\sqrt{\mu A^2 / \epsilon_0 \epsilon_{\infty} N_{A,A} A^3}}$$

One then finds

$$\frac{d \hat{\mathbf{r}}_A}{d t} = \left( \hat{\mathbf{g}}_1 \right) - \hat{B}_2 \left( \mathbf{V}_A - \mathbf{U}_A \right) + \hat{F}_{e,A} \quad (3)$$

$$\frac{d \hat{\mathbf{r}}_a}{d t} = \left( \hat{\mathbf{g}}_2 \right) - \hat{B}_1 \left( \mathbf{V}_a - \mathbf{U}_a \right) + \hat{F}_{e,a} \quad (4)$$

where

$$\hat{B}_2 = \left( \hat{\mathbf{g}}_1 \right) c_{1,A} N_{A,A} \mu^4$$

and

$$\hat{B}_1 = \left( \hat{\mathbf{g}}_2 \right) c_{2,a} N_{a,a} \mu^4$$

Equations (3) and (4) determine the trajectories of two interacting drops.

Since the two drops accelerate as they approach each other, it was necessary to
continually update the quantities \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \). In order
to do this, \( N_{Re,A} \) and \( N_{Re,a} \) were re-calculated at
each time step along the trajectory from

\[
N_{Re,A} = \frac{2A^f \sqrt{1 - \frac{Q_A}{A^f}}}{\mu}
\]

(5)

\[
N_{Re,a} = \frac{2a^f \sqrt{1 - \frac{Q_a}{a^f}}}{\mu}
\]

(6)

and the drag force coefficients \( c_{D,A} \) and \( c_{D,a} \) being
a function only of the respective Reynolds numbers,
were then computed from the relations for water drops
in air given by Beard (1974).

Values for the velocity field \( \vec{u}_A, \vec{u}_a \)
around the drops were derived from the stream function
fields given by LeClair et al. (1970) for selected
Reynolds numbers from a numerical solution of the
Navier–Stokes equation of motion for air flowing past
a rigid sphere. Numerically computed flow fields
were used for the following Reynolds numbers: 0.02,
0.03, 0.04, 0.07, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 1.75, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 4.5 and
6.0. For drops with \( N_{Re,A} < 0.02 \) we assumed that
the flow field could be approximated by Proudman and
Pearson's (1957) analytic solution to the Navier–Stokes
equation of motion which considers only the first two
terms of the Stokes expansion.

For the purpose of describing the electrostatic forces \( F_{e,A} \) and \( F_{e,a} \), we represented
both interacting drops by conducting spheres, an
assumption which has been justified by Davis (1969).
Davis (1964b) solved for the force between two con­
ducting spheres. Expressing the model of Davis (1964b)
in slightly different notation, we find for the electro­
static force on the spherical \( a \)-drop

\[
F_{e,a} = -\left\{ \frac{e^2 \epsilon_0 \epsilon_a}{\epsilon_c} \left[ F_1 x y + F_2 x \sin y \right] + E_{\omega} x \cos y \left( F_3 x Q_a + F_4 Q_b \right) \\
+ \frac{1}{\epsilon_c^2} \left[ F_5 x Q_a + F_6 Q_b Q_a + F_7 Q_b \right] + \epsilon_{\omega} \cos x \sin x \right\} x
\]

(7)

where \( y \) is the angle between the local vertical, given
by the direction of gravity \( g \), and the line connecting
the centers of the two interacting spheres. We are
considering only one vertical electric field, where \( E_{\omega} \)
is taken to be negative when the field points from a
positively charged region in the top of the cloud to a
negatively charged region in the base of the cloud.
The force coefficients \( F_1 \) through \( F_{10} \) in Eq. (7) are
the same as in Davis (1964b), and the analytic expres­
sions for them, which are complicated functions of
\( p = a/A \) and the distance between the two spheres,
are given in Davis (1964a). Once \( F_{e,a} \) is found, the
force on the \( A \)-sphere is, according to Davis (1964b),
given by

\[
F_{e,A} = F_{e} = (Q_a + Q_b) - F_{e,a} \]

(8)

The choices of collector drop radii
and Reynolds numbers were constrained by the facts
that numerical flow fields of only certain Reynolds
numbers were available, and that the collector drop
radius and Reynolds number must satisfy the relations

\[
c_{D,A} \frac{N_{Re,A}}{2h} = m_{Re} - Q_a E_{\omega}
\]

(9)

\[
N_{Re,a} = \mu \frac{N_{Re,a}}{2A} \]

(10)

where the minus sign in Eq. (9) is the result of our
convention, which takes \( E_{\omega} \) as positive for an upward­
pointing electric field. Note that according to Eq. (9),
a change in the product \( Q_a E_{\omega} \) requires a change in
the Reynolds number if we wish to keep the collector
drop radius constant.

Similarly, the collected drop radius
and Reynolds number were constrained by the relations

\[
c_{D,a} \frac{N_{Re,a}}{2h} = m_{Re} y_{\alpha} - Q_a E_{\omega}
\]

(11)

\[
N_{Re,a} = \mu \frac{N_{Re,a}}{2A} \]

(12)

Again, the choice of the collected drop radius was
dictated by the available Reynolds number flow fields.

3. RESULTS

Equations (3) and (4) were numer­
ically integrated using a stable Hamming predictor­
corrector-modifier scheme which was accurate to fourth
order. We chose to carry out the present computations
for 800 mb and +10°C, for which \( \mu = 1.768 \times 10^{-4} \) poise
\( \rho = 9.79 \times 10^{-4} \) g cm⁻³ and \( \mu = 0.0007 \) g cm⁻³ •
We also set \( g = 9.8 \times 10^2 \) cm sec⁻². The initial
vertical separation between the two interacting drops
was chosen to be 70 collector drop radii. Larger initial
vertical separations did not alter the trajectories.

In each case the trajectory com­
putation was repeated until the "critical trajectory" for
grazing contact of the two interacting spheres was found.
This allowed us to determine the corresponding critical
horizontal offset, \( R_{c'} \), of the center of the \( a \)-sphere
from the center of the \( A \)-sphere when the \( a \)-sphere is
70 collector drop radii upstream. From a knowledge
of \( R_{c'} \), \( Y_c = R_{c}/A \) could then be computed. From this
the collision efficiency, defined by

\[
E \equiv \frac{\pi R_{c}^2}{\pi (\alpha + \beta)^2} = \frac{Y_c^2}{(1 + \beta)^2}
\]

(13)

was determined.

Collision efficiencies were computed
for collector drop radii 11.4 ≤ A ≤ 74.3 µm and
collected drop radii \( 1 \leq a \leq 66 \mu m \). Shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are the present results for \( E \) for various electric charge and field combinations for collector drop radii of 19.5 and 61.7 \( \mu m \), respectively. The results may be summarized by stating that external electric fields and electric charges residing on interacting cloud drops may have a profound effect on the collision efficiency of two interacting cloud drops.

4. LIST OF SYMBOLS

- \( \hat{e}_r \): unit vector pointing from center of large drop to center of small drop
- \( \hat{\gamma} \): unit vector perpendicular to \( e_r \), in direction of increasing \( \gamma \)
- \( m_a \): mass of collector drop, of collected drop
- \( Q_a \): electric charge on collector drop, on collected drop
- \( q_a \): charge parameter for collector drop \( = Q_a / A_a \), for collected drop \( = Q_a / a^2 \)
- \( r \): radial coordinate from center of sphere
- \( v_{\infty}, v_{\infty}^t, v_a, v_{a}^t \): terminal velocity of collector drop, of collected drop
- \( \epsilon \): dielectric constant of air
- \( \lambda \): mean free path of air molecules
- \( \mu \): dynamic viscosity of air
- \( \rho \): density of air
- \( \rho_w \): density of water
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Figure 1. Present results for the efficiency with which a cloud drop of radius $A = 19.5 \, \mu m$ collides with smaller cloud drop of radius $a$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curve</th>
<th>$q_A$ (esu-cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$q_a$ (esu-cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$E_o$ (volts-cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>±0.2</td>
<td>±0.2</td>
<td>±500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>±1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>±1236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Present results for the efficiency with which a cloud drop of radius $A = 61.7 \, \mu m$ collides with smaller cloud drop of radius $a$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Curve</th>
<th>$q_A$ (esu-cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$q_a$ (esu-cm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$E_o$ (volts-cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>±0.2</td>
<td>±0.2</td>
<td>±500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>±1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>±1236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2.0</td>
<td>±2504</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of the collection processes in warm cloud development and in the determination of the rain drop spectra is well established. However, the phenomenon of collection is extremely complicated. It includes the hydrodynamic flow around the interacting drops, and, hence, their trajectories, and also the short range forces acting upon the drops when they are close together. These forces, resulting from the deformation of the approaching surfaces and the intervening air layer between them, often prevent the merger of the colliding drops (see Whelpdale and List, 1971, Levin et al, 1973, Foote, 1974, Park 1970). Due to the complexity of the problem it has been divided into two categories; (1) collision and (2) coalescence. The probability for each one to take place during an interaction is obtained separately so that their product represents the efficiency by which drops in free fall merge together.

A great deal of theoretical effort has been devoted to the collision problem of drop in free fall and to the determination of the collision efficiencies (eg. Hocking 1959, Shafir and Weilburger 1964, Davis and Sartor 1967, and Klett and Davis 1972). However, all these computations assumed solid spheres or at least non-deformable ones, and hence could not be applicable to the situation in which the drops are close together - that is, to the problem of coalescence. Others such as Whelpdale and List (1971) (from here on this reference will be abbreviated as WL) Charles and Mason (1960) and others carried out experiments in which the hydrodynamic flow around the drops was minimized and so looked at the coalescence problem itself. They showed that the efficiency of coalescence is considerably smaller than unity (see WL and Levin et al, 1973). WL, for example, observed coalescence efficiencies which depend on the ratio of the radii of the interacting drops in the following way:

\[ E = \frac{1}{(1+p)^2} \]

where \( p = \frac{r}{R} \) and where \( r \) and \( R \) are the radii of the small and the large drop respectively.

Unfortunately their results were based on a limited number of drop radii and p ratios so that the extrapolation of their results to larger p ratios was only speculation. Considerably lower efficiencies were observed by Levin et al (1973) when smaller drop sizes and larger p ratios than WL were used. However, their results were based on measurements of collection and not on coalescence alone and therefore were forced to assume that the theoretical values of collision efficiencies were correct and so deduced the efficiency of coalescence. Recently Braizer-Smith et al (1972) investigated the separation conditions for interacting drops and the number of fragments so produced. However, their results were limited only to p ratios between 0.4-1 and, as a result of their experimental set up, did not eliminate the flow around both interacting drops.

Our aim in this work was to look at the problem of coalescence when a variety of drop sizes, impact angles (angle between the vertical and the line joining the centers of the drops when they touch), impact velocities and p ratios are used. From the results we get an empirical approximation to the coalescence efficiencies. In addition, since many interactions result in partial coalescence (where a fraction of the mass of the incoming droplet is transferred to the collector drop), we obtain an empirical relation that describes the dependence of the efficiency of partial coalescence on other parameters. Such empirical equations are badly needed in numerical models of clouds, and models describing the electrical development in them.

2. THE EXPERIMENT

In order to separate the problem of coalescence from that of the collision we used a similar approach to that of WL. In this experiment large drops were suspended from a small capillary tube. A small droplet generated by a drop generator, impacted the larger drop on its lower hemisphere. Viewing the interactions from two perpendicular directions permitted the identification of the angle of impact. The interactions were simultaneously photographed by a 35mm camera and by a television camera. This method of viewing was thought to be an improvement over the method used by WL who observed the interaction from a single direction and, hence, could have had difficulties in determining the exact impact angle. As will be shown later the impact angle is an important parameter for the coalescence and uncertainty in its determination could lead to great inaccuracies. In order to separate the collision from the coalescence problem one has to eliminate the flow around the interacting drops. This is an impossible task. However, the method used by WL and also used here seems to be a close approximation to it.
When a small drop approaches a larger falling drop it enters the region of the boundary layer of the larger drop. Within this region the flow decreases as one approaches the drop surface. For large drops the flow does not diminish at the surface due to internal circulation in them. However, as the drops approach each other the flow between them is probably controlled by the drainage of the intervening air layer. This drainage depends on the speed of the approaching drops and their deformation. It seems therefore that the experiment of WL and the one proposed here are applicable to interaction of drops in the atmosphere, at least for small p ratios. At larger p ratios and larger drops it is possible that the leading surface of the smaller droplet enters the boundary layer while the other side is still affected by the air flow further out. In such a situation the flow will tend to move the droplet sideways and reduce the probability of coalescence. Hence for such cases the results that we obtain here can be considered as an upper limit to the coalescence efficiency.

3. THE APPARATUS

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental set up. The size of the larger collector drop was controlled by a micro-meter syringe and could be varied from 200 microns to over 2.5mm in diameter. Its position in space could be changed by a micromanipulator. The smaller droplet was generated by a drop generator similar in operation to that of Abbott and Cannon (1972). The generator consists of an acoustic suspension speaker with a metal rod connected to the center of its cone. The other side of the rod is bent and immersed in a water bath. An electrical pulse of known amplitude and shape pushes the speaker's cone up and forces the rod out of the water and produces a droplet. The droplet size is controlled by the size of the rod, the pulse shape and its amplitude. It was constructed in such a way as to be able to eject vertically upward single small droplets. The generator was directed with a slight angle to the vertical and therefore ejected droplets in a parabolic trajectory. This trajectory prevented the droplets from falling back into the water reservoir and disturbing the next generated droplet. By positioning the large drop at different heights along the upward trajectory of the droplet different impact velocities were obtained. By horizontally varying the position of the collector drop the impact angles could be varied. Each interaction was simultaneously photographed on a 35mm film and recorded on a video tape by a television camera which was mounted at a right angle to the viewing direction of the still camera. The interaction zone was illuminated by a continuous flood light (1000w) with a water filter in front, and by a stroboscope flashing at exactly 1000 cycles per sec. The position of the flood light and the stroboscope were at 160° and 180° from the direction of observation of the 35mm camera.

Once the position of the trajectory was determined the electronic circuit was triggered. The drop generator was the first to be triggered and was followed after pre-set delays by the opening of the camera's shutter and ten flashes of the strobe. Then the camera was closed automatically and the film advanced. During this whole period the television camera continuously recorded the entire event.

By adjusting the position of the impact place so that collisions could occur at precisely the vertical great circle of the collector drop and in the focal plane of the camera, the exact angle and drop size could be determined from the photographs. The impact velocity was determined from the distance between successive light spots on the film. The exact trajectory was determined from the streak produced by the droplet due to the continuous illumination by the flood light.

Both the collector drop holder and the droplet generator were grounded. This eliminated electrical charges from the collector drop but not from the droplets. However, it was estimated that the maximum charge they carried did not exceed $10^{-5}$ esu and, hence, was believed to have little effect on the coalescence (eg. Weiburger et al, 1974).

4. RESULTS

About 8000 photographs were taken out of which over 3000 were found adequate for analysis. Collisions studied could be classified into three types: (1) those resulting in full coalescence, (2) those resulting in bouncing and (3) those resulting in partial coalescence. The differences between the first and the last two types of interactions could easily be identified from the photographs. However, the differences between the
Figures 2, 3, and 4 represent interactions which resulted in coalescence, bounce, and partial coalescence respectively (details are given in the figure captions).

Measurements were carried out at a variety of impact angles, impact speeds, and a variety of drops' and droplets' sizes. Within the velocity range (0.15 - 2.5 m/sec) tested in our experiment coalescence was negligibly affected by changes in the impact velocity. These velocities included many cases where the impact velocity was equal to the relative terminal velocities of the drops in the atmosphere (Gunn and Kinzer, 1949). Hence data were grouped according to drop size and drop size ratio (p). Figure 5 is an example of the dependence of coalescence (percent of coalescence events out of total number of interactions within a range of impact angles) on impact angle. This figure together with all others, not represented here, show the dramatic dependence of the coalescence on impact angle. They all show that the coalescence probability decreases as the impact angle increases.

Partial coalescence was also strongly dependent on angle of impact but was found to occur primarily between 45° and 67°. Only a relatively few partial coalescence events were observed outside this range.
In order to evaluate the coalescence efficiency we followed a similar procedure to that used by WL. The contribution to the coalescence efficiency of each impact angle interval (22.5°) is computed by the product of the coalescence frequency at that interval and the horizontal projected area of the collector drop seen by the incident droplets. Figure 6 is a representation of the coalescence efficiency as a function of p ratio. It is observed that the efficiency decreases as p increases in general agreement with WL and Levin et al (1973). However, contrary to these works, a dependence of the coalescence efficiency on the size of the collector drop is also observed. Figure 7 is a three dimensional plot of the coalescence efficiency as a function of R and p. The points represent the present experimental results while the curves represent a best fit to the surface. This surface is found to be:

\[
E_{\text{coalesce}} = 0.65 - 2.08 \times 10^{-3} \ pR + 6.56 \times 10^{-4} p^2 R + 6.07 \times 10^{-7} p R^2 + 1.17 \times 10^{-2} p^2 - 9.3 \times 10^{-8} R^2
\]

where R is in microns.

In a similar way the analysis of the partial coalescence was carried out. Due to lack of enough data of partial coalescence in each drop size, all the data were merged in order to resolve the dependence of the partial coalescence efficiency on the ratio of the drop size (p ratio). The following equation resulted from a best fit to the data:

\[
E_{\text{partial coalesce}} = 0.22 - 0.23 p - 0.025 p^2
\]

where here p is restricted to values between 0 and 0.87. When Eq. (2) is compared to Eq. (1) it is seen that the coalescence efficiencies predicted by Eq. (2) are lower than those predicted by Eq. (1) for very low and very high p ratios, but are higher than Eq. (1) in other regions. Such differences could be of extreme importance in the development of the size distribution in or below cloud level. To see these possible differences and their effects on the development of the droplet spectrum, the efficiencies predicted by Eqs. (1) and (2) were compared to \( E_{\text{coalesce}} = 1 \) in a stochastic numerical model similar to that of Scott and Levin (1975) except without the effect of electrification. The results are shown in Fig. 8 where G represents the mass of water in gram per m^3 per ln r. It is seen that for E = 1 the spectrum develops very rapidly. When Eq. (1) is used a considerable decrease in the conversion of cloud water to rain water is observed. When Eq. (2) is used an intermediate rate is observed. Of course in this comparison we assumed that the present results and those of WL are applicable to all drop sizes considered in the model. This of course is an extrapolation but it is felt that since the present results show some dependence on size they might be more representative of the actual situation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The initiation of "warm rain" precipitation from clouds that are entirely at temperatures above 0°C, is attributed solely to the collision and coalescence of cloud drops. The collection efficiency, $E_c$, defined as the ratio of the number of droplets collected to the number of droplets in the volume swept out by the falling large drop, is the critical parameter in the collection process. Collection efficiency is the product of collision efficiency, $E_c$, and coalescence efficiency, $E_c'$. Most of the research so far, both numerical and experimental, has investigated the collision process. The numerical studies differ in the computation schemes and the assumptions used. Their results are close for collector drops with radii, $A$, larger than 40 µ. The differences appear in the collision efficiency versus p-ratio (ratio of the cloud droplet radius to the collector drop radius) curves for $A < 40$ µ.

Experimentally, $E$ is measured and compared to $E_c'$, always assuming that $E_c'$ is unity. The results obtained by Picknett (1960), Woods and Mason (1964), Beard and Pruppacher (1971), and Abbott (1974) agree with the computed $E_c'$. The Neiburger-Levin group results obtained with the University of California, Los Angeles cloud tunnel (1972, 1973) has found $E$'s much lower than the computed $E_c'$.

The coalescence process was investigated by Whelpdale and List (1971). They conclude: "It is no longer considered adequate to assume a coalescence efficiency of unity for all drop-droplet collisions." Park (1971) studied the coalescence process in detail, concluding that smaller drops coalesce more readily, and at smaller relative velocities, than larger drops. Interactions between equal size drops were studied theoretically by Foote (1971) and experimentally by Brazier-Smith, Jennings and Latham (1972).

So far we mentioned interactions between electrically neutral drops. Lindblad and Semonin (1963), and later Plumlee and Semonin (1965) and Semonin and Plumlee (1966), have investigated the electric charges and fields effects on the collection process. They, as well as other researchers (Davis and Sartor, 1968; Sartor, 1970; Paluch, 1970), have found an increase in growth due to an increase in the collision efficiency as an effect of the electrical forces between drops. The latest experimental result (Dayan and Gallily, 1975) is an increased efficiency with an increase of the p-ratio, and no variation with a change in electric charges on the drops.

2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

From observations it is known that heavy precipitation can fall from warm clouds in just a few hours following the formation of the cloud. The condensation process produces the cloud droplets with radii, $a$, up to 15 µ. Beyond this radius, the growth of the drops is mainly due to the collection process. The computed collection efficiency for the cloud droplets is small. The question we seek to answer is whether electric charges on the droplets, or electric fields of reasonable magnitude can result in the increase of the collection efficiencies to values that will permit the collector drops to grow to precipitation size in a reasonable time. (Reasonable magnitude has here the meaning of electric charges and fields found in a fair weather growing cloud.)

3. CLOUD TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS

The experiments reported in this paper were conducted in the UCLA cloud tunnel (Pruppacher and Neiburger, 1968). Minor modifications were needed in order to be able to stabilize small collector drops ($20 \mu \leq A < 40$ µ). Figure 1 shows a layout of the tunnel and the modifications made. The cloud introduced in the tunnel was produced with a DeVilbiss ultrasonic nebulizer (Model 800/882). The electrometer used to measure the charge on the drops was described by Scott and Levin (1970). The liquid water content, lwc, was evaluated with a Cambridge Systems dew point hygrometer (Model 992-4). The collector drops were produced with a modified version of the drop generator described by Abbott and
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Cannon (1972). The charge and size of the collector drops were varied by adjusting the hood potential, \( P_H \), and the size of the needle forming the drop, respectively. The influence of the electric field on the collection process was tested inside an "inner tunnel" where a uniform electric field could be produced. The design and theoretical background to the calculations of the electric field are described by Cannon and Davis (1971).

The experimental procedure consisted of the following sequence of events:

1. Measurement of the initial charge of the collector drop was done with the electrometer. Ten drops of known size and with a certain \( P_H \) were produced. The size of the collector drops was known from a photographic calibration of the size of drops suspended versus speed of the air inside the tunnel. The charge of the drops was measured in a cloudless tunnel (RH < 95%).

2. A cloud was produced and a collector drop generated with a similar charge and size to the drops measured in (1).

3. The drop was suspended and its growth observed. The records of the growth started at the instant the drop was in the observation position, where its terminal velocity matched the updraft speed in the tunnel. A change in the updraft speed needed to keep the drop in the same position meant a change in the drop's terminal velocity and, hence, its size.

4. After an appropriate growth time (~ 5 min), the nebulizers were turned off, preparing for the final charge measurement. The \( dV/dt \) and \( lwc \) were monitored continuously, noting the time when the visual cloud disappeared.

5. Final charge of the collector drop was measured.

The electric field experiments were conducted in a similar fashion. The potential was applied on the rings once the drop was suspended in the observation position inside the inner tunnel.

4. RESULTS

The collection efficiency \( E \) was evaluated from the observed rate of growth of the collector drop from one or the other of two equations, depending on whether the rate of collection of the cloud droplets was so rapid that the process could be regarded as continuous, or was so slow as to require each collection of a droplet to be considered as a discrete event.

For the continuous case \( E \) is given approximately by

\[
E_{\text{cont}} = \frac{4\rho}{lwc (1+p)^a(V-v_a)} \frac{dA}{dt} \tag{1}
\]

where \( \rho \) is the water density at STP and \( lwc \) is the liquid water content experienced by the drop in the observation section. The mode radius \( \bar{a} \) of the droplet spectrum was used. The terminal velocity \( V \) of the collector drop of radius \( A \), and that of a droplet of radius \( a \), \( v_a \), were obtained using the expressions for the drag experimentally found by Beard and Pruppacher (1969).

For the case of discrete droplet collections

\[
E_{\text{disc}} = \frac{1}{N n(\bar{A}+\bar{a})^a(V_A - v_A) \Delta t} \tag{2}
\]

The collection efficiency in a discrete growth is the probability of one droplet colliding and coalescing with the collector drop in the time interval \( \Delta t \), when the collector drop is suspended in a cloud of droplets with a number density \( N \).

It was found empirically that the initial charge induced on the collector drop followed the relationship \( q = CA^{n(P_H)} \) where \( C = 0.75 \) and \( n(P_H) \) varied between 2.10 and 1.35 for zero and 700 V hood potential \( (P_H) \). This result
corresponds somewhat with Colgate and Romero's (1970) and Twomey's (1956) findings \( q \propto A^2 \). The initial charge on the collector drop was slowly lost during the drop's growth. Figure 2 illustrates the rate of charge loss found experimentally for different initial charges. This graph allowed us to evaluate the charge on the collector drop at any time during its growth.

The following six graphs are examples of the experimentally found collection efficiencies versus charge. The main feature of most of these graphs is the collection efficiency less than the computed collision efficiency (marked by the \( X \) on the ordinate). In Figure 3 the collector drop size is between 20 and 23\( \mu \). It was difficult to produce charge-free \( q < 0.4 \times 10^{-4} \) esu) collector drops of this size. \( E_X \) varies as expected, increasing with increasing charge. The following four figures, Figures 4-7, show \( E_X \) versus \( qA \) for drops with \( 29 \mu < A < 44 \mu \) and \( 0.2 < p < 0.3 \). The collection efficiency in all these graphs starts at values lower than the computed collision efficiency, and increases with an increasing charge. Figure 8 is an example of a 80-83\( \mu \) drop, \( p = 0.25 \). The collection efficiency increase with charge at first stays constant between \( 0.3 \times 10^{-4} < q < 9 \times 10^{-4} \) esu, and increases rapidly for larger charges.

Table 1 presents the results obtained for the effect of the electric field on the collection efficiency.

Fig. 2. Charge remaining on the collector drop after a time \( t \) has elapsed. The different symbols represent the measurements of charge for different initial charges on the drop.
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Fig. 5. Experimental collection efficiency vs. collector drop charge.

Fig. 6. Experimental collection efficiency vs. collector drop charge.

Fig. 7. Experimental collection efficiency vs. collector drop charge.
The motivation in undertaking this study was to elucidate the process by which cloud drops grow to precipitation size in warm clouds. While certain aspects of the problem have been clarified, the essential question remains.

(1) We have seen that in the absence of electric effects the experimental collection efficiency for small drops, in the range 20 µ to 40 µ radius, is less than the computed collision efficiency.

(2) Except possibly for drops smaller than 25 µ, the charges found on drops in natural clouds are insufficient to bring the coalescence efficiency to unity.

(3) Electric fields of magnitudes that may be expected in the early stages of cumulus development have no effect on the collection efficiency of drops with charges such as are found on drops in natural clouds.

(4) The charges and fields required to raise the collection efficiency above the computed collision efficiency are much larger than those that occur in the early stages of the development of cumulus clouds.

Thus it would appear that one must turn to other factors in the attempt to explain warm rain. One possibility that may contribute to the answer lies in the collection efficiency of nearly equal drops, which has been found by Abbott (1974) to be large even for drops as small as 25 µ in radius.

Our results, together with the results found by Abbott, should be taken into consideration in cloud models simulating warm clouds. If electrical and shear effects are not included in the model, then the collection efficiency of droplets that have reached 25 µ should be corrected for the smaller than unity coalescence efficiency found in our experiments.
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The motivation in undertaking this study was to elucidate the process by which cloud drops grow to precipitation size in warm clouds. While certain aspects of the problem have been clarified, the essential question remains.

There is no reason to believe that the calculated collision efficiencies are not correct. Thus, the obvious conclusion from the results obtained in the present research is that bouncing occurred for small charge drop interactions. For uncharged drops, Foote's theoretical study predicts that bouncing occurs when the drops approach at a speed lower than a certain value. For two equal drops 600 µ in radius, he found the threshold relative velocity to be 40 cm/ sec. Is this critical relative velocity drop size dependent? In a qualitative argument it can be shown that for the same relative velocity larger drops deform more, trapping a larger volume of air, but also having the radial velocity (the velocity due to the motion of the drop surface while deforming) enhance drainage. Smaller drops deform less, trapping less air but also not having the high radial velocity to help drainage. Thus, it seems possible that thinning time, and thus the decision between bouncing and coalescence, rests entirely on the relative velocity between the colliding drops. In our research the experiments yielding low collection efficiencies were conducted with drops interacting at relative velocities lower than 40 cm/ sec.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The growth of snow crystals by riming begins after crystal growth by vapor deposition has progressed for some time. The time elapsed between nucleation of an ice crystal and the onset of droplet accretion is dependent on crystal size and habit of growth, and upon the presence and size distribution of supercooled droplets in the cloud. The size and duration of growth of snow crystals prior to versus after the onset of accretion, and prior to versus after the accumulation of significant rime, are important factors in determining the efficiency with which clouds develop precipitation.

A shift in the relative emphasis on the two processes contributing to the ice crystal growth begins with the onset of riming. The depositional and accretional modes of growth are additive but competitive. The total mass growth rate of a snow crystal is represented by the sum of the contributions from each process, with deposition accounting for the total until the onset of riming. The process of deposition tends to suppress accretion by drawing vapor from cloud droplets. A sufficiently active deposition process can deplete droplet size and population to the point that accretion is prevented. To the contrary, the rate at which liquid water is supplied to supercooled portions of cloud may be sufficient to sustain droplet growth. Crystals are then likely to grow by accretion as well, once they have gained sufficient size to efficiently collect droplets. The droplets accreted and frozen represent direct gains of mass by the crystals, but they also represent a loss from the vapor source for further depositional crystal growth.

The accumulation of significant rime can substantially increase the terminal velocity of a crystal otherwise growing deposition. This increases crystal ventilation and so must enhance the rate of deposition. On the other hand, this velocity effect decreases the residence time of crystals in the cloud. This in turn decreases the time available for depositional growth while possibly more than compensating through additional riming. The increase in terminal velocity due to accretion also results in crystal fallout nearer the position in cloud where the crystals nucleate; in some situations this phenomenon may prevent crystals from blowing into clear air where they could evaporate before precipitating (Reinking, 1975a).

Ballett and Mossop (1974) have experimentally demonstrated that "copious" secondary ice particles are produced as ice particles grow by riming in clouds at temperatures between about -3 and -8 C, when the relative velocity of ice particles and droplets exceeds about 0.7 m sec^-1. By means of a


simple cloud model that incorporates this mechanism of ice particle generation, Mason (1975) has shown that it is "at least plausible" to produce ice crystal concentrations of the order of 10^3, corresponding to a multiplication factor of 10^4. Thus the onset of riming may signal the start of secondary ice particle production by droplet splintering. The quantities of secondary ice particles produced may be regulated by the accretion rate and therefore by the duration of crystal growth required to accumulate sufficient rime to enhance crystal fallseed and accelerate riming. Juusto and Lavoie (1975) have concluded that "the riming concept and its further refinement should rank high on or head the priority list for [studies to explain] ice multiplication," and "the critical size and time for riming onset must be considered." Overall, the water budget of a mixed-phase cloud may be as much determined by the process of accretion as by deposition.

In this paper, the onset and early stages of riming of snow crystals are described from field measurements. The study is based on snow crystal data collected during orographic winter storms of the central Sierra Nevada. Riming on snow crystals with each of the basic growth habits is investigated. For certain types of crystals, some agreement with and some deviations from the empirical results of Ono (1969), Wilkins and Auer (1970) and Iwai (1973) and the theoretical conclusions of Hindman and Johnson (1972), Fitter and Pruppacher (1974), and Schlamp, Pruppacher and Hamielec (1974) are demonstrated.

2. DATA AND METHODS

The data for this study were collected in conjunction with the field weather modification experiments of Project CENSAR (CENtral Sierra AR) which was designed to study snow formation processes and the corresponding potential for enhancing precipitation by cloud seeding. Analyses have continued under new auspices since the termination of the project. Some 14,500 snow crystals were analyzed from 260 individual samples collected during nine synoptically diverse Sierra Nevada snowstorms of the 1971-72 and 1972-73 seasons. Eight of the storms were seeded, one was not. The crystal sampling site was at Tamarack, California (6918 ft MSL) which is located on the western slope of the Sierra Nevada near the mean elevation of maximum snowfall. Crystals were replicated in plastic (1.5% polyvinylformal in ethylene dichloride) on large glass slides. Replicas were obtained at 15-45 min intervals during snowfall.

Data reduction was accomplished by projecting the replicas onto a screen with standard overhead equipment. Magnification of the images of the snow crystals was set at 100X. The replicated crystals were examined for detail with a microscope prior to
projection. Size measurements of crystal axes and identifications of individual types of crystals were then made on the screen. A computerized number system equivalent to the Magono and Lee (1966) crystal classification was used to identify diffusional growth habits.

The extent of accretion has normally been empirically classified by simply categorizing snow crystals as rimed or unrimed. Here measurements of the amounts of accretion on individual crystals comprising the field sample are applied to more accurately describe the accretion process. The onset and the progression of the amount of riming for entire crystal populations are thus depicted. The impracticality of counting and measuring individual droplets on individual crystals was possible by bypassing the crystal sample is large. Studies by Robbs et al. (1971) and Reinking (1973) demonstrated that semi-quantitative estimates of rime coverage on individual crystals can be obtained on a percent-of-area-covered basis. Amounts of accumulated rime can be visually rated from most to least on a scale of four or five, with reasonable confidence. Therefore, from the Sierran sample, individual snow crystals that formed according to any of the primary, regular growth habits were classified according to rime coverage on their collecting surfaces by using the scale: (1) unrimed, and areal coverages of (2) 1-25%, (3) 25-50%, (4) 50-75%, (5) 75-100%, and (6) 100%-plus for very heavily rimed ice particles.

Single percentages representative of each interval of areal rime coverage were utilized in the analyses. The zero rime category and its separation from the 1-25% category are absolute, so the onset of riming on individual crystals is readily resolved. An areal rime coverage of 25% represents a somewhat arbitrary but suitable demarcation between insignificant and significant effects of riming on crystal shape, bulk density, aerodynamic behavior, and consequent rates of subsequent riming and possible splinter production. Therefore the unrimed category and the 1-25% category of rime coverage are most important to this study.

The 25-50% and 50-75% categories were weighted at the respective medians. The 1-25% interval was weighted slightly below its median, at 10%; the 75-100% interval was weighted slightly above the median, at 90%. The latter two weights do not produce results substantially different from those based on medians, but do serve as indicators of the following factors:

1. Crystals in the light rime category frequently have just encountered the onset of riming and have collected only a few droplets. The weight at 10% indicates this phenomenon.

2. Rime coverage on heavily rimed crystals is particularly uneven. For example, rime near the center of a planar crystal in the 75-100% category may be light, while that near the edges, if visualized to spread out evenly, may more than cover the whole collecting surface. The weight at 90% indicates that many of the crystals in this category have collected rime sufficient to cover their surfaces, even though the surfaces were not totally obscured.

Graupel is represented in the 100%-plus category. Also included in this category are the few snow crystals that remain recognizable by growth habit despite extremely heavy riming.

The observed snow crystals of the various growth habits were grouped according to similarities in formation temperatures, shape and fallspeed (for details, see Reinking, 1973). The grouped samples are summarized in Table 1. Crystal formation temperatures given in the table correspond to water saturation.

Three-dimensional distributions of the areal rime coverage were devised to graphically illustrate the sampled populations of the various planar and columnar crystals. The (x,y,z) coordinates are respectively crystal size, areal rime coverage, and percentage of crystals. For crystals within individual size intervals, the fraction within each percentage category of areal rime coverage was first determined to provide a y-z plot. These two-dimensional distributions were then combined according to crystal size to form a x-y-z surface. As examples, Figures 1 and 2 show the areal rime coverage on elementary needles, in terms of crystal length (c axis) and width (a axis). Graphs of the same type for the habit groups in Table 1, for various subgroups, and for composites of all columnar crystals and all planar and radiating crystals are presented by Reinking (1973, 1973b). The distributions are for the seeded storms, which contributed 96.6% of the total sample. In these distributions, illustration of the areal rime coverage at and following the onset of accretion on the smallest crystals has been enhanced by the use of size intervals for the smallest crystals that are narrower than those used for the larger sizes. The plotted crystal sizes correspond to the mid-points of the size intervals. The surface defined by each three-dimensional distribution shows (1) the size distribution of crystals with any given rime coverage, (2) the dispersion and mode in the amounts of rime on the crystals of any given size, and (3)
the trends of both the dispersion and the mode with increasing crystal size (or equivalent depositional growth time, assuming reasonable correlation between time and size).

The general patterns and magnitudes of dispersion in these distributions are common to the crystals sampled in individual precipitation periods; they are not the results of scatter due to differences among individual periods of precipitation with crystal populations having narrow dispersions of rime (Reinking, 1973). The composites do, of course, smooth the data from individual periods, and are therefore more readily interpreted.

The analyses were extended to compute the average rime coverage as functions of crystal size. For each basic type of crystal, a mean degree of rime for the crystals in each of several individual, uniform size intervals was computed by weighting the number of crystals in each category of rime coverage with the appropriate percentage. A polynomial was then fit to each set of means to provide a curve of average rime coverage versus crystal size, for each of the crystal types. The category for more than 100% rime could not be assigned a fixed weight so it was excluded from these computations; the resultant errors are not regarded as significant because only 0.1 to 0.3% of the crystals in any given habit group were included in this category (grauaelp is consider­ed by Reinking, 1975b).

Figures 3, 4 and 5, for elementary needles and branched planar crystals, are examples of the curves of mean rime coverage. Curves for the other basic crystal types are presented by Reinking (1973).

Root-mean-square errors for the curves define the dispersion of the means for the individual size intervals. The points in the graphs designated by triangles are mean values based on fewer than five crystals. These points were excluded in computation of the fitted curves.

Crystal growth times equivalent to the observed crystal sizes are included on the graphs of mean rime. The growth times for crystals with the various habits were computed using the temperature-dependent parameters for depositional growth rates at water saturation as given by Hindman and Johnson (1972). Procedural details are given by Reinking (1973).

The curves of mean rime coverage are most accurate, in relation to both crystal size and growth time, between the onset and the intermediate stages of accretion. The non-uniform buildups of rime that occur particularly on the planar crystals probably did lead to numerical weighting that was too slight at the heavier stages of rime, despite the small adjustment made (see above). Therefore, if the larger percentages of mean areal rime coverage were translated into equivalent masses of rime, they would approximate the average lower limits of the accreted water.

3. ACCRETION IN TERMS OF CRYSTAL POPULATION

Consider the distribution of the amounts of accretion collected on elementary needle crystals (Figures 1 and 2). All of the crystals begin to grow by deposition from initial sizes determined by the nuclei (assuming heterogeneous nucleation), with no immediate occurrence of riming. Thus, the beginning of growth of 100% of the crystals is represented by a point near (0, 0, 100). As the needle crystals grow, the accretion rate and the consequent rime coverage remain minimal or zero until the crystal size exceeds about 200 µm and the corresponding x axis exceeds about 25 µm. Continued deposi­tional growth then leads to accelerated riming of more and more crystals. This can be noted in Figures 1 and 2, as follows. First, consider the percentages of crystals with any given small size that are in each of the categories of areal rime coverage; the percentages are at or near zero except in the no-­rimed category which contains most of the crystals. Next, note how the percentages of crystals with significant rime increase toward larger crystal sizes; as the collecting surfaces of more and more crystals become 25, 50 or 75% rimed, fewer and fewer crystals remain in the unrimed category. For example, only about 25% of the observed needles remained in the unrimed category upon growing to an approximate length of 1 mm and width of 90 µm. The fraction of the needle crystals of any size that have not encountered the onset of riming is represented by the shaded (x, z) plane in each of Figures 1 and 2. Examination of the shaded areas and the discussion thus far lead to two important conclusions: (1) Individual crystals must indeed reach some critical minimum size before significant fractions of a population of snow crystals with a

![Fig. 1. Distribution of the amounts of accretion (areal rime coverage) on elementary needles, in terms of snow crystal length.](image1)

![Fig. 2. Distribution of the amounts of accretion (areal rime coverage) on elementary needles, in terms of snow crystal width.](image2)
given habit will begin to rime. (2) However, many crystals in a given population do not begin to rime when the critical minimum size is reached. The onset of accretion is delayed over longer growth periods for large fractions of the crystal population, so considerable dispersion occurs in the actual sizes at onset. Indeed, a few crystals approach and sometimes reach the maximum observed sizes without rimeing.

These conclusions apply at any given time during non-glaciated snowstorms, as well as to the snowfall from several non-glaciated storms considered collectively. None of the storms observed approached total glaciation, even temporarily. The conclusions apply to crystals with all types of growth habits, as is evident from additional graphs like Figures 1 and 2 as presented by Reinking (1973, 1975b).

The onset of accretion is normally presumed to occur during the early stages of growth of all rime-collecting crystals. This is easily, and incorrectly, inferred from current theories and models that predict accretion will begin as soon as crystals grow large enough to have a non-zero efficiency for the collection of droplets with commonly occurring sizes (Hindman and Johnson, 1972; Pitter and Pruppacher, 1974; Schlamp et al., 1975). These models treat only the growth of single crystals; and the uniform presence of droplets of accretable size is assumed.

Even direct field observations have led some investigators to suggest that crystals in mixed-phase clouds cannot grow beyond a certain size without riming. Ono (1969) and Dvali (1973) empirically estimated that such a limit exists for needles, sheaths and columns at a crystal width (a axis) of 90-100 µm. However, in the Sierran sample, respectively only about 22, 33 and 37% of the needles (Figure 2), sheaths and columns remained unrimed upon reaching a width of 100 µm. Clearly a definite upper limit cannot be assigned.

In natural clouds, populations of snow crystals compete for the droplets; accretion becomes a stochastic process. Among the crystals composing a large population, a few crystals will, with high probability, grow for long times to large sizes without accreting. Clusters of crystals, for example, may shelter other crystals by either collecting droplets of accretable size in the fallpath, or by diminishing the size of droplets to below the accretable minimum size through vapor deposition. Similarly, very localized cells of cloud may be depleted of accretable droplets by intense deposition; accretion of relatively high concentrations of crystals, so that at least some crystals within are protected from accretion. Spatial variations in the presence of accretable droplets on the microscale can logically introduce the observed variability in the crystal sizes at onset and in the final degrees of riming on crystals of a population such as depicted in Figures 1 and 2.

Under such circumstances, in order to prevent accretion, the average vapor levels in the localized portions of cloud are not necessarily diminished to below that for water saturation. A few large but rimed crystals, with habits that develop only at or slightly above water saturation, can still be observed. The predominance of snow crystals in the Sierra had growth habits that require water saturation or slight supersaturations to develop; and a few of each habit grew to large sizes without riming. Questions could arise regarding the saturation levels responsible for the observed plates and columns. However, these crystals precipitated along with heavily rimed needles, sheaths and dendrites (see Table 3, Reinking, 1975b), so water saturation is definitely indicated.

4. MEAN RIME COVERAGE

The average minimum crystal size and growth time at the onset of accretion may be specified for each principal growth habit by calculating the average rime coverage as a function of crystal size and equivalent duration of growth. Average crystal sizes and growth times at stages of increasing rime load may also be defined in this way. The average areal rime coverage on elementary needles and on branched planar crystals serve as examples; the smallest (and first) crystals to collect rime are specified in each of Figures 3, 4 and 5 by the intercept of the curve with the abscissa.

4.1 Riming of Columnar Crystals

Rime is collected predominantly on the prism faces of the columnar types of crystals. Thus, the axes define the approximately rectangular cross-section presented to the airflow.

Empirically, the average minimum sizes of the axis and the axis of needles and the onset of accretion are 220 µm and 31 µm, respectively (Figures 3 and 4). Corresponding growth time to onset is separately estimated to be 4.1 min and 1.8 min from the respective curves. While in a practical sense this discrepancy in time is small, the estimate of 4.1 min, based on the analysis of the axis, is the most accurate. (A certain absolute error in the measurement of columnar crystal length results in a lesser percentage error than the absolute error in the measurement of width. Given a measurement of size, the relatively rapid growth per unit time along the length axis allows for greater resolution in the determination of growth time. These factors are reflected in the smaller scatter of points and the consequent smaller r.m.s. error in mean time for the curve fitted to the data on lengths of the needles. Considering the natural scatter in c/a ratios for all types of columnar crystals, the minimum growth times to onset based on the crystal lengths are accurate to about ± 1 min).

A summary of estimates like these for more types of snow crystals is given in Table 2. Some comparisons reveal differences in accretion due to rates and habits of crystal growth.

The columns, sheaths and needles grew to respective average minimum widths of 30, 36 and 31 µm and lengths of 125, 185 and 220 µm to reach the onset of riming. The respective average minimum durations of growth to onset are 3.1, 3.3 and 4.1 min, assuming the times based on length are most accurate.

The uniformity of the widths indicates that the axis is the most critical dimension in determining the onset of riming on columnar crystals. The corollary is that the average minimum duration of growth leading to onset of riming on columnar crystals is inversely proportional to the growth rate of the axis and is influenced relatively little by the growth rates of the axis or the consequent cross-sectional areas of the crystals. This is reflected in the three respective growth times and more strongly in the respective lengths and areas (length-width products) for these crystals (Table 2).
The growth rate used to determine growth time for the columns (habit group C) is based on crystal formation between -8 and -10 °C. Most of the observed columns did form here, as is evident from the average length-to-width ratios which substantially exceed unity. Columns that form between -20 and -30 °C have c/a ratios near 1.2 (Auer and Veal, 1970; Hindman and Johnson, 1972). According to growth rates of the a axis given by Hindman and Johnson, the columns from relatively cold cloud would require a somewhat shorter time to attain the critical 30-35 µm dimension which would lead to riming, if the same criterion applies when c/a is near unity.

The onset sizes and growth times for habit group N (Table 2) are somewhat less than those for elementary needles and sheaths. Bundles and combinations of needles and sheaths are included in the composite group. These crystals present more irregular obstacles to airflows and thus collect cloud droplets somewhat more efficiently.

The onset of riming on columnar types of crystals has been studied theoretically and in other field situations by other investigators. The field data presented by Ono (1969) and Iwai (1973) have independently verified that the onset is most sensitive to the size of the a axis (width). However, these data indicate that droplets will begin to accrete on the columnar types of crystals only when widths exceed about 50 µm. Rimed columnar crystals narrower than 50 µm were observed in the Sierran snowfall; a few of these were more than 25% covered by rime. The average minimum sizes of 30-36 µm determined here can be allowed a statistical tolerance up to about ±10 µm, and examination of individual crystals suggests that the positive adjustment is the more accurate one. This adjustment sets the onset sizes at 40, 41 and 46 µm for columns, sheaths, and needles respectively; the discrepancy can be reduced but not eliminated.

In clouds containing narrow drop size spectra of very small droplet sizes (diameters <20 µm), the ice crystals must grow by deposition to relatively large sizes in order for riming to commence (Pitter and Pruppacher, 1974). However, differences in the sizes of accretable cloud droplets apparently cannot account for the discrepancy observed here. The rime droplets of the small sample measured by Ono (1969) range in diameter of equivalent spheres from about 12 to 55 µm, whereas those measured from the Sierran data ranged from about 5 to 60 µm (Reinking, 1973). Collection efficiencies of columnar crystals are initially the highest for droplets with diameters of 30 ± 10 µm, according to theory by Schlamp et al. (1975); droplet sizes within this range were heavily represented in both samples.

Schlamp et al. (1975) theorized that the onset of riming on columns will occur when the a axis grows to some dimension between 47.0 and 65.4 µm, as the collection efficiency increases from zero to about 20%. These sizes also exceed the 30-40 µm critical width for columns determined here. Schlamp et al. used the best theories of collection efficiencies available, although even these have room for improvement.

Accretion rates in the crystal growth model of Hindman and Johnson (1972) are estimated from collection efficiencies determined by Ranz and Wong (1952). These efficiencies as applied to snow crystals are generally excessive and very approximate since snow crystals predominantly have Reynolds numbers considerably <100 and the incorporated theory for potential flow is not justified (Reinking, 1973; Pitter and Pruppacher, 1974). Predictions of the columnar crystal riming from the Hindman and Johnson model are most readily compared to the present data for needles. The model computations for crystal growth at -5 °C indicate that needles will begin to rime at widths of 32.5 µm. Curiously, despite the dubious collection efficiencies, this estimate is in agreement with the unadjusted 31 µm width found here.

The method of using curves of mean rime coverage to estimate the average minimum sizes and growth times at the onset of riming may have an advantage over establishing a rime/no-rime demarcation by the method of Ono and Iwai. A field sample of snow crystals, however large in a practical sense, is still a minute
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**Crystall Growth Time (min.)**

**Mean Areal Rime Coverage, M, on Elementary Needles as a Function of Crystal Length, c, and equivalent duration of growth by deposition.**

**Mean Areal Rime Coverage, M, on Elementary Needles as a Function of Crystal Width, a, and equivalent duration of growth by deposition.**

**Mean Areal Rime Coverage, M, on Habit Group P18 (Planar With Branches) as a Function of Crystal Diameter, µ,m.**
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**Fig. 3.** Mean areal rime coverage, M, on elementary needles as a function of crystal length, c, and equivalent duration of growth by deposition.

**Fig. 4.** Mean areal rime coverage, M, on elementary needles as a function of crystal width, a, and equivalent duration of growth by deposition.

**Fig. 5.** Mean areal rime coverage, M, on branched planar crystals as a function of crystal diameter, a, and equivalent duration of growth by deposition.
fraction of all the crystals that precipitate. Thus, a size demarcation like the 50 µm crystal width determined on an absolute rime or no-rime basis, without considering the trend in amounts of rime versus crystal size, may well shift from sample to sample. The larger the total sample, the more crystals there will be in the tail of the distribution that represents the onset of accretion. The method of using the mean rime curve establishes an onset that is based not just on the demarcation separating unrimed and rimed crystals of the sample, but is also based on the whole trend of rime coverage increasing with crystal size from the onset to heavy stages. A smooth continuity is thus established between the onset and the accumulations of rime that follow. Thus, the tail of the distribution is more reliably accounted for, and the critical dimensions determined are likely to be more representative of the true minimum sizes.

Riming beyond the onset to the 25% threshold of mean areal rime coverage (section 2) is also defined in Table 2. The widths of the columnar types at this threshold are again comparable, in view of the increasing scatter of the data with increasing crystal size. The durations of growth to this stage are also comparable, with the sequence of minor differences still holding true. The columns reach this stage first, followed in order by the needles and sheaths. The bulk densities are respectively smaller, for columns, needles and sheaths, and the terminal velocities of these crystals very directly with the densities. The efficiencies for collecting droplets vary directly with the fallspeeds, relative to the droplet fallspeeds, so the pattern in the growth times to onset is logically explained.

The Sierran data strongly contradict the conclusion of Ono (1969) that riming of needles and sheaths "is very rare because their minor axes [remain] below the riming limit;" rimed needles and sheaths were observed in profusion during the Sierran snowstorms, as shown by Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.

### 4.2 Riming of Planar and Radiating Crystals

Rime on a planar crystal is collected primarily on the basal face that encounters the air stream. This face is represented by the a axis. Radiating crystals are very roughly spherically symmetric, so they may be represented by their diameters, D. The average minimum sizes at the onset of riming on branched planar crystals (240 µm) and the radiating crystals (320 µm) are the largest observed (Figure 5; and Table 2, habit group PlB and 2F). The branched planar crystals form in the cloud regime of most rapid depositional growth (−15 ± 3 °C), and the radiating types of crystals fall into this regime to attain most of their size, after forming at colder temperatures. The consequent average minimum growth time to onset for the branched planar crystals is very short, 1.9 min. Hindman and Johnson (1972) predict that snow crystals growing at −15 °C will encounter the onset of riming within 1–2 min, which equates to a size between 150 and 300 µm; agreement of the Sierra data with a time and size near the greater of these is good. Since the radiating crystals must grow slowly and settle for some time before reaching the regime of rapid growth, their growth time to onset is longer; the 4.2 min estimated here for these crystals seems physically reasonable even though it is very approximate.

Habit group PlC represents branches broken from planar crystals. It is very interesting that the average minimum size of these crystal fragments at the onset of riming is only slightly greater than half the size of the whole branched planar crystals at the onset. The data suggest that crystal fracturing occurs simultaneously with or shortly after the onset of riming. A physical connection of the two processes could be implied.

The axial growth rate of hexagonal plates is less than one-third that of the branched planar crystals (Hindman and Johnson, 1972), so the growth time to onset is longer for the plates (3.3 vs 1.9 min).

#### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRYSTAL HABIT GROUP</th>
<th>(a) Maximum Crystal Dimension</th>
<th>(b) Crystal Width</th>
<th>(c) Cross-sectional Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Planar and Radiating Crystals</td>
<td>Crystal Dimension</td>
<td>Average Minimum Size at Onset (µm)</td>
<td>Average Growth Time to Onset (min)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Columnar Crystals</td>
<td>(L) 95</td>
<td>1080</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X(Needles)</td>
<td>(L) 120</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N(Needles)</td>
<td>(L) 140</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M(Needles)</td>
<td>(L) 185</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (column)</td>
<td>(c) 125</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIA (Plates)</td>
<td>(a) 120</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PlB (Branched Planar)</td>
<td>(a) 140</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLC (Branched Branches)</td>
<td>(L) 125</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2 (Radiating)</td>
<td>(D) 140</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP (Capped Column)</td>
<td>(C) 140</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>630</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Based on a axis for columnar types of crystals.

**For capped columns, growth time (a) corresponds to formation of columnar part at −8 °C to −10 °C, and (b) corresponds to formation at −20 °C to −30 °C.*
However, the size of plates at the onset is only about two-thirds that of the branched crystals (150 µm vs 240 µm); the aerodynamics of the simple hexagonal shape apparently lead to collection efficiencies exceeding zero at a considerably smaller size.

Measurements by Wilkins and Auer (1970) reveal a minimum onset size of about 200 µm for plates. This estimate is too small so this size cannot be regarded as an absolute minimum, and the difference between this size and the 150 µm determined from the Sierran data cannot be argued as significant. From another small sample, Ono (1969) suggested that rimeing is rare on plates with the a axis <300 µm. Both the data of Wilkins and Auer and the Sierran data clearly show that significantly smaller plates will rime.

The most up-to-date theoretical estimates of accretion efficiencies for plates have been calculated by Pitter and Pruppacher (1974). They find that the efficiency begins to exceed zero and plates begin to rime only when the a axis grows to a size within the 294–320 µm range. This estimate is too large, as the observations of natural crystals show.

The effect of the rapid growth of branched planar crystals and radiating crystals on droplet collection after the onset of rimeing is evident in the growth times required to reach the 25% threshold of rime coverage (Table 2). The respective total growth times of only 7–10 min may be compared to the 17–25 min required by the basic columnar types of accumulate the same coverage on their collecting surfaces. The branched planar and radiating crystals types accumulate water by accretion at rates much faster then those for all the other types of crystals, with the possible exception of capped columns which begin growth in clouds at ~8 to ~10°C (see below).

After 3 or 4 minutes of growth, the areas of the droplet-collecting faces of branched planar crystals exceed those of plates with similar growth times by more than an order of magnitude (Reinking, 1974). Thus, it is not surprising that the observed plates did not, in the mean, accumulate sufficient rime to cover 25% of their surfaces (Table 2). A more detailed description of the relative rates of accretion by the various types of crystals is given by Reinking (1974).

4.3 Rimming of Capped Columns

Accurate estimation of the rimeing characteristics of capped columns was complicated by the complex shapes and generally heavy accumulations of rime on these crystals. Combined data for plate-capped and dendrite-capped columns indicate that the columnar sections must reach an average minimum length of roughly 115 µm to start to accrete droplets. The caps only slightly exceed the dimensions of the columnar sections at this time.

Caps would normally be expected to form on columns that nucleate between ~20 and ~30°C and then settle down to warmer regimes where the planar habits develop; however, growth times based on columns nucleated between ~8 and ~10°C are physically in much better accord with the averages of the observed ratios. Both possibilities are presented in Table 2. Imbedded convection could have carried warm zone columns up to the regimes for planar cap growth; the 2.7 min time to onset is regarded as the best estimate.

At the 25% threshold of rime coverage, the a axes of the capped columns are substantially smaller than the a axes of ordinary columns. The caps, however, small, do definitely and profoundly increase the efficiency for collection of droplets.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Individual snow crystals must grow by deposition to at least a critical minimum size before they can begin to collect cloud droplets. Many of the crystals comprising a population in a mixed-phase cloud grow well beyond the critical minimum size before they begin to rime; this is apparently a result of the stochastic nature of accretion, the competition among crystals for cloud water, and a consequent non-uniform spatial distribution of droplets of accretable size even in clouds that on the average contain large quantities of liquid water. Empirical estimates and theoretical models that depict the onset of accretion only on crystals of small size should by no means be used to describe all the crystals that rime in a given cloud system. The models need to be expanded to account for the whole distribution of crystal sizes at the onset of rimeing, as shown, for example, in Figures 1 and 2.

The critical minimum sizes of snow crystals at the onset of accretion are reported above as averages for the basic growth habits from the Sierran snow sample. These estimates show that minimum lengths or diameters of crystals within the approximate range of 115–320 µm have to be attained before any crystals will begin to rime. The widths of columnar types of crystals must grow to a minimum of 30–34 ± 10 µm; the onset of rimeing on these crystals is regulated primarily by this dimension with little influence from the lengths or cross-sectional areas.

The critical minimum sizes of specific types of crystals determined from the Sierran field sample are somewhat less than those observed by Ono (1969), Iwai (1973) and Wilkins and Auer (1970), and those predicted by the theories of Pitter and Pruppacher (1974) and Schlamp et al. (1975), but are comparable to those predicted by Hindman and Johnson (1972). Curiously, the Hindman and Johnson model of accretion has the least sound basis of the theories. Significantly, the improvement of the theoretical accuracies is apparently still waterted. Also, the theories need to be expanded to account more specifically for more of the basic types of crystals.

The average minimum durations of depositional crystal growth prior to rimeing are estimated to be between 1.9 and 4.2 min and are thus quite similar for all crystal types. However, systematic variations with crystal habits are evident in both the growth times and the minimum sizes required for rimeing. Columnar Columns, needles and sheaths, with respectively lesser bulk densities, do respectively grow to larger minimum lengths and require longer minimum times to reach the onset of accretion. Bundles and combinations of needles and sheaths reach the critical size sooner than single needles and sheaths. Branched planar crystals grow to minimum droplet collecting sizes in relatively short times. Hexagonal plates must grow for longer times, but to lesser sizes than the branched crystals.

The relative differences observed among the various basic crystal types at the onset of rimeing are carried through to at least the stage when 25% of the collecting surfaces of the crystals become covered with rime. However, the average capped columns have only small caps and follow the minimum size
characteristics of ordinary columns at the rime onset, but develop much accelerated accretion rates as the caps grow and 25% rime coverage is approached. Roughly at this 25% stage, the effects of riming on crystal aerodynamics begin to significantly affect further crystal growth, and accretion becomes a major contributor to total precipitation. The average patterns of riming to and beyond the 25% stage show that the branched planar and radiating crystals and the capped columns develop the most significant rates of accretion and precipitate the greatest masses of water in the form of rime.

The crystal multiplication study of Hallett and Mossop (1975) indicates that riming of needles and sheaths contributes more significantly than riming of other crystals to new crystal production and an accelerated deposition process. The data presented here show that this multiplication process is likely to be encouraged by frequent collection of heavy rime on needles and sheaths.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The separation of water drops and droplets following their interaction inside a cloud plays an important role in the rate of drop growth and hence, cloud development. Of importance in electrified clouds is the separation of electric charge on the two drops; the sum of many such interactions will then influence the overall electrification of the cloud. The intensity of the electrification will, in turn, influence significantly the collision and coalescence efficiency of the interacting drops and droplets.

2. DROP-DROP INTERACTIONS

Brazier-Smith, Jennings and Latham (1973) showed that a drop in the size range 0.46 mm to 2.33 mm interacting with a smaller drop in the size range 0.24 mm to 1.81 mm has a finite separation probability as shown in Table 1. Their work was based on the theoretical assumption and experimental verification that two drops, which upon collision have sufficient rotational energy to provide the excess surface energy required to reform two drops, would separate.

Table 1. Water drop separation probabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>r mm</th>
<th>0.46</th>
<th>0.64</th>
<th>0.91</th>
<th>1.28</th>
<th>1.81</th>
<th>2.33</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.573</td>
<td>0.536</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.873</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.504</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Utilizing these values of separation probability and postulating a realistic drop-size distribution, Jennings (1971) calculated that for a cloud with a liquid-water content of 3 gm m\(^{-3}\) and electric field 10 kv m\(^{-1}\), the rate of charge separation due to the induction process is ~0.5 C km\(^{-3}\) min\(^{-1}\). This rate is of the same order as that shown by Mason (1953) to be a requirement of theories which attempt to explain thunderstorm electrification. However, the manner in which two large drops separate is such to decrease the existing electric field; the upper drop of a separating drop-pair experiences a negative induced charge and the lower drop a positive charge inside a typically electrified cloud exhibiting an enhanced field with an upper positive charge and negative lower charge. After separation, the two drops help to dissipate the electric field.

When two drops separate, a filament is pulled out between them. Al-Said and Saunders (1976) have shown experimentally that the charge residing on the separated drops is enhanced, because of the filament, compared with the theoretical charge calculated with the assumption that the drops separate as rigid spheres. Latham and Mason (1962) showed that the charge separated, \(q\), in an electric field \(E\) v m\(^{-1}\) at an angle, \(\theta\), to the line of centres of two initially uncharged contacting drops of large radius, \(R\), and small radius, \(r\), treated as rigid spheres, is given by

\[ q = 1.1 \times 10^{-10} \gamma \frac{E^2}{r} \cos \theta \text{ Coulombs.} \]  

\(\gamma\) is a function of \(r/R\). (This is the equation used by Jennings (1971), who assumed \(\cos \theta = 1\).) A theory of charge transfer put forward by Censor and Levin (1973) for water drops separating with a filament between them was verified to within 10% by the measurements of Al-Said and Saunders (1976). The 10% difference is probably due to the fact that separating drops do not take up the idealized drop shape on separation which Censor and Levin had to assume to make their theory tractable (Figure 1). They assumed that the outer positions of the drop-pairs are hemispheres while the filament is described by a cosine function of half-cycle length \(\lambda\). Al-Said and Saunders pointed out that the complex theoretical equation of Censor and Levin (1973) could be represented, for some particular cases by

\[ Q = a \times 10^{-10} \frac{E^2}{r^2} \cos \theta \text{ Coulombs.} \]  

\(a\) is a function of the undistorted drop radius ratio \(R/r\) and of the non-dimensional filament length, \(n\), which is effectively the separation of the drop centres \((\lambda_1 + \lambda_2)\) divided by \((R + r)\). Table 2 presents values of \(1.1\gamma\) and \(a\) which permits a comparison to be drawn between the predictions of the rigid sphere and filament theories for the same values of \(E\), \(r^2\) and \(\cos \theta\). The values of the ratio \((R/r)\) are appropriate to the values of \(R\) and \(r\) which result in separation, from Table 1.

---

*At present at the University of Wyoming, Department of Atmospheric Science, Laramie, Wyo.
Figure 1. The configuration of the drops at the moment of separation.

Table 2. Values of (\(1.1\gamma_1\)) and \(a_n\) for various values of \(R/r\) and \(n\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(R/r)</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>(1.1\gamma_1)</td>
<td>(a_1)</td>
<td>(a_2)</td>
<td>(a_3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>10.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>12.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>10.43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table shows how for any given value of \(R/r\) the charge transfer multiplication factor, \(a\), increases with filament length, \(n\). A comparison of the values of \(a\) and \(1.1\gamma_1\), for the case when the drop centres for both theories are separated by \((R + r)\) and \(n = 1\), shows that the filament theory enhances the charge transfer relative to the solid sphere theory even when the overall length of the drop-pair is \(2(R + r)\) for both theories; this shows that the enhanced charge on the two drops in the filament configuration is not due simply to an extension of the drop-pair. Both \(1.1\gamma_1\) and \(a\) increase for increasing values of \(R/r\) as does the ratio of \((a/1.1\gamma_1)\). Larger values of \(a\) will occur for values of \(R/r\) greater than 4; however, the separation probabilities of drops in this category is very small. All drop-drop interactions in clouds which result in separation will involve the formation of filaments with values of \(n\) between 1 and 6; the more glancing the collision the higher is the value of \(n\) at separation. Thus, the discharge rate within electrified clouds will be enhanced significantly above that predicted by Jennings (1971) due to the formation of filaments between separating drops.

3. DROP-DROPLET INTERACTIONS

In contrast with the drop-drop interactions described above, drop-droplet interactions do not involve sufficient rotational energy for the temporarily coalesced drop-pair to revolve. When separations occur, in most cases the droplet bounces from the underside of the drop. In a vertical electric field, for initially uncharged drops, this will result in charge separation in a direction which enhances the existing field. Whelpdale and List (1971) measured the coalescence efficiency, \(E_c\), for drops in the size range 400 \(\mu\)m < \(R\) < 2000 \(\mu\)m with droplets in the range 20 \(\mu\)m < \(r\) < 100 \(\mu\)m. They determined that \(E_c = \frac{R^2}{(R + r)^2}\), which implies that separation occurs when the centre of the droplet is outside the diameter of the drop. Separation will occur between drops and droplets whose line of centres on impact makes an angle, \(\theta\), relative to the vertical, where \(\theta\) has a maximum value of 90° and a minimum value, \(\theta_{min}\), of \(\tan^{-1} \left( \frac{R^2}{(r^2 + 2Rr)} \right)^{1/2}\). The smallest value of \(\theta_{min}\) for pairs of drops in the size ranges investigated by Whelpdale and List (1971) occurs for \(R = 2000 \mu\)m and \(r = 100 \mu\)m when \(\theta_{min} = 63°\). The charge transfer is proportional to cosine \(\theta\), which is zero for \(\theta = 90°\) and reaches a maximum of only 0.45 for \(\theta = 63°\). It is, therefore, very important, when calculating the charge transfer between a drop and droplet, to take account of the range of values of \(\theta\) for which separation will occur for the particular values of \(R\) and \(r\) being considered. Ziv and Levin (1974) and Levin and Scott (1975) have used 45° as an arbitrarily assigned mean collision angle, \(\theta_{A}\), for which separations occur when calculating electric field growth by charge transfer between drops and droplets. The use of 45° leads to an overestimation of the rate of charge transfer when compared with the true mean collision angle for which separations occur, \(\theta_{T}\), which, averaged over all drop-droplet interactions in the range investigated by Whelpdale and List (1971), is close to 80°. Scott and Levin (1975) show that \(\theta_A = 79.5°\) reduces the rate of electric field growth and the maximum field attained compared with their predictions for \(\theta_A = 45°\), but believe that 65° is a more reasonable angle to assume than 79.5°.

In order to assess the possibility of utilizing correct values of the angle, \(\theta\), for which separation occurs in calculations of charge separation rates in electrified clouds, the following analysis was performed. Some of the many simpli-
fictions in this calculation will be discussed later. Using the observed size distribution of cloud drops \( N_d \) and droplets \( N_r \) in electrified clouds from Weickmann and aufm Kampe (1953) and Blanchard (1953), the rate of charge transfer due to collisions and separations of drops and droplets was determined from the following equation which takes into account the separation probability \( (1 - E_p) \)

\[
\frac{dA}{dt} = \int E \cdot \sum N_d N_r (2R + r)^4 E_r^3 \cos^2 \left( \frac{\theta_{\text{min}} + 90}{2} \right)
\]

For an electric field of 10 kV m \(^{-1}\) the rate of charge transfer in the cloud due to drop-droplet interactions is \( \sim 0.6 \) cm \(^{-3}\) s \(^{-1}\).

4. DISCUSSION

Both the charge generation and dissipation rate for the two processes considered here are of the same order. Serious criticisms of both of the calculations are justified and are now listed. 1) The cloud is not depleted by sweep-out. 2) Despite interactions which result in coalescence, no particles change their size ranges. 3) No recombination of charge is considered when particles coalesce after a previous charge separation interaction. 4) In the case of the drop-drop interactions, the electric field has been taken as parallel to the line of centres of the separating particles; this will not generally be the case. The following points refer to the drop-droplet interactions. 5) The electric field and particle charges will promote coalescence and thus decrease further charge separation. 6) The collision efficiency, assumed to be unity, will be less than unity for small, uncharged droplets in zero electric field, but will be increased as the charges and field develop; thus, the total number of interactions is in error. 7) The electric field is assumed to be vertical; this is unlikely to be the case so that in a vertical airstream interactions on opposite sides of the drop will lead to charge transfer of opposite signs. For the drops and droplets in the ranges investigated by Whelpdale and List (1971) for which \( \theta_{\text{min}} \) is 63°, variation of the electric field direction from 0° to 27° with respect to the fall direction of the drops and droplets, results in a progressively reduced charge transfer rate from its maximum at 0° to zero at 27°. For angles greater than 27°, net charge transfer due to the induction process remains at zero. Tilted electric field vectors are common in electrified clouds (Ogawa and Brook, 1969) and frequently may differ by more than 27° with the particles’ fall direction. 8) The drops remain uncharged for the initial and subsequent interactions and thus maintain an internal horizontal balance of charge with their top and lower halves, relative to the field, carrying equal and opposite charges. In reality, once charged, the balance level will descend, as pointed out by Moore (1975) and many interactions at high values of \( \theta \) will remove charge from above the balance level of such a sign to help dissipate the electric field.

5. CONCLUSION

The calculations here presented indicate that both charge separation and dissipation processes are important in electrified clouds. In some respects, both models suffer from the same simplifications which perhaps makes it more justifiable to compare their results. A dissipation rate due to drop-drop interactions of more than 0.50 cm \(^{-3}\) s \(^{-1}\) is sufficiently significant to warrant its inclusion in complete electric field-growth models. The growth rate of 0.60 cm \(^{-3}\) s \(^{-1}\) is an overestimation because of the simplifications pointed out in the discussion. However, of greatest importance to the effectiveness of drop-droplet interactions in separating charge in clouds is the particular value of the coalescence efficiency adopted. Recent work by Lobl (1975) has suggested that the coalescence efficiency may be less than that determined by Whelpdale and List (1971) with separations occurring at smaller values of \( \theta \) than those considered here. This will cause both more charge transfer and less coalescence; thus, enhancing the charging rate of particle growth by collisions and coalescence. Therefore, it is most important to perform further experiments on drop and droplet collisions to determine both their shape and charge transfer on separation and to reproduce as closely as possible the in-cloud parameters such as relative velocity, particle charge and electric field. The results of such experiments can then be incorporated with the dissipation data into an improved model of electric field growth.
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THE NATURE OF HAILSTONE EMBRYOS

V.G. Khorguani and M.I. Tlisov

High Mountain Geophysical Institute, Nalchik, U.S.S.R.

The hailstone embryo investigation is of great significance both for the study of physical formation and active modification of hail processes (by embryo we mean an uniform formation in the hailstone center with mm size). Notwithstanding the achieved success the hailstone embryo nature is not yet known in a proper way. The literature data have descriptive character, not covered statistically and ambiguous in all. Some of the authors consider large drops to be hailstone embryos (in mm), while the others—graupel, grown on ice dendrits/1/. Generally speaking, the both interpretations may have physical foundation, the drop-embryo being formed as the result of its spontaneous crystallization or the contact with single crystals. The formation of the graupel-embryos takes place on large crystals as the result of water vapor sublimation and coagulation with supercooled drops.

The investigation of the hailstone embryo was carried in complex. First of all, the possible variants of artificial hailstone embryo generation, structure and their composition were investigated in a wind tunnel. Then, based on these investigations the natural hailstone embryos were analysed to determine their nature.

I. The experiments with artificial hailstone embryos were conducted in a vertical wind tunnel of opened type with closed working section mounted at 300 m over sea level (south Elbrus slope)/2/. Water drops with 1-6 mm diameter and temperatures near to zero were hung on glass thread of 28 mkm thickness and were frozen in air stream. After this, the hailstones of different sizes were grown on them either in dry or in wet regime. The hailstone cuts were investigated in polarized, transmitted and reflected lights.

The study of the cuts showed, that during the large drop freezing the transparent ice is formed at the center of which a large amount of air bubbles concentrates, ice becoming relatively opaque. At considerable supercooling the crystals oriented chaotically. The freezing of the fixed drops takes place in airstream on the frontal side and leads to the assymetric air bubble distribution. At the supercooling larger -15°C this, in its turn, results in burstlike cracking of nearly 60% of all frozen drops.

Fig.1. Artificial hailstone cut with large drop-embryo. a—in reflected, b—in polarized light.
If the hailstone grow in dry regime a milky ice layer is formed around the embryo. In wet regime a ring of air bubbles ejected from the hailstone toward the embryo surface is formed between the embryo and milky ice layer (fig. 1). In both cases the embryos are well seen.

If the freezing of large drops is the result of collision with cloud ice crystals in a wind tunnel at concentration more than 5 sm a mixed drop is formed. In such embryo the crystals have fine structure, the air bubbles being distributed chaotically. In hailstone cuts it is practically impossible to point out such embryos. The probability of their formation in natural clouds is very small.

A grauple embryo was grown on polydisperse ice crystals with 100-200 mm mean square size when suspended in airsteam by means of blowing round the supercooled water fog at various temperatures. As the result a milky ice layer is formed having low density. As the rule, the embryo is easily identified in hailstones. In natural processes when grauple is in the warm part of the cloud it may melt and saturate with water. In the case of second supercooling the change of grauple structure is possible. This process modeling showed that crystal structure of secondarily frozen drops is similar to that of air bubble distribution along the section which was chaotical. This embryo is always identified in the hailstone cuts.

2. In the North Caucasus (Krasnodar territory and Kabardino-Balkaria) were collected 15 samples of hailfalls. The two of them may be referred as catastrophic ones, that is 01.07.72 (Kabardino-Balkaria) and 15.06.74 (Krasnodar Territory). Based on laboratory experiments the cuts of about 210 hailstones were analysed. Here, the statistically covered hailstone size spectra of all hailfalls were taken into account. Data on the hailstone type of all hailfalls are given in Table (Ngr - grauple embryo in %, Nld - large drop-embryo in %) with the corresponding mean cubic diameter (D in sm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Date of hailfall</th>
<th>D, sm</th>
<th>Nld</th>
<th>N gr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>30.5.72</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.6.72</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>22.6.72</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>29.6.72</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.7.72</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>28.8.72</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>19.6.74</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>11.6.72</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>29.6.72</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.6.73</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>26.6.73</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>13.6.74</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>15.6.74</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>23.6.74</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>29.6.74</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: I-7 hailfalls in Kabardino-Balkaria, 8-15 - in Krasnodar Territory.

Fig. 2 shows that the grauple embryo ratio increases with the increasing of the hailstone diameter. This regularity is either for single and for averaged hailfalls.

It is followed that the hailstone size is determined by the time of its presence in the cloud, all other conditions being equal. Grauple embryo forms sooner than drop-embryo. Some other authors' investigations show that in powerful convective clouds at temperatures - 10°C a considerable amount of large crystals is already present and can be easily converted into grauple embryohailstone as the result of sublimation and gravitational coagulation with supercooled cloud drops.
Therefore the above mentioned allows us to make the conclusion that in the convective clouds the graupel particles are "provided" beforehand and that it is on them that the formation of hailstones takes place at hail stage of the cloud. It is likely, that the appearance of the large embryo drops takes place during the transit to the hail stage, when updraft speed is at least of 8-10 m/sec.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Researchers have described and classified hailstone embryos, or "growth centers," for many years (e.g., Weickmann, 1953). The classifications have ranged from "objective" (clear vs cloudy or opaque; e.g., Macklin et al., 1960) to semi-interpretive (rime vs glaze; Carte and Kidder, 1966) to much more detailed interpretations with many categories (e.g., List, 1958). All of the evidence used to place embryos in any genetic category involves some degree of subjectivity. In the discussion which follows, the subjective element is made as explicit as possible.

Hail embryos are studied in an effort to determine where, and by what microphysical processes, they are formed. Our approach has been to look at many hailstone embryos, find what appear to be natural descriptive classifications, and interpret these in terms of origin. It is observed that hailstone embryos may be divided into two major classes with a third, minor, but still distinct class. A small residuum remains unclassified. The classification and its interpretation is given in some detail in what follows and is applied to two large collections of natural hail. Some information about trajectories, inferred from D/H ratios and crystal sizes, is also included.

2. EMBRYO CLASSIFICATION AND INTERPRETATION

Much of the authors' work on hail embryo classification and interpretation has been published (Knight and Knight, 1970, 1973a, 1973b, 1974), so the emphasis here is on clear, brief exposition and adding in some details. From observation, there almost always exists a distinct, inner growth unit in hailstones, ranging in size from 2-3 to 10-15 mm in diameter. In about 90% of the hailstones sectioned, this growth unit is one of two types, distinguished by shape, bubble organization and content, crystal size, and the presence or absence of internal cracking. "Archetypal" examples of the two types are given in Figs. 1 and 2. The first is conical and bubbly, sometimes having a transition to clear ice at the blunt end and has small or large crystals or transitions from one size to the other and no internal cracks. The other is round or oblate with a ring of clear ice surrounding a bubbly center, always has large crystals and often contains obvious internal cracks.

Interpretation of conical embryos as having originated from graupel and spherical ones from frozen drops may be traced to List (1958) and others and is discussed in the references by the authors given above. We have chosen to apply the term "embryo" to the units illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. Here the true "graupel" part of the conical embryos are outlined and numbered 1 in Fig. 1. As far as we are aware, there is no evidence which would allow one to determine the true "frozen drop" portion of spherical or oblate embryos and we have used the outermost border of the clear inner ring to delineate these embryos. These boundaries have been chosen because they are almost always unequivocally identifiable. It was perhaps unfortunate to have chosen the words graupel and frozen drop to describe units defined in this way, however, the problem remains of referring to a distinguishable entity and at the time using words previously defined without reference to evidence supplied by the hail itself. We use "graupel embryo" to mean an embryo which originated from a graupel particle and "frozen drop embryo" to mean an embryo originating from a frozen drop.

In applying this classification there are areas of judgement which should be clearly described. A small, porous graupel particle may grow in an updraft, fall a little below the freezing level and melt partially and then enter another updraft and rise again, growing into a hailstone. It is certainly possible to misclassify the resulting embryo as having originated as a frozen drop, but such histories are probably too special to worry about. Classifications are given in statistical form and very particular circumstances such as these will affect them very little. The distinction between a group of air bubbles interpreted as having resulted from the final freezing of a drop and those representing a graupel, is made on the presence or absence of a detectable conical organization. Figure 3 gives two examples in which the conical organization is present but not overwhelmingly obvious.

The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation. Part of the work reported herein was performed as a part of, and with some support from, the National Hail Research Experiment, managed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research and sponsored by the Weather Modification Program, Research Applications Directorate, National Science Foundation.
Figure 4 illustrates another possible error. Broken halves of drops fall in a constant orientation and may grow into very graupel-like embryos. If the plane of the thin-section shown here had been slightly off from center, the embryo would have been misclassified as a graupel but, again, this is a rare event and not statistically important. Another rare event is that instance when a frozen drop embryo does not freeze completely because the hail growth is always wet. At some stage of such stones the liquid may drain out and the embryo is then hollow.

There are two other embryo classifications, "spherical bubbly" and "other" and these two are occasionally combined. Spherical bubbly embryos are rather structureless, bubbly centers, quite distinct from graupel or frozen drops. An illustration is given in Fig. 7.

Four points need to be mentioned. 1) In speaking of graupel, meaning the portions labelled 1 in Fig. 1 and not the whole embryo, the implication is that at one stage the material was loose, porous rime. The evidence for this seems very good (Knight and Knight, 1973b), but there is no evidence preserved of the nature of the ice particle upon which the riming started. It could be a vapor-grown crystal or a small frozen drop. A frozen drop bigger than several hundred microns diameter would be recognized. 2) In cases of doubt, shape itself is a strong reason for classification as one type of embryo or the other. This is because of the very strong observation that conical embryos do not grow from complete, frozen drops big enough to be identified: only from half-drops, whose fall orientation is stabilized by their shape. 3) Embryos of large and giant hailstones are very much more difficult to classify than those of smaller hail (1-3 cm). While part of this difference may be due to re-crystallization and generally poorer collection procedures for the large hail, our impression is that this is not sufficient to account for the difference, and the reason for this is unresolved. 4) The problem of whether the orientation and positioning of the thin-section is appropriate to identifying the embryo, is always present. Judgment and care is called for throughout the process of sectioning and classifying. We consider this unimportant as a statistical bias, though a possible factor in individual cases.

3. EMBRYO TYPE STATISTICS

It is interesting to seek relationships between embryo type and climate and storm characteristics. The National Hail Research Experiment is conducted in northeastern Colorado where ground level is about 1.7 km MSL. The cloud base temperatures for hailstorms in this area range from -5 to +10°C and typical cloud droplet concentrations are about 1000/cc, placing the aerosol population well in the "continental" category. We have published (Knight et al., 1974) some results from extensive collections of hail in this area. Partly in connection with another project (Project DUSTORM) and partly to examine hail embryo types from another climatic region, a collection effort was made in Oklahoma in 1975 in cooperation with the National Severe Storms Laboratory. We have sectioned 655 hailstones from Oklahoma, Missouri and vicinity. In these areas the storms have warmer cloud bases and their source air is presumably more maritime. These two hail sources are distinguished in Table I, and the stones are further broken down as to size: greater than or less than 2.5 cm major diameter. The results show what one might expect: graupel embryos predominating in NE Colorado while drops predominate in Oklahoma; and in each region, the large hail is more likely to have drop embryos than the small.

Cloud base temperatures were calculated for as many of the NHRE hail collections as possible, using local soundings and parcel theory. Figure 5 shows a plot of percentage of frozen drop embryos in a storm collection vs the cloud base temperature. While the relation is not perfect, it is clear that warmer cloud base temperatures are conducive to frozen drop embryos.

Figure 5. Calculated cloud base temperatures are plotted against percent of frozen drop embryos for 35 hailstorms in NE Colorado.

These results are not really surprising. Warmer cloud bases must surely correlate with stronger updrafts and consequently larger hail. Warmer cloud bases also provide a higher liquid water content and a greater vertical extent for liquid coalescence to operate. If frozen drop embryos are formed by recirculation of ice particles below the freezing level, so that they melt and then refreeze, there is also more opportunity for that process when the cloud bases are warmer.

4. D/H, CRYSTAL SIZE, AND EMBRYO TYPE: CORRELATIONS AND TRAJECTORIES

One of the major unanswered questions in hail research is where and at what time the embryos...
originates. Any means of interpreting the trajectory of the stone from the stone itself would be very valuable. The deuterium-hydrogen ratio D/H in the hailstone is one way of getting at the answer (Facy et al., 1963 and several later publications from other groups). A lower D/H implies growth higher in the cloud. Crystal size in the accretional (graupel) embryos is also valuable. According to work summarized by Pitter and Pruppacher (1973) and more recent work by Rye and Macklin (1975) and Abbott (unpublished), small crystal size, diameter less than 1 mm, implies growth at cloud temperatures lower than about \(-15°C\) and crystal size larger than that implies growth at warmer temperatures.

Small, conical hail that grew from graupel often shows sharp grain size transitions. The 1975 hail samples from NE Colorado that were collected in nets and quenched, contained several examples of such transitions. Two of the collections from the storm on July 23 were quite different: in one (#728), the crystal size was large at the start and small at the outside, indicating growth while ascending past the \(-15°C\) level; in the other (#727), the reverse was true (fig. 6). In each case, six stones were dissected to get large enough samples for D/H analysis, and the results are, in % Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Large</th>
<th>Small</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#728</td>
<td>-125.8</td>
<td>-140.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(inside)</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#727</td>
<td>-150.8</td>
<td>-128.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(outside)</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One more collection, from July 22, 1975, had large crystals in the inside, and D/H for that layer was -116.8, while that for the outer layer of small crystals was -118.3. The agreement in trend between the D/H and the crystal size interpretation of the trajectory is encouraging, and more such checks are planned.

D/H in embryos may also be correlated with embryo type. Deuterium profiles have been measured on six giant hailstones that fell near Sterling, Colorado, on August 15, 1974. These results will be described in detail and reported elsewhere by D. Ehhalt and the present writers, but the analyses of the embryos themselves are of interest here. The six stones had three embryo types, whose D/H values, again in %SMOW, are given below.

- Spherical bubbly (3) = -69.4, -72.5, -72.9
- Graupel (2) = -57.4, -44.4
- Frozen drop = -53.4

Several of these embryos are shown in Fig. 7. It is remarkable that in all six cases, the embryo D/H value is an extreme for the entire stone: three times the highest value, three times the lowest. The frozen drop embryo is expected to have a high value if it shows anything approaching equilibrium with the lower levels in the storm where liquid drops are to be expected. The very low values for the spherical bubbly embryos would be consistent with formation high in these storms, and are no doubt one clue to how this rather minor embryo type originates.

5. CONCLUSION

Progress in understanding hail embryo formation hinges upon the kind of analysis in the last section; using structural features, deuterium (or O18) content, and any other means to deduce some features of their histories. This kind of study must be done on hailstones properly collected at accurately known times and locations, from storms that are documented in other ways; especially storms with detailed radar reflectivity coverage, as well as Doppler coverage and data from penetrating aircraft. The paper by Musil et al., (1976) in these proceedings is a first try at such a synthesis, and efforts to obtain data sets of this kind will continue in NHERE.
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| TABLE I |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | Graupel % | Frozen drop % | Other % |
| ≤2.5 cm        |           |               |         |
| NE Colo.       | 1982 (86)  | 197 (8)       | 127 (6) |
| Okla. +        | 69 (25)    | 151 (55)      | 54 (20) |
| Total          | 2051 (80)  | 348 (13)      | 181 (7) |
| >2.5 cm        |           |               |         |
| NE Colo.       | 80 (52)    | 46 (30)       | 29 (18) |
| Okla. +        | 70 (18)    | 259 (68)      | 52 (14) |
| Total          | 130 (28)   | 305 (57)      | 81 (15) |
| All            |           |               |         |
| NE Colo.       | 2062 (84)  | 243 (19)      | 156 (6) |
| Okla. +        | 139 (21)   | 410 (63)      | 106 (16) |
| Total          | 2201 (71)  | 653 (21)      | 161 (8) |

Fig. 1. a) Two typical examples of graupel embryos: embryos that originate from graupel particles, labelled number 1 in the sketches. (June 11, 1973, Colorado).
Fig. 2. 2.5x. A typical frozen embryo (June 4, 1973, Oklahoma).

Fig. 3. 3.4x. Two graupel embryos, the left one quenched, the right one not. (June 11, 1973, Colorado).

Fig. 4. 9x. Graupel-like embryo grown from a half of a frozen drop. (June 6, 1973, Oklahoma).

Fig. 5. 1.6x. Typical hailstone from collection #728 (July 23, 1975).

Fig. 6a. 1.8x. Typical hailstone from collection #728 (July 23, 1975).

Fig. 6b. 1.8x. Typical hailstone from collection #727 (July 23, 1975).

Fig. 7. 3.5x. The three embryo types from August 15, 1974, near Sterling, Colorado.
CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURE OF SOME LARGE HAILSTONES AND ITS CORRELATION WITH ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS.

Laura Levi* - Elena M.de Achaval - Luisa Lubart - Marfa E.Saluzzi**.
* Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica.
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1. THE HAILSTORM

In the present work, several large hailstones, precipitated during two minutes from a highly developed air mass convective hailstorm, are analysed and their growth conditions are discussed.

The storm took place under the lee of the Andes chain at Rama Caída - Mendoza - Argentina, on January 1975. Storms of this type are frequent in this region when the following conditions are given (Saluzzi et al.1973):

1) A favourable thermodynamic pattern in low levels, i.e. the atmospheric circulation near the ground has already produced the advection of temperature and humidity necessary to establish the above mentioned thermodynamic pattern.
2) The entrance of an intense upper level trough.

The values of some cloud parameters, derived from the nearest radio sounding, are given in Table 1, where:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>h (km)</th>
<th>p (mb)</th>
<th>T_e (°C)</th>
<th>T_i (°C)</th>
<th>U (ms⁻¹)</th>
<th>w (g m⁻³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>-16</td>
<td>-9.5</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.45</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-19</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>-26.5</td>
<td>-18</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>-29</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>40.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>-34</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.05</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>-40</td>
<td>-34.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>-45</td>
<td>-45.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

T_e=sounding temperature; T_i=temperature inside the parcel in adiabatic ascent; U=adiabatic updraft; w=adiabatic liquid water content.

In the Table the underlined values correspond to the level h_m of maximum updraft U_m obtained on the assumption that the updraft speed decreases near the top of the cloud (English, 1973). Since the value of U_m, according to the modified updraft profile proposed by English, differs slightly from the value of U at h=h_m, it may be considered in the present case U_m=40ms⁻¹.

2. HAILSTONE ANALYSIS

A photograph of the hailstone sample is shown in Figure 1. The stones were oblate spheroids with maximum diameter of 5 to 7 cm and marked eccentricity which reached, for the largest hailstones, a value of about 0.5. The opposite surfaces of the spheroids differ, one of them being knobby, the other smooth. Note that in the figure only H6...
shows its knobby surface up. More pronounced knobs protrude from the lateral surfaces of the hailstones.

2.1. Crystal Structure

Figure 2a shows several hailstone sections observed in transmitted light. All sections contain the equatorial plane of the spheroids, except H2 that was cut through the plane containing the maximum and minimum diameters. Two thin sections observed by polarized light are given in Figure 2b. Here, weakly marked dark crosses may be noted formed near the centre of H7 and in the peripheric zone of H8.

It may be noted that all samples except H1, are mainly transparent and formed by large crystals in their peripheric zones. Their central zones or graupels present, however, some interesting differences. In fact, they can be characterized as opaque ice centres mainly formed by small crystals (H2, H6, H7, H8) and as transparent ice centres formed by large crystals (H1, H3, H4).

Some conical graupels, with their axes approximately in the equatorial plane of the spheroid, were also observed in a few cases (see H1 and H7 in Fig. 2a). In the other samples the central zones appeared nearly spherical.

Table 2 shows the results obtained from the replica analysis of some

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>H8 Zone</th>
<th>H3 Zone</th>
<th>H1 Zone</th>
<th>H7 Zone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r (mm)</td>
<td>σ (mm²)</td>
<td>ϕ (°)</td>
<td>r (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3-10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15-23</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>12-20</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>&gt;40</td>
<td>13-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The radial distance is taken from the apex of the graupel.
** Discontinuous layer of small crystals.
hailstones. The table gives, for successive hailstone zones, the minimum and maximum radius \( r \) of the zone, the mean crystal surface \( \sigma \) and the mean value of the angle \( \varphi \) formed by the crystal c-axis with the radial direction. Notice that some melting occurring during the preparation of the samples, reduces slightly the replica radii with respect to those of the stones.

In each sample, \( \varphi \) was only obtained for a few zones where crystals were satisfactorily etched. Both, \( \varphi \) and \( \sigma \) have been carefully determined for Zones 2 and 3 of H8, where about 100 crystals have been analysed in each zone. For other samples, \( \varphi \) has been evaluated analysing a smaller number of crystals. In these cases it has been indicated in Table 2, \( \varphi < 30^\circ \) or \( \varphi > 40^\circ \), according to the interval where this angle is found. As it is known, \( \varphi \) is related to crystal growth conditions.

The evaluation of \( \varphi \) was mainly used to recognize dry and wet growth regimes, while the determination of \( \sigma \) was used to evaluate the air temperature \( T_a \) prevailing during growth. This has been done on the basis of Figure 3 obtained by the present authors from the analysis of some artificial accretions.

In Table 2 this region has been divided into Zone 2 and 3, each of them characterized by a different crystal orientation and size. The value \( \varphi = 25^\circ \) found for Zone 2 indicates that this was formed in dry growth regime, whereas the change to \( \varphi = 42^\circ \) observed in Zone 3 suggests a transition from dry to wet growth. This indicates that the temperature \( T_a \) which prevailed during growth of Zone 2 was just under 0°C.

The weak dark cross, shown in Figure 2b in the peripheric region of H8, is in agreement with these results and show that some of the crystals nucleated in Zone 2 with dry growth orientation continue in Zone 3, though wet growth conditions were established in the latter. Thus, crystals showing the dry and the wet growth orientations would both occur in this zone. The pronounced scattering of the crystal orientation resulting from this phenomenon, would determine the value \( \varphi = 42^\circ \) measured in the replica. This value is intermediate between that corresponding to dry and to wet growth.

The results obtained for Zone 2 may now be used to evaluate the temperature \( T_a \) prevailing during the growth of this zone. In fact, the mean crystal size \( \sigma \approx 2 \text{ mm}^3 \) would give \( T_a \approx -18^\circ \)C (Figure 3, curve \( T_a =-5^\circ \)C), while a higher value of this temperature, \( T_a \approx -10^\circ \)C, would result from the mean crystal width,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>H1</th>
<th>H3</th>
<th>H7</th>
<th>H8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d (mm)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 - Mean crystal width

2.2. Growth conditions

In order to correlate the growth conditions with the crystal structure, hailstones may be classified as follows:

a) Hailstones with opaque centre H2, H6, H7 and H8. The structure of H8 is taken here as a representative example of this kind of hailstones. It may be noted that its transparent peripheric region appears uniform by observation in transmitted light (Fig. 2a) though crystals are getting larger with increasing diameter as it is shown in Figure 2b.

Thus, crystals showing the dry and the wet growth orientations would both occur in this zone. The pronounced scattering of the crystal orientation resulting as a consequence, would determine the value \( \varphi = 42^\circ \) measured in the replica. This value is intermediate between that corresponding to dry and to wet growth.

The results obtained for Zone 2 may now be used to evaluate the temperature \( T_a \) prevailing during the growth of this zone. In fact, the mean crystal size \( \sigma \approx 2 \text{ mm}^3 \) would give \( T_a \approx -18^\circ \)C (Figure 3, curve \( T_a =-5^\circ \)C), while a higher value of this temperature, \( T_a \approx -10^\circ \)C, would result from the mean crystal width,
\[ d = 1 \text{mm} \] (Rye and Macklin, 1975). This difference may possibly be correlated with the limit dry-wet growth conditions prevailing in this zone, where crystals show a more rounded shape (Figure 2a) than typical growth accretions.

On the other hand, from \( \varphi = 25^\circ \), it is obtained according to Levi et al. (1974), \( T_a \not\geq -22^\circ \). This temperature is evidently too low for the present zone formed by large crystals and transparent ice. This disagreement could be explained considering that, in dry growth regime, an increased degree of disorder would always determine an increase of \( \varphi \).

It may be concluded that Zone 2 was probably started at \( T_a \not\geq -18^\circ \), where the transition occurs from the small crystals of Zone 1 to the large ones of Zone 2. This temperature would increase towards approximately \(-10^\circ \), arriving to Zone 3 where the transition occurs from dry to wet growth regime.

The temperature \( T_a \) may also be estimated for Zone 1, which should have grown in dry regime, the same as Zone 2. Assuming \(-10 < T_s < 0^\circ\), it is found from Figure 3 \( T_a \approx -22, -24^\circ \). A similar estimation of \( T_a \) is obtained if the crystal mean linear dimension \( v \geq 0.3 \text{mm} \) is compared with the values given for \( d \) by Rye and Macklin.

As for Zone O, probably corresponding to the hailstone embryo, it is formed again by large crystals which indicate \( T_a \not\geq -18^\circ \).

b) Hailstones with transparent centre H1, H3 and H4. As noted previously these hailstones are nearly completely formed by large and transparent crystals grown at \( T_a = -18, -10^\circ \), as it is shown in Tables 2 and 3. Notice that Zone O of H1 is rather opaque probably due to riming, but it is formed by a large single crystal.

The analysis of the crystal orientation indicates that, in these cases too, dry growth prevails up to hailstone radii of 15-20 mm, where thin opaque layers formed by small crystals are usually found. In more peripheral zones large crystals prevail again, showing a scattered orientation, probably corresponding to wet growth.

3. DISCUSSION

The previous analysis of the crystal structure may now be considered, to obtain information about the hail trajectory and about the temperature and the updraft speed existing in the cloud.

3.1. Liquid water content.

The observation that the transparent ice zones, consisting of large crystals, were formed in dry growth regime up to about 10-15 mm radius, has been used to obtain an evaluation of \( w \).

Assuming \( T_a = -18^\circ \) and \( T_s \) near 0°C for hailstone radii 10<r<15 mm, it has been found \( w \geq 2 \text{ gm}^{-3} \). This value is lower than the adiabatic values given in Table 1. The difference could be accounted for considering depletion in the region of quick hailstone formation.

3.2. Hailstone trajectory and updraft speed.

It may be noted that the observed different structures of hail central zones indicate that large hailstones, collected on the ground at nearly the same place and time, may have grown along quite different initial trajectories.

Thus, opaque graupels formed by small crystals should have grown around embryos formed inside an updraft strong enough to carry them up quickly into the higher cloud region, where the temperature is low and the updraft speed begins to decrease with increasing height (Gokhale, 1969). Here they would spend some time, possibly with small up and down motions. These oscillations may be responsible of the layered structure shown by the graupel of H8 and by the opaque-transparent-opaque transition shown by that of H2 and of other samples. Finally, after reaching balance, the stones would precipitate to the ground crossing warmer regions of the cloud, where clear peripheral zones, consisting of large crystals, would form.

On the other hand, hailstones nucleated at lower cloud levels, would grow to medium size before arriving to regions of high updraft speed. Thus, they would reach balance without penetrating into low temperature regions and would precipitate immediately after. The transition from the upward to the downward motion of the hailstone, could be recognized by the formation of opaque layers, formed by small crystals which appear as dark rings in the photographs of Figure 2a. H3 may be taken as a representative example of this type of hailstones.
More complex structures were shown by some samples such as H1 and H7, where the presence of successive opaque rings could be considered as an evidence of recycling.

Table 4- Balance radii and updraft speeds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$r_1$ (mm)</th>
<th>$r_2$</th>
<th>$U_1$ (ms$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$U_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 gives the radii of the opaque graupels and those of the successive opaque rings observed in different stones and the corresponding updraft speeds $U_r$, calculated assuming balance (Knight et al. 1975). The first transitions occurring in H1 and H7 (Figure 2a) are not considered here because they could be correlated to the rotation of the conical graupel with respect to the updraft.

It may be seen that all stones show a transition at $r=10$ mm, $U_r=30$ ms$^{-1}$ while the second transition shown by H1 and H7 corresponds to $U_r=35-38$ ms$^{-1}$.

It is now possible to compare the values of $U$ obtained from the hail structure with those derived from the radiosounding. According to Table 1, the adiabatic updraft would attain 30 ms$^{-1}$ at h=7 km. It could be inferred that this level represents the maximum height reached by graupels when they ascend within the cloud. However, if hailstones showing only one balance radius would precipitate to ground from this height, they would only descend through a cloud column of about 2 km before reaching the freezing level, where it is $U \geq 10$ ms$^{-1}$. It may be easily calculated that the thick peripheral regions of these stones, partially grown in dry regime, could not have been formed along such trajectories.

On the other hand, the results previously derived from the hailstone structure show that graupels similar to H8 should develop inside cloud regions where $h > h_m$. Thus, a more convenient interpretation of the behaviour observed could be the hypothesis that the updraft speed prevailing during hail growth was lower than its adiabatic value. This could be due to the inadequacy of the adiabatic model, which does not take into account the horizontal distribution and the time dependence of the updraft. Actually, the existence of the second balance shown by H1 and H7 may be interpreted if it is assumed that the updraft was increasing during the development of the phenomenon, determining a second ascent of some stones. The fact that the second balance occurs at $U_r=U_m$ supports this interpretation.

3.3. Air temperature in the cloud.

According to the previous discussion, hailstones similar to H8 would spend most of the time needed to form the graupel at cloud levels $h > 8.2$ km where Table 1 gives $T_e < -29^\circ$C. However, the crystal structure indicates that these graupels were growing at a temperature $-20 > T_a > -25^\circ$C. It may be concluded that the air temperature of the cloud was several degrees higher than the sounding temperature $T_e$ and probably near to the adiabatic temperature $T_i$.

It may be seen from Table 1 that for $h < 8$ km, this temperature increases towards ground from $-18^\circ$C to $-8^\circ$C, along a cloud column of about 1.5 km. Such temperature distribution would justify the formation of transparent ice zones, formed by large crystals, as they have been observed in the present hailstones.
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INTRODUCTION

The importance of studying the growth of hailstones in the laboratory at pressures equivalent to those occurring in hail clouds has been recognized about twenty years ago. The facilities to perform such investigations became available in 1963 [List, 1966a]; however they have not been used at conditions different from laboratory pressures until 1972 and 1974 when a team from the University of Toronto, reinforced by a participant from the University of Alberta, was allowed to carry out icing experiments in the pressure controlled Swiss hail tunnel.

The need to duplicate atmospheric conditions and not just to simulate them [List, 1966b] arises from the fact that heat and mass transfers, aerodynamics and collection processes may vary with pressure and lead to different artificial ice deposits. If this were the case, any interpretation of ice structures as they are performed now may have to be completely revised.

When the artificial hail growth experiments were carried out in 1972, it became obvious that unexpected insights complicate the generally accepted picture even more. It was found, for example, that the collection efficiencies were substantially lower than expected on the basis of Langmuir and Blodgett [1946] and Macklin and Bailey [1968] and seemed to have a strong dependence on the liquid water content w. Thus, the previously used method [List, 1960] to calibrate the liquid water distribution across the wind tunnel by the icing of cylinders - in which it was assumed that the ice deposit distribution was a true image of the w-distribution - had to be discarded. This procedure relied on the known water injection rate of the nozzles, the assumption that the collection efficiency is constant along the icing cylinder, and that no icing occurs along the wind tunnel walls.

The importance and uniqueness of the artificial hail growth experiments and the anticipated scraping of the pressure controlled icing tunnel made it imperative to properly calibrate the liquid water content distribution. Since this specific investigation leads to insights which are not provided by the hail growth experiments, the calibration aspect - while being important from the point of view of the application - is overshadowed by the physics of the icing.

In the following, the icing of cylinders and its interpretation is discussed. It will be shown that the collection efficiency can be as low as 15% and that it depends on liquid water content, air density and relative velocity. Hence, the results by Carras and Macklin (1973) will be considerably expanded. The results will be far-reaching in terms of our thinking of hail growth and will provide key concepts to be applied in future theories on hail-formation, theories which in addition to new aerodynamic concepts [Kry and List, 1975] will include more adequate consideration of collision and heat and mass transfer processes.

THE ICING EXPERIMENT

The geometrical arrangement in the hail tunnel [List, 1966a] is shown in Figure 1. A rotating cylinder with a length of 22 cm and a diameter of 2.2 cm is mounted in the quadratic measuring section which has a width of 22.2 cm. The cylinder can be mounted either in the North-South or East-West direction, the rotation frequencies are between 1 and 2 Hz. The

Figure 1. Arrangement of rotating cylinder in the pressure controlled hail tunnel.
water injection occurs 2.5 m below the cylinder in the tunnel section which is 50 x 50 cm wide. Three single nozzles can be mounted simultaneously on the heated head of the injector (Figure 2). De-ionized water [conductivity ~10^{-9} \text{S cm}^{-1}] is supplied from a pressurized vessel and can be injected during pre-selected time intervals. The 3 nozzles used are all of the conical type, their spray angles vary from 60-90° and their openings allow different flow rates, achieved with different water pressures (4-8x10^5 Pa). The water is injected without air to avoid disturbing the air flow too much. The flow rates were reproducible within ±5% over a period of three years; they do not depend on pressure head variations as long as they are within 10% of the total pressure. The injection rates are not affected by a change in laboratory pressure from 733 hPa [Hail laboratory, Weissfluhjoch-Davos] to ~1000 hPa [University of Toronto].

The droplet spectra produced by the different nozzles were established by exposing oil-covered glass slides into the droplet mainstream. This was difficult to achieve in the wind tunnel; therefore, the data given here are from direct spray measurements outside the tunnel, i.e. without artificial air flow. The droplet sizes seem to be larger than in the wind tunnel tests; collisions and coalescences while impacting and moving on the glass slides have certainly biased the data toward large droplets. In view of these possible errors, no correction seems necessary for the limited evaporation that the spray experiences in the wind tunnel. It may be recognized, however, that the smallest droplets may well have evaporated completely. This does affect the mean but not particularly the median volume diameter.

The droplet characteristics of the five different nozzles (A-E) and their combination ABC is displayed in Table 1. On first sight the diameters (up to ~200µm) seem to be quite large. It has to be recognized however, that the large liquid water contents w used in these experiments (up to 50 gm^{-3}) inevitably require large droplet sizes since the large values of w have to be accommodated essentially by the same droplet number as small values. Such sizes are not unreasonable also in view of fast acting droplet coalescence mechanisms which occur in nature under such circumstances [Leighton and Rogers, 1974].

In each individual icing experiment an iced cylinder was produced characteristic for nozzles A, B, C, D, E or ABC, dynamic velocity pressures $P_{\text{dyn}}$ of 2, 3, 4 or 5 kPa ($P_{\text{dyn}} = \rho \frac{V^2}{2}$, where $\rho$ is the air density and $V$ the air velocity) and air densities $\rho$ of 1.005, 0.692 or 0.477 kg m^{-3} corresponding to pressures at the laboratory level and the -10°C and the -30°C levels respectively, in a hail producing cloud in Colorado (Beckwith, 1960). The cylinders were inserted in the tunnel either in the North-South or the East-West direction. All experiments were carried out at an air temperature in the wind tunnel of -20°C. Figure 3 shows a typical iced cylinder. 63 experiments were performed in total.

### Table 1. Average diameters $D$, mean volume diameters $D_{V,\text{med}}$, median volume diameter $D_{V,\text{med}}$ and maximum diameter $D_{\text{max}}$ of drops produced by the different injection nozzles A to E and the combination of nozzles A, B and C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>Injection Rate $\dot{m}$ [gs^{-1}]</th>
<th>$D$ [µm]</th>
<th>$D_{V,\text{med}}$ [µm]</th>
<th>$D_{V,\text{med}}$ [%]</th>
<th>$D_{\text{max}}$ [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>7.64</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Cylinder iced for 60s by nozzle A at a temperature of -20°C and a pressure of 504.7 hPa, equivalent to the -10°C level in the atmosphere. The relative air speed was 38.4 m/s with a corresponding velocity pressure of 50 mm of water or 4.9 hPa; scale in cm.
3. EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTS

The photographic record was used to determine the average ice thickness of 19 cylinder segments of a length of 1 cm. Corrections due to distortion had to be considered. The accretion for each element (i) can be characterized by the equation:

$$E_i w_i = \rho_i x_i (V\tau_i)^{-1},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $E_i$ is the collection efficiency of the i-th element, $w_i$ the liquid water content to which the i-th element is exposed, $\rho_i$ the ice density, $x_i$ averaged ice thickness of the i-th element, $V$ the velocity, and $\tau$ the icing time.

It was assumed that the liquid water content was distributed with a radial symmetry across the tunnel measuring section. This assumption was reasonable in most cases and allowed averaging of the symmetric cylinder segments including the North-South and East-West directions. In a few cases where this assumption was unsatisfactory a more elaborate procedure was applied.

It can then be argued that the percentage distribution of the total accreted water over all 9 radial rings and the inner core might be determined since the total injection is known. Negligible water was accreted occasionally on the tunnel walls, and negligible amounts were evaporated after injection. Hence, no special corrections were considered necessary. But the main problem is still unresolved: the liquid water distribution is not similar to the calculated ice deposit distribution. This would require a constant collection efficiency $E$.

Interpretations of other icing experiments suggested the following liquid water content dependence on $E$, with the other parameters being constant:

$$E = E_0 + (1 - E_0)/(1+kw),$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E_0$ is an asymptotic value reached at infinite $w$, and $k$ is a measure of the curvature by which this limiting value is approached.

Substituting (1) in (2) and solving for $w_i$ one obtains:

$$w_i = [K_k-1 + \sqrt{(K_k-1)^2 + 4E_0 K_K}] (2E_0)^{-1}. \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

Mass conservation requires that the $w$-flux is equal to the injection rate $F$. For the specific geometrical arrangement applied here according to Figure 3 this leads to:

$$w_1/8 + \sum_{i=2}^{10} w_i (1-1) = F(2nV)^{-1}. \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

Hence $E_i, w_i, k$ and $E_0$ are the 22 unknowns (i=1 to 10). The set of 21 equations (1, 2 or 3 and 4) is not sufficient to produce unique values for $E_0$ and $k$. A numerical procedure can now be applied to determine a continuous set

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Average calculated asymptotic collection efficiency $E_0$ as function of $V^2$, for densities representing the laboratory pressure (733 hPa) and the pressure during halldays at the -10C level (504.7 hPa) and the -30C level (346.1 hPa). All experiments in which the values of $E_0$ are based were carried out at -20C. The error bars represent the standard deviation from the averages and the associated figures indicate the number of pairs of experiments used to derive the averages.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.png}
\caption{Density dependence of the slopes of the linear relationships $E_0$ versus $V^2$. Error bars are calculated with standard regression techniques.}
\end{figure}
\[ E_0 = 0.13 - [3.8 \times 10^{-5} - 1.75 \times 10^{-4} (p - 0.4)](2500 - V^2), \] (5)
in S.I. units.

The dependence of the asymptotic collection efficiency \( E_0 \) on the air density is linear; it decreases with increasing \( V^2 \) for \( p > 0.4 \) kg m\(^{-3} \), it increases for \( p > 0.4 \) kg m\(^{-3} \). Within the range of densities encountered in the average atmosphere where icing occurs (\( > 0.4 \) to \( 0.8 \) kg m\(^{-3} \)) the velocity dependence of \( E_0 \) is not spectacular.

Applying the same procedure used to determine \( E_0 \) to the calculation of \( k \) leads to Figure 6. This display shows that \( k \) is not density dependent. It varies linearly with the \( V^2 \) according to:

\[ k = 0.425 V^2, \text{ in S.I. Units} \] (6)

Substituting (5) and (6) in (2), a general equation is found for the dependence of the collection efficiency on the icing conditions at a temperature of \(-20^\circ C\):

\[ E = a_1 - S(p) L(V^2) + \frac {a_2 - S(p) L(V^2)} {1 + a_3 V^2}, \] (7)
in S.I. Units,

where \( a_1 = 0.13, a_2 = 0.87, a_3 = 0.525, \)
\( S(p) = 3.8 \times 10^{-5} - 1.75 \times 10^{-4} (p - 0.4), \)
\( L(V^2) = 2500 - V^2. \)

4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Equation (7) can be explored by varying either \( w, p \) or \( V^2 \) and leaving the values of the other independent variables constant. The ranges of variation were chosen in view of the artificial hail growth experiment with \( 0 < w < 50 \) gm\(^{-3} \), up to \( 30 \) gm\(^{-3} \) were measured by Sulakvelidze et al., 1967, and Kyle and Sand, 1973, \( 0.477 < p < 1.005 \) kg m\(^{-3} \) (the low value corresponding to a density at the \(-40^\circ C\) level in the atmosphere, the higher value given by the laboratory pressure at Weissflueljoch where the experiments were conducted), and \( 2 \) hPa \( < \) \( P_{dyn} < 5 \) hPa for the velocity pressure range. Rather than velocity, its corresponding pressure was treated as a variable because it remains constant for free falling objects, independent of atmospheric pressure.

Figures 7, 8 and 9 give the variation of \( E \) as a function of the liquid water content at different air densities and values of \( V^2 \). The low values of the collection efficiency \( E = (E_1 E_2) \) or more precisely the coalescence efficiency \( E_2 \) (the observed collision efficiency \( E_1 \) is essentially unity) are quite unexpected.

They imply that substantial bouncing and/or shedding of some kind has to occur. This is substantiated by photographs taken along the cylinder axis which show streaks of droplets originating at the cylinder surface (Figure 10). According to (7) \( E(w) \) is the same for all densities if \( V^2 = 2500 \) m\(^2\) s\(^{-2} \). The spread of \( E \) for different \( V^2 \) is larger at laboratory pressure than at \( p = 0.573 \) or 0.494 kg m\(^{-3} \).
The observed strong density dependence at high liquid water contents was already suggested by comparison of the total weight of the ice deposits at different deposition rates (Figure 11) calculated for the different icing cylinders. The density effect is reduced more and more as \( w \to 0 \). This bulk picture is repeated in the detailed analysis of (7) and (2) which confirm that \( E = 1 \) as \( w \to 0 \). Figure 12 demonstrates very clearly that an air density variation affects \( E \) more when the liquid water content is high and the farther \( V^2 \) deviates from 2500 m\(^2\) s\(^{-2}\). For \( V = 50\) m s\(^{-1}\) the density effect is nil. If the cylinder would be falling freely (with constant drag coefficient) and only infinitesimal deposits were considered, then plotting of \( E \) against the dynamic pressure \( P_{\text{dyn}} \) is logical. This is done in Figure 13, which shows that the collection efficiency is very small for large water contents (>10 gm\(^{-3}\)) and does not depend much on the free fall speed. \( E \) increases with decreasing \( w \) and so does its dependence on the dynamic pressure. The density effect at a given \( w \) is essentially independent of \( P_{\text{dyn}} \).

A comparison of Figure 12 for \( \rho = 1.25 \) km\(^{-3}\) with Carras and Macklin’s (1973) Figure 4 for similar values of cylinder diameters (2.5 vs. 2.2 cm), air velocity (32-35 vs. 33 m/s), air temperature (-17.5 and -22.5C vs. -20C) and sea level air pressure shows that these authors give a constant collection efficiency of 0.5 for liquid water contents varying from 1-10 gm\(^{-3}\). The present experiments, however, give \( E = 0.42 \) for \( w = 10 \) gm\(^{-3}\) increasing to \( E = 0.8 \) for \( w = 1 \) gm\(^{-3}\). It may be added that a variable collection efficiency is easier to accept and explain by considering the dependence of surface conditions from \( w \).

It may be mentioned that no error is expected to contribute to this comparison on the basis of droplet temperatures. In both cases they adjust after injection within about 1C to the air temperature. The heat transfer droplets-air is very efficient; when water was injected at the boiling point no difference in icing appeared.
The air velocity is measured with a precision water micro-manometer (< ± 1%), the wind tunnel pressure head $P_{dyn}$ and air temperature is known to within 1°C. The average thickness of the iced cylinder segment is assessed within 10% and compared and corrected in respect to the calculated data set.

The biggest error is incurred through the numerical methods in determining $E$ and $K$ and the equations with the consistency of the data set significance in $E$ and $K$ seem to be more reliable than the equations for $E$ and $K$ are caused essentially by the error in $w$ and $K$ is normally less than half the error in the liquid water content. It is highest for low liquid water contents below 10 gm$^{-3}$. The drop in $K$ at low $w$ (< 2 gm$^{-3}$) is not real because it will be compensated by an increasing error in $w$. For free fall icing in the atmosphere the error amplification is generally quite less than $K = 0.5$.

5. EXPERIMENTAL ACCURACY

Let us now assess the accuracy of the data. The air velocity is measured with a precision water micro-manometer (< ± 1%), the wind tunnel pressure head $P_{dyn}$, air temperature is known to within 1°C. The average thickness of the iced cylinder segment is assessed within 10% and compared and corrected in respect to the total deposit which is weighed to within 0.1%. The biggest error is incurred through the numerical methods in determining $E$ and $k$ and equations (1) - (4). However, the extent of the standard deviations shown in Figures 5 and 6 demonstrates that the equations for $E$ and $K$ seem to be more reliable than indicated by the error bars. A statistical assessment of the error would be unsatisfactory because they would give rather meaningless limits.

Assuming that the basic model $E(w)$ (equation 2) is correct for $w > 1$ gm$^{-3}$, then the original uncertainty in $E$ is primarily attached to $w$ and not to $E_0$ and $k$. Combining the apparent errors in $E_0$ and $k$ and the $w$-related ones of all the measured quantities with the consistency of the data set and the ease at which it could be repeated, a standard error of ± 20% is suggested for $w$. While liquid water contents as low as 0.1 gm$^{-3}$ entered the calculations to establish equation (7), it has to be said that the weight of these low values is rather small as compared to the bulkier deposits at higher $w$'s. (Due to this insensitivity at low $w$ the value $E = 1$ may even be approached with a horizontal tangent, i.e. $dE/dw = 0$ at $w = 0$).

6. CONCLUSIONS

Experiments on the icing of cylinders with diameters of 2.2 cm in a pressure controlled wind tunnel at an air temperature of -20°C at different air speeds, air pressures and liquid water contents lead to the following statements:

a) Due to their size and inertia the droplets in the air stream were not deflected by the presence of a slowly rotating cylinder (Collision efficiency $\omega = 1$). The coalescence efficiency however, was reduced considerably to values as low as 15%.
b) The reduction in the coalescence efficiency is caused by bouncing and shedding processes. Whereas bouncing depends on the size of the colliding droplets, shedding mechanisms mainly depend on the state of the surface water skin or \( w \) (see also Joe et al., 1976).

c) The dependence of the collection efficiency \( E \) on liquid water content \( w \), air density and air speed is given by a general formula. The \( w \)-dependence can be described by a function of the principal form \( 1/w \), which approaches a limiting value of \( E \), namely \( E_0 \), asymptotically for \( w \to \infty \).

d) The collection efficiency \( E \) is dependent on air density, except for a speed of \( V = 50 \text{ms}^{-1} \). \( E \) can be up to 58\% lower (for \( V = 33 \text{ms}^{-1} \) and \( w = 10 \text{gm}^{-3} \)) than measurements would indicate at (near sea level) laboratory pressures.

e) The asymptotic value for \( w \to \infty \) of the collection efficiency, \( E_0 \), of a cylinder is dependent on air density and air speed. The way \( E_0 \) is approached starting from 1 at \( w = 0 \) is given by a curvature factor \( k \), which is larger for higher speeds and independent of air density.

f) While the water loss is large it is never such that an increase in liquid water content will lead to a decrease in ice deposit growth.

A comparison of theoretical heat and mass transfer calculations with experiments of the type Carras and Macklin (1973) used in respect to a critical water content, separating "wet" from "dry" growth, is unlikely to give satisfactory results because of two reasons: (a) the separation between "wet" and "dry" is very artificial because the surface is always partially "wet" for "dry" growth and (b) the heat and mass transfer calculations assume a temperature of 0\(^\circ\)C for the bouncing or shedding water. This does not seem to be the case.

In summary, the new experiments have demonstrated that icing experiments at laboratory pressures cannot be translated to apply for regions in clouds in which hail is formed. The growth mechanisms are different because the heat and mass transfer is density dependent and, thus, affects collection through changes in surface characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are two main approaches to the derivation of quantitative information on the growth environment of hailstones. One method suggested by French workers in 1962 involves measurement of the isotopic content of the various layers of a hailstone (Facy et al., 1963). The other is based on the work of several groups but it was recently put on a more quantitative basis by Macklin et al. (1976). This method involves the measurement of crystal dimensions and concentrations and sizes of air bubbles. Neither method has been fully tested or exploited. The objects of this paper are to compare results for ambient temperatures obtained by the two methods and to relate growth trajectories to the storms from which the hailstones originated.

Information on surface patterns of hailfalls was obtained by a dense network of observers (about 3000 in 3000 km²) in the vicinity of Johannesburg and Pretoria, South Africa. An S-band radar with a 1.2° beamwidth and a 5-level iso-echo contour system provided data on storm structures. Measurements of deuterium in hailstones were made, and not $^{18}O$. Finally, the average lengths of crystals were determined for growth layers and then related to ambient temperature.

2. DEUTERIUM MEASUREMENTS

The deuterium content of hailstone ice was determined for cubes with a side length of about 3 mm cut from various growth layers.

The melted cubes were reduced in an uranium oven to hydrogen which was analysed in a mass spectrometer. Its deuterium content, $\delta D$, was calculated from the formula

$$\delta D = 1000 \left( \frac{R_s - R_{st}}{R_{st}} \right) \%$$

where $R_s$ and $R_{st}$ are the isotope ratios (D/H), respectively, in the sample and the standard, viz. standard mean ocean water (S.M.O.W.).
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Figure 1. Trajectories of hailstones from storms on 29 November 1972. (a) to (d) were from the same storm. Radial distance from the growth centres was plotted against deuterium content, $\delta D$, and height above ground, $Z$. 

3.4.b
Results for about 400 cubes cut from 34 hailstones that originated in 3 different storms on 29 November 1972 were examined in detail (Roos et al.). First, variations in $\delta D$ within individual layers were investigated. Altogether 75 samples from 16 layers, including asymmetrical ones, were measured. Both opaque and transparent layers were sampled. The mean standard deviation per layer was 2.2%. This figure is only slightly greater than the reproducibility obtained from repeated measurement of the same sample of water but much smaller than the differences between layers. Individual layers of the hailstones investigated were therefore regarded as isotopically uniform.

Variations along different radii within the same hailstone were also investigated. In Fig. 1(a), a schematic drawing of a section through a spheroidal hailstone of 74 g is shown. The $\delta D$-profiles presented with it were determined along the 3 radii indicated. Note the good agreement between the 3 sets of measurements, particularly for the dips at $R = 0.3$ cm and $R = 1$ cm. Similar agreements were generally found where more than one radius was considered.

Jouzel et al. (1973) and others have found a tendency for opaque ice to contain less deuterium than transparent ice, in conformity with the opaque ice having formed at relatively low temperatures. In order to see if a similar tendency could be found for our samples they were subjectively divided into two groups according to whether they comprised opaque or clear ice. Those of intermediate opacity were disregarded. The results for 229 cubes are depicted in Fig. 2 where $\delta D$ was plotted against radial distance, $R$, of the sample from the growth centre. The curved band in the figure separates 94 per cent of the samples: opaque samples lay above the band and clear ones below it.

After this, a scale was derived whereby $\delta D$ could be expressed in terms of the in-cloud ambient temperature $T_a$, and hence height above ground. It was observed that small crystals ($<0.5$ mm) were practically never found in ice samples having $\delta D = -31$%, while large crystals ($>2$ mm) were hardly ever found when $\delta D = -73$%. From earlier results on crystal size and $T_a$ (Levi and Aufdermaur, 1970), these values were taken to correspond with $-18^\circ C$ and $-24^\circ C$, respectively. A linear scale relating $\delta D$ and $T_a$ based on these two points has a slope of $1^\circ C$ per 2%, $\delta D$. Extrapolation of this line yielded $T_a = -29^\circ C$ and $-1^\circ C$ for the extreme $\delta D$ values encountered for 317 samples that were measured for one storm on this day. These values seem to be realistic, as limiting temperatures for hailstone growth would be about $-35^\circ C$ and $-5^\circ C$.

The upper air sounding at 1400 BAST on 29 November 1972 was used to relate $T_a$ and hence $\delta D$ to height $Z$ in km above ground level (AGL), as is presented on the ordinate in Fig. 1. Adiabatic ascent was assumed.

3. GROWTH CENTRES OF HAILSTONES

A fundamental point to establish about hailstones is their position of origin within the cloud. In most hailstones a growth centre of between a few mm and 1 cm in diameter can be detected. Such embryos were found to be conical graupel in 80% of hailstones studied in Switzerland (List, 1960). In the U.S.A., Knight and Knight (1970) classified 60% of their embryos as graupel particles and 10% as spherical, bubbly. These findings were not related to size of the hailstones.

Some 1700 South African hailstones collected from many storms during 7 years were grouped according to size. This revealed that small hailstones are just as likely to have growth centres composed of large-crystal, transparent ice (glaze) as of small-crystal, opaque ice (rime), while rime is much more likely to be found at the centre of large ones. The implication is that large hailstones undergo their first stage of growth at a higher level in the cloud than smaller ones.

Results for the relative frequency of different types of embryos for hailstones of
various sizes are presented in Fig. 3, which has
been taken from Carte and Kidder (1970).

Practically all embryos of several hundred
hailstones from the 3 storms of 29 November 1972
were found to be rime. Both large and small
hailstones were examined. A few embryos of hail­
stones from the most severe storm had the charac­
teristics of frozen drops. The deuterium contents
of 16 embryos were measured. All values lay
approximately in the middle of the range of δD-
values encountered on this day, suggesting that
they formed in the vicinity of the mid-level of
the region of hail growth, at about -10 °C to
-18 °C or 6 to 7 km AGL. Embryos from all three
storms were measured, and they included a few
frozen drops which did not differ significantly
in D-content from the graupels. There was a
slight indication of those which came from the
earliest stages of the storms having originated
at higher altitudes than the ones which came later
when the storms were subsiding.

Crystal sizes were measured in 4 centro-sym­
metrical hailstones that came from a storm on 17
January 1975. One had 3 layers and the rest had
4. Results indicated the origins of all to have
been high up in the cloud whereas deuterium re­
sults pointed to the embryos having grown at a
lower altitude than any subsequent layer. See
Fig. 4. Results of either method must therefore
be interpreted with caution. Another surprising
result was found when the trajectories of two
large hailstones (m = 50 g) or almost identical
multi-layer structure were compared: while their
trajectories (inferred from δD) were very similar
during the later stages of growth, the two identi­
cal embryos evidently originated at levels
differing by 1.5 km in height and 11 °C in tem­
perature.

4. HAILSTONE TRAJECTORIES

4.1 Storms on 29 November 1972

Three hailstorms on 29 November 1972
were studied in detail. The first one (Storm 1)
was tracked for 2½ hours and it produced hail­
stones larger than 5 cm in diameter. It was follo­
wed by Storm 2 which travelled along a parallel
track 15 km to the north and its hailstones were
up to 5 cm in diameter. These two storms ultimate­
lly merged and became part of a multicellular complex,
part of which gave rise to small hailstones (Storm
3). The tracks taken by these storms and the areas
on which they produced hail are depicted in Fig. 5.
The structures of several hundred hailstones from these three storms were examined, supplemented by measurements of deuterium content in 34 of them.

Storm 1 comprised a single core of high radar reflectivity throughout its life but various features suggested that discrete growth took place. In particular, tracks of echo tops showed new ones to have originated on the right of older ones at intervals of 6 to 10 min. The largest hailstones fell at the beginning of the hail path after which the path broadened as the severity and echo height declined. Patchiness was evident in the character of the hailfall.

Examples of trajectories of 5 hailstones from the storms on this day are displayed in Fig. 1. The two methods (according to ØD and to crystal length) showed the same general trends for Nos 4788 and 4767. For No 4781 and No 5013 (trajectory acc. to crystals not shown) there was, as before, lack of agreement for the smallest diameters. The four large stones all came from Storm 1 from locations within 10 km of one another, and the variety of internal structures and trajectories is to be noted. Two of these stones were non-spheroidal in shape: No 4781 was an "apple" and No 4767 a cone with pointed base.

The graphs in Fig. 6 show fallspeed versus growth time, equivalent spherical radius and mass for three of these hailstones which were practically spherical throughout all stages of growth (even though not necessarily always centro-symmetrical). Their fallspeeds (V) were calculated for different sizes using the expression

\[ V \approx 55 \left( \frac{r}{\rho_a} \right)^{1/2} \] (c.g.s. units)

from Roes and Carte (1973). The updraught experienced by them as they grow was then derived from the expression

\[ U = V(1 + 0.278 E \frac{dw}{dt}) \]

where

- \( r \) = equivalent spherical radius
- \( \rho_a \) = air density
- \( E \) = collection efficiency
- \( 0.48 \leq E \leq 0.68 \)
- \( w \) = adiabatic liquid water content.

These examples and others illustrated that large hailstones from not far apart in Storm 1 encountered different updraught conditions: some were swept upwards continuously in an updraught that increased steadily with height and time; others oscillated up and down, two with a period of approximately 8 min. Hailstones which remained suspended at about the same altitude during most of their growth period must have been within an environment where the updraught increased steadily with time and might have moved horizontally towards the region of strongest updraught.

The small hailstone from Storm 3 (Figs 1(e) and 6(c)) was typical of others from the late stage of the storm system in having grown entirely during descent.

4.2 Storms on 17 January 1975

Storms occurred ahead of a cold front on 17 January 1975. Fig. 7 shows how a single-cell storm (Storm A) moved eastwards towards a northward-moving multicellular complex. When the single-cell joined the western flank of the complex it backed abruptly to follow a track nearly parallel to that of cells within the complex. It entered the hail-observing network at the time of the merger and produced large hailstones, up to 5 cm in diameter.

The rest of the complex had taller cells, they were of greater horizontal extent and their maximum radar reflectivity was equal to that of Storm A but its largest hailstones were no more than 3 cm in diameter.
At the time of the hailfall the storms had structures typical of those within a squall line. Forward overhangs and weak-echo regions indicated that inflow regions were at the leading edge where a gust front was recorded. Continual regeneration was noted ahead of and between existing strong echoes. The radar scanning cycle of 3 to 5 min was too slow for some features to be tracked satisfactorily because of rapid development.

Centro-symmetrical hailstones were selected from several parts of the hail path. The first 4 hailstones analysed come from the same location. They were Nos 5275, 5276, 5282 and 5286 and were structurally similar to the schematic section in Fig. 4. Their masses were, respectively, 31, 26, 12 and 5 g. These hailstones evidently followed very similar trajectories, in spite of large differences in final mass.

An attempt has not yet been made to link D with T₀ for this day because only few results are available at this stage. However, it is obvious from Fig. 4 that the two methods gave different results for the embryo stage. This has already been commented on. Differences for the outer layers appear to occur as well: crystal lengths indicated descent during growth of the outer layers of 3 hailstones, while D-values showed only slight descent for 2 of them. Both methods showed that all 4 hailstones ascended after the embryo stage. Hailstones of other structures from a number of other localities are being investigated. Preliminary examination of their internal structures suggests that not all will have trajectories as simple as those depicted in Fig. 4.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The two methods for determination of ambient temperature during growth of hailstones agreed well for many samples. Differences for embryos - and outer layers - were found. Measurements of crystal lengths suggested that some embryos had originated at considerably higher altitudes than values resulting from deuterium measurements. Possible reasons for the discrepancies are: accretion by porous embryos of raindrops that were not in deuterium equilibrium with their surroundings; simultaneous accretion of ice crystals and water droplets (perhaps reducing the average crystal size); changes in deuterium content of the input air; and "injection" of embryos into a different part of the dynamic cloud system (Knight and Knight, 1970).

The embryos of large hailstones are likely to have been formed at high levels. In three storms of different degrees of severity on one day for which D-measurements were made, the embryos of hailstones of various sizes all originated at about the mid-level of hailstone growth. Some were graupels but this finding also applied to the few frozen drops that were measured.

Hailstones of a variety of structures fell from one single-cell storm (Storm 1). Various features suggested that its airflow was not steady. Some of the large hailstones (>30 g) apparently remained balanced at about the same altitude during most of their growth. The largest one was restricted to heights between 7.3 and 7.7 km while growing from 5 to 77 g. The updraught in its environment was calculated to have increased at 1.2 m s⁻¹ per min and reached a maximum of 39 m s⁻¹ at the 330 mb level. Other hailstones from the same storm followed oscillatory trajectories with a period of about 8 min which was in agreement with observed changes in the fine-scale radar structure. In other cases, growth occurred on predominantly ascending trajectories or (for small hailstones) during continuous descent.

Hailstones from a single-cell storm (Storm A), with rapid changes of internal structure during its most intense phase, included large ones. Their growth trajectories, apart from the embryo stage, were simple up-and-down ones. Many of the hailstones had more complex structures than those analysed so far and would not be expected to have such simple trajectories.

Insofar as generalization is possible, the favoured temperature range for hailstone growth was found to be -20 to -25 °C. Growth trajectories have revealed that complex airflow patterns may exist even in storms of apparently simple radar structure.

Deuterium measurements should be supplemented by tritium measurements, which provide information on entrainment (Ehalt, 1967). Other valuable information would be the exact time of arrival on the ground of hailstones that are analysed. Their location with respect to the radar echo pattern could then be established precisely.
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The Modeling of Hailstone Growth and Melting Processes
A.I. Kartsivadze, A.M. Okudjava, V.A. Lapinskas and V.A. Chikhladze

The Institute of Geophysics of the Georgian Academy of Sciences, USSR, Tbilisi

The formation of clouds and precipitation is the result of a complicated of numerous factors acting in the earth atmosphere. The direct and reverse times between these factors cannot be easily detected in natural conditions. That is why it is difficult to find out the main mechanisms governing the processes of cloud and precipitation evolution.

The impossibility of getting direct information on microphysical and dynamical processes taking place in clouds at various stages of their development also presents an essential obstacle for the investigation of the nature of these phenomena.

In this highlight we attach great importance to those methods of investigation which allow to disintegrate complex processes, study separate factors to integrate them subsequently and to construct thus a model of natural phenomena. This way of physical experimentation creates wide ample opportunities not only for the investigation of a natural process but also makes it possible to find out the means for artificial transformation of this process in a desirable direction.

The realization of such experiments is connected with the necessity of the creation of complex experimental facilities for the reconstruction of a wide range of physical conditions observed in the atmosphere. The laboratory complex of the Institute of Experimental Meteorology in Obninsk, Borovski, Volkovitski (1967), is an example of such a facility. To the similar purpose serves the construction of an experimental facility of the Institute of Geophysics of the Georgian Academy of Sciences.

The facility is accommodated in two buildings, one of which is presented in Fig.1. The main body of the facility is thermo-barochamber (TBC) with the internal volume of about 350 m$^3$ (Fig.2) and consists of a big cloud chamber (1) with the volume of about 260 m$^3$ which represents a vertical cylinder with conical bottom (2) 17 m high and 4.6 m in diameter; central tube (3) 20 m high and 1 m in diameter; vertical aerodynamic tube (4) 20 m high, 1 m in diameter, the aircooler (5); airfilters (6); the powerful ventilator (7); the system of airconductors (8); the vacuum pumps (9) and freon refrigerators (10).

The big cloud chamber, vertical aerodynamic and central tubes have the systems for: the vapor supply, the wa-
water spray, the spray of powdered reagents, automatic regulation, recording and monitoring of the chamber's working regime.

The creation of a desired temperature regime is realized through the circulation of freon-30 cooled in refrigerators and blown into the jacket of the big cloud chamber and central tube. In such a way it is possible to lower the temperature down to \(-40^\circ\text{C}\) in the internal volume of TBC.

The required temperature can be maintained continuously in the whole volume of the TBC to within \(\pm 1^\circ\text{C}\). An air-mixing device inside the chamber allows to get a sufficiently homogeneous temperature field. Special tests have shown that temperature differences in the internal volume of the TBC do not exceed \(\pm 1^\circ\text{C}\).

The system of vacuum pumps and air compressors makes it possible to change air pressure in the big cloud chamber and central tube in the range of 0.05 to 2.0 atm. It is therefore possible to create in the TBC conditions roughly corresponding by temperature to high layers of the troposphere while by pressure they correspond to the height of about 25 km above the sea level.

The modelling of cloudy environment in the TBC is realized by adiabatic expansion, water spraying or direct vapor injection. The regulation of water and air pressure by means of different spray nozzles makes it possible to create a cloudy environment with a monodispersed spectrum of droplets of given size, or a polydispersed spectrum very near to those observed in natural conditions.

The water content of the created environment can be changed within broad limits considerably overpassing natural ones.

In the vertical aerodynamic tube it is possible to create updrafts reaching 40 m s\(^{-1}\) and more.

A device for modeling hailstone growth and melting processes(11) is attached to the main body of the big cloud chamber.

Laboratories, working rooms and central operational desk are accommodated on two floors around the TBC while in the ground floor there are machines and aggregates.

In the second building two thermostabochambers with the volume of 8 and 0.5 m\(^3\) are mounted. In these chambers the temperature and pressure can be lowered down to \(-70^\circ\text{C}\) and 0.01 atm respectively. This corresponds to the conditions observed in highest layers of the stratosphere.

Serial experiments on crystallizing activity of various chemical compounds can be conducted in an isothermal cloud chamber with the volume of 2 m\(^3\) while investigations of elementary processes of cloud particles evolution are carried out in a small chamber with the volume of 3 l. Here, besides thermal regime it is possible to create and chan-
ge air humidity and electric field intensity up to several thousands V cm⁻¹.

The experimental facility allows to conduct investigations by means of laser technique, electron microscopy, electronography, x-ray analysis, microcalorimetry, infrared spectroscopy, spectrophotometry and ect.

Out of the whole complex of experiments, here will be discussed preliminary data on the investigation of hailstone growth and melting.

Interesting results have been obtained by several authors through a laboratory modeling of the processes mentioned above, Mason (1956), Muchnik and Shmukler (1954), Khimach (1964), Mossop and Kidder (1962), Browning, Ludlam and Macklin (1963), List (1960), Kachurin and Morachevski (1965). However, a common shortcoming of those investigations is that the experiments were carried out either using fixed hailstone devoid of all degrees of freedom, or using ice cylinders rotating uniformly around their longitudinal axes. Besides that almost in all the experiments there was no required conformation between the measured hailstone sizes and airflow velocities. All this did not permit the reproduction of hailstone growth and melting conditions with the sufficient precision which resulted inadequate reliability of experimental results.

During 1963-1967 the first attempt was made in the Institute of Geophysics of the Georgia Academy of Sciences for the investigation of the melting processes of hailstones suspended in the air current, Gvelesiani et al. (1964), Gvelesiani and Kartsvadze (1964). In the device used for this purpose the air current blowing on the hailstone was characterized by an abnormally high degree of small scale turbulence which resulted in considerable changes of heat transfer conditions and thus affected the rate of hailstone melting.

After the completion of the TBC it became possible to model both the natural processes of hailstone growth and melting since the big cloud chamber is quite suitable for the creation of a cloudy environment. Its parameters almost equal to those observed in natural conditions and it can be used for the realization of an airstream blowing around a growing hailstone.

To carry out those experiments a special device was attached to the TBC (Fig. 3). A hailstone in this device is suspended on an airstream. For this purpose a diffuser with a small apex angle is used in which a laminarized stream of a cloudy environment is formed. In the diffuser (3) at any given level such a distribution of aircurrent velocity is created that the pressure in the central part of the diffuser is always less than that near
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its walls. Moreover the airstream velocity in this device decreases with height and that is why the hailstone remains in the axial part of the diffuser on a corresponding level during the process of its growth or melting.

A problem of liquid movement in a diffuser is theoretically well investigated in the case of source being located in its apex. Under real conditions the cloudy environment gets into diffuser through the entrance section in which the steady regime is characterized with some profile of velocity. If the entrance to the diffuser is smooth enough then the flow-velocity $V_0$ in each point of the entrance section will be nearly constant.

Motion equations for this problem with the assumption of a steady and cylindrically symmetric flow in the absence of mass forces were integrated by Targ (1951). In the equations the approximation consists in a partial account for the inertial terms and terms depending on viscosity. All calculations have been made in polar coordinates $(\rho, \theta)$. The solution is true for small apex angles $\delta < 2\alpha$ of the diffuser when it can be considered that $\tan \alpha = \rho / \delta$. For the characteristic dimension of the conical diffuser let us accept $p\alpha$, where $p$ is counted off an imaginary apex of the diffuser. In this case for Reynolds number we have:

$$R = \frac{u \rho \alpha}{\nu}$$

where $\nu$ is kinematic viscosity of the environment.

The analysis of the solution brings us to the conclusion that a flow in the diffuser is directed towards the decrease of pressure if $\alpha R \leq 4.73$. Besides that if $\alpha R \leq 7.34$ the flow will not be jerky. With the increase of $\alpha R$ the flow is cutting off from the walls and the region of the cut-off gradually approaches the entrance section. When the values of $\alpha R$ are small in the diffuser at a sufficient distance from the entrance there is established a flow with a parabolic profile of velocities:

$$\frac{V_0}{\nu} \approx 2 \left(1 - \frac{\delta^2}{\alpha^2}\right) \rho_s^2 / \rho^2, \quad (1)$$

where $\rho_s$ is the distance from the apex to the entrance section of the diffuser.

Let us take for the initial length of the diffuser the distance $L$ from the entrance section to the point at which the axial velocity of the flow determined by (1) differs from the real axial velocity less than by 1%. In this case according to Targ (1951)

$$L \approx 0.16 \rho \alpha R$$

Based on the results mentioned above parameters of the diffuser were selected as follows: the apex angle is $8^\circ$, the length of the diffuser is $514$ mm, the diameter of the entrance hole is $40$ mm.

The main difficulty in the construction of an experimental device lies in the necessity of getting a laminar air flow brought to the diffuser. To meet this request we installed honeycombs (1) on the path of the airflow. They served as destructors of large vortices and even the airflow. After the honeycombs the grid was placed creating a field of uniformly distributed velocities along the current crosssection and decreasing the initial turbulence.

After that a special profile nozzle with a high degree of compression was mounted. It diminished considerably the consumption of the blower capacity. At the same time it smoothened the velocity profile at the
nozzle exit and decreased the turbulence.

The nozzle which meets the above mentioned requirements can be computed by Vitoshinsky formula, Krasnov et. al. (1974).

The internal surface of the device where supercooled water aerosol was blown had cryophobic cover which prevented its icing.

Microphysical characteristics of the cloudy environment blowing on a hailstone are formed, measured and controlled in the big cloud chamber.

In the device described above a hailstone is soaring in the diffuser. It rotates freely and the velocity of the air blowing around the surface of the hailstone is established in accordance with its dimensions and density.

By changing temperature, pressure and microphysical characteristics of an initiated cloud environment in the chamber it becomes possible to re-create a complete picture of the natural process of a hailstone growth and melting.

By means of crystallizing reagents it is possible either to crystallize the whole cloudy environment or to create a mixed cloud, i.e. to model a growth process during artificial modification.

The photographs given on Figs. 4, 5, show the ability of modeling the characteristic structure of Natural hailstones in the device described above.

The data presented presumably can illustrate the opportunities of the Institute of Geophysics facility in cloud physics research.
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RAINDROP AND HAILSTONE SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS INSIDE HAILSTORMS


Institute of Atmospheric Sciences
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701

1. AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

Numerous hailstorms in northeast Colorado have been penetrated by an armored T-28 aircraft (Sand and Schleusener, 1974) to investigate their internal structure. This work is part of the U. S. National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE). Instrumentation carried by the T-28 senses many variables of meteorological interest. Of principal concern in this paper are the observations of the precipitation particles ranging from small raindrops through large hailstones.

1.1 Precipitation Particles

Two sensors provided most of the data on precipitation particles that are discussed in this paper. One is a continuous hydrometeor sampler (foil impactor) of conventional design. Musil et al. (1976a) discuss reduction and analysis of the foil data. The foil impactor records particles ranging from about 0.25 mm up to more than 1 cm in diameter. The instrument's sampling volume is about 0.14 m$^3$ per 100 m of aircraft flight path. The nominal T-28 flight speed at the penetration altitudes is 100 m sec$^{-1}$ and the foil data have, in most cases, been analyzed for 12-sec intervals. This corresponds to a spatial resolution along the track of about 1.2 km and a sampling volume of about 1.7 m$^3$.

To provide a larger sampling volume for the larger hailstones, a laser hail sensor based on the shadowgraph principle discussed by Knollenberg (1970) was developed. A report by Shaw (1974) describes the optical design of this sensor, although some modifications were effected in the flight version. The hail sensor records particles ranging from about 2.5 mm up to several centimeters in diameter. We infer that the particles observed by this sensor are hail and graupel, but there may be some doubt about the smallest size categories (nominally 4.6 and 5.3 mm). The instrument's sampling volume is about 10 m$^3$ per 100 m of flight path, although the end-element rejection technique used reduces the sample volume for the larger sizes. The data have been analyzed for 5-sec intervals, except for the 10-sec intervals used in computing radar reflectivity factors. This corresponds to spatial resolutions of 0.5 or 1.0 km and to sampling volumes of 50 or 100 m$^3$.

The T-28 also carries an optical array two-dimensional spectrometer (Knollenberg, 1976). It senses particles from 32 µm up to more than 0.8 mm in diameter, but the sampling aperture is too small to provide meaningful size distributions for the precipitation particles. The two-dimensional data are intended mainly to provide observations in the intermediate range between cloud droplet and precipitation particle diameters and to help in distinguishing between liquid and solid phases of the particles. Analysis of the two-dimensional spectrometer data is being carried out primarily by the NHRE staff.

1.2 Other Variables

The T-28 carries a variety of sensors for other meteorological variables and for aircraft response data. Of main interest in this paper are the measurements of the following variables:

a. Updraft velocity: Obtained from a variometer, with corrections applied for indicated air speed and engine power setting (manifold pressure).

b. Cloud liquid water concentration: Obtained from a Johnson-Williams hot wire sensor.

c. Temperature: Obtained from a reverse-flow temperature probe designed and built by NCAR; this probe was not installed on the T-28 flights prior to 1975.

d. Aircraft icing rates: Obtained from a Rosemount icing rate probe, supplemented by the pilot's observations of airframe icing.

2. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The initiation of a hailstorm penetration is coordinated between the T-28 pilot and a meteorologist located at the NHRE operations center (Grover). The penetration procedures have been changed from time to time, but generally the
objectives have been to penetrate the major updraft regions, the high radar reflectivity regions, or both. The penetrations are made at altitudes between about 5 and 7.5 km MSL, which correspond to environmental temperatures between about 0 and -20°C.

The meteorologist at Grover has access to current quantitative radar reflectivity patterns for the storms on which the aircraft track is overlaid by a computer generated display. Flight safety is a primary consideration, and no penetrations are made in situations which would take the T-28 into or underneath any region in which the equivalent radar reflectivity factor exceeds 55 dBz. This criterion has been fairly successful; the largest hailstones encountered in flight thus far were about 2.5 cm in diameter.

3. OBSERVATIONS

This section sets forth some of the significant observations made during flights in 1972, 1973, and 1975. The most detailed observations were obtained on flights made on 9 and 31 July 1973 and 21 and 22 July 1975. While this may limit their generality, each finding discussed below is based on more than one occurrence unless otherwise noted.

3.1 Hail, if Present, Occurs in the Updraft Regions

Hail is also found along the edges of the updrafts in some of the earliest hailstorm penetrations (Sand et al., 1974a) and the foil impactor data discussed by Musil et al. (1976a) showed this clearly. Figure 1 shows laser hail sensor observations from a storm in which hailstones up to 2.5 cm in diameter were encountered during penetration at an altitude of about 7 km. The greatest hail mass concentrations were in a region where the updraft speed was between 5 and 10 m sec⁻¹. The maximum updraft speeds were about 15 m sec⁻¹, apart from one spike which exceeded 20 m sec⁻¹. Most of the hail mass was therefore falling against the updrafts, which seems to be the usual case.

3.2 Hail, Rain, and Cloud Water Sometimes Coexist in the Updraft Regions of Newly Developing Cells

The coexistence of hail and liquid water in both raindrop and cloud droplet size ranges was noted by Sand et al. (1974b). In the storm discussed by Musil et al. (1976a), the T-28 penetrated a cell (identified as W5) less than two minutes after the initial radar echo appeared. They found hail (i.e., particles larger than 5 mm in diameter), rain (liquid particles in the range 0.25 to 5 mm in diameter), and cloud liquid water (as indicated by the Johnson-Williams sensor) coexisting in the updraft region of this newly developed cell.

The presence of raindrops was inferred from the shapes of the particle imprints on the foil. It is fair to note that our interpretation of the foil imprints in terms of liquid or ice phase of the particles has been questioned (Knight et al., 1976). The presence of liquid water is corroborated in the above cases by the activity of the Rosemount icing rate probe and the accumulation of ice on the airframe. However, further evidence that the liquid particles were of raindrop rather than cloud droplet size is lacking.

3.3 The Time Interval During which Hail, Rain, and Cloud Water can Coexist May Be Very Short

Figure 2 shows data from penetration of a cell only about 8 minutes after it was first identified on radar. Hailstones up to 1.5 cm in diameter were present in the updraft region along with cloud liquid water concentrations up to more than 1.5 g m⁻³. However, the foil data showed all the precipitation sized particles to be ice. At this time the radar echo from the cell was already reaching the ground. These facts suggest that the cell had reached a mature stage of development in a matter of less than 10 minutes. This cell appeared to form by propagation from an earlier one, as no distinct first echo could be identified, so the hailstones may have developed from embryos formed in the previous cell.

The conversion of the raindrops to ice may be a function of the time available for freezing to take place as well as the temperature. Thus with the rather weak updrafts in Fig. 2, the ice phase is dominant less than 10 minutes after the cell was identified. In an earlier cell of the same storm with updrafts of 15 m sec⁻¹, penetrated about 12 minutes after the first echo appeared, no hail was encountered and some 10% of the precipitation mass was found to be liquid.
3.4 Cloud Liquid Water Present in the Updraft Regions Can Support Hailstone Growth

Sand et al. (1974a) observed hail and cloud liquid water coexisting in updraft regions. Figure 2 shows the same thing; in that case there were no raindrops but hailstones up to 1.5 cm in diameter were observed in an environment with cloud liquid water concentrations up to more than 1.5 g/m$^2$. Hailstones up to 2.5 cm in diameter were found when the same cell was penetrated again about 10 minutes later. Even in the mature cells depicted in Fig. 1, all of which were more than 20 min old and contained no raindrops, cloud liquid water concentrations up to 1 g/m$^2$ were present in the same updraft regions where the hailstones occurred.

Sometimes cloud liquid water is also present in the downdraft regions (see Fig. 2), although in the downdrafts the liquid water concentrations are small, usually less than 0.25 g m$^{-3}$. Precipitation particles found in the downdraft regions are almost invariably ice.

3.5 Liquid Precipitation Particles (Raindrops) Occur at Temperatures of -12°C or Less

This analysis of the particle phase is based on our interpretation of the imprints in the foil. As noted above, Knight et al. (1976) have reservations about this interpretation. The supporting evidence of the character of the airframe icing remains, however (Sand et al., 1974a). The optical array two-dimensional spectrometer was intended to help distinguish liquid from solid particles in the precipitation size ranges. Enough ambiguities appear in the two-dimensional images, however, to make this distinction so far unreliable. A particle camera (Cannon, 1976) has been added to the T-28 instrumentation for the current field season in the hope of firmly resolving this question.

3.6 The Precipitation Particle Size Distributions:

a) Are exponential or bi-exponential. Figure 3 illustrates a typical particle size distribution found from analysis of the foil impactor data in a region where particles up to nearly 1 cm in diameter existed. When only raindrop-size particles up to, say, 5 or 6 mm in diameter are present, a single line on the semi-log plot (indicative of an exponential particle size distribution function) tends to fit the data fairly well. When larger particles (graupel or hail) are present, a pair of exponential functions, one for the rain region and one for the hail region as indicated by the two solid lines, provides the most satisfactory representation. This pattern has been observed frequently in the foil data.

b) Show a distinct break in the neighborhood of 3 mm diameter. Examination of many plots like Fig. 3 shows the break between the small and large particle regimes tends to fall near 3 mm. We have therefore divided the precipitation mass into two categories, placing...
the demarcation point at 3 mm, for purposes of further analysis. For convenience we refer to the particles smaller than 3 mm as rain and the larger ones as hail, although we recognize that the smaller particles are often ice and some of the larger ones are frequently liquid.

a) Are not fit very well by either the Marshall-Palmer raindrop or the Douglas hailstone size distribution functions. We use a technique described in Appendix A to develop separate exponential functions for the rain and hail size regimes. That technique, a variation of the one employed by Waldvogel (1974), is less sensitive to sampling volume problems encountered for the larger hailstone diameters. The resulting curves, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3, provide a reasonably good fit to the data points in most cases, but they depart appreciably from the Marshall-Palmer and Douglas lines indicated by the broken lines in Fig. 3. In general, the intercept parameters \( n_0 \) for the rain distributions are smaller than the Marshall-Palmer value, indicating fewer but larger particles than the Marshall-Palmer distributions. The slope parameters for the hail distributions are larger than the Douglas value (Fig. 4), indicating that the number concentrations of large hailstones are smaller than the Douglas function would suggest. This finding is in agreement with Federer and Waldvogel (1975), whose values of the slope parameter were also larger than the Douglas value of 0.309 mm\(^{-1}\). A similar conclusion was reached by Smith et al. (1975) on the basis of an heuristic argument.

a) Show that the precipitation concentration \( W \) is dominated by the larger particles (hail) whenever \( W \) becomes large. Both the 1973 and 1975 foil data show that whenever the precipitation concentration \( W \) becomes large most of the mass is in particles larger than 5 mm in diameter. Examination of the foil data that have been reduced thus far shows no cases in which \( W \) exceeds 0.5 g m\(^{-3}\). unless there were some particles larger than 5 mm present. When larger values of \( W \) do occur, the large particles are dominant and the correlation between \( W \) and the number concentrations of particles larger than 5 mm is quite striking (see Musil et al., 1976c).

e) Do not exhibit the roll-off below about 1 mm diameter that is characteristic of many raindrop observations made at the ground. Small number concentrations for raindrops less than about 1 mm in diameter are often noted in surface observations made with raindrop cameras (e.g., Stout and Mueller, 1968) or momentum-type disdrometers (e.g., Martner, 1975). No such roll-off appears in our in-cloud observations made with the foil impactor. Evaporation of the small raindrops below cloud base provides one possible explanation of the difference. On the other hand, there is some suspicion that the roll-off is an artifact of the observing instruments. In any case, the in-cloud particle size distributions do not show these reduced number concentrations of the small particles, a fact that may be significant in relation to the raindrop and hailstone growth processes. Examination of the optical array, two-dimensional spectrometer data also shows large concentrations of sub-millimeter size particles, corroborating this finding.

4. SUMMARY STATISTICS

The extreme observed values of some of the variables indicated in Table 1 may be of interest. With reference to these values, updrafts greater than 20 m sec\(^{-1}\) have been observed on numerous occasions. Hailstone number concentrations greater than 10 m\(^{-3}\) are frequently observed. However, apart from one storm with 12 g m\(^{-3}\), the precipitation concentrations have all been less than 5 g m\(^{-3}\).

In Table 2, the observed range of the intercept parameter \( n_0 \) for the raindrop and hailstone size regimes is compared with some other values that have appeared in the literature. A similar comparison is given for the slope parameter \( A \), for the hailstone distributions.

5. HAIL RADAR REFLECTIVITY FACTOR COMPUTATIONS

The laser hail sensor provides a sample volume of about 100 m\(^3\) for 1 km of flight path.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Extreme Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Updraft speed</td>
<td>25 m/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downdraft speed</td>
<td>18 m/sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailstone diameter</td>
<td>2.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number concentration of hailstones (particles &gt; 5 mm in diameter)</td>
<td>22 m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number concentration of precipitation particles</td>
<td>440 m(^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation concentration</td>
<td>12 g/m(^3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This 1 km resolution is comparable to that provided by typical weather radar observations, and the 100 m³ sampling volume usually contains several hundred hailstones when any substantial amount of hail is present. This sampling volume is also of the same order as that used by Federer and Waldvogel (1975) in their analysis of hailstone observations at the ground. Therefore, a comparison has been made between reflectivity factors computed from the hail sensor data and those observed by the CP-2 radar at Grover.

To make the computations from the hail sensor data, radar cross sections tabulated by Battan et al. (1970) were used. Using the radar cross sections for dry hailstones leads to the equivalent reflectivity factors plotted in Fig. 5. The maximum value of 63 dBz is somewhat higher than the largest value (58 dBz) observed by the CP-2, but the comparison is good considering the possible variations with time and other problems that are involved in making such a comparison.

Somewhat larger reflectivity factors are obtained if the cross sections for wet hailstones are used. However, by taking the water film thicknesses indicated by the studies of Chong and Chen (1974) we obtained values only one or two dB larger than the dry hail reflectivity factors. This difference is much smaller than that found in earlier studies (e.g., Douglas, 1964). The primary reason is that the hydrodynamic studies of Chong and Chen show that large hailstones cannot support water films of the thicknesses that were postulated in the earlier calculations. With the thinner water films that are more realistic, the differences between radar cross sections of dry and wet hailstones are less pronounced.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has summarized a number of observations of the hydrometeor composition of the interiors of hailstorms at mid-levels. The implications of these and other observations for the hailstone growth mechanism are discussed in a separate paper by Musil et al. (1976b).
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Fig. 5. Equivalent radar reflectivity factors (top) and hailstone number concentrations (bottom) computed from the laser hail sensor data from Pene- tration 4 at about 7 km MSL on 21 July 1975. Times indicated are MST; points marked E denote cloud entry or exit. The reflectivity factors shown were computed using 10-cm radar cross sections for dry hailstones and 10-sec running means of n(D). The largest hailstones encountered on this penetration, about 2.5 cm in diameter, occurred in the regions with highest reflectivity factors.
APPENDIX A

The Dm Method for Fitting Particle Size Distribution Data

The Marshall-Palmer size distribution function

\[ n(D) = n_0 e^{-AD} \]  

(A-1)

has two parameters, the intercept parameter \( n_0 \) and the slope parameter \( A \) (those adjectives being applicable to the straight line obtained when \( n(D) \) is plotted on semi-logarithmic scales). Using linear regression to fit such functions to experimental data leads to difficulties when some of the data deviate from the line, as often happens at both small and large diameter ends of the distributions. Sensitivity to the influence of individual data points can be reduced by using integral expressions derived from (A-1).

Determination of the two parameters requires two equations. Waldvogel (1974) used expressions for the precipitation concentration \( W \) and the radar reflectivity factor \( Z \). Introducing the latter, however, can lead to problems when sample volumes are limited because \( Z \) is strongly influenced by the large particles which may be poorly represented in the samples. These problems can be mitigated by using only lower moments of the size distributions.

In particular, we use \( W \) and the mass-weighted mean particle diameter \( D_m \) defined by

\[ D_m = \frac{\int_0^n n(D) D^4 dD}{\int_0^n n(D) D^3 dD} \]

(A-2)

Values of \( W \) and \( D_m \) are computed from the observed size distributions using summation forms of the integrals in (A-2). Then the slope parameters are obtained from

\[ A = \frac{4}{D_m} \]  

(A-3)

and the intercept parameters from

\[ n_0 = 256 \frac{W}{\text{tp}} D_m^4 \]  

(A-4)

When both "rain" (\( D<3 \) mm) and "hail" (\( D>3 \) mm) are present, separate computations are made for each region. It has become apparent that a decision threshold may be needed so that this separation is only made when particles larger than, say, 5 mm are present.
1. INTRODUCTION

Predicting the free fall characteristics of ice crystals, graupel, and hailstones is a necessary step in understanding their growth and, hence, also the growth of rain through the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen mechanism. The terminal velocity of such particles and associated secondary motions like oscillations and horizontal movements will affect growth through alterations to accretion and heat and mass transfer. This has been illustrated for hailstones for example, by List et al. (1969).

Up to now, experiments designed to determine free fall characteristics (beyond straight fall) have been conducted in wind tunnels. They allowed the direct measurement of aerodynamic forces and torques acting on spheroidal bodies which were restrained in their freedom of movement (List et al., 1973; Kry and List, 1974a & b). By utilizing similarity theory and assuming that forces and torques depend on position only (and not on history or secondary motions), these results have been used to calculate the behavior of freely falling hailstones. Oscillations, rotations and translations of freely falling particles, however, may cause shifts in the wake and introduce delays in the adjustment of the fluid flow to the continuously changing particle motion and orientation. Therefore, the previous measurements may not give the ultimate answers on free fall aerodynamics of tumbling bodies. In particular, the sensitivity of wind tunnel investigations is not adequate to establish and evaluate any damping effects. Hence a new type of experiment is required.

If oscillations become appreciable, the non-dimensional oscillation frequency of the fluid, the Strouhal number, must be matched in addition to the Reynolds number. This effectively eliminates the possibility of studying the motions of falling particles in a liquid such as water and invoking similarity theory to apply the results to air (List, 1966). Free fall of hailstones can only be understood by investigating models falling freely in air. This paper presents preliminary results obtained from the investigation of the motion of a freely falling disk, using results which have been obtained from a free fall tower with a controlled falling high speed camera. This technique is more convenient than having particles dropped from an aircraft and followed by parachutists (Knight & Knight, 1970) because space, orientation and time are much better defined. The approach to the problem in a free fall tower is quite opposite to the procedure in wind tunnel measurements: instead of measuring forces and torques and calculating movements, the motions are measured and the forces and torques are calculated. A disk has been chosen as a test particle to elucidate the new technique because this shape represents an aerodynamically blunt body which is known to carry out secondary motions during its fall (List and Schemenauer, 1971).

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

The free fall motion of a disk is studied by a high speed camera (Hycam) which is released at the same time as the particle and is programmed to follow it at the same speed (except perturbations). The disk is always kept in the field of view of the horizontally pointing camera over the entire 3.25 m (vertical) fall distance which is presently available in the laboratory (Rentsch, 1975). The camera is braked at the end of the fall within 1 m through a piston in an air-tight cylinder with a deceleration of 16 g (where g is gravitational acceleration). Due to the present height limitation, the maximum tracking speeds are $\sim 7$ m/s over the lowest 1 m of fall before braking (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Upper part of free fall tower with the high speed camera (1) mounted on the sled with the driving cables (2), guide rails (3), and braking cylinder (4). (5) is the backdrop for photography and (6) are the flood lamps. Spacing between horizontal supporting bars on the towers is 0.5 m.](image-url)
In order to analyze the motion of the disk during free fall, its space position and orientation must be known as a function of time. An optical system was designed to measure the particle coordinates accurately in each frame of the film (Figure 2). With this arrangement of half-silvered and front-surfaced mirrors, three images of the disk are formed on the film (Figure 3). The measurement of coordinates of a series of characteristic surface points then allows reconstruction of the true spatial position of the particle at the time the frame was made. The individual frames were projected with a magnification 50x onto the screen of a projection microscope (Projectina) and evaluated with a specially constructed digitizer. The X-coordinate of the centre of the mass of the particle can be calculated from the horizontal positions of the direct view image and one of the mirror view images. The Y and Z-positions of the disk's centre of mass is then calculated from the direct view alone. At typical disk distances of 40 cm from the film in the camera, the standard error of reproducibility is 0.4 mm in the X-direction and 0.1 mm in the Y and Z-directions. Calibration curves slightly adjust the calculated X-coordinate across the field of view to account for systematic errors arising from the optical system.

The orientation of the disk is assessed with the help of colour-coded marks (see Figure 3) situated as specific body coordinates on the disk. The space Y and Z-coordinates of these marks relative to the centre of the disk are computed by assuming that all the marks have the same X-coordinate, the centre of mass value. The transformation between the body and space coordinates is described by the Euler angles (Goldstein, 1950), which are calculated by a "trial and error" computer program. The accuracy achieved is about ±3°.

Free fall aerodynamics is explored in this paper by studying the fall of a very light particle (with a relatively long fall time). A homogeneous plastic material (styrofoam SM) of density 0.0345 gm/cm³ ±2% was shaped into a disk of thickness 0.85±0.02 cm and diameter 1.95±0.02 cm. Photographs of the free fall motion of this disk were shot at 200 frames per second with a 12.5 mm lens, using Ektachrome 7242 16 mm film. Every second frame of the film was analyzed.

3. RESULTS

Some aspects of the free fall characteristics of the disk for a typical drop are shown in Figure 4. This diagram displays, as smoothed functions of time and vertical position, the horizontal positions, the velocities of the centre of mass, and the components 0x and 0y of the inclination of the disk's minor axis from the vertical (attack angle) with respect to the X and Y-axes, respectively. 0x is defined positive if the outward normal from the lower face of the disk points in the direction of positive values of Y. A similar definition applies to 0y. The true attack angle can be found if these components are treated as vector components. The horizontal and vertical velocities relative to the camera were calculated by central finite differencing. Maximum errors arising from resolution inaccuracies are ±3 cm/s for X and Z-velocities and ±1 cm/s for the Y-velocities. A numerical averaging, Hanning window (Kanasewich, 1975), was applied to these computed velocities to smooth the curves. The fluctuations of the vertical velocity were calculated only during the portion of the fall time when the camera fell at the selected terminal velocity of 1.96±0.02 m/s (±0.5% after release). This curve was smoothed by hand to lessen a possible effect of the slight oscillation in the camera's velocity caused by stretching of the driving cable. Smoothing in this and the other curves may have erased physical fluctuations as well.
The general character of the disk motion is described by the inclination angles $\theta_X$ and $\theta_Y$. Hence, we will discuss those aspects first. At the point of release, the minor axis of the disk was inclined approximately 50° from the vertical. During the first 0.1 seconds, this attack angle gradually increased to about 90°, after which it returned to zero at 0.17s. Afterwards, $\theta_X$ and $\theta_Y$ became out of phase. This is shown in the horizontal velocity curves as well. Both the velocities and the orientation remained out of phase by about 1/4 period until approximately 1.15s. This phase difference implies that a helical type of motion occurred. An oscillation was superimposed since the attack angle was not constant. The rotation about the minor axis was very small. This helical motion may be due to the tilted release position; a disturbance in the air (Willmarth et al., 1964) is less likely the cause because this motion is not accidental as other drops of disks showed. During this helical motion the frequency of the oscillations averaged about 4.3Hz. At 1.15s $\theta_Y$ peaked at -38°, representing a 10° increase in amplitude over the previous oscillation. Neighbouring $\theta_X$ peaks decreased. Small frequency changes which accompanied the changes in rotational amplitude (rotation refers to the minor disk axis) brought the two horizontal components closer into phase after this time. The large angular increase may have occurred as a threshold angle was reached (near 30°) above which the restoring torque acting on the disk decreased. This is in qualitative accord with measurements of the restoring torque.
acting on a cylinder by Willmarth et al. (1967). The transition of helical to oscillatory motion is in agreement with the case for spheroids as described by Kry & List (1974a), who show that a helical motion is not stable. The individual oscillation amplitudes about both horizontal axes increased after the transition to an oscillatory motion; the total attack angle increased from 25° just before the transition to 49° after 2 oscillations. The individual oscillation frequency decreased slightly to 4Hz for Y-axis rotations but was somewhat larger for rotations about the X-axis. The effect of this is to bring the components more into phase. These frequency changes may be caused by a non-linear dependence of the aerodynamic restoring torque to attack angle, a coupling of the oscillatory and translational effects resulting from the oscillations.

The total angular rotation about the minor axis amounted to 120° for the entire fall. During this period, 6 oscillations occurred in $\theta_x$ and $\theta_y$.

The trajectory of the disk $[X(t),Y(t)]$ shows an overall horizontal drift of 5.5 cm in the Y-direction and 0.5 cm in the X-direction, although departures from the original X-position reached 2.5 cm at one portion of the fall. Horizontal drifts beginning around 0.3s are in the directions expected for slipping according to the orientation of the disk. At this time $\theta_x$ is negative which implies that the lift force is directed towards positive Y and $\theta_y$ is positive, inferring motion towards negative values of X. This initial drift, in both directions, was quite large (1.5 cm) even though terminal velocity had not been reached and $\theta_x$ and $\theta_y$ were both small (8° and 16°, respectively). Later X-drifts became smaller and the disk slowly returned to its initial X value. The systematic Y-drift, away from the initial value, continued throughout the fall, although it was less pronounced after the transition to oscillation occurred.

List et al. (1973) did not obtain net horizontal motions when studying oscillating spheroids at terminal speeds under quasi-steady state conditions. Hence, other factors are needed for explanation. Wake effects may have been responsible for some of the drifts, especially the initial ones. At 0.3s the disk was accelerating towards its terminal velocity and as a result the flow over the leading edge of the inclined disk would be increased, whereas the wake over the trailing edge would lag. The lift would be enhanced by the increased pressure gradient across the disk caused by the non-equilibrium flow velocities. The asymmetry produced would require a certain time to be damped out so that the later large drifts may be related to the initial drift. Some drift may also be due to air motions (which were less than 10 cm/s, as deduced from photographs of smoke), effects from the camera, or asymmetry of the disk itself.

Typical X-coordinate oscillations (peak-to-peak) were 1.5 cm or 75% of the disk diameter D. Peak velocities in this direction were not generally symmetric (reflecting the slight drift) and average speeds were fairly constant around 15 cm/s or 7.5% of the terminal velocity. The accompanying accelerations reach 0.6g for a lift coefficient $C_L=0.7$. This coefficient is defined as:

$$C_L = \frac{F_L}{\frac{1}{8} \rho U^2 D^2},$$

where $F_L$ is the lift force, $U$ the disk's velocity, and $\rho$ the air density. Oscillatory motions in the Y-direction were slightly smaller than those in the X-direction through most of the fall except when $\theta_x$ approached $\theta_y$ and the horizontal amplitudes were similar. Following the transition to basically planar oscillations, average peak velocities $V_y$ increased steadily from 6 cm/s to over 15 cm/s.

The average vertical velocity $V_z=1.96$ m/s (Reynolds number 2.6x10^3) was relatively constant during the entire helical motion. Once the more in-phase motion began, $V_z$ increased by up to 15 cm/s, representing 7.5% of the terminal velocity. This corresponds to a decrease in drag coefficient $C_D$ from 1.25 to 1.05, where $C_D$ is defined in an analogous manner to $C_L$, except that the drag force replaces the lift force $F_L$. Improved average streamlining of the disk during the large orientation changes accounts for the decreased aerodynamic resistance. The vertical velocity fluctuations result from complex interactions between the changing cross-sectional area, streamlining, and possibly wake effects.

List et al. (1973) predicted, for oscillations confined to a plane, that the angular amplitudes would increase as a result of a coupling between the horizontal and the angular motion. This occurred during the latter portion of the disk's fall. The instantaneous velocity was approximately 5° from the vertical at zero attack angle. The disk therefore was subjected to an accelerating torque until it had rotated about 50° past the vertical. If the restoring torque varied linearly with attack angle, the disk's angular amplitude would increase by approximately 10° per cycle. Actually, above some angle the restoring torque will decrease substantially (Willmarth et al., 1967) so that the assumption of a linear relation corresponds to a lower limit of angular amplification. This limiting amplification was surpassed only over the cycle between 0.03 and 1.27s when the helical motion broke down. In later cycles the largest amplification was 50° per cycle. The planar oscillation state was not achieved exactly in this experiment, however, and the existence of a damping torque could not be established.

The non-dimensional oscillation frequency (defined as Strouhal number $S= n D / U$ where $n$ is the oscillation frequency) varies from about 0.043 during the helical motion to 0.037 during the latter portion of the fall. The non-dimensional inertia of the disk $I* = I_n / (\frac{1}{8} \rho U^4 D^4)$ is given by $\frac{T}{\rho D^2} (\frac{T^2}{16} + \frac{T^2}{12})$ for a thick disk having a thickness $T$ and a density $\rho_b$. For the disk studied here, $I*$ is 0.77.

Willmarth et al. (1967) made measurements in a wind tunnel in which thin disks ($T<<D$) were free to rotate about a diametric axis perpendicular to the flow. They found that the two non-dimensional numbers $S$ and $I*$ were related. The predicted oscillation frequency obtained from this relation,
0.04, agrees very well with the oscillation of the freely falling disk, even though the wind tunnel experiments were carried out at Reynolds numbers over an order of magnitude larger and the disks used in these measurements were much thinner than the present one. Willmarth et al. showed that the restoring torques acting on the oscillating disks were about 30% less than those measured for stationary disks. However, these torques both decreased slightly with decreasing Re so that it is not known for sure if the static torque had decreased sufficiently to explain the observed dimensionless frequency at Re for the falling disk.

Delays in the adjustment of the boundary layer and wake due to the changing orientation of the disk and resulting effects on aerodynamic forces and moments should be observable as time delays between translational motions and disk orientations. Assuming no delay or coupling, the maximum horizontal velocity will occur as the attack angle becomes zero and the velocity would vanish at the maximum angles of the oscillations. An analysis of these extreme situations failed to turn up any definite asymmetries.

5. SUMMARY AND COMMENTS

Experience has demonstrated that wind tunnel measurements of forces and torques of fixed or restrained particles can only be used to calculate first order behavior of freely falling particles. In particular, this method is not sensitive enough to measure any damping effects which eventually take control over the particle motion. Considerable advances, however, can be achieved by observing the free fall of particles with a high speed camera and by determining forces and torques on the basis of the particle motion. This, in turn, allows the calculation of drag and lift coefficients for given particle orientations and their variation as functions of secondary motions and angular and translatory accelerations.

An apparatus has been described (an extensive description will be published later) which allows the pre-programmed observation of freely falling bodies at an average distance of 40 cm by a controlled falling high speed camera. A mirror system allows the determination of particle coordinates and orientation during its fall.

The power of the method of aerodynamic evaluation has been shown for the case of a disk with a diameter of 1.95 cm and a terminal speed of 1.36 m/s. The disk was released with an original inclination of the minor axis versus the vertical of 50°. After 0.25s, its mode of fall was helical; but since this motion is not necessarily a steady state possibility, it converted after 1.15s to an essentially planar oscillation with continuous acceleration in the vertical and a continuous increase in oscillation amplitude. Provided the observational distance would have been larger, a tumbling might have commenced. The observed maximum horizontal translations were up to 5.5 cm from the vertical, the largest horizontal speeds were up to 20 cm/s, the largest perturbations in the vertical speed 15 cm/s, the highest horizontal accelerations 0.6g, and the largest oscillation angles (from the vertical) 50° at frequencies of 4 Hz.

This disk case did not show any clear-cut influence of the wake on the motion through hysteresis effects. Further, the accuracy of the measurements still does not allow at this time consideration of the variation of the drag and lift coefficients at given particle speeds and orientations. Some higher frequency fluctuations of the measured quantities are visible. However, their origin might be coupled with the apparatus. Extended calibration procedures will clarify this point and remedy the problem.

In summary, it can be stated that the newly-developed fall tower - which can easily be extended to a height of 25 m and allow fall speeds of 25 m/s - finally provides the experimental platform to study free fall of particles in a more realistic fashion. It will lead to a more extensive understanding of the fall behavior of models of atmospheric precipitation particles like ice and snow crystals, graupels, hailstones and raindrops.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Icing experiments were performed in the summers of 1972 and 1974 at the Swiss Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research in its three storey high, closed-circuit hail tunnel with pressure control (List, 1966). They involved the icing of 2 and 3 cm oblate ice spheroids of axis ratio 1.0, 0.67 and 0.5 at temperatures from -5 to -30°C and liquid water contents between 3 and 50 gm/m³. The tunnel pressure was adjusted according to mean temperature-pressure profiles found in hailstorms in Colorado (Beckwith, 1960). The oblate spheroids (including spheres) moved with various secondary motions: spin about a horizontal minor axis, spin about a horizontal major axis and symmetric gyration. The latter motion consists of a spin about a minor axis which rotates at a given angle about a horizontal axis such that it describes the surface of a cone with apex at the hailstone centre (Kry and List, 1975a,b). Fixed spheres were also iced to repeat in part the conditions of previous experiments by List (1960).

The purpose of the experiments was to investigate the growth of ice particles, their surface temperatures and deposit properties such as sponginess, air bubble distributions, bubble concentrations, crystal sizes and orientations, and relate them to the icing conditions and modes of free fall motions. The experiments were based on advances made at the Toronto Laboratory with respect to the relation of bubble size distributions with air temperature and liquid water content (List et al., 1971; List and Agnew, 1973), better understanding of hailstone aerodynamics through experiments and modelling (Kry and List, 1974a,b; List et al., 1973) and the availability of a radiometric microscope to measure the surface temperature of growing stones.

Analysis of the results showed that the collection efficiency was low, ranging from 15% to 60% (unpublished results). Photographic evidence obtained during icing revealed that the incident droplets approached in straight trajectories - therefore, the collision efficiency is unity - and that they were either reflected or shed in various ways from the surface of the growing hailstone (Figure 1). Hence, this figure clearly demonstrates that the coalescence efficiency is not unity. Bouncing was observed in many other instances and appears to be a common event. This phenomenon was investigated by numerical simulation for its contribution to the coalescence efficiency. However, there is also shedding at work. Hence, a discussion of mechanisms by which a growing hailstone can lose already accreted water will round off our conceptual picture of factors involved in the assessment of coalescence efficiency.

Water losses by bouncing and shedding from fixed, growing hailstones have been observed before [List, 1963], while Carras and Macklin (1973) conjectured from their experiments that these processes had to occur also for their hailstones which grew while floating in their tunnel (with bouncing from the walls). Systematic, directly documented investigations however, have not been published.

2. BOUNCING OF DROPLETS FROM A SPHERE

2.1 Phenomenology

The main features of the bouncing of droplets from an icing sphere (Figure 1) are depicted in the conceptual sketch in Figure 2. The suspension of the hailstone was from above. The droplets were injected from below and carried up by the air flow. They appear as tapered streaks due to the nature of the capacitor discharge of the strobe unit. The length of the streaks is proportional to the speed of the droplets, and the incident droplets are assumed to be travelling at the speed of air. Digitization of Figure 1 indicated that the reflected or bounced droplets move at 39-58% of the incident velocity. They appear to reach a constant outward velocity as the angle that their trajectories make with the vertical (the deflection angle, θ) appears to become constant (about 50 ± 10°). The angle between the incident droplet velocity vector and the normal to the hailstone surface at the point of impact is termed the collision angle (Φ). There appears to be a central region where reflected streaks do not appear to originate. The boundary of this region is quite well defined (Φnad = 25±5°). In this region dots appear instead of streaks. Because the incoming droplets do not experience any deflection, the collision efficiency is one.

2.2 Numerical Model

The first step in the numerical modelling is the investigation of the collision - coalescence - bouncing mechanism of a single droplet of a given size. The overall effect of a whole droplet spectrum on the coalescence efficiency of an ice sphere can then be assessed by integration.
Figure 1. Photograph of the bouncing of supercooled droplets from an artificially growing spherical hailstone embryo. The features to note are the vertical streaks of the incident droplets (A), the reflected streaks (B), the central region and its boundary (C) and the dots representing slowly moving droplets (D).

The external forces on the droplet are the hydrodynamic drag and gravitational forces. The effect of accelerations on the droplet was expected to be significant since the droplet, upon reflection, changes direction quite rapidly. An analytical expression for the drag on an accelerating sphere in Stokes flow was derived by Pearcey and Hill (1956) and was adapted to non-zero Reynolds numbers by replacing the Stokes steady state drag part of the solution by one applicable to the Reynolds numbers encountered along a trajectory; specifically, that of Beard and Pruppacher (1969) and Pruppacher and Steinberger (1968). The resulting equations of motion in two dimensions are

\[ \frac{dv}{dt} = \vec{g} - \frac{\rho_a}{\rho_d} \frac{d}{dt} (\vec{v} - \vec{u}) - \frac{9}{2} \frac{\rho_a}{\rho_d} r \int_{-\infty}^{t} \frac{d(\vec{v} - \vec{u})}{dt} \frac{d\tau}{\sqrt{t-\tau}} \]

\[ - \frac{9}{2} \frac{\rho_a}{\rho_d} r \frac{\vec{v}}{r} \left[ 1 + a \text{Re} \beta \frac{(\vec{v} - \vec{u})}{|\vec{v} - \vec{u}|} \right], \]  

(1)

\[ \frac{dx}{dt} = \vec{v}, \]  

(2)

with \( \vec{v} \) the droplet velocity relative to a fixed frame of reference attached to the stationary sphere, \( \vec{g} \) acceleration due to gravity, \( \rho_a, \rho_d \) air and droplet densities, respectively, \( u \) air velocity, \( r \) droplet radius, \( v \) kinematic viscosity of air, \( t, \tau \) time, and \( \text{Re} \) droplet Reynolds number, \( \vec{x} \) droplet position vector in respect to sphere centre, and \( a = 0.102 \quad \beta = 0.995 \) for \( 0.01 < \text{Re} < 1.5 \)

\[ 0.115 \quad 0.802 \quad 1.5 < \text{Re} < 20 \]

\[ 0.189 \quad 0.632 \quad 20 < \text{Re} < 400 \]

The first term on the right hand side represents the effect of the weight, the second the fraction of the displaced volume of air which has to be accelerated, the third is a history term and the fourth the Stokes drag as extended by Beard and Pruppacher. The first and fourth terms represent the major contributions to the total acceleration.

Results indicate that the second and third acceleration terms of (1) may change the droplet velocities for trajectories after reflection and in the region of interest by up to 10%. The retention of all four terms is therefore recommended. Figure 4 gives an idea about bounced droplet trajectories as treated along equations by different authors.

The flow field near the boundary of the collector sphere was expected to be crucial. Hence, it was measured for \( \text{Re} = 2.4 \times 10^4 \) in a horizontal wind tunnel at the University of Toronto (Joe, 1975). Figure 3 shows the streamline pattern for the flow. The streamfunction for the experimentally measured flow may be written as

\[ \psi = \frac{1}{2} \left( R^2 - R_0^2 \right) \sin^2 \alpha + a \exp (-b x^c), \]  

(3)
with $\psi$ the streamfunction,
$R$ distance from sphere centre,
$x$ upstream position,
$\sin \Omega = -x/R$,
a, b, c coefficients equal 0.0812, 3.6779 and 3.7805, respectively.

The flow differs substantially from potential and viscous flows, particularly near the sphere, i.e. in the region which is important for the deflection of bouncing droplets.

In order to assess the coalescence efficiency, a transformation describing the relation between incident and reflected droplet properties (mass and velocity) is needed. The parameterization scheme applied is based upon classical mechanics and experimental observations (Jeans, 1935). The normal velocities (with respect to the spherical collector) of the incoming droplet, $w_n$, and the reflected one, $w'_n$, are related by

$$w'_n = -\frac{c}{m_{tr}} w_n,$$

where $c$ is the coefficient of elasticity and $m_{tr}$ is the mass transfer ratio, i.e. the ratio of the mass of the reflected droplet to the incident droplet. The tangential velocities $w_t$ and $w'_t$ are related by

$$w'_t = w_t + \mu(1+c) \frac{w_n}{m_{tr}},$$

where $\mu$ is the coefficient of friction, and

$$r' = m_{tr}^{1/3} r,$$

where $r'$ is the radius of the reflected droplet.

It should be noted that the (smaller) reflected droplet might benefit from the compressional energy of the entire (larger) incident droplet; thus an actual increase in speed is not a priori ruled out. The scheme (eqns. 4-6) relates the incident droplets to the reflected ones in a linear way and is valid since it will only be used to transform one delta-function size distribution into another one when determining the bounds on the coalescence efficiency of droplet spectra.

2.3 Results on bouncing

The simulation of the incident trajectories of the case depicted and specified in Figures 1 and 2 shows that the minimum incident droplet radius for bouncing is $40 \pm 5 \mu m$. If it is smaller then complete coalescence occurs. Further, the droplet velocities in the region of interest depend primarily on droplet size. In order to compare the trajectories after reflection, the droplets have to pass first the point of maximum curvature of their trajectories (the apex), their farthest upstream position after bouncing before they reach the region where the velocities were measured. At the apex, the effect of the initial velocity conditions are essentially forgotten since the radial droplet velocities approach a zero value. Then the speed picks up due to the hydrodynamic drag force at a rate dependent only upon the droplet size (given a flow). It should be noted that the initial conditions control the gross features of the trajectories. The results indicate that the radii of the reflected droplets range from 18 to 30 $\pm 3 \mu m$ for mass transfer ratio ranging from 0.0044 to 0.422.

The model also explains the presence of dots for collision angles $\leq \theta_b$: they represent bounced droplets which are moving very slowly and may even have bounced more than once, as shown.
by trajectory 1 in Figure 5. Therefore, the central region where no streaks appear is a region where bouncing does occur, but droplet speeds are so low that they do not appear as streaks on the photographs. These droplets may collide again with the hailstone and can barely escape complete coalescence. Considering the limited resolution the dots do not appear to have more than 10% of the incident speed. Using this as a numerical definition of a dot, the central region may be simulated with elastic and frictional coefficients ranging from 0.0 to 1.57 \times 10^{-3} and from 4.725 \times 10^{-3} to 3.52 \times 10^{-2}, respectively, using the previously determined values for $m_{tr}$.

Assuming that upon a second collision the droplet totally coalesces, bounds on the coalescence efficiency may be calculated assuming delta function distributions for the droplets of coalescence. The minimum and maximum total coalescence regions are determined numerically for the minimum and maximum droplet sizes in the spectrum (Figure 5). The coalescence efficiencies thus determined range from 99.7 to 58.2%. This may be compared to a value of ~16% as calculated from the ratio of the accreted over impacted water mass (Stewart and List, 1974).

3. OTHER MECHANISMS FOR REDUCING THE COALESCENCE EFFICIENCY

Even though the assessment of bouncing is somewhat crude, the obvious conclusion is that there must be other more significant loss mechanisms. A further search disclosed six distinct types in addition to straight bouncing, as illustrated by sketches in Figure 6 and photographs in Figure 7. Of 1,192 photographs, 86 showed evidence of bouncing and 242 exhibited shedding mechanisms. Three types (see Fig. 6abc and 7abc) termed bouncing, crown formation, and Rayleigh jet formation occur on the frontal surface of the hailstone. This type of phenomena can principally occur on dry and wet surfaces (Worthington, 1877, 1908; Harlow and Shannon, 1967; Levin and Hobbs, 1970). In the experiments described, the relevant surfaces were wet. Crowns and Rayleigh jets could both be phenomena related to the same thing, namely bouncing of large "stray" drops which may occasionally be imparted into the air stream by the injection system. The crown of Fig. 7b is 550 ±50µm high with a base width of 850 µm. The jet of Fig. 7c is 1,250 µm long and has a tip diameter of 200 µm. Conclusions about the size of the impacting droplets are difficult to make because the stage of the impact is unknown and the phenomenon also depends upon the surface conditions.

Crowns and jets occur very infrequently and were seen only on 8 out of 1,192 photographs of icing particles. The rolloff of droplets along spikes and spin-off (Fig. 6d and Fig. 7d) occurs perpendicular to the rotational axes and is favoured by a combination of static pressure and centrifugal forces. As the droplets roll along spikes, they continuously lose mass and thus contribute to spike growth. This type of shedding of large (~300µm) drops occurs only in ice growth on particles whose spin axis remains fixed.

Sheet and drop shedding (Fig. 6 e,f and Fig. 7 e,f) are events observed particularly on the rear of the gyrating or stationary spheroids. These mechanisms clearly demonstrate the presence of a water skin as water must accumulate on the

![Figure 5. Bounced trajectories simulating the minimum total coalescence region. The initial droplet radius was 40µm. The bounce conditions were $c = 0.112$, $\mu = 0.337$ and $m_{tr} = 0.422$ (therefore, the bounced droplet radius was 30µm). These conditions promote escape of the colliding droplet from the hailstone. This figure indicates that only the droplet trajectory originating at a collision angle of less than 10° (marked '1' on figure) bounces twice, implying that the minimum total coalescence region occurs at a collision angle of less than 10°. Simulation with bounce conditions $c = 0.0$, $\mu = 0.499$, $m_{tr} = 0.0044$ and an initial droplet radius of 110 µm (therefore, the bounced droplet radius is 18 µm) under which escape of the droplet from the hailstone is not favoured indicates that the maximum total coalescence region is just the central region.

![Figure 6. Sketches of the various loss mechanisms affecting coalescence (a) bouncing, (b) crown formation, (c) jet formation, (d) rolloff from spikes, (e) sheet shedding, (f) globule shedding and the (g) pointed protrusions. Compare with the photographs of Figure 7.](image)
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Figure 7. Photographs of the various loss mechanisms affecting coalescence. For Figs. 7a, b, c, g, the icing conditions were $T = -20^\circ C$, $V_a = 33.4 m/s$, $LWC = 28.5 \text{ gm}^{-3}$, diameter = 2 cm, axis ratio = 0.67, $b_{rot} = -190 \text{ rpm}$ and $b_{gy} = 960 \text{ rpm}$. The icing conditions for Fig. 7e are the same as that for Fig. 1. Fig. 7d occurred with conditions $T = -10^\circ C$, $V_a = 25.1 m/s$, $LWC = 38.7 \text{ gm}^{-3}$, diameter = 2 cm, axis ratio = 0.67, and $b_{rot} = 400 \text{ rpm}$. Fig. 7f had conditions $T = -10^\circ C$, $V_a = 31.0 m/s$, $LWC = 51.0 \text{ gm}^{-3}$, $sz = 2 \text{ cm}$, $AR = 0.67$, $b_{rot} = 190 \text{ rpm}$ and $b_{gy} = 960 \text{ rpm}$. The order of presentation is the same as that for Fig. 6.

surface before shedding can occur. They may be related and depend upon what type of instability triggers the shedding. If the build-up of mass, momentum and energy becomes sufficient to overcome the adhesive forces then shedding occurs. Detaching sheets will normally disintegrate quickly into droplets. The tangential stress on the surface seem to favour the release of water from a piece of surface while it is at the rear of the hailstone. Sheet detachment is by far the most common and most effective loss mechanism.

The remaining event (Fig. 6g and Fig. 7g) is rather puzzling. The pointed protuberances appear to consist of liquid water symmetric about the forward stagnation point at angles of ±40°, suggesting a rotational symmetry about the main flow axis. It seems that a continuous stream of droplets is originating in the points (edges for cylindrical symmetry) of the protuberances. The authors have no interpretation for this shedding phenomenon which was consistently observed for growing gyrating ice particles. It may be related to the central no-streak region as observed in Fig. 1.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Based on an examination of photographs taken during the icing of spheres and spheroids in a hail tunnel and a numerical simulation of the bouncing of droplets the following conclusions can be made:

1) The collision efficiency for water droplets >20µm approaching ice particles with sizes of 2cm and more and speeds equal to the difference of their terminal speeds is $E_1<1$.

2) The particle growth rates are much less than expected from the collision efficiency. Hence, the collection and coalescence efficiencies are considerably less than unity, $E_2<1$.

3) An artificially growing hailstone can lose water in two principally different ways:
   a) by loss of water from the water skin through disintegration of surface skin, detachment of large drops, and/or rolling off of drops along spikes or protuberances;
   b) by bouncing of fractions of colliding droplets (also in form of jets and crowns).

4) Bouncing occurs only if the colliding droplets have diameters >80µm.
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AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS IN THE SUB-CLOUD LAYER OVER LAND

C.E. Coulman and J. Warner
Division of Cloud Physics, CSIRO, Sydney, Australia

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes measurements of temperature, pressure and water-vapour mixing ratio made below fields of cumulus clouds which formed over extensive, flat country. The observations were commenced before the formation of fair-weather cumulus clouds and continued until the field had decayed appreciably. The term "sub-cloud layer" is here used to denote the whole depth of atmosphere beneath cumulus cloud base; however, since the operations were made from an aircraft no measurements could safely be taken at heights of less than about 25 m above the surface.

2. OBSERVATIONAL TECHNIQUE

The data reported here were obtained in April 1975 in flights over extensive level plains in the vicinity of Moree, N.S.W., Australia (29°30' S.; 149°50' E.).

The aircraft carried wet- and dry-bulb resistance thermometers and sensors of dynamic and static pressures; observations were recorded at 8-s intervals, which permitted spatial resolution of 0.48 km at a flying speed of 60 m s⁻¹. This equipment has the following performance:

- Response time (temperature): ~5 s;
- Response time (pressure): ~1 s.
- Temperature resolution 0.02 C, accuracy ±0.05 C.
- Static pressure resolution 0.4 mb, accuracy ±0.5 mb.
- Dynamic pressure resolution 0.07 mb, accuracy ±0.5 mb.

A photoelectric sensor was used to detect the presence of cloud above the aircraft.

Each day's operation comprised a series of horizontal measurement runs at selected heights and either three or four vertical soundings from near the surface to about 3 km altitude. A navigational aid enabled the aircraft to regain a given air-position to within 5 km during any flight.

3. GENERAL METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

Skies were generally substantially free from cloud other than diurnal, fair-weather cumulus, and surface winds were always light, seldom in excess of 3 m s⁻¹. During late morning and early afternoon conditions were predominantly convective.

Throughout the expedition the ground was wet and in places covered with shallow water from previous rain. Daytime rain showers were observed only on two days, after conclusion of measurements.

The synoptic-scale vertical motion field showed downward flow over the region on six days and insignificant motion on the other four. On some days cumulus cloud tops exceeded 3 km, but more frequently did not exceed about 2.3 km.

4. THE MEAN STRUCTURE OF THE SUB-CLOUD LAYER

(a) Vertical Structure

The vertical stratification of the lower troposphere in fair weather over land evolves during the day in a well-recognized sequence. It is therefore meaningful to average vertical profiles of, say, virtual potential temperature $\theta_v$ and water-vapour mixing ratio $q$ over a number of days in order to discuss certain of their characteristics.

It is desirable to normalize the height in soundings when averaging observations from several days and a scaling parameter having natural significance is the height $z_c$ of the top of the well-mixed convection layer. In Fig. 1 a typical sounding is shown to illustrate how $z_c$ may be determined to within about 50 m. The normalized height $\xi$ is defined as

$$\xi = \frac{z - z_s}{z_c - z_s},$$

where $z$ is the height of a given isotherm.

Fig. 1 - Typical afternoon sounding for virtual potential temperature $\theta_v$ and mixing ratio $q$. Top of convection layer is at $z_c$. Date and time: 16/4/75, 14-30 hrs.
where \( z_j \) and \( z_s \) are respectively the \( j \)th value of height recorded in a sounding and the height of the surface in the vicinity of the sounding. All \( z \)-values are calculated from pressure measurements according to the ICAN standard.

Soundings taken in the morning and in the afternoon of each day have been normalized and separately averaged over nine days of observations and are shown in Fig. 2 together with the average heights of cloud base.

Fig. 2 - Soundings of \( \theta_v \) and \( q \) averaged over nine days and normalized to \( z_0 \): (a) mornings; (b) afternoons.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate some of the already known features of soundings of the planetary boundary layer but there are certain additional points which need some discussion. The sub-cloud layer is seen to comprise a well-mixed convection layer, in which virtual potential temperature \( \theta_v \) is substantially independent of height and is surmounted by a region which exhibits a stable gradient of \( \theta_v \). Throughout each day cumulus cloud base was found to be higher than the top of the convection layer by an amount which generally decreased as time of day advanced. This implies that parcels of air which rise from regions below the top of the convection layer by an amount which generally decreased as time of day advanced. This implies that parcels of air which rise from regions below the top of the convection layer must penetrate a stable gradient to reach the observed condensation level. There is no evidence in any of the soundings, nor in the averaged results, for a sharp inversion layer near or just below cloud base such as that postulated in some models of a sub-cloud layer (e.g. Betts, 1973). Such sharply defined inversions are often characteristic of the early stages of the process of overnight inversion dispersal which sometimes precedes cloud formation by a few hours.

We may calculate a maximum value for the penetration of a stably stratified layer by a parcel which has been accelerated to a vertical velocity \( w \) at height \( z_c \) by buoyancy forces. If we equate its loss of kinetic energy to its gain in potential energy, without allowing mixing or any other fluid dynamical changes, the penetration \( d \) is given by

\[
d = w \left[ \frac{T}{g \frac{d \theta_v}{dz}} \right]^{1/2}.
\]

For typical values, say, \( w = 1 \text{ m s}^{-1} \), \( d \theta_v/dz = 1.5 \text{ K km}^{-1} \), \( T = 300 \text{ K} \) and \( g = 9.81 \text{ m s}^{-2} \), we find \( d \approx 130 \text{ m} \).

This is rather less than the afternoon values of \( (z_b - z_c) \), where \( z_b \) is the height of cloud base. It is much less than typical morning values of \( (z_b - z_c) \) when this difference is of the same order as \( z_c \) itself (see Fig. 2a). Since \( d \) depends on \( (d \theta_v/dz)^{-1} \) the local gradient of density beneath an incipient cumulus cloud must, presumably, be very small, and it is tempting to speculate that such a modified gradient is the result of a succession of penetrating parcels of air.

It is important to consider in what sense these soundings represent average properties of the sub-cloud layer. The morning soundings were made in almost cloud-free conditions and, with the reservations discussed in Section 4(b), probably represent an average measure of vertical stratification above a large area of level terrain. The afternoon soundings however were made in the same air-position as the morning soundings, and this coincided sometimes with a cloudy patch, sometimes with a clear region. The aircraft always avoided cloud when performing a sounding. The degree to which such soundings represent an area average must be affected by fractional cloud cover and the horizontal variations in properties discussed later in this paper.

(b) Horizontal Structure

The cloud fields observed often exhibited patchiness on a scale of 20 to 50 km and corresponding meso-scale variations in temperature and humidity were detected in the horizontal runs, notwithstanding the choice of an experimental site over extensive, level plains.

If we define horizontal coordinates \( x \) and \( y \), respectively parallel to the east and north directions, then we can show that

\[
\frac{\partial \theta_v}{\partial x} \bigg|_H - \frac{\partial \theta_v}{\partial t} \bigg|_S = U \frac{\partial \theta_v}{\partial x},
\]

where \( t \) is time and \( U \) is aircraft speed along \( x \). The suffix \( S \) denotes a derivative calculated from successive soundings in a given air-position and \( H \) refers to horizontal runs in the direction denoted by the accompanying suffix. Similar equations hold for other variables and directions.

The values of \( |\partial \theta_v/\partial x| \) or \( |\partial \theta_v/\partial y| \) encountered in this expedition reached \( 4 \times 10^{-2} \text{ K km}^{-1} \) with a mean value of about \( 6 \times 10^{-3} \text{ K km}^{-1} \). Values for \( |\partial q/\partial x| \) or \( |\partial q/\partial y| \) averaged about \( 10^{-2} \text{ g kg}^{-1} \text{ km}^{-1} \) and reached \( 5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ g kg}^{-1} \text{ km}^{-1} \). These gradients have been calculated by fitting a straight line to the data from each run, e.g. as shown in Fig. 3, to determine \( \chi (\partial \theta_v/\partial t)_H \) etc. It must be pointed out however that these estimates of
gradients sometimes do not faithfully represent the data; sharp, step-like changes in properties

are often observed - e.g. as shown in Fig. 4, where the change commences at about 35 km on the x-axis. Such sharp changes in properties in the upper part of the sub-cloud layer are often associated with the transition from cloudy to clear regions with clouds preferentially above the areas of higher q-values.

Clearly, spatial as well as temporal gradients must be taken into account in the analysis of the properties of a sub-cloud layer with this order of meso-scale variability.

5. CLOUD-SCALE STRUCTURE OF THE SUB-CLOUD LAYER

We shall now consider the fluctuations from the mean properties of the sub-cloud layer on scales roughly in the range 0.5 to 5 km. This range embraces the horizontal dimensions of the fair-weather cumulus clouds observed.

(a) Change of Scale with Height

Records of such quantities as potential temperature $\theta$, $\theta_v$ and q made in horizontal runs suggest that there is a marked change in scale size when we proceed from the well-mixed convection layer into the stable layer above; Figs. 3 and 4 are cited as examples. In Figs. 5 and 6 respectively, spectra of $\theta$ and q calculated from several horizontal runs at each value of normalized height $\zeta$ are shown. These spectra have been obtained from the residual fluctuations from a straight line fitted to the data of each run, as described in Section 4(b) and illustrated in Fig. 3. By this means the non-stationarity of each series is reduced; the spectral density estimates have then been normalized by the series variance before averaging over the number of runs indicated in brackets for the figures.

There is, of course, considerable evidence that important contributions to the total variance of temperature and humidity in the convection layer occur at frequencies above the resolution limit of the instruments used in this work (e.g. Coulman, 1969; Warner and Telford, 1967). Nevertheless, Figs. 5 and 6 show a clear shift of the peak values in the spectra towards the well resolved lower frequencies when we compare the results for $\zeta > 1$ with those for $\zeta < 1$. This change of scale is apparent in spectra taken throughout the period of the day encompassed by the present investigation but insufficient data have been analysed as yet to determine whether or not there is any quantitative dependence of the change of scale on time of day or state of development of a cloud field.

(b) Correlation between Density, Temperature and Humidity Fluctuations

It is of interest to examine the relative contributions of temperature and humidity to the fluctuations of density observed in horizontal traverses at various heights in the sub-cloud layer.

We have calculated the correlation coefficient $b(\theta',q')$ for the residual fluctuations of $\theta$ and q.
from the straight line fitted to the data from each horizontal run as described in Section 4.

It appears in Fig. 7 that there is a strong negative correlation in the region of the sub-cloud layer between the top of the convection layer and cloud base \( \zeta > 1.0 \), a weaker negative correlation in the upper part of the convection layer \( 0.5 < \zeta < 1.0 \), and a positive correlation in the lower region \( \zeta < 0.5 \).

\[ \rho(\theta',q'); \] thus the denser parcels of air are cooler and moister than their neighbouring environment. Deardorff (1974) obtained negative values of \( \rho(\theta',q') \) in the upper part of the convection layer he modelled.

These correlations refer, or course, to fluctuations which are resolvable with the present instruments. The points denoted by crosses in Fig. 7 have been calculated from data drawn from another expedition to the same site when faster response instruments, capable of resolving structure at frequencies up to 100 cycle \( \text{km}^{-1} \), were used. These also show positive correlation coefficients in the lower part of the convection layer where small-scale fluctuations predominate.

The values of the \( \theta_v \)-minima, or maximum-density parcels, in Fig. 4 may be compared with the expected values of \( \theta_v \) in the convection layer \( \zeta \leq 1.0 \) after correction for the temporal and spatial gradients mentioned in Section 4. For this run these \( \theta_v \)-minima in the first 35 km of the run exceed the value of \( \theta_v \) in the convection layer by 0.3 to 0.5 K. In some other runs this difference is even smaller; however, it is doubtful whether differences of less than 0.2 K can be confidently detected in view of the corrections mentioned above.

Thus we can identify parcels of air having density very closely similar to that of the convection layer in the region between the average top of the convection layer and cloud base; this is a region which on average is stably stratified according to the soundings. Moreover, the scale of these relatively cool, moist, dense parcels is a kilometre or more. This evidence tends to support the speculation of Section 4(a) that local modification of the stratification below cloud base level occurs through penetration by successive elements from the convection layer. It is worth noting the location of clouds in Fig. 4 in relation to the \( \theta_v \)-minima and \( q \)-maxima; this is characteristic of many of the horizontal runs.

(c) Lifting Condensation Level of Sub-Cloud Air
The correspondence between certain fluctuations in the sub-cloud layer properties and the existence of clouds has already been pointed out in Fig. 4; in Fig. 8 \( z_a \) the lifting condensation levels for the samples at each of the data points of the same horizontal run have been plotted against distance, together with indications of the location of cumulus clouds. The upward-facing cloud detector responds instantaneously to the edge of a cloud overhead. There is however an interval of 8 s between successive samples of any particular variable, such as temperature, which is being recorded. The detection of cloud relative to records of \( \theta_v, q \) etc. therefore has a biased uncertainty of from zero to 8 s in time or 0.5 km in space.

The average height \( \bar{z} \) of the run concerned in Fig. 8 was 1.077±0.015 km and the average height of cloud base observed was \( z_{\text{b}} = 1.150±0.030 \) km. The variations in \( z_a \) are much larger than those of either \( \bar{z} \) or \( z_{\text{b}} \) and we take \( z_a/z_{\text{b}} \) as a convenient normalized measure of \( z_a \)-variation which may be used to compare the results of different runs.

\[ z_a/z_{\text{b}} \] coincides with occurrence of clouds, denoted by bars below distance axis. Date and time: 16/4/75, 12:05 hrs.

In Fig. 9 values of \( z_a/z_{\text{b}} \) have been calculated from three different sources of data, namely the \( z_a \)-values under detected clouds, the \( z_a \)-values averaged over each run and the \( z_a \)-values from soundings; they are plotted against \( \bar{z}/z_{\text{b}} \), the normalized average run height. Data from four days' observations are shown in Fig. 9.

As previously found by Warner (1963), air from near the surface, \( \bar{z}/z_{\text{b}} \ll 1 \), would exhibit condensation at or below observed cloud base if lifted adiabatically. The average properties of air in much of the sub-cloud layer however would require a parcel having those properties to be lifted to heights in excess of observed cloud base to form condensate. Air immediately beneath detected clouds has a normalized condensation level very close to 1.0 because as previously
noted its properties are closely similar to those of the convection layer.

Fig. 9 - Air beneath detected clouds has lifting condensation level $z_a$ close to observed cloud base height $z_b$, but average lifting condensation level is much higher.

It should be remarked that the possible uncertainty in the values of $z_a/z_b$ is about ±0.03 for values of $z_a$ and $z_b$ of the order of 1 to 2 km. The lifting condensation level can be calculated to about ±0.010 km when wet- and dry-bulb temperatures are known to ±0.05°C but estimation of cloud base is subject to error of the order of 0.030 km.

6. SUMMARY

These observations suggest that on a horizontal scale of 20 to 50 km and in fair weather the sub-cloud layer consists of a well-mixed convection layer surmounted by a stably stratified region in which cumulus clouds form. However, meso-scale variations in properties are often sufficiently large to cause cloud formation to be patchy on the scale of 20 km or more. On horizontal scales of the order of cumulus cloud dimensions (0.5 to 5 km) the processes of downward entrainment and upward penetration at the top of the convection layer appear to lead to the formation of regions of air having properties very close to those of the convection layer itself. In such regions it can almost be said that the convection layer "extends" right up to cumulus cloud-base.

This result can be expected to influence the scale and properties allocated to the initiating impulse in cumulus cloud models. It is not implied however that an upward flux of heat and moisture, continuous throughout the day, exists in these regions where air from the convection layer appears to have successfully penetrated the stable layer.

Further analysis of the data is needed before the time dependence of these phenomena is elucidated and possible effects of the cumulus clouds themselves on the dynamics of the sub-cloud layer can be confirmed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This report is part of Project METROMEX, a research effort studying the influence of a large metropolitan area, St. Louis, Mo., on the physics and dynamics of clouds. The University of Chicago involvement in METROMEX has been mainly along two lines -- radar mapping of precipitation and cloud microphysical studies based upon data from our cloud physics airplane. Our group was based at Greenville, Ill., about 70 km northeast of St. Louis.

This paper is concerned mainly with findings from our 3-cm TPS-10 radar. This radar was operated on 152 days of convective clouds in June, July, August 1971, 72, 73, 74, and 75. Operations typically began about 0900 LDT and continued through the day until any precipitation echoes had decayed or moved beyond radar range. The radar was calibrated daily to give a minimum detectable equivalent reflectivity factor of 4 dbz at 16 km increasing to 20 dbz at 97 km, the maximum range normally used for data collection. The TPS-10 antenna rotates in azimuth 360 deg in 3 minutes while scanning vertically once every 2 deg of azimuth. Data were recorded via scope photography.

Two types of radar observations are discussed in this paper -- radar first echoes and echoes of maximum height.

2. FIRST ECHO ANALYSES

2.1 Definition of First Echoes

A radar first echo (FE) is defined as the first observed radar signal from a volume of cloudy air which had not previously produced an echo. A reflectivity threshold of about 10 dbz is usually implied since observations of FE's have been most useful in studies of precipitation initiation. To be a valid FE, the "new" FE is required to be separated from existing echoes sufficiently to rule out a mere expansion of an existing echo.

In the summer in midwestern U.S., most FE's originate either as shafts of rain inside developing cumuli or from melting snow streamers in stratified clouds. In METROMEX, we endeavor to restrict analyses to FE's of the first type since we anticipate urban effects to be most noticeable in convective clouds having their roots within the boundary layer.

2.2 First Echo Data Reduction

The characteristics and locations of 4553 FE's have been determined from a frame by frame examination of the data film from 304 hours on 82 days distributed through the summers of 1972 through 1975. Since an effort was made to identify all FE's that developed within the radar range, 10 to 60 statute miles (16 - 97 km), this data set is considered to represent a 100% sample of all FE's within the radar area during the 304 hours. Because of the uncertainty of FE evaluation when many large echoes are present, our data tend to be biased toward the early part of convective days and towards days of isolated rain showers.

The day-to-day variation in the locations of convective clouds is another factor that must be considered in FE analysis. It is well-known that convective showers seldom, if ever, are randomly scattered. Instead, there is a marked tendency for them to occur in lines or clusters associated with mesoscale meteorological structures.

Thus, we tend to find FE's grouped in different parts of the radar area on different days. In studies seeking to isolate FE characteristics that may be associated with some specific area, such as a terrain feature or large city, we need a large sample of days to reduce the effects of sample variability.
2.3 First Echo Characteristics

Sample means for the entire data set of 4553 FE's are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FE</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Top</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td></td>
<td>2350 m</td>
<td>4570 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp.</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.0°C</td>
<td>-2.1°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only 5 percent of the FE's were entirely colder than OC, 50 percent straddled the freezing level and the remaining 45 percent, were entirely warmer than OC. These data verify previous studies showing that summer FE in this area originate almost entirely through coalescence. Only about one-third of the FE's grew as much as 2000 ft (600 m) in the three minutes following detection. The average top and base characteristics of the FE that grew 600 m or more are fairly similar to those that decline in height continuously following detection. The data show large daily variability in FE heights (temperatures) probably associated with regional meteorological conditions.

2.4 First Echo Location

Figure 1 is a map of the frequency of FE formation within a radius of 97 km of Greenville, Illinois, an area which includes St. Louis and its normal summer downwind. Units are FE/100 mi² (FE/259 km²) summed over the 304 hours of data. St. Louis can be identified as the region near the confluence of the Mississippi, Illinois, and Missouri Rivers along the west side of the map. Attention also is called to the Alton industrial complex on the east bank of the Mississippi River north of St. Louis, and the East St. Louis and Granite City industrial areas on the east bank directly opposite St. Louis.

A uniform distribution of FE's on Fig. 1 would give 41.4 FE/100 mi². Obviously the distribution is far from uniform -- the area over and east of St. Louis has values up to 2.4 times the map average. One also notes a tendency for circular symmetry with lower values near and at greatest range from the radar. This suggests two superimposed effects, one associated with the city and/or terrain around the city, and the second associated with a range-dependent radar sensitivity for FE detection. We have experimented with methods for reducing the radar range effect through range normalization techniques, but because of space limitations only the original, non-normalized data are shown here.

We note on Fig. 1 that there are three areas of maximum FE frequencies. Over the city and elongated toward the northeast is a ridge of high FE frequencies having a point maximum of 90FE/100 mi² (2.2 times map average) at point C on the map. About 40 km east-northeast of the Alton industrial area is another broad maximum (A) with a maximum point frequency of 77FE/100 mi². About 30 km directly east of downtown St. Louis and the East St. Louis and Granite City industrial areas is the third area with a maximum of 101FE/100 mi² (B). It is consistent with our knowledge of urban meteorology to associate the maximum over the city with effects of the urban heat island and release of water vapor. Perhaps areas A and B are associated with microphysical effects arising from anthropogenic particles. However, we must look further to see whether the data are internally consistent with such an interpretation. The major analytic tool is data partitioning on relevant meteorological parameters and on weekend-weekday occurrence. This latter partitioning is based upon the hope that man's activities in the city may differ enough from weekdays to weekends to modulate the data.

Data partitioning on wind direction has been regarded as one of the critical tests of whether observed meteorological conditions may have been influenced by the presence of the city. Partitioning on boundary layer transport winds has not been completed. Partitioning on FE movement, which may indicate cloud steering winds, has been completed. The data allow five mutually exclusive partitions involving FE vectors between 131 and 360 deg. The remaining data are scattered through days with echo movements between 024 and 120 deg, and are not used in this partitioning.
Partition 1 is informative because its echo movements are such as to eliminate any simple advective contribution of urban effects to areas A and B. In this partition, area A is reduced in size but clearly present with a point maximum of 3 times map average at point A' (Fig. 1). Area B is decreased in size and intensity with a maximum barely twice map average. Although the numbers of days and FE's are rather small, partition 1 clearly shows that the local maxima in areas A and B cannot be due only to an urban effect.

The maximum over the city in partition 1 is similar to that in Fig. 1, an elongated N-S ridge extending from south of St. Louis to north of Alton.

The map for partition 2 (202-249 deg), and the outer boundaries of the urban plume based upon these directions, are shown in Fig. 2. We note that the ridge of high FE frequencies, oriented with the wind, is clearly shown over the city. Area A is only vaguely indicated, but area B is clearly shown with a maximum of 2.6 times map average at point B'. The other features attracting attention are the broad area of above average FE frequencies southeast of St. Louis and the small intense maximum east of the Greenville radar. The latter is directly off the end of a large, shallow lake whose long dimension parallels the median wind in this partition. This local maximum evidently arose from local increases in moisture following evaporation from Lake Carlyle.

The results of all five echo movement partitions are summarized in Fig. 3. The peak value of each area of FE maxima is plotted in units of map average. (This is done to normalize the differing sample sizes.) The arrow accompanying each plotted value is the inverse median echo movement vector for the partition involved. These arrows point toward possible source regions for the areas of maxima. A distinct pattern emerges. All five partitions show a maximum somewhere over the St. Louis-Alton complex.

Area B shows point values more than twice map average on 4 of 5 of the partitions. Except for the 2.1 value associated with SSE winds, we note an orderly movement of the location of the maximum consistent with a source over the city. The evidence is less conclusive for area A. Although it is clearly present on 4 of the 5 partitions, only two of them suggest a source in the Alton industrial complex. The other two seem to preclude an involvement of the St. Louis metropolitan area. The other areas of FE maxima on Fig. 3 appear at different locations on different partitions and may be interpreted as due to sampling variations.

The weekday-weekend partitioning gives two mutually exclusive subsets: 3399 FE on 57 weekdays, and 1154 FE on 25 weekend days and holidays. When mapped, both show enhanced FE frequencies over the metropolitan area and in the areas identified as A and B on Fig. 1.
3. MAXIMUM HEIGHT ECHOES

In a followup to the Illinois State Water Survey studies indicating above-average frequency of thunderstorms east and northeast of St. Louis, we have used our radar data to study the heights and locations of the tallest echoes present within the radar area on 139 days for which convective echo data are available. We have studied (1) the height and location of the tallest echo on each day, and (2) the height and location of the tallest echo present at each half hour during the radar observation periods. The latter, half-hourly maximum echo events, are called "Hi-Cu." These analyses are restricted to radar ranges of 20 to 60 mi (32-97 km) because of the inability of the radar to adequately sample echoes with tops over 40,000 ft (12 km) inside of 20 mi (32 km). The frequency distribution of top heights of the tallest echoes on each day is shown in Fig. 4a. We note that about half of the summer rainy days at St. Louis produced echoes with tops exceeding 42000 ft (12.8 km), the average tropopause height for this area.

Extending the analysis to include an observation at every half-hour gave data plotted in Fig. 4b. Again we see the peak in frequency corresponding to the tropopause height. For our present concerns, the peak at about 22,000 ft (6.7 km) is more interesting. About half of this mode comes from echoes early in the day on days which ultimately produce storms reaching the tropopause. The other half comes from days on which a mid-troposphere stable layer restricts cloud development all through the day.

The small number of Hi-Cu events makes it necessary to employ different techniques than were used in FE analysis for incorporating day-to-day differences in wind direction into the analysis of urban effect. In one approach to this matter we defined a generalized city area which includes the city of St. Louis, its suburbs and the industrial areas along the Mississippi River. The FE movement vector for each day was used to locate regions that would be 1, 2, and 3 hours of echo movement downwind from the city. The Hi-Cu events then were identified as occurring in one of these areas or in the remainder of the radar area, which we called the Rural area. Area-weighted relative frequency of Hi-Cu in each of these five areas is given in the following table. The downwind shift and decreasing magnitude of Hi-Cu frequency with increasing wind speed is consistent with an urban effect.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FE Speed</th>
<th>City (hrs FE travel)</th>
<th>Rural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 3 mps</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 9.9</td>
<td>1.45 1.48 1.27 0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 10 mps</td>
<td>0.76 1.31 1.27 1.25</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. The frequency distribution of top heights a) of the tallest echoes on each day; b) of all observations.

4. SUMMARY

The first echo data show that cumulus clouds near St. Louis in summer initiate precipitation preferentially through the coalescence mechanism. Three favored areas of FE development have been identified: one is over the metropolitan urban-industrial area; another occurs about 30 km east of downtown St. Louis; and the third is about 40 km NE of the Alton industrial complex.

The results of partitioning on weekend-weekday occurrence and on direction of FE movement, seem to suggest that FE enhancement in these areas is due to a combination of urban effects and natural factors which have not yet been identified. The observation of a region of FE enhancement downwind of Lake Carlyle indicates the sensitivity of the atmosphere to local terrain features which can focus or trigger precipitation development, and to the power of radar FE analysis for identifying these areas.

The frequency of tallest echoes is higher over and downwind of St. Louis than it is in the remainder of the radar area. To what extent this is an urban effect, or due to inadequate sample, is not yet clear. The bimodal distribution of echo top heights may give an important clue as to how urban areas increase rain and thunderstorms. The urban heat island could give clouds a slight additional impetus enabling them to overcome a mid-level stable layer and to continue to grow into tropopause-reaching storms.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The structure of continental cumulus clouds of temperate latitudes is investigated considerably worse than that of maritime tropical ones. The aim of the present paper is to describe the results of analyses of the experimental data and to fill up partly the existing gap.

The research flights were carried out by Li-14 aircraft in the Ukraine region in summer periods of 1971-1974. The table 1 shows the main parameters measured during the flights.

Table 1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Instrument range</th>
<th>Error of averaging</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>(m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vertical air speed</td>
<td>±15 m/s</td>
<td>0.8-1.0</td>
<td>m/s</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulsations W</td>
<td>±10 m/s</td>
<td>0.2 m/s</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulsations W' of air velocity</td>
<td>±10 m/s</td>
<td>0.2 m/s</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature T</td>
<td>±4°C</td>
<td>0.06°C</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coefficient of visible light attenuation</td>
<td>25-250 km⁻¹</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large particles size N &gt; 1 m⁻³</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>50-100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air humidity *</td>
<td>30-100%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>200-300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* In clear sky only

Measurements were carried out on the horizontal levels under constant speed inside of them. The experimental data are divided into 3 groups according the cloud thickness H=0.5 - 1 km, H=1-2 km and H=2-3 km. We can consider the 1st group as Cu hum group 2 as Cu med and group 3 - as Cu cong.

In individual penetrations of clouds values of W, V' and T' varied within wide limits even being averaged at distance of 0.1-0.2D (D-cloud diameter), that means usually some hundreds of meters. In spite of such variations some hundreds measurements give the objective features of clouds which are discussed below.

2. VERTICAL VELOCITIES (W)
Vertical velocities in Cu were measured only in 1973 and 1974, i.e. the bank of information about W was half that of V' and T'. Nevertheless, the results obtained are of considerable interest.

In the central (0.6D wide) part of the horizontal cross-section of Cu hum and Cu med averaged updraft velocities (AUV) are maximum as a rule in the middle or in the lower third part of a cloud (see Fig. 1) where they reach 1.5-2 m/s. In the upper part of a cloud (z/H > 0.9) updrafts are replaced by downdrafts. The less the humidity in the vicinity of a cloud, the lower the AUV maximum. In total air rose in the lower two thirds of a cloud in 82% of cases and in the upper one third - in 62%.
Fig. 1. Vertical profiles of W inside of central part of cloud.

a. Cu hum and Cu med, 1973, n=143
b. Cu hum and Cu med, 1974, n=194
c. Cu Cong 1973, n = 56

H - cloud thickness,
Z - height over the cloud base.

Vertical profiles \( W = f(Z/H) \), and consequently the value of \( \frac{dW}{dZ} \) near the vertical boundaries of the cloud differ greatly from profiles W near the cloud axis. The AUV profile in Cu cong is of a double-humped shape with maximums situated in the lower and upper thirds of the cloud. Possibly it indicates the double-layer convection in Cu cong. As a number of measurements in Cu cong was comparatively small (34 penetrations) the further accumulation of information is required to support this hypothesis.

The presence of two layers of convection in Cu cong was also fixed in GATE area (Borovikov et al., 1975).

The variability of W in Cu is rather large: the standard deviation \( \sigma_W \) is of 1.3-1.8 m/s inside the Cu and of 0.6-0.9 m/s outside. Averaged at the distance 20-30 m the maximum updraft velocities may reach 8-10 m/s.

Close to Cu and just above its top the air usually subsides. The width of downdrafts zone close to the Cu was not less than 0.6D in width in 81% of cases.

3. PULSATIONS OF HORIZONTAL COMPONENT (IN THE DIRECTION OF FLIGHT) OF WIND VELOCITY \( V' \) NEAR THE CU.

Near the vertical boundaries of Cu the value \( V' \approx 1 \) m/s and maximum individual values \( V' \) reach several m/s. Values \( V' \) with scale of averaging equal to D/5 diminish rather slowly as moving away from the cloud and they are close to 0 at the distance of 1-2D from Cu. It is seen from Fig. 2, that in 1971, 1972 and 1974 the air in average flows out of the cloud with the velocity of some tenths of m/s through the vertical sides of lower 2/3 of Cu. At upper one third part of Cu the air flows into the cloud.

Fig. 2. The values of \( V' \) averaged over the distance of 0.2D close to the vertical boundary of Cu outside of it.


The vertical profile of \( V'(Z) \) obtained during the measurements in 1973 has another structure. The reason of such a difference demands special analysis and consideration. We shall point out to the fact that in 1973 air humidity in the convection layer was 15-20% less than that during all other periods of measurements.

In the majority of cases there was air inflow below the cloud and air outflow over it.

It should be mentioned that the measured vertical profiles \( V'(Z) \) quite conform to values \( \frac{dW}{dZ} \) near the cloud boundary. The obtained information does not support the hypothesis of the predominant role of regular entrainment into Cu. Possibly, the main contribution to the entrainment is made by the horizontal turbulent diffusion. The large values of short-period wind pulsations near the vertical boundaries of Cu supports this opinion.

4. TEMPERATURE PERTURBATIONS (TP)

Temperature perturbations are particularly high in clouds, where they can reach \( +2^\circ \) and \( -3^\circ \). In the majority of cases TP in Cu hum is equal to \( 0.0 \pm 0.2^\circ \), in Cu med - to \( -0.1 \pm 0.3^\circ \), in Cu cong - to \( -0.4 \pm 0.3^\circ \).

Virtual temperature pulsations, in the lower two thirds of Cu with correction on weight of cloud water, are usually positive and rarely exceed 0.4-0.6°C. In the upper one third of Cu hum they are negative in 60% cases. Almost the same proportions take place for Cu med. The virtual temperature pulsations in Cu cong are negative, reaching as a rule \(-1.5^\circ \) in the upper part of a cloud.

It probably indicates the fact that Cu cong were penetrated at the end of mature stage or in stage of dissipation.

Just below the cloud TP are usually negative and equal to \(-0.2 \pm 0.2^\circ \). TP were above zero only in 10% of cases and reached \( 0.5-0.9^\circ \). The temperature depression lowered under the cloud and \( T' \approx 0 \) 150-200 m below it base. It mean that the thermals pass the upper part of the layer between the surface and the cloud in stable stratified due to its own momentum being colder than environment air.

\( T' \) are negative as a rule, in the layer of 30-40m thick over the cloud, and they are positive higher, at least up to 150m above Cu. Probably air cooling at the top due to evaporation of cloud droplets prevails over the dynamic heating caused by air descending. Higher the picture is...
Close to the vertical sides of Cu air temperature is several tenth of a degree lower than temperature of undisturbed air in 75-80% cases. In the direction from the Cu base to the top temperature depression lowers and particularly quickly close to Cu cong. In horizontal direction outside of the cloud the temperature deviations drop to zero at the distance of 0.4-0.6D and then \( T \approx 0 \)°C. The reason for the temperature lowering is evaporation of the droplets. The lower is the humidity near the cloud, the lower the temperature.

In average air heating caused by downdrafts compensates the cooling effect at the distance of more than 0.4-0.6D from Cu. Due to the asymmetry of physical processes in the Cu environment, field characteristics of different sides of the cloud are different and the "cool shirt" round Cu does not necessarily surround the whole cloud.

At the distance of more than 0.6-0.8D from the cloud \( p \approx 0 \) and the most part of the near-cloud environment is warmer than the undisturbed atmosphere, i.e. Cu convection in total heats the convective layer.

5. SOME MICROSTRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CU.

The spatial distribution of the coefficient of visible light attenuation \( J \) was investigated much better than other cloud parameters. \( J \) is connected with density of cloud drop size-distribution \( n(r,x,y,z,t) \) with relation:

\[
J(x,y,z,t) = \int_{0}^{\infty} z^2 K(\rho) n(z,x,y,z,t) dz
\]

where \( \rho \), \( z \), and \( \lambda \) is the wave length. In Cu the drops with radii from 2-3 to 20-30 \( \mu \)m make the main contribution to \( F \). At \( \lambda = 0.6 \mu m \), \( \rho \) is greater than 30, and K(\( \rho \)) \( \approx 2 \).

In Cu \( J \) changes within wide limits. Practically there is always a chance to meet sections with \( J < 25 \) km\(^{-1} \) and with \( J > 250 \) km\(^{-1} \) (in such cases meteorological range of visibility \( S < 2 \) km is less than 14 m).

The curve of the cumulative frequency of \( J \) based on the data of 914 Cu crossings is given in Fig. 3. The average \( J \) grows from 70-80 km\(^{-1} \) to 100-110 km\(^{-1} \) with the increasing of cloud thickness \( H \) from 0.5 to 1.5 km and then up to \( H = 2.5 \) km does not almost change and increases again up to 1.3-1.4 km\(^{-1} \) with increasing of \( H \) up to 3.5 km.

The analysis of the obtained results
gives the possibility to imagine the possible Cu cloud formation process.

In the boundary layer up to the height of 0.5-1.0 km before midday time the lapse rate is larger than dry adiabatic one and as a result the first (the lowest) layer of dry convection appears. The dew-point level is 0.5-1.0 km higher than this layer. The thermals being conceived at the ground surface and overheated primarily in relation to the surrounding air accumulate kinetic energy in the layer of instability, that allow them to rise higher than the instability layer due to its own momentum overcoming negative buoyancy.

If stratification over the level of condensation is moist-labile the second (now moist-labile) layer of convection appears. Thermals of sufficient energy reaching the condensation level enter the second layer of convection forming Cu. As moist-labile layer is usually 1-2 km thick Cu hum and Cu med appear in this layer.

If the second moist-labile layer appears 0.5-1 km higher than the first one the third layer of convection appears. Cloud tops reaching this layer get an additional impulse to development. That is how Cu Cong clouds with two-layers of convection may be formed (see also Borovikov et al., 1975).

In conclusion we underline that the existence of one or two layers of convection in Cu clouds may be seen from the structure of vertical and horizontal air motions, and their microphysical structure.
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THE INTERACTION OF SMALL CUMULI WITH THEIR ENVIRONMENT

J. W. Telford and P. B. Wagner

Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada, Reno

1. INTRODUCTION

A previous paper by Telford (1975) examined the various mathematical and physical approaches to small convective clouds and showed that they all failed when tested against long-established observational facts. These are:

a. The cloud base of a small cumuli is remarkably constant in altitude; within a few tens of meters.

b. The liquid water content in clouds is not distinguishable between measurements in cloud centers and near their edges (Squires, 1958A, Warner, 1955).

c. The liquid water content becomes, as the height within the cloud increases above the base, a small fraction of the liquid water which would be released by expanding undiluted cloud base air.

Eddy diffusivity integrations fail to simulate these observations as they constrain, for workable grid mesh sizes, the diffusion to proceed only where there is an average concentration gradient. Thus the simulated clouds are wetter in the middle and do not show the dilution actually found from the top down. Entity models suffer similar problems (Warner, 1970, 1972, Simpson, 1971, 1972).

2. THE NEW MODEL

Telford (1975) suggests a new form for the cloud dynamics in which the mean vertical motion is very fast relative to the cloud lifetime, while mixing of dry air from above down into the cloud dominates the dynamics, and initiates the cloud decay. The cloud growth is created by the cloud buoyancy lifting the underflowing air, when any shear exists, so growth only occurs on the side where the underflowing air has passed beneath the cloud. The cloud turret is limited by an overlying inversion and immediately begins to be diluted by the dry air above. This unstable mixing then sinks dry parcels deep into the cloud until the blending with cloud air produces density changes which stop and reverse this motion. This process eventually reaches cloud base and initiates bulk instability downwards and the cloud continues to evaporate until totally gone on this side. Thus a cloud parcel grows on one side of the cloud, dwells in its embedding air mass for a period while it is being diluted from above, and then sinks back and evaporates.

The evaporating side then dilutes the underflowing airstream with dry entrained air from above the inversion brought down with the evaporating cloud and inhibits the cloud renewal growth, so the whole cloud subsides.

3. THE MEASUREMENTS

Previous measurements by Telford and Wagner (1974) are consistent with this picture. Recent analysis of three other cases has been completed by Wagner and Telford (in this volume). In this case no precise calibration of the slip and attack vanes was possible as no turns in clear air were recorded, so the question of convergence or divergence around the cloud cannot be meaningfully discussed because of uncertain accuracy. However, the drift of the cloudy outline through the embedding air at the level concerned, and the lack of air and cloudy air motion at anything like the velocity of outline drift, are well confirmed. This is consistent with the growth and decay pattern discussed above.

In addition, this data shows another vital feature expected from this model. Consistently, for the two passes in each of the three clouds studied, one side of the cloud shows a disturbed velocity pattern in all three velocity components and the other side does not. When the relative velocities in the air are considered the disturbed air is seen to be on the decaying side of the cloud. Thus, in addition to the velocity measurements, we have this solid qualitative evidence, not relying in any way on accuracy of the instrumental performance, which supports the picture of the cloud proceeding through its embedding air mass by a process of decay on one side, and so necessarily growth on the other in the undisturbed air.

4. THE MODEL

This model postulated that mixing
The results from two successive traverses on reciprocal tracks about 250 meters below the top of a fair weather cumulus 1.5 km deep. Note the close correlation between liquid water and virtual temperature. There is some agreement between these two quantities and vertical velocity but clearly regions of strong updraft persist when the buoyancy has become negative, and in some areas little agreement can be seen between the velocity observed at the time of measurement and the buoyancy of liquid water. As is common, the turbulent region is restricted almost entirely to the cloudy area.

Fig. 1 This is Fig. 4 from Telford and Warner, 1962.

occurred downwards from the cloud top, not by the eddy diffusion process usually incorporated into numerical models, but by a self driven buoyancy process which produces very rapid mixing which quickly approaches buoyancy equilibrium. It must be stressed that this process is not related to the formal eddy diffusivity equation. Squires (1958B) worked out some of the details of such a process, but the details are not necessary to begin with if the process proceeds rapidly to equilibrium. Thus we postulate that the cloud quickly changes its density by mixing in of overlying air until the vertical pressure gradient in the cloud is the same as in the surrounding air.

5. SOME DATA

The density of moist air is measured by its virtual temperature if we ignore the density of the liquid water, which is relatively small. We refer to some previous measurements (Telford and Warner, 1962) in Fig. 1 which shows virtual temperature and vertical velocity towards the top of a fair weather cumulus cloud. The cloudy air shows a density mostly higher than in the surrounding air. The cloudy air of lower density is less than 1°C above the temperature of the surroundings, and air within ±1°C of this temperature occupies more than half the cloud area. The remaining cloudy air is appreciably cooler and occurs in small irregular areas. The lack of any resemblance between the two reciprocal passes reinforces the view that the cooler denser cloud air consists of irregular regions, small relative to the cloud as a whole. The sheath of cold air on both sides of the cloud is quite small relative to the internal cold regions. The two passes suggest that statistically there is not much difference between the cloud middle and its edges, apart from the thin outside cold sheath.

However, this data also shows a noticeably greater disturbance in the vertical velocity on the same side of the cloud relative to the other on both passes and virtual temperature as well as the updraft velocity is certainly low on the disturbed decaying side in each case. We do not know how the cloud traverses were lined up with the windshear to check which side was disturbed. This data is consistent with the rapid vertical passage of small regions of cloud cooled by the mixing in of dry overlying air but quite unrelated to a model in which smooth eddy diffusion dilutes the cloud from the outside inwards.

6. A QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON

In his discussion of models, Warner (1970) provides averages of his data for the cloud environment and the fraction of liquid water measured relative to the computed undiluted value based on no mixing after passing through cloud base. This Table 1 is reproduced here. Warner comments that the variability from one case to another showed that more stable air tended to be moister. He also comments that the
individual lapse rates are sensibly constant but, as we will see below small departures of less than say 0.2 °C are important.

From Warner's Table 1 we obtain virtual temperatures of 15.61 °C and 3.88 °C respectively at 750 m and 2360 m in altitude. The virtual temperature in the overlying air at 2740 m in altitude is 5.19 °C. Thus the virtual temperature excess in the overlying air is 1.31 °C. In a private communication Warner gives an intermediate point as 1500 m altitude and a virtual temperature of 10.11 °C. Warner (1970) uses these data to raise serious questions about the validity of entity cloud models to which Simpson (1971, 1972) has replied.

If these data are plotted, using the virtual temperature at 5.19 and -0.92 °C at 2740 and 4910 m respectively, and ignoring the 1500 m point, we obtain two parallel straight lines relating virtual temperature to height below and above the inversion. To make comparisons with this model we will assume the cloud mixing is controlled by an environment whose virtual temperature matches the lower line at 750 and 7700 m. The intermediate point is at 1500 m and the discussion considers various simple curvings of the virtual temperature profile towards this point which is about 0.2 °C above the linearly interpolated line.

The two lines above and below the inversion are about 4 °C apart for an inversion of zero depth so the air mixed down through the cloud top will have a temperature which is certainly less than this. If the inversion transition occurred over 250 m in altitude, at the cloud top, the maximum temperature difference would be 2 °C. Since we do not know how much of the lower cooler air is carried up ahead of the cloud to sheath it above, the 2 °C figure is probably more realistic, and this gives almost an exact fit for the cloud liquid water. Thus we have some data with which the model can be compared. We should remain aware, however, that non-linear relationships give average results which can differ for the same average input data because the variability in the input changes the average output.

7. TESTING THE MODEL

From the input data discussed above we need to test the predicted ratio of liquid water to adiabatic liquid water, Q/Q_A, against the measured values. Since the prediction is a function of height this function will clearly depend on the function of virtual temperature in the surroundings with height. As small changes in this function are crucial, we have chosen the best fit that can be had by making the virtual temperature exceed the exactly neutral profile for an adiabatic cloud by a power of the height above base. This fit is ΔT((Z - Z_b)/(Z_T - Z_b))** 1.35 where Z is the altitude and the subscripts B and T indicate base and top respectively. The temperature increment ΔT ensures the given curve passes through the extrapolated environmental point at 2750 m and 1.4 °C. This curve is about 0.1 °C warmer than the data given at 1500 m.

Results from variation in this curve are quite large so such variations are examined below. Using these environmental data, however, allows us to examine effects of variations in moisture and temperature excess of the air mixed in from above cloud top on equilibrium values of water content after mixing down through the cloud.

Using Warner's value of a relative humidity of 0.15 for the overlying air and a temperature excess of 2 °C, the calculation almost exactly reproduces Warner's 1970 curve of Q/Q_A. This is copied for our Fig. 2. Our curves for this and other conditions can be seen in Fig. 3. Thus granted a variation in environmental temperature of 0.1 °C from the given values, which is smaller than the measurement accuracy, and using a 2 °C temperature excess for the air mixed in from above, the theory matches the data to better than it can be measured.

The ratio of the observed mean liquid water content at a given height above cloud base to the adiabatic value. The values attributed to Skatskii were obtained from his published results assuming that the cloud base was at a height of 1 km and at a temperature of 6°C.

Fig. 2 This is Fig. 1 from Warner, 1970.

To examine the significance of this matching we need to look at the effects of varying the measured quantities.

7.1 Varying the Overlying Air

We have found that the same water content curve is produced to within about 5% if a certain functional relation between the temperature excess and the relative humidity of the overlying air is maintained. This also applies to different

Table 1 The Environment Corresponding to Fig. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure (mb)</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Relative humidity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>925</td>
<td>4910</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. Cloud environment parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure (mb)</th>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Relative humidity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>525</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>7200</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>925</td>
<td>4910</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
water content curves for the same environmental structure. Thus Fig. 3 shows curves of liquid water with values of $Q/Q_A$ at cloud top of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between relative humidity and temperature excess for each of these curves.

A wet cloud requires dry overlying air with a small temperature excess. For wet air and a strong inversion no equilibrium state in a small cumulus is possible. The region where the overlying air is more than 50% saturated would require the cloud to stop growing below a 2 C inversion; such clouds probably break through to form thunderstorms. Dry air with inversions exceeding 3 or 4 C probably prevent a cloud forming for more than a few minutes. These limits appear fairly reasonable since when small cumuli are formed the overlying air is usually fairly dry, and a few degrees at the inversion is needed to define the cloud top.

### 7.2 Changing the Environmental Profile

As would be expected the profile of liquid water depends on the exact profile of environmental density. The effects of changing the exponent in the formula given earlier are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exponent</th>
<th>1.35</th>
<th>1.50</th>
<th>2.00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q/Q_A$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_v$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q/Q_A$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_v$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first example with an exponent of 1.35 is the example used earlier. If we compare the temperatures 1000 m above cloud base, we have 8.57, 8.95 and 9.22 C for $Q/Q_A$ of 0.07, 0.31 and 0.50. The values for the first example are 8.85 and 0.25 respectively. Thus variations of $\pm 0.3$ C encompass $Q/Q_A$ from almost 0.0 to 0.5. Thus the vertical profile of the stability is of critical importance in determining the profile of in-cloud liquid water and probably calls for an accuracy exceeding the capability of present temperature measurements to determine with confidence. It also illustrates that calculations performed with the common meteorological concepts often used for wet air are of little use.

### 7.3 The Overall Stability

Using the same stability profile formula with an exponent of 1.35 and with a relative humidity of 0.15 and temperature excess of 2 C in overlying air, let us now examine the effect of changing overall instability in the cloud surroundings. A range of conditions are displayed in Table 3.

Thus we can see that as the environmental air becomes more stable, less dry air has to be mixed into the cloud to achieve stability and so the final mixture is wetter. We see that 1 C in virtual temperature over 2000 m about doubles the liquid water left in the upper half of the cloud so once again temperature and moisture need be measured to good accuracy.
8. CONCLUSIONS

The model for the growth of small cumuli given here appears to meet the observational facts far better than other models that have been used. The model postulates that the cloud rapidly builds on one side and that mixing from the top down then dilutes the material. So for most of the life of each column of cloud it is almost in equilibrium with its environment. After some time the dilution reaches cloud base and the overall column is no longer buoyant and it collapses, thus forming the other edge of the cloud. Calculations given above indicate that precise temperature measurements, as well as good measurements of moisture and liquid water will be needed to determine how close the equilibrium state is actually approached in the dynamical conditions in a real cloud.
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4.1.5

TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY SIGNATURES OF SOME SHALLOW FAIR-WEATHER Cu CLOUDS
AND THEIR RELATED DYNAMICS AND MICROPHYSICS

R. ROSSET, J.F. GAYET, F. LE DIMET, J. and J. PASTRE
Laboratoire de Dynamique et Microphysique de l'Atmosphère
Université de Clermont-Ferrand - B.P. 45 - (63170) AUBIERE - (France)

1. GENERAL BACKGROUND

A DC7 aircraft instrumented for simultaneous dynamical, thermodynamical and microphysical measurements has been flown through shallow fair weather billowing Cu Clouds often seen topping the planetary boundary layer (PBL). One of the main interests of the present study lies in the high spatial resolution of the microphysical data as given by the Ruskin and Knollenberg (ASSP) sensors, respectively for total water content and droplet spectra. This resolution proves to be sufficient as for the estimation of the importance of entrainment on the development and properties of such clouds, at various stages in their life times.

2. SPECIFIC PURPOSES

Entrainment and its subsequent mixing has long been recognized as a key process in the evolutionary aspects of cloud growth as well as for determining the rate of deepening of the PBL. This latter is locally intensified at certain restricted locations known as hummocks (1), (2) or domes (3) protruding from the lower mixed layer into the stable layer aloft. Some of the many aspects observable in the development of these intrusions according to their stability, size and initial momentum can be found in Saunders (4) and Linden (5). At times, shallow Cu clouds are seen rolling and billowing on top of the convective layer, capping the convective intrusions where these latter overshoot the condensation level (6), (2). So, the study of entrainment in those clouds can give a clue as for the deepening mechanisms of the PBL. As we shall see now, the microphysical data seem to be very sensitive to the degree of mixing of a cloud with its clear air environment.

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Fig. 1 is an atmospheric sounding at the time of the flight. A very stable layer with a marked humidity gradient is located between points A and B. The condensation level is at an intermediate position, at C. Shallow Cu clouds are seen billowing between C and a point well below the sharp inversion B where they spread horizontally, as confirmed by pilot observations and photogrammetry. The cloud field appears to be very homogeneous with the same heights for the cloud bases and tops everywhere, a depth of about 100m, a lateral extent between approximately 600m and 1500m and characteristic life times ranging from 3min to 5min only.

Typically, for each individual cloud, two phases can be distinguished (2) : a short formative one (lasting for about 1min or even less) followed by a longer recession phase during which the cloud is spreading laterally due to a "filling-box" mechanism (7) while being dissipated. As an example, fig. 2 (8) gives the time rate of growth of droplet radii due to condensation alone. When comparing with the spectral values of fig. 3 and the duration of the formative phase, one can conclude that two antagonist processes are at work within the clouds : condensation which rapidly builds up the cumuli with a peak at 3µ and mixing with clear air essentially free of condensation nuclei above the inversion base A which tends to dilute them more slowly. Thus, for the spectra of fig. 3, entrainment acts as a modulating process globally reducing and distorting in time the primary spectrum first generated within the updraughts intruding at the condensation level. So, the spectrum and intensity of the vertical velocity at this level are very important to be known, for the further ascent of the convective elements in the stable layer AB is entirely forced by their residual vertical upward momentum there (cf. \( \bar{U}_z \) in fig. 3.3).

It is important to realize that the convective parcels rising above point A are colder and more humid than their environment upon which they impress themselves as wet, negative temperature and potential temperature (6) perturbations with relative extrema values where the total water content and liquid water content \( q_w \), the medium volumic diameter \( d \), the total and spectral droplet concentrations \( N \) and \( N_s \) (3µ, 4µ and 5µ) are maxima themselves, the whole figure being consistent with a reduced entrainment (dilution) at those parts for all the clouds (cf. figs. 3).
All the spectra are unimodal with a very variable concentration in the different droplet sizes (see N in figs. 3). The 2µ and 3µ sizes are particularly well suited for our purpose of estimating the degree of entrainment and then, in some way, the phase in the life cycle of a cloud. For example, the cloud of fig. 3.1 is probably decaying with its weak total droplet concentration N, its greater number of 2µ-droplets as compared to 3µ-ones, its marked downdraught and cooling. As for the cloud on fig. 3.2, the shifting between the spectral peaks for 2µ on the one hand and 3µ, 4µ and 5µ on the other hand is presumably to be related to the horizontal spreading of the cloud as it begins to roll up rightwards and dissipate on the other side.

To further exemplify the differential role of entrainment on the spectra, we have reported in figs. 4 the ratio $R = \text{concentration of 3µ-droplets/} \text{concentration of 2µ-droplets}$, as a function of the 2µ-droplet concentrations. The 2µ and 3µ ranges have been selected because for all the reported cases they gave the absolute spectral maxima. In a sense, the dimensionless number R is representative of the spectral transfers of the water substance as related to entrainment, the 3µ-droplets being essentially generated by condensation whereas, apart from direct condensation, the 2µ range is fed too by the 3µ-droplets consecutive to mixing of the cloud or in clear air. So, values of $R>1$ are indicative of a reduced entrainment while the reverse is true for $R<1$. In fig. 4.1, all the R-values are inferior to 1, in conjunction with weak concentrations, in contrast with fig. 4.3, where R is everywhere greater than 1, whatever the concentrations. Fig. 4.2 gives a composite picture, with a grouping of points in the concentration range 7-9 (in our relative units). On this experimental basis, we can tentatively assert that for the 1st penetration, the 1st cloud has already well decayed (as previously discussed), that the 2nd cloud begins its billowing motion and that for the 2nd penetration, the cloud is still in its formative phase. A direct confirmation of the preceding discussion comes out from the vertical gust velocities $J_z$; the downdraughts of figs. 3.1 and 3.2 are to be related to the recession phases for the corresponding clouds (stronger in 3.1 than in 3.2 as expected from above) whereas the updraught of fig. 3.3 is characteristic of a formative ascent phase.

4. CONCLUSION

The present study is part of a growing PBL program with consideration of non-perturbed as well as of perturbed conditions (problem of the coupling between the cloud and sub-cloud layers). The humidity and microphysical sensors are still in the process of accurate calibration and testing. So, at the present time, we do not stick so much to the absolute values quoted here as to the relative variability encountered during in-and between-cloud flights within a short period of time. This is particularly true as regards the small droplet sizes and integrated liquid water contents found, however considering we are dealing with very short-lived clouds. Nevertheless, with these restrictions in mind, it is suggested that the time history of shallow billowing fair-weather Cu clouds can be traced out with the aid of droplets as tiny sensitive microphysical tracers. Of crucial importance in the cases reported here is the ratio R between the 3µ and 2µ droplet concentrations as for deciding which phase the sampled cloud is going through.
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Figure 1. Emanogram of the atmospheric sounding at 0.36 GMT, July 2nd 1975 (dashed line: temperature - solid line: dew point temperatures).

Figure 2. Solid curve: radius of droplet as a function of time for growth by condensation alone. Dashed curve: estimated radius of droplet as a function of time for growth by condensation and accretion (drawn from Fleagle and Businger (8)).

Figure 3.1. 1st penetration (1st cloud) Are respectively given vs. time, from top to bottom:
- Spectral droplet concentration \( N_s \)
- Vertical gust velocity \( j_z \)
- Liquid water content \( q_L \)
- Median volumic diameter \( d \)
- Total droplet concentration \( N \)
- Total water content \( q_T \)
- Potential temperature \( \theta \)

Figure 3.2. 1st penetration (2nd cloud) Are respectively given vs. time, from top to bottom:
- Spectral droplet concentration \( N_s \)
- Vertical gust velocity \( j_z \)
- Liquid water content \( q_L \)
- Median volumic diameter \( d \)
- Total droplet concentration \( N \)
- Total water content \( q_T \)
- Potential temperature \( \theta \)
Figure 3.3
2nd penetration

Are respectively given vs. time, from top to bottom:

- Spectral droplet concentration $N_g$
- Vertical gust velocity $j_z$
- Liquid water content $q_L$
- Median volumic diameter $d$
- Total droplet concentration $N$
- Total water content $q_T$
- Potential temperature $\Theta$

Figure 4.1 $R(3\mu/2\mu)$ as a function of $2\mu$-droplet concentration (id. relative units as for $N_8$). 1st penetration (1st cloud).

Figure 4.2 $R(3\mu/2\mu)$ as a function of $2\mu$-droplet concentration (id. relative units as for $N_8$). 1st penetration (2nd cloud).

Figure 4.3 $R(3\mu/2\mu)$ as a function of $2\mu$-droplet concentration (id. relative units as for $N_8$). 2nd penetration.
1. INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a cumulus cloud in initial growth phases, with particular emphasis on mixing processes through the use of doppler radar and stereo cloud photogrammetry. Radar chaff was dispensed into the sub-cloud layer over a mountain driven cumulus genesis area prior to cloud formation. Initially, the chaff responded to the mean wind flow and the motion of thermals in the clear air of the sub-cloud layer. When the cumulus cloud formed, the chaff was transported vertically with the air which subsequently made up the cloud described in this paper. The ISWS CHILL radar was used to study the reflectivity and motion of the radar chaff. The change in the reflectivity as the air and chaff mixture moved upward is used to estimate the bulk entrainment. The vertical and horizontal continuity or discontinuity of the reflectivity provides insight on the cloud-environment mixing process. The mean horizontal velocity profile of the cloud as determined by radial doppler velocity measurements is also studied. Due to the distance of the cloud from the radar, the radial velocities measured are attributed primarily to horizontal motions of the chaff in the cloud. The cloud spectra used to calculate the mean radial velocities was also recorded by the radar system and is investigated in this study. Emphasis is placed on utilizing the doppler spectra to resolve the turbulence profile of the cloud from analysis of the doppler spectra associated with each mean velocity measurement.

2. ENTRAINMENT PARAMETERIZATIONS

The first attempt to numerically simulate entrainment was made by Stommel (1947) when he developed a graphical technique of computing the rate of environmental air into a cloud, based on aircraft soundings of temperature and humidity which compared the values of these variables obtained inside and outside the cloud. Two different conceptual models, and later numerical techniques, were proposed based on the entrainment principle. The "bubble" or "thermal" concept suggested by Ludlem and Scorer (1953) considers a cloud to be made up of a spherical vortex or a series of vortexes which, after being heated at the surface, become buoyant and begins to rise. Classically, the entrainment or mixing of the bubble as it rises is considered to be a function of the bubble radius. The numerical formulation proposed by Malkus (1960) to simulate this process is:

\[ \mu_c = \frac{1}{m} \frac{dm}{dz} = \frac{b}{R} \]  

(1)

where \( \mu_c \) is the entrainment rate, \( m \) is cloud mass, \( z \) is vertical distance, \( R \) is the bubble or parcel radius, and \( b \) is a dimensionless coefficient. Laboratory experiments by Turner (1962) suggest that \( b \) for this formulation should be approximately .6.

Stommel (1947) and Schmidt (1947) argued that clouds, particularly large cumulonimbus clouds, develop a steady persistent structure which is not simulated by a bubble. They suggested that the cumulus cloud would be better simulated by a "steady state jet". To numerically simulate this conceptual model a closed system of equations including a thermodynamic function, vertical mass flux continuity, and vertical momentum were used. The entrainment for this simulation is also assumed to be a function of the "jet" radius and is formulated as:

\[ \mu_c = \frac{1}{F_m} \frac{dF_m}{dz} = \frac{b}{R} \]  

(2)

where \( F_m \) is the vertical mass flux in a steady state jet. The coefficient \( b \) for this type of model was estimated by Turner (1962) to be .2.

Lopez (1973) parameterized the entrainment and detrainment rates as a function of the turbulent intensity in the cloud parcel and the environment respectively. This formulation is based on laboratory experiments by Scorer and Ronne (1956), Scorer (1957), and Turner (1962a) who suggest that the entrainment is a function of the turbulent intensity in the parcel. Turner (loc cit) in his experiment obtained results which suggest that detrainment is a function of the turbulent intensity of the environment. Following the suggestions of Telford (1966) and Morton (1968), Lopez let the mean velocity of entrainment into the parcel be proportional to the turbulent intensity in the parcel, and let the mean velocity of detrainment be proportional to the turbulent intensity of the environment.

\[ \bar{V}_{\text{ent}} = c i \]  

(3)

\[ \bar{V}_{\text{det}} = c e \]  

(4)

where \( c \) is the entrainment constant, and \( i \) and \( e \) are the turbulent intensities of the cloud and environment respectively. The turbulent intensity is defined as:

\[ i^2 = \frac{u'^2 + v'^2 + w'^2}{p} \]  

(5)

\[ e^2 = \frac{u'^2 + v'^2 + w'^2}{e} \]  

(6)

where \( u' \), \( v' \), and \( w' \) are the eddy velocity components. The entrainment rate is the flux of mass into the parcel,

\[ \frac{dm_{\text{ent}}}{dr} = \rho_e \bar{V}_{\text{ent}}^2 \bar{n} \Delta z \]  

(7)

where \( \rho_e \) is the density of air in the environment,
modeled. The mean horizontal flux terms of the eddy viscosity model in which the mean and turbulent fluxes of the cloud and the environment are assumed proportional to the stress at cloud edge. In this procedure the air properties are assumed to be environmental properties if there is a net inflow at the edge of the cloud, and to be internal cloud properties if there is a net outflow at the edge of the cloud. The inflow and outflow represent entrainment and detrainment due to mean fluxes respectively. Horizontal turbulent fluxes at the cloud edge are approximated using a method developed by Asai and Kashora (1967) which assumes an eddy exchange hypothesis such that:

\[ \frac{dm_{\text{det}}}{dt} = \rho \bar{v} \det \sqrt{2} \bar{u} r \Delta z . \]  

In order to use this parameterization it was necessary that the turbulent intensity of the cloud and environment be modeled.

Cotton (1975) presents a nonlinear eddy viscosity model in which the mean and turbulent fluxes of the cloud and the environment are modeled. The mean horizontal flux terms of the model are solved by a diagnostic procedure first used by Asai and Kasahare (1967) and later by Ogura and Takahashi (1971, 73). In this procedure the air properties are assumed to be environmental properties if there is a net inflow at the edge of the cloud, and to be internal cloud properties if there is a net outflow at the edge of the cloud. The inflow and outflow represent entrainment and detrainment due to mean fluxes respectively. Horizontal turbulent fluxes at the cloud edge are approximated using a method developed by Asai and Kashora (1967) which assumes an eddy exchange hypothesis such that:

\[ \frac{dm_{\text{det}}}{dt} = \frac{K \Delta A}{R} \frac{\bar{u} \bar{v}}{r = R} \frac{z}{R} (A - \Delta) \]  

where \( u \) is a velocity component, \( R \) is the cloud radius, \( A \) represents each thermodynamic and momentum variable, and \( K \) is the eddy viscosity, assumed proportional to the stress at cloud edge.

Several current cloud modeling efforts (Manton and Cotton, 1976a,b,c,d; Sommeria, 1974) are directed at modeling in three dimensions the mean and turbulent fluxes of the cloud and the environment in which it is growing. It is hoped that by developing a fully three-dimensional model, the cloud, the environment, and interactions of the cloud and environment can be better simulated.

The entrainment and detrainment formulations presented suggest two basic relationships. The bubble formulation, the steady state jet formulation and the formulation for the nonlinear eddy viscosity model all inversely relate the entrainment to the radius. One relationship is, therefore, that the entrainment is proportional to the cloud radius. The second relationship suggested by these parameterizations is that the entrainment and detrainment are dependent upon the turbulence of the cloud. Both the Lopez parameterization and the nonlinear eddy viscosity model suggest that this dependency is important.

3. PROCEDURE

The South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE) is designed to study high elevation mountain cumulus convection with primary emphasis on the initiation phase. South Park is a large (65 km by 40 km) open mountain valley with an average elevation of 3000 meters (MSL) and is located approximately 100 km southwest of Denver, Colorado. The Mosquito Range, located on the western boundary of South Park with a ridge elevation of approximately 4200 meters, is a preferred location for initial cumulus activity on most days during the summer. The procedure used was designed to utilize the preferred location concept by creating a homogeneous chaff field in the subcloud layer over the mountain driven cumulus genesis area just prior to initial cumulus activity. It was reasoned that the chaff would be transported vertically with convective elements and could then be used as a tracer to study the mixing, cloud dimensions, radial velocities, and turbulence of the clouds which resulted from the convective activity.

In order to create a homogeneous chaff field below cloud base just prior to convective activity several variables must be either predicted or measured. These are mean wind speed and wind direction, particularly at or near cloud base level, the cloud base height, and the time of initial convection. Data for estimating these variables was provided, almost exclusively, by a morning rawinsonde. The winds were measured from the trajectory of the balloon. The cloud base height was calculated by averaging the temperature and humidity in a lower layer and then computing the lifting condensation level using the layer averaged values of temperature and dewpoint. The time of initial convection was calculated by determining the time it would take to break the surface temperature inversion and any other temperature inversions below the predicted cloud base height. An empirical formula was developed to calculate the time necessary for sufficient heating. Once these variables were determined, a small aircraft was dispatched upwind of the cumulus genesis area at a height slightly above the predicted cloud base height. The chaff would then be released in a grid approximately 7 km wide and 15 km long and was oriented parallel with the Mosquito Range. The time of release and the distance upwind were determined by considering both the estimated time of convection and the distance necessary for the chaff to become dispersed into a relatively homogeneous layer.

The chaff tracer was monitored with the CHILL doppler radar from the initial time of release. If the dispersion rate of the chaff was not sufficient, or if the velocity and direction of the tracer were not acceptable, a second chaff release would be made at a corrected position. When it was determined that the tracer was properly positioned, the radar would scan the chaff field, always including in the scan sequence a scan above the general chaff layer. When a chaff echo was observed above the general chaff field, the scan sequence would concentrate on the echo or echoes above the chaff field. The radar was typically operated in a sector scan mode with the scan sequence and doppler gates concentrated on the chaff echo area. The plan was to collect as much data per scan sequence as possible but to keep the time between scan sequences from becoming excessively long.

The experiment utilizes the CHILL (CHicago-ILLinois) dual wavelength pulse doppler radar operated by the Illinois State Water Survey (ISWS) for measuring the extent, mean radial velocity and distribution of radial velocities.
about the mean of the radar chaff tracer. The radar has 10 and 3 cm wavelengths with 1° beam width.

The radar is equipped with program­mable sector scanning and digital recording. The CHILL radar has been described in detail by Silha and Mueller (1971).

The case studies in this paper utilize only the doppler spectra and the 10 cm power data. Mean velocities and variances are recomputed from the doppler spectra.

4. RESULTS

The chaff tracer experiment described was run on several days during the 1974 and 1975 SPACE project. The results from the experiment of August 26, 1974, are presented in this paper.

The sounding from August 26, 1974, was characterized by an unstable layer from the surface (730 mb) to approximately 520 mb. From 520 mb to 450 mb the atmosphere was conditionally unstable. The sounding showed a slightly stable layer from 450 mb to 250 mb where the atmosphere became very stable. The lifting condensation level (LCL) on this day was at approximately 510 mb. The mixing ratio at the LCL was 3.5 g/kg. The dew point depression did not exceed 13°C at any level of the sounding and was typically at about 6°C. From energy considerations and using parcel theory assuming no entrainment, the cloud top would not be expected to exceed the 550 mb level.

The synoptic weather pattern for the area was dominated by a persistent high pressure area centered 500 km west of the experimental area. This resulted in light northwesterly winds in the mid to upper troposphere.

The subcloud chaff field dispensed for the experiment was well dispersed and occupied a layer from near the surface to approximately 600 mm³/m³. Cloud bases were estimated to be 5700 meters (MSL) from the sounding. Aircraft observations and photogrammetric measurements confirm that 5700 meters (MSL) was the general cloud base height. Photogrammetric studies showed that clouds typically grew to approximately 8000 meters. At approximately 12:30 MDT a radar scan above the homogeneous chaff layer detected several echoes approximately 30 km distance and 10° west of north from the CHILL radar site. This is indicative of the fact that several clouds in the vicinity had transported the chaff vertically, since cloud formation from photogrammetric studies was determined to be just initiating and that precipitation would not have had sufficient time to form. Also in areas adjacent to the chaff experiment, clouds also formed but no echoes were detected from those clouds.

4.1 Power Data

Figures 1, 2 and 3 display vertical profiles of reflectivity and cloud radius of a typical actively growing cloud for times 12:50, 12:52, and 12:56 (MST) respectively. The
measured reflectivity values displayed are averages over the entire extent of the layer being measured. The radius is calculated from the horizontal extent of the chaff field. The scan sequence from which the profiles were ascertained encompassed approximately 90 seconds each. The most distinctive features on the figures is the variability of both average reflectivity and cloud radius, with both height and time. In general, both the cloud radius and the average reflectivity tend to decrease with height. If the cloud were of a steady state nature, the mixing should be definable from the profiles. The variability of these data, however, suggests that the cumulus clouds observed are not in a steady state condition. The large variations in reflectivity with height may be due to a succession of parcels moving upward in the cloud separated by a vertical distance, with higher reflectivity areas corresponding to buoyant parcels, but the data is not conclusive.

The power data can also be analyzed using the conceptual model of buoyant thermals or "bubbles". The only bubble which one can easily distinguish from the data is the top of the cloud.

Figure 4. Vertical profiles of reflectivity, cloud radius, vertical velocity, and entrainment following cloud top.

Figure 5. This figure demonstrates the protected core area of mountain cumulus clouds.

From successive scan sequences beginning at 12:37 MDT and ending at 12:59 MDT a plot of the vertical changes of cloud radius, average reflectivity, vertical velocity and entrainment with height is displayed in Figure 4 for the highest scan of the sequence on which a return was detected. The cloud radius is defined by the 18 dbz echo contour since the radar cannot detect a return below 18 dbz. The layers used are the uppermost layer in any scan sequence. The values of reflectivity are averaged over the entire layer. If any value below 18 dbz was noted in the center of the cloud, it was considered to be 16 dbz for the averaging calculation. A single scan had the highest average reflectivities near the center and the lower average reflectivities at the outer portions as is shown in Figure 5. Large variations from this trend were detected, however. The vertical velocity calculation is made by taking the vertical distance between the uppermost layer of successive scan sequences and dividing it by the time between the radar scans during which the data was taken. The entrainment is determined by calculating the volume and the amount of chaff in the volume (chaff density) at the lower level, then allowing for parcel expansion as the parcel rises and for reflectivity changes due to variations in the distance of the cloud.
Figure 6. This figure demonstrates how the radar reflectivity observed compared with the radar reflectivity expected for no entrainment.

An assumption inherent in considering the cloud top a bubble and measuring the top with a radar is that the radar samples the same parcel with the highest elevation scan on which an echo is detected of successive scan sequences. At the distance of the cloud from the radar (<30 km) with a 1° beam width and a maximum of 2° increments in elevation during the scan sequence, this assumption is not considered capricious.

It should be noted that on Figure 4 the parcel shows a larger velocity in the mid-levels of the cloud. This increase in velocity may result in a change of bubble shape. In all likelihood, the bubble is probably elongated in the vertical direction. Such a change in shape would probably help account for the curves of radius and reflectivity which at first seem unrealistic, particularly at the mid-levels. No attempt was made to quantify this effect for this paper.

Given these difficulties with the technique, several interesting observations can still be made with a high degree of certainty: (1) mixing of this parcel was large near cloud base; (2) the mixing while the parcel was at mid-levels and had attained a relatively high vertical velocity was small; and (3) the mixing after the parcel stopped moving vertically was high.

Figure 5 is a plot of the average reflectivity versus radius. This figure demonstrates that the core or center of the cloud is protected by the sides of the cloud from mixing. Large variations from these averages are noted in both the center and on the edges of the cloud. Comparison of the two curves from time 1250 shows that below the top of the cloud the mixing is more consistent from side to the center than at the top. These two layers are separated by approximately 250 meters (14 km 1° elevation change) which suggests enhanced mixing below the buoyant bubble. It was observed that the protected condition of the core rapidly degraded in the regions below the buoyant parcel and also in the parcel itself after the parcel had stopped moving vertically.

Figure 6 is a plot of the observed reflectivity and the reflectivity expected allowing for parcel expansion but no mixing versus the height. An interesting observation from this figure is that the observed reflectivity at the top of the cloud is approximately one-half the reflectivity of the predicted value for the no entrainment case. This means that for the observed parcel equal volumes of environmental and cloud air were mixed together. In terms of what the Q/Qa values would be this means that if the environmental air were completely dry then this Q/Qa of this parcel would be .5. Since the environment is not completely dry the Q/Qa for the parcel should be somewhat higher. It should also be noted that the center of the cloud parcel had a higher reflectivity than the edge (Figure 4) which implies that at the center of the parcel the Q/Qa would be even higher than .5 for the idealized situation of a completely dry environment. This suggests that the mixing observed in these high elevation mountain cumulus clouds is much less than in cumulus clouds of other observational studies where typical values at comparable cloud locations have been reported as approximately .2 (Warner, 1955).

4.2 Mean Velocity Data

The CHILL radar measures the doppler shift resulting from the radial component of the scatter's velocity for the scatter which are in the radar pulse volume. Since the scatters may have different velocities and radial components of those velocities a distribution of velocities are returned to the radar. From this distribution a mean is calculated, and it is this mean that this portion of the analysis concentrates on.

The mean velocity data from the chaff tracer that was transported vertically with the cloud air was studied to determine which levels of the cloud had convergence and which level of the cloud had divergence. At the relatively low elevation angles used, the velocities measured were attributed mainly to horizontal velocities in the clouds. A layer was determined to exhibit convergence or divergence by noting if the side of the cloud closest to the radar had a higher or lower velocity than the side farthest away from the radar. Figure 7 demonstrates the basic concept with A and B representing the average magnitude of radial velocity in that portion of the cloud.

The procedure described, clearly defined levels of convergence and divergence. This analysis suggests that most levels of mountain cumulus clouds exhibit divergence. There are certain levels, however, where marked
4.3 Turbulence Data

The width and shape of the Doppler spectrum is determined by the distribution of radial velocities of the scatters in the volume being sampled. The width of the velocity spectrum is influenced by turbulence, variable fall velocities of the scatters and wind shear. The spread of the Doppler spectrum due to variable fall velocities is reduced in this study by two factors. One factor is that the scatters in this study are all radar chaff which ostensibly all have the same terminal fall velocity. A second factor is that only low elevation angles were used which makes the radial component of vertical velocities very small. The contribution of wind shear to the spread of the Doppler spectrum was estimated using the method of Slos and Atlas (1968). This calculation showed that the contribution of shear to the spread was an order of magnitude smaller than the contribution from turbulence. Since the contribution of differential fall velocity and wind shear were determined to be small and the spreading due to the radars finite beam width is assumed to be small, the major contributor to the spread of the spectrum is turbulence. For this study, turbulence is assumed to be isotropic.

Figure 8 shows the average variance of the Doppler spectrum for a level in the cloud plotted against the height of that level. The vertical profiles of variance for two clouds are shown. Figure 9 shows the average variance for a single level in a cloud for a time sequence. These two figures show no trends in the turbulent structure of the cumulus clouds which were studied. Attempts were made to relate the variance of the Doppler spectra to cloud radius, to the vertical position in the cloud, to the position relative to the cloud top or bubbles, and to areas of convergence and divergence. Relationships of the variance to these physical attributes with respect to time evolution was also investigated. None of the studies showed conclusive results. The magnitude of these data are of interest to cloud modeler and are, therefore, shown in Figures 8 and 9. This data will be analyzed to determine turbulent energy dissipation rates for small mountain cumulus clouds, and these will be used to strengthen numerical simulations of these clouds which are presently being developed in conjunction with the SPACE program. Similar data for clouds in a variety of environments has already been collected during the 1975 SPACE program. Expansion and generalization of the results presented in this paper are expected from analysis of this additional data.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The chaff tracer reflectivity values observed in this study which utilized the CHILL radar show that the mixing observed for the initial mountain cumulus clouds studied was less than the mixing observed by Warner (1955). This result is in agreement with the other studies of high elevation mountain cumulus which also suggest lower mixing values (Danielson, 1974; Breed, 1976).

The studies of the mixing process indicate that (1) the cloud is more accurately simulated by bouyant thermals than by a steady state jet; (2) that a convergence zone is detected just under the bouyant bubble; (3) that divergence dominates most of the rest of the cloud except for the top which has neither convergence or divergence; and (4) average variances of radial velocities for initial high elevation mountain cumulus clouds is from 1 to 5 m²/sec².

Figure 10 portrays a conceptual model of a cloud which could exhibit these properties. It consists of a bouyant parcel rising with a turbulent wake just beneath the parcel resulting in convergence. An updraft at cloud base following the parcel and divergence over most of the vertical extent of the cloud.

![Conceptual model of cumulus cloud air motion](image)

Figure 10. Conceptual model of cumulus cloud air motion.
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1. Introduction

During a long period of observations we noticed that the sky often clears up in the evening (see also Hann-Suring 1939-1951, and Brunt, 1944). It was observed that in these cases clouds transform almost regularly into the altocumulus translucidus (Ac tr) before disappearing.

Contrary to the known explanation by Avsec (1939), we suppose here that such a cloud descends as a distinct air mass, through the surrounding air (Čadež, 1948, 1963). At the same time while descending the clouds heat up what causes the water droplets in them to evaporate. Sometimes this phenomenon of descending, can also be detected indirectly by the ground observation. Namely, such conclusion follows from the fact that in these cases the cirrostratus transforms into cirrocumulus and finally, before disappearing, into altocumulus translucidus.

Ac tr appears in many diverse weather situations. So, at locations where it forms, the atmosphere can be sometimes calm while at some other times the strongest wind can be present. The clouds of this type appear almost always behind the high flying airplanes too (Ludlam, Scorer 1957).

In accordance with the mentioned observations, Ac tr is a cloud composed of small clouds with lower temperature than that of the surrounding air. They are descending while the surrounding lower air which is warmer and unsaturated streams up through the space where the sky is clear. Hence that these flows of air can get reversed if the small clouds of Ac tr are sufficiently heated during the daytime by the direct absorption of solar radiation.

We want to explain the described process in more details than it was done in mentioned literature.

2. Equations for Change of Temperature and Water Content in Cloud

We shall consider a part of the cloud which is composed of saturated air having mass m and water-droplets or snow-cristals with mass $m_w$:

$$ M = m + m_w $$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The mass m can further be expressed as a sum of two masses, $m_d$ and $m_v$, which are related to the dry air and water vapor:

$$ m = m_d + m_v $$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Let the total mass $M$ of the considered cloud section, as well as the mass $m_d$ of the dry air be constant:

$$ dm = -dm_w = dm_v $$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The air is assumed a perfect gas whose temperature $T$ in general case differs from the (mean) temperature $T_w$ of droplets or ice crystals. In this case the following equation for the added heat (Čadež, 1959) is valid:

$$ dq_M = m \cdot c_p \cdot dT - Cv \cdot dp + L(T) \cdot dm + a_y(T-T_w) \cdot dm + m_w \cdot c_w \cdot dT_w $$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

where

$$ m \cdot c_p = m_d c_{pd} + m_v c_{pv} $$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

and

$$ dq_M - \text{heat added to the considered system},$$

$$ c_{pd}, c_{pv} - \text{specific heat for dry air resp. for water-vapour at constant pressure},$$

$$ V \text{ - volume of air mass } m, $$

$$ L(T) \text{ - specific latent heat of evaporation at the temperature } T, $$

$$ c_w \text{ - specific heat of water.}$$

In our case the last two terms on the
right hand side are relatively small. For this reason we shall neglect them and start from the equ.

\[ dQ = \alpha \, dT - adp + L(T) \frac{dm}{m} \]  

(6)

where

\[ \alpha \] - specific volume of air mass \( m \),
\[ dQ \] - added heat per unit mass.

The obtained equ. is highly accurate in the case of our system and it becomes exact if \( m_w + 0 \). In this case it represents one of the fundamental equations based upon the first law of thermodynamics for saturated air. It would be remarked that the air is assumed to contain a certain amount of water in form of either liquid or ice so that the water-vapour can remains saturated in any process.

A combination of Clausius-Clapeyron equ. and equus. of state for water-vapour and for air yields the following relation:

\[ \frac{dm}{m} = R_\nu \left( \frac{dT}{T} - \frac{dp}{p} \right) / R_d \]  

(7)

where

\[ R, R_d \] - specific gas constant of the considered air resp. of the dry air,
\[ \omega \] - ratio of the latent heat of evaporation to the external latent heat of evaporation,
\[ \omega \] - mixing ratio \( (m_v/m_d) \).

The expression "external latent heat of evaporation" does not appear in meteorological literature (for example Brunt, 1944, Hess, 1959). However we found it for the first time in the text book by Grimsehl (1938) and also in other books on physics (like Holzmüller, 1966). The external heat \( L_e(T) \) can be written approximately as

\[ L_e(T) = R_\nu T \]  

(8)

where

\[ R_\nu \] - specific gas constant of water vapour.

From equ. (6) and (7) we obtain the equation for change of temperature of saturated air (cloud):

\[ dT = (dQ + K_1 adp) / \sigma_{ps} \]  

(9)

where

\[ K_1 = 1 - \frac{L(T)\nu}{R_d T} \]  

(10)

and

\[ \sigma_{ps} = \sigma_p + AR(K-1) \]  

(11)

The obtained value \( \sigma_{ps} \) can be interpreted as the specific heat of saturated air at constant pressure (Čadež, 1959).

Eliminating \( dT \) from (6) and (9) we obtain the equation for change of water content in cloud:

\[ \frac{dm_w}{m} = - m \left( \sigma_{ps} - \sigma_p \right) dQ + (\sigma_{ps} - K_1 \sigma_p) adp / L_{ps} \]  

(12)

We wish to use equations (9) and (12) to study the development of \( \sigma_c \) as it changes the height. For this purpose we take into account that is in our case with sufficient precision

\[ adp = - g dz \]  

(13)

where

\[ g \] - acceleration of gravity,
\[ z \] - height.

Because of that

\[ dT = dQ/\sigma_{ps} - \gamma_{as} dz \]  

(14)

and

\[ \frac{dm_w}{m} = - m (\sigma_{ps} - \sigma_p) dQ / L_{ps} + m_{ps} (\gamma_a - \gamma_{as}) dz / L \]  

(15)

Here is

\[ \gamma_a \] - dry adiabatic lapse rate \( (g/\sigma_p) \) and

\[ \gamma_{as} = Kg / \sigma_{ps} \]  

(16)

the saturation-adiabatic lapse rate.

Both, the temperature and the water content depend in large degree on factor \( K \) and on the specific heat \( \sigma_{ps} \) for saturated air. We present several numerical value for \( p = 500 \text{ mb} \) (Čadež, 1973):

\[ t = -40 - 20 \text{ °C} \]

\[ c_{ps} - c_p = 0,02 0,08 0,33 \text{ kcal/kg grad} \]

\[ K = 1,01 1,05 1,24 \]

\[ \gamma_{as} = 0,91 0,78 0,51°/100 \text{ m} \]

\[ A = 24,09 21,79 19,84 \]

Equations (14) and (15) as well as the data presented in the table indicate a great importance of heat exchange with the cloud.

3. Altocumulus as Distinct air mass

"A cloud sheet whose thickness is at least of the order of say 50 meters can be assumed to radiate like a black body" is said in Brunt's text book (1944). This statement already points out the fact that the cloud temperature has to be expected different from the temperature of
the surrounding air. The generally known clearing up of the sky in the evenings at various weather situations (for example the days with air-mass thunderstorms) undoubtedly means that then the clouds radiate a large amount of heat energy into upper atmospheric layers and outer space. This further causes relevant changes of temperature and water content of clouds, according to equs. (14) and (15).

A cooled air, i.e. a cloud, descends and during its motion the cloud temperature and the water contents are being effected by both the heat reduction and the atmospheric pressure increase. An estimate of these effects can be obtained from the following calculated example based on equations (14) and (15).

An Ac cloud, composed of droplets, is assumed to be at height where \( p = 500 \text{ mb} \), \( T = 253^\circ \text{K} \) and \( m = 1 \text{ kg} \). In this case we have

\[
\begin{align*}
\delta T &= 3.1dQ - 0.78dz^0 \\
\delta m &= -0.41dQ + 0.087dz \text{ gr/kg}
\end{align*}
\]

Here \( dQ \) is given in kcal and \( dz \) in 10^2 m. The influence of heat exchange on temperature of the Ac is therefore very important and can significantly effect the cloud development.

Now we are facing an important problem concerning the questions of how the cooled air mass as a cloud moves through the surrounding air, how this effects the shape of the cloud and its growth.

Let us assume that the cloud which is cooler than the surrounding air, initially takes a spherical shape. Such a cloud now descends at some speed pushing out the air underneath it. Thus the air streams up and around the cloud causing a dynamic pressure depression at its sides. This results into flattening of the cloud and its conversion into altocumulus type (Fig. 1). At the end, this cloud starts splitting, i.e. it transforms from Ac into Ac tr and if the heating due to the descent of the cloud is sufficiently intense the Ac tr disappears.

Small clouds of Ac tr have well defined sizes and what the vertical thickness of these clouds depends on, still remains a question that has to be answered. Also the questions whether or not the small clouds stay approximately at the same height and what influences the speed of descent of Ac tr attract our attention, yet we cannot answer them here. In any case it might be expected according to Fig. 2, that the dynamic depressions existing between the small clouds.

From what we said it can be concluded that altocumulus is a cloud whose temperature differs in general from the surrounding air. Such cloud then moves at various speeds relatively to the ambient medium. To check this mechanism whether it really exists in the nature, it would be necessary to perform adequate measurements. It would also be worthwhile to do related laboratory experiments and in this sense some preliminary attempts were made in the Center for Atmospheric Sciences at the University of Belgrade. Namely, a denser coloured liquid was spread in a thin layer over the surface of water in a tank. Soon a very nice pattern of coloured areas were formed which resembled in certain parts the described atmospheric processes.

We wish to point out that one of the basic atmospheric characteristics is the existence of distinct cold and warm air masses which may have all variety of shapes and sizes. These masses create and disappear under the influence of heating and cooling processes which occur under all kinds of conditions and at various locations at the ground as well as at the height.

The problem of kinematics of such masses is currently far from being solved and explained. It deserves our special attention and we already derived the related transport equation and the equation of tendency (Čadež, 1966, 1970).

At the end we would call attention to
the work by Vudvord (1964) where the existence of distinct warm air masses in free atmosphere is noticed. Similarly, Karaušev (1969) talks about isolated cold and warm masses in turbulent motions in water.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of extra-storm scale mesoscale systems to the genesis and propagation of cumulus systems is only recently becoming fully appreciated. A number of workers (Malkus and Riehl, 1964; Matsumoto et al, 1967; Lavoie, 1972; and Bhurralkar, 1973) have found that cumulus activity is strongly correlated with mesoscale and synoptic scale convergence zones. Chang and Orville (1973) found that a two-dimensional cumulus model responded much more vigorously and penetrated to a considerable depth when large-scale convergence was imposed on the boundary of the cumulus model. Furthermore, Cotton, Pielke, and Gannon (1976) showed that a one-dimensional time-dependent cumulus model developed a significantly deeper, longer lasting cloud when the initial sounding was replaced by theoretical soundings predicted with the Pielke (1974) mesoscale model in the vicinity of observed cumulus models.

In addition, Cotton et al (1976) found that the sea breeze mesoscale system modified the cumulus scale environment by:

1. Increasing the depth of the planetary boundary layer.
2. Inducing larger surface fluxes of momentum, heat, and moisture.
3. Changing the vertical shear of the horizontal wind in lower levels of the atmosphere.
4. Developing intense, horizontal convergence regions of heat, moisture, momentum, and cloud material.

2. INTERPRETATION OF FLORIDA MODELING AND OBSERVATIONAL EXPERIMENT

Still, the primary role of extra-storm scale mesoscale systems is often viewed simply as an initiator of cumulonimbus convection. Once such systems form, they so perturb the planetary boundary layer by means of intense penetrating downdrafts, that the extra-storm scale mesoscale convergence fields are no longer of prime importance. Recently, Pielke (1974) developed a fully three-dimensional mesoscale model of the Florida sea breeze circulation. The sea breeze was initiated and evolved in response to the boundary layer fluxes of heat and momentum and interacted with the large scale flow. The effects of deep, precipitating cumuli and cumulonimbus on the mesoscale circulation were not considered in the simulation. In spite of this neglect, Pielke found that on synoptically undisturbed days with generally weak flow through the depth of the troposphere, the predicted patterns of convergence agreed favorably with the observed locations of clouds and showers throughout an extensive portion of the day. Contrary to the generally accepted viewpoint mentioned above, the agreement between the locations of predicted convergence zones and locations of echo patterns of extensive thunderstorm complexes improved as the day progressed. Figure 1 illustrates such a correspondence.

![Fig. 1. The model predicted vertical motion field at 1.22 km and the radar echo map at equivalent times for 29 June, 1971.](image-url)
The interpretation of this result is as follows. Individual cumulus congestus and cumulonimbus clouds can be initiated by small-scale moisture anomalies not necessarily well-defined by a mesoscale model. Once initiated, a cell may survive and propagate by virtue of penetrating downdrafts for periods of 45 minutes to 1 1/2 hours. A complex of cumulonimbus systems, on the other hand, processes so much moisture that they cannot survive for an extensive period (one to three hours) without the enrichment of moisture convergence by extrastorm scale mesoscale systems. This interpretation has been corroborated by the analysis of several case studies, one of which has recently been reported by Cotton and Pielke (1976a,b). In this study, they found that the general complexes of cumulonimbus evolved and migrated across the Florida peninsula in response to the lower tropospheric winds similar to the predictions of the Pielke model. Individual cumulonimbus cells, on the other hand, were observed to propagate in response to deep tropospheric winds 50 to 75 km away from the main centroid of cumulonimbus complexes. In addition, the magnitude of the ratio of eddy transport of moisture at cloud base to the 11 km mean moisture transport was found to be on the order of 0.3 to 0.7. At the same time, it was found that the ratio of eddy kinetic energy to mean kinetic energy ranged from a high of 1700 in the vicinity of cumulus congestus and isolated cumulonimbus to a low of one below extensive cumulonimbus complexes. It is thus seen that thermal scale and cumulonimbus scale eddies make substantial contributions to the kinetic energy budget of the subcloud layer, while the cloud base moisture fluxes are dominated by mesoscale eddies.

3. OBSERVATIONAL AND THEORETICAL STUDIES OF THE COLORADO RIDGE-VALLEY CIRCULATION

We are now in the process of determining whether or not our conclusions from the study of the Florida sea breeze can be generalized to other thermally-driven mesoscale circulations such as the ridge-valley circulation which forms over the Colorado Rockies. As in the case of the sea breeze circulation, the idealized two-dimensional solenoidal field set up by elevated heat sources is fairly well understood. Using a two-dimensional vorticity model, Dirks (1969) showed that a prevailing flow with vertical shear produced a pronounced tilt to the circulation cell above the slope so that part of the cell appeared to break off and form a much larger circulation cell out over the plains. Figure 2 illustrates such a circulation cell. In addition, a simulation of the onset of the nocturnal regime demonstrated a strong enhancement of vertical motion over the plains as the downslope flow carried the upper level westerly momentum downward and outward into the plains. This is shown in Fig. 3.

As we have found in the simulation of the Florida sea breeze, the actual three-dimensional flow is considerably more complex. This is particularly true of the mountain-induced mesoscale flow where the complex topography illustrated in Fig. 4 can initiate intense dynamic interactions with the prevailing flow aloft as well as complicated patterns of elevated heating which can drive the upslope flow. To study the spatially and temporally varying pattern of surface temperature, cross sections of surface temperature were measured from aircraft with a Barnes PRT-5 IR radiometer. Figure 5 illustrates an east to west cross section observed at 0900 LST on August 2, 1975, from a point nearly half way between Denver and Colorado Springs, Colorado, over the plains, westward to Leadville, Colorado. The data have been averaged over 11 km intervals and the variance with respect to such an average is shown in Fig. 5c. Not surprisingly, the regions of contrast between the plains and foothills and mountains and plateau are the regions of maximum temperature variance. What is most surprising, however, is that the South Park elevated plateau heats up considerably faster than any of the surrounding eastward facing slopes or the plains to the east. The magnitude of the difference in temperature between the plateau and the plains to the east reaches its maximum between 0900 and 1100 MST with values greater than 10°C. While the exact reason for the differences in response to solar heating of the relatively horizontal surfaces is not fully understood, it appears to be largely a
Fig. 4. Smoothed topography (2 and $4\Delta x$ trends removed for a 11 km grid) used as input in the Pielke mesoscale model. (contour interval 250 m)

function of differences in thermal inertia of the soil types. The importance of such a temperature difference is even more striking when one realizes that the plateau represents a large-area elevated heat source some 2600 to 4000 feet above the surrounding plains. Thus, it would appear to be a major driving force in the mountain upslope flow.

Another characteristic of the pattern of elevated heating is that the plains to the east rapidly catch up to the elevated plateau exhibiting a surface temperature comparable to the plateau. Shortly after local noon the plateau begins to cool, partly in response to extensive developing cloud cover and precipitation along the higher mountains to the west and partly due to the lower thermal inertia of the plateau soil. During the same period, the plains to the east continue to warm, finally reaching their maximum surface temperature around 1400 LST. Associated with the cooling of the upper level plateau is a reversal in flow from a generally easterly upslope to a prevailing westerly current. The impact of this pattern of elevated heating and associated flow reversal on the genesis of cumulonimbus systems over the western plains will be analyzed by combined numerical experiment with the Pielke model and satellite and radar data analysis.

The SMS-2 satellite photograph at 2145 GMT (1445 LST) illustrated in Fig. 6 shows the extensive cloud cover which shrouds the higher elevations, as well as two preferred regions of convective activity over the western great plains. The regions of cumulonimbus activity are generally located over the Cheyenne ridge to the north and the Palmer ridge to the south. Also of possible importance is the fact that both ridges lie to the east of major plateaus, namely: South Park and North Park.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that thermally driven mesoscale systems such as the Florida sea breeze and Colorado ridge/valley circulations play an important role in the genesis, organization and
intensity of cumulonimbus systems. In the case of the Colorado ridge/valley circulation, however, the importance of the circulation to the genesis and propagation of severe storm systems over the western Great Plains still remains to be demonstrated. The emphasis in the oral presentation will be on the evidence indicating the role of such a circulation in the genesis and propagation of hail producing storms.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SURFACE WIND KINEMATICS AND HAILSTORM DEVELOPMENT
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1. INTRODUCTION

Identification of mesoscale atmospheric structure and airflow patterns relevant to hailstorm development and evolution is essential to the effective conduct and evaluation of a hail suppression experiment. A need to locate regions of new storm growth on a near real-time basis arises from research in the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE) and from earlier hailstorm studies conducted elsewhere. Evidence from case studies of varying storm types (e.g., Browning and Foote, 1976; Browning, et al., 1976) suggests that seeding target regions within the cloud may need to be identified before particles grow to sufficient size and accumulation to produce radar echo. Introduction of artificial nucleants into the newest and weakest updrafts appears to hold the greatest promise for modifying natural hail formation mechanisms from the standpoint of particle competition.

Of the various mesoscale features influencing hailstorm development, surface convergence of air mass and water vapor flux appears to represent one feasible means for improving short-term forecast capability. Streamline-confluence zones combined with an adequate low-level moisture supply advecting with an easterly component have proven to be the most consistent subjective indicators of significant convective activity in northeast Colorado (Foote and Fankhauser, 1973; Chalon, et al., 1976). More directly, thermodynamic observations at cloud base indicate that air feeding the updrafts supporting hail growth regions generally originates in the lowest part of the boundary layer (Marwitz, 1972a; Fankhauser, 1976).

Since the roots of convection frequently lie near the surface we should anticipate a correlation between the magnitude of the surface convergence and the favored regions of new storm growth. This paper investigates the relationship between the patterns of radar echo development and surface wind and moisture distributions observed in conjunction with one of the heaviest hail-producing storms since the inception of the NHRE experiment, the case of 7 August 1974. Estimates of horizontal mass convergence derived from streamline, isotach and isogon analyses of surface mesonetwork winds are correlated in time and space with the location of new echo growth and with the evolution of the overall storm system to test the utility of surface mesonetwork observations in predicting regions of new cloud growth.

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION

2.1 Large-scale Features

On 7 August 1974 the 500-mb charts showed a large cyclone located over the northern portions of the western Canadian Provinces with a trough of fairly large amplitude extending southward into Montana and Idaho. At the surface a cold front of Pacific origin lay from the western Dakotas into eastern Wyoming. Slow eastward progression carried it into northeastern Colorado and the NHRE area by late afternoon.

A sounding representative of thermodynamic conditions and wind shear in the vertical for the region south and east of the storm development is shown in Fig. 1. Surface air and average low-level mixing ratio result in saturation for a lifted air parcel near 640 mb (3.8 km MSL). Reports by seeding aircraft operating near cloud base agree closely with this estimate of cloud base height. The pseudo-adiabat (\(\theta = 341^\circ\text{K}\)) representative of cloud base temperature (\(\theta = 316^\circ\text{K}\)) and moisture conditions (8.2 g kg\(^{-1}\)) indicates that the temperature of undiluted parcels ascending in updrafts could be as much as 3°C higher than that of the environment near the 500-mb level.

Wind vectors on the right of Fig. 1 show a southwesterly flow of around 5 m sec\(^{-1}\) in the lower two-thirds of the sub-cloud layer and light westerlies from that height upward to cloud base altitude. The flow in the cloud-bearing layer was west-southwesterly averaging near 15 m sec\(^{-1}\). Wind shear in the cloud layer, extending from 3.8 to \(\sim 14\) km was rather weak (\(< 1 \times 10^3\) sec\(^{-1}\)) and characteristic of the shear typically associated with multicell thunderstorms (Marwitz, 1972b).

---

1This research was performed as part of the National Hail Research Experiment, managed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research and sponsored by the Weather Modification Program, Research Applications Directorate, National Science Foundation.
2All subsequent references to height will designate height above mean sea level (MSL).
well-documented in the literature (e.g., Newton and Fankhauser, 1964).

2.2.2 Phase II (1500-1630)

Between 1500 and 1530 a significantly stronger and more persistent cell developed about 10 km south of the existing line and moved to a position identified as cell M at 1530 in Fig. 2. Subsequent cells merged with it and by 1600 a very intense storm approaching the supercell category had formed. Storm motion changed perceptibly at this time as the steady ESE progression of Phase I changed to a considerably slower motion toward the SE.

2.2.3 Phase III (1630-1730)

Development of the most intense cell of the day occurred during this period over the southeast portions of the grid shown in Fig. 2. Definite supercell characteristics were observed with a large single-cell radar echo structure and a transitory vaulted weak echo region.

In addition to the storm developments already mentioned, two other major events took place. After 1730 a new line of vigorous cells formed ahead of the system described in Phases I-III at the leading edge of the outflow boundary shown schematically in Fig. 2. As this line was moving out of the sphere of surveillance represented by the grid in Fig. 2, a new but weaker

---

Figure 1. Temperature and dew point curves (irregular, solid) from sounding at Sterling, Colo., 7 August 1974, at 1825 MDT, with wind vectors on the right. Dry and moist adiabats and mixing ratio representative of cloud base conditions are shown as long dashed curves. Pressure altitude of cloud base and cloud top are indicated.

2.2 Radar Echo Development and Movement

Analysis of the high resolution radar reflectivity data from the Grover research radar indicated that storm developments on this day could be treated in three fairly distinct phases:

2.2.1 Phase I (1300-1500 MDT)\(^3\)

First radar echoes of the day appeared at around 1300 from thundershowers developing a few kilometers north of the Grover radar site. A multicellular system comprised of cells oriented in a north-south line soon formed. By 1330 this line had moved in an easterly direction to a position over the NHRE target area (the region where storms were seeded on a randomized basis) shown in Fig. 2. During this period the line evolved in two distinct modes. First, existing cells continually evolved with discrete new echo development occurring in close proximity (within 2 to 5 km) on their right-forward flanks. This gave persistence to line elements for periods longer than the time required for air to move through individual cells as described in the classical single-cell model of Byers and Braham (1949). Second, new cell development took place on the south end of the line at distances of 5 to 15 km away from existing line components. Overall storm motion during Phase I was toward the ESE, and thus to the right of the cloud-layer winds. This movement was the combined result of the advection of existing cells in the general direction of the cloud-layer ambient winds and a progressive growth to the south contributed by propagation through new cell development at the line’s southern end. This behavior exemplifies squall line models already

\(^3\)All subsequent references to time will designate Mountain Daylight Savings Time (MDT).
line formed on the western edges of the area and moved rapidly eastward through the grid. This latest development was apparently associated with the arrival of the cold front mentioned in Section 2.1.

Since events related to the developments associated with Phases I and II occurred over the western and central portions of the grid where surface observations discussed in a following section are more dense, we will focus our discussion on events observed during these earlier phases.

2.3 Characteristics of Individual Cells

During Phase I and in the early part of Phase II new cells appeared with a frequency of 1 every 5 to 10 min and at a preferred distance of 5 to 15 km from existing echo in a quadrant to the south. They generally formed in an altitude range of 6 to 7 km (-12° to -15°C) and at maturity echo tops attained heights of 13 to 14 km. Cells moved generally along the direction of middle level winds (Fig. 1) but their speed was about half that of the ambient flow. The average time interval from first echo appearance to maximum reflectivity near the ground was on the order of 20 to 30 min. This is comparable to the typical period of cell evolution found in other multicellular storm studies (Renick, 1971; Chalon, et al., 1976).

The location of new echo formation with respect to mature or maturing line components is shown for three one-hour intervals in Fig. 3. The origin represents the nearest maturing echo having a radar reflectivity of > 45 dBZ, and the relative positions of new echo at the time of first detection are shown as a function of time after the designated hour. In addition to showing the favored location of new cell development, data in Fig. 3 indicate that the cell development cycle decreased with time from about 5 min in Phase I to around 10 to 15 min in Phase II.

For the period 1400-1500, new echo developments are clustered in the southerly quadrant and centered in the range of 5 to 15 km from existing mature neighbors. With time (Figs. 3b and 3c) the favored location of new echo formation shifts from south to southwest (1500-1600) and eventually to west-southwest (1600-1700). This phenomenon is shown schematically for selected times in Fig. 2 by the relationship between features lettered M and N. M represents the mature or maturing cell at any time while N shows the location of the newest echo formation.

3. SURFACE KINEMATICS

3.1 Surface Wind Patterns

Figure 2 shows the history of wind discontinuities associated with the boundaries between three distinct air masses. One, located over the southeast portion of the grid is characterized by comparatively moist air having mixing ratio (r) typically between 7 and 8 g kg⁻¹. This air mass was advecting from the southeast, in agreement with the winds in the lowest layers on Fig. 1. The leading edge of outflow air originating from downdrafts within the storm is shown as a barbed front. A third air mass of distinctly drier (r = 5 to 7 g kg⁻¹) and somewhat warmer air lay over the western portion of the grid. This air presumably originated from katabatic flow off the foothills to the west of the NHRE area. Its eastern boundary is symbolized as a warm front. These three air masses join to form a "triple point" similar to the terminology coined by tropical meteorologists to describe the intersection of three different air masses. Their intersection in this case is marked for the various times by an inverted triangle in Fig. 2.

Although earliest echo formations occurred outside the coverage of the mesonetwork observations, they appear to have been triggered by the convergence at the boundary between the moist southeasterlies and the drier westerlies. The triple point was probably not present in these early stages and formed only after the generation of downdrafts from the earliest cells.

Detailed analysis of the surface wind field is shown at 1445 in Fig. 4. This time was chosen when the positions of discontinuities lay
close to a number of mesonetwork sites which recorded analog wind data across the transition zones. This enabled incorporation of time-to-space transformation of data from these sites to obtain added resolution in areas where the flow was most complicated. Off time data used at each station were displaced according to the local speed of the outflow boundary. A general description of the NHRE surface mesonetwork and a brief discussion of data reduction techniques is given by Nicholas and Fankhauser (1975).

Comparison of features appearing in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 reveals some qualitative correlations between the surface wind fields and the radar echo development patterns discussed in the previous section. Figure 2 shows that at any time there is close agreement between the location of the surface triple point and the favored region of new cell growth. This correlation is strengthened by noting that as the triple point moves with time from the storm's right-forward sector to its right-rear sector the clusters of new echo formations in Fig. 3 show a corresponding shift.

### 3.2 Surface Divergence Patterns

In this section we seek to establish a quantitative measure of the surface convergence which might fortify the qualitative relationships between the surface flow fields and radar echo development patterns identified in the previous section.

Streamline and isotach fields, as analyzed in Fig. 4, were converted from analog to
Figure 5 shows the results of the divergence (units of $10^{-3} \, \text{sec}^{-1}$) calculated at 1445, a time late in the period of Phase I. Middle-level (~7.5 km) PPI echoes at a scan time closest to the time of surface analysis are also shown with the position of surface wind discontinuities as in Fig. 2. Three distinct zones of convergence (shaded regions with light solid contours) are detected; the strongest being at the boundary between moist southeasterly flow and the outflow from maturing and mature cells (again designated by the letter M). The next strongest maximum is found to the rear of the mature cells along the boundary between aging outflow air and the dry westerly current. Confluence toward the triple point (Fig. 4) contributes to the third identifiable maximum located 10 to 15 km south of the mature echoes.

Maximum surface divergence (lightly dashed contours) is comparable in magnitude to that of the strongest convergence and is associated with the oldest echo elements. Here spreading downdrafts are presumably strongest due to the dominance of precipitation processes late in the cell's evolutionary cycle.

The elongated convergence maximum at the leading edge of the outflow undoubtedly plays a role in sustaining convection in the regions of highest radar reflectivity and probably provides the mechanism for developing new growth adjacent to existing cells as was observed frequently in Phase I. The second largest convergence center is located in a region (relative to the active parts of the storm) which is likely to be thermodynamically unfavorable for convective development. The air there was probably more statically stable due to convective overturning by the mature cells. Whatever the cause, no new radar echoes were observed to form in this locale.

A region where dynamic and thermodynamic features complement one another is probable, however, in the vicinity of the third convergence zone. A free access to the highest surface moisture exists here, as well as a possible dynamic driving mechanism of the type proposed by Newton and Newton (1959). We refer to the possibility of vertical non-hydrostatic pressure gradients conducive to vertical accelerations in the southern sector of existing storms.

Lacking adequate three-dimensional data to verify any of the above concepts we see at least a strong correlation between the convergence zone at the surface triple point and the location of new cell growth (N in Figs. 2 and 5). From evidence in Figs. 2 and 3 the link between this surface flow feature and the favored region of new cell growth appears to hold throughout Phase I and early into Phase II of the system's overall development. Late in Phase II these correlations began to break down. Although we have not yet examined the convergence patterns for this later period, progression of the surface outflow boundary to greater and greater distances away from the location of active cells seems to relate to the perceptible change in the storm's character observed late in Phase II and in Phase III.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have noted a strong correlation between a unique surface wind feature and the location of nascent radar echoes associated with a major hailstorm in northeast Colorado. Although we know from previous developments on this day that the simple relationships tested here were not applicable to all stages of storm development, the evidence presented suggests that experimental seeding programs dependent upon identifying regions of new cloud growth in near real-time can benefit from access to mesoscale wind information on an operational basis. A capability for real-time wind assessment exists in the Portable Automated Mesonetwork being tested by the NCAR Field Observing Facility in the NHRE research operations this summer. Assessment of its utility as an operational tool capable of identifying surface features such as those treated in this paper is pending.


INTRODUCTION

Since the Thunderstorm Project - Byers, Brach (1949) - a number of efforts have been made to improve the knowledge of the structure and the behaviour of storms. Detailed case studies - Fujita (1958), Browning and Ludlam (1960), Marwitz and Berry (1970), Fankhauser (1971) etc - have permitted to recognize different types of storm behaviour - Marwitz (1972) - and to propose well-documented and synthesized models for some of them - Browning and Ludlam (1962), Newton (1967). However all these studies were related to storms in their fully mature stage, and very little is known about the early stage of growth. Such a lack of information prohibits partially an actual and realistic classification of the initial conditions which are favorable to deep convection.

The purpose of this paper is to present a case study of a storm in its very early stage of growth, from the time it was a 1500 m deep Cumulus up to the first hail precipitations.

Simultaneous measurements were made with an AMOR-DC7 aircraft, the instrumentation of which included a vertically stabilized PPI 3 cm radar, and with terrestrial equipments such as photogrammetric automatic cameras, Ravel-sondes, and a 10 cm radar which was operated by the Institut et Observatoire de Physique du Globe (I.O.P.G. Clermont-Ferrand).

2. CLERMONT-FERRAND STORM, MAY 23, 1973

2.1 Synoptic and local situation

On May 23, 1973, a low-gradient situation with a pressure rising tendency was prevailing over the French territory where a number of isolated hailstorms were reported.

The Clermont-Ferrand storm developed in the morning and was studied between 9 h 30 and 11 h 15 GMT. Soundings made in the vicinity of the storm are shown on fig. 1. The winds were veering slowly from 230° at the ground to 250° at tropopause level, with a constant vertical wind shear of 3.8 x 10^-3 sec^-1.

2.2 Storm history

The study of the storm with the AMOR DC7 aircraft started at the very beginning of its growth stage. At that time, it was still an isolated cumulus no more than 1500 m in depth, and gave no echo on the scope of the DC7 airborne radar.

Fig. 2 gives a schematic description of the evolution of the cloud up to the first hail precipitations, as deduced from radar and photographic data. The mature stage appeared to be reached by a discontinuous process, involving four successive cells, in a row, which, in the following, will be referred to as cells A, B, C and D; the new cells formed, every 10 to 15 minutes, on the upwind flank of the preceding one, as the old ones dissipated downwind and merged in an anvil drifting with the wind aloft.

The maximum altitude reached by the cells increased from 6000 m MSL for cell A to 7500 m for cell D. The cloud system yielded continuous precipitations below base, starting at 9 h 57 under cell A and it is to be noted that hail has been reported under cell C.
its top never went higher than the -35°C isotherm level.

Figure 2. Schematic history of the first four cells of Clermont-Ferrand storm, deduced from radar, airborne and terrestrial cameras.

On fig. 3, contours of radar echoes photographed on the AMOR-DC7 scope, have been drawn at four instants corresponding to each step of the growth. It can be seen that above 4000 m at least, the cells echoes remained distinct except late in their dissipation stage.

Figure 3. Radar echo contours at various instants of the early stage of growth the Clermont-Ferrand storm.

Cell D was the last of the row, but about 10 h 30, a new cell E formed on the right flank of the system and revealed to be the first cell of a new row parallel to the previous one, and presenting the same periodical scheme of development.

Figure 4. Radar echo contour at cloud base - thin lines - and isoline contours of the visible cloud - thick lines - as deduced from photogrammetry. Cross marks are measured points.

On fig. 4, data from the AMOR-DC7 radar and from terrestrial stereophotogrammetry are combined to exemplify this extension of the cloud system on its right flank. At 10 h 39, time of the photographs, the AMOR DC7 was flying around the cloud system at 200 m above cloud base and the elevation angle of the radar antenna was set to zero; the cloud system was positioned about 35 km to the North West of the pair of automatic cameras.

It can be seen on fig. 4 that the radar echoes of cells D, C and B had remained distinct even at base level while the new cloud row, constituted at that time of only two cells E and F, the latter being no more than 1200 m deep, gave no radar echo near base though the tops of cell E had reached the height of 6500 m. Four minutes later, at 10 h 43, pea-size hail was encountered by the aircraft as it was exploring the subcloud layer. The area where hail was encountered is indicated on fig. 4, by a dashed area, situated at the rear of cell C and just downwind of cell D.

For technical reasons, measurements on the Clermont-Ferrand storm had to be stopped at 11 h 10, as the second cloud row counted three cells, E, F, G, each of them having reached altitudes higher than 8000 m MSL. Cells A and B had merged in the anvil and cell D echo was slowly dissipating while remaining distinct from C near base level. The later cell, on the contrary had strengthened and its radar echo at base level was merging with that of cell F. Pea-size hail was reported at the ground along its track.

Nevertheless visual observations indicated that the discrete propagation process of the storm on the right flank kept on with time.
Figure 5. Successive 10 cm radar echoes between 1008 and 1051. Thick dotted line indicates a dense line of small cumuli.

Fig. 5 shows successive outlines of the IOPG 10 cm radar echoes of the studied storm at an elevation angle of 2°. It appears that the Clermont-Ferrand storm followed exactly the track of a more matured storm which exhibited the same propagation process on its right flank. At 10 h 51, a "hook", as described by Browning (1965) and Marvitz (1972) was clearly visible on its southern edge. Note that during the observations period, the northern flanks of both storms didn't dissipate and remained on the same line parallel to the mean wind and to a continuous and persistent row of short life cumuli which was followed by photogrammetry, as it moved, as a whole, in the mean wind direction. Some of the cumuli constituting this row started to yield radar echoes about 11 h 00.

3.1 Horizontal Speed of Individual Cells. Periodic fluctuations.

Radar analysis - Cells A, B, C, D

Due to the wide spread angle of the IOPG radar antenna (4°), it proved to be impossible to separate on the scope the individual echoes of the cells in the cloud system. The AMOR-DC7 radar, which was always operating in the vicinity of the cloud, was thus used for analysing the horizontal speed fluctuations of each cell.

The scope was photographed every minute in the average, and the shutter release time was recorded to a 1/10th of a second. Using a localisation DELTA system, the aircraft xy-position was known at every instant with an accuracy better than 50 m while the magnetic heading was recorded every 1/10th of a second with a mean 5° accuracy. By selecting various samples of the scope photographs including either all of them, or every second or every third, and averaging the echo centroids speeds computed from each sample, the final error on the horizontal speed of individual cell echoes was minimized: its maximum value was estimated to 1.5 m sec⁻¹.

The horizontal speed fluctuations of the echo centroids of cells A, B, C and D are plotted versus time on fig. 6. As the aircraft altitude was varying during the measurements, and in order to eliminate errors due to eventual echo tiltings or over hangings, the analysis was restricted to layers less or equal to 500 m in depth, for each cell, as indicated on fig. 6. The curves reveal a periodicity of about 10 min. It is also to be noted that, at least for cells A and C, a speed decrease was measured when a new echo with a lower horizontal speed was appearing upwind. The dotted part of curve C corresponds to the part of the cell C echo just downwind of the new cell D. The right and left flanks of C were actually moving with a slightly higher speed.

The maximum horizontal speed attained by each cell echo was approximately equal to the environment wind speed at the level of measurements. Thus, during most of its active stage, each cell acted as an obstacle to the environment wind, a fact that has already been noted by various authors for larger storms - Newton (1959, 1963), Hitchens (1966), Alberty (1969), Fankhauser (1971). It seems also that each cell acts as a protective barrier against the wind for the cell situated just downwind of it.

3.2 Photogrammetric analysis. Cell E

After 10 h 35, the DC7 was ordered to explore the subcloud layer and cell E was analysed by terrestrial photogrammetry. Fig. 7 gives the outlines of the Clermont-Ferrand storm at 10 h 49. Cells E and F were clearly visible on the storm right flank as well as the anvil in which A and B were merging and dissipating (see also fig. 4). In order to characterize the evolution of cell E, four points have been selected which were identifiable for more than 20 minutes. They are numbered from 1 to 4 on fig. 7.
Point 1, which is the only point not related to a material cloud parcel, is defined as the lowest distinguishable upwind point. Its altitude has never been less than 4700 m due to the masking of low level clouds in the foreground, or the merging of the visible upwind boundary of cell E with the growing cell F.

Point 2 is a materiel point near top. Point 3 is the farthest downwind point. Point 4 is an ascending protuberance on the upwind flank.

The heights of these points are plotted versus time on fig. 8, between 10 h 30 and 11 h 00. The measured horizontal components of motion of all the points revealed to have the same direction as mean wind but values varying from point to point and with time, as indicated on fig. 9a.

A close examination of fig. 8 and fig. 9a leads up to the distinction of three phases of evolution for cell E:

Phase 1 : from 10 h 30 to 10 h 38, the vertical velocity of points 2, 3 and 4 - i.e. cell top, downwind and upwind flanks respectively - was approximately the same (see fig. 8) while the cell diameter increased, as it can be seen by comparing the horizontal speed of points 3 and 4 (fig. 9a). As compared to the lowest upwind point 1, the horizontal velocity of point 4 increased during its ascent, indicating that the cell was slightly tilting downwind. Fig. 9b, where horizontal speeds are reported to the wind speed at the points levels, shows that the speed of all the points was comprised between 60 and 80 per cent of the environment wind speed.

Phase 2 : from 10 h 38 to 10 h 50, the vertical velocity of the downwind flank (point 3) decreased down to a quasi zero value while its horizontal velocity became equal to the environment wind speed (fig. 9b). The upwind flank kept on rising (point 4, fig. 8) but its horizontal velocity decreased sharply (points 1 and 4) down to 40 or 50 % of the environment wind speed, which suggests that the cell was building up on the upwind flank against the wind. It was about the end of this phase that cell F grew rapidly.

Phase 3 : from 10 h 50 to 11 h 00, the altitude of the top of cell E stabilized as the horizontal velocity of all the points tended to become equal to the wind speed at their level (fig. 9b). This phase corresponded to the beginning of the dissipation stage while the new cell F was still in its growing stage.

It results from these data that cell E acted as an obstacle for the environment wind, as it was noted above cells A, B, C, D. Moreover, these data suggest that such a fact is not only due to a mere transport of lower horizontal moment by rising parcels from the sub-cloud layer, an hypothesis which couldn't, alone, give a satisfactory explanation of the sharp decrease in the upwind flank horizontal speed during Phase 2.

Aircraft measurements inside cell E might have given the key of the production process of a horizontal momentum component directed windward. In default of these measurements, the analogy between cell A and cell E may nevertheless authorize an extrapolation to cell E of the data collected inside cell A.

As a matter of fact, both cells were the first of a row, and the horizontal speed fluctuations of the centroid of the cell A echo, represented on fig. 5, are very similar to that of a mean point of cell E, such as point 2 of fig. 9a, for example.

A HORIZONTAL COMPONENT DIRECTED WINDWARD IN THE UPDRAFT

Between 9 h 38 and 10 h 02, four penetrations inside cell A have been performed, at various altitude, by the AMOR-DC7. The data have already been succinctly analyzed by Ramond (1975). One of the penetrations, however, will be re-analyzed here after in more detail. It took place at 9 h 55, at an altitude of 4900 m MSL - same as that of point 1 of cell E (fig. 8) - when the horizontal echo speed was at a minimum (see fig. 5) - i.e. in the middle of phase 2 if the analogy with cell E holds.
Fig. 10 shows the flight track and the horizontal wind vectors relative to the motion of the echo deduced from fig. 6. A critical examination of the Doppler winds, for this case, has been made by Ramond (1975) and concluded to the representativeness of the measured winds inside cell A. The Doppler winds are computed every tenth of a second, averaged over a second and then filtered with a running mean over 5 points. The vertical air velocity plotted on fig. 10, contrary to that given earlier (Ramond, 1975), has been corrected for pilot action, according to a method described by Tixeront (1976) and based on an a posteriori calibration of the pitch and incidence angle correlation.

Fig. 11 illustrates schematically the proposed mechanism, in three steps corresponding to the three phases of development of cell E.

5. ROLE OF PRECIPITATION WATER CONTENT IN A WIND SHEARED CELL

Among all the possible processes which may cause the transfer of momentum from vertical to horizontal component in a wind sheared updraft, the most obvious seems to be the weight of the precipitation water content.

Strivastava (1962) using a one dimensional model showed that the rising concentration of precipitation water content aloft might lead to the inhibition of the updraft, but that the cloud could start a new cycle of life as soon as the precipitations has fallen to the ground. In a wind shear, due to entrainment, the updraft tilts downwind as it can be inferred from the above analysis of phase 1 of cell E (fig. 9a) and the problem is at least two-dimensional. However, a process similar to the one described by Strivastava may apply to explain the behaviour of a wind sheared updraft as that of cells A and E.

* In 1973, the AMOR DC7 was not equipped with incidence vanes.
Phase 1: the cloud grows and tilts downwind due to entrainment and drag. A high liquid water content zone forms aloft in the updraft. No precipitation water content is yet present in the cloud.

Phase 2: the precipitation water content begins to fall through the downwind part of the updraft, transferring downward its higher horizontal momentum. The downwind part of the cloud stops to rise. Air parcels rising in the updraft and encountering an excessive resistance resulting from drag forces in the precipitation zone, deviate toward the upwind flank. The cloud builds up against the wind and the high liquid water content - and consequently the precipitation zone - is extended windward by the updraft. The precipitation falling from this new extended LWC zone are likely to inhibit the updraft near its root.

Phase 3: a downdraft establishes in most of the cloud, starting from aloft. But as the downdraft carries down a higher horizontal momentum than that of what remains of the updraft in the lower levels, a horizontal separation of the two occurs. The updraft starts a new cycle and generate a new cell on the upwind flank.

This scheme assumes that the successive two cells share the same updraft root at cloud base, an assumption which has been experimentally verified by photogrammetric data on cells E, F and G.

CONCLUSION
Researches are still in progress on the Clermont-Ferrand storm, in order to clarify several points which are not yet clearly understood.

One of these points is the fact that only one of the four first cells actually gave hail precipitations and persisted for a much longer time than the others, acting as the nucleus of the building up storm. Cell to cell interactions are investigated.

An other point to be clarified is the appearance of a different process of growth characterized by a discrete propagation on the right flank which seems to take place as the mature stage is reached.

However, it has been shown, for the case studied above, that the storm growth process, in the early stage was a periodic generation of new cells on the upwind flank. This process has been related to the role of the precipitation water content combined with a wind shear.
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Microstructure of a CuCg cloud

J. F. GAYET
Laboratoire de Dynamique et Microphysique de l'Atmosphère
Université de Clermont-Ferrand (France)

1. INTRODUCTION

Only a few measurements have been published since yet on the detailed evolutionary microstructure of CuCg clouds over a wide range of droplet sizes, with a high spatial resolution. Nevertheless, such data would be required to understand the time history of ordinary CuCg cloud not too long in duration, not covering too large an areal extent. In the present paper, I just intend to briefly describe the microstructure of a CuCg cloud as deduced from in situ measurements at different levels and times, with an AMOR-DC7 aircraft (x). Apart from thermodynamic and dynamic sensors, and a 3cm PPI radar, AMOR-DC7 was instrumented with three Knollenberg's spectrometer probes (2) (Axially Scattering Spectrometer Probe : ASSP, \(3 \leq D \leq 45 \mu m\) ; Optical Array Cloud Droplet Probe : CDP, \(20 \leq D \leq 300 \mu m\) ; Optical Array Precipitation Spectrometer Probe : PSP, \(300 \leq D \leq 4500 \mu m\)) and with a Total Water Content Probe (General Eastern - Model 184B) similar to the one described by Ruskin (4).

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

2.1. Meteorological background and flight procedures

Fig. 1 shows a sounding launched in the cloud environment. The wind was backing from 90° at the ground to 230° at the tropopause level. The CuCg cloud has been developing in the lower zone, of negative vertical wind shear (fig. 1).

The measurements were begun at the time the cloud reached its maximum altitude (4700m MSL, cf. fig. 1). The AMOR-DC7 flight track is plotted in fig. 2.

Penetrations were performed at four different levels (n°1 : 4340m, n°2 : 3990m, n°3 and 4 : 3420m, n°5 and 6 : 2760m MSL). As the data of only two out of the three Knollenberg's probes could be recorded at a time, the measured diameter range for each penetration laid either from 3 to 300µm (ASSP-CDP) or from 20 to 4500µm (CDP-PSP). During the penetrations 1, 2, 3 and 5, the ASSP-CDP data were recorded whereas for the penetrations 4 and 6 it was the CDP-PSP set which was operated.

2.2. The spatially heterogeneous features of the microstructure

Only the data relative to the 3420m and 2760m levels will be discussed in the following. As a matter of fact, two successive penetrations were performed at each of these levels with different sets of Knollenberg's probes (ASSP-CDP and CDP-PSP) which yielded quasi-simultaneous measurements over the whole diameter range 3 to 4500µm.

On fig. 3 to 6, the fluctuations of various parameters measured during penetrations 3 to 6, are plotted along the flight track ; namely : the drop concentration C, the mean volumic diameter \(D_v\), the liquid water content \(T_w\) and the radar reflectivity \(R\) which are all computed from the recorded spectra. The flight track is plotted with the DC7 3cm radar echo contour at the time and level of the penetration. The fluctuations of potential temperature \(T_p\), the mixing ratio \(R\), the vertical air velocity WA and the horizontal absolute Doppler wind module \(V_H\) are also reported on fig. 3 to 6.
At the 3420m MSL level (penetra-
tions 3 and 4 on fig. 3 and 4) the ver-
tical velocity field measured within the cloud is
characterized in the southern part by
important positive fluctuations whereas
these fluctuations are damped in the
northern part.

At the 2760m MSL level (penetra-
tions 5 and 6 on fig. 5 and 6), the sou-
thern part of the cloud is no more cha-
terized by important vertical velocity
fluctuations, which is indicative of the
great variability encountered either in
space or time. On the opposite side, the
northern part of the cloud exhibits a
light turbulence comparable to the one
measured at the 3420m MSL level.

As opposed to the vertical wind
field the cloud microstructure exhibited
a noticeable persistence of its overall
features from one penetration to the
next. Fig. 7 represents for penetration 3
the UV signal of the total water content
probe along the flight track.

As already shown (1), such a re-
cording gives a qualitative idea of the
horizontal distribution of large drops
with high amplitude peaks of frequency
about 10Hz (aircraft speed = 100m.s⁻¹)
superimposed on the mean signal, denoting
the presence of large drops with a low
concentration.

The total water content probe
recordings obtained during penetrations
4, 5 and 6 are very similar to the one
presented on fig. 7. We can note on fig.
7 that in the southern part of the cloud
(referred to as zone A), the UV signal
fluctuations of high frequency have a low
amplitude. This fact suggests that no
large drops were present in this part of
the cloud, which is confirmed by the Knol-
lenberg's probe data recorded simulta-
aneously (fig. 3). Zone A is constituted
with small drops with a concentration of
50cm⁻³ and a mean volumic diameter D₀
= 6µm. An average spectrum sampled in zone
A is given on fig. 8 (ASSP set); this
sample does not extend beyond 15µm with
a peak at 3µm. Visual observations aboard
the AMOR-DC7 have also suggested that the
southern part of the cloud (zone A) was
an active bulging zone, which is coherent
with the microstructure measurements col-
lected in this zone and discussed above.

A further examination of fig. 7
reveals a sharp discontinuity in the mi-
crostructure at the centre of the cloud
(zone B). The large fluctuations of the
UV signal indicate the presence of large
drops. This change of the microstructure
is also displayed on the concentration
and mean volumic diameter curves of fig.
3 and 5. The mean volumic diameter rea-
ches its highest value : 200µm, whereas
the drop concentration falls down to 2
cm⁻³.

Though penetration 3 (or 5) has
been performed with the ASSP-CDP set res-
tricting the measured diameter range to
300µm, penetration 4 (or 6) performed
with the CDP-PSP set immediately after and
at the same level than 3, yielded a UV
trace similar to that of penetration 3
(fig. 7), effectively indicating a higher
liquid water content (4g/m³ on fig. 4)
located in the centre of the cloud (zone
B). An averaged spectrum representative of
this zone is shown on fig. 9. It can be
seen that the spectrum extends towards the
large drop diameters (4500µm), with a
bimodal distribution centered on 220
and 3000µm.

It is to be noted that the spec-
tra simultaneously measured by the CDP
and PSP (fig. 9 for example) -or by the
ASSP and CDP- are overlapping from 150 to
300µm, and that the data in this range
must theoretically be similar. In fact, it
has been shown (1) that the data of the
first channel of each probe are to be
interpreted with caution and that comparisons
in the overlapping range are not signifi-
cant. Nevertheless, this does not affect the
fact that large drops were present in zone B which seems to indicate that the
latter corresponds to a more mature stage
of the cloud.

As to the northern part of the
cloud (zone C) it is characterized by a
total water content probe UV signal which
exhibited high frequency fluctuations of
lesser amplitude, the mean value of which
were decreasing from the centre to the
boundary of the cloud (fig. 7). The liquid
water content and the mean volumic diame-
ter as deduced from Knollenberg's probe
spectra recorded in this zone are also
decreasing from the centre to the bounda-
ry of the cloud (fig. 4 and 6). Fig. 10
represents an averaged spectrum for zone
C. This spectrum is bimodal and centered
on 20 and 200µm approximatively. As com-
pared with the spectra relative to zone B, the peak diameters are considerably redu-
ced. This observation in connection with
the fact that no significant vertical
velocities were measured in zone C during
the period of study suggests that zone C is
a dissipating zone in which mixing and
evaporation were occurring.

3. CONCLUSION

Though the measurements have been
made at different times and different le-
vels, the horizontal heterogeneity of the
microstructure of a CuCg cloud is quite
obvious. Three adjacent zones can be dis-
tinguished:

- An active zone (zone A) characterized
  by new cells on the southern flank of the
  cloud (i.e. downwind). This observation
  agrees with the results obtained by Malkus
  (1952) about the growth of CuCg clouds in
  a negative wind shear. This zone is inhe-
  rently unsteady and it may be difficult

to compare measurements performed within it at different times and levels. This has proved to be true for the vertical velocities; on the contrary, the microstructure has proven to be more steady in character from one penetration to the next. (cf. fig. 3 and 5, zone A). This suggests a greater relaxation time for the microstructure than for the dynamics of the cloud. Entrainment and the subsequent evaporation contributing perhaps to the slowing down of the drop growth.

A mature zone (zone B) located in the centre of the cloud, the main feature of which consists of a high liquid water content associated with large drops. This may be attributed to a longer life-time of this part of the cloud, an hypothesis which leads one to consider zone B as being in an intermediate stage of the cloud growth.

A dissipating zone (zone C). This zone as previously seen is relatively stable as far as dynamics is concerned. The bimodal aspect of the microstructure in this zone, as well as in zone B seems to be in good agreement with some results obtained by Warner (1969) in different CuCg clouds. However, the shifting of the diameter peak of the bimodal spectra as compared with those in zone B, may lead to the hypothesis that zone C represents the final stage of evolution of each part of the cloud, stage during which mixing and evaporation processes are prevailing.
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Fig. 1 - Cloud environment sounding (June 11, 1976 ; 14:36)

Fig. 2 - The AMOR-DC7 flight track. The penetrations, numbered from 1 to 6, are referred to by thick lines on the flight track.
Fig. 3 - Penetration 3 - Height: 3420m MSL - Knollenberg's spectrometer probes: ASSP-CDP (see text for legend)

Fig. 4 - Penetration 4 - Height: 3420m MSL - Knollenberg's spectrometer probes: CDP-PSP (see text for legend)

Fig. 5 - Penetration 5 - Height: 2760m MSL - Knollenberg's spectrometer probes: ASSP-CDP (see text for legend)

Fig. 6 - Penetration 6 - Height: 2760m MSL - Knollenberg's spectrometer probes: CDP-PSP (see text for legend)
Fig. 7 - UV signal trace (TWC probe) along the flight track during penetration 3.

Fig. 8 - Average spectrum in zone A

Fig. 9 - Average spectrum in zone B
Fig. 10 - Average spectrum in zone C
Introduction

Although many in-cloud droplet measurements have been made over the past 25 years, there has been a scarcity of these observations in cumulonimbus clouds, primarily owing to the aviation hazards which exist near these clouds. It was the intention of this study to gain some information on the droplet sizes common in the lowest kilometer of the updraft region of cumulonimbus clouds in Alberta, and to compare these observations with those made in other cloud types and at other locations. The facilities of the Alberta Hail Project (AHP) were made available to the author for this study during the summer of 1975.

Equipment

The aircraft flown on all data collection flights was a Cessna 411 operated for AHP by Intera Environmental Consultants Ltd. of Calgary. Most of the supplemental meteorological data such as temperature, pressure altitude, location and updraft speed were read from the standard aircraft sensors. The plane was also equipped with a Bendix RDR 130 radar and a Johnson-Williams liquid water content meter.

The emergency exit door of the aircraft was removed and replaced by a metal panel in which a hole was cut to permit extrusion of a droplet replicator. This device, furnished by the Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada, consisted of a hollow steel tube with two slits cut part way along it and a steel rod capable of holding two glass slides. The slides were exposed to the cloudy air by manually pushing the rod through the tube so that each slide passed by one of the slits.

The slides measured 4 mm x 36 mm. They were coated with a 15-20% solution of gelatin powder in water (after Jiusto, 1965). The gelatin coating was virtually permanent, allowing pre-coating prior to flight and analysis well after the flight.

Procedure and Analysis

The AHP 10-cm weather radar was used for storm surveillance. Once a storm had been selected for aircraft penetration, the plane was launched and the on-board radar was used to zero in on areas of maximum reflectivity gradients, which were invariably located near the updraft region. Upon locating the updraft area, a series of climbing turns and penetrations was made at intervals of about 500 ft (150 m) in the vertical. One pair of slides was exposed on each penetration. Usually, 5-10 minutes elapsed between successive exposures. The experiment was ended when aircraft icing or fuel reserves became critical.

After the flight, the slides were examined and photographed under an ordinary light microscope. A GP3 Graf-Pen digital recorder was used to analyze the photographs. With the photographs taped onto a grid, each droplet replica was circled with this pen and the x-y coordinates of the droplet circumference thus recorded on magnetic tape. Points were recorded at the rate of 140 s⁻¹. The resolution of the recorder was 0.1 mm, which corresponds to a scaled-down resolution of ±0.1 m. With this device, over 10,000 droplets were sized in 8 man hours of work and a relatively small amount of computer time.

Another advantage of the gelatin replication method is that the conversion factor of replica to true droplet size is nearly constant at 2:1 over the entire range of measured droplets (Jiusto, 1965; Kumai, 1973). Once a representative sample of droplets from a slide was measured, the droplets were grouped into micron-wide intervals and the number in each category was adjusted according to the Langmuir and Blodgett collection efficiencies (Jiusto, 1965). Since the slides were narrow and the aircraft speeds high, collection efficiencies were close to unity and the corrections consequently small. Graphs of droplet diameter vs. percent of total number of droplets per micron interval were then produced.

Case I: July 20, 1975

A cold front passed over central Alberta during the morning of July 20 leaving fairly clear skies in its wake. This permitted considerable daytime surface heating, and with continued cold air advection at high levels an unstable airmass was produced. Several small-hail generating thunderstorms occurred throughout the province on this date.

The storm which was investigated became radar-detectable at 1504 MDT. Until 1700 MDT it was quite small in aerial extent, though some small hail was produced at about 1630. From 1730
to 1845 MDT the storm was apparently in a mature phase with much larger aerial extent and hail falling in a continuous swath. The storm weakened considerably after 1900 MDT and was no longer radar-detectable at 2015. Penetrations were made on the SE corner of this storm from 1720 MDT until 1805.

The first pair of slides was exposed just above cloud base (2255 m above sea level). The appearance of the echo at the time of this penetration is shown in Fig. 1a. The plotted aircraft position indicates that the penetration was made near the zone of maximum reflectivity gradient, but in a region that was not radar detectable. Measured updrafts of 2.5 m s⁻¹ were encountered.

Only one of the exposed pair of slides captured droplets. The occurrence of blank slides was not uncommon in this study. There were two or three causes of these null samples. Occasionally the slides were inadvertently exposed with the clear gelatin coating facing the replicator, thus making replication impossible. On other slides too many droplets hit the replicator and the gelatin coating was almost completely washed off. Finally, other slides for which neither of these explanations is valid were apparently exposed in areas of cloud where there were no droplets large enough to be captured and recognized. It is into this latter class that the blank slide of this exposure falls.

The spectrum of droplets from the one successful slide in this exposure is curve (a) in Fig. 2. The spectrum has a very small mean diameter (d) of only 3.3 μm, the smallest mean measured on any slide in any case. The dispersion (ratio of standard deviation to mean diameter) is also the lowest measured, at 0.23. Warner (1969) found a tendency for spectral dispersions to be approximately 0.2 near cloud base but offered no reason for this.

The next two exposures were made at 30 and 60 m above cloud base, but none of the four slides captured droplets. It seems that the droplets in the exposure area were either too small for capture and recognition, or nonexistent, despite the larger droplets found at the lower level.

The fourth penetration and exposure was made at 183 m above cloud base at 1735 MDT. The 1° contoured PPI is shown in Fig. 1b. The reason for presenting this figure is to show the large distance between the position of penetration and the detectable radar echo. Even allowing for possible errors in the aircraft position, a very broad updraft region is indicated.

Both slides of this exposure produced spectra (curves (b) and (c) in Fig. 2). These spectra are quite similar to that of the first penetration, being only slightly broader and having slightly larger mean diameters.

The fifth penetration was at 336 m above cloud base. The resulting droplet distributions are curves (d) and (e) of Fig. 2. Once again, a slight broadening and increase in mean diameter is found but these changes are quite small.

The final two penetrations were both made at 488 m above cloud base. Of the four slides exposed, one was loaded incorrectly but the other three produced the distributions shown in curves (f), (g), and (h). These three spectra are similar to one another and markedly different from those at lower altitudes, being broader and with larger mean diameters.

The analysis of these three slides was hampered by some overlapping of replicas, caused by either multiple impacts or droplets running together on the slide after impact. Most replicas were either not affected by this problem or were easily recognizable as individual droplets, yet some information was lost. This problem was more serious in Case III.

5. Case II: August 2, 1975

The airmass over Alberta on this date was cooler, drier and more stable than on July 20. The developing storms were higher based than on the earlier day and had a tendency to form into lines of a few distinguishable cells. The storm investigated formed at 1620 MDT and had dissipated by 1833. Penetrations were made on its SE corner between 1710 and 1740 MDT at altitudes ranging up to 1218 m above cloud base.

As an easy way to summarize the droplet measurements in this case, Fig. 3 gives the mean diameter on each slide as a function of height above cloud base. Since the aircraft took 5-10 times longer to reach a successively higher exposure level than did the droplets, and since there was no way to be sure the aircraft was in the same position relative to the storm and updraft in all penetrations, it is erroneous to interpret Fig. 3 simply as the development of droplet size in an ascending parcel of cloudy air. Even so, it is still possible to accept the results as approximately representing droplet development with height above cloud base. This
Fig. 2. Composite plot of the droplet spectra measured in Case I. Each spectrum is identified by a letter; they are plotted according to the height above cloud base. The inset table gives the number of droplets in each sample, the mean diameter, and the dispersion.
Fig. 3. Mean droplet diameter as a function of height above cloud base for Case II. Each numbered triangle indicates an observation from one slide.

The interpretation was made by Warner (1969) in order to estimate supersaturations existing in cloud and will be used later in this paper for the same purpose.

Fig. 3 shows that a sizable fraction of the slides, usually one of a pair, did not capture droplets. Almost all of the blank slides on this day resulted from incorrect loading, an aggravatingly easy mistake to make.

In spite of the somewhat different weather situation and storm type in this case, the measured droplets are in the same size range as in Case I. The one distinguishing feature of this case is the sudden decrease in mean droplet size between the last two levels. The dispersions showed the same pattern, increasing from 0.30 on slide 20 to 0.38 on slide 70, then decreasing to 0.31 on slide 120. It is possible, based on the observed radar structure and the behaviour of the encountered updraft speeds, that the last penetration (resulting in slide 120) was through a newly developing cell of the same storm. This might explain the discontinuity of droplet size evolution.

6. Case III: August 10, 1975

The airmass over Alberta on this date was virtually identical in stability and moisture characteristics to that of August 2. The storm studied was similar to the previous one, with high cloud base (2743 m above sea level). Like Case II, it was also embedded in a long line of storms. Updraft speeds were weaker in this case, however, with a maximum of 5.1 m s\(^{-1}\) as opposed to 10.0 m s\(^{-1}\) in the August 2 storm.

The Case III storm also had quite high values of measured liquid water content. Values up to 1.7 g m\(^{-3}\) were found. Possibly as a result of this, the slides showed many overlapping replicas resulting from multiple impacts or coalescences on the slide. Nevertheless, on most slides a sufficiently large number of droplets were measured, providing what is hoped to be a representative sample.

Fig. 4 shows the mean droplet diameter as a function of altitude. These sizes are generally larger than in the previous two cases, ranging from 8.5 µm to 14.1 µm and with no systematic tendency to increase with height. Slides 270 and 290 showed the only truly bimodal spectra in any sample. Modal diameters are near 4 µm and 11 µm. This exposure corresponded to the lowest measured liquid water content of Case III, possibly indicating that this exposure occurred near the updraft edge, where mixing may have been significant.

7. Derived Properties

7.1 Supersaturation

Assuming that the data may be interpreted as indicating droplet growth with time of ascent, it is possible to estimate an effective value of supersaturation over the time of growth. The
diffusional growth equation may be written

\[ S-1 = \left( F_k + F_d \right) \left( r_f^2 - r_i^2 \right) / 2t \]

where

- \( S-1 \) = supersaturation (assumed constant)
- \( F_k, F_d = \) thermodynamic factors dependent upon the conduction and diffusion coefficients
- \( r_f, r_i = \) final and initial droplet radii
- \( t = \) time of growth from \( r_i \) to \( r_f \).

This equation was applied to the data by using the mean radii for \( r_f \) and \( r_i \), and by determining \( t \) from the updraft velocity.

For Case I, the overall effective supersaturation for the layer sampled was found to be 0.13%. On the basis of the first four exposure levels in Case II, a value for \( (S-1) \) of 0.12% was found. When a more exact form of the diffusional growth equation was used, one that includes kinetic corrections of Fukuta and Walter (1970) and also the effects of surface tension and solution on the equilibrium vapor pressure, a supersaturation of 0.09% was found for Case II. It therefore seems that supersaturations in the order of 0.1% were present in these clouds.

The behaviour of mean droplet size in Case III was too irregular to allow an estimate of the supersaturation.

7.2 Droplet Concentrations

Droplet concentrations may be estimated from the measured number of droplets that are collect and the effective cloud volume which is sampled. The cloud volume depends upon air speed, exposure time, and the area of the slide photographed. There is some uncertainty in this volume because the exposure time is not known exactly. For essentially the same kind of sampler, C. Isaac (unpublished) found the exposure time to be approximately 0.02 sec. This value was used in the present study.

In Case I, the concentrations were found to range from 231 to 680 cm\(^{-3}\). The range in Case II was broader, from 79 to 729 cm\(^{-3}\), and with a tendency to decrease with height. These estimates are thought to be accurate to within a factor two, and are consistent with observations by others in continental cumulus.

It was not feasible for Case III to estimate the concentrations, because of the large number of overlapping replicas.

7.3 Liquid Water Content

Liquid water contents calculated from the droplet spectra turned out to be very small. There were only three exposures for which the calculated values could be compared with those measured by the Johnson-Williams instrument. In two of these the agreement was good. The calculated values in Case I ranged from 0.006 g m\(^{-3}\) to 0.21 g m\(^{-3}\). Case II values were quite constant, ranging from 0.02 to 0.06 g m\(^{-3}\). It was not possible to calculate liquid water contents for Case III, because the concentrations were unknown.

8. Spectral Broadening

The droplet spectra in Case I and for the first four levels in Case II were found to broaden with height. It is generally assumed that a population of droplets growing by condensation alone will experience spectral narrowing. This is true if all the condensation nuclei on which the droplets have formed have been activated — that is, if the droplets are larger than the critical radii for their particular condensation nuclei. On the basis of available information on the typical sizes of condensation nuclei, it seems quite likely that some of the very small droplets in these samples had not yet exceeded the critical radii and were thus still haze droplets. These droplets grow only in response to increasing ambient supersaturation, and are therefore limited in size unless their critical supersaturation is exceeded. In a mixed population of droplets, some of which have not yet exceeded their critical size, diffusional growth can lead to a distribution that spreads briefly before assuming a bimodal character.

Calculations were made to investigate whether this effect could account for the observations. A group of five droplets ranging in 1 µm steps from 0.5 to 4.5 µm, each on a plausibly-sized condensation nucleus, was allowed to grow under various conditions of ambient supersaturation. For a constant supersaturation of 0.1%, corresponding to that inferred for Case I, the smaller droplets were limited in growth and there was a broadening of the range of droplet sizes with time. Eventually, a bimodal spectrum with two narrow peaks would emerge. A more convincing simulation assumed that the supersaturation varied randomly between +1% and -1%. This resulted in a spreading of droplet sizes similar to what was observed (see Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 Droplet population growth according to modified Fukuta and Walter diffusional growth equation. Supersaturation varying randomly between -1% and +1% at intervals of 1 sec (= 5 m).
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SINGLE-LEVEL MICROPHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF FLORIDA CUMULI: SELECTED CASE STUDIES
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1. MOTIVATION AND METHODOLOGY

The Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE), conducted by the Cumulus Group of NOAA's National Hurricane and Experimental Meteorology Laboratory, has as its principal objective, the determination of whether or not rainfall can be increased on an areal basis through the "dynamic" seeding of supercooled Florida cumuli. The success of this experiment, as well as a number of sequential microphysical and dynamical events, one of the first of which is the conversion of a significant quantity of supercooled water to ice through the action of silver iodide nucleant. Experience has indicated, however, that rapid glaciation of Florida cumuli can occur under natural conditions, even in cloud towers with tops no colder than about the -12°C isotherm level. Sax and Willis (1974) have documented the evolution of ice in a growing Florida cumulus bubble penetrated at three different altitudes in a quasi-Lagrangian manner. Koenig (1963) found rapid glaciation in cumuli developing over Hilo, though he did not attempt to distinguish exactly where in the cloud envelope ice was occurring. Sax (1969) inferred from their dynamical response to seeding that maritime cumuli growing in the Caribbean contained essentially ice-free updraft cores while glaciation possibly proceeded around the periphery. Several investigators (Koenig, 1963; Mossop et al., 1970) have linked glaciating behavior with the presence of raindrops and/or a broad cloud droplet size distribution. An understanding of the conditions under which ice can be expected to form naturally in relatively warm supercooled convective clouds, is one of the most fundamental problems confronting cloud physicists today. The manner in which the various in-cloud microphysical parameters are interrelated undoubtedly holds a clue to the successful prediction of where and when rapid ice formation might likely occur within convective towers.

The 1975 FACE program provided a unique opportunity for a detailed investigation into the characteristics of the microstructure of Florida cumuli, particularly with regard to the partitioning of cloud condensate as a function of the updraft profile. The NOAA DC-6 aircraft was specially equipped with microphysical instrumentation capable of providing continuous information relating to mass of water contained in cloud droplet (Johnson-Williams) and hydrometeor (foil impactor) sizes, concentration of raindrops (foil impactor), concentration of ice particles (Mee and University of Washington optical counters), and mass of total water condensate (lyman-alpha evaporator). A Desert Research Institute formvar replicator and a 2-D Knollenberg particle spectrometer system were operative on some flights and provided data bearing on the sizes, concentrations, and habits of ice crystals and the size distribution of cloud droplets. Vertical velocity was computed using the measured aircraft pitch and attack angles combined with filtered values of radar altitude changes. Spatial resolution of electronically-recorded data was of the order 100 m with the aircraft data system accessed once per second.

Since the cloud physics sub-program of FACE was conducted in consort with, and in support of, the area-wide randomized (by day) "Core" seeding experiment, the usual flight procedure was to penetrate as many clouds as possible in the shortest time. However, there were several occasions when the DC-6 was operated in an "Intensive Phase" mode to carry out special penetrations into clouds of interest and to repenetrate cumulus towers to obtain data relevant to the evolution of their microstructure. The flight altitude typically was at the -8°C to -10°C isotherm level (5.8 km) but a large number of penetrations were also conducted routinely at the -4°C to -6°C isotherm level (5.2 km). It should be emphasized that all microphysical data were collected at a single level within a particular tower. The aircraft was operating near its ceiling altitude and did not have the performance capabilities to enable multi-level penetrations within the same cloud.

The DC-6 cloud physics program was carried out during the month of July within the 13000 km² FACE target area of the south Florida peninsula. The aircraft normally began making cloud penetrations at the 5.2 km level during early afternoon (1500 local time) and at the 5.8 km level by mid afternoon (1500 local time). On most days this was the time period that convection over the south Florida peninsula was becoming organized well enough to produce a moderate number of cumulus towers growing through the respective flight altitudes. As a general rule, the aircraft penetrated towers within 0.5 km of their tops, although a few, especially those which were repenetrated, had grown 1 to 2 km above flight altitude. Towers in an active stage of development not associated with larger convective systems were selected preferentially for initial penetrations, particularly when the DC-6 was used as a platform for seeding. A wide variety of cumulus diameters were encountered, ranging from a few hundred meters, when traversed close to the tower top, to as much as three or four kilometers when traversed closer to the bottom of the rising bubble cap. Cloud bases on all days were at altitudes within the range 0.7 to 1.0 km.
(approximately 20°C to 22°C). A detailed description of flight procedures, the target area, and the experimental design of FACE is available elsewhere (Woodley and Sax, 1976).

This paper concerns itself with the interrelationship and interpretation of a common set of data obtained with the Johnson-Williams, foil impactor, lyman-alpha, vertical velocity, and Mee ice particle instrumentation. These microphysical devices were totally operative for each of the case study clouds selected, and therefore can provide a data base which is mutually consistent for all penetrations. Turner et al. (1976) and Sax (1976) have intercompared ice particle data obtained during FACE 75 from the Mee and University of Washington optical counters and the formvar replicator. Although further studies are in progress, it appears that the ice particle data from all three sensors were in broad general agreement provided the Mee channel selected for analysis had a signal threshold of 300 mv and provided that small (<200µm major axis length) vapor-grown columnar crystals were not present in large concentrations.

2. RESULTS

Four clouds, each penetrated three times, have been selected as case studies. None of the four clouds were seeded at any time during their life history, nor had any seeding activity occurred anywhere within the target area for at least 23 hours (and in most cases several days) prior to these series of case-study penetrations. These were the only non-seeded cloud towers to be penetrated more than twice by the DC-6 aircraft. Each cloud was in an actively-growing stage of development when first penetrated, and each cumulus tower was relatively isolated (not flanking a larger convective complex) with its top no more than 0.5 km above the aircraft flight level during the initial traverse. It is estimated from nose camera photography that none of these selected clouds grew more than about 1 km following the first penetration. The visual appearance of each of these clouds changed from moderately "hard" prior to the initial penetration to obviously "soft" by the time of the third penetration. The clouds were repenetrated on reciprocal headings with the exception of 8 July C #2 which was a repenetration of C #1 on a perpendicularly heading.

Figure 1 shows the microphysical data for three penetrations into a cumulus tower on July 4th. The initial penetration was carried out very close to the top of the largest turret. The cloud did not appear to be growing vigorously, but still possessed very sharp edges indicative of a composition of mainly supercooled water. By the time of the second penetration, the cloud still appeared "hard" in the center and growing slowly, but its edges had become somewhat diffuse. The tower had obviously been in a dissipating state by the time of the third penetration and had become diffuse throughout. It can be seen that during the first traverse (Figure 1a) neither ice nor hydrometeor water is present. The vertical velocity is relatively low, peaking at 5 m sec⁻¹, but the cloud water content (max 1.5 gm m⁻³) is appreciable. The discrepancy between total water condensate (peak 2.5 gm m⁻³) and the cloud water content is probably due to the existence of a sizable concentration of drops in the size range 50-500µm diameter. By the time of the second penetration three minutes later (Figure 1b) it can be seen that some rainwater and ice have developed across the cloud tower. The vertical velocity maximum is still 5 m sec⁻¹, but the cloud water content is only about one half that of the previous penetration. The total water condensate is not greatly different from the first pass, but is comprised of some water in hydrometeor sizes. A dramatic change in the microstructure occurs during the 3-1/2 minutes between the second and third passes. The third penetration (Figure 1c) now shows a large concentration of ice particles (10 to 30 k•¹) and an almost complete absence of precipitation-sized drops. The inference, therefore, might be that the ice particles are probably of small size and contribute little to the mass of condensate. It should be pointed out, however, that the lyman-alpha probe has a small sampling volume (~7 2 sec⁻¹ at the DC-6 air speed) and thus may seriously underestimate the mass contribution of large drops. It is therefore conceivable that the instrument may be responding more to the presence of ice than to precipitation. The main feature of this case study is the sudden onset of glaciation following the occurrence of precipitation-sized drops, coincident with the decay of the updraft and the disappearance of cloud water.

The case study cloud on 8 July (Figure 2) shows the same feature even more dramatically. The mean temperature during these penetrations was about -9°C, and the cloud top may possibly have reached -12°C at some level during its life history. The cloud appeared to be growing vigorously prior to the initial traverse. The first penetration (Figure 2a) showed strong updrafts (peak 20 m sec⁻¹) throughout the tower with a broad region of cloud water content in excess of 1 gm m⁻³. An insignificant amount of water was contained in hydrometeor-sized drops and water content had increased substantially. The vertical velocity profile remained strong and the cloud water content still peaked near 1.25 gm m⁻³. By this time the cloud had grown by about 500 m and, though still active, was somewhat "softer" in appearance and was not nearly as vigorous. Within the next 4-1/2 minutes, the microstructure and physical appearance of the cloud changed considerably. The cloud had stopped growing and appeared diffuse near the edges. The tremendous increase in ice particle concentration, coincident with the decay of the updraft profile, and the almost total absence of cloud water, is readily apparent in Figure 2c. It should also be noted that the concentration of raindrops >0.5 mm diameter measured less ²contribution of vapor phase subtracted from the total water content measured with the lyman-alpha evaporator.
Figure 1. Evolution of the internal microphysical structure for non-seeded cloud penetrated three times on July 4th. The lower panel shows the profiles of the computed vertical velocity (top scale in m sec$^{-1}$) and the cloud water content as measured by the Johnson-Williams probe (bottom scale in gm m$^{-3}$). The middle panel shows the ice particle concentration ($L^{-1}$) as measured by the 300 mv channel of the Mee optical ice particle counter and the concentration of raindrops ($L^{-1}$) $> 0.5$ mm diameter as determined from analysis of data collected with the foil impactor. The top panel shows the total water condensate (gm m$^{-3}$) as determined from the Lyman-alpha data with the vapor contribution removed, and the hydrometeor water content (gm m$^{-3}$) as analyzed from foil data. The horizontal scale is in seconds from the begin time indicated at the top of each group. One second in time corresponds approximately to 100 m in spatial scale.

Figure 2. Evolution of the internal microphysical structure for a non-seeded cloud penetrated three times on July 8th. See Figure 1 caption for details.
Figure 3. Evolution of the internal microphysical structure for non-seeded cloud penetrated three times on July 16th. The lower panel shows the profiles of the computed vertical velocity (top scale in m sec\(^{-1}\)) and the cloud water content as measured by the Johnson-Williams probe (bottom scale in gm m\(^{-3}\)). The middle panel shows the ice particle concentration (L\(^{-1}\)) as measured by the 300 mv channel of the Mee optical ice particle counter and the concentration of raindrops (> 0.5 mm diameter) as determined from analysis of data collected with the foil impactor. The top panel shows the total water condensate (gm m\(^{-3}\)) as determined from the Lyman-alpha data with the vapor contribution removed, and the hydrometeor water content (gm m\(^{-3}\)) as analyzed from foil data. The horizontal scale is in seconds from the begin time indicated at the top of each group. One second in time corresponds approximately to 100 m in spatial scale.

Figure 4. Evolution of the internal microphysical structure for a non-seeded cloud penetrated three times on July 17th. See Figure 3 caption for details.
than 10 percent of the ice particle concentration as determined from the Mee counter, so ambiguity due to the possible failure of the instrument to totally discriminate between water and ice should not be of importance in the interpretation of these data. A signature of rapid glaciation following the onset of precipitation-sized drops is very much evident in this cloud.

Figure 3 shows three penetrations into a cloud growing on July 16th. The penetration isotherm level was -9°C. It is doubtful if the cloud top temperature was any colder than -13°C during the entire lifetime of the penetration (Figure 3a) was properly carried out into the center of the rising tower, and it can be seen that ice concentrations of 10-20 £-1 are present throughout the cloud. A substantial amount of hydrometeor water is also present which indicates that the cloud is already well advanced into its microphysical life cycle at this altitude. However, a strong updraft with a broad region of moderate cloud water content is evident. The highest concentration of ice (exceeding 30 £-1) coincides with a region of relatively low updraft and very little cloud water apparently located on the periphery of the main core. The second penetration (Figure 3b) was incorrectly carried out to the right of the main core the peripheral region was sampled (note the shortness of the second penetration relative to the first and third). It can be seen that the updraft velocity oscillated around 0 m sec-1 with only a hint of cloud water in a small region near the penetration entry point. A rather broadly-peaked high concentration of ice particles can be seen, and here again, the total water condensate profile seems to be correlated with hydrometeor water, thereby suggesting (probably falsely) only a small mass contribution by the ice particles. The third penetration (Figure 3c) was correctly carried out into the core region of the tower (with the same aircraft heading as pass 1), and it can be seen that relatively high ice concentration has increased by a factor of two over a broad region, while the updraft velocity and cloud water content have generally decreased. It should be noted that nearly 12 minutes have elapsed between the first and third penetrations. It is not entirely clear whether the two vertical velocity and cloud water peaks during the third pass are remnants of the original tower or else represent new bubbles growing through the original mass. In the latter situation, it is easy to see how ice debris from older clouds can serve as "proto ice" in young towers as speculated by Hallett et al. (1976).

The final case study (Figure 4) shows three penetrations into a cloud on July 17th with a temperature at flight level of about -5°C. The top of this cloud almost certainly never was colder than -11°C during its lifetime. At the time of the initial penetration the cloud was growing vigorously with a "hard" visual appearance and the tower top was no colder than -8°C, yet some ice is already in evidence through a portion of the pass (Figure 4a). Some precipitation-sized drops are also present, but in a different portion of the cloud. Strong upward motion coincident with high values of cloud water occur in the region of the tower without hydrometeor water. The tower was isolated and appeared to be growing into clear air which was visibly free of any cloud debris. By the time of the second penetration 4 minutes later the tower had grown nearly 1 km and retained a "hard" visual appearance in its center. The region of the cloud which had hydrometeor water now has a substantial quantity of ice (Figure 4b), while the region of the cloud previously devoid of hydrometeor water now shows evidence of some large drops. The ice particle concentration in the region of cloud with strong updraft and high cloud water content has not increased from pass 1 to pass 2, nor has the character of the velocity and cloud water profiles been significantly altered. However, by the time of pass 3 (Figure 4c) four minutes later, large concentrations of ice are now present throughout most of the cloud, with cloud water content confined to a very small region near the penetration entry point. With the exception of a one-second peak of 10 m sec-1, the updraft velocity has decayed to oscillating around the 0 m sec-1 value. Visually, the tower had softened considerably and its height to width ratio had narrowed to the point where it appeared shaped like a finger. The main feature documented by this case study is once again the sudden increase in ice associated with the occurrence of hydrometeor water. It would appear from Figure 4c that the total water condensate profile is responsive to changes in ice particle concentration and is failing to account for all of the hydrometeor water present.

3. DISCUSSION

The four case studies graphically illustrate that the time window in which supercooled Florida cumuli with tops no colder than -12°C are free of ice can be extremely short. It should not be implied from this study that glaciation proceeds rapidly on all days, but the data accumulated during July of 1975 indicates that a sudden onset of ice is the rule rather than the exception. Furthermore, the data suggest that rapid ice formation can be expected if the cloud is found to have a "noticeable" concentration of large (>0.5 mm diameter) drops, even though the vertical velocity and cloud water profiles might still be indicative of a tower in an active stage of development. This is particularly well illustrated by the case study on July 8th. The dramatic buildup of ice within 4-1/2 minutes is difficult to explain unless it can be assumed that nearly all of the large drops (>0.5 mm diameter) froze by some unknown mechanism and acted as a source of primary ice to initiate a secondary crystal production mechanism (Hallett et al., 1976). Admittedly, this explanation is not very satisfactory.

The concentration of ice nuclei as measured by an acoustical counter at low altitudes (600 m) was very high (≈10 £-1 active at -20°C) on July 8th, a day which was polluted by an outbreak of Saharan dust loading (Allee et al., 1976). The concentration of ice nuclei was also high (≈5 £-1 active at -20°C) on the 4th, but was "normal" (≈1 £-1 active at -20°C) on the 16th and 17th. The concentration of CCN active at 0.75 percent supersaturation varied from about 250 cm-3 on July 8th to about 1000 cm-3 on July 16th. A more detailed analysis of the relationship between low-level aerosol characteristics and upper-level cloud
microstructure is currently underway, but no clear-cut trends appear to be developing in relation to the case studies presented here.

Caution is advised against accepting the data in an absolute quantitative sense. Relative values of the microphysical parameters from pass to pass on the same day, and from case study to case study on different days, should be meaningful. It is not known with certainty how the Mee ice particle data from a given signal threshold level relate to the absolute concentration of ice in clouds, though evidence (Sax, 1976) suggests that data from the Mee counter as configured for the FACE 75 program compared fairly well (to within about a factor of two) to data obtained with a formvar replicator in clouds containing primarily graupel ice. The vertical velocity data are known to contain an occasional bias of ±2-3 m sec⁻¹ and should certainly not be considered to any greater accuracy. The hydrometeor images on the foil impactor were analyzed in groups of five frames of data (elapsed time approximately five seconds) and then linearly interpolated to derive one-second values of concentration and mass. This analysis method, of course, serves to smooth out rapid fluctuations due to sampling volume problems while at the same time forcing a short-time response which may not be representative of the real data. None of the reasonable uncertainties in the absolute magnitudes of the microphysical data, however, should affect the validity of the points raised in this paper.

4. CONCLUSION

The case studies document an association between the presence of drops > 0.5 mm diameter and the onset of rapid glaciation in Florida cumuli. The formation of ice also seems to be associated with a significant decay of updraft strength and the nearly total disappearance of cloud-sized water droplets. There is also evidence suggesting that ice initially forms in peripheral regions of the updraft core. It is evident from the data that new towers growing through old cloud debris on a time scale of the order 10 minutes would be provided with an endowment of ice particles.
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INTRODUCTION

To link larger scale, dynamical processes with the microphysical, meteorological observations must be made and then placed in a format that permits model parameterization and verification. In the words of Mason (1969): "Although important microphysical problems remain to be solved, this aspect of the subject has advanced quite rapidly relative to our knowledge of the air motions. Indeed, it may be difficult to identify the important gaps in our current understanding of the microphysical events until this has been formulated in a dynamical context and tested against the results of observation, measurement, and prediction."

Since the main driving mechanism of a cumulus is the condensation of water vapor, a microphysical process, it is not surprising that there is a close interaction of a cloud's microphysics with its dynamical life. Alternatively, the elementary micro-processes taking place in clouds are, in turn, affected by the dynamics fields. Droplet growth rates and size distributions are undoubtedly affected by external variables, such as the vertical wind and the wind shear.

In addition, cumulus entrainment and cloud erosion together form one of the central problems in understanding the behavior of cumulus clouds and convective cloud systems. Stammel (1947), and many others following, have shown that a cumulus cloud's interaction with its environment has strong influence on its life cycle. Convective modelers have used, almost exclusively, expressions for entrainment that treat the entrainment rate as an inverse function of the cloud radius. Sloss (1967) and McCarthy (1971) have attempted to verify the E-R relationship; only the latter has had any degree of success (and that was limited) on a small, very specialized, sample of clouds.

The purpose of this study is to contribute to the central objective of GATE (increased understanding of cloud clusters and their relationship to tropical disturbances) by 1) examining the water content of tropical maritime and hurricane cumuli in conjunction with measured draft scale vertical winds, and 2) by computing entrainment rates for selected updrafts isolated through direct measurements of vertical wind.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND PROCEDURES

All microphysical measurements involved in this study were collected aboard NOAA's C-130 aircraft. The water content parameters were obtained with a Lyman-alpha total water content instrument and a Johnson-Williams hot wire cloud droplet liquid water content instrument. Both instruments are described in detail by Willis (1972). The temperatures in the entrainment calculations were measured with a Rosemount total temperature probe. The vertical winds were computed from measurements from a heated angle of attack (α) sensor, (and sideslip angle sensor (β)), and from parameters from a high quality inertial navigation system. The primary parameters from the inertial system were the pitch angle (θ), the vertical motion of the aircraft (V_w) determined by integration of the vertical accelerometer output, the roll angle (r), and the true airspeed calculated as part of the navigation routine (U). The vertical air velocity, or vertical wind (w), was calculated with the following relationship:

\[ w = -U \sin \theta + U \tan \alpha \cos \theta \cos r - U \tan \beta \cos \theta \cos r + V_w \]  

Most GATE data used in this analysis were taken in the east central portion of the B-scale array (around 9° N 23° W), while the hurricane data were taken from Hurricane Gladys (1975) on 1 October when it was located near 30° N 72°W. The GATE convective cloud penetration passes selected for analysis, and those presented, represent typical clouds with fairly typical distributions of water content and vertical winds. The data analysis is primarily accomplished with two computer programs. One computes 3-second running means from 1-second mean values of vertical wind and water contents, and sorts the water content values into class intervals according to mean vertical wind. Then, for each class interval of vertical wind, this program computes 1) the mean total condensate content, 2) the mean cloud droplet liquid water content, and 3) the correlation coefficient between cloud droplet liquid water content and vertical wind.

The second program computes the thermal and the water entrainments. The total water content values have had the vapor baseline subtracted from the data, and thus are values of the total condensate. Correlations are computed between total condensate content and vertical air
velocity as well, but are not presented because the correlation coefficients are generally smaller. The passes at 3300 m contain too few correlations to plot.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the vertical velocity distributions and the mean water content (cloud droplet and total condensate) in clouds at levels from 1000 m to 7800 m. The measurements in all of these clouds were taken at about 1230Z in the east central portion of the B-scale array. The levels given are radar altitudes above mean sea level. In all passes the sample length is 232 seconds. The total condensate content maximum seems to increase slightly with height up to 3300 m where it begins a gradual decrease. Surprisingly, the small droplet content at 1000 m and 1600 m is greater in the downdrafts than in the updrafts. There is no appreciable small droplet content at 7800 m.

In Figure 2, correlation coefficients between cloud liquid water content and vertical air velocity, and between cloud droplet content, and vertical velocity are plotted versus category of vertical velocity. The passes at each level do not necessarily correspond to the passes in Figure 1. A student’s “t” test was performed on the correlation data and only those found to be within the 90% confidence level are presented here. In general, the correlation coefficients tend to be positive and high in moderate updrafts, very small in inactive cloud regions (-1 to +1 vertical wind), and fairly high and negative in weak downdraft regions (-1 to -4).
Figure 3 exhibits the vertical velocity distribution within the eyewall of Hurricane Gladys at 3111 m above mean sea level from a 283-second sample, along with the cloud droplet liquid water content (notice change of scale), and the correlation between the two. The lower graph is a plot of vertical velocity versus cloud water content. The correlation coefficients are smaller for the moderate updrafts than for the GATE clouds. Although the sample size is small, it appears that the cloud droplet liquid water concentration becomes very low in the -2 to -3 m/sec downdraft category. Passes through the hurricane eyewall at higher altitudes demonstrated even lower correlations, even though a broader range of updrafts and downdrafts was experienced.

For the examination of entrainment, only sections of passes characterized by continuous updrafts were computed by multiplying the measured true air speed by the seconds the aircraft was within a continuous updraft. Figure 4a
is a graph of inverse updraft diameter versus the ratio of condensate content to adiabatic water content. The condensate content is the 3-second running mean maximum for the plume. The cloud base values used for the computation of adiabatic water content were obtained from ship tether balloon data. Remember that total condensate content is being used in these comparisons rather than cloud droplet liquid water content. These updrafts are embedded within cloud systems that have complex mixing and precipitation mechanisms, and are not completely isolated clouds. Figure 4b is a plot of the same water content ratios to the height above cloud base. Note that, in general, the ratio of total condensate to the adiabatic value does tend to decrease with height above cloud base. The high values just above cloud base are probably dominated by hydrometers in these updrafts.

The thermal entrainment \( E_t \) was computed according to the equation:

\[
E_t = \frac{\Delta Q + \Delta p L}{\Delta T + \Delta p}\frac{\Delta T}{L} + \frac{\Delta p}{L} (T - T') - (Q - Q')
\]

The terms are defined in the Appendix. The entrainment parameters were converted to \( \text{km}^{-1} \) from \( \text{mb}^{-1} \) using an approximation to the hydrostatic relationship. The cloud environment sounding, which was developed as a mean GATE Phase III sounding, was used (Antipovich, 1975).

Water entrainment \( E_w \) was computed according to the equation:

\[
E_w = \frac{\Delta W + \Delta Q}{\Delta p}\frac{\Delta p}{Q - Q' - W}
\]

The variables are defined in the Appendix. Figure 4c represents the results of the application of the two preceding equations to the GATE data. Table 1 is a list of the specific values plotted and other related parameters.

### Table 1. Synopsis of entrainment calculation input and results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>BEGIN TIME</th>
<th>END TIME</th>
<th>MAX TOTAL CONDENSATE</th>
<th>MAX VV</th>
<th>ELEVATION</th>
<th>DIAMETER</th>
<th>( E_t ) (\text{km}^{-1})</th>
<th>( E_w ) (\text{km}^{-1})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>740905</td>
<td>130059</td>
<td>130231</td>
<td>4.61 g/m³</td>
<td>8.9 m/s</td>
<td>1763 m</td>
<td>3652 m</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcb = 980 mb</td>
<td>132518</td>
<td>132550</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1712</td>
<td>3311</td>
<td>6.61</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcb = 24.2°C</td>
<td>133750</td>
<td>133823</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>1705</td>
<td>3441</td>
<td>4.77</td>
<td>.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qcb = 18.9 g/kg</td>
<td>150040</td>
<td>150105</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>1673</td>
<td>2750</td>
<td>4.87</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>740906</td>
<td>130002</td>
<td>130038</td>
<td>5.14 g/m³</td>
<td>3.9 m/s</td>
<td>2630 m</td>
<td>3814 m</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcb = 930 mb</td>
<td>133038</td>
<td>133109</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1651</td>
<td>1231</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>-.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcb = 18.9°C</td>
<td>133144</td>
<td>133202</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1672</td>
<td>2043</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>-.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qcb = 15.0 g/kg</td>
<td>135348</td>
<td>135448</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2628</td>
<td>6894</td>
<td>4.22</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>740908</td>
<td>130309</td>
<td>130328</td>
<td>4.24 g/m³</td>
<td>5.2 m/s</td>
<td>7792 m</td>
<td>2820 m</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcb = 898 mb</td>
<td>130331</td>
<td>130446</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7790</td>
<td>10874</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcb = 16.1°C</td>
<td>130452</td>
<td>130553</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7802</td>
<td>8981</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qcb = 13.1 g/kg</td>
<td>132705</td>
<td>132718</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7830</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>6.32</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140754</td>
<td>140821</td>
<td>140972</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>7846</td>
<td>4128</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141741</td>
<td>141809</td>
<td>141915</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>7824</td>
<td>4175</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141907</td>
<td>141915</td>
<td>141915</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>7832</td>
<td>1287</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>740914</td>
<td>110919</td>
<td>111014</td>
<td>5.48 g/m³</td>
<td>8.1 m/s</td>
<td>4886 m</td>
<td>6632 m</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pcb = 938 mb</td>
<td>114038</td>
<td>114124</td>
<td>7.43</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>4842</td>
<td>5685</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tcb = 198°C</td>
<td>120219</td>
<td>220302</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>4829</td>
<td>5245</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qcb = 15.9 g/kg</td>
<td>125410</td>
<td>125459</td>
<td>5.55</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5505</td>
<td>6433</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131811</td>
<td>131846</td>
<td>131912</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3239</td>
<td>2174</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145220</td>
<td>145313</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5486</td>
<td>6613</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes an attempt to analyze the Phase III GATE data, and some 1975 hurricane data, so as to exhibit some pertinent features of convection in tropical cloud systems. The distributions of measured vertical air velocities are presented, and it is clear that strong updraft or downdraft does not, at any given instant, span a large fraction of the area covered by visible cloud. In the GATE clouds, the correlation of vertical velocity and cloud droplet liquid water content indicates that values tend to be high in updrafts, as expected, but it is also seen that fairly weak downdrafts are...
characterized by high, small cloud droplet liquid water content.

Entrainment calculations were limited only to sections of cloud passes with measured active continuous updrafts, first by the use of an equation for thermal entrainment, and then by use of an equation for water entrainment. It was found that in the clouds selected for study according to certain boundary conditions and selected criteria, there was no apparent relationship between inverse diameter of the updraft plume and thermal or water entrainment rates. This is not to say that there is no relationship, but only that a greater degree of stratification is required, or a different method of looking at the entrainment parameter is needed to establish a more definite correspondence.

It was thought that since the calculation of entrainment was limited to only active continuous updrafts, and since total condensate content was used, the calculations would be useful. There are several reasons that a dependence on inverse diameter, assuming it is operative, was not shown by these calculations: 1) when actual updrafts embedded in a typical larger convective cloud system are considered, it is probably impossible to adequately describe the characteristics of the air actually being entrained with any environmental sounding; and 2) a single interval from cloud base to the measurement level was utilized in the calculation of the entrainment. The difference in magnitude between the thermal and water entrainments is probably due to this single interval method. It is clear from an analysis of the structure of these clouds that they bear little resemblance to the isolated steady state cloud represented by one dimensional cumulus models. Further studies in this area are necessary.
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7. APPENDIX

Terms in thermal and water entrainment equations are:

\[ Q = \text{mixing ratio (g/kg)} \]
\[ P = \text{pressure (mb)} \]
\[ C_p = \text{specific heat capacity at constant pressure} = .24 \text{ cal/g}^{-\circ}\text{K} \]
\[ L = \text{latent heat of condensation} = 597.3 \text{ cal/g} \]
\[ R = \text{gas constant for moist air} = .117 \text{ cal/g}^{-\circ}\text{K} \]
\[ T = \text{temperature (°K)} \]
\[ T' = \text{temperature out of cloud (°K)} \]
\[ Q' = \text{mixing ratio out of cloud (g/kg)} \]
\[ \Delta Q = Q \text{ at cloud base} - Q \text{ in cloud at altitude} \]
\[ \Delta T = T \text{ at cloud base} - T \text{ in cloud at altitude} \]
\[ \Delta P = P \text{ at cloud base} - P \text{ in cloud at altitude} \]
\[ W = \text{total condensate content (g/m}^3\text{)} \]
\[ \Delta W = W \text{ at cloud base} - W \text{ in cloud at altitude (taken to be zero)} = W \text{ in cloud at altitude (g/m}^3\text{)} \]
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COMPARISONS OF CLOUD MODEL PREDICTIONS:
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1. INTRODUCTION

One measure of our understanding of cloud and precipitation processes is our ability to simulate the essential features of their behavior through numerical cloud models. Model development will progress most rapidly when modelers and observationalists interact iteratively with feedback from one to the other in a mutually supportive fashion. Unfortunately, this approach has been only seldom followed.

A convective cloud modeling workshop was convened by the Bureau of Reclamation's Division of Atmospheric Water Resources Management in Denver, Colorado, on June 11-13, 1975. The main objective of this workshop was to design a specific and continuing effort to close the gap between models and observations and thereby maximize the utility of models to contribute to our understanding of natural and artificially modified convective clouds. The workshop focused its discussions on (1) model initialization data requirements; (2) model verification data requirements, including the method or methods by which model predictions can be time-synchronized with observations of cloud development; and (3) objective model verification criteria.

To lay the foundation for these discussions, each participating modeler presented the results of his model for two standard input data sets, which were sent to him beforehand. The models were compared first to each other and then against such verification data as were available, which were first presented to the modelers at the workshop.

Twenty-two scientists representing several universities, Government agencies, and industrial groups participated in the workshop. Results from three one-dimensional, steady-state models (1D, SS), five one-dimensional, time-dependent models (1D, TD), four two-dimensional, time-dependent, axi-symmetric models (2D, TD, Axi), and two two-dimensional, time-dependent, slab-symmetric models (2D, TD, SLAB) were presented.

The purpose of this paper is to summarize the results of this workshop and indicate what follow-on work is planned or in progress.

2. MODEL PREDICTIONS AND OBSERVATIONS

Data used in the workshop were collected on August 10 and 17, 1973, in the vicinity of St. Louis as part of Project Metromex. They were graciously provided by Dr. Bernice Ackerman of the Illinois State Water Survey, who also participated in the workshop. Input rawinsonde soundings and supporting data that were used to initialize the models are shown in figures 1 and 2 and table 1, respectively.

It can be seen from figures 1 and 2 that the sounding for August 10 was quite unstable while that for August 17 was not so unstable. This resulted, as we shall see later, in the development of clouds with different growth and precipitation characteristics, which is the reason why these 2 days were selected for the workshop cases. Since the input and verification data sets were limited, we were anxious to see if the model predictions could at least distinguish the nature of the convective activity on these 2 days.

Figure 1. Skew-T, Log-P thermodynamic diagram showing initial sounding temperature and dewpoint profiles for St. Louis, Mo., on August 10, 1973, at 1800 L.S.T.
Before discussing the results of the model comparison with observations, several points concerning this phase of the workshop need to be emphasized. First, it should be recognized that the data sets were not collected for this purpose and are, therefore, not as appropriate as they might need to be. The second point is that model runs were necessarily limited by the available input data and program run costs, an expense which was borne by the sponsors of the participating modelers. Considering the sensitivity of model results to input conditions, this is an important point to remember when examining the comparative predictions. Lastly, it should be remembered that a major purpose of this model comparison was to lay the foundation for designing a more explicit and meaningful model-observation experiment that would be conducted in the future.

Tables 2 and 3 give results of the various model runs for clouds which fit into approximately the size of the observed clouds for that day, except for the slab-symmetric models which predict their own size clouds. Table 2 is for August 10 and table 3 is for August 17. In general, the one-dimensional, steady-state models or single parcel Lagrangian models, which are models 1 through 3, predict the taller clouds observed on the days. Their maximum vertical velocities ranged from 15 to 25 m sec\(^{-1}\). Note the different results for model 1 (la and lb of tables 2 and 3). These two sets of results show the model's sensitivity to different initiating impulses of 2 and 1 m sec\(^{-1}\), respectively. This further illustrates the importance of proper model initialization. In general, all of the parameters for each of the three models showed the proper tendency when compared with observations. That is, the parameter differences tended to be of the same sign, though not necessarily of the same magnitude, as the observed differences between August 10 and 17. The rainfall accumulations from these 1D, SS models were not considered to be a realistic prediction and were not taken very seriously by the modelers at the conference.

The one-dimensional, time-dependent (1D, TD) models numbered for the 10th, of which three gave fairly realistic results. For August 17, there were five runs made with one-dimensional, time-dependent models. In general, the one-dimensional, time-dependent models gave lower cloud tops than the steady-state models. The bases were predicted by these models and, in some cases, checked out fairly well, and in all cases within one grid interval of observed cloud base. Maximum vertical velocities for these models on August 10 ranged from 16 to 19.8 m sec\(^{-1}\) and on August 17 from 11.4 to 21.5 m sec\(^{-1}\). The rain rates on August 10 were up to 54 mm hr\(^{-1}\), which agreed well with the observations for that size cloud. Rainfall accumulated on the ground in these models was, in general, less than observed. Two of these models did predict hail at the ground, which was observed, and most of the models predicted the right tendency, at least partly.

The two-dimensional, time-dependent (2D, TD) slab models predicted a field of clouds and were successful in predicting the proper tendency from the 10th to the 17th. In addition, the cloud tops, vertical velocity maximum, maximum rain rate, and maximum accumulated rainfall were within the range of the observations. Neither of these models predicted significant hail at the ground, although one of them does include a hail process.

\[\text{Figure 2. Skew-T analysis showing temperature and dewpoint profiles for St. Louis, Mo., on August 17, 1973, at 1300 L.S.T.}\]

\[\text{Figure 3. Comparison between observed radar echo-top height (solid lines) and predicted time-height cross section (dashed) from three models for August 10 and 17, 1973. Note the similar characteristics of models and observations.}\]
### Table 1. MODEL WORKSHOP INITIALIZATION DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>August 10, 1973</th>
<th>August 17, 1973</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cloud properties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updraft radius (km)</td>
<td>1.0, 2.0*</td>
<td>1.0, 2.0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base height (km)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCN (G, K)**</td>
<td>4493.7, 0.29</td>
<td>1597.8, 0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Nuclei (No./l at -16° C)</td>
<td>0.1-0.15</td>
<td>0.1-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environmental properties</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface maximum temperature (° C)</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>29.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corresponding dew point (° C)</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average sub-cloud convergence (sec⁻¹)</td>
<td>-1.0 x 10⁻⁴</td>
<td>-5 x 10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Use these as standards of comparisons, other radii optional

**N(cm⁻³) = CSK, where S is supersaturation

The two-dimensional, time-dependent, axi-symmetric models predicted tops within the range of the observations and, in general, had good predictions of cloud base. Their maximum vertical velocities were larger, ranging from 20 to 29 sec⁻¹ on August 10 and from 8 to 13 m sec⁻¹ on the 17th. In general, their clouds were larger than the slab model clouds. Except for one model, their maximum rain rates were in the proper range and where they were run on both cases they caught the proper tendency from the 10th to the 17th. Also, two of the two-dimensional, time-dependent, axi-symmetric models predicted hail on the 10th and not on the 17th.

It should be noted that the two-dimensional models predict a considerable amount of additional information that is worthy of comparison but could not be used because of the limited observations.

In general then, the models predicted the characteristics of convection on these 2 days and gave quantitative information about rainfall rates and quantities of rain from individual cells in most cases and from the whole field of convective clouds in two cases. The factor of three difference in rainfall rate in the observations was predicted in some of the models. The vertical velocity of the observations came from the rise of echo heights, which is probably an underestimate of the vertical velocity.

The time for integration is indicated in the last row of tables 1 and 2. It is seen that the time range from a few seconds to 2 hours for the one-dimensional models and up to 4 hours for the two-dimensional, time-dependent models. The axi-symmetrical models treat a single cloud, whereas the slab models treat a field of clouds, and their integration can then continue for longer times. One of the axi-symmetrical models has quite detailed microphysics, including the ice stage, and its time required was not greater than the field-of-motion model.

Dr. Ackerman stressed the fact that convection on both of these days was characterized by a series of pulses, as is convection on most days. However, the data requested from the modelers did not include time-height histories, although some of the presentations indicated a spectrum of clouds. One field-of-motion model predicted the evolution of the cloud-size scales quite accurately. The other field-of-motion model gave radar echoes, and those data (dashed lines) have been plotted on figure 3, which also shows the observed rise of echoes (solid lines) on August 10 and August 17. The echo data from the model were analyzed after the fact, being initialized from the time of observed first echo. Again, the general characteristics of the convection are captured by the numerical simulations.

3. **INITIALIZATION AND VERIFICATION DATA REQUIREMENTS**

Specific observations required to initialize and verify a model will vary according to the complexity of the model. The following observations, listed in general order of priority, were considered important for initializing models:

a. "Representative" rawinsondes close in time and space to the appearance of the first cloud, and serial releases every 2 hours thereafter.

b. Mesoscale Beta (30-150 km) divergence measurements every 2 km up to 20 km.

c. Cloud condensation nuclei activity spectra at cloud base and 5 km.

d. Cloud base temperature and size and magnitude of updraft velocity at cloud base during developing stage.

e. Surface observations of temperature, humidity, and winds from mesoscale Alpha (10-50 km) network.

f. Ice nuclei activation spectra at cloud base as a function of supersaturation and temperature.

g. Giant nuclei (5-20 µm) number density at cloud base.

h. Cloud cover.
Table 2. AUGUST 10, 1973 - CLOUD MODEL RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>la</th>
<th>lb</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (km)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.1-5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top (km)</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>9-10.3-14.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base (km)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max W (m/sec)</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max rain rate (mm/hr)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfall depth (mm)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hail at ground</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper tendency</td>
<td>August 10 to August 17</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>Partly</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer time (sec)</td>
<td>(CDC 660)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>7,200</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14,000</td>
<td>9,600</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. AUGUST 17, 1973 - CLOUD MODEL RESULTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>la</th>
<th>lb</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>Observations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radius (km)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top (km)</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base (km)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W max (m/sec)</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max rainfall rate (mm/hr)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>**16</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>215</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainfall depth (mm)</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hail at ground</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer time (sec)</td>
<td>(CDC 6600)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>2,100</td>
<td>4,600</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6,400</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cloud Growth to Model Domain Top.  **Cumulative rain plots at different times used to give rain rates after the fact.  ***Results completed after the workshop.  #Initial and fully developed cloud radii.  +Model 8 omitted due to inapplicability of warm cloud simulations to this case.  "Same model, different initial conditions: initiating impulse 2.0 and 1.0 m sec\(^{-1}\) for la and lb, respectively.  *Model 13 omitted due to insufficient computer resources.
Verification data requirements, listed in general order of priority are:

a. Radar (preferably 10 cm) — Life history for as many clouds as possible for each experimental day.
   (1) First echo height, base and top defined by 10-20 dBz contour.
   (2) Time — height (h) plot of average and variance of reflectivity (Z) over each cell, where a cell is defined by about the 10-20 dBz contour. (Exact contour to be determined in preliminary analysis.)
   (3) x-h cross-section versus time through maximum reflectivity, preferably in plane (x) of wind or direction of echo movement.
   (4) Maximum Z versus time.
   (5) Maximum reflectivity for cell: time, x, and h position.
   (6) Areal distribution (x, y) of maximum height of echo above 10-20 dBz (contoured) and maximum echo reflectivity every 30 minutes.

b. Aircraft
   (1) Drop-size distribution at cloud base in updraft during developing stage.
   (2) Partitioning of water substance into liquid and ice, averaged over the updraft, for cloud-size particles (r<100 µm) and precipitation-size particles (r>100 µm) at the height of maximum reflectivity of the first radar echo.
   (3) Temperature, rate of climb, and vapor in updraft and downdraft.
   (4) Average cloud drop distribution over updraft and downdraft.
   (5) Precipitation distribution at cloud base.

c. Surface rainfall and hail, maximum rain rate over 5 minutes and total precipitation from cell.

d. Rawinsonde, continued serial ascents, monitoring the changes in environment.

e. Visual cloud characteristics:
   (1) Time lapse.
   (2) Satellite — areal distribution.
   (3) Human observation.

NOTE: Appearance of first echo (10-20 dBz) is the synchronization time between models and observations.

4. OBJECTIVE MODEL VERIFICATION CRITERIA

   It was suggested that the verification of models must be objective and allow for natural variability between clouds on a given day, thus leading to careful verification of intermediate stages leading to precipitation. The sequence of verifiable events must be identified for each model. A figure-of-merit (FOM) test statistic was recommended for model verification between predicted (P₁) and observed (O₁) parameters,

   \[
   \text{FOM} = \frac{\sum w_i \left( \frac{P_i - O_i}{\max(P_i/O_i)} \right)^2}{N}
   \]

   where \( w_i \) is a weighting factor that is proportional to the parameters’ certainty and/or importance and \( N \) is the number of parameters considered. A summation value of zero is a perfect score and one is a perfect bust.

   It was recognized that even if precise initial conditions were known, the assumptions required to make models physically and computationally reasonable would preclude the exact duplication of the real cloud. However, a model can provide insight into the characteristic nature and time scale of clouds and precipitation that develop in the air mass represented by the given sounding. By making several runs with reasonable variations in initial conditions, as indicated by observations, it should be possible to describe the range of cloud types that could be expected.

5. CONCLUSIONS

   The modeling workshop was an extremely useful first step in narrowing the gap between models and observations. It provided encouragement to the modelers by showing the ability of most models to properly characterize cloud development on the two test days. In no case were modelers trying to predict the actions of a particular cloud. They did, however, try to predict important precipitation mechanisms, types, and regions, and the detection in quantitative terms of the importance of the ice process on August 10 and its unimportance on August 17 is significant.

   The workshop produced a list of observations for initializing and verifying models and suggested objective verification criteria. In the future, another workshop may be called to consider a more complete data set which is being collected primarily for this purpose as part of Project HIPLEX.

   Computer-manpower resources expended in conducting this workshop were considerable. The value gained in building confidence in models, defining problems, and discussing observations made the effort worthwhile.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A hailstorm called the Fleming storm occurred on 21 June 1972 in the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE) project area. Many observations were taken of the storm and a paper has been written by Browning and Foote (1976) concerning the storm. A numerical simulation using an atmospheric sounding from that particular day taken at Sterling, Colorado, has been employed as initial conditions for our two-dimensional, time-dependent cloud model. Several points of similarity occurred in the numerical simulation and the conceptual (largely observational) two-dimensional flow field that Browning and Foote developed for that storm (Fig. 1). Although in general we do not claim that two-dimensional, time-dependent models can simulate the details of a particular storm, still there were enough similarities on this day between the observations and the model results to probe the numerical results a little more thoroughly and relate them to the observed features of the storm for that day.

2. CLOUD MODEL

A two-dimensional, time-dependent cloud model, developed from the work of Orville (1965), Liu and Orville (1969), and Wisner et al. (1972), was used to integrate the equations on a 20 km square grid in the x-z plane with 200 m spacing. A density-weighted stream function has been used to extend the model to deep convection. Atmospheric motion, potential temperature, water vapor, cloud liquid, rain, cloud ice, and precipitating ice (graupel and small hail) are the primary dependent variables in the set of nonlinear partial differential equations which constitute the model. Production of cloud water and ice, rain and precipitating ice are simulated in the water conservation equations. Ideas from Kessler (1969) and Berry (1968) are used in the equations for production of rain from cloud water. Precipitating ice is formed by freezing rain by means of an equation due to Bigg (1953), and through an approximation to the Bergeron-Findeisen process (Orville and Kopp, 1974) with an equation that

![Fig. 1. Vertical section showing features of the visual cloud boundaries of the Fleming storm at 1630-1640 MDT superimposed on the pattern of radar echo. The section is oriented in the direction of travel of the storm. Two levels of radar reflectivity are represented by different densities of hatched shading. Areas of cloud devoid of detectable echo are shown stippled. Short, thin arrows skirting the boundary of the vault represent a hailstones trajectory. The thin lines are streamlines of airflow relative to the storm drawn to be consistent with the other observations. To the right of the diagram is a profile of the wind component along the storm's direction of travel, derived from a Sterling sounding 50 km south of the storm. (Figure taken from Browning and Foote (1976))](image-url)
transforms cloud liquid to precipitating ice. Accretion of cloud water by rain, cloud water and cloud ice by hail, and rain by hail is modeled. Wet and dry growth of hail and the shedding of rain from hail are simulated. An exponential size distribution is assumed for rain (Marshall-Palmer, 1948) and for hail, which is consistent with observations by Douglas (1960), and Federer and Waldvogel (1975). Cloud water freezes to cloud ice isobarically (Saunders, 1957) at a pre-selected temperature. Cloud liquid and ice travel with the airflow, while rain and precipitating ice fall out with terminal velocities related to the mass-weighted diameter of the precipitation. Evaporation of all forms of cloud particles can occur, and melting of frozen particles is simulated.

On the left and right boundaries, the horizontal gradients of each variable are assumed to be zero. At the top boundary all variables are held constant. Temperature and water vapor vary at the lower boundary, the earth's surface, to simulate heating and evaporation and cloud shadow effects, while the stream function is held constant. Rain and precipitating ice are permitted to fall onto the surface.

3. RESULTS

Conditions for this day are given in the Browning and Foote (1976) paper and are shown in Fig. 2 here. Light surface winds from the south less than 10 m sec\(^{-1}\) were overlain by strong upper level winds from the west-northwest greater than 50 m sec\(^{-1}\). The used initial winds were winds of about 2 m sec\(^{-1}\) from right to left in the lower levels below 1 km, and only 10 m sec\(^{-1}\) from left to right in the upper level. Our general experience in simulating actual observations in 2-D models is to use only a fraction of the actual winds, particularly in mid-levels, or else the convection will be inhibited and clouds advected rapidly off the grid.

The times of most intense convection in this particular simulation are shown in Figs. 3a-h. These are "snapshots" of the storm taken at 3-min intervals, starting at 99 minutes of simulated real time. Features that can be compared with the Browning-Foote cross section (Fig. 1) are the presence of pedestal and shelf clouds, evident particularly in the first few graphs, the rounded dome of the main cloud top, and the associated diverging streamline flow at about 10 to 12 km above ground level (AGL), and the general flow pattern of sloping updraft and strong inflow from the right. Keep in mind that Fig. 1 shows relative storm motions and Fig. 3 actual storm motions and streamlines.

The circulation illustrated by the streamlines is of the classical two-cell type at the early stages of the numerical integration. Figure 3a shows mid-level flow coming in from the rear of the storm; that is, from the left, turning into a downdraft in the main precipitation region slightly to the left of the mountain ridge and then reverse flow back out to the left of the domain, the first of the cells. At the same time there is low-level inflow from the right (Fig. 3a) that feeds a sloping updraft upshear with upper level outflow toward the right to complete the large-scale cell on the right of the grid. As the precipitation impinges on the mountain ridge in Figs. 3b and 3c, no reverse flow is possible and motion down the mountain slope is then obvious. A gust front is evident in these first few panels (Figs. 3a to 3e), accelerating from speeds of 12 km hr\(^{-1}\) to 24 km hr\(^{-1}\). An arrow indicates the streamline separating inflow from the front and inflow from the back. After this gust front moves off the grid in Fig. 3f at 114 min, the storm loses its intensity and dissipates shortly thereafter. Inflow from the right boundary is forced higher and higher; inflow from the first km is completely shut off in Fig. 3h (120 min). The updraft slope allows the main precipitation to fall out to the left, or the upshear, portion of the updraft with smaller amounts of precipitation being stripped off the upper parts of the updraft and advected to the right of the domain. This results in the appendages of the precipitating ice field shown in Figs. 3b and 3c.

The precipitation fields (only values greater than 1 gm kg\(^{-1}\) illustrated) show hail in the upper levels melting to rain in the lower levels (Figs. 3a, b, c). The rain spreads out
over the mountain ridge (Figs. 3c, d). Some of the rain is recycled into the updraft, evident in Figs. 3f, g, and h. Figures 3f and 3g show that the hail rapidly consumes any rain present at temperatures below 0°C so that only a small amount of rain is left at the 3 km level (AGL) in Fig. 3g. This occurs because of the accretion of the rain by the hail. Maximum depth of hail and rain on the ground was 2.8 cm and 3.0 cm, respectively, which is the greatest amount of hail in any of our numerical simulations.

The radar echoes are shown in Figs. 4a-d at 6 min intervals starting at 99 minutes of simulated real time. They correspond to Figs. 3a, 3c, 3e, and 3g. These figures show that the radar echo is much more extensive than the precipitation fields illustrated in Fig. 3 (limited to 1 gmkg⁻¹ or greater values). The overhang evident in these radar echo patterns is caused by the precipitation that has been stripped off the upper part of the sloping updraft and recycled to the right of the domain. The overhang is caused primarily by small amounts of precipitating ice, which, in the modified Marshall-Palmer distribution would be primarily the graupel and small hail particles. The radar reflectivity factor patterns show the precipitation cascade where radar reflectivity factors approach 66 - 67 dBz over an extended depth in the atmosphere. The patterns are more important than the maximum values, because the ice parameterization overestimates the dBz values. The movement of the gust front and the reverse flow aloft are crucial to the maintenance of the radar overhang as it then moves to the right with the gust front. The particles in the overhang have terminal velocities about equal to the air vertical velocity and so do not fall out until passed to the downdraft portion of the circulation, or at least to weaker updrafts.

Figures 5a-e and 6a-g show the vertical velocity and buoyancy fields at 3 min intervals. Comparison of these fields at 105 and 108 minutes (Figs. 5a, b; 6c, d) shows that the buoyancy maximum is well correlated with an accelerating updraft, which has at 108 min (Fig. 5b) reached 26 m sec⁻¹ to 311 minutes the velocity maximum has reached the diverging portion of the streamlines and the buoyancy maximum splits into two parts at the 8 km level (AGL). (Figs. 6d, e). At this time the vertical velocity field and the buoyancy field are decoupled and the vertical velocity bubble at 8 - 10 km height then weakens noticeably. However, the accelerating updraft at 108 minutes (Fig. 5b) has caused a convergence of the streamlines in that region (4 to 6 km AGL and over the mountain ridge in Fig. 3d), and the effect of the compensation for ∂ρw/∂z by ∂ρ/∂x means that a bubble in both vertical velocity and buoyancy is left behind. These bubbles in velocity and temperature excess form a second convective cell to the right of the main updraft path and leads to the concept of a large circulation cell upon which is superimposed smaller perturbations.

The two-dimensionality of the model does accentuate this process, but we suspect that three-dimensional simulations will show similar constrictions connected with accelerating updrafts. The constrictions seen in rapidly growing cloud turrets may be a manifestation of an accelerating updraft.

This second buoyant cell is obvious in Figs. 5c, d; 6e, f. The cell, with a maximum vertical velocity of 16 m sec⁻¹ at 314 min, accelerates to a vertical velocity of 29 m sec⁻¹ at 114 minutes. The buoyancy bubble at the same time is advected upwards in the atmosphere and from 114 to 117 min (Figs. 6, g) splits into two just as the previous cell had done. The warm bubbles caused by this splitting of the buoyant cell at about 10 km (AGL) are advected both to the right and to the left of the main updraft region. The advection speed is about 15 to 20 m sec⁻¹, in agreement with the horizontal winds at these levels.

These buoyancy patterns have indicated two main cells forming the primary cloud, each cell of 10 to 15 minutes duration, but they overlap slightly so that the primary storm lifetime is approximately 20 minutes. The pedestal cloud can be identified with the buoyancy bubbles in their early stages (Figs. 6b and 3b; Figs. 6d and 3d).

The large negative temperature deviations in Figs. 6c-g are due to the overshoot into the stable stratospheric regions. The negative buoyancy in the sub-cloud layer can be traced backwards to the first fallout of rain and the evaporative cooling caused by the rain. This cool region is then advected over the mountain ridge and into the updraft region in Figs. 6e, f, and g at 311, 114, and 117 min, respectively.

SUMMARY

The importance of the sloping updraft is evident in the results. The upshear slope of the updraft means that the precipitation can fall into the lower atmosphere and with only minor recycling not affect the main updraft by loading. The diverging flow aloft strips off smaller amounts of precipitation and creates the radar overhang.

The radar overhang is intimately connected with the accelerating gust front, which is also an important feature of the similar model storm. The gust front movement towards moist air means that a greater percentage of the air flows into the storm from the front than from the back, although inflow is from both directions. The movement of the gust front off the grid to the right of the domain signifies the death of this particular model storm, cutting off flow from the lower surface layers. A wider domain would, we believe, lead to an even longer lasting storm.

The accelerating updrafts associated with warm buoyant bubbles in the atmosphere lead to cellular patterns and a general picture in which the larger storm scale circulation has superimposed on it smaller perturbations which travel up the main sloping updraft and intensify the storm periodically.

The vertical velocity and buoyancy fields are correlated in the accelerating stage of the updraft and are decoupled in the decelerating stage where the streamlines flow is diverging sharply. The buoyancy bubbles separate at the inversion levels and the centers advect downward; that is, both to the right and to the left of the
main updraft region. Although not shown in these graphs because of shortage of space, the base of the shelf cloud region is at an inversion level 5 km (AGL), (the shelf cloud is indeed a manifestation of the inversion level), and it was obvious in the early stages of the integration that buoyant bubbles were splitting at that inversion level and spreading in the horizontal, just as the main cells did at the tropopause later.

Cool updrafts are indicated in the subcloud region, which in this simulation have their source from evaporating rain at an earlier stage. Slight recycling of rain occurs in the updraft, but not enough to significantly load or kill the updraft. Formation of pedestal clouds, shelf clouds, rounded dome topping off at about 13.7 km (msl), the sloping updrafts, and some features of the radar pattern are all characteristic features of the observations for that day. The flow from the rear into the gust front, the lack of any weak echo vault in the model simulations, and the mismatch of the height of the shelf cloud are obvious disagreements with the observations.

These results, combined with several other model simulations using real data, have led us to be encouraged that the general convective characteristics and primary precipitation processes on a particular day may be detected via the use of numerical simulations. Consequently, models of this complexity might be an aid in evaluating field projects and possibly might even be used for predictions with the next generation computers. The main improvement to the model needs to be made in the simulation of hail (via modeling of discrete size intervals) and is being accomplished at this time.
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Fig. 3a-h. Numerical simulation of cloud and precipitation evolution in a vertical cross section of the atmosphere, 20 km on a side. A mountain ridge 1 km high is centered on the lower boundary. Cloud areas (100% relative humidity) are outlined by the solid lines; the stream function illustrates the airflow and is given by the dashed lines (contour interval $5 \times 10^3$ kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ except in (f) and (h) where the interval is $1 \times 10^4$ kg m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$). The symbols $\cdot$ and $\ast$ denote rainwater and graupel or hail contents greater than $1$ gm kg$^{-1}$, respectively, and the $S$ denotes cloud ice regions. Figure 3a is for 99 min of simulated real time, the other figures follow at 3 min intervals, the last being for 120 min. The arrow on the lower border denotes the gust front. Major tick marks are 1 km apart.
Fig. 4a-d. Radar reflectivity factor patterns at (a) 99 min, (b) 105 min, (c) 111 min, and (d) 117 min. The contours are for every 10 dBz starting at 10 dBz.
Fig. 5a-e. The vertical velocity fields at (a) 105 min, (b) 108 min, (c) 111 min, (d) 114 min, and (e) 117 min. Contour interval is 5 m s$^{-1}$, the values greater than 10 m s$^{-1}$ are shaded (negative values less than -10 m s$^{-1}$ have opposite slant).
Fig. 6a-g. The temperature deviation from the initial conditions (°C) for (a) 99 min, (b) 102 min, (c) 105 min, (d) 108 min, (e) 111 min, (f) 114 min, and (g) 117 min. Areas with temperature changes greater than the absolute value of 2°C are shaded in (a) and (b) where contour intervals are for every °C, and for values greater than absolute value of 2.5°C in (c) through (g) where the interval is 2.5°C. Vertical shading denotes cool regions; horizontal shading is warm regions.
INTRODUCTION

The mechanism of cold, negatively buoyant downdrafts in Cumulonimbus clouds is a not completely clear phenomenon. Byers and BrRham (1949) in "The Thunderstorm" attributed it to the precipitation which initiates the downdraft by the drag and cools it by evaporation. Most of the numerical cloud models adopted this point of view, assuming that in the presence of any liquid water, the air is saturated. However, Kaburova and Ludlam (1966) have proved that typical raindrops evaporate so slowly, that for reasonable rainfall intensity they can provide negative buoyancy only at very low downward velocities, or at very low hydrostatic stability of the ambient air. Recently Girard and List (1975) took this fact into account in a fairly sophisticated model, showing that the rainfall can induce a cold downdraft but only of short duration. Thus the mechanism of quasi-steady cold downdrafts which is an essential feature of squall lines or supercell storms is still unclear.

Haman (1973) suggested that entrainment of air from the neighbouring updraft which is rich in small, fast evaporating droplets may explain this phenomenon. However, effect of entrainment of liquid water which chills the updraft by evaporation, is in this mechanism partly compensated by parallel entrainment of positive buoyancy and opposite vertical momentum. This suggested, that there might be only a limited range of conditions under which such mechanism of chilling and maintaining the downdraft would work. A qualitative analysis performed in mentioned paper by Haman (1973) confirmed this supposition, but a numerical experiment was necessary for more quantitative information. Performing this experiment was the primary goal of the present work, described shortly in the sections 2 and 3.

However, in course of computations, it was found, that the effect of entrainment from the neighbouring updraft for realistic values of entrainment rates and stratifications, is less effective than it had been formerly expected, particularly in the lower portions of the cloud. Search for another mechanism brought the authors to a hypothesis, that if the updraft-downdraft interface is slanted, the precipitation falling from the updraft may supply additional amount of fast evaporating water. It seems, that the fraction of updraft's liquid water contained in droplets with diameter within the range 0.3 - 0.7 mm, can be effective in driving the downdraft below the cloud base.

THE MODEL

2.1 Description

The model used in the present paper consists of one-dimensional, purely buoyant (no perturbation pressure forces) updraft and also one-dimensional, purely buoyant downdraft, in form of steady jets with top hat profiles of all variables. The updraft entrains the air from ambient environment; the downdraft - from the updraft and eventually from the environment as well (Fig.1). A monodisperse rain is allowed to fall through the downdraft, interacting with small droplet fraction and water vapour, by condensation-evaporation and coalescence. Small droplet fraction is assumed to have zero free-fall velocity and to evaporate instantly in unsaturated air. Intensity of the rainfall is predetermined at the top of the downdraft. Entrainment into the updraft is assumed constant; for the downdraft, it has been parameterized in various ways. For the updraft the initial conditions with respect to altitude (Cauchy type) are determined at the assumed cloud base, for the downdraft - at certain pre-determined level ("computational top"), at which the downdraft is assumed to have already a non-zero velocity. The computations are started from calculation of the vertical profile of the updraft, from the cloud base to the "computational top" of the downdraft. Then initial conditions for the downdraft, consistent with the updraft properties, are formulated and vertical profile for the downdraft computed. Let us notice, that in this way only the influence of the updraft upon the downdraft is taken into account. Consideration of mutual interaction is very complex from mathematical point of view and presumably would not help much in understanding the physics of the problem.

2.2 Equations

Equations are essentially the same as used by Haman (1973), except that the thermodynamics is less simplified and contains
the effects of rainfall. Below only equations for downdraft are given; those for updraft differ from them only formally.

The following symbolics is used:
- B - ventilation factor;
- $c_p$ - specific heat of air at constant pressure;
- $c_w$ - specific heat of water (liquid);
- $E$ - coalescence efficiency for rain and small droplet fraction (SDF), in computations assumed 0.64;
- $g$ - gravity acceleration;
- $L$ - latent heat of water condensation;
- $m$ - raindrop mass;
- $N$ - number of raindrops in unit volume;
- $q$ - specific humidity;
- $Q(p,T)$ - saturation specific humidity;
- $p$ - hydrostatic pressure in ambient air;
- $r$ - raindrop radius;
- $R$ - linear scale of the downdraft or updraft (for instance, radius);
- $T$ - temperature (Kelvines);
- $V$ - horizontal velocity;
- $w$ - vertical velocity (positive upwards); $z$ - vertical coordinate (positive upwards);
- $w_0$ - ambient air into downdraft;
- $w_0^+$ - partial entrainment coefficient (ambient air into downdraft);
- $w_0^+$ - partial entrainment coefficient (updraft air into downdraft);
- $w$ - vertical velocity of raindrops with radius $r$;
- $\mu$ - partial entrainment coefficient;
- $\mu^+$ - partial entrainment coefficient (for downdraft or updraft (for instance, radius);
- $\mu^+$ - partial entrainment coefficient (for downdraft or updraft (for instance, radius).

Indices: "o" - refers to the ambient air; "r" - refers to the downdraft; "u" - refers to the updraft; "v" - refers to the liquid water.

Few other symbols are explained in the text. All units in SI, if not otherwise stated.

Equations:

$$\mu = \frac{1}{\rho_w} \frac{d \rho(p,T)}{dz} ; \mu^+ = \mu^+ \ldots (1)$$

$$w^+ \frac{dw}{dz} = \left( q_o - q^+ - q^+ - \frac{N \rho w^+}{\rho v^+} \right) \frac{dm}{dz} \ldots (2)$$

$$d(w^+ - w^+) = \rho_o \left( q_o - q^+ - q^+ - \frac{N \rho w^+}{\rho v^+} \right) \frac{dm}{dz} \ldots (3)$$

If $q + V > Q(p,T)$ then $q = Q(p,T) \ldots (4)$

If $q + V < Q(p,T)$ then $V < 0 \ldots (5)$

$$P = \frac{1}{\rho w^+} \frac{d \rho w^+}{dz} \ldots (6)$$

$$\left( c_\rho + \frac{2 \rho w^+}{\rho w^+} \right) \frac{d \rho w^+}{dz} = \frac{1}{\rho w^+} \frac{d \rho w^+}{dz} + \mu^+ \varepsilon \left[ \rho w^+ - c_\rho (T^+ - T) \right] + \mu^+ \left[ \rho w^+ - c_\rho (T^+ - T) \right] \ldots (7)$$

$$\left( c_\rho + \frac{2 \rho w^+}{\rho w^+} \right) \frac{d \rho w^+}{dz} = \frac{1}{\rho w^+} \frac{d \rho w^+}{dz} + \mu^+ \varepsilon \left[ \rho w^+ - c_\rho (T^+ - T) \right] + \mu^+ \left[ \rho w^+ - c_\rho (T^+ - T) \right] \ldots (8)$$

$$\mu^+ \varepsilon \left[ \rho w^+ - c_\rho (T^+ - T) \right] + \mu^+ \left[ \rho w^+ - c_\rho (T^+ - T) \right] \ldots (9)$$

$$\mu^+ \varepsilon \left[ \rho w^+ - c_\rho (T^+ - T) \right] + \mu^+ \left[ \rho w^+ - c_\rho (T^+ - T) \right] \ldots (10)$$

The following parametrizations of $\mu^+$ were used:

$$\mu^+ = \text{const}; \mu^+ = \text{const} \ldots (11)$$

The number of variants analyzed within the present experiment is too large to permit full discussion within a paper of so limited volume; some parts of the experiment are still being continued; thus, only general conclusions illustrated by few examples (Fig. 2-4) are given here. In their interpretation one should remember, that the model is based on physically clear, but often unrealistic assumptions (for instance, non-dispersive rain), and adoption of the presented conclusions to the real clouds must be made with sort of inter- or extrapolation.

All downdrafts used as illustrations in this paper have been calculated for stratifications and updraft profiles given on the Fig. 2. Downdrafts were started at 7000 m ("computational top"). Downdraft computations were terminated if $|w^+|$ became smaller than 0.1 m/s. The downdrafts were tested for their sensitivity to initial conditions, ambient stratification and entrainment parametrization.

The general conclusions are as follows:

Entrainment of upward momentum and positive buoyancy might have an essential restraining effect on the downdraft in its most upper portion (below the "computational top"). Presence of rainfall drag and negative buoyancy at "computational top" help sometimes to overcome this effect. Initial values of $w^+$ and $w^+$ are of secondary importance. In central and lower parts of the downdraft the role of rain is negligible or even negative (washout of small droplet fraction). This suggests that the mechanism proposed by Byers and Braham (1949), being probably essential at the initial stage of the downdraft, is not responsible for its further behaviour. It is worth of noting, that downdraft with no entrainment penetrates fairly deeply downwards as warm downdraft, mainly due to downwards momentum acquired in its upper part and not diluted below.

The downdraft behaviour depends essentially on the value of $\mu^+$ but any reasonable parametrization of $\mu^+$ brings to fairly similar results as $\mu^+ = \text{const}$; the feedbacks present in the assumed parametrization scheme tend to stabilize $\mu^+$ along or on considerable portions of the downdraft. Additional entrainment of ambient, cloudless air invigorates in certain cases the downdraft by more intense evaporation in the saturated part, but the downdraft earlier shifts from saturated to unsaturated regime of motion. Let us notice that in most cases conventional to realistic stratifications and values of $\mu^+$ this change results in fast loss of negative buoyancy.

No reasonable choice of the parameters of the model and environmental stra-
tification has been found till now, which would give downdrafts terminating lower than 1000 m above the cloud base. Thus another mechanism seems to be necessary for an explanation of the existence of fairly steady, cold downdrafts reaching the surface.

4. NEW HYPOTHESIS

The results presented in the previous section show, that the entrainment of cloudy air from the updraft, though fairly effective in upper and central parts of the cloud, is not likely to drive the cold downdraft to the ground, even to the cloud base.

Let us now suppose that the updraft is slanted and placed above the downdraft (Fig. 5). Since the cloud and precipitation droplets in the updraft have certain gravitational sedimentation speed \( w_r \), they will move across the updraft-downdraft interface (provided that the turbulence is unable to obscure this process). If the droplets are small enough, that they can be assumed to evaporate instantly in unsaturated air (as SDF in previous model), keeping the downdraft nearly saturated in a belt of width \( R_t \), the effect of their transfer will be equivalent to adding to the term \( \mu^* V^* \) in Eqs. (3) and (6) a new one:

\[
\mu^* V^* \frac{N_r a g V_r}{w_r} c t g \alpha \tag{15}
\]

where index "g" refers to the average properties of the part of \( V^* \) which participates in the considered process.

If radii of droplets are so large, that assumption of instantaneous evaporation becomes too crude, their effect can be calculated as for rainfall, and for droplets with radius \( r \), introduced as an additional expression in Eqs. (3) and (6):

\[
N_r a g V_r \frac{a g V_r}{w_r c t g \alpha} \tag{16}
\]

where \( N_r \) and \( V_r \) correspond to the fraction of \( V^* \) with radius \( r \).

Simple considerations upon the kinematics of droplets motion close to the updraft-downdraft interface show, that the concentration of droplets on both sides of the interface should be the same. Thus the expression:

\[
\mu^* V^* = \frac{a g V_r}{w_r c t g \alpha} \tag{17}
\]

should be an overestimate of (16); note that \( r \) refers now to the droplets in the updraft, so that the evaporating surface of droplets is overestimated by that at the beginning.

Let us notice, that while (15) is too crude as an overestimate of evaporation of too large droplets, (17) is too crude for too small ones and while the first one depends on the size of the downdraft, the second one does not. Substituting: \( R_t = 1000; w_r = 5; c t g \alpha = 1; w_g = 1 \) (droplets about 0.2 mm in diameter) we find \( \mu^* V^* = 2 \times 10^{-4} \), which is close to the lower limit of the significant to the downdraft maintenance. The same value 2 \times 10^{-4} we find for \( \mu^* V^* \) in (17) substituting: \( a g V_r = 10^3; a - q_r \approx 10^{-5} \) \( R_t = 0.5 \) mm. This means, that with the accuracy to the particular choice of data in the above examples (which seems to be fairly reasona-
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Fig. 2. Stratification and updraft profiles. $k = (y - y_0) / (T - T_0)$ where $y$, $y_0$, $T$, $T_0$: dry-adiabatic, wet-adiabatic and environmental lapse rates; $z$-independent rel. humidity 85% $\mu^m = 0.00015$; at cloud base $z = 1200 \text{m}$, $p = 880 \text{mb}$, $T_0 = 18^\circ \text{C}$.

Fig. 3. Downdraft profiles. See section 3. $\mu^m = 0$; updraft as "1" on Fig. 2.
1: $\mu^m = 0$; 2: $\mu^m = -0.0003$; 3: $\mu^m = -0.0004$.

Fig. 4. Downdraft profiles. See section 3. $\mu^m = -0.0004$; updraft as "1" on Fig. 2.
1: $\mu^m = -0.0003$; 2: $\mu^m = -0.0004$; 3: $\mu^m = -0.0007$.

Fig. 5. Updraft-downdraft configuration. See section 4.

Fig. 6. Downdraft profiles. See section 4. $\mu^m = -0.0003$; updraft as "1" on Fig. 2.
1: $\beta = 0$; 2: $\beta = 0.001$; 3: $\beta = 0.002$; 4: $\beta = 0.005$.

Fig. 7. Downdraft profiles. See section 4. $\mu^m = -0.0003$; $\mu^m = -0.0006$; $\beta = 0.003$; updrafts as on Fig. 2.
The conclusions of this section are based on a model of cumulonimbus convection in temperate atmospheres. The model is three-dimensional with horizontal grid points at 1 km intervals and 19 levels in the vertical. The vertical resolution is 50 mb. The input heat is determined by the vertical extent of the available potential energy while the initiation and early development was found to differ significantly from the tropical cloud. In particular, the model built up the main convective cell from smaller cells. This is relevant to the ideas of bubble or successive thermal theories of convection discussed notably by Scorer and Ludlam (1953) and used recently by Mason and Jonas (1974) in an attempt to account for the drop size distribution in cumulus.

The model is three-dimensional with 15 x 15 x 19 grid points; 15 x 15 in the horizontal at 1 km intervals and 19 levels in the vertical. The vertical resolution is 50 mb.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently the three-dimensional numerical model, developed by Miller and Pearce (1974) to study deep tropical convection, has been extended to cover conditions appropriate to temperate latitudes. The mode of initiation and early development was found to differ significantly from the tropical cloud. In particular, the model built up the main convective cell from smaller cells. This is relevant to the ideas of bubble or successive thermal theories of convection discussed notably by Scorer and Ludlam (1953) and used recently by Mason and Jonas (1974) in an attempt to account for the drop size distribution in cumulus.

The model is three-dimensional with 15 x 15 x 19 grid points; 15 x 15 in the horizontal at 1 km intervals and 19 levels in the vertical. The vertical resolution is 50 mb.

2. INITIATION AND SUCCESSIVE THERMAL DEVELOPMENT

Three types of initiation have been used. Firstly heat and/or moisture bubbles (e.g. Takeda 1971); secondly continuous heating, with corresponding moisture increase, to put in 0.5 to 5°C excess temperature in a short time (∼4 mins), as used by Miller and Pearce; and thirdly, the computationally wasteful but more realistic continuous heating at about 2°C hr⁻¹ of the lowest layers of the atmosphere.

These have been used to initiate convection in various temperate and tropical atmospheric soundings, some with light vertical wind shear and some with an initially stagnant atmosphere. The conclusions of this section are based on a total of about 25 integrations.

2.1 General findings of the model

It appears that the convective bubbles developed by the model may be explained in terms of 'gravity' or 'buoyancy' waves, two modes being excited. The low wave number (0.15 km⁻¹) represents the cloud as a whole and extends throughout the depth possible for convection; the high wave number (1.3 to 5 km⁻¹), gives rise to the smaller cells. The two waves will be referred to as the 1 cell and 2 cells respectively. Successive 2 cells will be referred to as 2, 2, etc, and the reader is directed to Fig 1 where these can readily be seen.

The scale and amplitude of the 1 cell is determined by the vertical extent of the available potential energy while the 2 cells are, in the model, controlled by the initiation process. The input heat determines their amplitude but, because of the discontinuous transition from dry to moist convection, their scale is related to the height of the condensation level above the ground. There is a complex link between the 1 and 2 cells but the variation of the ratio of their amplitude gives rise to distinct types of clouds as the following three selected examples demonstrate.

a) A mid-latitude sounding taken about 1 hour before the onset of convection. Initiation is by a heat bubble excess 2°C put into the lowest two levels of the model in the centre kilometre square.

b) The same sounding but with uniform heating at 1.5°C hr⁻¹ in the lowest level (975 mb) and 0.75°C hr⁻¹ at the next level (925 mb). Convection is initiated in the required spot by heating 4 grid points at an additional 0.5 and 0.25°C hr⁻¹ at the respective levels. Heating is terminated when cloud cover forms at about 50 mins.

c) A moist tropical sounding initiated as (b).

Integration of case (c) shows the bubble has enough energy to rise through the condensation level but the surrounding air is stable and prevents any general release of potential instability. Consequently the cloud retains its initial form as it rises through the atmosphere, being composed of a 2 cell only. This is meteorologically unrealistic but might be representative of an intense local heat source, for example a fairly large explosion in the 1 kiloton of T.N.T. range.

Case (b) represents the more natural process where the heat is put in gradually. The model forms the 2 cell from the input heat and as it moves away from the boundary layer the convergence zone below it amplifies the 2 cell, the potential energy of the ascent is released, and the cloud forms as a 1 cell with three, and the beginning of a fourth, 2 cell. However the cells would be obscured and to an observer the cloud would appear single celled with development taking place in pulses as the successive 2 cells reach the top and dissipated. This example is presented in more detail later. (Fig 1).

Finally in case (c), that of a tropical cloud, the initial perturbation grows vigorously and easily releases the available potential instability. This gives rise to smaller amplitude and shorter wavelength 2 cells which more easily merge with the 1 cell leading to a smoother development.
Fig. 1. The results of the numerical integration of case b. Uniform wind shear was applied in the x-direction; 6 m s\(^{-1}\) at 375 mb to \(-7\) m s\(^{-1}\) at 300 mb and reducing again to zero at the tropopause (225 mb). The figures show a vertical cross-section through the middle of the cloud parallel to the shear. The horizontal and vertical velocities are superimposed to give an indication of the circulation through the cloud. Contour intervals in all except the rain water content are in units of 2. Rain water contours are in units of 1. No ice phase is included.

Grid size 1 km x 1 km x 50 mb.
2.2 Details of one integration

Fig 1 shows the results of an integration with a temperate latitude sounding. There is vertical wind shear only in the x-direction, with $u$ proportional to the pressure, ranging from 6 ms$^{-1}$ at 975 mb to -7 ms$^{-1}$ at 300 mb and falling to zero at the tropopause (225 mb). Convection is started by heating the whole grid as for case (b) and initiated in the centre by adjusting the extra heating of the four grid points so that they move with the wind and arrive in the centre of the grid when the cloud first forms, at about 50 mins. Fig 1 shows a vertical cross-section through the centre of the cloud with the horizontal direction parallel to the shear. The cloud also has structure at right angles to this cross-section with similar dimensions but, in the absence of y-directional shear, it is symmetrical.

Fig 1a shows the cloud soon after condensation first occurs. The break in the cloud is simply a product of the contouring routine. It must be stressed at this stage that in the integration the cloud has been treated as a warm cloud. Crudely the effect of the release of the latent heat of fusion would give a more vigorous development at the top of the cloud but, as a preliminary investigation with the inclusion of the ice phase has confirmed, this does not significantly alter the general mode of development.

2.3 Comparison between a sheared and stagnant atmosphere

The integration in Fig 1 was first performed for an initially stagnant atmosphere. Then the $\chi_1$ cell rose in a similar manner, but vertically, with the $\chi_2$ cell following, the final form being very similar to Fig 1b. After that however the rain, that can be seen forming in the $\chi_1$ cell, fell through the $\chi_2$ cell, not to the side as in the sheared case (Fig 1c). The increased weight of liquid water modified the subsequent development preventing any $\chi_3$, or later cells, forming. The other major difference was that in the non-sheared flow the rain fell most of the way in the cloud, i.e. in a saturated region. This gave an unrealistically high precipitation rate of 153 mm hr$^{-1}$. However with shear, the rain fell outside the cloud and could evaporate, bringing the maximum precipitation rate down to 35 mm hr$^{-1}$. Without shear 75% of condensed water fell as precipitation, with the shear used in the above example this dropped to about 25% and the maximum to fall at any point on the ground was 3.3 cm and 2.1 cm respectively.

3. CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that a three-dimensional numerical model of mid-latitude cumulonimbus predicts that the growth of the cloud will be by successive thermals in contrast to the tropical cumulonimbus which appears to have a much smoother development. The initiation generates gravity waves whose growth is affected by the basic sounding and it is the ratio of the amplitude of the two largest gravity waves that determines the mode of development. In a tropical cloud the $\chi_1$ cell dominates whereas in the mid-latitude cumulonimbus they have similar amplitudes.
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A NUMERICAL MODEL OF THE SYSTEM OF CONVECTIVE CLOUDS AND SHOWERS FOR WIND CHANGE WITH HEIGHT

S. L. Lebedev

All-Union Research Institute of Hydrometeorological Information - World Data Centre
Hydrometeorological Service of the USSR
Obninsk, Kaluga

In mathematical modeling of an individual convective cloud which is the only one in infinitely large space the buoyancy force can be regarded as proportional to the deviation of virtual temperature from its initial values. On the lateral boundaries of the solution region which is large enough the state of air can be assumed not to differ from the initial one. The convection with a single cloud development described by such model is rather uncommon in real atmosphere. Usually air mass convection is followed by the development of the system of clouds which recur periodically in horizontal direction. As this takes place the variables characterizing air vary with time both inside the clouds and between them. This feature should be taken into account in calculating the buoyancy force and in prescribing the conditions on the lateral boundaries of a convective cell. If on these boundaries the derivatives of the desired functions with respect to the boundary normal are taken to equal zero then, provided the buoyancy force is calculated properly, the solution will reflect the cloud system evolution in the air mass in which the ambient wind does not vary with height. When the wind varies with height the boundary conditions spoked above do not reflect reality on the lateral boundaries of a cell which are not parallel to the wind.

The peculiarities mentioned above as well as some other specific features of the problem have been taken into account in the calculations given below. The model obtained differs significantly from other three-dimensional non-stationary models of convection under wind variation with height (see Pastushkov, 1972; Steiner, 1973; Miller and Pearce, 1974; Wilhelmson, 1974). One of the distinguishing features of the model obtained is that it describes simultaneously both the system of the clouds with any length of its lifetime and the precipitation occurrence. The calculations are based on the set of equations, derived by the author (1966) while designing the first three-dimensional non-stationary model of convection with precipitating cloud deve-

\[
\frac{\partial u^*}{\partial t} = -f - F,
\]

\[
\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = -\left(\mu + u\right) \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} - v \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z}
\]

\[
+ \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \rho f \right)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = -\left(\mu + u\right) \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} - v \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial T}{\partial z}
\]

\[
+ \left( C_p + \rho \epsilon \frac{\partial E}{\partial T} \right) \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ -\frac{\partial w^*}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial y} \frac{\partial m}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial x} \frac{\partial m}{\partial x} \right) \right],
\]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 \psi}{\partial y^2} = -\frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial (\rho \psi)}{\partial x},
\]

\[
F = g \left( \frac{T_e}{T_e} - 1 \right) - \rho g - (U \cdot u) \frac{\partial w^*}{\partial x} - v \frac{\partial w^*}{\partial y}
\]

\[
- \frac{\partial w^*}{\partial z} + \nabla \Delta w^*,
\]

\[
u = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial x}, \quad v = \frac{\partial \psi}{\partial y},
\]

\[
E = E_0 \exp \left( \frac{a \lambda_3 - \alpha_2}{\lambda_3 - \alpha_2} \right),
\]

\[
\eta = \sigma B \left[ 1 - \exp \left( -a \rho m \right) \right],
\]
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\[ T_e = [1 + 0.6 \cos(\pi \Phi)] \cdot T, \]
\[ m = F - \frac{E}{\beta}, \quad \bar{F} = \frac{1}{S} \int_0^L \Phi \, dx \, dy, \]
\[ \bar{T}_e = \frac{1}{S} \int_0^L T_e \, dx \, dy, \]
\[ \bar{\Phi} = \begin{cases} 0, & m > 0, \\
1, & m \leq 0, \end{cases} \quad \delta = \delta(m), \]

where \( x, y, z \) are rectangular Cartesian coordinates (the \( x \)-axis is directed vertically upward), \( t \) is the time, \( \Delta = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2}. \)

The prescribed constants are: \( C_p \) the specific heat of air at constant pressure, \( \gamma \) the latent heat of condensation of water vapor, \( \gamma \) the acceleration of gravity, \( \sigma \) the turbulent diffusion coefficient, \( \beta \) the horizontal section area of the solution region; \( B, a, E, \Phi, \Omega, \alpha, \lambda, \delta, m, \) \( n \) are the constants determined empirically; the prescribed functions of \( \delta \) are: \( p \) the atmospheric pressure, \( \varphi \) the air density, \( \lambda \) the ambient wind velocity. The main values sought are: \( u, v, w \) velocity components of the air movement called convection, \( Q \) the total water content per unit mass, \( T \) the air temperature (K), \( m \) the total water content per unit mass (the notion of the liquid water content involves negative values also). To obtain these variables it is necessary to calculate the horizontal velocity potential \( \varphi \), the saturation vapor pressure \( \Phi \), the virtual temperature \( T_v \), the mean weighted velocity of raindrops fall as related to the air \( \Phi \), the delta function \( \delta \); \( T_e, \Phi_e, \varphi_e \) are the variables determined by the expressions of the set of equations.

The solution is sought in the inside region limited by the planes \( \chi = A, \chi = A, \)
\[ \eta = 0, \eta = -A, \]
and \( \zeta = H, \) where \( A, H \) are the prescribed constants. The periodicity of the process in time is given by the expressions, which were used by the author earlier (1973) and connect both the desired functions on the opposite boundaries, perpendicular to the wind and the derivatives of these functions
\[ \frac{\partial u}{\partial \chi} = \frac{\partial u}{\partial \eta} = 0, \quad \frac{\partial u}{\partial \zeta} = \frac{\partial u}{\partial \zeta} = 0. \]

The boundary conditions for \( Q, \varphi, \Phi \) are the same here. While providing a unique solution these boundary conditions along with others do not prevent varying with time of the derivatives of the desired functions with respect to \( \chi \) on the boundaries \( \chi = A, \chi = A. \) On the vertical boundaries parallel to the wind the derivatives of \( u, v, w, \varphi, Q, \Phi, \) \( \varphi \) with respect to \( \eta \) are equal to zero. On the lower boundary \( \varphi = 0, \) \( Q \) is the prescribed constant, \( \varphi \) is the prescribed function of \( t; \) on the upper boundary \( \varphi = 0, \) \( Q \) \( \varphi, \) \( \Phi \) are the prescribed constants.

The problem considered was solved for four wind profiles under the same initial conditions (see the Table). Some results of the solution are presented in Figures 1, 2, 3. They show the atmospheric sections under wind profiles \( a, b, c, d. \) The sections were made by the vertical plane, that is parallel to the wind and passes through the point at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Pressure (mb)</th>
<th>Temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Dew Point (°C)</th>
<th>Wind (m/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>15.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>917</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>0, 2, 4, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2250</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>698</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3750</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4500</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5250</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>-12.5</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6000</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>-13.0</td>
<td>-17.0</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6750</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>-16.5</td>
<td>-21.5</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7500</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>-19.0</td>
<td>-26.0</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8250</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>-20.5</td>
<td>-30.5</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9000</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
<td>-35.0</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9750</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>-23.0</td>
<td>-39.5</td>
<td>0, 3, 5, 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 1. Vertical sections of the atmosphere 30 minutes after the convection started under different (a, b, c, d) wind profiles.

I - cloud boundaries, 2 - the isolines of liquid water content ( gr/m³ ), 3 - the isotherms ( °C ), 4 - the isolines of vertical velocity ( m/sec ), 5 - the upper boundary of convection influence.

Fig. 2. Vertical sections of the atmosphere one hour after the convection started ( for the legend see Fig. 1 ).
which the initial temperature impulse was prescribed. The pattern recurs periodically as the $Z$-axis is extended. In the direction perpendicular to the wind the solution is also periodic (not illustrated). For the no-wind case (a) the two perpendicular sections which pass through the point of prescribing the temperature impulse are identical. When the wind changes with height (b, c, d cases) the clouds in all the cells stretch in the wind direction as time passes and merge with neighbouring clouds into billows. After some period of time these billows stop increasing in diameter: cloudiness alternates with cloudlessness in the perpendicular to the wind direction. Heavy lasting rain fell out in no-wind case (Fig. 3a); slight short-period rainfall - in (b) case (Fig. 3b) and in (c) case (rain lasted less than 1 hour 40 minutes); and there was no rain in the case of maximum wind variation with height (d). From one profile to another the intensity of the processes decreases as the derivative of wind velocity with respect to the height increases.
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ON SPREADING AND WASHOUT OF ADMIXTURES IN CUMULI RAIN CLOUDS
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of physical processes taking place in cumuli rain clouds appears to be the most actual problem both of the modern Cloud Physics and of the active influences on these processes. Since air-plane sounding or the study of such clouds with the help of mechanical devices is very difficult so the injection of radioactive or radioactivated tracers into them appears to be almost the only method of investigation of the processes occuring inside the cloud and of the behaviour of aerosols having entered it.

Tracer investigations of clouds were carried out in a number of works presented in the list of references of this paper. It was shown that the tracer injected into Cb was spreading in all directions and wasn’t associated with the transition of the cloud system. Velocities of such transitions were shown to be very high and the washout of aerosol tracers was going on rather effectively.

2. EXPERIMENT

While continuing such tracer investigations in the run of 1972 and 1974 we carried out 11 natural experiments on the proving ground in the Moldavian SSR. In these experiments radioactive Po$^{210}$, $^{32}$P or simultaneously Po$^{210}$ and heavy water D$_2$O were injected into the fixed point of the powerful clouds Cb with the help of rockets. Sampling was performed on the proving ground in the radius of 20 km and the highest density of sampling devices was concentrated in the circle of 10 km radius.

All in all almost 180 sampling devices representing polyethylene cones were exposed with the sampling area of about 0.3 m$^2$. Precipitation gathered from one Cb was brought for analysis to the laboratory by automobiles and a helicopter. During the experiment beside the exposed sampling devices mobile points were located in various directions from the base. Samples were being gathered at the interval of 2 min. both into the vessels and on the plotting boards where separate drops were captured. The precipitation gathered was concentrated and Po was separated with a subsequent deposition by the natural electrolysis on the copper plate in the electrolyzer heated up to the temperature of $\sim 80^\circ\text{C}$. Then radioactivity of Po$^{210}$ was measured. Chemical yield of Po$^{210}$ was determined by Po$^{210}$_e. Plotting-boards with separate drops were put into contact with nuclear emulsion of the type A-2 sensitive to $\alpha$-particles. After photoexposition and developing $\alpha$-tracks were studied and their calculation was performed on the area which was in contact with the track of the drop. The background was studied by the control plates. These measurements enabled us to determine the time of arrival of first portions of the isotopes injected and at the same time gave a possibility to determine velocity of isotopes spreading in various directions from the injection point.

The amount of deuterium in the samples was measured with the help of a mass-spectrometer by the ratio to the standard. Radar data were widely used in these experiments.

3. RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

An example of spreading of Po$^{210}$ and deuterium field during the experiment of the 20th of July, 1974 is presented in Fig. 1. Isolines restrict the field of their spreading to the values which may be well ascribed to the tracer injected and which exceed the background values. As we see the area of spreading of Po$^{210}$ aerosols considerably exceeds the spreading area of deuterium. In Fig. 2 an example of the scheme of situation of the mobile points is given where the moment of appearance of the tracer at the fixed point was determined by the measured radioactivity of separate drops and the velocity of spreading of admixture injected into the frontal part of the large-drop zone was estimated. The evolution of a projection of the large-drop zone in time is presented by closed curves. Velocity of admixture spreading from the injection point is indicated by arrows. The maximum velocity is directed to the opposite side of the cloud transfer.

The data on concentration variation of deuterium and Po$^{210}$ in precipitation during their falling in different points of the proving ground are presented in Fig. 3.
These data show the high velocity of spreading of polonium aerosols. From the analysis of the data obtained from 11 experiments we may draw the following conclusions:

1) When injecting the tracer into the frontal part of the developing large-drop center regardless of the height of the injection point it is transferred to the rear part of the cloud where the maximum density of the fallout is marked. Here the intensive process of washout takes place. The occurrence of the tracer in the front of displacement of the cloud coincides in time and in trajectory of the transfer of the rear part of the large-drop zone.

2) At the presence of several large-drop zones in the cloud the tracer is spreading mainly in that zone in which it has been injected. Evidently, separate large-drop centers represent independent cells of the storm-cloud and possess a certain autonomy.
3) When injecting Po\textsuperscript{210} and deuterium into the frontal part of the large-drop center the admixture is washed out on the large area. According to approximate evaluations the highest velocities of admixture transfer are observed in the opposite side from the general air mass transfer and the displacement of the large-drop zone and are of 50-60 m/s. Velocities in other directions are of 20-24 m/s. This proves to the fact that in the frontal part of the large-drop zone there are convective streams which transfer the admixture into the rear part of the cloud with high velocities. As a result of strong turbulence in clouds the tracers quickly mix up in them.

4) When injecting the tracer into the central part of the large-drop zone the admixture is spreading in all directions from the injection point and practically is independent of the air stream direction at the height of the cloud. The velocity of admixture spreading is considerably higher than that of wind. When the admixture is injected during the stage of the cloud’s growth the fallout bears a scrap-form character while the spreading velocity of admixture in different directions varies 6-60 m/s.

5) While injecting the isotope into the large-drop zone, being in the decay state, the density maximum of tracer fallout is observed below the epicenter of its injection.

6) In some cases in the zone of maximum concentration of tracer fallout the effect of its dilution by a less active precipitation is observed.

7) By introducing the admixture into the rear part of the cloud the character of the fallout distribution depends upon the height of the injection point. In the case when Po\textsuperscript{210} was injected into the rear part of the large-drop zone at the height of 1000 m and deuterium at the height of 5000 m the maximum fallout was observed at some distance in the direction of transition of that zone; the admixture was transferred to the frontal part of the large-drop zone at velocities of 19-26 m/s and was washed out in the direction of the displacement of the cloud.

When injecting the admixture into the rear of the large-drop zone, located in the rear part of the cloud, the density maximum of the fallout was observed below the epicenter of the injection point of the tracer. The spreading velocity of admixture was 9-17 m/s.

8) Radioisotope Po\textsuperscript{210} is washed out in the area of 2-3 times larger than that of deuterium.

9) Investigations showed that coagulation of aerosol particles carrying Po\textsuperscript{210} was going on very quickly and that it was washed out with raindrops of a mass varying from 1 to 3 mg (radius - 600-1000 \(\mu\)m). The drops of such size during the intensive washout bear maximum radioactivity.

10) When studying spreading fields of Po\textsuperscript{210} and deuterium, Po\textsuperscript{210} was found to spread in a larger area. This may testify to the presence of different mechanisms of spreading. Heavy water after breaking up the head of the rocket evaporates with a subsequent condensation on the drops. Deuterium is spreading together with the drops. Po\textsuperscript{210} can also coagulate with drops and together with them can spread in the cloud. Nevertheless, having in mind a large spreading area of Po\textsuperscript{210} it is possible to assume that Po\textsuperscript{210} being in the state of aerosols and possessing high electrical mobility can be transferred simultaneously with turbulent whirlwinds under the influence of electric fields and coagulate with drops only at some distance from the explosion point.

All the conclusions given are experimentally confirmed and because of the limited volume of the paper it was impossible to give a full proof of these statements.

The results presented are of great interest both for the theory of Clouds and for the practice of active influences on cloud systems.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF MICROPHYSICAL PROCESSES AND THEIR INFLUENCE UPON THE DYNAMICS OF A CONVECTIVE CLOUD
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Theoretical study of microphysical processes in a convective cloud and their interaction with cloud dynamics are of considerable interest for understanding physics of natural and artificial precipitation initiation.

In the first section of the work one dimensional nonstationary model of precipitation forming kinetics in a mixed convective cloud is developed. A system of linearized kinetic equations of coagulation, describing convective transfer and sedimentation of large cloud particles (droplets, crystals), their gravitational coagulation with small droplets, large droplet breakup and freezing is expressed as:

\[ n_0(m_0,t) + \frac{1}{2} \int V(m_0,\sigma) n_0(m_0,\tau) \, d\tau = -n_0(m_0,t) \sigma_0(n_0(m_0) \, d\lambda + \int V(n_0(m_0,\tau) \, d\tau) - n_0(m_0,t) \sigma_0(m_0,\lambda) \, d\lambda \]

\[ \int V(n_0(m_0,\tau) \, d\tau) - n_0(m_0,t) \sigma_0(m_0,\lambda) \, d\lambda \]

Here \( n_0(m_0,\tau) \) and \( n_0(m_0,\tau) \) are the functions of \( m_0 \) mass distribution at the space point with vertical coordinate \( \tau \) at time moment \( t \) of large droplets and ice particles respectively; \( n_0(m_0) \) is a function of small droplet mass distribution which was given in an exponential form. Initial spectrum of large droplets at cloud base was accepted monodisperse as well as exponential, \( \sigma_0(m_0,\lambda) \) is the probability of a large \( m_0 \) mass droplet coagulation with a small \( m_0 \) mass droplet; \( \sigma_0 \) is the probability of coagulation between an ice particle and a small droplet. To compute \( \sigma_0(m_0,\lambda) \) and \( \sigma_0(m_0,\lambda) \) expression of gravitational coagulation was used. Rate of cloud particle motion was accepted equal to \( \omega(m,\lambda) = V(m,\lambda) \), while the dynamics of updraft was given stationary in a form of certain profile of convective flow rate with the height \( V(z) \), \( V(z) \) is the final (established) velocity or fall as a function of particle size. \( \omega(m_0,\lambda) \) and \( \omega(m_0,\lambda) \) are droplet breakup and freezing probabilities respectively (Srivastava, 1971). \( Q_0(m_0,\lambda) \) is \( m_0 \) mass droplet distribution produced while \( m_0 \) mass droplet breakup

\[ Q_0(m_0,\lambda) = \sigma_0(n_0(m_0) \, d\lambda + \int V(n_0(m_0,\tau) \, d\tau) - n_0(m_0,t) \sigma_0(m_0,\lambda) \, d\lambda \]

(1) \( \{\} \) was numerically solved by the Monte Carlo method (Enucashvili and Begalishvili, 1972; Enucashvili et al., 1974). Probability nature of coagulation, breakup and freezing allowed to carry out numerical simulation of these processes. During the time step a history of each large cloud particle was performed. Unknown functions of distribution were determined by numbers of filling cells of phase space in each time step.

From results of numerical experiments carried out following conclusions may be drawn:

1. One-fold rise and lowering of particles in a convective cloud model (with concentration and water content of small droplets equal to \( N_0 = 300 \, \text{cm}^{-3} \) and \( V_0 = 10 \, \text{cm/s} \)) resulted in formation of large ice particles with sizes of \( 1 \, \text{cm} \) order radius during an hour of physical time. In this case it is necessary that at the beginning of the process at cloud base large droplets of mean sizes with radii of \( 5 \times 10^{-2} \, \text{cm} \) should be present.

2. Process of crystallization began in the model on higher levels of relatively small droplet freezing and expanded downward while droplets of larger sizes were freezing. Time of crystallization was in a satisfactory agreement with real times of crystallization in a cloud.

3. Process of large droplet breakup resulted in formation of small thickness chain process layer at cloud base and did not influence upon formation of precipitation droplet spectrum and characteristics of liquid precipitation fallout as well.

4. Formation of liquid accumulative zones above the level of maximum rate of flow was not observed in the model, since accepted thermal stratification consistent with temperate latitudes favoured large droplet crystallization above the level of maximum rate of flow.

In the second section of the work numerical simulation of warm convective cloud life cycle is carried out within the framework of space axisymmetric model and with allowance for main micro- and macrophysical processes. At a certain stage of cloud evolution instantaneous formation of large droplets in the local region of a cloud is simulated, later on while studying the evolution of large droplet spectrum the following processes are considered: convective transfer of large droplets, turbulent mixing, sedimentation, condensation (evaporation), gravitational coagulation with small
droplets in terms of the continuous growth mechanism and the breakup of large droplets. To control the influence of large droplet evolution upon the macrocharacteristics of a cloud following the processes are considered: entrainment of cloud air by moving large droplets, latent heat liberation (absorption) during large droplet condensation (evaporation) and small cloud droplet absorption by large ones. A joint system of hydrothermodynamic and kinetic equations in a cylindrical system of coordinates is expressed as

$$\frac{d\mathbf{w}}{dt} = \lambda \mathbf{V} - \mathbf{F} \mathbf{w} ; \quad \frac{d\mathbf{p}}{dt} = (x \cdot \gamma) \mathbf{w} + l \left( \mathbf{P} + \mathbf{P} \mathbf{w} \right) + \mathbf{F} \mathbf{\gamma};$$

$$\frac{d\mathbf{q}}{dt} = \gamma \mathbf{w} - \mathbf{Q} + \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{w} ; \quad \frac{d\mathbf{v}}{dt} = \mathbf{P} - \mathbf{P} \mathbf{w} + \mathbf{F} \mathbf{V};$$

$$\frac{d\mathbf{m}}{dt} + \mathbf{Q} \mathbf{V} + \left( \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{V} \right) \mathbf{m} + \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ \mathbf{P} + \mathbf{P} \mathbf{w} \right] = -n \left( \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{V} \right) \mathbf{V} \mathbf{m} + \mathbf{F} \mathbf{V} \mathbf{m} ;$$

$$\frac{d\mathbf{q}}{dt} + \frac{\partial\mathbf{v}}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial\mathbf{w}}{\partial z} = 0.$$

The operators $\frac{d}{dt}$ and $\mathbf{F}$ are expressed as

$$\frac{d}{dt} = u \frac{\partial}{\partial x} + v \frac{\partial}{\partial y} + w \frac{\partial}{\partial z} ; \quad \mathbf{F} = \mathbf{G} \mathbf{V} + \gamma \mathbf{V} \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \gamma \mathbf{V} \mathbf{w},$$

where $\gamma$ is a turbulent coefficient. Here $u, w$ are the radial and vertical components of air motion rate, $v, z$-radial and vertical coordinates (axis $z$ is directed upward), $\gamma, q$ -temperature and humidity deviations from their values $\mathbf{G}(x)$ and $\mathbf{G}(z)$ in nondisturbed atmosphere, $\gamma$ -cloud water content, $\gamma, \mathbf{V}$ -vertical and dry-adiabatic temperature gradient, $\gamma$ -latent heat of condensation, $\gamma = \mathbf{G}(x)$ - gravitational acceleration, $\mathbf{G}$ -specific air heat with the constant pressure, $\mathbf{G}$ - the vertical gradient of specific humidity, $\mathbf{P}$ and $\mathbf{P}$ -rates of condensation (evaporation) of cloud (small) and large droplets respectively, $\mathbf{P} \mathbf{w}$ -rates of condensation and coagulation growth of a single large droplet, $\mathbf{F}$ - large droplet force of pressure upon the cloud air mass

$$\mathbf{v} = \int f(m) n(m, \mathbf{v}, z, t) dm$$

where $f(m)$ is the large droplet force entraining air. Term $\langle \mathbf{V} \mathbf{w} \rangle$, describes small cloud droplet absorption by large ones,

$$\left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{w}}{\partial t} \right)_k = k \left( \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{V} \right) \mathbf{m}$$

$k$ is number of droplets produced during large droplet breakup. Describing the mechanism of large droplet breakup it has been assumed that a drop broke up into droplets of equal sizes. This circumstance allowed to oversimplify the mathematical description of breakup mechanism.

Initial and boundary conditions for given problem are expressed as

$$z = 0 \quad \mathbf{w} = \mathbf{w}_1 \quad \mathbf{q} = \mathbf{q}_1 \quad \mathbf{m} = \mathbf{m}_1 \quad \mathbf{V} = 0 ;$$

with $z = \infty \quad \mathbf{w} = \mathbf{w}_0 \quad \mathbf{q} = \mathbf{q}_0 \quad \mathbf{m} = \mathbf{m}_0 \quad \mathbf{V} = 0.$

To solve the problem an explicit numerical scheme was used satisfying conservation laws. The kinetic equation was solved by means of non-linear monotone numerical scheme (Mishveladze, Malbakhov, 1976).

Results of estimations gave possibility to follow a single warm convective cell evolution since its initiation up to precipitation fallout and the further dissipation of the cell. Integrated characteristics of rain spectrum (intensity, duration, total mass of precipitation, etc.) are estimated. It proved to be that total mass of precipitation was determined mainly by the location of large droplet initiation zone in a cloud. In a number of cases cloud "self-seeding" by large droplets took place which appeared to be reinvolved in the process of precipitation formation inside the cloud. In addition, precipitation formation and its droplet fallout resulted in a significant transformation of a cloud. In this case cloud lower part washout by the flow of falling large droplets was observed resulting in the formation of downdraft under the cloud, and its further dissipation.
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THE EFFECTS OF PRESSURE PERTURBATION ON PRECIPITATING CLOUDS

Chang-Shin Chen
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Rapid City, South Dakota 57701

1. INTRODUCTION

In most of the one-dimensional cloud model simulations, the vertical pressure distribution is often assumed hydrostatic and pressures inside and outside the cloud regions are equal. However, the studies of two-dimensional cloud simulations by Wilhelmsen and Ogura (1972) show that the pressure difference inside and outside the cloud regions is not small; thus the perturbation pressure gradient force in the vertical direction cannot be ignored as it has some contribution to the vertical motion. Holton (1973) developed a diagnostic equation for the pressure perturbation field in the cloud region. He found that the vertical velocity profile is improved from a sharp decreasing velocity profile above the level of maximum vertical velocity to a near parabolic velocity distribution in a shallow, convective, non-precipitating, steady-state cloud.

In the present study, the anelastic approximation is used to develop the diagnostic equation to account for the deep convective cloud dynamics. The present model simulates more cloud microphysical processes than Holton, including condensation/evaporation, water and ice phase precipitation mechanisms. The cases are run on a real sounding. The comparison of case studies is made in order to study the effects of pressure perturbation on the dynamics and microphysics of clouds.

2. MODEL

In this model, the Asai-Kasahara (1967) dynamic framework is adopted, which consists of two concentric air columns: an inner column corresponding to the cloud region and an outer concentric annular column corresponding to the environment. The physical quantities are averaged in the cloud and the environmental regions. The mixing of the cloud and the environment is simulated by using mixing length theory. The mixing consists of two parts: the lateral eddy mixing term, which is proportional to the vertical gradient of the physical quantity, and the dynamic entrainment term, which is proportional to the horizontal gradient scaled by the cloud radius. The microphysical processes are adopted from the model developed by Wisner et al. (1972). The interactions and formation of water substances, i.e., water vapor, cloud water, rainwater, and hail are simulated by the bulk parameterization. The development of the governing equation is discussed briefly with all symbols defined in the appendix.

The motion is assumed to be axisymmetrical. The equations of motion in the horizontal and vertical directions are

\[
\frac{3}{\partial t} \left( \rho_o u \right) + \frac{1}{r} \frac{3}{\partial r} \left( \rho_o u u \right) + \frac{3}{\partial z} \left( \rho_o u v \right) = - \frac{3}{\partial r} (\Delta p) \tag{1}
\]

\[
\frac{2}{\partial t} \left( \rho_o v \right) + \frac{1}{r} \frac{3}{\partial r} \left( \rho_o u v \right) + \frac{3}{\partial z} \left( \rho_o v v \right) = - \frac{3}{\partial z} (\Delta p) \tag{2}
\]

The continuity equation in the locally incompressible flow is

\[
\frac{1}{r} \frac{3}{\partial r} (\rho_o u v) + \frac{3}{\partial z} (\rho_o v v) = 0
\]

where a mass-weighted divergence \( \delta \) can be defined as

\[
\delta = \frac{1}{r} \frac{3}{\partial r} (\rho_o u v) = - \frac{3}{\partial z} (\rho_o v v)
\]

Differentiating (1) with respect to \( r \) and adding (1)/\( r \), we get a horizontal divergence equation. We can also get a divergence equation by differentiating (2) with respect to \( z \). We use these two equations to eliminate the time-dependent term. The equation of continuity is used to manipulate terms; thus we get the diagnostic equation for the pressure perturbation

\[
\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial h^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) \Delta p = \frac{3}{\partial z} \left( \rho_o \left( \frac{\Delta T}{T_v} - \tau_p \right) \right)
\]

\[
- \frac{1}{r} \frac{3}{\partial r} (\rho o u u) + \frac{3}{\partial z} (\rho_o v v)
\]

\[
+ \frac{3}{\partial z} \left( \rho_o u v \right) - \frac{3}{\partial z} \left( \rho_o v v \right)
\]

In the following discussion the variables with subscript \( a \) and \( b \) represent the cloud and environment values, respectively. The
perturbation method and the averaging method used by Asai-Kasahara are applied here for developing the averaged equations. The notation is neglected for simplicity. The assumption used by Holton \(\nabla_{h}(\Delta p) = -k^2(\Delta p)\), gives the averaged diagnostic equation

\[
\left(\frac{3\Delta}{\Delta z^2} - k^2\right)(\Delta p) = \frac{3}{\Delta z}(\rho \frac{\Delta T}{T_v} - \tau_p) \\
+ \left(\frac{2w}{a} - \frac{\Delta a}{\Delta z}\right)\frac{\Delta a}{a} - \frac{3}{\Delta z}\left(\nu a - \nu_a - \frac{\Delta a}{\Delta z}\right) \\
+ \frac{2}{\Delta z^2}\nu - \frac{\nu}{\Delta z}\left(\rho \frac{\Delta T}{T_v}\right) - \frac{\Delta a}{\Delta z}
\]

(4)

The averaged prognostic equations in the cloud region are written in short form as follows

\[
\frac{3A_a}{\Delta z} = \frac{\Delta A_a}{\Delta z} + \frac{2w}{a} + \frac{\Delta a}{\Delta z}\left(\rho_a \frac{\Delta T}{T_v}\right)
\]

(5)

where \(A_a\) can be \(W_a, T_a, (X_v + X_w) a, (X_R) a, \) or \((X_D) a\); and the source terms for different variables are

\[
S_a = \begin{cases} \frac{\Delta T}{T_v} - \tau_p - \frac{1}{\rho_o \Delta z} (\Delta p) \frac{\Delta a}{\Delta z} & \text{if} \; \frac{w}{a} > 0 \\
-\frac{\Delta a}{\Delta z} + \frac{1}{\rho_o \Delta z} \left[\left(L_P + \frac{L_{P_c}}{C}\right) \frac{\Delta C}{\Delta T} \right] & \text{if} \; \frac{w}{a} \leq 0 \\
\frac{\Delta T}{T_v} - \frac{1}{\rho_o \Delta z} \left[\left(L_P + \frac{L_{P_c}}{C}\right) \frac{\Delta C}{\Delta T} \right] & \text{if} \; \frac{w}{a} \geq 0 \\
\end{cases}
\]

The vertical motion is diagnosed from the following equation

\[
\nu_a = -\frac{1}{\Delta z^2} \frac{\Delta A_a}{\Delta z}
\]

(6)

In equations (4), (5), and (7), the \(\Delta a\) quantity is evaluated according to the sign of lateral flow \(\frac{w}{a}\). In the inflow situation \(\frac{w}{a} < 0\), the \(\Delta a\) quantity takes the environmental value and in the outflow situation \(\frac{w}{a} > 0\), the cloud value is used. The complete set of equations consists of equations (4) to (8).

3. INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

The initial environmental sounding shown in Fig. 1 is taken from a sounding for August 10, 1973, in St. Louis. At each height level, the initial velocities are zero, the temperatures inside and outside the cloud region are equal, and the vapor contents are equal in and outside the cloud regions above the pre-calculated cloud base (LCL). The cloud is started by imposing a vapor excess below LCL; i.e., the relative humidity is 85% at the ground and increases linearly at the rate of 5% per km. The initial dew point distribution in the center core is shown in Fig. 1. This condition insures the positive virtual temperature excess which induces the vertical motion. The pressure deviation is zero at the initial time.

The boundary conditions at the ground in the central region are as follows: the vertical velocity is zero, and the temperature and vapor content are fixed until precipitation reaches the boundary. At the upper boundary, vertical outflow is permitted, but no inflow is permitted. The technique of handling this boundary condition is mentioned in Wisner et al. (1972). However, the flow at the top boundary is so weak that it can be considered as a fixed boundary.

The boundary conditions for the pressure diagnostic equation are

\[
\frac{\Delta A_b}{\Delta z} = 0 \quad (z = z_{top})
\]

(9)
These conditions are derived from the first equation of (5) with the assumption that \( w_m = 0 \) at both boundaries, and the mixing and source terms are zero. The lower boundary condition is dissimilar to that of Holton, but similar to that of Wilhelmsen and Ogura (1972) and Arnason and Greenfield (1972). The effect of boundary conditions will be discussed later.

### 4. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

The upstream differencing method is used for the integration of the vertical advection term. This method and the calculations of water substance productions are discussed at length in Wisner et al. Since implicit diffusion is included in this numerical technique, the sub-grid \( \nu_z \)-type diffusion term mentioned in Holton (1973) is purposely neglected.

The pressure diagnostic equation is solved by the one-dimensional successive relaxation (Liebmann) method with \( 10^{-6} \) dyne cm\(^{-2} \) for the convergence limit. The diagnostic equations are solved at each time step.

In Figs. 2 and 3, the vertical velocity profiles for Cases 1 and 2 are given. Before the cloud grows to the maximum height in the region above the maximum velocity level, the velocity contours in Case 1 are clustered together, while in Case 2 wider spacing between the contours is observed. The rate of rise of the cloud top of Case 2 is larger than that of Case 1. This is due to a maximum positive pressure deviation and a positive pressure gradient force present near the cloud top where an additional force enhances the vertical motion (Fig. 6).

The virtual temperature excess fields of the two cases are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The patterns are similar. The double maxima of virtual temperature excess fields reflect the double maxima of velocity distribution in these cases. The perturbation pressure gradient force distribution is shown in Fig. 6. Comparing Figs. 5 and 6 shows that the virtual temperature excess (or, more precisely, buoyancy force) is generally opposite in sign to the pressure gradient force. In the positive (negative) virtual temperature excess region, there is a negative (positive) pressure gradient force. This compensating effect is also observed in the studies of Williamson and Ogura (1972) and Soong and Ogura (1973).

The maximum vertical velocity of Case 2 is 15 m sec\(^{-1} \), which is less than that of Case 1 (17 m sec\(^{-1} \)). From the smaller maximum vertical velocity in Case 2 (compared to that in Case 1), it can be reasoned that the negative pressure gradient reduces the vertical upward motion. Soong and Ogura defined a region roughly between the maximum velocity level and the cloud top, which characterized the path of the initial buoyant element in which the ratio of absolute values of buoyancy and pressure gradient forces is 3:1. The pressure gradient force is predominantly negative in this region. The present study shows the same distribution of pressure gradient force is observed. The ratio of the two forces is also about 3:1. A similar conclusion was drawn by Schlesinger (1972).

Before the precipitation reaches ground, in the sub-cloud region a weak positive pressure perturbation gradient force near the ground is observed (Fig. 6). In the other case studied (shown in Fig. 9), a rather strong negative pressure perturbation gradient force is found. In the results of Arnason and Greenfield (1972) and Holton (1973) a small positive gradient is observed, while in Williamson and Ogura (1972) a large negative gradient force is observed. It is speculated that the difference in pressure distribution is caused by the different soundings.

Holton's boundary condition for the pressure deviation is zero pressure gradient at the lower boundary, thus affecting the solution of the diagnosed pressure deviation. A preliminary study that I carried out based on Holton's boundary condition, shows that a large positive gradient force is present in the sub-cloud region, prolonging the steady-state and preventing the cloud from breaking down. This unrealistic feature is eliminated by using the correct boundary condition (10), which includes buoyancy and water loading effects.
The distribution of hydrometeors of Cases 1 and 2 are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The evolutions of clouds in the two cases are qualitatively similar; however, the the time-space distributions of rain and hail contents are different. The maximum updraft velocity of Case 2, which is affected by the pressure distribution, is less than that of Case 1; thus, the fallout of precipitation is more efficient than in Case 1, as can be seen from comparing contour maxima in Figs. 7 and 8.

The pressure gradient force causes the earlier breakdown of the steady-state in the precipitating stage. In this stage the water load effect on the vertical motion is important, and since the pressure term and the buoyancy term act against each other, the downward motion is easier to form than in the case without pressure effect. The present study shows that the formation of downward motion in Case 1 lags Case 2 by about 10.5 minutes. However, when the downdraft reaches the ground, a substantial positive pressure gradient force is formed near the ground, delaying the total collapse of the cloud (refer to .5C contour between 45 to 60 min in Fig. 6). Thus the precipitation scheme in Case 2 is slightly longer than in Case 1, and the cumulative precipitation of Case 2 (.685 cm) is larger than that of Case 1 (.50 cm).

A rough comparison of the model output and the observation data are listed in Table 1. The clouds on that day showed multiple-cell development; therefore several values of a parameter are listed. The present case study simulates a single cell; therefore the comparison can only be partial. It appears Case 2 shows better simulation in terms of vertical velocity and rainfall depth, while Case 1 over-predicts vertical velocity and under-predicts rainfall.

6. CONCLUSION

Inclusion of the pressure perturbations and the compensating environmental motion in the one-dimensional cloud model makes the dynamic features similar to those of the two-dimensional axisymmetric cloud models. The present case study shows that the effects of pressure perturbation in one-dimensional clouds are:

1) A redistribution of velocity, temperature, and water substances is observed.
2) More precipitation is observed on the ground even with a shorter cloud lifetime.
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### APPENDIX: List of Symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>A physical quantity; the cloud value with subscript a; the environmental value with subscript b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{A}$</td>
<td>Area mean of A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{A}$</td>
<td>Radial mean of A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>Radius of a cloud</td>
<td>$1.5 \times 10^5$</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_T$</td>
<td>Specific heat of ice</td>
<td>$2.093 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>erg gm$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_p$</td>
<td>Specific heat of air at constant pressure</td>
<td>$1.005 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>erg gm$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_v$</td>
<td>Specific heat of water</td>
<td>$4.816 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>erg gm$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>Gravitational acceleration</td>
<td>980.5</td>
<td>cm sec$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>A coefficient in the pressure diagnostic equation</td>
<td>$2.4/a$</td>
<td>cm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_f$</td>
<td>Latent heat of fusion</td>
<td></td>
<td>erg gm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_v$</td>
<td>Latent heat of evaporation</td>
<td></td>
<td>erg gm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_C$</td>
<td>Production rate of cloud water</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm cm$^{-3}$ sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_h$</td>
<td>Production rate of hail</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm cm$^{-3}$ sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_R$</td>
<td>Production rate of rain</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm cm$^{-3}$ sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{RE}$</td>
<td>Evaporation rate of rain</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm cm$^{-3}$ sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>Pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td>dyne cm$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>Radial coordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_a$</td>
<td>Source term in the core region</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S_b$</td>
<td>Source term in the environment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_a$, $T_b$</td>
<td>Temperatures of the cloud and the environment</td>
<td>273.16</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_0$</td>
<td>Freezing temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_v$</td>
<td>Mean virtual temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{u}_a$</td>
<td>Mean radial velocity at the cloud boundary</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_h$</td>
<td>Mean terminal velocity of hail</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_R$</td>
<td>Mean terminal velocity of the rainwater</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_a$</td>
<td>Average vertical velocity in the core region</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_b$</td>
<td>Average vertical velocity in the environment</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_h$</td>
<td>Mixing ratio of hail</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm gm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_R$</td>
<td>Mixing ratio of rain</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm gm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_v$</td>
<td>Mixing ratio of water vapor</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm gm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_w$</td>
<td>Mixing ratio of cloud water</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm gm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z</td>
<td>Vertical coordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_{top}$</td>
<td>The height of upper boundary</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^6$</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha^2$</td>
<td>Mixing coefficient</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Mass weighted divergence</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm cm$^{-3}$ sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varepsilon$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon = 1$, if temperature larger than 0°C; otherwise 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>Eddy diffusion coefficient</td>
<td>$a^2 a</td>
<td>v_a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_z$</td>
<td>Sub-grid eddy diffusion coefficient</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm$^2$ sec$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta p$</td>
<td>Pressure deviation; the departure from hydrostatic pressure</td>
<td></td>
<td>dyne cm$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta T_v$</td>
<td>Virtual temperature difference between the cloud and the environment</td>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^2$</td>
<td>Area ratio of cloud region and cloud free region</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Density of air</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm cm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_o$</td>
<td>Reference air density</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm cm$^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_p$</td>
<td>Total hydrometeor mixing ratio; total content of cloud water, rainwater, and hail</td>
<td></td>
<td>gm gm$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nabla^2_h$</td>
<td>Horizontal Laplacian operator in cylindrical coordinate</td>
<td></td>
<td>cm$^{-2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 2. Vertical velocity profile for Case 1. The contour interval is 2 m sec$^{-1}$.

Fig. 3. Vertical velocity profile for Case 2. The contour interval is 2 m sec$^{-1}$.
**Fig. 4.** Virtual temperature excess distribution for Case 1. The contour interval is 1.0°C.

**Fig. 5.** Virtual temperature excess distribution for Case 2. The contour interval is 1.0°C.

**Fig. 6.** Perturbation pressure gradient force distribution for Case 2. The value is expressed in equivalent temperature. The contour interval is 0.5°C.
Fig. 7. Hydrometeor distributions for Case 1. The bold solid line is for cloud water, the thin solid line is for rain, and the dot line for hail. The counter interval is 1 gm kg⁻¹.

Fig. 8. Hydrometeor distributions for Case 2. The bold solid line is for cloud water, the thin solid line is for rain, and the dot line for hail. The counter interval is 1 gm kg⁻¹.

Fig. 9. Pressure gradient force distribution for a case based on 1335 CDT, August 17, 1973, St. Louis sounding.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Persistent and extensive layers of fog, and stratus and stratocumulus type clouds occur over the Arctic basin, particularly during the melting season. These cloud layers, which we refer to as Arctic stratus, are an important element of the climate of the Arctic Basin since they profoundly influence the radiation budgets of the free atmosphere and the surface.

According to the analysis of Vowinckel and Orvig (1970), the mean cloud amount during July exceeds ninety percent over the polar oceans, while the frequency of stratiform clouds during this period exceeds seventy percent. That analysis also illustrates the apparently radical temporal behavior of Arctic stratus clouds: cloud amounts increase from their wintertime values of 40-60 percent to their high summertime values of 70-90 percent over a relatively short period of about four weeks. Arctic stratus clouds tend to occur in well-defined layers separated by clear interstices (Jayaweera and Ohtake, 1973) with individual cloud layers 300-500 m thick, and liquid water mixing ratios of 0.5-1.0 x 10^{-4}. A complete review of observational data on Arctic Stratus is given elsewhere (Herman, 1975).

This paper describes several aspects of an internally consistent radiative diffusive model that was developed to illustrate and explain many of the observed properties of summertime Arctic stratus. Our model treats the modification of continental polar air due to radiative transfer and turbulent exchange as it streams over the pack ice. Following observations, we assume that during the summer the surface of the ice-covered basin is melting ice and that surface temperature is 0°C. We assume that the thermodynamics of the boundary layer is decoupled from the thermodynamics of the large-scale flow, and that we can parameterize the effect of large-scale subsidence. Moreover we assume that the air parcels follow a trajectory which allows them to remain over the ice long enough for near-steady conditions to be established.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL.

The steady state distribution of equivalent potential temperature $\theta_E$ and total water $r$ in a moist Boussinesq atmosphere is given by

$$
\frac{\partial \theta_E}{\partial z} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\rho C_p T_{\text{rad}}}{\rho} \right) \cdot \frac{1}{\theta_E} (w', \theta_E') \cdot \left( \frac{\partial \theta_E}{\partial z} \right)
$$

$$
\frac{\partial r}{\partial z} = - \frac{3}{\rho} \left( \frac{w'}{\theta_E} \cdot \frac{\partial \theta_E}{\partial z} \right) - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\partial r}{\partial z} \right)
$$

Here the advective terms are linearized about a constant geostrophic current $U_0$, $H_{\text{rad}}$ is the volume rate of radiative heating, $w'$ is the fall velocity computed from Stokes' law, $r'$ is the mass mixing ratio of liquid water, and $(w', \theta_E')$ and $(w', r')$ are the turbulent fluxes of equivalent potential temperature and total water, respectively. The specific heat at constant pressure is $C_p$, $D$ is the density and $T$ the temperature.

We assume that the distribution of both liquid water $r'$ and water vapor $r'$ can be described with a single equation for the total water content, $r$.

We include the momentum equations

$$
U_0 \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} = f v - \frac{3}{\rho} \left( \frac{w'}{\theta_E} \right)
$$

$$
U_0 \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} = - f u - \frac{3}{\rho} \left( \frac{w'}{\theta_E} \right)
$$

where $f$ is the Coriolis parameter and $u$ and $v$ are departures from the invariant geostrophic winds $U_0$ and $V_0$ ($V_0 = 0$). The terms $(w', u')$ and $(w', v')$ represent the vertical turbulent transports of $x$-momentum and $y$-momentum respectively. Equations (3) and (4) are coupled to (1) and (2) only through our parameterizations of turbulence in the surface and Ekman layers. In both regions the transports are functions of the velocity gradients $3u'/\partial z$ and $3v'/\partial z$, as well as the gradients $3\theta_E'/\partial z$ and $3\sigma'/\partial z$. We solve the system (1)-(4) as a time-marching problem with the substitution (Deardorff, 1967)

$$
U_0 \frac{\partial [ ]}{\partial z} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} [ ]
$$
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where the downstream derivative \( \delta /\delta t \) relates the change in time \( t \) to the change experienced over the corresponding travel distance \( \delta x \) moving with the velocity \( u_0 \). We solve (1)-(4) numerically in the domain \( t = 0 \) to \( t = t^* \) and from \( z = 0 \) to \( z = 2050 \) m, where the upper limit of \( z \) is slightly greater than the characteristic vertical scale of Arctic stratus.

Our parameterization of the surface layer closely parallels that of Deardorff (1972). We consider Paulson’s (1970) integration of the Monin-Obukhov universal functions derived by Businger (1973). Denoting the integrals for heat and momentum by \( \mathcal{H}_h \) and \( \mathcal{H}_m \), respectively, we define a bulk Richardson number

\[
Ri_{B} = \frac{(z/L)_{h}}{(z/L)_{m}} \left[ 0.2 \left( \frac{z}{L} \right) \right]^{-2}
\]  

(6)

where \( L \) is the Obukhov stability parameter defined in terms of the virtual potential temperature. We use (6) to obtain unique values of \( z/L \) given the wind speed at the top of the surface layer, \( U \), and virtual potential temperature difference across the surface layer, \( \Delta \theta_v \), by defining drag laws that yield surface fluxes of momentum, virtual potential temperature, and specific humidity. Above the surface layer we use the simplest parameterizations which give a closed physical model. All parameterizations are based upon an eddy diffusion coefficient \( K(z) \) which is the same for heat, momentum and total water are conserved in a rapid mixing process.

Our treatment of radiative transfer closely follows that of Gierasch and Goody (1970) for the clouds of Venus. The absorption optical depth is

\[
\tau(v) = \int_{z}^{\infty} \left[ k_c(v) + k_o(v) \right] dz
\]  

(7)

where \( k_c(v) \) and \( k_o(v) \) are the volume absorption coefficients for the cloud and gas, respectively. In the first approximation (Chandrasekhar, 1960) we obtain a linear homogeneous second order differential equation for the net solar flux \( F_S \),

\[
\frac{d^2 F_S}{d\tau^2} - \beta^2 F_S = 0
\]  

(8)

where the scattering parameter is

\[
\beta^2 = \frac{3(1 - a) \langle \cos \theta \rangle}{(1 - a) \langle \cos \theta \rangle}
\]  

(9)

and where the single scattering albedo is

\[
a = \frac{s(v) + k_c(v) + k_o(v)}{s(v) + k_c(v) + k_o(v)}
\]  

(10)

The asymmetry factor is \( \langle \cos \theta \rangle \). The boundary conditions are

\[
\frac{dF_S}{d\tau} + \sqrt{3} \left[ \frac{1 + a}{1 - a} \right] F_S = 0 \quad \tau = \tau^*
\]  

(11)

where \( a \) is the surface reflectivity, \( \mu \) is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, \( f(v) \), the solar irradiation at \( \tau = 0 \), and where the asterisk denotes the value of a quantity at the surface.

For a single frequency (8) is solved by dividing the atmosphere into \( N \) discrete homogeneous layers. In each of the \( N \) homogeneous regions the solutions are exponential

\[
F_S'(c_N) = C_{1,N} e^{\beta N N} + C_{2,N} e^{-\beta N N}
\]

where the coefficients \( C_{1,N} \) and \( C_{2,N} \) are a set of \( 2N \) constants. Two of the constants are provided by the boundary conditions (11) and (12), while the remaining \( 2N - 2 \) conditions are provided by requiring the continuity of \( F_S \) and \( dF_S/d\tau \) at the \( N - 1 \) interfaces.

Our concern is with the integrated solar flux, i.e., integrated over all frequencies and this can involve a variety of gases each with many bands. We consider only water vapor absorption. This is a complicated spectrum, and we adopt the frequently used approach (Lacis and Hansen, 1974) of dividing the spectrum into regions with an absorption coefficient \( k_1 \) covering a noncontiguous fraction \( a_1 \). Then the mean transmission is

\[
\bar{\tau} = \sum a_i e^{-k_1 u}
\]  

(13)

Over the range of water vapor densities, \( \rho_w \), encountered in the Arctic we find an adequate fit to the transmission with two regions only: a transparent region with \( a_1 = 0.91 \) and \( k_1 = 1.1 \rho_w \) (m\(^{-1}\)) and an opaque region, with \( a_2 = 0.08 \) and \( k_2 = 25 \rho_w \) (m\(^{-1}\)).

We treat the cloud as a grey absorber and scatterer for solar radiation by employing Planck mean efficiencies \( Q_{o,b} \) and \( Q_{o,g} \), respectively, based on a 6000 K thermal source function:

\[
a = \frac{Q_{o,b}(a) N_o \sigma^2}{Q_{o,g}(a) N_o \sigma^2}
\]  

(14)

\[
k_c = \frac{Q_{o,b}(a) N_o \sigma^2}{Q_{o,g}(a) N_o \sigma^2}
\]  

(15)

where \( N_o \) is the number density of cloud droplets and \( a \) is the radius. The term \( \langle \cos \theta \rangle \) does not vary greatly for water droplets in the range 3-10 \( \mu m \) and we use a single value of 0.85.

We employed the asymptotic form of van de Hulst (1957, Ch. 11) for large droplets to compute \( Q_{o,b} \) and \( Q_{o,g} \) as a function of \( a \), using the spectral data of Irvine and Pollack (1968).

For thermal radiation the differential equation governing the flux (\( F_P \)) contains an additional thermal source function. Boundary conditions imposed are that the upward intensity at the ground is equal to the Planck function corresponding to the surface temperature and that the downward radiation is zero above the atmosphere. We employ Planck mean coefficients defined on the basis of a 273 K thermal source function.

Neglecting scattering, the integrated net
flux is expressed in the form with \( B \) and \( B^* \) denoting the Planck function corresponding to the ambient and surface temperatures respectively,

\[
F_T = -\int_0^\infty \pi B(z')dz' \left\{ 3^{1/2} m(z,z') + 3^{1/2} u(z,z') \right\} + \pi B^* \left\{ 1 - \varepsilon(3^{1/2}m(z,0);3^{1/2}u(z,0)) \right\} - \int_z^\infty B(z')dz' \left\{ 3^{1/2} m(z,z');3^{1/2} u(z,z') \right\}
\]

(16)

where

\[
u(z,z') = \int_z^{z'} \rho w(z'')dz'' \text{ kg m}^{-2}
\]

(17)

\[m(z,z') = \int_z^{z'} N_0(z'')dz'' \text{ m}^{-2}
\]

(18)

If the absorption spectra of cloud and water vapor are uncorrelated, or if the emissivity of either is small, the emissivity of the gas-cloud mixture can be written

\[1 - \varepsilon_H(m;u) = [1 - \varepsilon_B(u)] x [1 - \varepsilon_C(m)]
\]

(19)

where \( \varepsilon_B \) and \( \varepsilon_C \) are the gas and cloud emissivities, respectively. We take

\[\varepsilon_C(m) = 1 - \exp(-3^{1/2} u a^2 Q_a^2)
\]

(20)

where \( Q_a \) is the thermal absorption efficiency.

For gaseous emissivities we follow Rodgers (1967).

3. RESULTS

We present results from sample calculations that illustrate the dependency of cloud heating rates on the volume absorption coefficients for thermal radiation, \( k_T \), and for solar radiation \( k_S \).

In our notation \( k_T = N_0 X_0^T \), where the thermal absorption cross-section is \( X_0^T = Q_a^2 a^2 \), and \( k_S = N_0 X_S^S \), where \( X_0^S = Q_a X_0^S \).

Calculations for thermal radiation are shown in Fig. 1, which we have plotted on an arctangent scale to accommodate the large positive and negative values of the heating rate. We assume a homogeneous cloud layer between 500 and 1000 m overlying a 273 K surface in an adiabatic atmosphere. The clear atmosphere (\( k_T = 0 \)) cooling is about one degree per day. An opaque cloud (\( k_T = 5 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{-1} \)) cools intensively at the top and is warmed at the base, while the size of the heating and cooling is less in a tenuous cloud (\( k_T = 5 \times 10^{-6} \text{ cm}^{-1} \)) and is more evenly distributed throughout the depth of the cloud. Under typical Arctic stratus conditions (\( k_T \approx 5 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{-1} \)) cloud tops cool at about 10°C per day, with some warming occurring at the base.

Strong cooling at stratus cloud tops has been verified experimentally: Markosova and Shlyakov (1972) have determined cooling rates of \( 1.0 \pm 0.5 \text{ °C hr}^{-1} \) at the top of Sc and St type clouds.

Sample heating rates are illustrated in Fig. 2 for a 500 m cloud embedded in a boundary layer with 3 g kg\(^{-1}\) of water vapor. Solar heating of 3°C per day occur under typical Arctic stratus conditions (\( k_S = 5 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{-1} \)) and increases

Fig. 1. Longwave heating rate profiles in a 500 m cloud layer over a 273 K surface. Cases I through IV represent \( N_0 X_0^T = 0, 5 \times 10^{-6}, 5 \times 10^{-5}, \) and \( 5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^{-1} \), respectively.

of \( k_S \) slightly alter the heating in the sub- and supra-cloud regions, while causing order of magnitude changes within the cloud layer itself. The results of other calculations, not shown here, suggest that solar heating in a cloud layer over a highly reflective surface (\( a = .80 \)) is twice as large as the solar heating in a cloud over a dark surface (\( a = 0 \)).

These results have important implications for the dynamics of stratus clouds. With an absorption coefficient \( k_m \) of \( 5 \times 10^{-5} \text{ cm}^{-1} \) a cloud will undergo substantial cooling over a depth of \( (\sqrt{k_T})^{-1} \), or about 100 m. Solar heating
will be largest over a depth of \((8k_w)^{-1}\) or about 700 m. Cloud top cooling combined with interior heating is likely to induce mixing in the absence of other processes, as Fritz (1958) has suggested.

The conditions in the basic models are the following:

Boundary conditions. The temperature at the lower boundary \((z = 0)\) remains constant at the equilibrium temperature of melting freshwater ice, 273 K. The surface is saturated with respect to liquid water at this temperature. The surface reflectivity \(\alpha\) is 0.40, which is typical of a melting ice surface with crusted snow and meltwater ponds. A mean surface roughness \(z_0\) of 1 mm is assumed. At the top of the boundary layer \((z = z_T)\) we assumed zero flux conditions, i.e. \(\Theta z/\partial z = 0, \partial r/\partial z = 0\), with \(u = 0\) and \(v = 0\). At the lower boundary, \(\Theta z = \Theta z(0), r = r(0), u + U_0 = 0\), and \(v = 0\).

Following Lilly (1968) we add to (6) a term of the form \(w \Theta z/\partial z\) to represent heating due to subsidence, where \(w\) is a mean vertical velocity. We assume \(w = Az\), where \(A = -1.4 \times 10^{-7}\) sec\(^{-1}\).

Initial conditions. We assumed \(\Theta(0) = 277\)K and \(\partial \Theta/\partial z = 41^\circ\)C km\(^{-1}\), which corresponds to a stable column of air initially 4°C warmer than the surface. The initial relative humidity was 90% throughout the depth of the boundary layer, and the initial wind profile was a balanced Ekman spiral corresponding to a constant eddy diffusivity of 2.5 m\(^2\) sec\(^{-1}\).

Radiative conditions. The diurnal cycle of solar radiation was not included in the basic state and a mean solar zenith angle of 76° was used. Following the observations of Jayaweera and Ohtake (1973), all extinction parameters were computed on the basis of a droplet radius of 6.5 µm. We use \(Q_0 = 0.690, Q_0' = 2.004\), and \(Q_0'' = 0.016\). The superincumbent water vapor \(u_0\) remained fixed at 5 km m\(^{-2}\).

Other conditions. The eddy diffusivity \(K(z)\) was computed from the unmodified mixing-length of Blackadar (1962). The fall velocity \(w_f\) for a 6.5 m drop computed according to Stokes Law is 5 mm sec\(^{-1}\).

The results of a seven-day integration are shown in Fig. 3, where the liquid water content of the boundary layer is shown as a function of height and time.

Condensation initially occurred after 34 hours at a height of 500 m. The base of the cloud remained at a nearly constant height throughout the integration, while the top rose slowly and appeared to level out in about five days. After 66 hours the cloudy region divided into two well-defined cloud layers separated by a distinct interstice. The bases and tops of both layers approached stationarity in about five days. The upper layer is the more dense with a maximum water mixing ratio of \(3.4 \times 10^{-6}\) at the top (about \(3.7 \times 10^{-4}\) kg m\(^{-3}\)). The lower layer is more tenuous, and has a maximum mixing ratio of \(4 \times 10^{-5}\) (about \(5 \times 10^{-5}\) kg m\(^{-3}\)). At equilibrium the base and top of the lower layer were located at 500 m and 1050 m, and the base and top of the upper layer were located at 1450 m and 1700 m. The interstice was 400 m deep.
The radiative and turbulent processes within the cloud layers are illustrated schematically in Fig. 4. Here the terms heating and cooling refer to the sign of the local time rate of change of equivalent potential temperature; diffusive refers to the divergence of the turbulent flux under stable conditions, while convective refers to the divergence of the turbulent flux under unstable conditions. The terms solar and IR refer to the divergences of the net solar flux $F_S$ and the net thermal flux $F_T$.

The IR-cooling zone of the upper left hand corner is the cooling of the upper regions of the boundary layer by direct longwave exchange with space. Diffusive-cooling and IR-cooling lower the boundary layer temperature to condensation in slightly more than a day, and a zone of near-equilibrium between IR boundary exchange and diffusion is rapidly established close to the surface.

Once the condensate has formed the radiative regime is greatly altered by the absorptive properties of the droplets. The upper cloud layer becomes unstable due to the intense longwave loss from the top of the cloud. A radiative-convective balance is established in the cloud layer, with convective warming approximately equal to radiative cooling at the top, while the convective cooling balances the heating due to solar absorption in the interior. A region of intense radiative heating forms within the cloud interior by a greenhouse mechanism. After approximately three days the heating and cooling terms become small, and several steady state zones are established. Note also that two radiative equilibrium zones are located between radiative-convective and radiative-diffusive zones. The clear interstice is a region in which the ambient temperature exceeds the dew point corresponding to the local specific humidity. This structure is partially due to the differing optical properties of the cloud in the solar and terrestrial portions of the spectrum, and partially due to the $0°C$ surface temperature constraint. Radiative equilibrium temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 5 for several values of the total thermal optical depth $\tau_T$ for an atmosphere in which the lower boundary temperature is $273 \text{ K}$ and in which $\delta T/\Delta T = 0.07$.

The upper part of the cloud becomes warmer with increasing optical depth as less longwave radiation escapes to space. For $\tau_T > 7.5$ the temperature decreases with increasing optical depth and becomes very close to $T^*$.

If the interior is so warm that $T(\tau) > T_d(\tau)$, where $T_d$ is the dew point temperature, that portion of the cloud must evaporate. The broken line in Fig. 5 runs parallel to the lapse rate of $T_d$ in an atmosphere with a constant mixing ratio of $r = 0.003$. The intersection of this line with the temperature curves defines to a first approximation the clear interstice of the stratus cloud.
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4.4.2

ALBEDO REDUCTION AND RADIATIONAL HEATING OF WATER CLOUDS BY ABSORBING AEROSOL PARTICLES

Hartmut Grassl

University of Mainz, West Germany

1. INTRODUCTION

The size distribution of cloud droplets strongly depends on the size distribution and chemical structure of the aerosol particles. The smaller the vertical velocity, the stronger this dependence will be, thus chemical structure and aerosol size distribution have maximal influence on droplet sizes in stratus cloud decks. Clouds with the same liquid water content and geometrical thickness however different scattering or phase functions depending on droplet size distribution differ in albedo, one of the main parameters affecting the climate of the globe.

Another effect on the albedo nearly completely neglected up to now (TWOMEY (1972) and GRASSL (1975)) can be caused by absorbing aerosol particles. This absorption in the solar part of the spectrum measured by FISCHER (1970, 1971) and LAUDE, LINDBERG (1974) is important in the range of extremely weak absorption by liquid water and water vapour. Due to the coincidence of wavelength of maximum solar radiation and minimum absorption by liquid water and water vapour, absorbing aerosol particles get an extreme influence with respect to their mass in the visible part of the spectrum. Since scattering events of a photon are multiplied within optically thick water clouds only a slight deviation of the single scattering albedo \( \omega_0 \) from the value 1.0 standing for conservative scattering causes strong absorption and thus heating of the cloud simultaneously reducing its albedo. The single scattering albedo of an ensemble of particles is defined as the ratio between scattering and extinction coefficient.

In this paper the single scattering albedo \( \omega_0 \) and the radiative flux divergence inside clouds and cloud albedo \( \omega \) will be presented using one of the so-called 'exact' radiative transfer models, the Matrix-Operator-Theory (MOT) as summarized by PLASS (1973).

THE SINGLE SCATTERING ALBEDO OF CLOUD AIR

The main problem in estimating the proper values of \( \omega_0 \) of cloud air combining droplets and those aerosol particles not used as condensation nuclei is to find where the absorption measured with dry aerosol particles will be after the development of a droplet size distribution. In a former paper (GRASSL 1975) the possibilities were discussed. Since we have up to now no particle size dependent absorption values this possible uncertainty cannot be removed. The following Table 1 was attained by assuming CCN soluble particles per unit of volume serving as cloud condensation nuclei and by fixing the ratio CCN/N (N is the total number density of all particles), which is a measure of super-saturation in a cloud. The wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient of dry aerosol particles was taken from FISCHER (1973) (measured Nov. 28, 1972 at Mainz, West Germany) and the growth of particles with relative humidity of an aerosol size distribution \( n(r) = 4.9757 \cdot 10^6 r^2 \cdot e^{-15.1186 r^3} \) cm\(^{-3}\) was taken from DEIRMENDJIAN (1969) (Haze L after DEIRMENDJIAN (1969)). Thereby assuming that all particles of radius \( r \geq r_2 \), if \( r_2 \) is calculated from CCN/N = \( r_2^3 \int n^*(r)dr / \int n(r)dr \), resulted in a cloud drop size distribution C 1 with \( n^*(r) = 2.373 \cdot r^{2.3} \) as given by DEIRMENDJIAN (1969). All \( \omega_0 \) values were calculated using Mie-theory which is surely applicable to spherical water droplets and smaller aerosol particles at water vapour saturation level.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \text{CCN/N} )</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.9943</td>
<td>0.9967</td>
<td>0.9980</td>
<td>0.9987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.9969</td>
<td>0.9972</td>
<td>0.9980</td>
<td>0.9987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.9950</td>
<td>0.9970</td>
<td>0.9980</td>
<td>0.9987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.9952</td>
<td>0.9972</td>
<td>0.9983</td>
<td>0.9989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.9953</td>
<td>0.9973</td>
<td>0.9984</td>
<td>0.9990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.9967</td>
<td>0.9989</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

388
Neglection of the aerosol particles grown with relative humidity but not big enough to be incorporated in the cloud drop size distribution leads to the lowest line in table 1 and means a considerable loss of possible absorption since $1 - \omega_0$ is proportional to the amount of absorption per scattering event.

**RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL ASSUMPTIONS**

MOT has to assume a plane-parallel atmosphere. The cloud is homogenous as to the particle and liquid water content, can have a temperature gradient and therefore a gradient in water vapour density. The restriction to plane-parallel layer clouds can be removed by the knowledge of the deviation of undulating and broken cloud fields from the layer cloud with the same mean optical thickness (WENDLING 1976). The gaseous absorption was handled in expanding the transmission in a six-term series of exponentials using measured data given by MOSKALENKO (1969).

**ABSORPTION OF SHORTWAVE RADIATION IN WATER CLOUDS**

All results concerning aerosol absorption effects have to be compared to the absorption by atmospheric gases and droplets consisting of pure water. The values $\omega_0$ given in table 1 are only valid for a particular aerosol type measured in Mainz, West Germany, in a polluted area. The possible variations of $\omega_0$ in different climates are surely covered in fig. 1 showing the absorption in percent of the incoming radiation at 0.55 μm wavelength. Measurements of aerosol absorption in different climates (FISCHER 1973) show that even in remote areas like the bushland region of South-West Africa the absorption of dry aerosol particles can be as high as in the heavily polluted industrial area near Mainz, West Germany. The general trend however is lower values in remote continental locations and strongly lower values in marine environments. Therefore in general the more polluted the area the stronger the heating will be, since both effects the higher absorption and the higher particle mass loading cause additional heating. Because of the very small deviations of $\omega_0$ from the value 1.0 the linear relationship between $(1 - \omega_0)$ and the total amount of absorption holds and heating rates at different $\omega_0$ can easily be calculated.

![fig 1: Absorption in percent of the incoming radiation depending on $\omega_0$ for different angles of incidence $\cos \gamma = 0.95, 0.55, 0.05$ and surface albedo $\rho_s$ at 0.55 μm wavelength and an optical depth $\tau_{55} = 32$ corresponding to a cloud height of 2000 m at a liquid water content of 0.06255 g m⁻³.](image)
fig 2: Heating rates in a thick cloud with total optical depth $\tau_{550} = 32$ with (1) and without (2) absorbing aerosol particles for $\cos \varphi = 0.833$ ($\varphi$ = zenith angle of solar radiation) and $\cos \varphi = 0.5$ (3). The water vapour amount above the cloud is 0.3 g cm$^{-2}$.

In a further step the cooling or heating due to the terrestrial radiation from 5 - 100 µm is included. From fig. 3 the strong cooling at the uppermost parts of the cloud dominates heating even at nearly vertical incidence ($\cos \varphi = 0.9$). For very slant paths the heating strongly declines. For steep incidence of solar radiation big parts of a cloud will be warmed tending to dissolve the clouds. However in all existing cloud decks the infrared cooling near to the top causes buoyancy in coincidence to the observation.

A comparison to cloudfree regions with the same amount of particulate matter shows an increase in absorption in clouds at high solar elevation and a decrease at low solar elevation in agreement to Twomey (1972).

fig 3: Infrared cooling (LW) with and without a temperature inversion at the top, solar heating (SW) with $\cos \varphi = 0.9$ and the net effect (net) for the upper part (0 - 5 optical depth) of the same cloud as in fig 2. Mean cloud temperature $T_w = 270$ K, ground temperature $T_B = 290$ K and clear sky emission temperature 220 K. Cloud layer from 2 - 4 km.

ALBEDO REDUCTION

All measurements of the albedo $A_c$ of very thick clouds have shown $A_c \leq 0.8$. However $A_c$ is close to 1.0 if the single scattering albedo of pure water is used. This discrepancy points to an additional absorber. Absorbing particulate matter inside cloud droplets (mainly soluble) and very small aerosol particles with water shells in cloud air can lead to a substantial reduction in cloud albedo. Results in table 2 show this reduction for 0.55 µm wavelength. If this reduction is caused by increasing absorption at stable particle numbers and cloud drop size distribution the planet earth would gain energy. This statement can not be confirmed, since additional absorption in polluted areas is accompanied by increasing particle numbers and change of chemical structure and therefore by variations of cloud droplet spectra which have a strong influence on cloud albedo. A judgement whether additional absorption accompanied by particle number increase and change in chemical composition leads to decreasing or increasing cloud albedo is not possible with the present knowledge.
Table 2: Albedo $A$ of the same cloud as in Fig 2 and 3 at 0.55 $\mu$m wavelength depending on angle of incident radiation and single scattering albedo $\omega_s$ for two different surface albedo values $A_s$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\omega_s$</th>
<th>$A_s = 0$</th>
<th>$A_s = 0.8$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.730</td>
<td>0.860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.655</td>
<td>0.876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. INTRODUCTION

The most important and interesting problems of theoretical cloud physics are those which permit to formulate the closed system of equations for all main cloud and atmospheric characteristics under minimal number of hypothesis and suggestions; such approach facilitates comparing theory with experimental data. For example to describe consistently the development of a cumulus it is necessary to take into account dynamical, thermodynamical and microphysical processes. The formation and evolution of radiation fog and stratus in the boundary layer of the atmosphere belongs to the same class of problems. Many papers are devoted to theory of radiation fog and stratus (Lomonosov, Matveev (1967), Feigelson (1970), Zdunkowski and Sarr (1972), Zakharova (1975)), but size distribution of droplets was never calculated. In this paper the simulation of fog will be carried out taking account for dynamics and thermodynamics of wet air, long-wave radiation transfer and evolution of droplet spectrum.

2. BASIC EQUATIONS

2.1 To describe the boundary layers dynamics are used the equations of air motions; equation of the balance of turbulent kinetic energy; Kolmogorov’s similarity relations connecting the turbulent diffusion coefficient $k$ with the rate of the turbulent energy dissipation and the mixing-length; Laikhtman-Zilitinkevich’s suggestion for mixing-length (Lykosov, Gutman (1970)).

2.2 To describe heat and water vapor transport processes the following equations for the temperature $\Theta$ and specific humidity $q$ are used:

\[
\frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \kappa \frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial x} \right) = \frac{L}{c_p} \varepsilon_c + M_{\text{bad}}; \quad (1)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial q}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \kappa \frac{\partial q}{\partial x} \right) = -\kappa_c. \quad (2)
\]

2.3 Fog microstructure can be found as the solution of kinetic equation for the droplet size distribution:

\[
\frac{\partial f}{\partial t} - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( \kappa \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right) - \frac{c}{2} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} = -\frac{2}{\varepsilon_c} \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right), \quad (3)
\]

where $c$ is Stokes’ parameter. Droplet growth rate is defined by Maxwell’s formula.

\[
\varepsilon_c = 4\pi \int_0^\infty d\bar{e} \bar{e}^2 f(\bar{e}, \bar{z}, t). \quad (4)
\]

2.4 The radiation transfer is described by the equations for up and down spectral fluxes. Computations are carried out for 32 wavelengths over 5.5-35 $\mu$m which includes about 90% of infrared energy. Droplet water monochromatic absorption coefficient $\alpha_{\text{eff}}$ can be evaluated as follows (Feigelson (1970)):

\[
\alpha_{\text{eff}}(\bar{e}, t) = \rho_0 \int_0^\infty d\bar{e} \bar{e}^2 f(\bar{e}, \bar{z}, t), \quad (5)
\]

where $\rho_0$ is the air density. The absorption cross sections $\sigma(\bar{e})$ are calculated using the exact Mie’s expression and approximate Shifrin’s formula (Buikov, Khvorostianov (1976)).

2.5 Wind, temperature, specific humidity are given, fog is absent at the initial moment of time. Boundary conditions for wind, turbulence, temperature, radiative fluxes are of usual type. The following boundary condition on the underlying surface for specific humidity is used:

\[
-\frac{\partial q}{\partial z} = \frac{\alpha_{\text{eff}}}{4} (q - q_m), \quad (6)
\]

where $v$ is heat velocity of vapor molecules, $q_m$ is saturation humidity, $\alpha_{\text{eff}}$ - effective condensation coefficient which depends on soil properties. It was assumed that the activation and transformation into droplets of $N_m$ condensation nuclei takes place when saturation is achieved on the given height.

The system of the equations formulated contains only three physical parameters (geostrophic wind $G$, the number of activated nuclei $N_m$, condensation coefficient $\alpha_{\text{eff}}$) except of some number of material constants and initial values.
3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The system of equations formulated was solved with the purpose: 1) to describe the formation and evolution of fog under typical atmospheric conditions; 2) to investigate the contributions of different processes to the energetics of fog; 3) to find out the influence of the phase transition in the boundary layer on its dynamics; 4) to establish the criteria of the transformation of fog into stratus and vice versa in the connection with soil characteristics; 5) to investigate the droplet spectrum and radiation properties of fog.

3.1 Let us consider evolution of the boundary layer over the dry underlying surface \( \sigma_{w} = 0 \) with the following set of parameters, which will be called so far "the basic set": \( G = 10 \text{ m/s}, q_{0} = 90\%; T_{0} = 10 \text{ C}, N = 0.5 \cdot 10^{5} \text{ g/kg}. \) At the initial moment of time temperature is linearly decreasing with height, lapse rate is \(-0.6 \text{ deg/100m}\) and the boundary layer thickness, defined by the equality \( k \) to zero is 690 m.

After 1.5 h of development the condensation of vapor and the formation of fog begins due to radiative cooling. The cross section of fog is shown on Fig. 1.

![Figure 1](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Figure 1.** Dependence of boundary layer and fog characteristics on height at \( t = 2h \) for the basic set of parameters: \( G = 10 \text{ m/s}, q_{0} = 90\%; T_{0} = 10 \text{ C}, q_{0} = 90\% \) (the basic set of parameters) over dry soil

The thickness of the fog is 220 m, radiative cooling maximum moved from the ground to the middle of the fog \( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{rad}} = -2.52 \text{ deg/h} \), the maximum value of L.W.C. is also at this height. The shift of radiative cooling upward and heating from the soil results in displacing of temperature inversion into the upper fog layers and in restoring of normal temperature fall near the ground. Maximum value of \( k \) is half as much and it is now nearer to the ground.

### Table 1. Contributions of different partial temperature rates of change (\( \text{deg/h} \)) to fog energetics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \text{Column} )</th>
<th>( z \text{m} )</th>
<th>( 60 )</th>
<th>( 150 )</th>
<th>( 300 )</th>
<th>( 360 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{turb}} )</td>
<td>( -0.108 )</td>
<td>( -0.036 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{rad}} )</td>
<td>( -0.7 )</td>
<td>( 1.21 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{conv}} )</td>
<td>( +0.36 )</td>
<td>( +0.644 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{sun}} )</td>
<td>( -0.448 )</td>
<td>( -0.612 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{conv}} )</td>
<td>( -0.432 )</td>
<td>( -0.601 )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{turb}} )</td>
<td>( +2.06 )</td>
<td>( +1.559 )</td>
<td>( -0.265 )</td>
<td>( -0.691 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{rad}} )</td>
<td>( -0.019 )</td>
<td>( +0.01 )</td>
<td>( -0.907 )</td>
<td>( -2.04 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{conv}} )</td>
<td>( -1.77 )</td>
<td>( -0.159 )</td>
<td>( +0.635 )</td>
<td>( +1.336 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{sun}} )</td>
<td>( -0.33 )</td>
<td>( +1.39 )</td>
<td>( -0.339 )</td>
<td>( -1.395 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( (\partial T / \partial t)_{\text{conv}} )</td>
<td>( -0.295 )</td>
<td>( +1.31 )</td>
<td>( -0.336 )</td>
<td>( -1.265 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At \( t = 2h \) there is an intensive radiative cooling near the upper boundary only one half of which is compensated by the phase transition heat. Turbulent transfer results in cooling too but it is small. At \( t = 2h + 40 \text{ min} \) there is strong turbulent heating at low levels due to heat influx from the soil, about 83% of this influx is spent for drop evaporation. Radiative temperature rate of change is small (1% of turbulent one) because of the large optical path length inside the fog. In upper layers of the fog, intensive condensation continues due to radiative cooling.

3.2 If soil is dry, heating in lower layers may lead to the fog separation from the ground and its transformation into low stratus cloud. The cross-section of the cloud formed after fog separation from the ground at \( t = 8h \) is shown in Fig. 2. Lower and upper cloud boundaries are corresponding at the heights 90 and 670 m. The LWC maximum (0.5 g/kg) is near the upper boundary. The mean droplet radius is almost constant through all the cloud and is equal to 8 - 9 \( \mu \text{m} \). The radiative cooling peak and temperature inversion are in the upper layers. There is a slight radiative warming in the lower layers where lapse rate is greater than initial one. It can be shown that for dry soil there is some critical value of geostrophic wind \( G_{c} \) so that for \( G < G_{c} \) fog never turns into cloud, but always for \( G > G_{c} \).

For the basic set of parameters \( G_{c} = 4 \text{ m/s} \). The cloud formed over wet soil and characterized by the basic set of parameters spreads downward and join up...
Liquid water content $q_L$ (0.25 g/kg)
Droplet concentration $N$ (10⁵ 1/g)
Integral radiative fluxes $F_\text{rad}$, $F'_\text{rad}$ (0.5·10⁶ cal/cm²·s)
Exchange coefficient $k$ (5 m³/s)
Mean droplet radius $r$ (5 μm)
Radiative temperature change $T_{\text{rad}}$

Figure 2. The same as in Fig. 1, t=8h

the haze which appeared near the ground. But for $G=20$ m/s when turbulence is high enough and if soil heat conductivity is three times larger than for the basic set the cloud develops downward only slightly and does not turn into fog.

The variations of $\omega_\rho$ allow to describe all the types of occlusion from dry to wet.

3.4 Before the beginning of condensation the cross-isobar angle increases by one half from 20° to 30° for the basic set of parameters due to damping of turbulent exchange. When fog or cloud reaches steady-state cross-isobar angle the initial value but the wind velocity profile differs greatly from the initial one. At all moments of time rather thick layer exists where wind velocity exceeds geostrophic wind by 10-15% (low level jet). When fog is in steady-state the jet localizes at the fog top. The main rotation of the wind occurs just within the jet.

3.5 There are some differences in the mechanism of fog or cloud formation over dry and moist soils. The equation for the supersaturation $\Delta = q - q$ when the second derivatives on height are neglected is as follows

$$\frac{\partial \Delta}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial z} - \gamma \frac{\partial q}{\partial \theta} \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial z} \right] . \tag{7}$$

The second term of the right-hand-side of (7) gives the maximum positive contribution in the region of decreasing of $k$. For dry soil when turbulent flux of vapor at the ground is equal to zero the maximum of humidity and radiative cooling are near the ground where condensation begins first of all. But for wet soil when the formation of dew is possible (turbulent flux of vapor is not equal to zero at the ground) the lowest layer of air becomes relatively more dry than the upper one and this leads to the first portion of fog in the region where $\partial \theta / \partial z < 0$ and it has the maximum value.

3.6 The time and space change of droplet size distribution can be found as the solution of the kinetic equation (3). Fig. 3 represents droplet size distribution function for the case of wet soil and the basic set of parameters.

The curves 1, 2 are typical for a "young" cloud after 20 min of cloud development. The spectra are not broad and the mean droplet radius is small. In the main bulk of steady-state fog (curve 3) the spectrum grows broader, near the fog top it remains narrow, but the mean droplet radius increases. Almost all calculated droplet spectra may be approximated by $\gamma$-distributions.

The existence of sharp radiative cooling near the cloud or fog top is accounted for by the fact that the downward radiation flux in this layer approaches quickly the upward flux. This is demonstrated by Fig. 4 which represents the dependence of the spectral downward flux on height (dry soil, $G=12$ m/s, $q_{ro}=0.2$). The rate of change of the spectral downward flux is strong within the atmospheric window but very weak out of it. The radiative warming in the part of cloud is caused by the absence of radiative equilibrium in this layer; the ra-
diative flux coming from the soil exceeds the black body flux at this level.

![Spectral radiative flux](image)

Table 2

| Upper boundary, m | 430 | 400 |
| Lower boundary, m | 330 | 760 |
| Thickness, m      | 400 | 360 |
| Maximum of LWC, g/kg | 0.3 | 0.34 |
| Maximum of radiative cooling rate, deg/h | -3.55 | -3.34 |
| Maximum warming, deg/h | 0.1-0.2 | 0.21 |

Conclusions

The simulation fog or cloud formation using more complete description than earlier (the main feature is the calculation of droplet spectrum and spectral radiation fluxes) allowed to obtain some theoretical results which can be verified by comparing with observations. It would be worthwhile to note that the experimental model of stratus cloud was obtained with no use of empirical information about cloud. The existence of the second maximum of turbulent exchange and the localization of low level jet near the top of steady-state cloud or fog are also in accordance with observations. It seems to be of some physical interest the time evolution of turbulent exchange and cross-isobar angle within boundary layer during fog formation, and the dependence of the conditions of turning fog into cloud or vice versa on geostrophic wind value and soil properties. Especially it is important to underline that the thick lower part of cloud exists during long time in unsaturated air. This result could not be obtained without detailed description of cloud microstructure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The accurate determination of the radiation balance of the earth-atmosphere system requires detailed knowledge of the radiation reflected and emitted by clouds. All the efforts until now to include the radiative effects into the determination of the albedo of the earth-atmosphere system have been limited to the effects of plane parallel cloud layers. Real clouds, however, are often formed by convection and show irregular surfaces or occur in discrete cloud cells.

In this study calculations of the albedo and reflected radiance of clouds with horizontal inhomogeneities are presented. The Monte Carlo method has been applied to clouds with a periodic horizontal structure of the type first discussed by Van Bierkom (1971). Two different anisotropic scattering functions have been employed based on aircraft measurements of cloud drop size distributions.

2. COMPUTATION METHOD AND CLOUD MODEL

As to the author's knowledge, the Monte Carlo method is best applicable to the radiative transfer of clouds with arbitrary shape. The application of the Monte Carlo method for solving radiative transfer problems has been described in detail by Collins and Wells (1965) and by House and Avery (1969). Following this method, the radiation transfer calculations are mainly a computer simulation of the radiative transfer processes which are based upon the physical laws of interaction between photons and a prescribed medium. The photons are followed until they escape from the medium, desired quantities as the direction and the state of polarization being recorded.

The assumed cloud model is shown in Fig. 1. The cloud shows a regular pattern of striations in the surface running from \( y = -\infty \) to \( y = +\infty \). The length of one period of striations is \( \Delta x_1 + \Delta x_2 \).

Because of the structural regularity, the transfer of radiation of the cloud as a whole can be determined by following photons through only one period of the striations, so for example, a photon striking the boundary \( x = x_1 + x_2 \) is replaced by a photon entering at \( x = 0 \) with the same direction. Two different cloud drop size distributions as measured by Diem (1942) and Pedersen and Todsen (1960) are used. The two distributions are quite different both in the absolute number of drops per cm\(^3\) and in the position of their maximum. Both distributions have been normalized to a liquid water content of 0.1 g/m\(^3\). All calculations have been done for a wavelength of 0.55 \( \mu \)m. By applying classical Mie theory for the scattering on water drops the scattering functions are calculated for both size distributions. The size distribution of Diem has more large particles which results in an increased forward scattering compared to the size distribution of Pedersen as is indicated in Fig. 2. The computations have been done for three types of striated clouds called in the following A, B, and C and which have, when averaged over one period of the striations, all the same optical thickness equal to \( 3/4 \) of the optical thickness of the plane parallel cloud. The thickness of the full plane parallel cloud is assumed to be 1 km. The striated cloud is illuminated by the sun in the \((x-z)\)-plane.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results for the cloud albedo as function of the zenith angle of the sun and of the type of striation are shown in Table I. At a first look one might think that the cloud with the smallest width of the striations has the highest albedo. But as the average optical thickness remains constant this cloud type has the deepest striations. That means the striations act as a light trap, photons going downward very easily penetrate the remaining thickness and are lost for reflection. Photons going upwards must move within a very narrow angular cone so as to be able to leave the striations without any further collisions. This is not the case for the clouds of type A and B. The differences between the striated clouds and the plane parallel cloud of the same mean optical thickness get larger when the zenith angle of the sun decreases. The differences reach up to 20% for the cloud of type C, the accuracy of the Monte Carlo results being better than 0.5%.

Table I Albedo of striated clouds with different column heights and widths but constant mean optical thickness (period of striations = 1 km, droplet spectrum: PEDERSEN, $\sigma_E = 20.5 \text{ km}^{-1}$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sun zenith angle $\mu_0$</th>
<th>cloud albedo</th>
<th>cloud albedo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.519</td>
<td>0.488</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.647</td>
<td>0.637</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What happens when the drop size distribution is changed is shown in Table II. Considering only a striated cloud of type A, the calculations have been done for two optical thicknesses given in terms of the extinction coefficient $\sigma_E$. The cloud with a drop size distribution according to Diem shows always a lower albedo because of the enhanced forward scattering compared to the Pedersen distribution. The differences decrease with increasing optical thickness which means that we have more scattering events and thus differences in the scattering functions are smeared out. If we consider only the cloud with an extinction coefficient of $\sigma_E = 20.5 \text{ km}^{-1}$ and a sun zenith angle of $\mu_0 = -1.0$ we get differences in the albedo by changing the scattering function in the same order as if we would change the cloud surface structure from type A nearly to type B.

Table II Albedo of striated clouds (type A) as function of droplet spectrum and optical thickness (period of striations = 1 km)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sun zenith angle</th>
<th>cloud albedo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_E = 7.8 \text{ km}^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEDERSEN</td>
<td>0.281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIEM</td>
<td>0.671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_E = 20.5 \text{ km}^{-1}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_0 = -1.0$</td>
<td>0.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu_0 = -0.2$</td>
<td>0.808</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nearly all radiation measurements from satellites are basically radiance measurements. It is therefore important to know how cloud radiance measurements are influenced by cloud surface structures. The largest differences between the reflected radiance of a striated cloud and that of a plane parallel cloud of the same mean optical thickness occur for a vertically incident sun and for the emerging radiance in the zenith as is shown in Fig. 3. The reflected radiances fall off to a minimum near the horizon where the effect of the striations nearly disappears. As can be seen in the lower part of Fig. 3, the reflected radiance of a striated cloud of low optical thickness may be well represented by that of a plane parallel cloud of the same mean optical thickness. With increasing optical thickness this approximation falls, especially for the vertically emerging radiance (upper part of Fig. 3).

Changing the cloud drop size distribution shows differences in the reflected radiances which are of the same order as if the cloud surface structure would be changed. This shows a comparison between the results of

Fig. 3 Cloud radiance as function of zenith angle

Fig. 4 Cloud radiance as function of zenith angle

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. As shows Fig. 5, the radiances reflected by a striated cloud of type C have always smaller values than those reflected by striated clouds of type A and B. This is due to the deepness of the striations of type C which causes many photons to be lost for reflection.

4. CONCLUSION

The Monte Carlo method has been applied to the transfer of solar radiation through clouds with horizontal inhomogeneities. The inhomogeneities are represented by horizontally periodic striations in the surface of the cloud. At a wavelength of 0.55 μm, the albedo and reflected cloud radiance are calculated for two different drop size distributions as function of optical thickness, solar geometry, and type of striation. The comparison between the radiative effects of striated clouds and clouds of the same mean optical thickness indicates that the albedo of clouds with
horizontal inhomogeneities is always lower than the albedo of the plane parallel cloud with the same mean optical thickness. This plane parallel cloud is only a good approximation for the cloud albedo when the striations are not too deep. With regard to the cloud albedo, the effect of changing the cloud drop size distribution can be of the same magnitude as the effect caused by changing the cloud surface structure, the mean optical thickness remaining constant. The reflected cloud radiance is well approximated by that reflected of the plane parallel cloud of the mean optical thickness only in the case of low optical thickness.
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MICROPHYSICS OF POST SANTA ANA FOGS

J. G. Hudson and P. Squires
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada System
Reno, Nevada

1. INTRODUCTION

Sea fogs are usually divided into two main types - steam fogs, in which relatively cold air is being rapidly heated and moistened in contact with warmer water, and advection fogs, which occur over relatively cool waters. The former type was studied by Saunders (1964), near Cape Cod, and indeed is more or less characteristic of the east coasts of continents in mid-latitudes. Off west coasts, advection fog is the common type.

Near the southern California coast, it is possible to recognize two major fog types, one of which occurs characteristically in winter, and the other in summer. In both, warm dry air over-lies a shallow "marine" layer, which is both cooler and moister. The marine layer, trapped below the inversion, sometimes contains cloud, and sometimes fog.

The synoptic situations which give rise to these conditions are, however, quite different. In winter, the stage is set when an easterly Santa Ana flow occurs over southern California which transports dry, warm continental air out over the relatively cool coastal waters. The lowest layers are rapidly cooled and moistened, so that a strong inversion is formed at a low elevation. Leeper (1948) has described this sequence of events, and how subsequently with clear skies and dry air aloft, radiative cooling can result in the trapped marine layer becoming even cooler than the sea below, and eventually, in the formation of fog. When the easterly flow weakens and reverses, the fog filled layer moves inshore and arrives at the coast as a shallow, but optically dense, fog. The whole cycle of events characteristically occurs over a period of the order of five days.

In summer, the low level flow over the eastern Pacific is dominated by the strong and persistent North Pacific subtropical high, centered in July at about 150° W, 33° N. Over the coastal waters, a persistent north to north-westerly flow moves southward to the tropics where it turns eastward and forms the roots of the northeast trade. A strong subsidence inversion exists at elevations of a few hundred meters near the coast, sloping upwards towards the west. Below this inversion, a "marine" layer is found, which is frequently capped by an extensive sheet of strato-cumulus. In areas where the inversion is particularly low, the cloud base sometimes lowers to the sea surface, resulting in fog.

2. THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF MARINE FOGS

A. Fogs in General

Fogs, in general, vary greatly in their microstructure; for example, in the polluted air of a city, their droplet concentrations and optical density can be relatively quite high. Pilié (1969) has given a table of typical fog properties, distinguishing between inland radiation fogs and coastal advection fogs, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fog Parameter</th>
<th>Inland Radiation</th>
<th>Coastal Advection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d (µm)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of d (µm)</td>
<td>5-35</td>
<td>7-65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w (g m⁻³)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (cm⁻³)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vis (m)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contrast in microstructure shown above was attributed by Pilié to the difference between the inland and coastal aerosols.

B. Summer Fogs off California

The summer fogs off the west coast are a relatively homogeneous group, forming as they do in unmodified maritime air. From a series of measurements on these fogs, Mack et al. (1974) give the following mean properties of fogs at sea, at an elevation of 3 m: $\bar{V} = 6.5$ to 9.3 m/s, $\bar{R} = 5$ to 29 cm⁻³, $\bar{W} = 0.04$ g m⁻³, $\bar{V} = 300$ to 1000 m.

C. Winter (Post-Santa Ana) Fogs off California

Because of the continental origin of the air in which these fogs form, it might be expected that their microstructure would differ from that of summer fogs; in the clear weather situations accompanying and following a Santa Ana event, the major mechanism of atmospheric scavenging (precipitation) is absent. Over periods of a few days, particle fall-out and Brownian diffusion to the sea surface are likely to have only a small effect.
on the aerosol spectrum in the newly formed marine layer. The depletion of the continental aerosol to the concentrations typically found over the sea may therefore proceed quite slowly. In these situations it would be expected that this depletion would require a longer period than the three days which Twomey and Wojciechowski (1969) found to be a characteristic transition time. An additional clue pointing in the same direction is given by the fact that the visibility in wintertime fogs is distinctly less than in summer fogs.

3. INITIAL FOG DROP MEASUREMENTS

Some measurements of marine fog microstructure were therefore made on the coast at San Diego in December 1974, using an optical particle counter (Ryono Model 225 main frame with a Model 508 counting module), which yielded the cumulative count of droplets with diameters larger than five threshold values. These measurements indicated that these wintertime post Santa Ana fogs contained about 10^5 cm^{-3} droplets larger than r = 0.3 \mu m, of which about 1% were larger than r = 4 \mu m. These spectra were used to compute the concentrations typically found over the sea. Additional clues pointing in the same direction or evaporation of droplets. Measurements of droplet concentrations, which agreed fairly well with the values recorded by a nearby M.R.I. Visiometer. Because of this agreement, and because the measured spectra implied plausible liquid water contents (~ 0.1 g m^{-3}), it was felt that these results had not been too seriously affected by the calibration problems of the optical counter, impaction and splashing of droplets in the intake, or evaporation of droplets. Measurements of such high fog droplet concentrations have also been made by May (1961).

Such high drop concentrations pointed to one of two conclusions, 1) relatively high supersaturations in the fog, or 2) very high CCN concentrations.

4. CCN MEASUREMENTS

To resolve this dilemma CCN measurements were made at the San Diego site during November and December of 1975. Data were collected on 15 days during the six week period. The CCN counter or counters ran continuously when they operated which was often for more than 24 hours at a time. Several post Santa Ana fogs occurred while these CCN concentration measurements were made. The concentration of CCN active at 0.14% supersaturation (that is those with critical supersaturations, S_c, less than 0.14%) was almost never less than 800 cm^{-3}. Sometimes these concentrations were as high as 4000 cm^{-2} but they were usually about 2000 cm^{-3}.

Very low CCN concentrations which approached that of a marine aerosol (~ 200 cm^{-3} for S_c \leq 0.14%) were recorded on only one occasion. This occurred several hours after a rather strong front passed through the area. This low concentration was not reached until there had been at least 18 hours of rather strong westerly winds and a few hours of moderately heavy rain. On several other occasions there was considerable cloudiness and even precipitation which did not have much effect on the CCN concentrations. Fog occurrences also had little effect on CCN concentrations. In fact, the CCN concentrations were perhaps a bit higher than usual during periods when fogs occurred. Measurements of persistently high CCN concentrations, especially when measured in fogs, made it clear that it is the high CCN concentrations and not high supersaturations which are responsible for the high drop concentrations in wintertime southern California fogs. These CCN measurements and the measurements of drop concentrations in the fog also made it clear that, as is usually thought to be the case with most fogs, only those nuclei with very low critical supersaturations, S_c, are important in the formation of post Santa Ana fogs.

5. MEASURING CCN WITH VERY LOW S_c 's

Horizontal plate thermal diffusion cloud chambers cannot accurately measure CCN below 0.2% supersaturation (Twomey, 1967; Sinnarwalla and Alofs, 1973; Hudson and Squires, 1976). Vertical plate thermal gradient diffusion cloud chambers (Sinnarwalla and Alofs, 1973; Hudson and Squires, 1976) can accurately measure CCN concentrations as low as 0.1%. Laktionov (1972) presented a method of extending the range of useful measurements below 0.1% supersaturation by using the equilibrium haze droplet size at zero supersaturation, S, to determine the S_c of the CCN. This method has been usefully analyzed by Podrimek and Alofs (1976) and experimentally demonstrated in another paper in these proceedings (Hudson, 1976). The success in matching the Laktionov method (using an isothermal diffusion chamber) with a vertical plate diffusion chamber in the supersaturation range between 0.1% and 0.2% has given some confidence in applying the method to lower values of S_c. As was shown in Hudson (1976) the haze droplets must be allowed sufficient time to grow to their equilibrium size at S = 0. However, they must not be allowed so much time that they fall to the floor of the cloud chamber or evaporate in moving from the cloud chamber to the optical counter. Again the existence of a plateau in droplet concentration when plotted against the rate of flow, F, of air through the cloud chamber should indicate that these problems do not exist. Figure 1 demonstrates that such a plateau can be obtained in the isothermal chamber for droplets which correspond to S_c's as low as 0.03%. This figure also illustrates the fact that these larger droplets require longer growth times to achieve their equilibrium sizes. The manufacturer's calibration curve must be used to determine drop sizes for S_c's below 0.1%, but the results of the test of Laktionov's method (Hudson, 1976) offer justification for doing this.

Figure 2 shows some typical spectra which were obtained with the Laktionov technique and with the thermal gradient diffusion chamber. In each curve the two measurements below 0.1% supersaturation were taken simultaneously with one of those taken above 0.1%. The other measurements were taken at points very close in time. The logarithmic slope of the curve, K (from N = C S_c^K, where N is CCN concentration and C is the concentration...
Figure 1. The concentration of drops greater than particular threshold sizes in the isothermal chamber normalized to the concentration of CCN active at 0.1% in the other cloud chamber operating at 0.1%. These threshold sizes correspond to the maximum critical supersaturation of the CCN given in the figure. The relationship between the droplet radius, \( r_0 \), at supersaturation, \( S_c \), equal to 0, and \( S_c \) is \( r_0 = 4.1 \times 10^{-6}/S_c \) (Hudson, 1976).

Figure 2. Typical CCN spectra taken at San Diego in December, 1975.

Figure 3. CCN concentrations at three supersaturations using the isothermal chamber and a cloud chamber operating at 0.14% at the San Diego site. This figure shows temporal variation with Pacific Standard Time. Dense fog occurred from 22:00 until 22:15 and for most of the period between 1:30 and 8:00.

The concentration at 1% supersaturation), increases with decreasing \( S_c \) to a value of about 2 at the lowest supersaturations. The shapes of these curves are very much in keeping with CCN spectra measured at other sites with the same apparatus. Numerous CCN spectra above 0.2% supersaturation were measured with the same apparatus at an unpolluted continental site (Fallon, Nevada) from August to October of 1975. The values of \( K \) in the region of overlap (0.2% to 1%) were very similar at the two sites (\( K \approx 0.4 \)). Also, the ratio of the Aitken concentrations, measured at both sites with the same Gardener Counter, to the CCN concentrations was very similar at the two sites. Even though the concentrations were several times higher at San Diego (\( N = 400 \) for \( S_c = 0.2\% \) and \( N \approx 1000 \) for \( S_c = 1.0\% \) at Fallon) the above facts indicate that this polluted aerosol has aged to a near equilibrium size distribution. This would imply that these CCN measurements are a good representation of the ambient aerosol in the region and are not due to local pollution effects which often tend to produce an aerosol with a very high \( K \).

Incidentally there were no large scale pollution sources within several kilometers of the site as it is located on a peninsula which is made up of a naval research base and a residential area.

Figure 3 shows an example of CCN concentrations at three supersaturations measured over several hours. As this figure indicates, there did not seem to be much of a diurnal trend to the CCN concentrations. The facts presented in this paragraph and in section four seem to be in keeping with the theory of the formation of post Santa Ana fogs presented in section one. In particular, it seems quite possible that the aerosol is carried out to sea for great distances (of order 100 Km).
6. FURTHER DROP MEASUREMENTS

Again in 1975 extremely high drop concentrations were recorded in post Santa Ana fogs at San Diego. Before the second fog season the optical counter was modified to collect counts for six second intervals instead of one minute intervals. This allowed a complete simultaneous readout in all five size channels even in the most dense fogs. This had not been possible during the previous season because the capacity of some of the channels was exceeded. The improved data revealed that the drop concentration was sometimes near or beyond the acceptable count rate of the optical counter. Concentrations above 1000 cm\(^{-3}\) actually "saturated" the optics and/or electronics. This fact in no way negated the very high drop concentrations in the fog since it means that the actual concentrations may have been even higher than that which could be measured. It is now clear that either a smaller sample flow or a dilution technique must be used in the unusually dense fogs. It should be made clear that many less dense fogs were measured which had drop concentrations which were definitely within the capabilities of the optical counter. In fact, some concentrations measured in fog were an order of magnitude lower than in the very dense fogs.

Visibility can be calculated using Koschmieder's formula

\[ V = \frac{3.91}{S} \]

where \[ U = \sum_{i=1}^{N} K_{s} N_{i} 2 \pi r_{i}^{2} \] where \( N \) is drop concentration, \( r \) is drop radius, and \( K_{s} \) is the total scattering coefficient which depends on the ratio of the drop radius to the wavelength of the light. When the visibility is calculated using measured drop size distributions it shows very good agreement with simultaneous measurements of visibility using an M.R.I. visiometer. The two methods agreed to within 50% over a range of visibilities between 150 meters and 1000 meters. Although this may be fortuitous the essential point is that the concentration of small drops (< 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) radius) was so high that they alone could reduce the visibility below a kilometer.

7. DISCUSSION

The very high CCN concentrations and the very high concentrations of small drops suggest the possibility that unactivated haze droplets are responsible for much of the visibility degradation. In fact, if the aerosol is exposed to 100% relative humidity, R.H., \( S \approx 0 \) and equilibrium haze droplets grow on all of the CCN then their sizes would be

\[ r = \frac{4.1 \times 10^{-6}}{S} \]  

(Audson, 1976).

A drop size distribution based on the above equation and actual CCN measurements at the time of fog occurrences shows a remarkable similarity in shape and magnitude to the actual drop size distributions which were measured in fogs. Put another way, the drop distributions and concentrations in the isothermal cloud chamber using ambient aerosol were very similar to the drop distributions and concentrations which were measured in the fog. The cloud chambers were mounted inside a trailer which was at least 100°C warmer than the outside during all fog occurrences. Since the aerosol spent several seconds in tubing inside the trailer before entering the saturated volume of the cloud chamber, all drops or droplets had plenty of time to evaporate down to nearly dry particles before droplets were artificially grown on them in the cloud chamber. The fact that the aerosol showed no noticeable change in concentration with the onset of fog further substantiates that the "fog" was completely reformed in the cloud chamber. Furthermore, visibility calculations based on distributions of droplets at \( S = 0 \) for the measured CCN concentrations show good agreement with the M.R.I. visiometer. Thus ambient CCN concentrations seem to be capable of producing visibilities of less than one kilometer (<200 meters in some cases) when haze drops in equilibrium at \( S = 0 \) grow on them. However, even the highest CCN concentrations cannot produce a visibility of less than 2km (assuming that the nuclei behave like NaCl) if the R.H. reaches only 98%. Visibility calculations for 100% R.H. applied to a typical marine aerosol (Twomey and Wojciechowski, 1969) yielded a visibility of about 8 km. This is, in fact, probably an underestimate of this visibility because the CCN concentrations had to be extrapolated for \( S_{o} \)'s below 0.2%. For the purposes of this calculation a straight line extrapolation on the log-log plot of \( N \) vs. \( S_{o} \) was used but as section four and figure three indicate, this is probably an overestimate of CCN concentrations at low \( S_{o} \)'s. Visibility calculations based on a natural continental aerosol were not attempted because of the uncertainty of extrapolating concentrations to low \( S_{o} \)'s. Since measurements of the natural continental CCN concentrations below 0.2% are not available, and since these corresponding larger haze droplets are so important in determining the visibility, it is not proper to make such conjectures. It is possible, though very improbably, that the natural continental concentrations of CCN below 0.1% are nearly the same as those which were measured at San Diego. If this were the case then the fog visibilities would not differ by a great deal in the two cases.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Low visibility fogs near the southern California coast in winter do indeed seem to be made up of very high concentrations of very small drops. These numerous small drops seem to account for the low visibilities in these particular fogs. The observed drop distributions seem to be due to very high CCN concentrations which are an order of magnitude higher than a marine aerosol and several times higher than a natural continental aerosol. Extensive CCN measurements indicate that this aerosol is persistent, well-aged, and probably widespread. This seems to support the hypothesis that continental aerosol (and probably polluted aerosol) can affect fog visibilities for some
The CCN concentrations, in fact, seem to be so high that a relative humidity of 100% \((S = 0)\) is sufficient to produce a drop size distribution which yields visibilities which are characteristic of fog \((V < 1000\) meters). In fact the analysis implies that even very low visibilities \((V < 200\) meters) can occur in what is technically a haze \((R.H. < 100\%)\) rather than a fog \((S > 0)\). This is not to say that these fogs are not supersaturated. However, even when slightly supersaturated the unactivated haze droplets still make a major contribution to visibility reduction. Certainly some “fogs” \((V < 1\) Km) do form in unsaturated air when there are so many CCN and in some cases the visibility cannot get much worse than it is at saturation. The analysis shows that the relative humidity must be well above 99% and close to 100% in the most polluted air to produce a “fog” if the nuclei are in equilibrium. It could very well be that stratus clouds sometimes exhibit some of the phenomena which have been described in this paper.
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SOME RESULTS FROM A SKYLAB CLOUD PHYSICAL PROPERTIES INVESTIGATION

John C. Alishouse
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Environmental Satellite Service
Washington, D. C.

1. INTRODUCTION

It was proposed by Hanel (1961) that absorption in the 2.0 µm band of CO₂ could be used to infer cloud top pressure altitude from an earth-orbiting satellite. Yamamoto and Wark (1961) suggested that the oxygen "A" band at .76 µm could be used for this purpose. Independently, Chapman (1962) also proposed using the "A" band to determine cloud top altitude.

The purpose of the Skylab Cloud Physics Investigation was to assess the feasibility of inferring certain cloud physical properties by remotely sensing reflected sunlight in selected spectral intervals. These properties are: cloud top pressure level, thermodynamic phase of the cloud particles, optical thickness, a particle size parameter, and the density of the particles. The spectral intervals proposed were in and just out of the 0.755 µm band at 2.06 and 2.12 µm respectively; and 1.61 µm.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

It was our plan to compute transmittances for the A band and CO₂ band and the ratios of the three out-of-band channels. Due to a variety of hardware and software difficulties, A band transmittances have not been obtained.

2.1 2.0 µm Transmittance Data

The main purpose of the 2.0 µm data was to provide a correction to the A band transmittance data due to penetration of the solar beam into the cloud. Values were obtained for snow, cirrus, coastal stratus, and clouds associated with fronts. These values have been reported in detail in Alishouse (1976). The transmittances reported in Alishouse (1976) have not been corrected for cloud penetration or for the fact that snow seems to have less reflectance at 2.06 µm than at 2.12 µm, O'Brien and Munis (1975). The values in general seem to be significantly lower than expected and often exhibit standard deviations of 10% or greater.

2.2 The Ratio I(1.61 µm)/I(2.125 µm)

As the experiment was originally conceived this ratio was to be used to determine the thermodynamic phase (i.e., whether the cloud particles are liquid or ice); however computations utilizing techniques described in Twomey, Jacobowitz, and Howell (1966, 1967) and presented in Alishouse (1976) indicate that this ratio will not permit discrimination between liquid water and ice clouds.

The experimental results confirm the theoretical predictions. Twelve sets of snow data yield a range in this ratio from 3.04 to 3.66. Four sets of coastal stratus (liquid water clouds) give a range from 2.80 to 3.68. Three sets of cirrus data yield a range from 3.17 to 3.24. Thus it is necessary to look to other spectral regions for this discrimination.

2.3 The Ratio I(.754)/I(1.61)

This ratio offers promise, both theoretically and experimentally, of being able to provide the desired discrimination.

Table 1 summarizes the experimental SKYLAB results for I(.754)/I(1.61) and I(.754)/I(2.125).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Range of Air Mass</th>
<th>I(.754)/I(2.125)</th>
<th>I(.754)/I(1.61)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 11</td>
<td>3.4-3.5</td>
<td>117.2 ± 15.6</td>
<td>33.6 ± 5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 12</td>
<td>3.4-3.5</td>
<td>174.5 ± 15.3</td>
<td>49.1 ± 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
<td>&lt;4.2</td>
<td>168.5 ± 38.4</td>
<td>59.9 ± 9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
<td>&gt;4.1</td>
<td>185.9 ± 35.8</td>
<td>61.2 ± 9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 22</td>
<td>3.5-3.6</td>
<td>82.3 ± 8.3</td>
<td>25.8 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 22</td>
<td>3.4-3.5</td>
<td>87.2 ± 3.8</td>
<td>27.6 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 22</td>
<td>3.2-3.3</td>
<td>115.2 ± 11.7</td>
<td>33.5 ± 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 24</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>140.8 ± 41.5</td>
<td>40.3 ± 7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 24</td>
<td>3.4-3.5</td>
<td>165.1 ± 16.8</td>
<td>42.5 ± 3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 24</td>
<td>3.2-3.4</td>
<td>185.4 ± 22.6</td>
<td>49.8 ± 5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cirrus Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 18</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>56.0 ± 17.6</td>
<td>18.3 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coastal Stratus Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 8</td>
<td>3.2-3.3</td>
<td>31.9 ± 2.7</td>
<td>8.5 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 10 est</td>
<td>2.1-2.5</td>
<td>27.8 ± 2.3</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 15</td>
<td>&gt;2.6</td>
<td>18.5 ± 2.8</td>
<td>6.8 ± 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 15</td>
<td>2.5-2.6</td>
<td>22.0 ± 3.1</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frontal Cloud Data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 9</td>
<td>2.9-3.1</td>
<td>48.7 ± 18.2</td>
<td>14.5 ± 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 25</td>
<td>2.8-2.9</td>
<td>26.0 ± 6.2</td>
<td>7.2 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 25</td>
<td>2.7-2.8</td>
<td>29.6 ± 7.7</td>
<td>9.1 ± 2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 25</td>
<td>2.6-2.7</td>
<td>97.2 ± 6.2</td>
<td>24.0 ± 4.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ratio, I(0.754)/I(1.61), ranges from 25.8 to 61.2 for the snow data. We note that the three lowest values occurred on the same day. The imagery taken in conjunction with the radiometric data for this day strongly suggest the presence of a thin layer of cirrus.

Unfortunately there is only one unambiguous set of data for cirrus clouds. Two days of cirrus data were eliminated because of anomalous values at 0.754 µm. The Aug. 9 data probably are Ci, but will be discussed later. Nevertheless based on a sample of one (or two) we see that the ratio I(0.754)/I(1.61) is significantly different from that for snow. There are four sets of coastal stratus data in which the ratio I(0.754)/I(1.61) varies between 6.8 and 8.5. Thus it appears that the ratio I(0.754)/I(1.61) can be used for discriminating among snow cover, clouds composed of ice particles, and clouds composed of water droplets.

The imagery taken during the August 9th pass indicate the clouds are cirrus with small breaks in them. The radiances at both 0.754 µm and 1.61 µm show wide amplitude fluctuations indicating a considerable range of thickness. This probably accounts for the rather large standard deviations in this day's data.

The first two data sets for Jan. 25 appear not to fit into the classification scheme just presented. The ratios are clearly in the liquid water range yet a NASA aircraft flew along the satellite ground track and reported Ci whose tops were between 30,000 and 40,000 feet. It must be noted that the aircraft flight occurred between one-half and one and one-half hours after the satellite pass. The spacecraft imagery indicate initially the presence of two layers of clouds and then only a single layer is apparent. A detailed analysis of the meteorological situation is being carried out. The third data set, taken beyond the range of the aircraft flights, seem to be cirrus (ice) clouds from both the ratios and the imagery.

2.4 The Ratio I(0.754)/I(2.125)

This ratio is designed to give particle size information although as can be seen from the results in Table 2 it appears to be as effective as the ratio I(0.754)/I(1.61) as a phase discriminator. It is worth noting that this ratio is in the water or small particle region for the first two data sets of January 25. Unfortunately no independent measurements of cloud particle size distributions were made for the SKYLAB missions. Theoretically it may be difficult to distinguish thin (\(r < 1\)) ice clouds from liquid water clouds.

3.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results from the S-191 radiometer on SKYLAB were, in general, rather disappointing in terms of what we hoped to achieve. These were five parameters which it was hoped to infer from the measurements. Only one, the thermodynamic phase, could be considered in any detail. The remaining four; optical thickness, cloud top pressure, particle size and particle density could not be inferred because of either instrumental inadequacies such as wavelength calibration or low spectral resolution or there was no independent determination of the parameter.

On the brighter side, the A band technique works a great deal of time, Wark (1968), and the ratios presented in Table 1 look promising at least for thermodynamic phase discrimination. One earlier concept has been shown to be erroneous from both more sophisticated theoretical analysis and experimental data.

Finally a theoretical basis and capability have been established to refine the experiment and aid in the analysis of future data.
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ESTIMATES FROM SATELLITES OF TOTAL ICE AND WATER CONTENT OF CLOUDS

James T. Bunting and John H. Conover
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory
Bedford, Massachusetts

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objectives

The performance of high speed vehicles such as supersonic aircraft and rockets can be seriously impaired by erosive wear of exposed materials impacted by water or ice particles of clouds. Engineering tests of various materials suggest that the mass density of hydrometeors is the most significant meteorological parameter related to erosion. Since cloud mass density is not measured so routinely as other meteorological parameters such as temperature or humidity, a program to estimate cloud ice and water contents from satellites has been established. Since it is difficult to model the radiative properties observable by satellites for ice particles with varying shape, size and number concentration, data from satellites have been compared to cloud measurements by simultaneous aircraft underflights. A variety of cloud conditions including nimbostratus, stratocumulus and cirrus have been sampled over mid-latitudes of the USA during winter and spring months. In this paper, aircraft measurements of total ice and water contents of clouds are related to simultaneous infrared (IR) and visible measurements from NOAA satellites. The methods presented may also be used to improve the detection of heavy weather over data sparse regions and to verify the ability of numerical weather prediction models to forecast clouds and rain.

1.2 Previous Research

A number of studies have related cloud properties to satellite measurements of radiation in the visible and IR window regions. None of these studies has dealt directly with cloud mass; however, their conclusions suggest the outcome of a cloud mass approach. Booth (1973) and Shenk, Holub, and Neff (1976) have considered cloud typing from visible and IR measurements. Published mass density data for various cloud types could be applied to cloud type estimates from satellites. The total cloud mass is the product of the mass density, which is known to vary with temperature, and the cloud thickness. That approach has the disadvantage of assigning the same total mass to all clouds of the same type unless the cloud thickness is independently known.

Satellite estimates of geometric thickness are difficult to obtain from passive sensors. Measurements of the IR window are customarily converted to temperatures of a blackbody, weighted over the spectral interval of the instrument. The temperature, along with a temperature altitude relation, allows an estimate of cloud altitude. The IR altitude is useful for estimating cloud thickness for some clouds, e.g., convective clouds in the tropics, but not for other clouds, e.g., cirriform clouds.

Reynolds and Vonder Haar (1973), Griffith and Woodley (1973), and Park, Sikdar, and Suomi (1974) have related the visible reflectance of clouds to cloud thickness, the thickest clouds appearing the brightest. The studies considered only convective clouds. Stratiform clouds or clouds without radar echoes may not follow these published relations. Considerable scatter about the lines of best fit relating visible measurements to cloud thickness was evident. The primary explanation for the observed relations was that thicker clouds should have more particles to scatter sunlight back to the satellite and thus appear brighter. Following this reasoning, thicker clouds are also expected to have a higher mass.

Woodley and Sancho (1971) and others have related rainfall from convective clouds to satellite measurements in the visible. Higher rainfall, like thicker clouds, is associated with heavier cloud mass. However, considerable variability is both observed and expected since a number of complicated processes of cloud particle physics determine the true relation between mass density within a cloud and rainfall beneath it.

Theoretical studies have simulated the radiative properties of clouds at IR and visible regions. Extensive calculations have been made for many spectral regions, primarily using Mie theory to calculate scattering, absorption, and emission for spherical cloud particles. Summaries of results are available (Deirmendjian, 1969), (Mosher, 1974). The form of results is instructive. For instance, calculations for IR show that water clouds, with many small particles, are effective absorbers of infrared radiation while thin cirrus clouds are semitransparent. Calculations in the visible by Twomey, Jacobowitz, and Howell (1967) and others show that cloud reflectance increases with increasing cloud depth, rapidly for thin clouds but more slowly for thicker clouds, approaching an asymptotic limit at less than 100 percent reflectance.

Although theoretical calculations of sunlight scattered by clouds suggest the general
form of relationships between cloud mass and reflectivity in the visible, it was decided that direct observations were necessary due to the following limitations in the calculations: (1) scattering models generally use a uniform distribution of cloud particles throughout the cloud, and vary the thickness of the cloud. The assumption is probably reasonable for thin clouds such as stratuscumulus or cirrostratus, but is not consistent with cloud particle measurements in deep, precipitating clouds; (2) scattering models assume that all particles have a simple shape, usually spherical or perhaps cylindrical (Liou, 1972). Again, this assumption is probably valid for some thin clouds, but is incorrect for deep clouds containing ice crystals, which may contain ice fragments, aggregates, graupel, rimed particles, dendrites or other irregularly shaped particles. These uncertainties of shape make it difficult to calculate phase functions for single scattering, let alone multiple scattering; (3) scattering models must account for a small amount of absorption of visible light by cloud particles and gases; (4) the spacecraft sensor must be calibrated to absolute physical standards; and (5) the reflecting properties of the underlying surface must be known. The most serious difficulty in a theoretical approach is the need to guess at the particle size distribution of the cloud and consider major variations with altitude.

2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1 Satellite Data

The satellite instruments used in this study are the scanning radiometers onboard the NOAA ITOS series of satellites. The NOAA radiometers are broadband sensors which simultaneously detect both visible (.52 to .72 μm) and IR window (10.4 to 12.5 μm) radiation. Horizontal resolution of the original satellite data is roughly 3 km for the visible channel and about 6 km for the IR channel near the satellite subpoint. The NOAA spacecraft are sun-synchronous polar-orbiting satellites. Simultaneous IR and visible measurements are available once per day at 0900 to 1000 local time for mid-latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere. Details of the scanning radiometer data archive have been described by Conlan (1973). Data from 12 or 13 consecutive orbits are archived each day in the form of 2048 x 2048 arrays for each hemisphere. The arrays of visible and IR data are aligned with the conventional numerical weather prediction grid, so that the arrays are equally spaced on a polar stereographic projection. The spacing of adjacent grid points on the surface of the Earth increases from about 6 km at the Equator to about 13 km at the poles. The grid is in some instances larger and in other instances smaller than the horizontal resolution of the original radiometer data, depending on whether the data are visible or IR, on the zenith angle of observation by the satellite, and the latitude of the grid point. When the original radiometer data are of finer resolution than the array, for example, when the radiometers are looking straight down, no attempt is made to average values close to the array point – only the last value processed is retained. The visible and IR values for comparison to aircraft measurements were averaged over about 50 array grid points, which represent an area of about 70 x 70 km.

The archives of visible data are received normalized for solar zenith angle. However, inconsistencies in brightness are often noted at the swath edges between satellite passes. An attempt was made to reduce these irregularities by implementing the bi-directional reflectance model of Sikula and Vonder Haar (1972). Further details of the application are described in a technical report (Bunting and Conover, 1976). Observations in the IR array are less sensitive to viewing geometry and have not been normalized by us. The archive for IR includes a small correction for limb darkening due to water vapor absorption.

2.2 Aircraft Data

A series of simultaneous measurements of clouds by satellites and aircraft began in January 1974. At the approximate time of the satellite pass, an aircraft equipped with cloud physics instrumentation would descend from 10 km altitude in a spiral of diameter 35 km at a descent rate of 0.3 km min⁻¹ (1000 ft min⁻¹) to 0.3 km or as low as air traffic control would permit. A variety of probes was available, including a "snow stick" for visual identification of crystal habit and size, J-W liquid water sensor, continuous formvar replicator, cloud scene cameras, and Particle Measuring System 1-D spectrometers. A flight director would observe the altitudes of cloud tops and bases, estimate cloud tops when clouds were above the maximum ceiling of the aircraft, estimate the fractional coverage of cloud layers, note optical effects such as halos, and describe particles intercepted by the snow stick.

Supporting data consisting of raingage records, radar PPI scope photographs, GEOS satellite imagery, and temperatures from nearby radiosondes were also collected.

The aircraft information was used to estimate cloud mass as a function of altitude averaged over a horizontal area of about 70 x 70 km. The horizontal area for cloud mass estimate was matched to a set of Vertical Temperature Profile Radiometer (VTPR) measurements made over a square of that size. Estimates of the altitudes, transmissivities, and ice contents of cirrus clouds using VTPR radiances is discussed in an earlier report (Bunting and Conover, 1974).

The particles sampled directly by the aircraft were generally too few for a representative estimate of cloud mass over a horizontal scale of 70 x 70 km, particularly in the case of scattered or broken layers. Furthermore, the problem of matching satellite measurements to aircraft measurements is compounded by the fact that the satellite measurements are sensitive to clouds at all altitudes, but are recorded over a large horizontal scale in only 10 seconds or less. If the aircraft loiters at one altitude to get a better estimate of cloud mass, clouds at a lower altitude may advect or change before the aircraft descends to sample them.

The following approach to cloud mass estimates was therefore followed. Cloud probes
were used to determine cloud particle types. Climatological values were used instead of microscale estimates of mass density. More specifically, mass density was expressed as a function of cloud type and cloud temperature. Clouds which appeared thin were assigned an arbitrary lower mass density. The appropriate cloud mass density was simply multiplied by the vertical depth of the cloud and by the fractional coverage of the cloud layer.

Precipitation from clouds was treated differently. An average precipitation rate at ground level was estimated from raingage and radar data supplemented by measurements from the Knollenberg 1-D system. The precipitation rate was converted to mass density by logarithmic relationships for rain, small snow, and large snow. The estimated mass density for precipitation was simply extrapolated upward to the generating altitudes of the clouds. The mass density estimated for rain was increased to a consistent value for snow above the melting level.

A total of 37 cases had been analyzed at the writing of this report. The following sections present results of this method of inferring the hydrometeor environment underneath satellite measurements. The results are remarkably good in light of the many assumptions which have been made. It should, however, be noted that these cases were primarily of stratiform cloud systems, with occasional embedded convection, during winter and spring months over temperature latitudes.

3. CORRELATION OF CLOUD MEASUREMENTS FROM SATELLITES AND AIRCRAFT

Figure 1 relates total cloud mass, the integral of cloud mass density over all altitudes, to visible and IR satellite measurements. Total cloud mass is given for each case in units of gm⁻². Only the first two digits of total cloud mass are significant.

The scale of normalized visible measurements (BN) ranges from 50 to 254, and is directly proportional to illuminance in foot lamberts (Conlan, 1973). Infrared measurements (IR) are given as degrees Kelvin over a range of 200 to 300. The visible, IR, and cloud mass data are all averaged over a horizontal scale of about 70x70 km. Figure 1 demonstrates that simultaneous measurements were obtained for a considerable range of both satellite and aircraft data.

The curves on Figure 1 are solutions of the following equation.

\[
\text{LWC} \times \frac{1}{\text{IR} - 184} + 54006 \left( \frac{1}{254 - \text{BN} + 0.1} \right) - 1465
\]

The constants were determined by first linearizing both IR and visible measurements separately with respect to LWC and then applying multiple regression to the linearized quantities. The standard error of estimate for the 37 cases is 410 gm⁻²; and the correlation coefficient is 0.84. When predictions of total water content are less than zero they are arbitrarily increased to zero.

The observations of Figure 1 clearly confirm a very simple but most reasonable physical hypothesis: clouds which are brightest in the visible and coldest in the IR have the greatest total mass.

4. APPLICATION TO A CASE STUDY

The cloud system of 23 April 1975 over the central US was chosen to illustrate widespread LWC, which reached a maximum of about 12,000 gm⁻².

Figures 2-5 are photographs of the CRT display of a Man-computer Interactive Data Access System (McIDAS) at the AF Geophysics Laboratory.
Bright dots for coastlines and state boundaries were added by a McIDAS subroutine and do not appear in the data archive. In Figure 2 the surface synoptic situation has been sketched on the McIDAS base map. It shows a developing cyclonic storm over Wisconsin and trailing wave over Kansas and Nebraska. Visible data from the scanning radiometer archive for the NOAA-4 satellite are displayed in Fig. 3. The dark rectangle over Indiana marks the approximate location of one of the C-130 aircraft cloud sounding flights. A discontinuity between orbits is evident from western Texas to James Bay, Canada. The data on the eastern side were taken at approximately 1530 GMT while the data on the western side were recorded two hours later. Extensive cloudiness over central USA and Canada is evident. Snow cover over eastern Canada and ice on Lake Winnipeg and Hudson Bay are also evident. The snow and ice appear as bright as the extensive cirrostratus over the Great Lakes. The bars near the upper right correspond to noise in scans by the radiometer or during readout. Figure 4 is an equivalent display for IR temperatures observed by the radiometer. Snow and ice are no longer obvious since their temperatures are not so cold as the cloud temperatures of the cyclonic storm; however, the extensive cirrostratus shield over the Great Lakes appears nearly as cold as the more dense clouds to the south.

An application of equation (1) to the
joint measurements of visible and IR is displayed in Figure 5. The darkest shade represents no cloud mass while the brightest shade represents 6400 gm$^{-2}$ or greater. Only a few 10x10 km spots exceeded 6400 gm$^{-2}$. Bright shades are evident in central Illinois and also in the border regions of Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky. Snow and ice are not evident, as in the visible display. The extensive shield of cirrostratus is detectable but has less cloud mass than the precipitating clouds over Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio.

It is of interest to compare the LWC display with the National Radar Summary which has been sketched in Figure 6. The areas of high LWC are also areas of precipitation. However, areas of relatively low LWC may or may not be areas of precipitation as noted over Lake Michigan and the State of Michigan.

These illustrations show that the LWC display in Figure 5 is unique - it is not equivalent to either cloud brightness or precipitation areas as detected by radar, or cloud temperature.

5. FUTURE WORK

There is room for improvement in several areas. First of all, models for normalization of reflected sunlight to standard viewing geometry are expected to improve in the near future as results become available from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment on the Nimbus 6 satellite. Secondly, methods to estimate average cloud mass density over areas from aircraft, radars, and lidars are also expected to undergo gradual improvement. Thirdly, we are seeking to expand our own data bank to include cases of heavier weather in convective systems and anvil cirrus. Our highest cases of cloud mass were 2600 gm$^{-2}$. Considerably higher values for total cloud mass are expected in tropical or temperature latitude summer weather. Data published here were recorded in stratiform cloud systems during winter and spring. Finally, areas with snow cover may appear sufficiently bright in the visible and cold in the IR to be misinterpreted as areas of cloud cover. These "false alarms" can be reduced by converting temperature to altitude and using a new regression estimate for LWC. Ratios of narrow band measurements of reflected sunlight at .76, 1.6, and 2.1 $\mu$m may not only correct this snow problem for future satellite instruments, but also distinguish among ice clouds, water clouds, and snow (Alishouse, 1976).

Clouds which are brightest in the visible and coldest in the IR have the highest total mass. Cold IR temperatures correlate with bright visible reflectances. Either predictor explains a significant fraction of observed cloud mass in the dependent data sample for simple linear regression. However, for single regression, IR measurements explained more variance of the observed cloud mass. The IR-cloud mass correlation was 0.80. Although estimates based on IR data alone are not so good as those from IR and visible, they can be made from nighttime satellite passes.

Sun-synchronous passes by satellites provide data at a given location only twice per day; however, there is no reason why the technique discussed in this paper could not be applied to geostationary satellites thereby permitting hourly estimates of LWC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modeling of the visible radiation scattered from semi-infinite to finite size clouds has been attempted for several years. Hansen (1969) and Toomey, Jacobowitz and Howell (1967) resolved that for a plane parallel atmosphere with semi-infinite clouds having optical depths near 100 (cloud 1 - 1.5 km deep and having liquid water contents of .2 gm/m$^2$) that these clouds would be at their maximum brightness. Their results showed that remote sensing of clouds in the mid-visible wavelengths would be of little value for clouds of any real vertical extent, and it would be impossible to determine anything about the clouds microphysical properties. However, observational measurements from satellites of convective clouds of significant vertical extent, (>2 km), have shown increasing brightness with increasing height, Griffith & Woodley (1973), Reynolds & Vonder Haar, (1973), Grifith ct. al., (1976). Recent work by Busygin et. al., (1973) and McKee and Cox (1973, 1975) have shown that the finite cloud poses a particular problem for monitoring its brightness due to energy passing through the vertical sides of the cloud. Thus their reasoning for this observed brightness-height change is related to the fact that as the cloud grows it becomes wider as well as thicker making side effects less important and allowing more light to be reflected off the top. However, even this theory does not account for some of the observed change in brightness for semi-infinite clouds which will be reported in this article.

During this past summer, a unique data set was obtained during the South Park Cumulus Experiment (SPACE). Data on cloud dimensions and cloud position were collected through the use of two cameras which simultaneously photographed the experimental area. Since these stereo photographs were taken in a time lapse mode, the growth characteristics of the clouds could also be deduced. Cloud microphysical data for the experiment were collected by aircraft, radar, and surface observations. Three aircraft were used to penetrate the cumulus clouds. The CSU Areocommander and the University of Wyoming Queenaire both are instrumented to study cloud microphysical processes. Emphasis is placed on collecting data pertaining to cloud particle distributions, IN and CCN concentrations, and liquid water contents as well as the state parameters. The NOAA/NCAR Explorer sailplane, because of its ability to remain in the clouds for extended periods of time while collecting microphysical data, was a particularly unique data gathering system which was utilized extensively in SPACE. The Limon WSR-57 10 cm radar and the CSU M-33 10 cm radar provides data on position, intensity and motions of clouds with precipitation sized particles. The CHILL dual 10 cm and 3 cm wavelength radar with doppler capabilities was used to determine position and intensity of natural clouds and was also used in radar chaff tracer experiments which have yielded substantial data on cumulus cloud microphysical processes and on cloud morphology. A surface meso-net collected data on low level fluxes of heat and moisture. A surface chase vehicle provided data on precipitation type and size distribution. Several daily air mass soundings were taken to provide data on the changes experienced by the non-cloud air mass and provided a reference for satellite derived cloud-top temperatures. All these data complement, support, and strengthen observations made by the satellites of the South Park region.

Along with this data, digital SMS-2 (Synchronous Meteorological Satellite) visible (0.5 - 0.7 µm) (.9 km resolution at SSP) and infrared (10.5 - 12.5 µm) (9 km resolution at SSP) radiance data were received for that area through the Direct Readout Ground Station at White Sands Missile Range. This allowed us to observe reflectance patterns of the clouds as well as estimate their top heights.

Using the Monte Carlo cloud model for finite clouds developed by McKee and Cox, (1973) we used different distributions of drop sizes and numbers (Deirmendjian, 1969) along with varying cloud depths and widths to determine how theory would predict what the satellite would view from its given location in space. Results of these runs along with satellite observed reflectance will be presented in the following sections.

2. MODEL CALCULATIONS

Fig. 1 shows the two drop size distributions used in the model (C.1, C.3), along with the average distribution observed during the last 3 days of SPACE. Note that the two distributions used bounded that observed during this period so that C.2 results would fall between the curves shown in Fig. 2. From Deirmendjian (1969), we obtained the 2 phase functions and volume scattering coefficients for a water cloud at a wavelength of .7 µm. The phase function labeled C.1 is characterized by a very strong forward scattering peak while C.3 is not nearly as strongly peaked. Accuracy of the computations depends on the number of photons processed through the computer program.
Particle size and number distributions available for model input (Deirmendjian, 1969). South Park observed distributions are shown as the dashed line. Note curve continues upward showing large number of small particles.

The accuracy of the relative radiance for a semi-infinite cloud and the top of a cubic cloud is indicated by error bars. Fig. 2 shows the results from this computational study. The first test was to determine what effect the two drop size distributions would have on the reflected brightness for the top of a cubic cloud. To orient the reader, for a cloud having a C.2 particle distribution and a \( \tau = 80 \), its vertical depth would be 1.5 km and have a liquid water content of \( 0.15 \text{ gm/m}^2 \). The two curves show that over a wide range of optical depths, there appears to be a small effect due to phase functions which were determined from the drop size distributions. This confirms the early work by Twomey, Jacobowitz and Houwell that remotely sensing clouds in the mid-visible wavelengths for determining their microphysical structure seems unlikely.

The second study carried out was to determine the differences in reflectance between infinite and cubic clouds. Fig. 2 indicates the relative radiance for the semi-infinite cloud is about 50% greater than for the top of the cube at optical depth of 80. The relative difference increases for smaller optical depths. The semi-infinite cloud is near a theoretical limit for optically thick clouds as the slope of the curve is nearing horizontal. The cubic clouds have a theoretical limit identical to the semi-infinite cloud but require a much larger optical thickness to approach this limit. Consequently, the cubic cloud would continue to get brighter for increasing optical thickness.

A third feature is indicated by calculating the relative radiance for a cloud with a width to depth ratio of 5 to 1 while maintaining a square top. Theory indicates the radiances are closer to the semi-infinite layer than to the cube. Observations illustrated in Fig. 4 indicate a ratio of 10 to 1 needed to approach a maximum brightness. Real clouds do not have flat tops as is the condition of the cube. Irregular structure is likely to slow the transition to a semi-infinite layer, since small irregularities will retain characteristics of smaller clouds.

### 3. SATELLITE OBSERVED REFLECTED BRIGHTNESS

Digital SMS-2 VISSIR (Visible and Infrared Spin Scan Radiometer) data was obtained for August 6, 7, and 8th during the initial stages of convection over South Park, Colorado. The SMS-2 satellite was positioned at 115°W during this period giving it a nadir angle of the South Park area of 46° and 17° west of a due south view. This gives SMS a ground resolution in this area of 1.2 km in the visible. The infrared sensor on board allowed cloud top temperature/heights to be determined for clouds with horizontal dimensions greater than 12 km. Thus only large clouds could be viewed. For those clouds where heights could be determined, the maximum heights ranged to 1.5 to 2 km. Fig. 3 is an SMS-2 view of the South Park region showing the range of cloud sizes observed on August 6 which was fairly typical of the clouds observed on the following two days although this day may have been a little more active. A comparison was first made of satellite measured visible radiance versus satellite derived cloud top temperature for co-located SMS visible - IR digital sectors. Nine separate sectors were compared for the three days, all within 1 hour of local noon. Approximately 250 data points per picture were correlated. From this, correlation coefficients ranged from -0.3 to -0.65. These were fairly low correlations and seemed to show that visible radiance was not well related to top temperature/height. The relationship between visible radiance and cloud horizontal dimensions was also
Fig. 3. SMS-2 .9 km visible image for 1845Z 6 August 1975. Area of interest is shown. Scale: 1mm = 6.2 km

Fig. 4. Satellite derived maximum cloud brightness versus horizontal width for 65 clouds investigated during this three day period. Numbers under points represent multiple data points at this location.

Investigated. Clouds were chosen from the three days at three different times around local noon and their horizontal dimension and maximum brightness were determined. Fig. 4 shows the results of this study which indicate that the brightness does not level off until the width approaches 20 km. For clouds approaching the 2 km height the ratio of width to depth is 10 to 1. This is well past the 5 to 1 ratio suggested by McKee and Cox where the brightness changes should level off. This curve may be demonstrating a lack in the model in its handling of the cloud top surface features. As was mentioned earlier, the model handles only flat tops of clouds, while we know that growing cumulus are distorted, rough turrets. It is felt that due to this cloud top configuration, that a cloud may not approach the infinite stage until much further in its life cycle when the top begins to flatten and glaciate. We should add here that many of the larger clouds viewed were conglomerates of clouds spaced closer together than 1.2 km so were averaged by the sensor into a large cloud. There may be some interaction between the cloud sides that we see but this is assumed to be small compared to cloud top reflectance properties. Ranges of visible radiance measured for these clouds for the wavelength interval used agrees well with what theory predicts. The discrepancy occurs in the sizes of clouds over which this range should exist.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Several results have been obtained through looking at theoretical and observational cloud reflectance properties:

1) Cannot remotely sense the microphysical structure and change taking place in cumulus clouds in the mid-visible spectral region for clouds greater than 1.5 km in depth.

2) Can predict that geometrical factors will strongly affect the cloud brightness and far outweigh microphysical changes but have not predicted these changes for clouds of width to depth ratios as large as that observed from satellites (10:1).

3) The theory used can predict the range of brightness that should be observed, but does specify the width to depth ratios in accord with observations.

4) Discrepancies from theory and observations may be due to theory not adequately representing the nonuniformity of the cloud top which we feel strongly controls the brightness observed from satellites.

Work is progressing on modifying this program to handle more of the shape factors involved with clouds as well as streamlining the computational scheme to reduce the noise problem. It appears that some reflection is needed on previous work which has compared satellite brightness to cloud heights and rainfall rates and liquid water contents. We may better appreciate what these apparent brightness changes in observed clouds are actually telling us through both theoretical modeling and comparison from ground and aircraft observed cloud structure, as well as satellite observations.
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The National Weather Service recognizes four major climatic zones in Alaska. They are Arctic, Continental, Transition and Maritime (see Fig. 1). These climatic divisions are based on annual temperature and precipitation. The transition zone is intended to show the gradual change from the Maritime climate along the Gulf of Alaska and southwest Bering Sea to the Continental climate of the interior. But the overall climate of this zone is very close to that of the continental zone. Thus, for most practical purposes there are three climatic zones in Alaska separated by its two mountain ranges. The Brooks Range in the north separates the Arctic from the Continental zone and the Alaska-Aleutian range separates the Maritime from the Continental zone.

The weather in the Maritime zone is dominated by the passage of fronts originating in the northmost Pacific. The warm, moist air associated with these weather systems accounts for a large amount of precipitation in this sector of Alaska.

In contrast, the Arctic region has very little precipitation, and during the summer months (May to October) low stratus clouds cover this area almost continuously. This persistent cloudiness in the summer appears to be a permanent climatological feature.

The continental interior is the region of extreme seasonal temperature contrast. The hot summers of the interior of Alaska are conducive to the formation of thunderstorms. During the course of a typical summer day, convective clouds appear to form in certain areas and continue to develop until late afternoon. The period of activity begins about 1000 hours and ends around 1900 hours local time. Burns (1974), in his analysis of data for northwest Canada, found that there is a diurnal variation in thunderstorm activity with two peaks, one in the late morning around noon (local time) and the other in the late afternoon around 1700 (local time). These thunderstorms account for most of the summer precipitation.

Due to the sparse network of weather observing stations, climatology of clouds in Alaska is poorly documented. Furthermore, only recently has there been sufficient interest to attempt documentation of cloud conditions. Although weather satellites have improved tremendously the data collection of cloud condition in the temperate and equatorial zones, very few reports exist on the use of polar orbiting satellites in such studies in the Arctic. In this paper we intend to show the advantages of satellite imagery for cloud climatology and measurement of the cloud top temperatures. Such information is essential in the calculation of radiative fields in the Arctic.

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES

Long-term cloud statistics do not exist for interior and Arctic Alaska. Some idea of the cloud conditions for the Arctic region may be obtained from the studies of Huschke (1969). The Arctic cloud statistics compiled by Huschke using 63 months of surface synoptic weather data and the analysis of weather reconnaissance flights of the U.S. Air Force by Henderson (1967) give an accurate picture of the monthly variation of spatially averaged cloud conditions. The important finding of these studies is that the amount of cloudiness and their frequency of occurrence are essentially a step function of time (Fig. 2a) and that the increase of cloudiness during the summer is due to the presence of low level stratus clouds (Fig. 2b). It must be mentioned, however, that these results are applicable more over the central Arctic Ocean rather than to the Alaska North Slope and Beaufort Sea.

One of the interesting features of the Arctic stratus is layering. Although observed by many aviators in the Arctic, this feature of the stratus clouds occurring in distinct
layers of two or three has only recently been mentioned in the meteorological literature by Jayaweera and Ohtake (1973). The few observations mentioned in this work cannot give a cohesive explanation for the layered nature of these clouds. A theoretical description of the layering is given by Herman (1975). He developed a self-consistent radiative diffusive model to predict the observed layers. Herman's model attributes the layering to a greenhouse mechanism whereby solar radiation penetrates to the interior of the cloud and causes evaporation there, while at the same time the top remains cold due to emissions to space and the lowest layer remains cold since the surface temperature is fixed at 0°C. Although this model explains the occurrence of two layers, it is not detailed enough to account for multilayers.

Apart from these observational and theoretical studies, we know very little about the extent or duration of the individual stratus decks which comprise the long term means. There are no data pertaining to the horizontal variation of the stratus base and top heights.

The few investigations on the summer climatology of interior Alaska resulted from the importance of thunderstorms in Alaskan forest fires. Thus, all the previous studies were a part of the Bureau of Land Management fire control efforts. These studies, notably by Sullivan (1963) and Comiskey (1966) were based on sparse observational data, hence some of their inferences as to the geographical distribution and the meteorological conditions for the formation of thunderstorms are questionable. Existence of preferred zones for convective activity in Alaska has been suspected for a long time but only recently confirmed by Jayaweera and Ahlnas (1974) and Biswas and Jayaweera (1976) through the analysis of NOAA-2 and -3 satellite imagery.

Due to the lack of large scale horizontal convergence such as cyclones, frontal over-running in interior Alaska, many meteorologists were led to propose that the thunderstorms in Alaska are primarily air-mass type. Thus undue emphasis has been given to insolation in the various indices that have been devised for forecasting thunderstorm development. More recent studies with satellite imagery have shown that moisture advection is very important and that tracks of moisture could be traced from the cloud patterns visible in the imagery. It is anticipated that the availability of high resolution satellite imagery will shed more light on the understanding of thunderstorm formation in Alaska by providing better climatology of convective clouds than is presently available.

3. NOAA-2, -3 and -4 SATELLITE CHARACTERISTICS

The orbital and the very high resolution sensor characteristics of the NOAA-2, -3 and -4 environmental satellites are given in Table 1. Of these three satellites, NOAA-4 is the prime satellite at present with NOAA-3 acting as a back-up. The NOAA-2 has been switched off. The satellite data are available in analog, digital or photographic form. The latter mode being the most convenient for use and readily

![Figure 3. The maximum area that can be tracked from the Gilmore Tracking Station, Alaska.](image-url)
give a 'picture' of the cloud cover situation. The gray scale for these images are chosen so that the photographic image will yield a wide range of information of general interest to many users. This 'first look' product is of sufficient value to decide on making special products for particular applications. In these special products the gray scale could be chosen to bring out features that are of special interest. For example, in the infrared, small temperature differences or particular temperature could be shown. In the present study, infrared enhancements were used to identify thunderstorms from other convective clouds and the cloud top temperatures of stratus cloud layers.

4. PROPERTIES OF ARCTIC STRATUS CLOUDS

Although arctic stratus clouds have come to the attention of polar meteorologists, hitherto no attempts have been made to use satellite imagery to compile cloud distributions. One of the problems encountered in interpretation of cloud cover in the Arctic is to distinguish clouds from the underlying ice surface. Because of similar albedos from ice and clouds, and the possibility of clouds warmer than the pack ice, it is necessary to use techniques different from those used at lower latitudes to distinguish Arctic clouds.

The boundaries of the stratus clouds are inferred from the visible imagery of the VHRR by recognizing the existence of highlights and shadows cast by the sun. These features appear on the cloud boundaries due to the low sun angle in these latitudes. Thus higher layers of clouds are readily seen from the lower clouds or the ice surface (Fig. 4). The infrared imagery is then used to determine the cloud top temperatures (Fig. 5). Notice that cirrus clouds which are not obvious in the visible come out clearly in the infrared because of their low temperatures. The special enhancements of the infrared imagery specify the gray tone to the radiative temperature of the cloud. Therefore the temperature measured by the satellite is not the cloud top temperature but its radiative temperature. Arctic stratus clouds have mean thicknesses in excess of 200 m. The emissivities in the atmospheric window band (11-13 µ) for stratus clouds of this thickness is in excess of 0.8 (Hunt, 1973). Thus the radiative temperature of these clouds is nearly 95% of the top temperature. Thus we may reasonably assume that the satellite measured temperature is essentially that of the top of the stratus cloud.

In the present investigation we have confined ourselves only to the Arctic climatic region of Alaska and that of the adjoining Arctic Ocean. This region is shown in Figure 6. Although, as mentioned earlier, satellite information is available for the western half of the Arctic Ocean, we confined ourselves to this region because this investigation is primarily designed to test the use of satellite imagery for cloud cover observations in the Arctic rather than to obtain cloud cover statistics. The results were based on the satellite imagery for the summer of 1975.

The amount of stratus cloud cover over this area for the summer of 1975 is shown in Figure 7a. The amount of cloudiness does confirm the high cloudiness observed over the Arctic in the early part of summer. But the extremely low cloudiness during mid-summer is quite unusual. Although we cannot draw any real conclusions from a single year's data, the nearly total lack of cloudiness for almost a two week period in mid-summer is not documented anywhere. Huschke (1969) does mention a slight drop in the cloudiness dur-

Figure 4. The visible imagery showing highlights and shadows cast by the clouds.
The formation of stratus clouds is generally believed to be controlled by the amount of sensible, latent and radiative fluxes. The low amount of mid-summer cloudiness is attributed by Herman (1975) to a minimum in the sensible and latent heat fluxes during this time. Because the region investigated in this study was not included in Huschke's analysis, the small amount of mid-summer cloud cover, if it is a real effect, will have important implications on the variations of sensible and latent heat fluxes during the summer.

From the infrared imagery, the temperature of the tops of stratus clouds could be determined. In Figure 7b the distribution of the cloud top temperature is shown. This distribution could be used to determine the effect of the stratus clouds on the long-wave radiation emitted to space.

For Summer 1975, the average cloud cover over the region investigated is 53%. Assuming that the clouds radiate as black bodies at their top temperatures and the underlying ice surface as a black body at -2°C (freezing point of sea water), the contributions by the clouds and the ice to the total outgoing radiation are 14.3
and 14.0 mW cm\(^{-2}\), respectively. Thus for this period the distribution of clouds was such that the two components are equal.

5. PROPERTIES OF CONVECTIVE CLOUDS

Convective clouds could be easily distinguished from either visible or infrared satellite imagery. In the interior of Alaska, build up of convective clouds begins about 1000 local time, and under certain conditions these clouds turn into thunderstorms. Our interest in this study was to investigate the occurrence of thunderstorms.

Thunderstorms were distinguished from other convective clouds using both the visible and infrared as suggested by Jayaweera and Ahlnas (1974) and assuming that convective clouds with tops colder than \(-28^\circ\)C are thunderstorms as discussed by Biswas and Jayaweera (1976). By analyzing the satellite imagery for the summers of 1974 and 1975, we find although there are preferred zones for thunderstorm formation, there is no definite period common to both seasons where maximum activity was observed. However, the temporal distribution did show sharp contrasts in activity over the season (Figs. 8a, b). Analysis for the thunderstorm activity from the morning and afternoon satellite passes shows that the distribution follows the same pattern for each season. Furthermore, comparison of these events for 1974 and 1975 (Figures 9a, b) suggests that there is no reason to believe that a consistent difference exists between the morning and afternoon.

The variation of thunderstorm activity during the summer and the preferential zones for its formation suggest that indeed certain areas of the State are conducive to thunderstorm formation. However, there is no evidence that insolation is the primary cause for thunderstorm formation. This is in contrast to the present beliefs about thunderstorm formation in Alaska (Grice and Comisky, 1976).

The occurrence of preferred zones suggests that convective activity in the initial stages occurs as a result of the interaction between solar heating and terrain. Certain changes in the wind direction in these preferred zones are noticeable during the afternoon, presumably as a result of the solar heating on mountain slopes. But the moisture and energy to convert these convective clouds to thunderstorms must come from large scale weather systems.

Satellite imagery also proves useful in delineating such systems. Using this imagery and the weather maps we have been able to differentiate four particular weather patterns conducive to the formation of thunderstorms. These are:

1. Easterly flow aloft with low level moisture coming in from the southeast. A deep vertical low over the Gulf of Alaska was the most significant feature of this pattern. This pattern gives rise to thunderstorm activity over the central and east-central part of the State.

2. North-westerly flow aloft with moisture coming in from southeastern Bering Sea. This type of flow results from a stagnant cold front over western part of the State. This pattern gives rise to thunderstorm activity over west-central sector of the State.

3. A quasi-stationary Arctic front from north-northeast on the surface with a distinct dry line along the Brooks Range. This type of pattern gives rise to thunderstorms oriented along the mountain range.

4. Similar to the previous system, except for a closed low over the central interior. This pattern gives rise to scattered thunderstorms instead of a line formation.

Our studies so far indicate that all thunderstorm activity in the State fall into these four weather patterns. The ability to clarify thunderstorms thus shows that major weather systems are an essential feature for the formation of thunderstorms in Alaska. The solar insolation may only be the initial cause of convection.

We have attempted in this paper to demonstrate the ability of very high resolution satellite imagery to furnish useful information for cloud climatology studies. Admittedly these are only preliminary attempts and our conclusions are based on few years data. However, the results to date suggest that for areas lacking in observational stations, satellite imagery will both supplement and complement the existing information on weather.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite imagery produced by the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) has provided very high resolution visual images of the western United States once daily during daylight hours from each satellite. This study utilizes DMSP data available for the summer of 1974 to construct a cloud climatology of areas where weather modification or cloud physics experiments are currently being conducted or planned. These areas include the three High Plains Experiment (HIPLEX) sites at Colby, Kansas (CBY), Big Springs, Texas (BGS), and Miles City, Montana (MLS); South Park, Colorado (SPK), where the South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE) is being conducted; and the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE) area in northeastern Colorado. The Palmer Lake Divide region (PLD) located between Denver and Colorado Springs, Colorado, and the upper Arkansas River Valley (ARK) between Buena Vista and Leadville, Colorado, were chosen for their proximity to current weather modification projects and their potential as sites for new weather modification studies.

The satellite used in this study is sun-synchronous polar orbiter passing over the study areas at approximately 1200 local time. Digital data tapes were produced from the transparencies and a computer analysis was accomplished, producing areas and numbers of clouds for each area and day as well as providing data for cumulative averages over selected time periods for each study area. Cloud locations and sizes were stratified with respect to a subjective cloud classification scheme as well as with respect to synoptic weather conditions. The relationship between cloudiness and topographic features was also examined.

2. DELINEATION OF STUDY AREAS

Figure 1 shows the location and shape of each of the areas analyzed in this study. The three HIPLEX sites are circles with a 112 km (60 n.m) radius from MLS, CBY, and BGS. These sites are included even though a similar study has already been performed for the summers of 1972-74 using data from the ATS-III satellite (Reynolds and Vonder Haar, 1975) since the DMSP satellite data has better resolution. The NHRE area was described for analysis purposes by using the 1973 borders of the NHRE study area (NCAR, 1974). The PLD area was chosen with the western border at the edge of the Front Range of the Colorado Rockies. The eastern border is the most easterly extent of the divide itself, about 130 km (70 n.m) east of the mountains. The north-south extent of the study area is equal to the width of the divide, from the south edge of Denver to the north edge of Colorado Springs, a distance of about 90 km (50 n.m). The western boundary of this area was determined to have "hot spots" that favored thunderstorm formation (Henz, 1973). The South Park study area (SPK) was chosen to provide satellite data coverage of the geographical area of interest in the South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE) presently being conducted by Colorado State University. The area was designed to include all of the topographical features known as South Park as well as to have a rectangular shape for ease in computer processing of data. The area for which satellite data is analyzed is bounded by the crest of the Mosquito Range to the west, the Kenosha and Tarryall Ranges to the east, a latitude line through Buena Vista on the south, and the Continental Divide to the north. The area is approximately 45 km (23 n.m) east-west and 65 km (35 n.m) north-south. The seventh area encompasses the upper

Figure 1. Study and analysis areas.
Arkansas River valley bounded roughly by the Continental Divide north of Leadville, on the north, the latitude of Buena Vista on the South, the Sawatch range to the west and the Mosquito range to the east. The area of study becomes narrower to the north as the river valley narrows. The approximate size is 65 km (35 n.m) north-south and averages 30 km (16 n.m) east-west. This area was chosen for study because of its proximity to SPACE.

4. SITE IDENTIFICATION

The method chosen for accurately locating the study areas on the satellite imagery involved producing an overlay containing several properly located geographical reference points large enough to be easily visible on the imagery. The study areas were then accurately positioned on the overlay with respect to these landmarks. Since most days during the summer had large areas of clear skies, the method worked well. On days when landmarks were obscured by cloud, the study area overlay was accurately positioned using the grid supplied with the satellite imagery. It has been estimated that land or cloud features can be located to within 2.8 km (1.5 n.m) across track and 5.6 km (3.0 n.m) on the center line using the grid (Dickinson et al, 1974). The landmark method appeared to work equally well.

5. SYNOPTIC WEATHER PATTERN

In order to provide a better background for the cloud climatology data, a brief summary of significant weather patterns for Summer 1974 is included here. The weather of June 1974 was characterized by a well developed broad ridge over the western states which was accompanied by persistent clear skies, warmer than normal maximum temperatures, and generally below normal precipitation except for portions of western Kansas and eastern Colorado. The first week of June was cool and wet with snow falling in the Colorado mountains June 8 and 9. The warm and dry pattern became established the second week of June and maintained itself for the rest of the month (Taubensee, 1974). The mean 700 mb ridge migrated slightly eastward during July and became established over the Colorado plateau. The HIPLEX areas were warmer and drier than normal with the greatest precipitation deficiency being observed in the CBY and BGS areas. The Colorado mountain and plains areas generally reported near normal temperatures in the mountains (Wagner, 1974). There were marked circulation changes from July to August over the western states and Great Plains area. Troughing at 700 mb replaced the mean ridge over the central plains resulting in cooler than normal temperatures over the entire region. Precipitation was generally above normal in the southern and central plains, near normal in eastern Montana, with all the areas in Colorado involved in this study receiving less than normal precipitation (Dickson, 1974).

In Colorado during the summer months, storms typically form over the mountains, translate and propagate eastward onto the High Plains during the afternoon and evening. The mechanism for storm formation is a combination of diurnal heating and local mountain-valley breeze circulation. The propagation seems to be controlled by low level fluxes of heat and moisture, the stability, and the atmospheric wind structure (Erbes, 1976). Since this study is a climatology representing only one point in time during the day, this effect is reflected in the size and number of clouds observed in the areas.

6. DATA ACQUISITION

Very high resolution visual data for the months of June, July and August, 1974 were obtained from DMSP archives maintained by the University of Wisconsin in the form of transparencies produced from original satellite analog data. Eighty-eight days of very high resolution (0.6 km) data were available and four days of high resolution (3.7 km) data making a complete set of 92 days of satellite imagery near local noon available for analysis. The scale of the 0.6 km data is 1:7,500,000 and the scale of the 3.7 km is 1:35,000,000. Two data reduction methods were employed. The first involved subjective classifications of clouds in
### Table 1

This table shows the percentage of days of each type of major synoptic classification. Figures in parentheses indicate the percentage of occurrence of each cloud category within the mesoscale classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLOUD CLASSIFICATION</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLD FRONT (Synoptic Scale)</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPSLOPE</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESOSCALE</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMALL CUMULUS &lt; 2 km dia.</td>
<td>(31%)</td>
<td>(41%)</td>
<td>(36%)</td>
<td>(52%)</td>
<td>(25%)</td>
<td>(27%)</td>
<td>(29%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISOLATED CB</td>
<td>(33%)</td>
<td>(41%)</td>
<td>(27%)</td>
<td>(34%)</td>
<td>(65%)</td>
<td>(49%)</td>
<td>(44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOUD CLUSTER</td>
<td>(4%)</td>
<td>(14%)</td>
<td>(24%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
<td>(6%)</td>
<td>(20%)</td>
<td>(25%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOUD LINE</td>
<td>(23%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
<td>(4%)</td>
<td>(10%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMBEDDED CB</td>
<td>(9%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
<td>(9%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
<td>(2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL SAMPLE SIZE (days)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO. OF DAYS WITH CLOUDS</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% DAYS WITH CLOUDS</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The project areas by cloud type and cloud amount. The second method involved digitizing the images of project areas on the Optical Data Digitizer and Display System (OD3) at Colorado State University. The components of the OD3 system are a videcon camera, a television screen, a small computer, and a typewriter for transmitting instructions to the system. The computer was programmed to sense brightness levels from the screen and convert these into digital data. The data is stored on magnetic tape for later processing. For the digitizing process, one pixel or one data bit was equated to the resolution of the imagery such that one pixel on the screen represented one pixel on the highest resolution of the sensor.

7. DATA CLASSIFICATION

Subjective classification of the data with respect to synoptic and mesoscale influences was performed by inspection of the satellite imagery. Table 1 shows the categories used and the percentage of days during the summer that each of these cloud types and weather types was present. Three major categories, cold front, upslope, and mesoscale, were considered. Mesoscale systems were further divided and values in parentheses show the percentage of mesoscale days affected by the respective cloud types. These divisions were patterned after a cloud study of the HIPLEX areas by Reynolds and Vonder Haar (1975). The small cumulus category was added because of the increased resolving power available from the DMSP sensor. Mesoscale processes dominated the weather pattern over the region for most of the summer. The two most common mesoscale cloud types observed on the noontime imagery at all areas were the small cumulus, and the isolated cumulonimbus. From Table 1 it is seen that imbedded cumulonimbi account for 9% of the mesoscale occurrences at MLS, 2% at CBY, and 9% BGS. If the small cumulus category is removed to make the data more comparable with the Reynolds and Vonder Haar study and the mesoscale percentages are recalculated, imbedded cumulonimbi then account for 13% of the mesoscale weather occurrences at MLS, 3% at CBY, and 14% at BGS. These percentages are larger than those determined by the previously mentioned study, no doubt due in part to the better resolution of the DMSP data. Frontal activity was more apparent at MLS and CBY than at any of the other areas. In both cases, most of this activity was observed during the month of August. Surface frontal systems did not appear to penetrate as far south as BGS until the last few days of August. A large number of days when no clouds could be seen occurred at every area except SPK and ARK. The fewer number of clear days at these stations can be considered an indication of the effectiveness of the surface heating, mountain-valley circulation regime in producing cumulus clouds. These statistics, though in similar format to Reynolds and Vonder Haar (1975), are not directly comparable due to the inclusion of 1972 and 1973 data in the previous study.
8. DATA ANALYSIS

The digitized data discussed in Section 6 has been subjected to a number of tests. The first involved determining cloud sizes and cloud numbers for each of the areas for the summer of 1974. This is done by selecting a brightness threshold for the cloud border and summing all of the pixels within that border to determine the total area of the clouds.

The cloud brightness threshold was chosen by comparison of printouts of cloud pictures with printouts of actual digitized brightness values for each file. The computer senses each closed threshold brightness value contour as a cloud. The total number of clouds per site, the total cloud coverage for the day studied, and the average size of the clouds within the site area were calculated. Table 2 presents a summary of this output for the month of July 1974. Three tabulations are presented, the average percent of cloud cover, the average number of clouds normalized to an area of 10,000 km², and the average size of the cloud in km² for each study area. At both MLS and CBY the average cloud size was relatively large but the number of clouds per 10,000 km² was low. These data would seem to indicate that when convective activity was present at noon it was already well developed. The data for BGS in conjunction with Table 1, showed that large numbers of small cumulus clouds predominated at noon but that the few cases when larger cumulonimbus were present increased the average individual cloud area. NHRE, PLD, SPK, and ARK, when considered together, corroborate the description of a typical weather day over the mountains and high plains of Colorado. Since SPK and ARK are both located in the mountains, a noontime climatology should show a relatively high amount of clouds in these areas. This was, in fact, the case with SPK and ARK having an average cloud cover of 20.3% and 27% respectively. There were a large number of clouds present with individual clouds having relatively large sizes. PLD, located adjacent to a "hot spot" for thunderstorm development had less average cloud cover than the mountain areas and fewer clouds. Since all of the activity analyzed at PLD for this month was convective, the clouds that were present at this time were already well developed and they tended to be positioned at the western edge of the area. NHRE, being further away from the mountains had a low average percent cloud cover, few clouds, and a small average cloud size. On most days during the month the mountain thunderstorm cycle did not begin early enough for large cells to reach NHRE by pass time. Although not applicable to these data sets, cloudiness should have increased in the NHRE, MLS, CBY, BGS, and PLD areas later in the afternoon due to eastward translation and propagation of mountain induced thunderstorms, with a corresponding decrease in mountain cloudiness.

9. SUMMARY

Mesoscale processes dominated the weather pattern over the entire study region, more so over the mountains than over the plains areas. The smallest and least developed clouds were observed at NHRE. More developed, larger clouds were observed at the three HIPLEX areas, more so in the northern and central plains, probably due to a greater frequency of synoptic scale effects. PLD, SPK, and ARK were all similar in cloud size. The least number of clouds present were on the central northern plains averaging 4 to 6 per 10,000 km². More clouds were present at BGS and PLD, but, by far, the greatest number of clouds were present over the mountain areas. Average coverage was sparse everywhere east of the mountains at this time with the greatest percent cloud cover over the mountain sites. This compares well with the typical diurnal summertime cloud regime over Colorado. These satellite data are a valuable tool for determining cloud populations and with the advent of geosynchronous satellite data. Cloud systems can be followed from development to dissipation at half hour time increments.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MLS</th>
<th>CBY</th>
<th>BGS</th>
<th>NHRE</th>
<th>PLD</th>
<th>SPK</th>
<th>ARK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Cloud Cover (%)</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Number of Clouds/10,000 km²</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Size of Cloud km²</td>
<td>144.1</td>
<td>172.1</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>158.1</td>
<td>115.2</td>
<td>140.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EFFECTS OF THE LIFE-CYCLES OF CUMULUS CLOUDS ON THE LARGE-SCALE HEAT AND MOISTURE BUDGETS
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1. INTRODUCTION

Two heating mechanisms of cumulus clouds on large-scale weather systems have been proposed in the past. Kuo (1965) proposed that the heating of the atmosphere by cumulus clouds is accomplished by the mixing of the warmer cloud air with the environmental air. Ooyama (1971) and Arakawa and Schubert (1974) proposed that the cloud induced subsidence in the cloud environment is the main heating mechanism. In Ooyama's formulation, cumulus clouds are represented by an ensemble of rising bubbles of various sizes generated in the sub-cloud layer. In Arakawa and Schubert's formulation, a simple one-dimensional steady state plume model is used to represent the behaviour of cumulus clouds. Fraedrich (1973) has shown that both heating mechanisms discussed above can be formulated into the cloud-environment interaction equations if finite life-cycles of cumulus clouds are taken into account. The reason that the mechanism proposed by Kuo does not appear in Arakawa and Schubert's formulation is because in their derivation a steady state cloud model is used. The purpose of this paper is to derive the effects of life cycles of cumulus clouds on large-scale heat and moisture equations by introducing a cloud distribution function which is a function of cloud top height as well as cloud age. The cloud time scale is carefully separated from the time scale of large-scale processes. As a result, the derivation and the results are somewhat different from Fraedrich's formulation. The effects of cloud life-cycles are represented in terms of a recycling rate of the atmospheric air by cumulus clouds as a function of height. The formulation is then applied to a typical trade wind weather situation observed during Phase III of BOMEX to identify the cloud life-cycle effects. Both the total cloud mass flux and the effective recycling rate as functions of height are determined.

2. FORMULATION

The large-scale heat and moisture equations, when including the effects of cumulus clouds, have the following forms:

\[ Q_1 = \frac{\partial s}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot \vec{v} s + \frac{\partial s}{\partial p} = L(c-e) - \frac{\partial q u}{\partial p} + Q_R \]  

\[ Q_2 = -L \frac{\partial \bar{q}}{\partial p} + \nabla \cdot \bar{v} \bar{q} + \frac{\partial q u}{\partial p} = L(c-e) + \frac{\partial q u}{\partial p} \]  

Here \( s \) is the dry static energy, \( q \) the water vapour mixing ratio, \( c \) the rate of condensation of water vapour, \( e \) the rate of evaporation of liquid water, \( L \) is the latent heat, \( Q_R \) is the radiative heating rate. The overbar has been used to denote the average over an area \( A \) which is large enough to contain a large number of cumulus clouds, yet small enough to be considered as a small fraction of the large-scale weather systems. \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) are customarily referred to as the apparent heat source and apparent moisture sink, respectively.

Let us first classify various types of cumulus clouds according to the maximum cloud top height reached by a cloud. We shall assume that clouds with the same maximum cloud top height have the same properties and go through the same life cycle. Let \( \tau \) be used to denote the age of a cumulus cloud and \( \tau_p \) be the life span of cumulus clouds with maximum cloud top height \( p \). We shall define a cloud distribution function \( f(\tau, p, t) \) as the fractional area density function at time \( t \) for clouds with maximum cloud top height \( p \) and age \( \tau \). \( f(\tau, p, t) \) gives the total fractional area covered by clouds with the maximum cloud top height \( p - \Delta p/2 < p < p + \Delta p/2 \) and age \( \tau - \Delta \tau/2 < \tau < \tau + \Delta \tau/2 \). The fractional coverage density function \( \sigma(p, t) \) which has been used by previous investigators can be defined as

\[ \sigma(p, t) = \int_{\tau_p}^{\tau} f(\tau, p, t) d\tau \]  

Let \( T_c \) be the maximum life span of all types of clouds, and \( T_L \) be the time scale for the large-scale process. Typical magnitudes of \( T_c \) and \( T_L \) are of the order of \( 10^3 \) and \( 10^5 \) seconds, respectively. We note that \( f(\tau, p, t) \) gives the rate of generation of clouds with maximum cloud top height \( p \) at time \( t \). At time \( t \), clouds of age \( \tau \) were generated at time \( t - \tau \). Since \( \tau \) is a large-scale variable and \( \tau < T_c < T_L \), we can show by Taylor series expansion that, within an error of the order of \( T_c/T_L \), \( f(\tau, p, t) \) is constant in \( \tau \). The number of clouds is uniformly distributed among all stages of development and

\[ f(\tau, p, t) = \frac{\sigma(p, t)}{\tau_p} \left[ 1 + 0 \left( \frac{T_c}{T_L} \right) \right] \]

The sensible and latent heat fluxes due to cumulus clouds can be expressed in terms of the cloud distribution function:
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Here, the subscript \( c \) is used to denote cloud variables. If \( x_c(t,p_0,p') \) denotes the value of \( x_c \) at time \( t \) and height \( p \) for clouds with maximum cloud top height \( p' \) and age \( T \). The cloud properties \( s_c \) and \( q_c \) should be determined from the governing equations for cumulus clouds. Let us consider a cloud generated at time \( t_0 \). At time \( \tau < t_0 + \tau_p' \), the age of the cloud is \( \tau = t-t_0 \). The equations governing \( s_c \) and \( q_c \) can be written as:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} s_c(t,p,t-t_0,p') + \nabla \cdot \nabla c_c \frac{\partial s_c}{\partial p} = L(c-e) \tag{7}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} q_c(t,p,t-t_0,p') + \nabla \cdot \nabla c_q \frac{\partial q_c}{\partial p} = e-c \tag{8}
\]

Multiply these equations by \( f(t-t_0,p',t) \), one obtains the following equations:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \left[f(t-t_0,p',t)s_c(t,p,t-t_0,p')\right] + \nabla \cdot \nabla c_c \frac{\partial s_c}{\partial p} = L f(c-e) \tag{9}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \left[f(t-t_0,p',t)q_c(t,p,t-t_0,p')\right] + \nabla \cdot \nabla c_q \frac{\partial q_c}{\partial p} = f(e-c) \tag{10}
\]

Since \( f \) is a large-scale variable, the last terms of the left-hand sides of equations (9) and (10) are at most of the order of \( \Delta \tau / \tau_p' \) and \( \Delta \tau / \tau_p' \). On the other hand, since \( q_c \) and \( s_c \) are cloud variables, the magnitudes of the first terms on the left-hand sides of the equations are of the order of \( \Delta \tau / \tau_p' \) and \( \Delta \tau / \tau_p' \). We conclude therefore that the terms \( \Delta \tau / \tau_p' \) and \( \Delta \tau / \tau_p' \) can be neglected in the above equations with an error of the order of \( \tau_p' / \tau_p' \). We note that if \( x_c \) is a cloud variable,

\[
\int_{p_T}^{p} \int_{p_0}^{p'} \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \tau} \left[f(t,p',t)x_c(t,p,t-t_0,p')\right] dp' \tag{11}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \left[f(t,p',t)x_c(t,p,t-t_0,p')\right] + \nabla \cdot \nabla c_c \frac{\partial x_c}{\partial p} = \frac{\Delta \tau}{\Delta \tau} \left[f(t,p',t)\right] - f(t_p',t) \tag{12}
\]

Here, \( p_T \) is the height of the tropopause. Since the ensemble average of a cloud property is a large-scale variable, it should vary according to the time scale of the large-scale process therefore, the first term on the right-hand side of the above equation is only of the order of \( \Delta \tau / \tau_p' \). It can be neglected when

\[
\int_{p_T}^{p} f x_c \frac{\tau_p'}{\tau_p'} dp'. \tag{13}
\]

In defining the cloud distribution function, it is necessary to distinguish between areas occupied by clouds and the clear air. In Arakawa and Schubert's formulation as well as in recent diagnostic studies by Yanai, et. al. (1973), and Ogura and Cho (1973) cloud areas are identified as the regions occupied by condensation induced updrafts. The compensating downward motion induced by cumulus clouds is assumed to spread uniformly in the area surrounding the clouds. One apparent defect of this simple cloud picture is that it does not take into account the fact that strong downdrafts are usually observed in the immediate surrounding area of the updraft region. These strong downdrafts are generally believed to be induced by the evaporation of cloud liquid water when the cloud air mixes with the
unsaturated environmental air. In order to take this into account, we shall define an area occupied by a cloud as the region of the air above the cloud base level that is not in hydrostatic balance with the large-scale environment. This definition is essentially the same as that given by Fraser (1968). For simplicity, we shall neglect the virtual temperature effect and assume that the cloud air comes into hydrostatic equilibrium with the environment if and only if the cloud air temperature equals the environment air temperature.

According to this definition, the area covered by a cloud is somewhat larger than the area covered by the updraft of the cloud, which will be referred to as the core region of the cloud. The region of the cloud outside the core region will be referred to as the outer region. In the outer region of a cloud, air from the environment mixes with the air from the core region. The thermodynamics of mixing in this outer region has been studied by Fraser (1968). Generally speaking, the air temperature in the outer region decreases from the boundary of the core region to a minimum at the visible edge of a cumulus cloud where the liquid water content vanishes. At the visible edge of a cloud, the cloud temperature is lower than the environmental temperature. The cloud air temperature increases gradually from the visible edge of the cloud to the environmental air temperature at the outer boundary of the cloud. The water vapour mixing ratio decreases monotonically to the value of the environmental air from the boundary of the core region to the outer boundary of the cloud. Since the cloud temperature and water vapour mixing ratio equal those of the environment at the outer boundary, the heat and moisture fluxes going into and out of a cloud at the cloud boundary due to air convergence or divergence can be expressed as

\[ \int_{\text{ac}} \nabla \cdot \mathbf{v} \mathbf{c} = \int_{\text{ac}} \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{V} \mathbf{c} \mathbf{d}a = \int_{\text{ac}} \mathbf{V} \cdot \mathbf{V} \mathbf{c} \mathbf{d}a \]

Here, the line integrals are carried around the cloud boundary. \( \mathbf{V} \) is the component of the horizontal wind velocity perpendicular to the boundary of the cloud. \( \mathbf{c} \) is the horizontal cross-sectional area of the cloud. We shall assume that condensation of water vapour is realized mostly within cumulus clouds:

\[ \mathbf{c} = \int_{\text{ac}} \mathbf{f} \mathbf{c} \mathbf{d}t \mathbf{d}p' \]

Since the evaporation of cloud liquid water produces cooling effect and leads to negative buoyancy, it must happen mostly within the cloud areas. We may also assume that

\[ \mathbf{c} = \int_{\text{ac}} \mathbf{f} \mathbf{e} \mathbf{d}t \mathbf{d}p' \]

Before a cumulus cloud is initiated, the air in a cloud region is the same as the environmental air. This implies that

\[ s_c(t=0) = \bar{s} \quad \text{and} \quad q_c(t=0) = \bar{q} \]  

Incorporating equations (14) through (17), equations (12) and (13) can be simplified to become

\[ Q_1 - Q_R = - \int_{\text{ac}} \mathbf{f} \mathbf{c} \mathbf{d}t \mathbf{d}p' \]

\[ Q_2 = \int_{\text{ac}} \mathbf{f} \mathbf{q} \mathbf{d}t \mathbf{d}p' \]

Here, \( M_c \) defined by

\[ M_c = - \int_{\text{ac}} \mathbf{f} \mathbf{c} \mathbf{d}t \mathbf{d}p' \]

is the total cloud mass flux. The end of a cloud life-cycle shall be defined at the stage of cloud development when the cloud area reaches hydrostatic balance again with the large-scale environment. At this stage, the cloud vertical circulations cease to operate and \( s_c(t) = \bar{s} \) if the virtual temperature effect is neglected. Equation (18) can be further reduced to become

\[ Q_1 - Q_R = - M_c \frac{\bar{s}}{\partial p} \]

The first terms on the right-hand sides of equations (18) and (19) represent the effects of cloud life-cycles. These effects were first discussed by Fraedrich (1973). Through his analysis, he found that the half-lifetimes of the clouds, instead of the lifetime \( \tau_p ' \), should be used in the denominator of these terms. Furthermore, instead of \( s_c(t') \) and \( q_c(t') \), the values of \( s_c \) and \( q_c \) at the mature stages of the clouds were used. The other terms in equations (18), (19) and (20) are essentially the same as those derived by Ooyama, and Arakawa and Schubert, except that average over cloud life cycles is introduced in defining \( M_c \).

3. APPLICATION

The meteorological data selected for this study to estimate the cloud life-cycle effects were collected during Phase 3 of the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological Experiment (BOMEX). The large-scale heat and moisture budgets for the period of Phase 3 of the BOMEX have been analyzed by Nitta and Esbensen (1974). During an undisturbed period (22-26 June, 1969) of Phase 3 of BOMEX, mean thermodynamic profiles show a typical trade wind inversion layer lying between 840 mb and 780 mb level. Within this layer, dry static energy increases rapidly and water vapour mixing ratio decreases rapidly. \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) profiles show a large apparent heat sink and a large apparent moisture source near the top of the trade inversion layer. Both \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) values decrease rapidly to zero above the inversion layer, indicating that few clouds have penetrated above the 700 mb level.

Based upon Nitta's mean \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_R \) profiles, the vertical profile for the total cloud mass flux \( M_c \) has been computed and is presented in Figure 1. In the figure, \( \bar{M} = -\bar{m} \) is the mean large-
scale vertical flux. $\tilde{M}$ is the vertical mass flux in the clear area between the clouds. The value of $M_C$ is negative between 700 mb and 850 mb levels, and is positive between 850 mb and the cloud base level. The negative values of $M_C$ between 700 and 850 mb are caused by the downdrafts induced by the evaporative cooling effects of cloud liquid droplets. Within the inversion layer, because of the strong static stability, cloud air diverges from the stunted cumulus clouds and mixes with the environmental air. This produces a large amount of evaporation of cloud liquid water and accounts for the large apparent moisture source, the large apparent heat sink, and the negative cloud mass flux within the inversion layer.

![Figure 1. Vertical distributions of the large-scale mean vertical mass flux $\tilde{M}$, the total cloud mass flux $M_C$, and the vertical mass flux in the environment of clouds $\tilde{M}$.](image)

The total cloud mass flux and the cloud spectrum distribution for the same case studied here have also been determined by Nitta (1975). In his study, a steady state entraining plume model was used as the cloud model. Since the evaporation induced downdraft is not counted as part of the cloud mass flux in this model, $M_C$ values determined by Nitta are positive everywhere. The values of $M_C$ and $\tilde{M}$ at the cloud base level were found to be about 273 and -289 mb day$^{-1}$, respectively. The values of $M_C$ and $\tilde{M}$ determined according to the present formulation are about 160 and -173 mb day$^{-1}$. The differences could have been caused by several factors. Besides the effect of the evaporation induced downdrafts, Nitta's values of $M_C$ and $\tilde{M}$ are rather sensitive to the assumptions of cloud base conditions. By considering the sub-cloud layer budgets, Sarachik (1974) concluded that Nitta's value of $\tilde{M}$ (and therefore $M_C$) has been overestimated by about a factor of two. To do this, one needs to know the cloud moisture distributions $q_c(p)$ at the ends of cloud life-cycles. Since it seems reasonable to assume that $q_c(t_p,p;p',p')$ is not far from the saturation mixing ratio $q^*$, we shall define the effective fractional cloud coverage $\sigma^*(p')$ by the equation

$$
\int_{p_T}^{p} \frac{\sigma^*(p')}{p'} dp' = \int_{p_T}^{p} \frac{\sigma(p')}{p'} (q_c(t_p,p') - q) dp' 
$$

The quantity $\int_{p_T}^{p} \frac{\sigma^*(p')}{p'} dp'$ can be interpreted as the effective recycling rate of the atmospheric air by cumulus clouds at level $p$. The vertical distribution of this effective recycling rate has been computed and is presented in Figure 3. It is a monotonically increasing function of $p$ as it should be since $\sigma(p')$ and, therefore, $\sigma^*(p')$ are positive quantities. The recycling rate at the cloud base level is about 2.7 day$^{-1}$. It implies that the entire layer of atmospheric air at the cloud base level is processed by cumulus clouds about 2.7 times a day. The recycling rate is about 0.5 day$^{-1}$ near the base of the inversion layer, and becomes zero near the top of the inversion layer.

The total cloud mass flux at the cloud base level, $M_{CB}$, can be expressed in terms of the total cloud fractional coverage and the average cloud base vertical velocity $w_{CB}$:

$$
M_{CB} = - \int_{p_T}^{p_B} \sigma (p_B) \, dp_B = -w_{CB} \int_{p_T}^{p_B} \sigma(p') \, dp' 
$$

![Figure 2. Vertical distributions of the contributions of various physical processes to the large-scale moisture balance.](image)
On the other hand, the recycling rate at the cloud base level can be expressed in terms of the total fractional cloud coverage and a weighted mean life span of the cloud population, *:\[
\int_{p_B}^{p_T} \frac{\sigma(p')}{\tau^*} dp' = \frac{1}{\tau^*} \int_{p_B}^{p_T} \sigma(p') dp'
\]
If one assumes that the value of \( \omega_{CB} \) is of the order of 1 m sec\(^{-1}\), the value of the fractional cloud coverage estimated from \( \omega_{CB} \) will be about 1.7%. Since \( \sigma \) and \( \tau^* \) should be at least of the same order of magnitude, the mean life span \( \tau^* \) estimated from the effective recycling rate will be of the order of 9 minutes. These values completely depend on our assumption about the value of \( \omega_{CB} \). If the value of \( \omega_{CB} \) is 0.5 m sec\(^{-1}\), the values for \( \sigma \) and \( \tau^* \) should be 3.4% and 18 minutes, respectively.

The \( \sigma^*(p)/\tau_p \) distribution as a function of cloud top height \( p \) is plotted in Figure 4. Its value reaches a maximum at the 920 mb level, then decreases to about 2.1 x 10\(^{-2}\) mb\(^{-1}\) day\(^{-1}\) at the cloud base. The \( \sigma^*(p) \) distribution can not be determined because of the lack of information about \( \tau_p \). If we assume that the value of \( \tau_p \) decreases monotonically with \( p \), and approaches zero as \( p \) goes to \( p_B \), \( \sigma(p) \) should approach zero at the cloud base level. This implies that the cloud spectrum distribution \( m_B(p) \) defined by

\[
m_B(p) = -\sigma(p) \omega_{CB}
\]
should also go to zero at \( p = p_B \). These results seem to disagree with the results of previous diagnostic studies using a time independent cloud model (e.g., Nitta, 1975) where it is found that \( m_B(p) \) reaches a maximum at the cloud base.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The effects of the life cycles of cumulus clouds on large-scale heat and moisture budgets are derived in this paper by introducing a cloud distribution function which is a function of both the maximum cloud top height as well as the cloud age. These effects are found to be proportional to the fractional cloud coverage and the differences between cloud thermodynamic properties at the ends of cloud life cycles and the large-scale mean thermodynamic properties, and inversely proportional to the life spans of clouds. The formulation has been applied to a typical trade wind weather situation observed during Phase 3 of BOMEX. Both the total cloud mass flux and the effective recycling rate of atmospheric air by cumulus clouds are determined. The cloud life cycles are found to have a very significant effect on the balance of the large-scale moisture budget in the trade wind weather situation.

Recently, Soong and Ogura (1976) have used an axisymmetric numerical cloud model to determine the cloud population associated with an undisturbed period (June 22-23) of BOMEX Phase 3. Using the observed temperature and humidity profiles as the environmental conditions, a total of six classes of clouds, labelled A through F were simulated by varying several cloud parameters. To fit the large-scale heat and moisture budgets, they found that only three types of clouds, namely, cloud types A, D and E are needed. Cloud types A and D are shallow clouds with maximum cloud top height below the trade wind inversion layer. Cloud type E penetrates into the inversion layer. The variations of cloud variables as functions of radius at a mature stage of cloud type E have been presented by Soong and Ogura at the cloud base height and at a height near the base of the trade inversion layer. Their results show that the cloud core region, that is, the region where cloud temperature is warmer than that of the environment, has a radius of about 150 m. In this region, the vertical velocity is upward at both heights. Between radii 150 m and 400 m, cloud vertical velocity is downward at the base of the inversion layer. The total vertical cloud mass flux at the cloud base is of the order of 1.30 x 10\(^8\) gm/sec at this mature stage. At the inversion base level, the upward mass flux in the core region is of the
order of $3.04 \times 10^8$ gm/sec. The downward mass flux in the outer region is of the order of $5.48 \times 10^8$ gm/sec. Combined they give a net downward mass flux of the order of $2.44 \times 10^8$ gm/sec at the base of the inversion layer. Therefore at the mature stage of cloud type E, one unit of upward mass flux at the cloud base induces about two units of downward mass flux at the base of the inversion layer. How this ratio will be modified if the cloud mass fluxes are averaged over the life-cycle of the cloud cannot be determined exactly from the data presented by Soong and Ogura. The mature stage of cloud type E lasts about 20 minutes. It is preceded by 15 minutes of developing stage and followed by 15 minutes of decaying stage. Based upon the time-height cross section of vertical velocities at the cloud central axis presented in their paper, it seems that this ratio between the total mass flux at the inversion base and the total mass flux at the cloud base, averaged over the cloud life cycle, should not be too much different from two. Soong and Ogura have found that cloud type E contributes about 18% of the total cloud mass flux at the cloud base level. We may therefore conclude that the total cloud mass flux associated with the cloud population determined by Soong and Ogura should be downward at the base of the inversion layer, and its value should be about 36% of the total cloud mass flux at the cloud base height. Results of this study show that the $M_c$ value at inversion base level is about $-50$ mb day$^{-1}$, which is about one third of the $M_c$ value at the cloud base. This value, although rather large, may not be unreasonable when compared with Soong and Ogura’s results. The $M_c$ value at the cloud base determined by Soong and Ogura is about 395 mb day$^{-1}$, which is much larger than the value determined in this study. This difference may have been caused partly by the different interpretations of cloud mass flux, and partly by the different observation periods used for the studies.

Although the results of this study are gratifying, not all of the properties of the cloud population have been resolved. Because of the lack of a numerical cloud model, we have not been able to determine the cloud spectrum distribution function. We have no information about the life spans for different types of cloud, and consequently, have not been able to resolve the fractional coverage distribution. All of these may be resolved in future studies by combining a proper numerical cloud model with the formulation presented in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ice particle growth in compact convective cells in the middle and upper troposphere has been a topic of considerable attention among cloud physicists and radar meteorologists during the past 20 years. Early radar measurements were limited to identifying generating regions and the resulting precipitation trails (Marshall, 1953; Wexler, 1955; Langleben, 1956; Douglas et al., 1957). Generating cells were found to range between 1 and 3 km in diameter and to average 1 km deep. Particle terminal velocities were estimated from trail patterns to be 1.0 to 1.5 m sec\(^{-1}\). Updraft velocities were deduced through mass-vapor flux considerations to be 0.2 to 1.1 m sec\(^{-1}\) (Wexler and Atlas, 1959), and from latent heat and thermal stability considerations to be 1.0 to 3.0 m sec\(^{-1}\) (Douglas et al., 1957).

More recently, the particle characteristics and updraft velocities have been interpreted through use of aircraft and Doppler radar measurements. High ice particle concentrations and large particle sizes were measured within and below the generating regions through use of airborne particle size spectrometers (Heymsfield, 1975A). Vertical velocity magnitudes ranging between 0.5 and 1.5 m sec\(^{-1}\) in convective cells and 0.5 m sec\(^{-1}\) in a generating region below were deduced from Doppler radar measurements (Heymsfield, 1975B; Carbone and Bohne, 1975).

While the above mentioned radar and aircraft studies were primarily related to cellular convection with scales of 1 to 5 km, observational studies of cloud bands or rolls at mid and upper levels indicate motions exist with scales of 10 to 500 km. Characteristics of cloud bands found in the jet stream were deduced utilizing photogrammetric techniques (Conover, 1958; Reuss, 1963). Conover found that cirrus bands tend to parallel the jet stream and were formed by roll-like motions. Within these bands, cellular structures were frequently found with cell spacings averaging 1.5 km. Theoretical studies of longitudinal rolls (Kuo, 1963; Kuetten, 1971; LeMone, 1973) have defined the mechanisms responsible for roll formation and have supported many of the previous observations.

While photogrammetric observations have shown that cloud bands are common structures at mid and upper altitudes and radar observations indicate that generating cells are common features in precipitating ice clouds, there has been no attempt to relate these dynamical structures. In the present study, aircraft and Doppler radar observations were utilized to link these dynamical structures in deep precipitating ice clouds and to define their importance in precipitation formation.

2. DATA COLLECTION AND CALCULATIONS

Data was collected at Seattle, Washington during the period December 1974-January 1975 and at Champaign-Urbana during March 1975 with meteorological aircraft and Doppler radar. Measurements taken on 13 January 1975 at Seattle (Case A) and 15 March 1975 at Champaign-Urbana (Case B) will be discussed in detail in this paper. Aircraft sampling at Seattle was with the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Sabreliner\(^1\) and the University of Washington B-23 and at Champaign-Urbana was with a WB57F. Instrumentation on the Sabreliner included a Particle Measuring Systems (PMS, Knollenberg) Particle Size Spectrometer, sizing in the range 70-1050 µm in 70 pm intervals, state parameter and dew point measurements, and an Inertial Navigational System for wind speed and direction determination. The Sabreliner measurements were supported with nearly simultaneous state parameter measurements and replicator data for ice crystal habit determination from the B-23. The aircraft state parameter measurements were supported with radiosonde ascents from a ground-based site. The Doppler radar utilized in the Seattle study was the NCAR CP-3, operated with the antenna primarily in the vertically pointing mode, which resulted in the measurement of only the falling component of the particle velocity. The WB57F contained 3 PMS probes sizing in the range 2-2000 µm, a formvar replicator and an Inertial Navigational System. The Doppler radar used in this study was the University of Chicago-Illinois Water Survey (CHILL) FPS-18\(^2\).

\(^1\)Project Cycles, under the direction of P. V. Hobbs.
\(^2\)For a more complete discussion of instrumentation, see Heymsfield (1975C), and Carbone and Srivastava (1975B).

The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
Aircraft sampling patterns were centered over the Doppler radars at altitudes to collect representative data on the vertical distribution of the cloud microphysics. Aircraft sampling patterns consisted of a 0.6 km step-down from the cloud top at 7.5 km to below the cloud base at 1.4 km during Case A and a 1.2 km step-down from 10.4 to 4.4 km and a descent to 2.6 km during Case B. Sampling passes were in a direction parallel to the wind. Measurements were averaged over 2 minute intervals centered over the radar. Doppler spectral information from the CP-3 radar was recorded in 16 range gates enabling 0.4 km resolution, and Doppler velocities used for comparison were averaged over one revolution of the antenna (67 sec).

The aircraft particle size spectra measurements and ice crystal habit information for each constant altitude pass permitted calculation of the cloud ice water content (IWC), radar reflectivity factor (Z) and mean Doppler fall speed (v) (see Heymsfield, 1976A). The derived values of v were used to assess the accuracy of the calculations and Z and v were used to interpret Doppler radar data. The values of Z were generally within ±2 dBZ of the radar derived values. Combining v and Z in the form 

\[ v_p = \frac{A v}{Z} \]

through a curve fitting technique enabled calculation of the updraft velocity (u_p) by subtracting the measured mean Doppler velocity (v_m) from the expected Doppler velocity (v_E):

\[ u_p = v_{in} - |v_m| \]

3. SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS

The synoptic situation characterizing Case A was a stationary E-W front located approximately 100 miles south of the radar with a strong jet stream aloft. Overrunning was primarily responsible for cloud formation, and a homogeneous cloud layer was observed between 0.6 and 6.9 km with continuous precipitation averaging 1.6 mm hr\(^{-1}\) reaching the ground. Case B differed in that a warm front was located about 100 miles south of the radar, but strong jet stream winds were observed aloft. On the basis of the surface condition and the upper level support, this system would be classified as a weak to moderate cyclonic system. Steady light rain, with an average precipitation rate of 0.8 mm hr\(^{-1}\), was reported throughout the area during the measurement period.

Soundings obtained from nearly coincident radiosonde and aircraft data during Case A indicated several important features of the atmospheric stability (see Fig. 1). A conditionally unstable lapse rate existed between 5.7 and 6.9 km in a layer containing little directional shear and light positive vertical shear, and a dry adiabatic layer was situated between 4.8 and 5.7 km. A stable Japse rate was noted below 4.5 km, with an overrunning surface at about 3.3 km. Radiosonde data taken four hours prior to sampling at Peoria, Illinois, located 300 miles west of the sampling point, was used to interpret the thermal and wind structure during Case B. Strong jet winds were found above 8.0 km. A conditionally unstable layer was found between 5.6 and 8.0 km, and the frontal overrunning surface was centered in the layer between 5.6 and 8.0 km.

**Fig. 1.** Aircraft and simultaneous radiosonde and wind and temperature sounding on 13 January 1975 (Case A), T_P and T_D are dry and moist adiabatic lapse rates, respectively.

4. PLAN PATTERNS OF LONGITUDINAL ROLLS AND PRECIPITATION SHEATHS

Previous observations of longitudinal rolls in the middle and upper troposphere have been limited to defining their characteristics in otherwise clear air. As complete evaporation of particles below the roll prevented the development of long precipitation trails, there have been no measurements of longitudinal rolls and resulting streamers where particles continued to grow to the surface. In order to interpret observations discussed later in this paper of longitudinal rolls embedded within a deep cloud layer where evaporation is not occurring below the roll, the plan and vertical patterns of longitudinal rolls and resulting streamers were calculated.

Observations of jet stream bands indicate an orientation from the mean wind at the roll layer ranging between 2 and 15°. Illustrations of longitudinal rolls oriented at 8° to the right of the wind in which ice particle generation is occurring continuously along the lifting region of the roll appears in Fig. 2A and in which cellular convection is occurring along the lifting line appears in Fig. 2B. The plan pattern presented in Fig. 2A depicts the sheath of particles in space generated from a roll, assuming ice particles falling at 0.8 m sec\(^{-1}\) no directional shear, and a linear wind shears increasing to 50 m sec\(^{-1}\) at the generation region. As indicated in the figure, the roll oriented to the right of the wind produces a trail which slopes toward the left in space. If this same roll was oriented to the left of the mean wind, the trail would slope toward the right. From the situation described in Fig. 1A, a mean wind direction below the roll layer to the left of the mean wind direction in the roll layer will extend the length of the sheath in space. A mean wind direction below the roll to the right will shorten the length of the sheath in space and perhaps pro-
Patterns produced from continuously generating convective cells as indicated in Fig. 2B.
will generally be similar to those obtained from a continuous line generator when observed on plan view. When observed on a vertically pointing radar, however, a number of short segments of trails rather than a continuous trail pattern is produced.

5. THE OBSERVATIONS

a. The Vertical Pattern and Vertical Velocities of Longitudinal Rolls

Data from the Doppler radar with the antenna vertically pointing obtained over a five hour period during Case A indicated precipitation streamers emanating from updraft regions at upper levels and extending continuously to lower levels. Regions of low reflectivity were correlated with downdraft regions and of high reflectivity with updraft regions. The frequency of passage of one discernible structure was approximately one per half hour. Data from the time interval between 0950 and 1040 PST, appearing in Figure 3, illustrates several of these regions. Noted in the upper portion of Figure 3 between 5.0 and 7.0 km in the region of a conditionally unstable lapse rate (see Fig. 1) are two regions of a minimum in dBZ value, each followed by a maximum. These maxima were continuous to below 2.0 km and, therefore, can be thought of as a "sheath" of particles. The outline of these higher reflectivity regions are indicated in the lower part of the figure, along with the computed vertical velocity magnitudes. As indicated by the vertical velocity values between 5.7 and 7.0 km, well defined regions exist with velocities of $-40$ cm sec$^{-1}$ in the low reflectivity regions and $+40$ to $+50$ cm sec$^{-1}$ in the high reflectivity regions. Time scales of 20 minutes for the passage of the downward and upward moving regions of each structure and 50 minutes for the entire sheath are similar to those found for the roll sheath pattern in Section 4. The wind direction during Case A at layers below the roll were to the left of the mean wind in the roll layer; thus, the trail would be extended in space if the roll was to the right of the mean wind and perhaps create a folding over effect if to the left of the mean wind. The continuous trails illustrated in Figure 3 indicate that the roll was to the right of the mean wind. Detailed calculations of the roll-sheath pattern in space derived from values of the wind magnitude and direction and from the mean particle fall speed were compared to the observed pattern in Fig. 3. From this analysis, it was deduced that the roll was oriented at $9^\circ$ to the right of the mean wind.

Data from the CHILL Doppler radar with the antenna vertically pointing obtained during Case B provided an example of convective cells which were apparently forming along the lifting portion of a roll. Measured dBZ values between 1147 and 1152 CST as shown in Fig. 4A indicate that a nearly uniform structure existed during that time period. However, a relatively high reflectivity region existed between 5.6 and 9.0 km at 1147/30 and from 1149 to 1152 CST, as exemplified by the 10 dBZ contour 1 km higher at these times than at other times.

The measured mean Doppler velocities and derived air velocities appear in Figs. 4B and 4C, respectively. Figure 4C indicates three cellular structures between 5.6 and 8.0 km with velocities of $+50$ cm sec$^{-1}$ nearly identical in form and coincident in time with the higher reflectivity regions. In addition, a very similar form to those described above existed at 1147:30 with velocities of $+30$ cm sec$^{-1}$. A thin layer existed at 5.6 km with downward velocities of $-25$ cm sec$^{-1}$ for nearly the entire time period; during the last minute, upward velocities of $+30$ cm sec$^{-1}$ were found in the layer.

The regular succession of cells along the lifting line coincident with regions of higher reflectivity are similar in form to those discussed in Section 4 and displayed pictorially in Figure 2B. These cells originate slightly above the base of an unstable layer. The cells were deduced to be approximately 1.0 km across, assuming the cells are moving with the wind and using the measured wind velocities close to the sampling location. This value is close
to that of 1.3 km obtained by Conover (1958) for cells forming along jet stream bands. Cells forming in lines oriented with the wind were also found by Wexler (1955) and Langheben (1956) from PPI scans. Cells forming in lines observed with vertically pointing Doppler radar were found by Heymsfield (1975) and Carbone and Bohne (1975). In the latter observations, a thin layer with an updraft velocity of ~0.5 m sec\(^{-1}\) was found directly below the cell layer. It is suggested that in the present case cells are formed along the upward moving portion of a roll that is tilted in space. With this configuration, a downward velocity would be measured at the base of the roll layer, followed by an upward velocity. This pattern conforms to the present observations.

An additional case study in which synoptic conditions were nearly identical to those in Case A indicated up-and downward velocities and trail sheaths similar to those discussed for Case A. However, complete evaporation was occurring near the surface, thus preventing any precipitation from reaching the ground. The length of the trail was extended by approximately 0.5 km below the continuous cloud layer, as shown pictorially in Figure 5. It was clear from the data that particles falling in the precipitation sheath survived considerably further distances in the evaporative layer than outside.

b. Plan Pattern of Longitudinal Rolls

PPI data for Case A taken in 30 minute intervals between 0915 and 1045 PST at 1, 10, and 20 degree elevation angles confirmed the analysis of banded structures with well-defined precipitation sheaths discussed in Sections 4 and 5A. The precipitation sheaths were most apparent at 1015 PST. Echo maxima were typically 3 to 5 dBZ greater than intervening minima, corresponding roughly to a factor of two in precipitation rate. Observable length varied from 15 to 40 km and spacing from 2 to 8 km. Bands were oriented predominantly at 260° or 8° to the right of the mean wind in the layer, and an inverted V pattern was observed when a sheath was directly over the radar. This was consistent with the calculations discussed in Sections 4 and 5A.

PPI observation of the active roll region between 5.5 and 7.0 km was not possible due to limited radar display sensitivity. Furthermore, the projection of precipitation sheaths on a conical surface made interpretation difficult and sometimes ambiguous. Given this potential ambiguity, it was deduced that band migration was southward with respect to the mean wind between 5.8 and 6.7 km and approximately parallel to the horizontal shear vector across the layer. The trails extended northward and westward in the layer below, frequently enhancing the bright band reflectivity factor at 1.2 km.

A PPI photograph of the NCAR Doppler Radar Display showing range normalized radar reflectivity factor (dBZ) taken during a meteorological situation similar to Case A appears in Figure 6. Increased radar display sensitivity over that during Case A permitted a better definition of the active roll region. The elevation angle in the figure was 7° and outside range marker was 40 km. The color coding for reflectivity factor values (dBZ) are listed below R/S to the right of the figure. The
values noted with each color represent approximately 10×(dBZ-22). Therefore, the gold color noted as 425 is approximately 22.5 dBZ. Indicated to the right of the center of the PPI display were continuous bands of high radar reflectivity. These sheaths extended from 40 km, corresponding to an altitude of 5.0 km, inward to 10 km, where they enhanced the bright band. Rapid evaporation was taking place at low levels to the right of the center and to the left of the PPI photograph, making it impossible to see a continuous band from the right to the left of the photograph. However, the roll region was still active to the left of the figure, as indicated by two brown and white patches at 20 to 25 km and 260 to 270°. These active roll regions were found to be continuous with the bands to the right of the display crossing the 20 km marker at 70 to 90°.

c. Particle Characteristics and Surface Precipitation Rate

Liquid water was noted within the roll layer during Cases A and B. In Case A, icing of the leading edge of the Saberliner and replication of small droplets with the B-23 was noted between 5.7 and 6.3 km. The Saberliner observations were coincident with the location of a band, as determined from the PPI display. The B-23 measurements indicated a maximum liquid water content of 0.05 to 0.10 g m⁻³ existed within the layer. The collection of bullet rosettes and other spatial forms, indicative of nucleation through droplet freezing, and the presence of moderate riming of these ice crystals confirmed the presence of liquid water in this layer. In Case B, droplets in concentrations of 10 cm⁻³ were noted at 5.6 km, coincident with icing observations with WB57F. The maximum liquid water content calculated from particle size spectra measurements in the layer was 0.02 g m⁻³.

Rainfall amounts in 10 minute intervals during Case A were collected from a location 12 km south of the radar. These measured amounts were shifted back in time to the radar location according to the approximate translational speed of the bands (9° calculated band orientation). The precipitation rate averaged 1.57 ± 0.53 mm hr⁻¹ during an 8 hour period, with increases from the average of up to 1.0 mm hr⁻¹ during precipitation sheath passage, followed by decreases from the average of a comparable amount. One period of comparison appears in Fig. 3. In this figure, the measured precipitation rate has also been shifted back in time to account for the fall time from 2 km to the surface. Note the close correspondence between the increase in precipitation rate at the ground and passage of a longitudinal roll, demonstrating a continuity of the precipitation sheath in time and space.

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Well defined precipitation sheaths embedded within stratiform ice clouds were observed through use of aircraft and Doppler radar measurements to emanate from longitudinal rolls situated in the mid and upper troposphere. Vertical velocities of + and -50 cm sec⁻¹ were measured within the up-and downward moving regions of a roll, respectively. Liquid water and rimed spatial ice crystal forms were observed within the upward moving region at temperatures between -20 and -25°C. Cases displaying uniform lifting and cellular convection along the lifting region, observed between 5.5 and 7.0 km and associated with the jet stream, apparently differed because of the stability of the layer. The bands were found to be oriented along the shear vector. A consistency was found to exist between calculated and measured trail patterns and band orientation.

Precipitation sheaths were found to emanate from the upward moving region of the roll and fall to the ground when a sufficient water vapor density was available for ice particle growth. Ice crystal survival distances within sheaths were found to be markedly increased over non-sheath regions in evaporative layers. Precipitation rates at the ground during Case A were found to increase from an 8 hour mean of 1.57 ± 0.53 mm hr⁻¹ to 0.6 to 1.1 mm hr⁻¹ in sheath regions and to decrease by 0.2 to
0.8 mm hr⁻¹ from the average between bands. The overall enhancement in the precipitation rate at the ground from an active roll can be estimated from a recent study by Heymsfield (1976B). For convective cells situated between -20 and -30°C, an upward velocity of +40 cm sec⁻¹ will increase the precipitation rate at the ground by 0.63 mm hr⁻¹ at 50 cm sec⁻¹ by 0.76 mm hr⁻¹, at 100 cm sec⁻¹ by 1.69 mm hr⁻¹, and at 150 cm sec⁻¹ by 1.96 mm hr⁻¹. The range of precipitation rate increases given above are consistent with precipitation rates measured at the ground where generating cells were very numerous (Douglas et al., 1957). The range of vertical velocities given above of 40-150 cm sec⁻¹ are the likely magnitudes expected for these banded structures which imply precipitation rate increases of 0.6 - 20 mm hr⁻¹ at the ground.

Longitudinal rolls provide an explanation for the presence of continuously generating convective structures forming in lines at mid and upper levels as observed in previous studies. Langleben (1956) found that generating cells were oriented in lines at angles ranging between 15 and 75° from the wind direction in 5 out of the 7 cases he investigated. Carbone and Bohne (1975) observing a line of convective cells, deduced an orientation of 10 to 15° with respect to the mean wind in the convective layer. These present observations explain observations by Wexler and Atlas of a group of cells 8.0 to 11.0 km across. Langleben found that individual cells he observed had lifetimes as long as 2 hours. Heymsfield (1975) calculated cell lifetimes of over 2 hours in the case he investigated.
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Figure 6. This photograph is an illustrative example of precipitation sheaths which emanate from cloud bands, presumably longitudinal rolls, embedded within deep stratiform ice clouds. The range normalized display represents horizontal projection of a conical surface scanned by the NCAR CP 3 radar at 7° elevation. The color codes of equivalent radar reflectivity factor and Doppler velocity are located to the right of the reflectivity display together with pertinent housekeeping information. The outer range ring is at 40 km slant range corresponding to a maximum altitude of 5.2 km MSL. The radar is at 0.15 km MSL. The reflectivity color code headed by the column marked R/S may be obtained from displayed numbers through a division by 10 and a subtraction of 20. It follows that the range of values shown is from 32.5 to 0.0 dBZ, where the units of Z are mm$^6$ m$^{-3}$. The 20 dBZ level is highlighted in white to show maxima in the precipitation sheaths. The combination of directional wind shear with altitude and conical surface displayed, results in V shaped pattern, where individual sheaths are observed from east to west of the radar. The intense reflectivity ring at 13 km range is the O°C melting level, commonly referred to as the bright band. Photograph by Dr. Howard Baynton, NCAR.
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CLOUD DROPLET SPECTRA, AEROSOL CONCENTRATIONS
AND RAIN-ACTIVITY IN MARITIME, MODIFIED
MARITIME AND CONTINENTAL REGIONS

A.S.R. Murty, K. Krishna and Bh. V. Ramana Murty
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology
Poona 411 005 - INDIA.

1. INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of cloud
droplet spectra depend upon the basic
population of nuclei present in the
atmosphere and the processes of conden­
sation and coalescence taking place as
the cloud develops, Rosinski (1974).
The clouds in a continental region are
colloidally stable compared to those in
a maritime region which relatively pre­
cipitate with ease, Twomey and Squires
(1969) and Twomey and Varner (1967).
A study of droplet spectra of clouds and
the associated aerosol state in differ­
ent regions is, therefore, of importance
for understanding the inter-relationships
between aerosol concentrations, cloud
droplet spectra and rain activity.

Droplet size distributions were
obtained in three meteorologically diffe­
rrent regions during the summer monsoon
period, June to September, of 1973 and
1974. Measurements of giant hygroscopic
aerosols were also made at cloud base
level during the period. The results are
presented along with the rain activity
reported in the regions.

2. REGIONS AND PERIODS OF
MEASUREMENT

The three regions where measure­
ments were made are Bombay (13° 51' N,
70° 49' E, 11 m MSL), Poona (18° 32' N,
72° 51' E, 559 m MSL) and Rihand (24° 12' N,
80° 03' E, 310.5 m MSL).

Bombay is located on the west
coast and measurements were made at loca­
tions 25 km off coast. The period of
measurement was at the end of the mon­
ssoon in 1973 i.e. from 29 September to
3 October; and while the monsoon was
still active in 1974 i.e. from 11 to 30
September. The clouds in the region are
continental.

Poona is about 100 km inland from
the west coast and is directly in the
path of the monsoon westerlies. It is
situated on the lee side of the Western
Ghats. Measurements were made at loca­
tions 40 km east of Poona. The period
of measurements was from June to Septem­
ber. The clouds in the region are modi­
fied maritime.

Rihand is well inland and is situat­
ed in northeast India. It is about
500 km from the coast. Measurements were
made over the catchment area of the Rihand
reservoir. The catchment area lies in
the monsoon trough zone. The period of
measurements was August to September in
1973 and July to September in 1974. The
clouds in the region are continental.

The level of the 0°C isotherm is
around 5 km at Bombay and Poona and 6 km
at Rihand during the monsoon.

3. MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Droplet spectra

A spring loaded sampler was used
for collection of droplets on magnesium
Each slide was exposed to the cloud for a
period of 200 milliseconds through a win­
dow of DC-3 aircraft. Samples were collec­
ted inside the cloud at a height of a
few tens to a few hundred metres from the
base by traversing through the cloud.

The limitations of the sampler for
collection of droplets of various sizes,
and the procedure adopted for obtaining
actual sizes and true concentrations were
reported, Kapoor et al., (1976).

Measurements were made in 18 cloud
cases off Bombay coast, 7 on 3 days during
1973 and 11 on 6 days during 1974; 153
cloud cases at Poona, 57 on 16 days during
1973 and 86 on 22 days during 1974; 148
cloud cases at Rihand, 62 on 16 days dur­
ing 1973 and 86 on 32 days during 1974.

3.2 Aerosol concentrations

Aerosol samples were obtained with
the help of Cascade Impactor, Hay (1945).
It was operated through an opening provi­
ded in the body of the aircraft in the
cockpit. The sampling was made in cloud­
free air at a height corresponding to
cloud base level which was between 1.5 to
2.0 km above MSL during the season at
Poona and Rihand. At Bombay, the sampling
level varied between 0.6 to 1.2 km above

The concentration of hygroscopic aerosols of radius 3μm and above was considered in the present study.

Aerosol measurements were made on 11 occasions off Bombay coast, 4 in 1973 and 7 in 1974; on 42 occasions at Poona, 13 in 1973 and 29 in 1974; and on 36 occasions at Rihand, 12 in 1973 and 24 in 1974.

Table 1: Mean droplet concentration (cm⁻³) in different size classes (μm), mean total concentration (cm⁻³), and computed liquid water content (LWC) in gm m⁻³ and median column radius (MVR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZE CLASS</th>
<th>2-15</th>
<th>15-30</th>
<th>30-40</th>
<th>40-50</th>
<th>50-70</th>
<th>70-110</th>
<th>&gt;110</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
<th>LWC</th>
<th>MVR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bombay (Maritime)</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>7.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poona (Modified Maritime)</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>9.90</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rihand (Continental)</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>5.79</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean droplet size distributions were evaluated region-wise and year-wise. These distributions were expressed in 7 size classes. The mean concentrations under the different classes, and the mean total concentrations are listed in Table 1.

Figure 1: Cumulative mean droplet concentrations above indicated sizes at Bombay, Poona, and Rihand during the summer monsoon seasons of 1973 and 1974.
The median volume radius (MVR) and the computed liquid water content (LWC) are given in the same table. The cumulative concentrations are shown in Figure 1 for Bombay, Poona and Rihand.

The values of the mean total concentration in the three regions did not differ widely. They varied between 23.7 and 32.6 per cc in 1973, and between 40.9 and 59.0 per cc in 1974. Class-wise, the concentrations were higher in all the classes in 1974 at Bombay. Also, in 1974, the droplet spectra at Bombay extended well beyond 60 μm. At both Poona and Rihand, the concentrations were less in large-size classes, (above 40 μm), in 1974. Between Poona and Rihand, they were higher (6 to 9 times) at the former in both the years.

The values of liquid water content and median volume radius were higher at Poona than at Rihand in both the years. At Poona, the values were less in 1974, whereas at Rihand they were nearly the same in both the years.

4.2 Aerosol concentrations

The mean concentrations, year-wise and region-wise, are given in Table 2.

Table 2: Mean concentration per litre of giant hygroscopic aerosols and values of seasonal rainfall in mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Hygroscopic aerosols</th>
<th>Rainfall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Bombay</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>1783.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poona</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>639.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rihand</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>120.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
<td>Bombay</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2306.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poona</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>489.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rihand</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>880.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The concentrations in the two years differed significantly in all the regions. They were higher (2 to 9 times) in 1973. In both the years, the concentration was lowest at Rihand, being 6 to 30 times less than at Bombay and Poona.

4.3 Rain activities

The values of rainfall reported for the three places during the monsoon period were considered to represent the rain activities in the regions during the periods of measurement. These values, for the two years, are given in column 4 of Table 2. The rain activity at Bombay was less in 1973 than in 1974. It was in the reverse direction at Poona and Rihand.

5. DISCUSSION

Of the three regions, maritime (Bombay), modified maritime (Poona) and continental (Rihand), extensive measurements were available in the case of the latter two. The analysis of the measurements made in these regions pointed out close association between the cloud microstructure, aerosol state of the air and rain activity.

The droplet size distribution in the modified maritime and continental clouds showed that in 1973, when the rain activities at Poona and Rihand were more intense, the size spectra contained remarkably higher number of bigger size (>40 μm) droplets, vide Table 1 and Figure 1. Further, in that year, the cloud forming air over both the regions contained remarkably higher concentrations of giant size hygroscopic particles (vide Table 2). If the day-to-day concentrations of giant size aerosols (these are not presented in the text for the sake of brevity) are considered in the two years, it is seen that the number of days associated with zero concentration totalled to 11 in 29 cases at Poona and to 18 in 24 cases at Rihand in 1974. The number of days associated with such deficient aerosol state was fewer in 1973 at both the places, nil out of 13 cases at Poona and 2 out of 12 cases at Rihand. These features suggest the importance of the aerosol state of the air and the microstructure of the clouds in facilitating rainfall in the Poona and Rihand regions by the warm process.

In so far as the measurements in maritime clouds (Bombay) are concerned, the droplet spectra contained remarkably higher number of bigger size (>40 μm) droplets and also extended well beyond 40 μm in 1974 when the rain activity was more (vide Figure 1). These features were conspicuously absent in the clouds sampled in 1973, suggesting close association, similar to what was noticed at Poona and Rihand, between cloud microstructure and rain activity in the Bombay region also. However, aerosol observations in this region pointed out conspicuously smaller number of giant size hygroscopic particles in the year of higher rain activity (1974), indicating a trend which was the reverse of what was noticed at Poona and Rihand (vide Table 2). The authors have no explanation to offer for this observed feature. It is considered that more extensive observations are required in the Bombay region before a definite conclusion becomes possible in the case of maritime clouds.
Also, the concentrations observed in the continental clouds (Rihand) were small, being only a few tens per cc as against a few hundred per cc reported by various investigators for continental clouds in the other parts of the globe. The reason for this observed feature in the present study is not clear.

6. CONCLUSION

The study pointed out that there is close association between cloud microstructure, aerosol state of the air and rain activity in modified maritime and continental clouds. In so far as maritime clouds are concerned such association has not been clear.
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A KINEMATIC DESCRIPTION OF SOME COLORADO THUNDERSTORMS

R. E. Erbes and L. O. Grant
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Fort Collins, Colorado

1. INTRODUCTION

Much of the summertime precipitation in Colorado is due to orographically induced convective storm systems that initially form over the mountains and later move across the plains. It is the general purpose of this study to describe some of the physical kinematic structure of these storms. Three storm systems were studied using radar data obtained from the M-33 radar operated by Colorado State University during the South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE) of 1974 and the WSR-57 radar operated by the U.S. Weather Bureau and located at Limon, Colorado. The radar data were studied to (a) qualitatively describe the kinematic structure of orographically initiated convective storm systems; (b) describe changes in structure as the storm system translates and propagates eastward across the Colorado plains; and (c) describe the general environmental conditions that favor long lived, long moving convective systems.

2. PROCEDURE

2.1 Geographic Location

The Tarryall Range is located approximately 75 km southwest of Denver, Colorado. East of the Tarryalls the terrain is a relatively flat plain of about 1500 meter mean sea level (MSL) elevation. Just west of the Tarryalls is an oval shaped flat valley, South Park, with overall dimensions of 30 km east-west by 45 km north-south and an elevation of about 2.8 km MSL. The town of Fairplay is located in the northwest corner of South Park. During 1974 the SPACE project modified an M-33 acquisition radar located at Kenosha Pass (elevation 3.1 km MSL) near the northern end of the Tarryall Range. The M-33 radar was positioned so that the radar operator could initially observe thunderstorms that formed over the mountains which surround South Park and then observe the storms as they moved eastward across the plains. The WSR-57 radar was located about 180 km nearly due east of the M-33 radar.

2.2 Storm Environment

The synoptic environment of the convective systems was determined by examining the daily U.S. Weather Bureau weather maps. The wind and thermal environment of the storm was determined from the standard U.S. Weather Bureau rawinsondes taken at Denver at 0600 and 1800 MDT and rawinsondes that were launched from a site near Fairplay for the SPACE project. (All times in this paper will be presented as Mountain Daylight Time - MDT.)

2.3 Radar Analysis

Both the WSR-57 and M-33 radars are 10 cm wavelength radars operating mainly in a PPI mode. Data was recorded from both radars by taking single frame pictures of the PPI scope presentation. WSR-57 pictures were taken once every five minutes while a beam elevation of 1/2° was maintained, but the M-33 was spiral scanned from 0° elevation to echo top (usually about 16° elevation). M-33 non-range normalized echo intensity was determined by reducing receiver gain by 10 dB after the PPI sweep was photographed. This necessitated 3 to 4 sweeps at one elevation angle before the antenna was raised 2° in the spiral scan sequence. Accordingly, a spiral scan with intensity data required 5 to 7 minutes to complete. WSR-57 echo intensity data was automatically range normalized and displayed in alternating grey, white, and black shades on a single scope photograph.

In order to select storm systems for study, the photographic data from both radars were examined to find storms that (a) were initially detected by the M-33; (b) detected at some time by both radars simultaneously; (c) radar detectable for more than one hour; and (d) relatively isolated systems, i.e., not part of a line. Once promising storms were selected, the PPI echoes of both radars were traced onto a common grid so that individual echoes could be tracked. In addition, synthetic RHI profiles were constructed from the M-33 spiral scans. The WSR-57 echoes were analyzed by manually determining the area of each echo intensity level and then applying Danielson's (1975) Z-R relation of Z=800R^{1.44} to estimate the volume rainrate of the storm (volume rainrate equals rainrate multiplied by the echo area).

2.4 Data Limitations

Time and space resolution limitations present important analysis problems. Time resolution with the WSR-57 is approximately 5 minutes. The M-33 radar takes 7-15 minutes to complete a spiral scan sequence. The spatial resolution of the WSR-57 is limited by the 2° beam width and the .8 km pulse length. The storms observed in this study were initially about 130 km from the WSR-57. At this distance, the radar was sampling a horizontal area of 4.5 km by 1.8 km. The bottom of the radar beam was at ground level.
TABLE 1
Summary of Selected Storm Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synoptic Situation</th>
<th>Western U, S. under upper level high. Weak stationary surface front in eastern Colo.</th>
<th>Upper level flow zonal Significant moisture at 500 mb. Weak cold front moved through Colo. during the day.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Instability</td>
<td>+2°C at 500 mb</td>
<td>+2°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average cloud layer</td>
<td>205/3 ms⁻¹</td>
<td>260/8 ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average sub-cloud Wind</td>
<td>L/V</td>
<td>270/3 ms⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of cells identified</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of cells</td>
<td>30/22 min.</td>
<td>43/30 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total duration of system</td>
<td>62 min.</td>
<td>131 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance traveled by system</td>
<td>5 km</td>
<td>73 km</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

while the top of the beam extended to a height of 7 km MSL. The M-33 space resolution was limited by the 2° beam width and 0.4 km pulse length. At a range of 65 km the horizontal area sampled by the M-33 radar was 2.2 km by 4 km.

2.5 Terminology

Byers and Braham (1949) define a thunderstorm cell as a localized region of convective activity. In this paper the word cell will be defined as a radar echo with a single intensity core. The two definitions are not in disagreement unless two localized regions of convective activity have the same echo intensity and are separated by less than 4.5 km. Regions of this type will appear as a single WSR-57 radar echo with a single intensity core and for this paper will be termed a single cell. The word storm system is defined in this paper to mean the entire group of cells whose echo boundaries appear in the PPI scope photos to be within about 3 km of each other.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Storm System Summary

Three storm systems on three different days were selected for study. The systems studied occurred on 13 July 1974, 7 August 1974, and 15 August 1974. The synoptic, thermal, and wind environments, and the overall characteristics of each storm system are presented in Table 1. Figure 1 shows only the WSR-57 echoes of the 15 August storm system, while Figure 2 shows only the M-33 echoes of the 13 July system. Note that the storm system of 15 August, shown in Figure 1 was actually detected by the H-33 radar before any echoes appeared on the WSR-57. However, only the WSR-57 echoes are shown in the figure. Since the 7 August system behaved and appeared very similar to the 15 August system, the 7 August echoes are not shown.

3.2 Multicellular Structure

It is clear from examining Figure 1 that, at any given time, the 15 August storm system consisted of more than one active cell. There is a discrete type of propagation apparent near the leading (eastern) edge of the storm. This discrete propagation allows one to classify this storm as a multicell. There is other evidence also supporting the multicell classification. Supercell and severely sheared single cell storms have been characterized by a consistent and unique RHI profile. Foote and Fankhauser (1973) have shown an RHI profile of a supercellstorm that did not change appearance for 73 minutes. The available RHI profiles of the 15 August storm system were not at all consistent. In fact, the profiles changed so much in 10 to 15 minutes that it was even difficult to identify individual cells from one profile to the next. Also, none of the other supercell RHI characteristics, e.g., precipitation wall, echo free vault, or echo overhand, were apparent on the 15 August RHI profiles. It is also important to note that the storm system began as a multicell storm while over the mountains, and remained a multicell as the system progressed eastward. All three systems exhibited characteristics similar to the 15 August system and, accordingly, all three systems are classified as multicell.

Even though the three storm systems are all multicell systems, there are some significant differences. Note, from Table 1, that although the thermal instability and low level moisture on both 13 July and 7 August were the same, the storm system of 7 August lasted twice as long as the 13 July storm. The main identifiable difference between the two days was the considerably stronger winds. Correspondingly, the 7 August storm tended to be better organized. This system organization forced new cells to form in a preferred location, such that two cells were not competing for the same low level moisture at the same time. An examination of the PPI echoes from both systems
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shows that the new cells on 7 August always formed on the eastern edge of the system, while the new cells of 13 July formed on both the northern and western edges of the system at the same time. Support for this explanation is also provided by the behavior of the 15 August system. This system was the longest lived system of the data set and, although stability might affect the system duration, it is apparent from Figure 1 that new cells always formed on the eastern edge of the system—a preferred location. The longest lived multicell systems should require an environment of not only adequate moisture and instability, but also moderately strong low and upper level winds. Other research tends to support this conclusion. Miller and Frank (1975) describe a multicell storm on 31 July 73 that occurred on a day of 46°C thermal instability but sub-cloud winds of less than 3 ms⁻¹.

Figure 1. Echoes of 15 August 1975 storm system. The small (+) indicates location of the WSR-57 relative to the echo for each time period identified. The small numbers near the echoes indicate cell identifications. (Cells 1 through 7 had already been identified before 1524 by using M-33 echoes not shown.) The echo contours correspond to 18, 31, and 41 dBz.
Figure 2. Echoes of the 13 July 1974 storm systems. The small (+) indicates the location of the M-33 radar relative to the echo for each time period. The small numbers inside the echoes indicate cell identifications. The large numbers indicate the time of the specific PPI scan. The echo contours correspond to reflectivities of 19, 29, and 39 Dbz. The dashed lines in the interior of the echoes indicate hypothesized cell locations.

This multicell system lasted about 90 minutes. Kropfli and Miller (1975) describe a multicell storm system of 138 minutes duration that occurred on a day of moderate instability, low level winds of 6-8 ms⁻¹, and cloud layer winds of 15-17 ms⁻¹.
It appears from the above data that multicell storm systems begin over the mountains as a group of numerous cells all competing for the available moisture. As the system grows, becomes more intense, and moves over the plains, a point is reached where new discrete cell initiation is inhibited. Not until the system volume rainrate begins to diminish are new cells allowed to form. These later cells are not as intense nor as long lived as the earlier cells. If new cells do form during the intense stage of the storm system (as in the 7 August system at 1517), the system volume rainrate is sharply decreased until the new cells can grow large enough to add to the total system rainfall. It also seems significant that even during the most intense stage of the system development there are still several cells (six cells on 15 August and 4 cells on 7 August) active at the same time.

3.4 Cell Duration

The convective cells as identified in this study had an average radar detectable lifetime of 41 minutes, and four cells lasted for more than one hour. The cell duration of 41 minutes is longer than most of the cell durations reported in the literature. Kropfli and Miller (1975) found an average cell duration of 30 minutes in a northeast Colorado hailstorm. Their use of a very high resolution radar increased their ability to monitor individual cells. The resolution of the WSR-57 used in the present study leaves the possibility that new cells were forming in a location such that they would not be detected as separate echoes. In fact, the 13 July 74 system that appears as several cells on the M-33 radar (Figure 2) actually only appeared as a single cell on the WSR-57 radar since that storm system was much closer to the M-33 than the WSR-57.

It is interesting to compare the average cell durations of the cells that form early in a system's lifetime to those cells that form late. From Table 2 it is seen that the average duration of cells forming early in the lifetime of the 15 August system (prior to 1550) was 50 minutes, while the average duration of the cells that formed after the system had reached maximum intensity was 32 minutes. Similarly, for the 7 August storm system, the early cells lasted an average of 60 minutes, while the late developing cells only lasted 14 minutes. This observation of cell duration trends to support the description of multicell storm system development presented in the previous section.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Three different storm systems that occurred on three different days were examined by two PPI radars. The main conclusions from this study are (a) storm systems that initially form
over the mountains of Colorado begin as multicell systems and remain multicell systems as they move onto the High Plains; (b) the longest lived and longest traveling multicell systems occur on days of moderate instability and strong winds (19 m s⁻¹ average cloud layer wind and 5 m s⁻¹ average subcloud wind); (c) numerous convective cells form early in the development of the multicell system, but as the system reaches its most intense stage, very few, if any, new cells form; and (d) cells that form before the storm system reaches maximum volume rainrate tend to last 18 to 42 minutes longer than those cells that form late in the storm system's lifetime. The average duration of all storm system cells is 41 minutes.
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SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES AMONG FOUR SIMULTANEOUS MESOSCALE RAWINSONDE OBSERVATIONS:
IMPORTANT EFFECTS ON CLOUD MODEL PREDICTIONS

David A. Matthews and Richard L. Eddy
Bureau of Reclamation
Division of Atmospheric Water Resources Management
Denver, Colorado

1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to determine (1) if significant variations in the thermodynamic structure exist on the mesoscale (50-100 km) and (2) if these variations are important to cumulus development, as objectively determined by cloud model predictions and as observed by geosynchronous satellite.

Atmospheric thermodynamic structure is important in determining the convective potential for clouds through the buoyancy generation term in the vertical equation of motion. This, in turn, is important to the cloud physicist because it determines the internal cloud dynamics that are simulated by numerical cloud models. If these models are to be compared with observed clouds for verification of their ability to simulate nature, they must be initialized with soundings representative of the natural phenomena they are simulating. This paper addresses the problem of spatial and temporal observation scales required to adequately represent important features in the convective environment.

2. HIPLEX MESOSCALE SOUNDING DATA

During the period from June through August, 1975, a mesoscale rawinsonde (raob) network was operated in eastern Montana at the stations shown in figure 1. Note the large difference in distances between the synoptic-scale National Weather Service (NWS) stations and the High Plains Cooperative Program (HIPLEX, see Kahan, 1976a) mesonet shown in the insert. The distance between NWS stations ranges from 571 to 357 km in comparison to 105 and 81 km between the mesonet stations. These four stations routinely took 0000 GMT and 1200 GMT rawinsondes and observed special three-hourly sequences from time of first convective cloud development on thirty-eight operational days. Much care was taken in hydrostatic checking of soundings for internal consistency, and the data were archived for rapid computer processing (see Kahan, 1976b).

In June a RD-65 was operated at Miles City, while GMD equipment was used at all other sites. The RD-65 was replaced by a GMO in early July. All rawinsondes were released simultaneously at each observation time selected for this analysis.

3. ANALYSIS OF RAWINSONDE DATA

Data were processed for all times having four simultaneous releases in three basic data sets: 1200 GMT, (74 cases - 296 raobs), 000 GMT (68 cases - 272 raobs), and special convective events (38 cases - 152 raobs). These 720 raobs were plotted on "Skew-T" thermodynamic diagrams, individually and in sets of four. From these diagrams basic thermodynamic differences were observed. The most obvious variation between soundings was that of moisture, particularly that in the boundary layer. This boundary layer variation, illustrated in figure 2, is critical to cloud base height determination.

The next most critical variation between simultaneous raobs was the variation in low-level stability. On some days this was sufficient to cause wide variation in releasible instability and convective cloud development predicted by cloud models (see section 4). In general, upper-level lapse rates were nearly identical, with small variation only in reference temperature (see figure 3).

4. MODEL ANALYSIS OF RAOB VARIATIONS

Two fast one-dimensional steady-state cloud models were used to analyze convective potential. The Great Plains Cloud Model (GPCM) is a Lagrangian parcel model developed by Hirsch (1971) that calculates a number of cloud variables for each of six cloud radii. Three sets of soundings were analyzed by the model, which used the convective condensation level (CCL) for cloud base height. The CCL was based on an assumed 50-mb mixing layer. Preliminary analyses of these data indicate that significant variations among predicted clouds occurred on many days. A complete statistical analysis will be available before the conference.

Twenty-eight cases (each composed of four simultaneous sounding releases) were analyzed by MESOCU - a cloud environment interaction model developed by Perkey and Kreitzberg (1974, 1976). This model simulates the effect of mesosynoptic scale lifting, subsidence induced by convective clouds, mixing of cloud and environment, subcloud evaporation of precipitation, surface eddy mixing, and solar heating. The ability of MESOCU to predict convective development in the High Plains has been demonstrated using Colorado soundings from the National Hail Research Experiment (see Matthews and Henz, 1975). Similar experiments showing the model's ability to predict the evolving convective environment have shown that the model is a reasonably good predictor of local convective environment interaction; however, it does not predict development well in cases of advection (see Matthews and Henz, 1975b).
Figure 1. Map of HIPLEX field site at Miles City, Montana, showing four rawinsonde stations: Miles City (ML), Brockway (BK), Glendive (GD), and Plevna (PL), and National Weather Service raob stations (GTF, GGW, BIS, RAP).

Figure 2. Skew-T thermodynamic diagram showing typical variation in temperature and moisture of simultaneous soundings taken at 0000 GMT on July 7, 1975. Station code: ML — , BK ..., GD --- , PL — — .

Figure 3. Skew-T analysis showing typical variation in low-level stability and moisture and small variations in upper-level lapse rates for 0000 GMT on July 10, 1975.
Table 1. - Statistical Summary of All Model Predictions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1800 Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>1900 Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud base height (km)</td>
<td>1.624</td>
<td>1.057</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>1.394</td>
<td>1.020</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud top height (km)</td>
<td>3.870</td>
<td>3.196</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>2.755</td>
<td>2.217</td>
<td>0.419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud depth (km)</td>
<td>2.246</td>
<td>2.595</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>1.361</td>
<td>1.778</td>
<td>0.336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal depth (km)</td>
<td>3.196</td>
<td>2.868</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>2.090</td>
<td>1.896</td>
<td>0.358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size:</td>
<td>28 cases</td>
<td>112 raobs</td>
<td></td>
<td>28 cases</td>
<td>112 raobs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. - Statistical Summary of Model Predicted Clouds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1800 Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>1900 Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud base height (km)</td>
<td>3.230</td>
<td>1.176</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>3.001</td>
<td>1.181</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud top height (km)</td>
<td>7.671</td>
<td>3.556</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>6.064</td>
<td>5.033</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud depth (km)</td>
<td>4.441</td>
<td>3.407</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>3.063</td>
<td>2.896</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcel depth (km)</td>
<td>6.247</td>
<td>5.292</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>4.518</td>
<td>2.726</td>
<td>0.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size:</td>
<td>18 cases</td>
<td>49 raobs</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 cases</td>
<td>42 raobs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. - Statistical Summary of Standard Deviation of Predicted Parameters for Simultaneous Sounding Cases with Two or More Clouds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>1800 Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>1900 Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud base height (km)</td>
<td>0.417</td>
<td>0.593</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud top height (km)</td>
<td>1.274</td>
<td>1.343</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.466</td>
<td>1.599</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud depth (km)</td>
<td>1.549</td>
<td>1.454</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.620</td>
<td>1.538</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parcel depth (km)</td>
<td>1.597</td>
<td>1.501</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>1.597</td>
<td>1.584</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size:</td>
<td>18 cases</td>
<td>49 raobs</td>
<td></td>
<td>16 cases</td>
<td>42 raobs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of these cases indicate that significant initial sounding variations exist on the mesoscale. In addition, model results for one hour of cloud-environment interaction indicate that there is a significant difference in predicted development among the four raobs. Statistics showing this variance are given in Table 1. Statistics are compiled for the initial sounding 1800 LST (0000 GMT) and the predictions for 1900 LST which result from model prediction of cloud-environment interaction from 1800 to 1900 LST. Here the mean standard deviation and standard error of each case of MESOCU predictions for four simultaneous soundings are summarized for all twenty-eight cases. Results in Table 1 summarize all model predictions, including events where no clouds were predicted for a particular sounding. The emphasis here is on the standard deviation of the parameters. This provides an objective measure of the model responses to thermodynamic differences among each of the four soundings. There are significant variations of all parameters, particularly cloud base height and cloud tops. The wide variation in cloud base height is a direct response to boundary layer moisture and instability, both of which showed considerable variation in Skew-T plots discussed in section 3. In seven cases only one cloud was predicted from the set of four rawinsondes, and in seven other cases only two of the four raobs resulted in clouds predicted by the model. These pairs of raobs that predicted cloud development showed strong geographic consistency between the prediction of cloud and no cloud. Either the two western-most, southern-most, or northern-most raobs predicted cloud development, while the other two did not, thus suggesting spatial continuity. In 90% of the
cases this appears consistent with cloud development observed by satellite as described in section 5. (Further comparison with radar and satellite observations will be performed.)

There is a large daily variation in the model-predicted cloud properties as shown in Tables 1 and 2. These results show the wide variation in predicted parameters. The large standard deviations indicate important ranges of parameters that are physically significant to the cloud dynamics predicted by more sophisticated numerical cloud models. Table 2 summarizes the statistics for all clouds predicted by the model. This shows the mean and standard deviation of each parameter for all sets of simultaneous soundings. The large natural variation from day to day is reflected in these statistics.

In contrast, the variation among simultaneous releases is summarized by Table 3. Here the mean standard deviations of each parameter and their standard deviation and standard errors are presented. The large standard deviation of the mean standard deviations (for 19 cases of raobs at two or more sites) in cloud base height (584 meters) represents variations in cloud base height as large as 5200 meters (for case number 23 shown in figure 4) among four simultaneous raobs. Similar statistics for cloud top height reflect the large variations shown in figure 5. Large variations of this magnitude are highly significant to the physical development predicted by cloud models.

Similarly, large mean standard deviations are reflected in the statistics for cloud depth and thermal depth (the sum of dry and moist adiabatic ascent) predicted by MESOCU.

5. SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS

Typical variations of clouds in the mesonet are illustrated by satellite observations of conditions on July 9 and 28 (see figures 6 and 7). The encircled region of each photograph shows clouds in the vicinity of the mesonet. The circle diameter is 220 km. Within this region on July 9, 1975, there were two bands of convective clouds on the north and south sides of the circle, respectively, which correspond to model predictions shown in Table 4. These bands were composed of cumulus congestus, cumulonimbus, and middle level clouds oriented with the 500 mb flow. Note the thin convective lines in west central South Dakota (see arrow in figure 6) which have very pronounced spatial variations within a 70-km-wide band composed of three thin lines of cumulus. This structure illustrates the typical spatial variations in cloud patterns in the convective environment on the meso-8 scale.

On July 28th more distinct convective cloud development occurred in a narrow band 55 km wide extending northeastward from Miles City toward Brockway and Glendive (see figure 7). In this case large convective clouds were predicted by MESOCU for Miles City and Brockway, and none for Plevna and Glendive (see Table 4).

Widespread convective development in Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado on this day shows the typical extent and spatial variation found in major cumulonimbus development. Note the three major thunderstorm clusters west of the mesonet, each of which has anvils of cirrus canopies extending more than 200 km. These mesoscale systems illustrate the wide range of important spatial variations in convective development.

Model predictions corresponding to cloud conditions observed in the mesonet on July 9 and 28 show the quantitative spatial variations that are typical of soundings used in this study (see Table 4). These variations show that important thermodynamic differences do exist on the mesoscale. Satellite observations of clouds in the vicinity of each sounding are also rated. These observations tended to show the same spatial
Figure 6. Geosynchronous satellite (SMS-2) visible imagery over Northern High Plains taken on July 9, 1975, at 2345 GMT. Circle shows Miles City, Montana. HIPLEX mesonet area. Arrow illustrates scale for thin lines of cumulus (see text).

Figure 7. SMS-2 visible imagery over the Northern High Plains showing typical mesoscale convection within the HIPLEX mesonet (circle) taken on July 28, 1975, at 2345 GMT.

Table 4. Comparison of Model-predicted Cloud Characteristics and Satellite-observed Cloud Types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Model prediction (0000 GMT)</th>
<th>Satellite observation (2345 GMT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Base (km) Top (km) Depth (km)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 9</td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>2.901 10.026 7.125</td>
<td>Cb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BK</td>
<td>2.902 5.277 2.375</td>
<td>Cu+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GD</td>
<td>2.605 6.730 4.125</td>
<td>Cu+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>3.193 5.568 2.375</td>
<td>Cu+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ML</td>
<td>4.401 12.276 7.875</td>
<td>Cb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BK</td>
<td>4.901 11.776 6.875</td>
<td>Cu+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GD</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>CLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PL</td>
<td>0 0 0</td>
<td>CLR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ML - Miles City
BK - Brockway
GD - Glendive
PL - Plevna
Cb - Cumulonimbus
Cu+ - Towering cumulus
CLR - Clear
variations as predicted by the model. However, a more rigorous analysis of digital imagery is required to quantify relationships between radiance and model predictions.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ANALYSIS

Definite variations in the atmospheric thermodynamic structures occur on the meso-S scale. These spatial variations in stability and moisture produce significant differences in simple numerical cloud-model predictions of cloud base height, cloud top height, cloud depth, and thermal depth. These variations in four simultaneous soundings indicate the need for soundings that are representative of the cloud environment. The fact that large variations exist on the meso-scale, within distances of 50 to 100 km, indicates the need for soundings near the immediate cloud that is to be simulated. The verification of spatial variations in cloud types using satellite observations adds confidence to the model's ability to accurately predict significant thermodynamic variation among soundings. The large range of clouds that may be predicted by models further indicates the need for careful selection of input soundings and examination of basic thermodynamics for representativeness.

Satellite soundings will contribute to detailed mesoscale analyses of horizontal gradients of temperature and moisture. Spatial resolution of 15 to 50 km for these variables will be extremely useful in determining the mesoscale representativeness of soundings and in describing important mesoscale triggering mechanisms. Such satellite sounders are planned for geosynchronous operation in the late 1970's on the Storm Observation Satellite (SOS) (see Shenk, 1975). These data will greatly help resolve the thermodynamic variations on the mesoscale that are important to the fields of weather modification, cloud physics, and severe storm forecasting.

Future studies of the HIPLEX rawinsonde data will examine details of the temporal and spatial variation for all soundings by compiling statistical analysis of one-dimensional model predictions. In addition, detailed case analyses of satellite imagery, radar, and sounding variations will be made to verify the relationship between observed clouds and sounding variations.
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AN OBSERVATION OF NATURAL CLOUD SEEDING WITH ACCOMPANYING RELEASE OF PRECIPITATION

Lawrence F. Radke and Paul H. Herzegh
Cloud Physics Group, Atmospheric Sciences Department
University of Washington, Seattle, Washington 98195

1. INTRODUCTION

An important part of the University of Washington's CYCLES (Cyclonic Extratropical Storms) PROJECT (Hobbs and Houze, 1976 and Houze et al., 1976) is the study of the mesoscale and microscale phenomena which lead to the formation of precipitation in frontal systems. An interesting phenomenon observed in CYCLES has been the occurrence of anomalous, glaciated patches within larger areas of unglaciated, slightly supercooled, stratiform clouds. Both the origin and the microphysics of these patches are of interest.

In this paper we describe a well-documented observation of anomalous glaciation, which resulted in the formation of precipitation, which was observed on December 6, 1973. On this occasion, unambiguous measurements of persistent, high ice particle concentrations (>100 \( \text{cm}^{-3} \)) were made with the University of Washington's automatic ice particle counter (Turner, Radke and Hobbs, 1976). The size and movement of the precipitation associated with the glaciated patch was provided by simultaneous PPI radar coverage.

2. METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS

On December 5, 1973, an intensive CYCLES field study of a cyclonic storm was begun while the associated cold front was still more than 1000 km off the coast of Washington State. This study continued for over 48 hours, terminating well after the frontal passage in Seattle.

The cold front position and humidity data from serial rawinsondes launched in Seattle are shown in a time-height cross-section in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows that the anomalous, glaciated cloud which was observed between 1100 and 1300 hours (Pacific Standard Time) on December 6 was contained within a thin layer of moist air between 750 and 920 mb. This moist layer was bounded by very dry air above and relatively dry air below. Further analysis has shown that the moist layer was potentially unstable. As the core of dry air aloft moved over Seattle, precipitation on the ground ceased and radar echoes aloft, as detected by a vertically-pointing Doppler radar in Seattle, were suppressed (Figure 2).

3. OBSERVATIONS

The University of Washington's B-23 aircraft made two series of observations of the anomalously glaciated cloud patch, spanning a period of 80 min. Simultaneous radar observations linked the glaciated patch to a prominent precipitation echo which was tracked for over 90 min.

3.1 Initial Airborne Observation

Prior to the first observation of the glaciated cloud patch, the B-23 aircraft was flying at 3100 m, well above the top of a uniform, unglaciated stratiform cloud deck. The glaciated region was first revealed by a brilliant display of ice optics. The aircraft observers were immediately struck by the similarity of this display to that which occurs when stratiform clouds are glaciated by artificial seeding (Hobbs and Radke, 1975).

Since the temperature at the top of the stratiform cloud was everywhere higher than -5°C, it seemed likely that the glaciated area of more than 1000 km² was being seeded by altostratus and cirrostratus clouds above, which had previously shown prominent ice falls. At the time of the first airborne observations of the glaciated area there were no visual signs of falling ice, although the automatic ice particle counter did show an average reading of 0.1 \( \text{cm}^{-3} \) during a 10 km traverse in apparently clear air 400 m above the glaciated area. In addition, 60 km east of the glaciated area slightly higher concentrations of ice were detected at a height of 3100 m in a visible ice fall from altostratus at 5 km. Thus, if natural seeding was in fact the trigger for glaciation of the stratiform cloud deck, the seeding had largely ceased by the time the airborne observations were made. However, radar observations at that time indicated that the resultant generation of precipitation was just getting under way.

The aircraft made two consecutive orbiting penetrations through the tops of the "hardest" appearing clouds, which were in the center of the glaciated region. These orbits penetrated radar echo "A" in Figure 4 and showed that the echo was composed of at least three cells (Figure 5). The particle concentrations measured within the cells were very high, reaching peak values greater than 110 \( \text{cm}^{-3} \). Detailed examination
of the radar echoes associated with this glaciated area indicated that they were often comprised of a number of smaller, cell-like units approximately 2-4 km in diameter. This cellular structure, which was also reflected in the aircraft measurements of liquid water content, suggests that there was a region of shallow, convective activity within the glaciated cloud. The decrease in liquid water content in cell III (Figure 5) may be a result of the diminished activity of an ageing convective element.

Formvar replicas of the cloud particles, both in the echo region and in other parts of the glaciated area, showed high concentrations of small ice columns and needles ranging in length from 50 to 500 µm. The presence of columns and needles was expected, both on the basis of the cloud temperature and the lower tangent arc observation. However, there was no evidence of any other types of crystals which might have fallen into the cloud from above.

3.2 Continuous Radar Observations

PPI radar coverage revealed the initial development of two small echoes about 5 min before the B-23 aircraft first penetrated the glaciated zone. During the following 90 min the echoes enlarged slightly, joined, and underwent a series of shape changes, while traveling toward the northeast at a speed of 18 to 22 m s⁻¹. Their speed and direction of motion were coincident with the wind speed and direction at the top of the stratiform cloud deck. The sequence of echo positions recorded during this time is shown in Figure 4. From 1230 to 1250 PST the exact shape and position of the echo became more difficult to determine due to blocking of the radar beam by nearby buildings and terrain. Radar tracking ended at 1250 PST when the echo began to merge with ground clutter echoes from the Cascade Mountains.

3.3 Final Airborne Observation

A final aircraft penetration of the glaciated region was made at 1250 PST, when the aircraft was at position "n" in Figure 4 near the trailing edge of the echo region. During this penetration the aircraft descended through the cloud deck in an 18 km long traverse which started at an altitude of 2900 m (-4°C). Data were taken as low as 2100 m (-1°C). As in the initial penetration 70 min earlier, ice particle concentrations were very high, with many peak values over 10⁵ - 10⁶ particles per cubic meter. A cellular pattern similar to that of the initial penetration. The replicated ice particles were very similar to those found in the earlier penetration, except that their average size was larger and there were more rimed particles.

We have described a striking example of an anomalously glaciated section of stratiform cloud which contained a core region of shallow convection and precipitated at a moderate rate (a few mm hr⁻¹ by radar estimation). It seems likely that the rather large area of glaciation resulted in a reorganization of the dynamics within the stratiform layer. Since the cloud was rather shallow, it produced precipitation rather efficiently. A major factor in this efficiency was probably the high ice particle concentration in the mixed phase of the core region.

The actual cause of glaciation remains unclear. Ice crystal growth upon active nuclei present within the tops of the stratiform layer seems unlikely in view of the factor of 10⁵-10⁶ discrepancy between ice nucleus concentrations active at -5°C and the ice particle concentrations measured within the cloud. The radar observations establish that the onset of precipitation followed the development of a glaciated region within the stratiform cloud, so it is unlikely that convective activity itself induced glaciation. Some remaining possible causes of glaciation are: seeding by ice crystals from the higher level clouds, ice nuclei preactivation, and ice multiplication.

A combination of ice crystal seeding from above and ice multiplication seems the most likely explanation for the observed glaciation. Prominent ice falls were observed in the vicinity of the glaciated patch, and Bramham and Spyers-Duran (1967) have shown that ice from cirrostratus can survive very long falls in dry air. However, probably only a small fraction of the ice crystals sampled in the glaciated cloud originated in the higher cirrostratus since there were no signs of crystal habits appropriate to the low temperatures of the upper clouds in the lower cloud. However, crystal seeding from above may have taken place over a relatively large fraction of the glaciated region, and the high concentrations of crystals could then have been produced by ice multiplication. Hallet and Mossop (1974) have observed in laboratory experiments that ice splinters are produced during riming at temperatures between -3°C and -8°C, which are similar to the measured cloud top temperatures of the glaciated area.

We have combined our observations with some speculation in forming the conceptual model shown in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows a light ice fall seeding from above triggering ice multiplication which eventually leads to glaciation. The latent heat released during glaciation provides the stimulus needed to organize the core region into small convective elements (Figure 7b). The appearance of such elements is a common occurrence following artificial seeding of stratiform clouds (Knollenberg, 1970; Hobbs and Radke, 1975). These convective elements, in artificially seeded cases, only appear after the cloud top has nearly completed glaciation. The mature stage is shown in Figure 7c, with horizontal divergence assisting in the spreading of the glaciated region at the cloud top. The mixed phase core provides an ideal region for the rapid growth of ice particles by diffusion, riming and coagulation. Calculations show that the observed precipitation rates can be maintained by updraft velocities of 10 to 15 cm s⁻¹. The sloping boundaries between the glaciated and unglaciated regions are consistent with visual observations of this and other glaciated stratiform
clouds. Knollenberg (1970) cites evidence for both the sloping boundary and for subsidence near the boundary region, making the core region kinematically similar to a Bénard cell.
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Figure 1. Time-height section of frontal position and relative humidity (in %) in Seattle, Washington. Stippled areas indicate relative humidity over 90%.
Figure 2. Time-height section of Doppler radar echoes (stippled areas) over Seattle, Washington, and corresponding rainfall rates in Seattle.

Figure 3. A photograph of the glaciated region taken from near cloud top. The centrally-located ellipsoidal optical effect is the lower tangent arc to the 22° halo and is caused by columnar ice crystals.
Figure 4. Sequence of radar echo positions near Seattle, Washington at ten-minute intervals from 1120 to 1250 PST on December 6, 1972. Point "A" is B-52 aircraft position at 1130 PST; "B" is position at 1250 PST.

Figure 5. Two consecutive passes near cloud top, through the radar echo marked "A" in Figure 4. Note that in the five minutes between these penetrations, only cell II still contained significant liquid water.
Figure 6. Descent through the glaciated area marked "B" in Figure 4. The cloud was entered at 2800 m (-4°C) and exited at 2100 m (-1°C).

Figure 7. Conceptual model for the anomalous, glaciated area. (a) Anomalous glaciation initiated by seeding from above followed by ice multiplication. (b) Heat released by glaciation provides the stimulus needed to organize the core region into small convective elements. (c) Warm, mixed phase convective core provides an ideal environment for precipitation growth and horizontal divergence at the cloud top aids the spread of glaciation.
1. INTRODUCTION

As the basic research for study of growth of snow flakes, it is important to investigate the fall pattern of early snow flakes, which are composed of a few snow crystals.

There are few observations on the characteristics of falling motion of snow flakes, although the laboratory experiment in relation to the fall pattern or formation of snow flakes was performed by many researchers (e.g., Jayaweera and Mason, 1965, 1966; Podzimek, 1968; Sasyo, 1971).

Magono and Oguchi (1955) observed the fall pattern of snow flakes and described the shape of falling state and the characteristics of falling motion. Sasyo (1971) observed the motion of snow particles falling through still air using a stereophotogrammetric method and investigated statistically the feature of motions. However, in his observation the identifying a snow particle to its corresponding trajectory on photographs was not performed. In the observations described above, it is considered that the available data of early snow flakes are not enough for many purposes.

Therefore, the purpose of this observation is to investigate the three-dimensional motion of early snow flakes and the shape of component snow crystals of it, simultaneously, using a stereoscopic camera system with stroboscopic illumination.

The observation was carried out at the Mt. Teine observatory of Hokkaido University, the altitude being 1024 m, during the winter of 1974.

2. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

Since the method of measurement is same as in the previous observation (Kajikawa, 1976), the experimental apparatus and procedures will be described briefly.

The apparatus and stereoscopic camera system are shown in Fig.1 and they were Fig.1. Apparatus and stereoscopic camera system.

Fig.2. A example of stereoscopic photographs (above) at 1/100 sec intervals. Fallen snow flake composed of three rimed crystals, before melting (below left) and after melting (below right).
Fig. 3. Horizontal movement of the early snowflake of Fig. 2. placed in a cold observation room. This apparatus is made of two parts, a duct (A) for the fall of snowflakes and a wooden box (B) for the observation of motion. One by one, a suitable snowflake was picked up with a piece of wood from many snow particles received on black cloth and it was dropped into the duct gently. For the measurement of three-dimensional motion, the falling snowflake illuminated by stroboscopic light was photographed by means of a stereoscopic camera system with the base line of 16 cm. An example of the pair of photographs is shown in Fig. 2.

The fallen snowflake was caught on a sampling glass plate which was covered with white vaseline and it was microphotographed for determining the shape, size and number of component snow crystals. Then the snowflake was melted and the obtained droplets (nearly hemisphere) was microphotographed again, in order to calculate the diameter of melted drop and mass (see Fig. 2).

Because the optical axes of two cameras put on horizontal level were parallel, the normal photogrammetry equations were available in the analysis of three-dimensional motion. The optical center of camera 1 was chosen as the origin (O) of rectangular coordinate system (X, Y and Z) in space. The coordinates of center to the circumscribed circle of snowflake were calculated from the corresponding points on the pair of photographs.

Considering possible factors relating to the error of analysis, it may be regarded that the position in space of snowflake is determined within error of ±0.04 cm.

3. RESULTS AND CONSIDERATIONS

The observed snowflakes were classified into several groups according to the type of largest component snow crystals and the number of component crystals.

The falling velocity (mean vertical component of falling motion) of early snowflakes was different from those of usual results. Fig. 4 is the present result for the dendritic type snowflakes (the largest component crystal is ordinary dendritic or fernlike crystals). It can be seen from this figure that the falling velocity is similar to that of simple crystals (v=225 D^{0.6} in Kajikawa, 1975) rather than ordinary snow flakes of dendritic type (v=178 D^{0.6} in Langleben, 1954), where v is the falling velocity and D the melted diameter. This tendency was also appeared in the case of another type of early snowflakes.

In this observation the classification of snow crystals follows the manner of Magano and Lee (1966).

Whether the early snowflakes, which is composed of two crystals, will fall with unstable motion (rotation and oscillation) or not is determined by Reynolds number (Re=vd/ν), where d is the diameter of circumscribed circle to snowflakes and ν the kinematic viscosity of air) and Sd/d₁, as shown in Fig. 5. S=2ℓ/(d₁+d₂)

Fig. 4. Observed falling velocity of dendritic type snowflakes. 2, 3 and 4 indicate the number of component crystals.

Fig. 5. Boundary separating stable and unstable motion for the early snowflakes composed of two crystals. The upper dots of mark indicate the unstable motion and the lower dots the rimed snowflakes.
is a measure of the combined state of two crystals (Higuchi, 1960), \(d_1\) and \(d_2\) are sizes of two crystals \((d_1 > d_2)\) and \(l\) is the distance between the center of them.

All of the observed early snow flakes composed more than three crystals exhibited the rotation about vertical axis and the oscillation in horizontal plane, as seen in Fig.2. The horizontal movement (projection of the falling motion on horizontal plane) of the center of snow flake of Fig.2 is shown in Fig.3. In this figure, open circles and number indicate the positions taken in time interval of 1/100 sec, corresponding to the photographs of Fig.2. From this figure and the observation by means of stereoscope, the trajectory of three-dimensional movement of this snow flake seems to be a spiral with slightly inclined axis.

The classification of type of unstable motion and its rate are summarized in Table 1. Although the fall pattern of spiral type was most part of analysed snow flakes, the glide type of unstable motion was observed in the case of early snow flakes composed less than four crystals only.

Nondimensional frequency \((n d/v)\) of spiral movement is in proportion to \(Re\), as shown in Fig.6, although the data are considerably scattered. \(n\) is the frequency of rotation about vertical axis.

Fig.7 is the relation between the angular velocity \((\omega = \pi / \tau)\) or period \((\tau)\) of spiral movement and \(a/d\), where \(a\) is the amplitude of spiral path (see Fig.3). It can be seen from this figure that the period is in proportion to the nondimensional amplitude of spiral path.

The displacement velocity \((v)\) of spiral axis increases, as the falling velocity increases, but its value is very small as seen in Fig.8.

According to the analysis mentioned above, the spiral movement of early snow flakes in three dimensional space can be expressed as follows,

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= \sqrt{v_x t + a \cos \omega t} \\
y &= \sqrt{v_y t + a \sin \omega t} \\
z &= z_o + vt \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \(x=y=0\) and \(z=z_o\), at time \(t=0\).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Fall pattern in still air of early snow flakes was observed by means of the analysis of stereoscopic photographs. In the observation, the trajectory of falling motion has one to one correspondence to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of component crystals</th>
<th>Spiral type</th>
<th>Glide type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total of analysed early snow flakes and rate</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
individual snow flakes exactly. Most part of early snow flake, which is composed of more than three crystals, exhibited the spiral motion in space. The elements of this motion, for example amplitude (a), angular velocity (\( \omega \)) and displacement velocity (\( v \)) were empirically obtained. Namely, the elements are decided from a following process in dendritic type.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 8.** Displacement velocity of spiral axis.

**Fig. 9.** Relation between melted diameter (D) and diameter (d) of nonrimed early snow flakes.
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A COMPARISON OF SURFACE AND AIRBORNE ICE CRYSTAL OBSERVATIONS IN OROGRAPHIC CLOUDS

David C. Rogers
Department of Atmospheric Science
University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyoming

1. INTRODUCTION

The Atmospheric Science Department of the University of Wyoming is involved in a research project to investigate the occurrence of ice crystals in wintertime clouds and to relate ice crystal concentrations to ice nuclei concentrations. As part of this research, field measurements at the surface and aloft have been taken for the past three years in the winter orographic clouds which form over Elk Mountain, Wyoming. The results presented here represent a preliminary summary of one of the interesting aspects this research has produced.

The Elk Mountain Observatory of the Department of Atmospheric Science is located near the summit of Elk Mountain, an isolated, 11,000 ft peak north of the Medicine Bow Range; the mountain rises from the smooth 7,000 ft plains of southeast Wyoming. Elk Mountain is in clouds very often during the winter months, from November to March. Cloud types include large scale traveling cyclones, orographic clouds plus altostratus and cirrus, and the isolated cap cloud which is the simplest case for research. These cap clouds typically have bases at 9,000 to 10,000 ft MSL, and usually have tops around 13,000 ft. Horizontal extent of these clouds in the direction of the winds is typically 8 to 13 km, and because of the large wind speeds usually observed, air parcel residence times inside cloud range from about 500 to 1,000 sec. Because of the small growth times, the crystals which form are usually small and have small settling velocities (less than 0.5 m s⁻¹). The Observatory measurements are thus considered to be in cloud and not in precipitation. These orographic clouds are oftentimes nearly steady-state in their nature (temperature, liquid water, cloud depth, wind speed and direction); this point makes the clouds attractive for cloud physics and dynamics studies.

2. PROCEDURES

For the purposes of this report, the important parameters which were sampled by the research aircraft (10UW) and at the Elk Mountain Observatory (EMO) included dry bulb temperature, dew point, cloud droplet spectra, liquid water content, horizontal wind, and ice crystals. The crystal sampling technique used at EMO involves impaction of crystals onto a glass microscope slide which is coated with oil. This slide is immersed in chilled hexane, and then the sample is photographed. The impaction devices used at the Observatory include a wind tunnel and a rotating arm impactor. Impaction speeds are in the range 10 to 15 m s⁻¹; thus, collection efficiencies do not fall below 50% for unit density particles larger than approximately 15 µm. The ice crystal sampling technique on the research aircraft involves both impaction on oil coated glass slides and in situ imaging using the PMS (Particle Measuring Systems, Inc.) Two-Dimensional Probe. The impaction technique relies on a decelerator which slows the air and crystals by a factor of 11.5; thus, impact speeds are approximately 7 m s⁻¹. Collection efficiencies for this device fall below 50% for unit density spheres smaller than 20 µm diameter. Data reduction is done using a microfilm reader. Only whole or nearly whole crystals are counted, i.e., fragments and blowing snow particles are ignored. The concentrations reported here were derived from both the 2D probe and the impaction slides; these two measurements were usually in agreement.

Cloud droplets are sampled on the aircraft by both the PMS Axially Scattering Spectrometer Probe and by using an impaction device whereby cloud droplets leave crater-like impressions on a coated substrate. At EMO, cloud droplets are sampled using a similar impaction device. The collection efficiencies are very nearly unity for droplets larger than 3 µm diameter. Crystal observations are routinely made during the entire day at the Observatory, with sampling frequency greater during 10UW flight periods. The 10UW sampling procedure for isolated cap clouds involves traverses through the cloud from the leading edge to the downwind edge at several different altitudes. During the 1975-76 winter season, two PMS probes similar to those on the aircraft were used on Elk Mountain inside a large wind tunnel; data reduction has not been completed for the latest field season as of this writing.

3. RESULTS

The two case studies which follow present simultaneous crystal observation data taken by 10UW and at EMO during isolated cap cloud conditions. In-cloud temperatures for these two days were nearly the same, -17 to -19°C. However, substantial differences in crystal measurements were observed.

3.1 9 January 75 Case Study

Crystal observations on this day indicated a fairly homogeneous cloud, in which crystal habits, sizes and concentrations at the surface were nearly in agreement with those aloft. On this day an isolated cap cloud formed in a postfrontal airmass. The cap cloud contained some small convective elements imbedded in the otherwise stable air. There were some thin, scattered cirrus clouds, but their
bases were separated from the top of the cap cloud by nearly 15,000 ft of air of relative humidity less than 50%. The important descriptive parameters for this cloud are given in Table I. Notice that the concentrations of crystals measured aloft and at the surface were approximately equal. The differences in crystal habit and size are consequences of the differences in temperature and growth time. The cloud droplet spectra are fairly typical of most Elk Mountain cap clouds: average droplet diameters are between 5 and 10 µm, maximum diameters rarely attain 25 µm, and liquid water contents (LWC) are usually below 0.1 g m⁻³.

The steady-state nature of this cap cloud is indicated by the fact that during the two-hour flight the EMO temperature changed by less than 2°C, and the winds did not change appreciably. Also, crystal habits and concentrations did not vary significantly except when one of the small convective elements passed over the Observatory. These convective elements were producing dendritic crystals ranging in size from 1 to 3 mm diameter which were in concentrations of approximately 1 liter⁻¹ both aloft and at the surface. The aircraft observations indicated that the convective elements formed slightly downwind of the leading edge and were advected through the cloud mass. The 9 January case study indicates that the in situ crystal measurements aloft and at the surface were in substantial agreement. This agreement was not always obtained, as the next case study will show.

### Table I. Descriptive parameters for two case study days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9 January 1975</th>
<th>18 February 1975</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cloud top/ Temp</td>
<td>11,600'/-19.4°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloud base/ Temp</td>
<td>8,800'/-12.8°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMO Temp</td>
<td>-16.0°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winds aloft</td>
<td>340° 10 m s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sfc winds</td>
<td>360° 5 m s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg droplet diameter</td>
<td>8-10 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max droplet diameter</td>
<td>22-24 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max LWC</td>
<td>0.19 g m⁻³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Ice Crystals:

- **10UW**
  - Conc | 0.5-5 liter⁻¹ | 2-7 liter⁻¹ |
  - Diameter | 300-700 µm | 60-350 µm |
  - Habit | Plc | Clh, Plc |

- **EMO**
  - Conc | 1-17 liter⁻¹ | 1-10 liter⁻¹ |
  - Diameter | 50-300 µm | 120-500 µm |
  - Habit | Pla | Clh |

3.2 18 February 75 Case Study

An isolated cap cloud formed in strong westerly flow one day after a cold frontal passage. There were no other clouds above or upwind of the cap cloud. It has been suggested that cirrus clouds may be responsible for higher crystal concentrations by "seeding" lower clouds with crystals.) The important descriptive parameters of this cloud are given in Table I. The steady-state nature of the cloud is indicated by the fact that EMO temperature was -18°C and varied by less than 2°C during the two hour flight. Figure 1 is a composite chronology of the cloud physical observations from the aircraft and EMO. Crystal concentrations aloft (circles) ranged from extremes of 0.03 to 7 liter⁻¹ for both the impaction samples and the 2D measurements. The lowest concentrations were obtained at cloud boundaries. Inside the cloud, concentrations were fairly uniform over the entire volume of the cloud, from the leading edge nearly to the downwind edge; most in-cloud concentrations were between 2 and 7 liter⁻¹ (Table I). Thus, it appears that these crystals formed near the leading edge of the cloud and few, if any, additional crystals were formed inside the cloud. This provides some justification for plotting the observations of 10UW in a chronological form in order to facilitate comparison with the EMO measurements in Figure 1. The crystal habits observed by 10UW were skeletal thick plates (Clh) and broad branched crystals (Plc); the crystal classifications are by Wagona and Lee (1966). Selected photographs of representative crystal samples from both EMO and 10UW are presented in Figure 2.

Observations at the surface indicated two populations of ice crystals: one population consisted of a small concentration (1 to 10 liter⁻¹) of skeletal thick plate crystals, 120 to 500 µm in diameter; the second population consisted of a very large concentration (300 to 800 liter⁻¹) of much smaller skeletal thick plate crystals, 40 to 60 µm diameter (this range includes 60% of the crystals). Notice in Table I and Figure 1 that the population of larger crystals was in substantial agreement with the aircraft results, in terms of habit, size and concentration, during the entire flight.

![Figure 1. Chronology of crystal concentration measurements for 10UW (circles) and EMO (Δ = crystals larger than 100 µm, X = crystals smaller than 100 µm).](image)
Figure 2. Selected crystal samples of IOUW (above) and EMO (below) for 18 February 75. Sample volumes for these photographs are 1.5 and 0.12 liters, respectively.

Figure 3 is a size distribution above 30 µm of an EMO crystal sample. This distribution appears to be bimodal, a result which was suggested in the sample photograph (Figure 2). Below 100 µm the distribution is nearly log normal, suggesting that the small crystals were forming along the entire trajectory from cloud base to the Observatory. Travel time from cloud base was approximately 60 sec, based on the wind speeds and the upwind distance to cloud base. This growth time for the largest of the small crystal population (60 to 100 µm) is not inconsistent with crystal growth rate equations for this habit and temperature (e.g., Davis and Auer, 1974). Crystal habits were the same aloft and at the surface because the cloud was thin and nearly isothermal. Identity of crystal habits aloft and at the surface is not always observed at Elk Mountain, i.e., when the temperatures straddle a habit change.

It is noteworthy that such substantial differences in crystal concentration should be observed on two case study days which are so similar in terms of temperature, cloud depth, droplet spectra and liquid water content. The most significant differences between these case studies are:

1. the 18 February cloud was stably stratified, whereas the 9 January cloud contained convective elements;
2. wind direction and wind speed; and
3. crystal concentrations measured at the surface and aloft. The 18 February 75 case study suggests that the mountain's surface may somehow be providing a region wherein copious numbers of crystals can be produced, in excess of two orders of magnitude above the concentrations aloft. The Hallett and Mossop (1974) multiplication mechanism cannot be invoked to explain these very high concentrations because (1) no droplets were observed to be 25 µm or larger and (2) the warmest temperature in the cloud was -17.5°C, which is outside the -3 to -5°C range of the mechanism.

3.3 1973-74 General Summary

Figure 4 presents a general summary of crystal concentrations for the first year's observations. The ellipses on this figure indicate the ranges of temperature and crystal concentration for both the aircraft and EMO on sixteen study days. There are several days when either aircraft observations or EMO observations were not made. When the aircraft and EMO measurements are connected by a line, this indicates that the measurements were made during the same time period inside the same cloud. No stratification has been done with regard to cloud types (stratiform or convective), synoptic situation (general snowstorm, cap cloud with higher clouds or isolated cap cloud), or crystal habits. Several features are evident in this figure. Both the surface and aircraft data show increases in concentration with decreases in temperature, as expected. However, the surface concentrations are approximately one order of magnitude greater and show larger scatter than the aircraft data. This figure indicates that crystal concentrations aloft were about one per liter at -5°C and increased one order of magnitude for every 10°C of cooling. Notice that for all but one of the aircraft-EMO measurements, average concentrations agreed to within a factor of four, although differences in temperature and parcel trajectories were evident; these differences may be expected to affect nucleation rates and crystal habits.

Two EMO measurements stand out in this figure. Concentrations on 14 November and 28 March ranged from 100 to 1,000 liter-1 in the temperature range -10°C to -15°C. Unfortunately, these observations were made at night, and no aircraft measurements were available for comparison. For these two particular high concentration cases, most of the crystals were nearly identical in habit and size: Plc crystals, generally 50 to 150 µm diameter. Their sizes indicate growth times of one to two minutes, which suggest that they were formed somewhere near the level where cloud base intersects the mountain. Evidently, the conditions necessary
for the formation of an abundance of these small crystals are not commonly present, but occurred only twice out of the thirteen days presented here. The two 1975 case studies reported here complement the earlier years' results. Summary figures for 1974-75 and 1975-76 are being prepared. They indicate a pattern similar to Figure 4.

Figure 4. Crystal concentrations in orographic clouds over Elk Mountain for the 1973-74 winter season.

These results indicate that simultaneous surface and aircraft crystal measurements are often in good agreement with each other, but occasional periods occur when substantial disagreement is observed. Other case study data support the results presented here and also indicate that crystal concentrations at EMO are rarely less than those aloft. Cases of anomalously high concentrations ("multiplication") have also been observed at the surface over the temperature range -5 to -25°C. On all of the "multiplication" days, the very high concentrations resulted from small crystals with narrow size distributions, which suggests a fairly small region of generation. Anomalously high concentrations of crystals are occasionally observed aloft in the plume downwind of Elk Mountain. Other case studies of flights over the Medicine Bow Range whose clouds have much larger dimensions (30 km or 30 minutes traverse time) have shown steady increases in concentration downwind from the leading edge. In view of the Elk Mountain "surface multiplication" observations, these other long fetch cases suggest that the phenomenon may be occurring elsewhere, and that additional time or distance is required for vertical mechanical mixing to transport surface-produced crystals aloft. Low level aircraft samples would help to resolve this phenomenon, but they are difficult and hazardous to obtain. A preliminary analysis suggests that a common feature of these high concentration days is higher wind speeds.

5. CONCLUSION

There are significant advantages in being able to make in situ cloud physical observations from a surface laboratory and compare them with measurements taken aloft. The results to date suggest good agreement (within one order of magnitude) for most of the study days. Occasional "surface multiplication" days are very interesting both from the standpoint of basic cloud physics research and because of the implications this phenomenon has on winter orographic cloud seeding projects: large concentrations of ice crystals may be produced within an orographic cloud, so that seeding effects may be insignificant on certain days.

All of these results should be considered preliminary, but the suggestions and inferences are clear. Case study analyses of the 1974-75 and 1975-76 data are still in progress. It is hoped that the critical factors for this "surface multiplication" phenomenon can be identified and the mechanism explained.
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EVOLUTION OF RAINDROP SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS
IN STEADY STATE RAINSHAFTS

J.R. Gillespie and Roland List
Department of Physics, University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada

1. INTRODUCTION

Langmuir (1948) suggested that drop breakup was an essential step in the formation of rain by a "chain reaction" in warm clouds (i.e. clouds containing no ice particles). The growth cycle, according to Langmuir, consists of the accretion of smaller drops by a few large ones, which quickly grow to six millimeter diameters. There aerodynamic instability is supposed to lead to breakup into smaller fragments. These fragments are assumed to be large compared to the cloud droplet population, and thus possess a significant terminal speed, associated with fast growth by accretion. Upon reaching the stability limit they would in turn break up, continuing the cycle.

It has become clear that the supposed stability limit does not control the size of raindrops in nature. One of the authors (R.L.) floated 15 mm diameter drops in the Swiss Hail tunnel in 1960 (unpublished). Experiments by Pruppacher and Pitter (1971) and theoretical work by Klett (1971) show that drops as large as 10 mm equivalent spherical diameter are not disrupted aerodynamically.

Magarvey and Taylor (1956) proposed that the size of raindrops was limited by collision-induced breakup. As shown by the drop mean-free-path calculations by List et al. (1970), coupled with the documented collisions of simulated pairs of raindrops falling at their correct terminal speeds through still air (McTaggart-Cowan and List, 1975), this is the mechanism that acts in nature.

The observed fragment size-distributions produced by McTaggart-Cowan and List (1975) can be used in the construction of a model of raindrop growth by coalescence and size reduction by breakup. It should be noted that the number of coalescences observed in these experiments was very small (less than 3% even for the smallest drop pair collided with diameters of 3.0 and 1.0 mm). Consequently the coalescence efficiency must be much less than unity in the range of sizes observed. This contradicts the assumption of unity by most modellers.

List and Gillespie (1976) describe a spatially homogeneous, time-dependent one-dimensional model in which the raindrops evolve at a constant liquid water content. In contrast to this approach the present investigation is concerned about the raindrop evolution in a rain shaft. Here the precipitation rate is constant and the liquid water content adjusts to the boundary conditions.

2. STEADY-STATE COALESCENCE-BREAKUP MODEL

The physical situation modelled is a wide-spread, 1-dimensional steady-state rain shaft in the absence of any vertical motions. No cumulus-scale cloud dynamics is included. The only microphysical processes allowed are drop coalescence and breakup due to collisions. Sedimentation due to the larger terminal speed of bigger drops is explicitly included, as well as the increase in terminal speed for all drops at higher altitude (lower air density). No evaporation is allowed.

Let \( n(m,z,t) \) be the number of raindrops per unit volume at time \( t \) and altitude \( z \) and with mass between \( m \) and \( m + dm \). Let \( C(m,z,t) \) and \( B(m,z,t) \) be the rates respectively, of formation of a drop of mass \( m \) by coalescence and loss by breakup (per unit of volume and mass interval). Then

\[
\frac{dn(m,z,t)}{dt} = C(m,z,t) - B(m,z,t).
\]

The left side of (1) may be expanded in terms of partial derivatives of \( n(m,z,t) \) with respect to \( m, z \) and \( t \). In the steady state and with no evaporation or condensation, only the \( z \)-term survives:

\[
-V_T(m,z) \frac{dn(m,z,t)}{dz} = C(m,z,t) - B(m,z,t),
\]

where \( V_T \) = terminal speed.

In the steady state, \( n(m,z,t) = n(m,z) \). Also, the right-hand side of (2) may be rewritten as integrals (List and Gillespie, 1976).

The result is

\[
-V_T(m,z) \frac{dn(m,z)}{dz} = \int_{m/2}^{m} \left[ n(\mu,z) n(m-\mu,z) K(\mu,m-\mu) d\mu - n(m,z) \int_{\mu}^{m} W(\mu,m) d\mu \right] + \int_{m/2}^{m} n(\mu,z) W(\mu,m) d\mu \]

where the coalescence kernel is

\[
K(\mu,m) = \pi^2 \left( \frac{\mu^2}{\tau_m} + \frac{\tau_m}{\mu^2} \right) \frac{1}{2} E_1(\mu,m) E_2(\mu,m) | V_T(\mu,z) - V_T(m,z) |.
\]
and the breakup function is

$$\mathcal{W}(\mu,m) = \pi \int_0^1 n(\mu_1, z)(r_\mu + r_{\mu_1})^2 E_1(\mu,\mu_1) x[V_T(\mu,z)-V_T(\mu_1,z)] P(m; \mu,\mu_1) \, dv_1. \quad (5)$$

$r$, $r_\mu$, $r_{\mu_1}$ are the radii of drops of masses $\mu$, $m$, and $\mu_1$ respectively, $E_1$ is the collision efficiency and $P(m; \mu,\mu_1)$ the size distribution of the fragments produced by a breakup involving a drop of mass $\mu$ and one of mass $\mu_1$. For a fuller explanation of the meaning of these terms, see List and Gillespie (1976).

By specifying the distribution $n(m,z)$ at the top of the rainshaft, $z = z_0$, equation (3) can be solved as a boundary-value problem.

The coalescence term $C(m,z)$ is evaluated using a fast, approximate method originated by Bleck (1970) and refined in Danielsen, et al. (1972). Bleck's technique is extended to the integration of the breakup term $B(m,z)$ by the authors (List and Gillespie, 1976).

To carry out the solution, certain numerical data are required. The terminal speed $V_T(m,z)$ is obtained from the work of Best (1950):

$$V_T(m,z) = A \exp(bz) \left\{1 - \exp\left[-(m/a)^p\right]\right\}, \quad (6)$$

where $m$ is drop mass in milligrams, $a = 2.90 \text{ mg}$, $p = 0.382$, $A = 9.32 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, $b = 0.0405 \text{ km}^{-1}$ and $z$ is altitude in km. This expression is valid for drop masses from 0.014 to 113 mg and altitudes less than 6 km.

Allowing $V_T$ to vary with $z$ introduces an additional complication. For the rainfall rate $R$ to be independent of $z$ (steady-state) as $V_T$ changes, $n(m,z)$ must adjust to keep the flux of rainwater constant. Thus

$$V_T(m,z) n(m,z) = F(m) \quad (7)$$

where $F(m)$ is an unknown function of $m$ only. Differentiating with respect to $z$ leads to:

$$\partial n(m,z) \over \partial z = -n(m,z) \partial V_T(m,z) \over \partial z. \quad (7)$$

For Best's formula the appropriate adjustment is obtained by

$$\partial n(m,z) \over \partial z = -bn(m,z). \quad (8)$$

The collision efficiency $E_1$ is taken to be unity. For drops of the size of raindrops, inertial forces dominate and prevent approaching drops from being deflected appreciably from their straight-line trajectories. Consequently the geometrical value is correct:

$$E_1(m,u) = 1. \quad (9)$$

To represent the coalescence efficiency, the form proposed by Whelpdale and List (1971) was used. This was modified to account for the lack of coalescence with small drops larger than 1 mm diameter according to:

$$E_2(D_s/D_L) = \begin{cases} (1 + D_s/D_L)^2 & \text{if } D_s \leq 1 \text{ mm} \\ 0 & \text{if } D_s > 1 \text{ mm} \end{cases} \quad (10)$$

where $D_s$ and $D_L$ are the diameters (in millimeters) of the small and large colliding drops with masses $\mu_1$ and $\mu$ respectively. (10) may be rewritten, if desired, in terms of drop masses by using the relationship $m = (\pi/6) \rho \mu D^3$, where $\rho$ is the density of water.

The data of McTaggart-Cowan and List (1975) were used to determine the fragment probability function $P(m; \mu,\mu_1)$. The observed fragment distributions were bimodal with the peaks described as follows:

The peak at smaller fragment sizes:

- mean fragment number $\bar{f} = 3.6 \sqrt{D_L/D_s (0.41-0.30D_s/D_L)}$, (11)
- peak value $n_p = 6.0 \bar{f} / D_s$, (12)

Let $k = -1.0 - 0.0654 \, n_p \bar{f}$, (13)

and $A = n_p / 0.0654 \, k$. (14)

Then the peak at small fragment sizes is

$$P_s(m; \mu,\mu_1) = \begin{cases} A_m k & \text{if } m > 1 \text{ mg,} \\ A_m 2.6 & \text{if } m < 1 \text{ mg.} \end{cases} \quad (15)$$

The peak at large fragment sizes was represented by a Gaussian:

peak value $H = 11.84/(D_s^4 D_L (0.41-0.30D_s/D_L))$, (16)

standard deviation $\sigma = H^{-1}$,

$$P_L(m; \mu,\mu_1) = \begin{cases} H \exp\left[-(m-\mu)^2/2\sigma^2\right] & \text{if } m < \mu + \mu_1 \\ 0 & \text{if } m > \mu + \mu_1 \end{cases} \quad (17)$$

The overall fragment probability is

$$P(m; \mu,\mu_1) = P_s(m; \mu,\mu_1) + P_L(m; \mu,\mu_1) \quad (19)$$

Note that (19) is determined from observations essentially at sea level. It will be employed at higher altitudes as well, despite the fact that reduced air density may affect the breakup process. No information is available on fragment size distributions at reduced air density. It is only known that the Reynolds number of freely falling precipitation particles varies very little in the atmosphere with height. (List and Dussault, 1967).

3. BEHAVIOUR OF THE MODEL

In general it is found that a drop spectrum initially of the type obtained by Marshall and Palmer (1948) remains essentially so. That is, if a spectrum:
and final line $N_0 = 1.15 \times 10^{-5} R$ have not been examined yet. The true picture may be slightly different for $R$ close to 70 mm h$^{-1}$.

Figure 7 gives the shape of the approach of $N_0$ to its final value $N_{eq}$. For each rainfall rate $R$, $N_0$ increases along an S-shaped curve. The approach is more rapid for larger $R$ because of the greater numbers of large drops in the population. The last part of the approach is along an approximately linear, sloped segment which is the same for all $R$. In this part of the curve, $N_0$ is increasing just enough to balance the decrease in $V_T(z)$. This apparently linear segment is really a part of the function $\exp(bz)$ describing the altitude dependence of the terminal speed, equation (6). For $R < 29$ mm h$^{-1}$ $N_0$ essentially does not reach its equilibrium value in 2 km of fall.

Figure 8 illustrates the profile of radar reflectivity vs. altitude obtained in two rainshafts. For the spectrum dominated by breakup, $N_{00} = 8 \times 10^{-6}$ mm$^{-1}$, there is a monotonic decrease in $\text{dBZ} = 10\log Z$ (Z in mm$^6$ m$^{-3}$). The other spectrum, with $N_{00} = 4.95 \times 10^{-2}$ mm$^{-1}$, shows a monotonic increase in $\text{dBZ}$ as the altitude decreases. Clearly the overshoot in the number of larger drops does not produce a corresponding overshoot in $Z$. These large drops are so rare that they make no significant contribution to the reflectivity, while the drops that do contribute experience no overshoot. Both spectra tend to the same limiting value of $\text{dBZ}$ because their rainfall rates are equal and this determines the equilibrium drop size spectrum.

Figure 9 relates radar reflectivity and liquid water content calculated from the equilibrium spectra. Note the linear relationship

$$Z = 2.26 \times 10^3 \text{LWC},$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where $Z$ is in mm$^6$ m$^{-3}$ and LWC is in g m$^{-3}$. This proportionality is a consequence of the fact that the equilibrium spectra are essentially Marshall-Palmer.

Using $N_0 = 1.15 \times 10^{-5}R$ and (24) in Kessler's (1969) relationship between rainfall rate and liquid water content, the reflectivity becomes for the equilibrium spectra

$$Z = 175 R.$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

This formula differs significantly from the $Z \sim R$ relations observed in natural rain in two ways. First, the exponent on $R$ is unity, compared with the $R^{1.3}$ to $R^{1.5}$ power laws usually found. Second, the proportionality factor 175 is smaller than the usual value. Both facts indicate that the distributions observed in deriving $Z \sim R$ relations are richer in large drops than the equilibrium spectra found in this study. It is suggested that the usual weather radars, with ranges of approximately 200 km, may not sample raindrop ensembles that have attained equilibrium with respect to coalescence and breakup. Shorter range radar (approximately 10 km or less) may be more appropriate to study localized packets of precipitation near the ground, closer to equilibrium.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This model of the effects of coalescence and breakup in one-dimensional steady-state rainshafts had led to the following conclusions:

(a) Drop size spectra initially of the Marshall-Palmer type essentially preserve that property in falling to the surface.

(b) Size spectra of falling drop ensembles approach very general equilibrium configurations which depend only on the rainfall rate. For each Marshall-Palmer distribution there is only one equilibrium distribution. For \( R \geq 29 \text{ mm h}^{-1} \), less than 2 km of fall are required to approach the asymptotic value.

(c) A spectrum with a lack of large drops tends to overshoot the equilibrium spectrum, producing an overshupply of large drops before settling down. This contrasts with a spectrum having an initial oversupply of large drops where the spectrum approaches equilibrium monotonically.

(d) The equilibrium value of \( N_0 \) is proportional to the rainfall rate: \( N_0 = 1.15 \times 10^{-5} R \text{ mm}^{-4} \), where \( R \) is in mm h\(^{-1}\).

(e) The equilibrium value of radar reflectivity is proportional to liquid water content: \( Z = 1.26 \times 10^3 \text{ LWC mm}^4 \text{ m}^{-3} \), where LWC is in gm\(^{-3}\). In terms of rainfall rate, this becomes \( Z = 175 \text{ R mm}^4 \text{ m}^{-3} \).

(f) Equilibrium spectra produced by the model have very low concentrations of large drops compared to observations in temperate regions. They are more characteristic of rain from "warm" clouds with drop growth by coalescence. Coalescence-breakup does not allow growth of larger drops than indicated by the equilibrium spectra - if the model's initial conditions are not grossly violated.

(g) The authors suggest that the large drops observed in "cold" rain - formed in the ice phase and melted before reaching the surface - have not fallen far enough to encounter smaller drops and break up. While frozen, these particles are immune to breakup. Only after melting would they be vulnerable, in the last part of their fall. These ideas are developed in greater detail in List and Gillespie (1976).

While numerical diffusion has not been studied explicitly, it should not be great enough to affect these conclusions. Evidence for this is the fact that spectra with the same \( R \) tend to the same equilibrium spectrum, independent of their initial form.

In summary, it can be stated that the modelling of rainshafts throws new light into the microphysics of rain formation. It is clear that the Langmuir chain-process does not occur in nature, and breakup already occurs when particles in the size range 1 to 1.5 mm collide. An exploration of the collision-coalescence-breakup process in more complete, two-dimensional cloud models is needed; the same is true for field testing of the conclusions in respect of radar applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The development of precipitation via the ice process in convective clouds is a major concern of cloud physics. Although the general features of the process are well known, the initiation and spread of ice in the early growth stages are still incompletely understood. Recent work conducted by the National Hail Research Experiment in northeastern Colorado has been directed at understanding these processes in thunderstorms because of the potential importance to the formation of hail embryos. These studies have shown that precipitation is formed in the thunderstorms in northeastern Colorado predominantly through the ice process. This conclusion is based on three sets of evidence: 1) observations made from the NCAR/NOAA sailplane which show the abundance of ice particles including graupel, the scarcity of liquid water drops (Cannon et al., 1974) and the highly continental nature of the clouds (Dye et al., 1974b); 2) laboratory examination of sailplane collected graupel which all originated through the ice process and of hail collected on the ground which show that 80% of the collected hail originated from graupel and 15% from large frozen water drops; and 3) coordinated microphysical and radar measurements which show that the reflectivities observed in moderate northeast Colorado thunderstorms can be accounted for entirely by observed ice particle sizes and distributions (Dye et al., 1974a).

While the above work demonstrates the dominance of the ice process in the summer convective clouds in northeastern Colorado, many questions remain about the graupel formation process. This paper describes observations made within thunderstorms by the NCAR/NOAA sailplane which allow us to draw some generalizations about interactions of the microphysics and dynamics. In particular, they lead to conclusions about the nature of ice particle trajectories within these storms that allow sufficient time for precipitation to form. Combined with radar evidence the observations show that recirculation of particles due to turbulence does commonly occur in the thunderstorms in northeastern Colorado and suggests that the resulting complex trajectories may play an important role in precipitation formation.

2. SAILPLANE OBSERVATIONS

During the summers of 1972, 1973, and 1974 the sailplane was used to investigate the early stages of development of thunderstorms in northeastern Colorado. Microphysical and vertical velocity measurements were made while the sailplane spiralled up from cloud base in the updrafts of the developing turrets and the weak echo regions of more mature storms. The sailplane measurement systems are discussed by Sartor (1972). The two primary observations used in this study are the microphysical measurements obtained from the Cannon cloud particle camera (Cannon, 1975) and the measurement of vertical velocity of the air. With the camera as it was in 1974 in situ photographs could be taken of all particles larger than about 16 µ diameter; water could be distinguished from ice for particles larger than 200 µ diameter; and estimates of cloud droplet concentrations could be made. The vertical velocity of the air was determined to an accuracy of about 1 m/sec from the equation of motion of the sailplane (Dye and Toutenhoofd, 1973).

a. Ice Initiation

There are two pieces of evidence which suggest that the initial formation of ice is occurring primarily at temperatures of -15°C or colder. First of all the sailplane has often flown in updraft regions at temperatures of -10 to nearly -15°C without detecting ice. (If photographs are taken for one minute at the usual rate of two frames per second the detection limit for 50 and 100 µ diameter particles for this one-minute period is about 0.1 and 0.05 per liter, respectively.) The time periods 131740 to 131800 and 131825 to 131850 MDT in Fig. 1 are two short examples of updraft regions within thunderstorms where some ice may be nucleated at these temperatures, the concentrations are negligible compared to the typical concentrations of 1-100 liter⁻¹ commonly observed in precipitation regions by the sailplane.

* This research was performed as part of the National Hail Research Experiment, managed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research and sponsored by the Weather Modification Program, Research Application Directorate, National Science Foundation.
Fig. 1. Vertical velocity of the air, altitude, ice particle concentration (x) and relative liquid water content (, ) are plotted as a function of time for data collected on August 7, 1974, at temperatures of approximately -9 to -14°C. The times at which particle camera photographs were taken are shown by tick marks (or solid bars for the 2-frame-per-second mode) at the bottom of the figure.

Fig. 2. Ice particle size distributions for August 7, 1974. a) updraft - 18 particles total b) downdraft - 56 particles and for July 26, 1974 c) updraft - 259 particles and d) downdraft - 273 particles.
the observed concentrations of particles of 100 µm diameter or smaller are shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time Period Frames</th>
<th>Particle&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt; Conc.(1&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;) (m sec&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;)</th>
<th>Updraft&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>June 15, 1972: 162530-162900 161</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>+3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 26, 1974: 163824-3842 34</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3905-3918 27</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>+1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4009-4009 13</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4025-4035 21</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3803-3824 30</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3918-3936 35</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4009-4018 18</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Ice particles < 0.1mm diameter.
2 Averaged over the time period.

During 1972 the exact times at which photographs were taken were not recorded and it is therefore not possible to positively determine which ice was photographed in updraft and which in downdraft for the June 15 case. However, there was a rather broad region in which both liquid water and particles of about 100 µm size were photographed. (Since water drops have rarely been observed by the sailplane, the assumption is made that all of these particles are ice.) The concentrations shown in Table I are for that region. For July 26, 1974, the times at which photographs were recorded and particles were seen in both updraft and downdraft. Significantly the concentrations found in the downdraft were approximately an order of magnitude higher than those found in the updraft. It is interesting to note that these observations are qualitatively consistent with the ice nucleation model of Young (1974) which suggests that contact nucleation in the downdraft is a major source of ice nucleation in convective clouds.

b. Spread of Ice in the Cloud

The evidence from the two cases in which recently nucleated ice was found at temperatures of -15 to -18°C as well as the frequent absence of ice in updrafts at warmer temperatures strongly suggests that significant concentrations of ice are not nucleated until about -15°C or colder. Once ice particles have nucleated in the cloud what trajectories do they follow while they are growing to precipitation-sized particles? A number of sailplane observations lead to the conclusion that at least some of these particles gain additional growth time by being recirculated from a downdraft back into an updraft where abundant supercooled water is present. The observations supporting this conclusion are discussed next.

Six out of seven cases of graupel collected on the sailplane and brought back to the laboratory for analysis provide evidence that most of the accretional growth occurred at temperatures warmer than -15°C. Thin sections made from the collected graupel show that the graupel internal structure is composed of the large crystals which are characteristic of growth at temperatures warmer than -15°C (see Knight and Dye, 1976). Since previously discussed observations suggest that most of the ice particles are nucleated at -15°C or colder, the initially formed particles must have a trajectory which takes them from the region of formation to lower altitudes where they can accrete most of the mass at temperatures warmer than -15°C.

One of the most common features of the sailplane measurements is the observation that the presence of ice is roughly correlated with downdrafts and that the highest concentrations normally appear in downdrafts. In some cases this correlation is distinct such as the case shown in Fig. 1. In other cases the correlation is not this distinct but generally the ice particle concentrations are higher when the observed updrafts are less steady and interspersed with regions of downdrafts. While the observation that most of the ice is associated with downdrafts is not surprising since precipitation formed in the cloud falls out in the downdraft, it is a necessary step for recirculation to occur.

Size distributions determined from the photographed ice particles show an interesting difference between the particles in the downdraft and those in the updraft. For the two cases in which the concentration of ice particles were sufficiently high to obtain statistically significant distributions and in which accurate timing of the photographs was possible, the distributions show many more small particles to be present in the downdraft than in the updraft, e.g., Fig. 2. While not conclusive, this evidence tends to support the downward transport of ice nucleated at higher altitudes in the cloud. The size distributions also show that millimetric rimed crystals and graupel are present in both the downdraft and in the adjacent updraft.

From these distributions alone we cannot tell if the millimetric ice found in downdrafts is growing as it falls or simply falling after growing elsewhere. However, measurements from the electrostatic disdrometer (Abbott et al., 1972) before malfunctioning due to icing becomes a problem and from fogging density levels and reticulation on the photographs suggest that usually the liquid water content in the downdraft regions is partially and sometimes totally depleted. While neither of the techniques provides reliable quantitative measurements, there can be little doubt that the liquid water content in downdrafts has been depleted enough to diminish the length of time and the rate at which precipitation can grow in downdrafts.

The most convincing evidence of particle recirculation is the frequent observation that millimetric rimed ice particles and graupel are present in updrafts at relatively low altitudes at temperatures sometimes as warm as 0 to -5°C. In many cases the updraft is sufficiently strong to be carrying the particles up in the cloud. Since there is insufficient time for particles of this size to have grown during one transit from cloud base (see Knight and Dye, 1976), these particles must have been recirculated from adjacent downdrafts. Several photographs from the most outstanding example, July 29, 1974, are shown in Fig. 3. Measured updrafts for this time period are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3 a) is a 2.5 mm graupel particle while 3 b) is an out-of-focus image of a 1.7 mm diameter particle which must have been mostly water. (See Cannon, 1975, for details about distinguishing water from ice with this camera system.) These particles were within 50 meters of each other at very nearly 0°C in an updraft of roughly 5 m/sec containing abundant liquid water in the form of cloud droplets. Since the updraft changed markedly
along the flight path in this region, we cannot tell if the particles were actually rising or falling, but they were more or less suspended in the updraft and growing. Fig. 3 c) shows a photograph of a 1.6 mm graupel particle which was most likely rising in the updraft while 3 d) is of a 5 mm graupel particle which was probably falling in the updraft. Since the cloud base on this day was only +3°C the particle composed mostly of water and the graupel shown in Fig. 3 a) must have been recirculated from above, with the water particle being circulated low enough to have at least partially melted. In one case in which large water drops were observed higher in the cloud Doppler radar measurements show that the storm organization favored recirculation. The low and middle level winds were oriented so as to direct falling precipitation back into the inflow.

The evidence presented above shows conclusively that some particles are being recirculated into the updraft, but how does this occur? Probably the most outstanding feature of the sailplane observations is the extreme variability of both the microphysical and updraft measurements, particularly in the regions in which mixed up- and downdrafts are found. These large fluctuations are very suggestive of a turbulent mixing process. Radar echo studies presented below provide additional support for this hypothesis.

3. RADAR OBSERVATIONS

While the aircraft observations allow us to study the details of a few cases, the observations are made in a small fraction of the total cloud volume and it is difficult to generalize from these results alone. Radar observation with its broad coverage allows us to examine many more clouds as well as the entire cloud volume, albeit with coarser resolution. In this study the initiation and development of first echoes on 12 different days was examined using the Grover S-band radar data. In most cases the effective lower limit of detection of echoes was 20 dBZ. Preliminary results of the study are shown in Table II and are broken into categories reflecting the maximum reflectivity attained by the cell. The first conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that the most frequent region of formation of first echoes was at altitudes of about 6 to 8 km msl and temperatures of -15 to -20°C. There was surprisingly little difference between the average temperatures of formation in the 35, 45, and 55 dBZ categories. Perhaps this is related to the fact that the maximum growth rate of ice crystals occurs at -15°C, and that this region therefore is the most likely region to contain ice.
crystals large enough to start riming.

Table II
First Echo Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Reflectivity (dbz)</th>
<th>25-35</th>
<th>35-45</th>
<th>45-55</th>
<th>&gt;55</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Echoes</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Midpoint Altitude at First Appearance (km msl)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>5.5</th>
<th>6.8</th>
<th>7.0</th>
<th>7.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Midpoint Temperature 1) at First Appearance (°C)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>-10</th>
<th>-16</th>
<th>-17</th>
<th>-18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>-31</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>-24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rise Rate of Top 2) (m/sec)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>-3.7</th>
<th>-0.9</th>
<th>2.2</th>
<th>3.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+2</td>
<td>+3</td>
<td>+11</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fall Rate of Bottom 3) (m/sec)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>6.3</th>
<th>10.4</th>
<th>9.0</th>
<th>10.6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Based on the environmental temperature from the sounding nearest in time and space.
2) Average rate over first 10 minutes.
3) Average rate until the echo reaches the surface.

Another interesting observation of cell growth and one that remains unexplained is that most frequently the altitude of maximum reflectivity remains constant during the early intensification of the cell. Fig. 5 shows two examples of this for August 7, 1974. In order to have this occur it seems likely that the precipitation particles first seen by the radar somehow remain at the same altitude and continue to grow. If so, one possible explanation would be that the particles remain balanced in the updraft as they grow. This requires that as the particles grow the updraft strength increases accordingly to match their increase in fall speed. While this may happen on occasion it seems highly unlikely that the special circumstances required would occur commonly. Mixing and recirculation may play a role but it is not clear how.

The best evidence for a high degree of mixing inside these clouds comes from Doppler radar observations which show great variability even at scales at the limit of resolution of the radar. Fig. 6 shows an example of Doppler data from the Grover radar for August 7, 1974. Differences in average Doppler velocities shown at adjacent points reflect real variations and not statistical fluctuations. This PPI scan at 3.3° elevation was taken through the cell in which the sailplane data shown in Fig. 1 was collected. Note the large measured fluctuations in Doppler velocity in the region in which the sailplane was flying and was observing large variations in the microphysical parameters and vertical velocity. Recent dual-
Doppler measurements made in northeast Colorado have shown extreme values of variance in the shear zone between updraft and downdraft (Strauch and Merrem, 1976). They conclude that the high variances were due to turbulence generated in the shear zone between updraft and downdraft. This is precisely the zone in which the sailplane microphysical observations suggest mixing of particles from the downdraft into the updraft.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Observations made by the NCAR/NOAA sailplane suggest that the nucleation of ice particles in the summer convective clouds in northeast Colorado occurs primarily at temperatures of -15°C or colder while most of the accretional growth of the resulting precipitation, graupel, occurs at temperatures warmer than -15°C. These observations also show millimetric rimed ice particles and graupel to be present and sometimes rising in updrafts at temperatures as warm as 0 to -5°C. Since there is insufficient time for these particles to have grown during one passage from cloud base, they must have formed at higher levels, descended, and then recirculated into updrafts, a conclusion which is consistent with the observed nucleation and growth characteristics.

While the observations do show conclusively that recirculation does occur, it is difficult to determine how important it is for the production of precipitation. However, the qualitative observation that much of the cloud water has been depleted in the downdrafts at temperatures of -15°C and warmer coupled with the observation that most of the accretional growth occurs at temperatures warmer than -15°C strongly suggests that most of the precipitation particle growth occurs in the updraft or at least in the transition zone between updraft and downdraft. Indeed, this shear zone may be of considerable importance to precipitation formation. The turbulent mixing which is observed to occur in this zone can provide the prime ingredients needed for precipitation formation by the ice process in the cold summer clouds of northeast Colorado. The downdraft supplies centers for accretional growth; the updraft provides a continuing supply of supercooled cloud water; and the recirculation and mixing gives the particles the additional time needed to grow to precipitation sizes. Organized dynamic recirculation (e.g., Musil et al., 1976) can also provide the necessary conditions. At this time there are not enough observations to determine the relative importance of these two mechanisms.

These same recirculation processes may be responsible for the production and selection of hail embryos. A few favored particles can be preferentially recirculated or mixed back into an updraft where both supercooled water and stronger updrafts needed for additional growth are found. Again, additional observations are needed before any conclusions can be drawn.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies of atmospheric ice crystals from a cloudless sky were carried out in December 1974 at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station in order to understand their mechanism of production and their influence on the Antarctic climate. Since ice crystal precipitation is the only way to remove water vapor from the atmosphere toward the ground in the polar regions, some knowledge of the formation mechanisms and rates of precipitation is necessary in order to understand the budget of atmospheric water, which in turn affects the infrared radiation balance during the long polar night.

Both nucleation processes and water vapor sources show interesting differences between the Arctic and Antarctic regions. Ice crystals from clear skies in Alaskan cities (Ohtake and Jayaweera, 1971) are formed in a favorable environment in which nuclei and water vapor are provided by power plants, while ice crystals observed at Barrow, Alaska may be from open leads in the Arctic pack ice with abundant water vapor and few local ice nuclei (Ohtake and Holmgren, 1974). In contrast, the environment in which ice crystals form at the South Pole seems to have neither abundant nuclei nor high water vapor availability. This is a report of preliminary observations of ice crystals at the South Pole Station.

2. CONCENTRATION OF ICE CRYSTALS

The concentration of ice crystals was continuously recorded on the ground at the South Pole Station from 14 December, 1974 to 29 January, 1975 by utilizing the acoustic ice crystal counter (Ohtake and Holmgren, 1973 and Langer et al., 1967). The sensor consists of a glass tube that tapers gradually from 2.5 cm diameter to a 6 cm long, 1.5 mm capillary (Fig. 1). This capillary is connected to a vacuum pump which sucks air containing ice crystals through the tube. Ice crystals larger than 30 microns give sharp clicking sounds which are detected by a microphone and counted. Ice crystals smaller than 20 microns, such as fog droplets and air pollution particulates, do not trigger the sensor. A 5 cm long rubber tube is connected to the top of the glass tube to minimize false signals due to whistles caused by wind or blowing snow. The sensor was pointed vertically. The sensor was used at the top of the sky lab building at a height of 18 m, which was high enough to be free from drifting or blowing snow particles from the snow surface. The records of ice crystal concentration were frequently confirmed by visual observations and ice crystal replication records. Unfortunately, these records of ice crystal precipitation did not always agree with National Weather Service observations at the Pole station during the machine observations.

During 31 of the 41 days between 14 December, 1974 and 28 January, 1975, ice crystals including snow crystals were observed. This number of days for ice crystals may be comparable to the annual sum of 317 days for ice crystals reported by Kuhn (1968), if the frequency of ice crystals is much greater in the winter season. The maximum concentration of ice crystals during the period was 87 crystals per liter of air at a ground temperature of -23°C.

3. SNOW CRYSTAL REPLICATION

A snow crystal replicator, originally designed by Hindman and Rinker (1967), modified
Fig. 2 Ice crystal concentration at the South Pole Station recorded by the acoustic ice crystal sensor.

and manufactured by Western Scientific Services, Inc., was employed to record the shape, size and concentration of ice crystals. The results indicated that: 1) the concentrations of ice crystals obtained from the replication method corresponded to those from the acoustic sensor technique, even at times during which no ice crystals were reported by NWS records, 2) remarkable fluctuations of ice crystal concentrations were noted on 26 December, 1974 and almost constant concentrations were observed in the period from 29 December, 1974 and 1 January, 1975 (see Fig. 2). Diurnal variation of concentrations which was found at Barrow (Ohtake and Holmgren, 1974) was not noticed at the South Pole, which may be due to nearly constant solar elevation all day long at the Pole.

On 17 December, 1974, falling ice crystals had the following forms according to Magano and Lees' classification (1966) of ice crystals: side planes (S1) and combination of side planes, bullets and columns (S3) or radiating assemblage of plates (P7a) fell (Fig. 3). The temperature conditions for the crystals agreed with their proposed conditions for these shapes. Even though we did not have any upper air observations by radiosondes or by our dry ice technique (see section 4) for detection of ice saturation, appearance of As clouds indicated the humidity in the cloud layer was at least water saturation, so that the humidity conditions during the formation of the above crystals also agreed with Magano and Lees'.

Ice crystals falling around noon on 22 December had many small columnar rimings on the mother crystal faces. Most of the mother crystals were about 1 mm long and 0.2 mm diameter columns (R1b) with rime crystals of about 30 microns as can be seen in Fig. 4. Since the crystals precipitated from As (estimated height of 300 m) overcast with possibly Ci and Cs (estimated 4000 m for the cloud observed later), the mother crystals may have formed at a higher layer (possibly 4000 m) than the As clouds and been subjected to slight evaporation below the layer, then got rimings in the As clouds, and the frozen rimed droplets grew to columnar crystals before arriving at the ground.

Another variety of crystals was much smaller. Their diameters averaged about 60 microns and crystals as small as 30 microns in diameter were common. Since they occurred without any visible clouds, these unlike for the former case, should have originated from a source other than cirrus clouds. These small crystals may be insignificant to the Antarctic mass balance, but will have an important consequence on the radiation balance. The study of their origin and the mechanism of formation may be potentially important in regard to the formation of ice clouds in non-polar areas.

4. UPPER CONDITION RELATED TO ONLY A FEW ICE CRYSTALS

Because there were only a few rawinsonde observations during the period of observation, the upper air conditions remained unknown. In order to correlate the crystal observations with humidity, a piece of dry ice was lifted to the sky by a small balloon almost
every day to estimate relative humidity in the upper air. Dry ice can create ice crystals in the air by condensation of water droplets and subsequent spontaneous nucleation of the droplets when dry ice contacts the air. The ice crystal clouds will stay in the air if the air is saturated over ice, and then will grow larger in a supersaturated environment, especially at water saturation. If the humidity is below ice saturation, the ice clouds will evaporate and disappear in a short period of time. Since the ascent rate of the balloon was known, the elevation of the dry ice could be fairly well determined with the aid of binoculars and a stopwatch.

We found that falling ice crystals were always associated with a significant thickness of air wetter than ice saturation. The critical thickness for ice crystal precipitation at the ground was about half way from the ground to the level at which we lost track of the balloon which normally occurred about 2000 m from the ground. When crystals with side planes (S1) and combination of bullets (C2a) were observed, the humidity was always high, i.e., the ice cloud formed by the dry ice seeding grew to larger dimensions. In cases of no ice crystals, the ice cloud formed by the dry ice quickly disappeared and stayed nominal. So we can conclude that natural atmospheric ice crystals can form only in air with humidities higher than ice saturation.

It was noticed that most of the ice crystals at the Pole station were associated with As or Ac clouds which even in the Antarctic cold environment, normally consist of water cloud droplets. Of course, sometimes Cl or Cs cloud appeared in the sky, but these clouds were not responsible for the ice crystal precipitation. This result is contrary to Hogan (1975) who

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collected time</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 17, '74</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thin pl 150 dia</td>
<td>100 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:49</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>column 175x112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17:49</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thin pl 220 dia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22:30</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thin pl 470 dia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 18, '74</td>
<td>04:30</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thin pl 44 dia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14:43</td>
<td>no detectable elements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>column 180x120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 25, '74</td>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>column 260x115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10</td>
<td>+++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>column 165x110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:13</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>column 135x127</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:17</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>column 157x90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 26, '74</td>
<td>15:58</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td>+=</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>column 93x40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:58</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thin pl 70 x40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:58</td>
<td>++</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>thin pl 70 x40</td>
<td>100 µm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Air trajectory analyses using 400 mb flow showed that the air arriving at the South Pole normally entered the southwest part of the Antarctic continent (90°W to 170°W) from the Pacific Ocean and traveled about 1700 km in 2 to 4 days from the open ocean. So, it is possible that the ice nuclei such as kaolin particles and clay minerals indicating Si and Al are transported from the desert in Australia or some volcanoes. (Incidentally, volcanic ash from the recent volcanic eruption of Augustine Island of Alaska showed strong nucleation ability in a Settling Cloud Chamber (Ohtake, 1971) for ice nucleus counting and chemical compositions of Si and Al).

Because of especially stable air condition in the lowest several hundred meters due to the temperature inversion over the Antarctic continent, other trajectory analyses using 700 mb charts were also made. These analyses were intended to estimate the transportation of sea salt particles from the ocean, assuming that the sea salt particles are larger than soil particles and the flow at 700 mb is geostrophic. From the analyses, it was found that the air on 17 and 18 December at the South Pole stayed near the Pole much longer than the air on 25 and 26 December. This comparison of how long the air had stayed inland may explain why the nuclei of the ice crystals on the latter days contained more sea salt mixed with Si and Al.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Observational studies with radars, raingauges and aircraft consistently show that precipitation in extratropical cyclones is dominated by mesoscale rainbands which range in length from 100 to 1000 km and in width from 5 to 100 km (Harrold and Austin, 1974; Browning, 1974). In the CYCLES (Cyclonic Extratropical Storms) PROJECT at the University of Washington, we are investigating rainbands in extratropical cyclones, not only in terms of their morphology (which has been the emphasis of most previous studies), but also the physical processes associated with the bands. In this paper, we present examples of the rainbands which we have observed in occluded cyclones and suggest a classification scheme for them. The dynamics and microphysics of the clouds associated with rainbands will be illustrated by reference to a case study of an occluded frontal system.

2. TYPES OF RAINBANDS

We have observed six types of rainbands in the CYCLES PROJECT. These are illustrated in Fig. 1 and can be classified as follows:

Type 1: Warm frontal. Bands typically 50 km in width oriented parallel to warm front and found toward the leading edge of a frontal cloud shield (Band 1 in Fig. 1).

Type 2: Warm sector. Bands typically 50 km in width, found south of the intersection of the surface warm and cold fronts and tending to be parallel to cold fronts (Band 2 in Fig. 1).

Type 3: Cold frontal—wide. Bands approximately 50 km in width oriented parallel to cold front and found toward the trailing edge of a frontal cloud shield (Band 3 in Fig. 1).

Type 4: Cold frontal—narrow. An extremely narrow band (~5 km in width) coinciding with the surface cold front (Band 4 in Fig. 1).

Type 5: Wave. Bands occurring in a very regular pattern similar to waves. Generally smaller than the other types of bands, typically 5 km x 40 km, sometimes as large as 10 km x 100 km (Bands labeled 5 in Fig. 1).

Type 6: Post frontal. Rainbands located in the convective cloud field behind a frontal cloud shield (Bands labeled 6 in Fig. 1).

The storm illustrated in Fig. 1 was somewhat unusual in exhibiting all six types of rainbands. While most of the storms which we have examined show some degree of banded structure, all types do not occur in every storm, nor do they occur in exactly the same arrangement in every case. However, when bands do appear, they are almost always one of the six types mentioned above.

Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of occluded cyclone observed over the Pacific Northwest on 27-28 November 1973. Cloud pattern observed by satellite is shown by (+++). Dashed lines enclose portion of cloud shield in which observations were obtained. Hatching (11111111) encloses light rain areas. Heavy rain areas are indicated by (........). Numbers refer to types of rainbands discussed in text.
Our classification scheme is consistent with rainbands observed in other parts of the world. Rainbands parallel to and ahead of warm fronts have been observed in open wave cyclones by Browning and Harrold (1969) and Reed (1972). These bands would Type 1 in our classification. Browning and Harrold's observations were over the British Isles, while Reed's were in New England. Similar rainbands, with warm frontal orientation, were found in the leading (eastern) portions of occluded frontal systems described by Nagle and Serebreny (1962) over the eastern Pacific Ocean and by Kreitzberg and Brown (1970) over the northeastern U.S.

In the frontal systems studied by Nagle and Serebreny (1962) and Kreitzberg and Brown (1970), the Type 1 bands in the leading portion of the cloud shield gave way to bands with cold frontal orientations (which would be Type 2 by our classification) in the trailing western portion. In an occluded cyclone over the northeastern Atlantic Ocean, Browning et al. (1973) observed a series of Type 2 bands parallel to multiple cold fronts aloft. Their Type 2 bands, however, were apparently not preceded by a series of warm frontal bands.

Warm sector bands (Type 3 in our classification) were observed frequently in open wave cyclones near Japan by Nozumi and Arakawa (1968). They found that the warm sector bands tended to be parallel to the cold front, often intersection the warm front at right angles. Harrold (1973) also reported that warm sector bands parallel to the cold front occurred frequently in cyclones near the British Isles. Browning and Harrold (1969) found warm-sector rainbands over England which were not parallel to either the cold or warm front in a wave depression; however, the orientation of these bands may have been influenced by the topography of the British Isles. The pre-frontal squall line associated with severe convective storms is a notable special case of Type 3 (warm sector) rainbands.

Type 4 rainbands, that is, long, thin and continuous rainbands coinciding with surface cold fronts, have been observed previously by Kessler and Wexler (1960) in New England and by Browning and Pardoe (1973) in six cases over the British Isles.

Post-frontal convective rainbands (Type 5) were included by Nagle and Serebreny (1962) in their schematic model of radar echoes in occluded cyclones over the eastern Pacific Ocean. The occurrence of mesoscale precipitation bands in cold air masses to the west of surface cyclones is a well known phenomenon during the winter over the Sea of Japan (e.g., Matsumoto et al., 1967).

3. RAINBANDS IN RELATION TO FRONTAL AIR MOTIONS

Besides the morphology of the rainbands, evident in raingauge and radar data, we are employing the CYCLES PROJECT data to investigate the dynamics and microphysics of the clouds associated with the bands. For illustration, we refer to the storm depicted in Fig. 2, which was an occluded frontal system containing two Type 1 (warm frontal) rainbands (B1 and B2 in Fig. 2) and two Type 3 (cold frontal--wide) rainbands (B3 and B4 in Fig. 2).

The dynamical framework in which the rainbands existed is illustrated by Figs. 3 and 4. The two-dimensional vertical circulation pattern shown in Fig. 3 was obtained by subtracting the horizontal velocity of the frontal system from the winds obtained with serial rawinsondes; it therefore represents the airflow relative to the system. Vertical velocities were computed using the two-dimensionalized mass continuity equation in the plane of the cross section.

The computed flow pattern in Fig. 3 is in good agreement with other data. The region of maximum upward motion in the lower troposphere is centered on the time of the surface trough passage (T in Fig. 3), when the maximum low-level convergence would be expected. The computed upward motion region also coincides exactly with the periods of precipitation and satellite-observed cloudiness at the rawinsonde site. The airflow pattern shown in Fig. 3 is remarkably similar to frontal airflow patterns obtained in previous investigations of Pacific occlusions (Elliott and Hovind, 1965; Hobbs et al., 1975).
The flow of water vapor through the region of upward motion (enclosed by the dashed line in Fig. 3) shows that the primary

source of moisture for the region containing the rainbands was the low-level flow through the boundary layer below the front.

The origin of the moist air feeding rainbands B3-B4 was investigated by estimating the three-dimensional trajectories of the air flowing through the cross section of Fig. 3. We identified four air parcels in the cross section plane and displaced them backwards in time (in one-hour steps) according to the computed vertical velocity field shown in Fig. 3 and the observed horizontal winds. It was assumed that the airflow in the plane of the cross section of Fig. 3 applied everywhere along a 600 km length of the frontal system. The computed trajectories are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), the frontal motion has been subtracted from the trajectories to show the flow relative to the fronts, while in Fig. 4(b), the trajectories are shown relative to the earth.

From the geographical frame of reference in Fig. 4(b), it is evident that the moisture influx along trajectories W, X, and Y originated from the south to south-southwest of the lifting zone with the moist air moving toward the front in a relative sense at low levels and beginning to rise only as it was overtaken by the approaching frontal system. This trajectory pattern is very similar to that observed by Hobbs et al. (1975) who further showed how such an airflow can be disrupted as it moves over a north-south oriented mountain range.

4. SMALL MESOSCALE AREAS WITHIN RAINBANDS

The mesoscale rainbands in extratropical cyclones typically contain a pattern of small mesoscale (~10 km in horizontal dimension) and cumulus-scale (~1 km in horizontal dimension) cores of heavy rainfall (Austin and Houze, 1972). Figure 5 shows the track of a typical small mesoscale area which was located in band B3. This small rain area passed over the University of Washington (UW) raingauge site during "period 2" of the (UW) raingauge trace seen in Fig. 6. It is seen that the rain during period 2 was generally enhanced and consisted of several peaks of heavy rainfall, each 1 to 3 min in duration, suggesting that the small mesoscale rain area contained cumulus-scale convection.

Figure 6 contains a time cross-section of vertically-pointing pulsed Doppler radar data showing the mean fall speeds of precipitation particles averaged over 3 min periods in band B3. Since the radar data in Fig. 6 were averaged over 3 min periods, they probably do not fully resolve the embedded convection during period 2; however, the radar data for period 2 do show relatively short periods of enhanced fall speeds which were not present before or after period 2. This is especially notable above the melting layer, where the velocity field was uniform during period 1 but quite variable during period 2.

Serial rawinsonde data collected during the passage of band B3 showed that the air between 4 and 5 km altitude was potentially unstable and was being brought to saturation by the lifting over the warm front portrayed in Fig. 3. The instability released in the 4-5 km layer aloft apparently accounted for the convective structure seen in the precipitation at lower levels during period 2 of Fig. 6.

5. CLOUD MICROSTRUCTURE ASSOCIATED WITH RAINBANDS

Weiss and Hobbs (1974) have shown that ice particle growth modes can be related to the vertical gradient of the mean particle fall speed. A small gradient (~ 10^{-4} s^{-1} in magnitude) is associated with growth by deposition from the vapor phase while larger gradients
are associated with growth by collection processes (either riming or aggregation). Applying these ideas to Fig. 6, we conclude that the region above about 2.8 km, which was characterized primarily by a very small vertical gradient of fall speed, was dominated by depositional growth. Just below 2.8 km, but above the top of the melting layer, the isotachs of fall speed in Fig. 6 are horizontally oriented and the larger vertical gradient of fall speed (\( \sim 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} \)) indicates that the particles were growing by riming or aggregation in this region.

The cloud microstructure deduced from the Doppler radar was confirmed by direct aircraft sampling (Fig. 7). Ice particles were sampled aboard the University of Washington B-23 research aircraft which flew within the "collectional growth region" deduced from the Doppler radar (Fig. 6). Growth by collectional processes was indicated directly by Formvar and metal foil replication data which showed visual evidence of ice particle aggregation, and the in-cloud temperature, liquid water content, droplet sizes and ice particles sizes which appeared to be favorable for riming.

Ice concentrations measured on board the aircraft in rainbands B3 and B4 (Fig. 7) were in the range of 10-200 \( \text{cm}^{-3} \). This value exceeds the active cloud nucleus concentration to be expected at a cloud top temperature of \(-18^\circ\text{C}\) (estimated from rawinsonde data) by a factor of \( 10^{1.5} \) to \( 10^{3.8} \), indicating that ice enhancement was probably occurring in the rainbands. The ice enhancement could have been produced by ice multiplication during riming, since the conditions at flight level were similar to those which Mossop (1976) observed to produce ice splinters in laboratory experiments.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Morphological studies of rainfall patterns have shown that there are six types of mesoscale rainbands which tend to occur in extratropical cyclones. We have observed these six types of rainbands in extratropical storms in the Pacific Northwest, and comparison with studies of mid-latitude cyclones conducted in other parts of the world indicates that these rainband types occur rather generally in extratropical cyclones.

The dynamics and microphysics of the cloud systems producing the rainbands can be investigated effectively by making simultaneous and well-coordinated rawinsonde, radar, rain gauge and aircraft measurements in cyclonic storms. Data collected in this way cover scales ranging from the synoptic scale down to cloud particle scales and permit an examination of both the physical framework within which the rainbands exist and the processes which are at work within them.
In a case study from the CYCLES PROJECT, air motions inferred from serial rawinsonde data showed that the rainbands in an occluded frontal system were supplied with moisture flowing into the rainband region from the south to south-southwest at low levels (below 800 mb). This air was swept abruptly upward in the rainbands just ahead of the cold air mass approaching from the west. A small mesoscale area of heavy rain within one of the rainbands in this storm was found to contain cells of cumulus-scale dimension which apparently resulted from the release of potential instability by lifting above the warm front. Vertically-pointing Doppler radar measurements indicated that as ice particles settled below the layer containing the convective cells, they grew first by vapor deposition and then, just above the melting layer, by riming or aggregation. Direct aircraft sampling of ice particles in the rainbands confirmed results inferred from the radar data. Aircraft measurements of ice particle concentrations indicated that ice enhancement was occurring in the clouds associated with the rainbands.

Case studies such as the one described here can be improved greatly by multi-level aircraft sampling in the rainbands. Particle growth modes deduced from radar data can then be checked more effectively by direct particle sampling than is possible with aircraft data from a single level. Weather radars can be used in real time to identify and monitor the rainbands and direct the research aircraft into different levels in the bands. Studies of this type are now underway as part of the CYCLES PROJECT.
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Fig. 7 Vertical cross sections showing aircraft measurements obtained in clouds associated with rainbands B3 and B4. The inset drawings show plan views of the aircraft's flight path in relation to rainbands. In the vertical cross section, shaded areas indicate cloudy regions. The origins of the turbulence and liquid water content plots are centered on the flight path line. Whereas, turbulence and liquid water content were measured continually during the flight, ice particle and drop sizes and concentrations (indicated in circles and boxes) were determined only at discrete intervals by replication sampling. The letter M indicates particles were melting and therefore could not be accurately sized.


1. INTRODUCTION

The Owase area is famous in Japan of heavy rains. Owase weather station recorded annual rain over 6,000 mm in maximum and 4,100 mm in average for past 32 years. In 1968, rain fell 1,434 mm for 2 and a half days. Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that a 5.7-cm weather radar 142 km far from Owase often misses the heaviness of the local rain. This suggests either the height of the raincloud is low, say below 2 km, or the raindrop spectra have special characteristics. Therefore, Japanese cloud physicists have been interested in the rain mechanism (i.e., Isono et al. 1970, Takeda 1974, Yanagisawa 1974). This heavy rain occurs very frequently within a small area of diameter 20-30 km under orographic condition with upper trough and easterly surface wind.

The present field investigation was planned to give an interpretation of the cloud structure capable of heavy rainfall. The instruments used were two X-band radars, one vertically pointing Doppler and one short range search type, one conventional PPI Weather radar and ground raindrop recorders and raingauges. The present paper describes a case study on a rainshower, though not the typical heaviest one.

2. WEATHER SYSTEM

A quasi-stationary front was moving slowly eastwards as shown in Fig. 1, along which considerably heavy showers developed around the Kii peninsula of Japanese main land Honshu. While the frontal wave crest travelled eastwards, the shower system revealed by Nagoya PPI radar, moved northwestwards with 30 km/hr as shown in Fig. 2; the marginal contour corresponds to 1 mm/hr. Due to the mountain obstacle only the beam at height 1.5-4.7 km was responsible for the PPI observation. Shown by black dots are core echoes stronger than 4.0 mm/hr. Comparing these cores with the field radar data at the spot, it was found that they correspond to precipitation towers illustrated in Fig. 3.
3. THE SHOWER SYSTEM

Doppler radar with vertical fixed antenna obtained vertical cross section as given in Fig. 3 along the long arrow shown in Fig. 2. Z-pattern, without attenuation correction, exhibits 4 cumulus towers, say C, D, A, and B, with intervals about 10, 7.5, and 5 km. It is noticed that towers are sticking up vertically above 3 km level, with some implication of strong vertical exchange of momentum. Towers C, D, and A do not match well with top of core streaks underneath, but B does. From the nearby sounding data and absence of bright band it is inferred that glaciation was not predominantly associated with this considerable amount of rainfall rate 22 mm/hr in the maximum.

The corresponding cross section of vertical air velocity in cloud is shown in Fig. 4, where Rogers (1964) equation \( V_T = 4.0 \frac{z}{14} \) was assumed. Downdraft (shaded area) developed at the heavy Z-streak except one at about 1400. The tower C, D, A, and B involved active updraft cores of 2-4 m/s. Eventually tower B, which has continuous Z ridge from ground to the tower, reveals an evidence that updraft roots reach near ground, that is, towers are not "elevated convectons" (Douglas et al. 1975) but protrusions of cumulus convecations.

4. UNIT SHOWER CUMULUS

In order to clarify the structure of this meso-scale shower system a kinematical model of the elementary cumulus was built as shown in Fig. 5 in a model picture style. Successive release of buoyant bubbles at a point which travels with the surface wind was assumed for the formation of the updraft street (to be 2.0 m/s in average). Likewise, successive precipitation with average fall speed 2.5-5.0 m/s depending upon the drop size was assumed to be released at the upper part of the cumulus tower. Both the geometries of the updraft street and precipitation streak are obtained by vector sum of vertical movement and a difference of two vectors of horizontal wind and movement of the generating point. Thus, updrafts set up at SSE end, relative to the cloud, turn to W with elevation, and enter the tower center from its N-side. Precipitation falls from the tower turning to NW, to the ground at far W of the cloud, with growth by cloud accretion.

5. STRUCTURE OF THE SHOWER AS CUMULUS COMPLEX

Our search-type short range radar scans VPI mode, vertical cross section changing its azimuth in a rate 360° for 3 min. In Fig. 6a, part of the shower system shown in Fig. 2 is illustrated schematically so composed of cumuli D, A, B, etc. with their individual precipitation spreads. Relative movement of the radar to the system is indicated by arrow SS'. Photo-number represents the frame number in Fig. 6b from top to bottom. In Fig. 6b, 5-vertical cross sections of the VPI video are shown with range markers for every 2 km. The first frame taken at 1352 exhibits two towers, D and A. In between of them streaks probably form towers E and F are seen with slight slit. The second frame 1353 exhibits no tower but only streaks with gentle declination. The third one, 1400, shows a remarkable gap between streaks, probably from tower F, and the shoulder part of cumulus A. In the fourth, 1401, tower A with the upper part of the curving streak appears above F's streak. The tail of A's streak appears again, though faintly, near the left end of the frame. In the last frame, 1401, tower A with its streak is exhibited.
It is very striking that logical coincidence of four radar patterns given in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 6b seem to increase with the kinematical models as carefully as inspected. Therefore, it is assumed that the structure of shower system with shallow convective rainclouds under a vertical wind shear condition can be modeled in good approximation by kinematical consideration alone.

6. VERTICAL CURRENTS IN THE SHOWER SYSTEM

Although the shower echo structure is constructed with the unit circulations, as given in Fig. 5, it is noticed that the compensating downdraft must less than updraft in between of the cumuli (see Fig. 4). Plotted in Fig. 7 are the data showing the distribution of vertical air currents in the shower system. It is noticed that the average current is of updraft sense very remarkably, and even has a maximum mode about 2 km. (Another mode at the top is of the towering cloud.) For a reference, similar plots, for a snow shower developed under inversion are shown in a suffix of the Figure in which a fairly good balance of up- and down-draft is seen.

It is reported in the sequence of the observation that low level cumuli group generated just out side of the Bay moves into the Bay under the very similar wind situation. Therefore, it is concluded that the present rainshower system had relatively dense lower cloud as an orographic modification of the assemble of the towering cumuli.

7. R-Dm RELATIONSHIPS AS RAIN EFFICIENCY INDICIES

In Fig. 8, empirical relationship between the biggest drop size sampled from about 1 m$^3$ spatial volume and the rainfall intensity calculated from the drop data. Regardless of considerable scatteredness, the medium curve will show the efficiency of rainfall rate due to the optimum raindrop growth. It is shown that when the drop diameter, Dm to which the most favorable growth can achieve reaches 3 or 5 mm, the instantaneous rainfall rate is expected empirically to be as much as 50 or 100 mm/hr, respectively, in the Owase rain.

This Dm depends not only upon the drop spectrum but also sampling volume. The statistically significant cut-off concentration was determined empirically for the biggest drop to be 0.008 in no./litre 0.2 mm. Utilizing this value, a theoretical R-Dm relationships for the exponential size distribution, \( N_D = N_0 \exp(-\lambda D) \), are drawn in Fig. 9. Curves for \( \lambda = \text{const.} \), pattern A, is much steeper than those of \( N = \text{const.} \), pattern B. Although other analogous curves can be given by assuming the spectrum equation, these two patterns A and B are regarded as elementary but basic patterns. It is noticed that as R grows
the former pattern A turns to the pattern B, (i.e. , Fujiwara 1976) and this change concerns the rainfall efficiency. In Fig. 11, two examples of the R-Dm curve are shown; a), thunderstorm, and b), orographic warm rain. The latter shows to have had much more efficient rainfall (curve is steeper) than the case of thunderstorm.

8. Ng-CURVE DEVELOPED BY CLOUD ACCRETION

An application of the R-Dm characteristics to the present case is made as shown in Fig. 11. Five Ng-families, a, b, c, and e are shown from the data a, b, c, d and e indicated in the key figure (lower right corner), respectively. It is found that, in the family a, rainfall increase is achieved by that of curve height, whereas in C, in which Dm is relatively large, by that of spectrum width. These two growths correspond to the pattern A and B, respectively, as defined above. The family b is of characteristic in between of those a and c.

As shown in Fig. 11c, the typical B-pattern growth of raindrops, that is the spectrum width develops without appreciable increase in the concentration, gives the Ng curves defined as trapezoidal (Fig. 12a) for simplicity. Such type is frequently associated with active rainshowers in subtropical maritime airmass condition (Shiotsuki 1974). In Fig. 11, the equivalent value of Ng in a), thunderstorm case, is read as an order of $10^2$ whereas in b), orographic warm rain, about 0.3. It is noticed by a simple calculus of raindrop growth through cloud accretion that the Ng curve develops in a form of quasi-trapezoidal pattern as follows.

$$\frac{\Delta N_g}{\Delta h} = -\frac{\Delta N_g}{\Delta \bar{D}}/\Delta D,$$

where $N_g$ is the spatial concentration of raindrop, and $\bar{D}$, continuous growth rate of drop with fall depth by cloud accretion. That is, $\bar{D} = k \cdot L \cdot h$, where L is cloud water content and k, collection efficiency. Then the solution is

$$N_g = F(x), \quad X = D - D_c, \quad D_c \equiv k \cdot L \cdot h,$$

where F is given by the initial form of Ng. In other words, among the raindrop growth processes, cloud accretion is only one that shift the Ng value to larger size, resulting in the formation of the trapezoidal curve.

9. RAIN MECHANISM PREDOMINANTLY WORKING IN THE OROGRAPHIC HEAVY RAINFALL

It is concluded, from the analyses so far that the high efficiency of the rainfall in Owase area is attributed to the above two ways well combined with, one is high concentration of
initial precipitable drops in the A-pattern, probably chimney-like updraft which brings the precipitable drops of the high concentration, $N_c$, to the towering cloud top, then seeds over the lower cloud. $N_c$ will increase theoretically proportionally with cloud water contents (Berry 1974) to be released in the chimney. The $N_c$ is estimated as high as 0.1 cm$^{-4}$. It was also found from the Doppler radar and raindrop recorder that the lower cloud often occurs over the Owase Bay with drizzle rain of high concentration and weak updraft. The other way is the succeeding stage of this. Raindrops develop by accretion resulting into the trapezoidal $N_0$ pattern.

10. POSSIBILITY OF THE HEAVY RAINS BY THIS MECHANISM

With the above model, calculation was made for the growth of rainfall intensity as shown in Figs. 12b and 13. The equations used are simplified employing Spilhaus' equation for $V_T$,

$$\frac{dh}{dV_T} = \left(\frac{k}{L}\right)(W-V_T),$$

$$N_D = N_c \cdot \exp\left(-\lambda(D-D_c)\right),$$

$$D_m = D_c + 2.30\lambda\log\left(\frac{N_c}{N_{D_{\text{min}}}}\right),$$

$$\lambda = 39.8,$$

$$W = W_{\text{max}} - W_{\text{max}}/h_m^2(h_m-h)^2,$$

where $V_T$ is the terminal velocity of drop. In the figure, relationship between the maximum raindrop size and the cloud parameters, cloud water content and updraft parameter ($W_{\text{max}}$) of the lower cloud. Ordinates show $W_{\text{max}}$ and abscissas, cloud water content, $L$. It is shown that if the initial height of the 100-micron raindrops is low enough (i.e., 500 m) the final drop size attained at the ground does not much differ with $L$. It is also found if the cloud contains updraft weaker than 4 m/s on an average, and accordingly they will not be responsible for the behavior rainfall than 50 mm/hr, whereas the raindrops precipitated in seeding manner over the cloud top will easily grow to 3 mm in diameter. This is responsible for 50 mm/hr according to Fig. 12b with the probable $N_c$ value.

11. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

Often the importance of cloud physics in the mechanism of disastrous heavy rainfall is asked. In the present case, the particular cloud system was found to relate with the heavy rain under the orographic influence, and the cloud tectology may principally be interpreted by dynamics of the proper scale. The present cloud system was allotted with two major roles separately, generation of the initial raindrops of high concentration, $N_c$, and their accretion growth. Parameters involved in the both processes relate closely to the resulting rainfall rate. However, physics of the former process, which is generation of high $N_c$, probably under the strong influence of the rate of moisture supply and diffusion, is actually insatisfactory for parameterization. From the empirical analyses of the raindrop spectrum, it is
noticed $N_c$ varies over one decimal order of magnitudes. This is also essential subject of cloud physics.

Fig. 12a: Evaluation of the rainfall rate achieved by the trapezoidal development of log $N_D$-D spectrum of raindrops.

   a) The trapezoid assumed for the calculation. For $D<D_c$, $N_D=N_c$; and for $D>D_c$, $N_D=N_c \exp(-\lambda(D-D_c))$. Also it was assumed, after the test shown by Fig. 11, that $N_{\text{min}}=0.34 \times 10^{-3} \text{ cm}^{-4}$.

   b) From the diagram it is shown that when the maximum drop diameter $D_m$ increases from 1.8 mm, by about 2.8 mm, the rainfall rate increases from 25 mm/hr to 100 mm/hr, for $N_c=0.004 \text{ (cm}^{-4})$, or from 12 mm/hr to 60 mm/hr for $N_c=0.002 \text{ (cm}^{-4})$. This range of $N_c$, from 0.002 to 0.004 \text{ (cm}^{-4})$, was found to be probable in the Owase shower.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The University of Chicago Laboratories for Cloud Physics and Atmospheric Probing, and the Illinois State Water Survey are conducting coordinated aircraft and Doppler radar experiments to investigate the microphysics of particle growth in winter cyclones in the central United States. The primary goals of these experiments are to develop a detailed, quantitative picture of the microphysical structure and to determine the mechanisms and rates of growth of hydrometeors at different levels and regions of Midwest winter cyclones.

The microphysics of particle growth in the vicinity of the melting layer are an important aspect of winter precipitation since most winter rain in the Midwest is from melted snow. This paper reports aircraft and radar observations of riming growth and drop breakup during the stratiform rain situation of 22 February 1975 at Champaign, Illinois.

2. INSTRUMENTATION

The aircraft used in these experiments was a Lockheed Lodestar leased by the University of Chicago Cloud Physics Laboratory. It is equipped to measure a variety of microphysical parameters. An optical array precipitation spectrometer (Knollenberg, 1970) is used to count and size precipitation particles into 15 equally spaced, 300 µm size categories ranging from 300 to 4500 µm. Cloud and precipitation particles are collected by a continuous Formvar replicator (Spyers-Duran and Braham, 1967) equipped with a deceleration tube to minimize the problem of particle breakup. The primary temperature sensor is a platinum resistance element mounted in a reverse-flow housing. A number of other sensors are also carried, but these are not of primary importance in this study.

The radar used in these experiments is a dual wavelength pulsed radar, 10 and 3 cm, equipped with Doppler processing for the 10 cm band. It is owned by the University of Chicago and the Illinois State Water Survey and operated by the latter. The pulse duration gives 150 m range resolution. The 10 cm Doppler spectra were taken over 512 pulses (512 milliseconds) which gives 10 cm/s velocity resolution. The 32 range gates were set 150 meters apart for maximum range resolution. The data were Fourier analyzed by an on-line CDC processor and stored on magnetic tape.

3. DATA

The stratiform rain which occurred at Champaign, Illinois on 22 February 1975 was associated with overrunning from a weak low to the southwest. The aircraft made passes over the radar at 2.8, 2.2, 1.6, 1.0, and 0.5 km agl while the radar collected vertical incidence data (antenna pointing vertically).

Fig. 1 shows the temperature sounding taken by the aircraft during the steady ascent to 2.8 km agl. Above 2.8 km

![Figure 1. Temperature sounding taken by aircraft. Moist adiabats are dashed. Position of the bright band at the time of the sounding and 30 minutes later is indicated by the dotted lines.](image)
Figure 2. Time-height cross-sections of a) equivalent reflectivity factor in dB (mm$^6$/m$^3$) and b) mean downward Doppler velocity in m/s.
the 12Z Peoria sounding showed that the atmosphere was moist adiabatic. Between 2.4 and 2.6 km agl is a 0°C isothermal layer which is probably due to cooling caused by melting snow (Findelsen, 1940).

The particle replicas which were collected by the aircraft at 2.8 km (above the melting layer) showed a variety of crystal types such as simple plates, needles, and aggregates of plates and needles. However, the most frequently observed large particles were heavily rimed ice crystals and graupel. The particle spectra taken at 2.8 km showed that the concentration of particles greater than 1 mm in diameter was about 10^-4 cm^-3.

Figure 2 shows time-height cross-sections of vertical incidence mean Doppler velocity and equivalent reflectivity factor. The cross-sections were taken about 30 minutes after the aircraft's 2.8 km pass over the radar. The equivalent reflectivity factor increased from about 7 dBZ (mm^6/m^3) at the top of the cross-section to 35 in the bright band, and then fell off to 22 in the region of rain below the bright band.

The bright band dropped 450 m between the time of the aircraft temperature sounding and time of the cross-sections shown in Fig. 2. The two bright band positions are indicated on the temperature sounding of Fig. 1. Calculations by Atlas et al (1969) show that such a drop in the bright band can be attributed to melting-induced cooling.

The velocity cross-section shows that above the bright band, velocities in excess of 1.5 m/s were common, which is consistent with the aircraft observations of heavily rimed particles. The horizontal uniformity of the velocity contours at the bright band indicates that the vertical air motions in this region were weak. Another important feature of this cross-section is the velocity maximum immediately below the bright band. At the base of this velocity maximum, the ZE values decrease which suggests that drop breakup was occurring.

4. DISCUSSION

4.1 Riming Growth

Vertical incidence Doppler (VID) spectra contain information on the size distribution of the scatterers. Unfortunately, the standard deviation of the observed Doppler spectra in the snow aloft was typically 20 cm/s. Since the velocity resolution of the CHILL Radar is 10 cm/s, the Doppler spectra are essentially monodispersed so that the radar cannot accurately resolve the particle size distribution.

By considering that the scatterers are monodispersed and falling at the mean Doppler velocity, little information is lost and some important properties of precipitation growth such as particle mass, type, and concentration, dominant growth mechanism and cloud liquid water content can be estimated. The particle mass, M, may be estimated from a mass-fallspeed relation, i.e.,

\[ V = a M^b \]

where \( V \) is the fallspeed and \( a \) and \( b \) are constants. The reflectivity factor, \( Z \), assuming Rayleigh scattering, is by definition

\[ Z = N \left( \frac{6M}{\pi \rho} \right)^2 \]

where \( N \) is the particle concentration and \( \rho \) is the density of water. Using Eqs. 1 and 2, the particle concentration is simply

\[ N = \frac{ZV^{-2/b}a}{22} \]

Thus, if the appropriate fallspeed-mass relation were known, the mass and concentration for the monodispersed distribution could be calculated at different heights, and particle growth rates could be estimated.

Whether riming or aggregation growth is dominant in a layer may be determined in steady precipitation by examining the reflectivities and fallspeeds at the layer boundaries. The ratio of the reflectivity factors at any two levels may be written as

\[ \frac{Z_2}{Z_1} = \frac{N_2 M_2^2}{N_1 M_1^2} \]

For steady state riming growth the particle flux through any level can be assumed constant.

\[ N V = \text{constant}. \]

Combining Equations 1, 4, and 5, we find that the fallspeed-mass exponent may be estimated from measurable radar quantities

\[ b = 2 \left( \frac{\log \frac{Z_2}{Z_1}}{\log \frac{V_2}{V_1}} + 1 \right)^{-1} \]
Alternatively, if steady aggregation is the dominant particle growth mechanism, then assuming that the mass flux, $VMN$, is constant

$$b = \frac{\log \frac{Z_2}{V_2}}{\log \frac{V}{V_2}} - 1 .$$

(7)

Values of $b$ have been tabulated (e.g., Locatelli and Hobbs, 1973) for different particle types. Thus if the particle type is known, the dominant growth mechanism may be deduced from vertical incidence radar data. Conversely, if the dominant growth mechanism is known, the particle type can be determined. However, because it is possible to obtain reasonable values of $b$ under either growth mechanism assumption, the method can be ambiguous.

The coefficient, $a$, in the mass-fallspeed relation, Equation 1, can be estimated by expressing the precipitation rate, $R$, as a function of $V, Z, a,$ and $b$, and then solving for $a$:

$$a = \left( \frac{36R}{\rho a'^2 Z V - 1/b^2} \right)^{1/b} .$$

(8)

For typical values of $b$, 0.05-0.30, $a$ is not a strong function of the precipitation rate. For melting layer rain, the precipitation rate may be estimated from the region of rain below the bright band by means of a Z-R relation. This should be about the same rate as in the region immediately above the bright band.

It is unlikely that melting is occurring at 2.63 km agl, 0.5 km above the bright band. Thus the increase in fallspeed from 1.5 m/s at 3.53 km to 1.8 m/s at 2.63 km and the corresponding 10 dbZ increase in equivalent reflectivity factor suggest that particle growth is occurring in this layer. Assuming that aggregation growth is dominating, Eq. 7 yields $b = 0.074$, while for rimeing growth Eq. 6 yields $b = 0.147$ characteristic of rime particles of the type collected by the aircraft. In view of this and the large fallspeeds, $b = 0.147$ is probably the better estimate. This supports the hypothesis that rimeing was the dominant growth mechanism in this layer.

To determine the amount of particle growth, it is necessary to estimate the coefficient $a$, in the fallspeed relation, Eq. 1. For the region of rain in Fig. 2, the Marshall-Palmer relation ($Z = 200^{V^{a}}$) yields a rainfall rate of 1.00 mm/hr. Assuming that this precipitation rate is about the same as that immediately above the bright band, Eq. 8 yields $a = 560$ cgs units. The complete mass-fallspeed estimate is then

$$V = 560 \cdot 0.147 \quad \text{(cgs units)}$$

(9)

which is in good agreement with relations given by Locatelli and Hobbs for densely rimed particles.

Using Eq. 9, the particle mass at 3.53 km is $1.29 \times 10^{-4}$ g, while at 2.63 the particle mass is $4.46 \times 10^{-4}$ g. This corresponds to $3.17 \times 10^{-5}$ g of mass accreted by a particle falling 0.9 km. For a particle density of 0.3 and unit collection efficiency, this requires a mean liquid water content of about 0.2 g/m$^3$, which is reasonable for stratusform clouds.

The particle concentrations estimated from Eq. 3 are $4.12 \times 10^{-4}$ and $3.46 \times 10^{-4}$ cm$^{-3}$ respectively at the top and bottom of the rimeing growth layer. These are reasonable in light of the aircraft measurements of particle spectra at 2.8 km.

Thus the radar and aircraft data indicate that rimeing is the dominant growth mechanism in the layer which extends from 2.63-3.53 km agl. In view of the assumptions, the monodispersed model yields reasonable estimates for the fallspeed-mass relation, particle concentration, cloud liquid water content, and particle growth rate. The weak vertical airmotions indicated by the variations in the height of the 1.5 m/s contour in Fig. 2, may be generating liquid water for the observed rimeing growth.

4.2 Drop Breakup below the Bright Band

The velocity maximum below the bright band in Fig. 2, in conjunction with the 5dBZ drop in reflectivity below the velocity maximum, indicates that drop breakup is occurring after melting. The dropsizes affected by breakup can be better examined by converting Doppler spectra to mass-velocity spectra and plotting mass concentration in a velocity interval as a function of velocity. The first moment of this type of spectrum is the precipitation rate, and the zeroth moment is the precipitation water content. Fig. 3 shows five mass-velocity spectra taken at 1.88 km, within the velocity maximum, and five mass spectra taken at 1.58 km, 300 m beneath the velocity maximum. The mass spectra were calculated from Doppler spectra assuming no updraft, Rayleigh scattering and that the drops were falling according to the fallspeed law

$$V = 1090 - 1164 \exp(-6D)$$

(10)
This fall-speed law fits the Gunn and Kinser (1949) data to within 2% for the size range $0.06 < D < 0.60$ cm and is easily manipulated. The corresponding Marshall-Palmer mass spectrum for 22 dBZ is also drawn in Fig. 3. This figure shows that within the velocity maximum there is considerably more mass in drop sizes greater than 2 mm than in the corresponding drop sizes in the region below. This, of course, means that the concentration of drops greater than 2 mm in diameter is larger within the velocity maximum than below it. The maximum discrepancy occurs at 8.5 m/s (2.6 mm).

Considering the laboratory and theoretical work of Brazier-Smith, et al, (1973) and McTaggart-Cowan and List (1975) it is unlikely that a sufficient number of drop collisions capable of causing breakup could have occurred over a depth of 300 m. The work of Komabayasi, et al (1964) indicates that spontaneous disintegration is unlikely for drops less than about 5 mm in diameter. Thus our current knowledge of spontaneous disintegration and collision-induced breakup cannot explain the observed Doppler spectra.

It is possible that the assumption of complete melting in the high velocity zone is incorrect. If melting were not complete for the largest particles then they may not have achieved the equivalent drops size terminal velocity. This would lead to undersizing of drops in Fig. 3 and overestimation of the mass concentration in the large drop sizes. Thus it is possible that some of the drops which are sized as 2.6 mm are in reality larger, partially melted particles. These particles could be large enough to disintegrate spontaneously or with a small perturbation (turbulence, small drop collision) after melting is complete. What appears at first glance to be breakup of many medium size drops (2.6 mm) could actually be the breakup of a few very large (> 5 mm) drops. Laboratory studies of the effect of drop collisions on very large metastable drops are difficult to perform due to the transient nature of these drops.

Calculations by Ekpenyong and Srivastava (1970) show that a 5 mm melted diameter snowflake would be about 90% melted after falling 450 m below the 0°C isotherm in an atmosphere with lapse rate 6°C/km. The aircraft collected replicas of partially melted particles 300 m below the bright band. Thus it is likely that the largest particles were not completely melted in the region of the velocity maximum. The internal ice structure could serve to stabilize large drops which would otherwise disrupt either spontaneously or by means of a small perturbation.
5. SUMMARY

Coordinated Doppler radar and aircraft observations provide a unique look at particle growth processes in the vicinity of the melting layer. The particle measurements which were made by the aircraft were particularly useful in interpreting the Doppler spectra. The data show that riming growth was occurring above the melting layer while drop breakup was occurring immediately below the melting layer.

The riming growth aloft was probably favored by weak vertical air-motions and the small growth rate of particles by diffusion at temperatures close to 0°C. The estimated riming growth rate, ~ 5.8 x 10^-7 g/s, is about an order of magnitude larger than the growth rate by diffusion growth at -3°C and water saturation. By approximating the particle size distribution with a monodispersed distribution it was possible to estimate the dominant mechanism of particle growth, the mean particle mass, large particle concentration, liquid water content, and mass-fallspeed relation from VID measurements of velocity and reflectivity in steady precipitation.

VID profiles of mean velocity and equivalent reflectivity factor indicate that breakup was occurring after melting. The small height over which breakup would have to occur to explain the VID measurements suggests that relatively few, large, unstable drops (> 5mm) are disrupting rather than a large number of intermediate size drops (3 mm). During melting, these otherwise unstable large drops may be stabilized by an internal ice structure.
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6.2.4

CONDITIONAL SYMMETRIC INSTABILITY

A POSSIBLE EXPLANATION FOR RAINBANDS

D A Bennett

B J Hoskins

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that warm frontal precipitation is often organized into roughly parallel bands (eg Elliott and Hovind 1964, Browning and Harrold 1969) with a spacing of 100-300 km and an orientation weakly related to the orientation of the surface fronts. Sometimes there is a banded substructure with a spacing of 10-50 km embedded in and aligned with the main structure. The associated motion fields exhibit a roughly band-parallel pattern (Ronch and Hardman 1975) suggesting two-dimensional anticyclonic gyres.

This paper describes a theoretical study which suggests that rainbands might be generated by a type of Symmetric Instability modified by latent heat release (eg Hoskins 1974). Consider first a dry uniformly rotating atmosphere with a constant stable vertical temperature gradient and a constant horizontal temperature gradient in geostrophic balance with the vertical wind shear.

From a meteorological viewpoint, a perturbation of this basic state can produce two types of instability: Baroclinic Instability (BI) which derives its energy from the available potential energy and Symmetric Instability (SI) which derives its energy from the available kinetic energy of the basic flow. Symmetrically unstable modes are independent of the long-stream coordinate i.e. rolls along the thermal wind, and can therefore be analyzed with a two-dimensional model; BI requires the third dimension. The fundamental difference between the motions is that in a symmetrically unstable motion fluid particles execute a vertical roll. The gyroscopic torque is weak and this is reflected in the necessary and sufficient condition for SI in this case of no horizontal shear, namely Richardson number $Ri < 1$ (see Stone 1966). In a baroclinically unstable flow the gyroscopic torque is sufficient to inhibit overturning and non-symmetric motions arise. There are some conditions in which both BI and SI coexist. In such regions SI dominates if $Ri < 0.95$, but for a full review of this and BI the reader is referred to Hide and Mason (1975).

However as Eliassen and Kleinschmidt (1957) showed SI in a dry atmosphere is not applicable to frontal regions and following their suggestions we modify the flow so that particles follow the saturated adiabat for ascent and the dry adiabat for descent. It is this motion that we call Conditional Symmetric Instability (CSI).

Here we outline the linear theory of SI and extend it to cover CSI. However the inclusion of the release of latent heat precludes a full theoretical solution and a non-linear two dimensional model has been developed specifically to investigate CSI. We present the results of the first stage of the investigation which suggests that CSI is a viable explanation of rainbands but much work still remains to be done.

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

For the subsequent analysis we use the Navier-Stokes, the thermodynamic and the continuity equations and apply the Boussinesq approximation. At $z=0$ we put $u=v=w=0$, $\Theta$ specified and at the top boundary $z=H$, $w=0$, $\nabla^2 \theta \frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial z} = 0$ (stress free) and $\Theta$ specified.

2.1 Basic State

We assume that $\frac{1}{\Theta^2} \leq 0$, neglect dissipation and take the thermal wind balance

$$
\left\{ \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} + \frac{\beta}{f} \frac{\partial \Theta}{\partial y} = 0, \right. \tag{2.1.1}
$$

where $f$ is the Coriolis parameter, $\Theta$ the potential temperature and $v$ the wind component in the y-direction except for a few special cases this is not an exact analytic solution of the primitive equations but it suffices for the purposes of this analysis.

2.2 Perturbation

In the presence of advection, a roll perturbation with zero gradients in one direction can exist only if the basic flow has zero gradients in that direction. Linearizing for a perturbation with $\frac{\partial v}{\partial z} = 0$ gives ($u = u'$ etc)

$$
\nabla \cdot (u') - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (u') + \frac{\beta}{f} \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (v') = 0, \tag{2.2.1}
$$

$$
\nabla \cdot (\bar{v} - v') = 0, \tag{2.2.2}
$$

$$
\nabla \cdot (\bar{v} + v') = 0, \tag{2.2.3}
$$

$$
u_x' + \omega_z' = 0. \tag{2.2.5}
$$

where

$$
\nabla \cdot \bar{v} = \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (\bar{v}_{1y}) - \frac{\partial}{\partial z} (\bar{v}_{1z}). \tag{2.2.5}
$$

Here, advection by and gradients of $(U, W)$ have been neglected. $\bar{\Theta}$ is understood to have reduced value for saturated ascent.

From continuity, we may introduce a stream function $\psi$ and after elimination we find

$$
\nabla^2 \left( \frac{\partial \psi_1}{\partial z} + \frac{\partial \psi_1}{\partial x} \right) = 0, \tag{2.2.6}
$$
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If $\mathbf{F}^2 = f \left( \mathbf{F} + \mathbf{b} \right)$, $N^2 = \frac{g}{\rho c}$, $\omega = \frac{\omega_0}{\sqrt{\lambda}}$,

$$S_1^2 = \left\{ \frac{\mathbf{d}^2}{\lambda^2} S_1^2 = \frac{g}{\rho c} \right\},$$

(2.2.7)

are treated locally as constant we may look for a solution proportional to $e^{i \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{x} + \omega t}$. The dispersion relationship is

$$\sigma = \omega \pm \chi \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{a} + \mathbf{b} \\ \left[ -N^2 S_1 \cdot \phi + (S_1 \cdot S_2) S_1 \cdot \phi \cdot S_2 \right] e^{-i \omega t} + \chi \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{a}$$

(2.2.8)

where $\phi$ is the disturbance orientation. The maximum instability or minimum frequency is at

$$\tan 2\phi = \frac{S_1^2 + S_2^2}{N^2 - F^2} \frac{\sigma}{\chi} \left( S_1 S_2 \right)$$

(2.2.9)

and there

$$\sigma = \omega \pm \chi \mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{a} + \mathbf{b} + \left[ -\frac{N^2 S_1^2}{2} + \left( \frac{S_1 S_2}{2} \right)^2 - \left( F^2 \right)^{1/2} \frac{\sigma}{\chi} \right]$$

(2.2.10)

If $N^2 F^2 < \frac{S_1 S_2}{2}$ there is instability for long enough wavelength.

### 2.3 Classical Symmetric Instability

The above analysis is of a general nature. In the regime in which we are particularly interested there is thermal wind balance $S_1 + S_2 = \mathbf{S}$, say, $N^2 > \Delta \rho^2 F^2$, and without loss of generality we may put $S_1 = 0$. Introduce Ertel's potential vorticity $\zeta = N^2 F^2 - \mathbf{S}$, a conserved quantity in the absence of friction or diabatic effects, then maximum instability is at $\tan 2\phi = \frac{S_1^2}{N^2 - F^2}$, the slope of the $\mathbf{S}$ surfaces is at $\tan 2\phi = \frac{2S_1^2}{N^2 - F^2}$, and the slope of the absolute vorticity vector is at $\tan 2\phi = \frac{2S_1^2}{N^2 - F^2}$. We can therefore see that the minimum frequency, or maximum instability slope is always between the isentropic surfaces and the absolute vorticity vector, being much closer to the former. There is instability if and only if the isentropic surfaces are more vertical than the absolute vorticity vector, and this is equivalent to $\zeta$ negative.

Using the hydrostatic approximation the most unstable mode in a uniform, infinite atmosphere is amenable to a very simple analysis. Then motion along $\mathbf{S}$ surfaces implies zero perturbation pressure gradient. Therefore

$$\frac{\mathbf{S}}{\mathbf{F}} = 0, \quad \frac{\mathbf{S}}{\mathbf{F}} = 0$$

(2.3.1)

$$\omega = \mu \left( \mathbf{F} \cdot \mathbf{b} \right) - \mu \mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{S} = -\mu \mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{S}, \quad (2.3.2)$$

hence

$$\frac{\mathbf{S}}{\mathbf{F}} + \left( \mathbf{S} \cdot \mathbf{S} \right) \mathbf{S} = 0$$

(2.7.3)

where $\mathbf{S}$ is the absolute vorticity along a $\mathbf{S}$ surface. For a displacement $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{A}$, there is a restoring force $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{R}$ and instability if this is negative.

### 2.4 Conditional Symmetric Instability (CSI)

We may expect that frontal region is stable to symmetric motions (potential vorticity positive) until the rising warm air becomes saturated. At this point the atmosphere is still stable to downward motions, the minimum "restoring force" being $\int \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{A} \mathbf{x}$ for displacements $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{x}$ along $\mathbf{S}$ surfaces. For saturated ascent, the minimum restoring force is for displacements $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{x}$ along the saturated ascent or $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w}$ surfaces and is of order $\int \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} \mathbf{x}$. Clearly there is no possibility of instability unless $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{R}$. Stability to downward motions and instability to saturated upward motions implies that the $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w}$ surfaces are more vertical than the absolute vorticity vector which is more vertical than the $\mathbf{S}$ surfaces.

In an infinite atmosphere this would be a sufficient criterion for instability, but boundary conditions have to be satisfied in a finite atmosphere. We may expect the least stable mode to tend to orientate its upward motion along $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w}$ surfaces and its down motion along $\mathbf{S}$ surfaces. Consider the streamtube shown below.
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Continuity implies that $A \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{x} = A \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w}$, and so the total restoring force is $\sim A \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w}$. There will also be contributions from portions not parallel to $\mathbf{S}$ or $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w}$ but a rough criterion for instability is

$$A \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{R} + \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} < 0, A \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} < 0, A \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} < 0, A \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{R} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} \cdot \mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w} < 0$$

(2.4.1)

The criterion may be interpreted that the angle between the absolute vorticity vector and the $\mathbf{S}_\mathbf{w}$ surface must be greater than $\times$ times the angle between the $\mathbf{S}$ surface and the absolute vorticity vector.
\[
\phi_n > \phi_d', \quad (2.4.2)
\]

with \(\phi_d'\) describing the efficiency of the motion.

In terms of \(n^2\), \(S^2\) and \(F^2\) the criterion for dry symmetric stability but moist symmetric instability is

\[
| S^2 > \frac{n^2 - n^2}{N^2 - \frac{\alpha}{n^2}} \cdot (2.4.3)
\]

Richardson No

\[
R = \frac{N^2}{S^2} \quad \alpha > 0
\]

3. A NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT

In order to determine \(\phi_d'\) and investigate CSI we have developed a non-linear two dimensional numerical model with 100 x 80 grid points in the horizontal and vertical respectively. Typical grid spacings are 5-10 km in the horizontal and 100 m in the vertical but these can be altered according to the scale of the instability under investigation. A time step of 1\(\frac{1}{2}\) mins is sufficient for the leap frog integration scheme and the model is stable for integrations up to 30 hrs real time. This takes approximately 20 mins on the IBM 360/195.

The model was checked against the rigorous theoretical solution for Symmetric Instability. The neutral curve was very close to \(R_i = 1\) the discrepancy being due to implicit smoothing in the finite difference scheme.

3.1 The Conditional Symmetric Neutral Curve

For the first experiment the eddy diffusion was set to zero. Several integrations were then performed to find the neutral growth curve for various values of the static stability and this is shown in Fig 1 below. Following McIntyre (1970) in the case of Prandtl number = 1, viscosity will have a damping effect and so the CSI neutral curve will be the upper limit one would expect to find. The CSI curve asymptotes to the SI curve for high static stability as the release of latent heat becomes insignificant. It tends to infinity at \(n^2/n^2 \to 1\) as here the atmosphere becomes unstable to convective motions. (\(\theta_w\) surface vertical).

3.2 The Effect of Eddy Diffusion

In numerical models both SI and CSI tend to organise the motion into a narrow region of strong ascent and a broad region of weak descent. The width of these regions and hence the wavelength of the bands is determined by the eddy diffusion. It is the implicit smoothing in the finite difference scheme that determines the scale of the instability when the eddy diffusion is zero, as in section 3.1, and the bands then tend to be three grid points across. It follows that the results of the integrations with the diffusion set to zero can not, in general, have a meaningful physical interpretation; however supplementary integrations have shown that the onset of instability (neutral curves) is accurately predicted. Fig 2 shows the relationship between the fastest growing wavelength and the horizontal eddy diffusion coefficient.

The simplest criterion by which to determine the above curve would be to introduce a 'white noise' disturbance and look for the fastest growing mode. Unfortunately because of the finite size of the model and the numerical limitations we find that the boundaries are preferred sites
for development. Attempts to cure this simply shift the preferred areas elsewhere. The method adopted was to introduce two identical perturbations a fixed distance apart. With all other parameters constant their distance was progressively reduced until the two resulting bands began to interact. This process is complicated by the fact that as the instabilities grow the motions become non-linear. The curves in Fig 2 was therefore determined by finding the minimum spacing between bands so that they grew identically with no interaction up until the time that the $\theta w$ surface began to distort visibly, i.e. up until the time that the flow became non-linear.

3.3 The Structure of the Bands

Fig 3 shows the details of one integration. The basic field was $\frac{\partial \theta}{\partial t} = \frac{3}{3} \cdot 10^6 \text{C} \text{km}^{-1}$, $\text{V} = \frac{\partial \theta}{\partial z} \text{km}^{-1}$, $\Delta \theta = 10^6 \text{C} \text{km}^{-1}$, and horizontal viscosity $= 2 \times 10^4 \text{m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$.

Fig 3a shows the initial state with two small perturbations 200 km apart. Fig 3b shows the fully developed bands at 360 minutes. The temperature and $\theta w$ fields indicate that the bands are beginning to interact, while Fig 3c shows that differential advection has distorted the $\theta w$ surfaces so much that convective overturning becomes possible and self destruction of the bands has set in. The model is not equipped to deal with this in detail but it is able to crudely show the destruction of the lower band.

3.4 Comparison with the Atmosphere

The results of a pilot study into the applicability of CSI to the atmosphere are shown in Fig 1. In the first instance all strong baroclinic zones that crossed the west coast of the British Isles in a given two year period were analysed from the available information in the Daily Weather Reports and from information stored from the numerical forecasts. No selection, on the basis of precipitation, was made and all the points, with standard error bars, are plotted, with the exception of some with high Richardson numbers. This data was then compared with the radar results from the Meteorological Office Research Unit, Malvern. They only had information on some of the cases and often this was insufficient to determine whether the precipitation was banded or not. The few cases where the distinction was clear are indicated by heavy markings. At first glance the agreement is reasonable but it must be remembered that the CSI neutral curve is for zero viscosity and also there are very few cases.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a study into the viability of Conditional Symmetric Instability as an explanation for rainbands. The form of the roll instability appears to resemble that shown to exist in rainbands and the CSI neutral curve is not inconsistent with that found in the atmosphere albeit from a very limited survey.

The wavelength of the instability is found to depend crucially on the eddy diffusion and varies between 50 and 350 km for diffusion coefficients
This raises important questions as to the suitability of a uniform diffusion coefficient but it does give some sort of comparison with the results of other numerical models. The e-folding times (growth rates) are between 1 and 18 hrs for the above range. Both these facts are not inconsistent with observational evidence. Finally the bands are self destructive, the differential advection produces convective overturning and this provides a mechanism for generating potential instability in frontal regions.
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\[5 \times 10^3 \text{ and } 8 \times 10^4 \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}\]
1. INTRODUCTION

This is a contribution to quantitative climatology of the free atmosphere. We want to study the two constituents of the diabatic heating, namely, radiation and condensation, by considering both heating terms as divergences of a vertical energy flux. While the radiative flux component will be obtained from a model, the precipitative flux component will be determined from the heat equation. We shall show that the mutual balance of both physically different heat fluxes is almost exact in the global mean but is significantly modified by advection in single latitude belts.

The precipitation flux concept has been introduced recently (Hantel, 1974). It was further discussed from the energy budget and streamfunction viewpoint (Hantel and Peyinghaus, 1976; Hantel et al., 1976). In this study we shall briefly recapitulate the basic concept and then present and discuss monthly patterns of the precipitation flux. Domain is the northern atmosphere in a vertical-meridional section (0-1000 mb, 10°S-90°N, time-scale 1 month).

2. THE PRECIPITATION FLUX CONCEPT

We consider the familiar equations for mechanical and thermal energy:

\[ \rho \frac{d}{dt} (k + \Phi + \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{v}) = \rho \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{v} \]  
\[ \rho \frac{d}{dt} (c_v T) - \rho Q = - \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{v} \]  

The symbols \( \rho, c, k, \Phi, p, \mathbf{v}, c_v, T, Q, \) \( \mathbf{v} \) denote, respectively: density, time, kinetic energy, geopotential, pressure, velocity vector, specific heat at constant volume, temperature, diabatic heating, nabla operator. For the sake of simplicity, we have neglected in (2.1), (2.2) viscosity and Reynolds stress terms; this does not affect the points we want to make. For a more complete derivation see Hantel et al. (1976).

If condensation is absent the diabatic heating is caused by radiation and conduction. Van Mieghem (1973) has introduced the notion

\[ - \rho Q \equiv \mathbf{v} \cdot \mathbf{v} \]  

which considers the diabatic heating as the divergence of the radiation (plus conductive) energy flux vector \( \mathbf{v} \). Thus the total energy equation reads:

\[ \rho \frac{d}{dt} (k + \Phi + c_v T) + \mathbf{v} \cdot (p \mathbf{v} + \mathbf{w}) = 0 \]  

While the parameterization (2.3) is exact in the dry case (provided there is no electromagnetic storage of radiation energy), it can be generalized to the case with condensation only in an approximate way because storage of humidity is always present. Nevertheless we adopt (2.3) also for the moist case and consider the diabatic heating as the divergence of the generalized heat flux vector (Hantel, 1974):

\[ \mathbf{v} \equiv \{0, 0, \rho H_R - g L H_C\} \]  

\[ H_R \quad (\text{Joule m}^{-2}\text{sec}^{-1}) \]  

\[ H_C \quad (\text{kg m}^{-2}\text{sec}^{-1}) \]  

\( H_R \) is the vertical radiation flux, \( H_C \) the vertical condensation or precipitation flux. The gravity \( g \) has been introduced for convenient dimensions of \( H_R, H_C \); \( L \) is the latent heat of condensation. The conductive heat flux is not included in \( \mathbf{v} \); it is presumably small and will be absorbed into the advective heat flux discussed below. The precipitation flux comprises only the flux of water in condensed form but no vapor contribution. The signs in the definition (2.5) are such that \( H_R, H_C \) are positive downward. Further, (2.5) considers only the vertical components of radiation and precipitation flux since they are presumably dominant; however, the horizontal components of both could be included in the present framework without difficulty.

The precipitation flux cannot be measured directly. Thus we shall apply (2.5) as a means to determine \( H_C \) from the balance condition (2.4). The formula (2.5) reflects a peculiarity of the vertical heat flux: if \( H_C \) is downward (positive) it acts as an upward (negative) heat flux, and vice versa. Thus the downward radiation flux and the downward precipitation flux combine in the global mean to an almost zero net heat flux \( \mathbf{v} \).

3. COMPILATION OF THE PRECIPITATION FLUX

The total heat equation (2.4) along with (2.5) is quite general. We shall apply it to the zonally symmetric case. Let us denote the zonal and time
mean plus deviation by the familiar symbols (e.g., Oort and Rasmusson, 1971):

\[ zonal: \phi + \theta; \; time: \phi + \theta \]  

(3.1)

The averaged equation (2.4) reads in pressure coordinates:

\[ \frac{2}{3} \left[ \phi + c_T \right] \frac{dp}{\eta} + \frac{2}{3} \left[ \phi + c_T \right] \frac{dp}{\eta} + \frac{2}{3} \left[ \phi + c_T \right] \frac{dp}{\eta} = 0 \]  

(3.2)

where we have introduced:

\[ s = \phi + c_T, \; potential \; heat \]
\[ \eta = a \sin \phi, \; meridional \; coordinate \]  

(3.3)

and have neglected the kinetic energy \( k \) since it is small compared to \( s \). We integrate (3.2) with respect to pressure and solve for the precipitation flux. With the abbreviations

\[ \frac{1}{8} \frac{dp}{\eta} \left[ \phi + c_T \right] \frac{dp}{\eta} \equiv \text{STOR} \]

\[ \frac{1}{8} \frac{dp}{\eta} \left[ \phi + c_T \right] \frac{dp}{\eta} \equiv \text{ADV} \]

\[ \left[ R^H_p - c \right] \text{p=0} \equiv \text{RAD} \]

\[ L \left[ R^H_p \right] \equiv \text{PREC} \]  

(3.4)

we obtain the balance

\[ \text{STOR} + \text{ADV} + \text{RAD} = \text{PREC} \]  

(3.5)

We shall use this formula to determine the unobservable PREC from the sum of the three observable quantities on the left.

For STOR and ADV we employ the zonal mean atmospheric circulation data of the MIT-Library, published by Oort and Rasmusson (1971). The data are monthly averages and are given on 11 pressure surfaces from 50 to 1000 mb with 5° latitude resolution. The horizontal flux of potential heat splits according to

\[ [\bar{v} s] = [\bar{v}] [\bar{s}] + [\bar{v} w] [\bar{s}] + [\bar{v} w'] [\bar{s}] \]  

(3.6)

(mean, standing eddy, and transient eddy flux). Each of the three splits again into a geopotential and a temperature flux. The resulting 6 components of (3.6) are significant only on the synoptic scale. They are all listed separately in Oort and Rasmusson's tables. Thus, the integrals in STOR and ADV could be simply compiled.

Concerning the second component of ADV, it splits in a way similar to (3.6). However, the transient eddy component of \([\bar{w} w']\) is subsynoptic and is not listed in Oort and Rasmusson's tables. We have parameterized \([\bar{w} w'] = c \left[ \bar{w} \bar{w}' \right]\) according to Saltzman and Vernekar (1971) with the meridional transient eddy heat flux; the transient potential energy flux \([\bar{w} w']\) has been neglected in analogy to the meridional fluxes for which \(c \left[ \bar{w} \bar{w}' \right] \gg \left[ \bar{w} w' \right]\).

Saltzman and Vernekar's formula is an overestimate in baroclinic zones and an underestimate in the tropics. However, \([\bar{w} w']\) is relatively small (Hantel and Peninghaus, 1976) so that the parameterization is not crucial. The microturbulent component of \([\bar{w} w']\) is of influence only in the lowest 100 millibars. It was introduced as 'boundary layer flux' by Newell et al. (1969) and was discussed by Thommes (1974) who showed that its influence is relatively minor. In the present study the boundary layer flux has been neglected except at the earth's surface where Budyko's (1963) sensible heat flux values (slightly adjusted) were taken. For technical details of the compilation of STOR and ADV we refer to Langholz (1976).

Concerning RAD, we adopted the monthly radiation flux data from a recent modeling effort (Peninghaus, 1974; Falconer and Peninghaus, 1975). The fluxes from this model were compared with observations at the top and bottom of the atmosphere and showed satisfactory agreement (Hantel and Peninghaus, 1976). However, there do not exist representative radiation flux measurements in any intermediate level. We consider this one principal source of uncertainty in the present results.

4. RESULTS

The 4 terms of eq. (3.5) are portrayed separately in Fig. 1 in vertical-meridional sections for the month of April. The storage term is small over most of the northern atmosphere except in the highest latitudes. We note that STOR was inadvertently calculated with \(s\) instead of \(\phi + c_T\) which does not make much difference; in January and July, STOR is completely negligible. RAD represents a downward heat flux due to net radiation divergence, fairly uniformly distributed throughout the northern atmosphere. ADV represents a downward heat flux in the tropics and midlatitudes and an upward flux in the subtropics and polar latitudes.
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The resulting pattern of the precipitation flux shows positive values everywhere in the northern atmosphere, not only in April but throughout the year (Fig. 2). This is satisfying since only a net downward precipitation flux makes physical sense and indicates that the data from different sources entering the compilation of PREC fit reasonably together. The small negative patches in the upper atmosphere are presumably below the significance level. Very close to the earth's surface the patterns of Fig. 2 are uncertain due to the neglected boundary layer flux and further due to the non-identity of the earth's surface and the 1000 mb level.

Nevertheless, Fig. 2 reflects the climatological rainbelts in the deep tropics and in midlatitudes, and their seasonal fluctuation. The precipitation flux reaches high up into the upper troposphere with significant values of 25 units even at the 250 mb level, both in the tropics and midlatitudes. The winter midlatitude fluxes seem to be overestimated. This might be qualitatively explained by the known tendency of the radiosonde observing network to underestimate peak wind velocities. Correcting for such a systematic underestimate would increase the meridional potential heat flux in the subtropical jet latitudes which in turn would increase ADV in the subtropics and decrease it in midlatitudes, resulting in a more uniform pattern of PREC between 20°-50°N in winter. However, we have not yet estimated this effect quantitatively.

5. COMPARISON WITH SURFACE PRECIPITATION

The 1000 mb values of Fig. 2, reduced with the surface boundary layer flux, have been converted into flux dimensions and are presented in Fig. 3 along with independent estimates of surface precipitation. These are first the classical figures of Möller (1951); further, Rasmussen's (1974) estimates which are based on synoptic-scale data of the water vapor transport and Budyko's (1963) evaporation estimates; finally, Jäger's (1975) zonal averages from a comprehensive global budget of all available precipitation observations with 5° latitude and longitude resolution. In a recent study the overall error of contemporary hemispheric heat budget compilations was estimated and found of the order 10 Watt/m² (Hantel, 1976) corresponding to about 1 g cm⁻² month⁻¹; it has been entered in Fig. 3 as error limits of the fully dotted values.

In general the coincidence in Fig. 3 is fair. The most intriguing discrepancies are visible in the winter midlatitudes where our estimates appear too high and in July in the subtropics where they appear too low. The July discrepancy is difficult to explain. Concerning January, we refer to the above remarks about the tendency of wind measurements to under-represent peak velocities. Further, the 'observed' extratropical precipitation in winter might be too low, due to strong wind influence on rain and snow gauges; this effect can amount up to 30% and more over Canada and Russia (Hare and Hay, 1971).

An interesting analogy between our results and a recent statistical cloud model of Sasamori (1975) might be mentioned. Sasamori computed the surface precipitation for zonal mean global conditions, with the NCAR-GCM data as input. His January curve seems also to overestimate in the 40-50° latitude belt the observed data of Schutz and Gates (1971) by some 100%. Since we consider our Fig. 3 as nothing but a consistency test for the precipitation flux concept, we are satisfied by the moderate fit of our results with independent estimates.
6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated the significance of the vertical precipitation flux PREC by zonal mean cross-sections through the northern atmosphere. They show that PREC is a continuous function of height and latitude. It has sizeable downward directed values across the 250 mb level and increases monotonically towards the earth's surface. Its primary maximum in meridional direction is located in the tropics, a second in midlatitudes. The vertical structure of PREC is largely determined by the radiation term RAD, the meridional structure is governed by the integrated divergence of the zonal mean potential heat flux vector ADV.

The vertical structure of PREC is an order different from the present. The vertical flux components have been as follows:

- Uncertainty of the parameterization used for the vertical transient eddy heat flux.
- Uncertainty of the boundary layer flux which cannot be measured.
- Non-identity of earth's surface and 1000 mb level.

Hantel and Peyinghaus (1976) have grouped the various terms of eq. (3.5) in an order different from the present. The vertical flux components \( g^{-1}[\text{ws}] \), \( [HR] \), and \( [HC] \) were combined into a generalized vertical heat flux \( F_p \). Then \( F_p \) could be obtained from the first term of ADV, with \( [HR] p=0 \) as boundary condition at the top of the atmosphere. The advantage of this approach is that the three components of \( F_p \), which are caused by physically different mechanisms, represent the exact vertical net heat flux across a given atmospheric level. The deficiency of this approach is that it turns out to be highly dependent upon a reference constant \( e \), which represents the mean atmospheric heat content. In the present study this deficiency has been removed: the net advective term ADV is

\[
\frac{1}{g}[\text{ws}] + \text{RAD} = \text{PREC} \tag{6.1}
\]

The first term is small compared to the other two. This is evident at the surface (mean Bowen ratio = 0.35, see Sellers, 1965) and has been shown to apply also for the free atmosphere (Langholz, 1976). Thus it is justified to refer to the global heat budget as an approximate radiative-precipitative equilibrium. Recent studies in the tropics (e.g., Betts, 1975) hint toward a similar balance in precipitating mesoscale systems. It is hoped that the current tropical experiments, notably GATE, will further clarify the intriguing role of the atmospheric precipitation flux.
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FINE STRUCTURE OF RAINFALL SYSTEM FORMED NEAR A CYCLONE

Takao Takeda

Water Research Institute, Nagoya Univ., Nagoya

1. INTRODUCTION

Case studies of rainfall systems observed in frontal depressions in the British Isles have clarified some structural features of the systems in association with large scale three-dimensional airflow (Browning and Harrold, 1969, 1970: Browning, 1971). It is also well established that layer clouds are often found in cyclonic depressions (Lamb, 1951). Cunningham (1952) obtained the valuable information on precipitation particles in clouds formed around a cyclone by the simultaneous use of an aircraft and a ground radar. In this paper the fine structure of rainfall systems formed near cyclonic depressions, which were observed mainly using a vertically pointing radar, is described. A data processor is connected with the radar so as to study the structure quantitatively. Cases studied here are rainfall systems observed on June 6, June 22, June 28 and July 4 in rainy season ("Baiu") in 1975 at Nagoya University. All of the systems are related to rather similar synoptic situation and they are located in the northeastern part of depressions.

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF RAINFALL SYSTEM OBSERVED ON JULY 4

On July 4 we had rainfall of total amount of 117 mm from 0.00 to 9.00 at Nagoya University. Fig. 1 is the time-height cross section of Log Z averaged for 5 min, where Z is an equivalent radar reflectivity factor. The center of the cyclone is about 300 km to the southeastern side of the radar. The cross section can be divided into four periods in accordance with characteristic features of radar echoes, atmospheric electric field and rainfall shown in Fig. 3. In period I: 22.00 on July 3 to 0.40 on July 4, II: 0.40 to 2.00, III: 2.00 to 6.20, IV: 6.40 to 8.00. In I period echoes more intensive than 5 dB in Log Z are detected both at levels below 2.0 km and between 5.0 and 8.0 km. In II and III periods echoes are found continuously in the whole layer from the ground to the level higher than 7.5 km and bright band is seen clearly at the level around 4.5 km. Precipitation has a steady and persistent character. In IV period rainfall is very intensive with maximum 10 min amount of 15 mm and atmospheric electric field measured on the ground shows time variation with large amplitude. Rainfall system had large convective activity in the period. It is to be noted that echoes were observed to extend up to 12.0 km level from 2.00 to 8.00 on the A scope of the radar (not shown here).

3. GROWTH OF ICE PARTICLES

Figs. 2 and 4 are time variations of Log Z averaged for 5 min at levels of 7.4, 5.0, 4.4, 3.6 and 0.8 km and averaged vertical profiles of Log Z in periods of II, III and IV, respectively. Upper air soundings at Hamamatsu which is 90 km from Nagoya southeastward indicate that the level of 0°C is below 5.0 km on July 4 (4.5 km at 9.00). Rapid increase in Log Z from 5.0 km to 4.4 km in III period can be seen in Figs. 2 and 4. The existence of bright band implies the persistent falling of solid precipitation particles. If it can be assumed that the state is nearly steady and that downward mass fluxes are the same for certain two levels, the difference of Log Z between these levels is considered to reflect the changes in size distribution of particles and their phase (solid or liquid) in their falling. It is interesting that Log Z in III period does not show large increase downwards below melting layer, though slight increase can be found in the layer from 3.5 km to 3.0 km where raindrops would grow due to the coagulation among themselves or the capture of cloud droplets in low-level cloud. This suggests that the growth of precipitation particles is determined definitely before their melting out.

Monotonous increase in Log Z from 7.5 km to bright band in III period causes us to suppose that precipitation particles found near bright band result from the growth of particles falling from the levels higher than 7.5 km. The increase by about 26 dB in Log Z from 7.5 km to 4.4 km, which is shown in Fig. 4, means the rapid growth of ice particles due to sublimation, the capture of supercooled droplets and the coagulation among themselves. As discussed by Mason (1971), upcurrents expected in layer cloud associated with warm fronts could not supply water vapor consumed due to the growth of ice particles by sublimation, which leads to the increase more than 6 dB/km in Log Z and it could not keep the cloud to be steady with the growth of particles. Under the condition that downward mass flux does not vary through the layer of h in height, the aggregation of M ice particles into one particle in falling through
the layer causes the increase by $10 \log N$ in $10 \log Z_e$ approximately. Thus, it can be concluded that the formation of snowflakes takes place much more efficiently in III period, specially in the layer from 5.0 km to 4.4 km, than in II period. These facts are depicted in Table 1 and Fig. 5 clearly.

As mentioned above, echoes extended upto 12 km level after 2.00. These high-level echoes were detected in convective rainfall system found during the period of 6.40 to 8.20 too. It would be suggested that many ice particles are supplied from the cloud existing at high levels into the layer cloud which formed in moist air ascending frontal surface and which included much condensed water. Consequently the growth of particles due to sublimation and the aggregation among themselves occurred very efficiently in the layer cloud. Ice particles at high levels might originate from the top of convective cloud found in IV period. We could not verify these processes at present. Precipitation mechanism related to the supply of ice particles from high-level cloud into layer clouds at middle level would be an interesting problem to be studied quantitatively. The efficient formation of snowflakes is suggested in all of layer clouds which were observed on June 6, June 22 and June 28.

4. BREAKING OF MELTING PRECIPITATION PARTICLES

Though breaking processes of precipitation particles in the melting layer have been studied by Ohtake (1969) and Lhermitte and Atlas (1963), it has not been made clear whether or not it occurs in the layer. Present quantitative analyses on radar reflectivity factor indicate that the occurrence of breaking can be inferred from vertical gradients of $10 \log Z_e$ above and below the central level of bright band.

Each point in Fig. 6 means the relationship between vertical gradients along each streak which has nearly the same echo intensity at the level by 0.2 km higher than the center of bright band. We can see that the relationships have a tendency to be grouped in the area of positive or negative inclination depending upon the period from which streaks are selected. It can be said from simple discussion based on radar equation (not shown here) that in the period including only streaks in which no breaking occurred, points are grouped in the area of positive inclination and in the period in which streaks includig breaking process are also mixed, the group of negative inclination is realized. Further it was inferred that in the latter a melting particle breaks into rather small number of fragments, not many droplets.
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Figure 1  Time-height cross section of $10 \log Z_e$ in unit of dB (upper figure) and time variation of atmospheric electric field (lower figure) during the period of 22.00 on July 3 to 9.00 on July 4. Ordinate in the lower figure is drawn in arbitrary unit.

Figure 2  Time variations of $10 \log Z_e$ (dB) at levels of 7.4, 5.0, 4.4, 3.6 and 0.8 km.

Table 1  Averaged values of $10 \log Z_e$ (dB) at levels of 7.4, 5.0, 3.6 and 0.8 km, and at the central level of bright band in II, III and IV periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>7.4</th>
<th>5.0</th>
<th>3.6</th>
<th>0.8</th>
<th>central level of bright band</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.40 - 2.00</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>2.00 - 6.20</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>6.40 - 8.20</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3 Time variation of 10 min rainfall amount measured at Nagoya University.

Figure 4 Typical examples of averaged vertical profiles of 10 log Ze (dB) in II, III and IV periods.

Figure 5 Time variations of 10 log Ze (dB) at levels of 3.6, 5.0 and 6.2 km and the differences between 10 log Ze at these levels in II and III periods.

Figure 6 Relationships between vertical gradients of 10 log Ze above and below the central level (drawn B.B.) of bright band on June 28. Abscissa and ordinate are the differences between 10 log Ze at B.B. and at the level higher by 0.2 km than B.B. and between 10 log Ze at B.B. and at the level lower by 0.4 km than B.B. respectively.
INTERPRETATION OF FOIL IMPACTOR IMPRESSIONS OF WATER AND ICE*

C. A. Knight, N. C. Knight, W. W. Grotewold, and T. W. Cannon
National Hail Research Experiment
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Boulder, Colorado 80303

1. INTRODUCTION

Foil impactors, devices by which thin, metal foil is exposed on aircraft to impacts of hydrometeors, have been in use for several years (e.g., Brown, 1958; Duncan, 1966; Cornford, 1966). Several determinations of the functional relation between raindrop size and imprint size have been made, of which the latest is by Sheeter and Russ (1970). The use of the foil impactor in the past has been largely limited to clouds containing rain, snow and small graupel, and investigators have expressed confidence that these forms of precipitation can be distinguished by the nature of the impressions produced on the foil (e.g., Miller et al., 1967; Church et al., 1975).

The use of a foil impactor on the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology T-28, an aircraft armored to enable penetration through hailstorms (Sand and Schleusener, 1974), has extended the range of use of the instrument. The T-28 has been used in the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE), one early objective of which was to evaluate the Soviet accumulation zone model of hail formation (Sulakvelidze et al., 1967). In this model, hail is thought to grow within zones of high concentrations of large, supercooled water drops balanced in fairly strong updrafts. It was therefore very important to make unequivocal determination of the phase of precipitation within hailstorms, and interpretation of impressions on foil was almost the only means available during the early stages of NHRE. Reported data on the T-28 penetrations (May, 1974; Musil et al., 1976) include the results of these interpretations. Liquid water drops of several-millimeter size were reported to exist at -10 to -15°C within the storms, though not in the large concentrations claimed for accumulation zones.

Because of the very great importance of firmly establishing the presence of large, supercooled water drops (their presence or absence might have a large impact upon the possibilities of hail suppression by seeding with ice nuclei), an attempt to "calibrate" the interpretation of the foil impressions has been made.

2. THE INSTRUMENT

The possibility of using a crossbow to achieve the impact velocities needed for calibration arose in discussion between T. Kyle, W. Sand and C. Knight. (We have since learned that crossbows were used at CSIRO in Australia for similar purposes.) The instrument was designed, constructed, and made operational by W. Grotewold and T. Cannon. A crossbow manufactured by "Dave Benedict Crossbows," Chatsworth, California, was used, with a special, 200 lb. pull bow, an extra 4.3 cm. spacer between the bow and the stock, and a specially made, light weight arrow (11.5 grams), to achieve a velocity between 90 and 95 m/sec. Without the spacer and with a 30 gram arrow, speeds of 60 to 65 m/sec. were attained. The arrow is fitted with attachments so that it travels down a "track" consisting of two, tightly strung piano wires. A serious problem was stopping the arrow in a reasonable distance without destroying it. This was accomplished by mounting fairly stiff brushes beneath the track and placing riders on the track itself in the path of the arrow.

A small section of the curved, grooved backing (38 mm radius; 250 microns groove spacing; 14 x 20 mm area) is attached midway along the length of the arrow, extending upwards. The target -- a water drop or ice particle -- is suspended on a thread in such a position that the small section of foil impactor hits it while traveling at its maximum velocity. The velocity is measured by a stroboscopic technique.

3. RESULTS

Two sets of experiments have been done. One, with the early version capable of 60-65 m/sec., was done at the Elk Mountain Laboratory of the University of Wyoming. The other, at 90-95 m/sec., was done at NCAR. A systematic size calibration has not been completed because, as pointed out by Sheeter and Russ (1970), the exact calibration probably depends upon the details of the aerodynamics, and these are not precisely duplicated in the experiment. The front of the aircraft version of the foil impactor is

* This research was performed as part of the National Hail Research Experiment, managed by the National Center for Atmospheric Research and sponsored by the Weather Modification Program, Research Applications Directorate, National Science Foundation.
much larger than the 20 x 14 mm section mounted on the arrow. The interpretation of the different kinds of imprints was the major purpose, and the results are as follows:

a) An impact with a particle tends to mold the foil locally into the grooves in the backing plate. Another feature that is sometimes present and sometimes not is a ridge in the foil surrounding the imprinted portion. The presence of such a raised rim has been used as partial evidence of phase, the idea being that liquid spreads out upon impact, pushing up this rim, whereas ice does not. A first result of the present work is to establish that the rim reflects the looseness of the foil over the backing, not the nature of the impacting particle. Such rims never form when the foil is tight, and always form when it is loose. In the experiments the looseness was nearly impossible to control, since it was influenced by aerodynamic and other factors. The looseness usually varied over the foil area, often giving partial rims. Our impression is that the same is true on the airborne foil impactor, though more work needs to be done on that.

b) The types of particles used in the experiments were liquid drops, frozen drops, partially frozen drops, dry rime and compacted snow, soaked rime and compacted snow (slush), and a few natural, small graupel. Types of imprints are shown in the figures. Regarding identification of the nature of the particles, we conclude that distinction between liquid drops, solidly frozen drops, and spherical, very slushy particles (as one gets immediately upon nucleating a drop supercooled to -10°C) is difficult and often impossible. The ice impressions sometimes had a somewhat more ragged edge, but sometimes did not. The molding of the foil into the grooves was uniform and even in all of these cases. Evidently the impact energy is sufficient to crush the solid ice completely, and cause it to behave much like a liquid.

Distinction between rime, including slushy rime, and these above particles is unequivocal, both by imprint shape and by uneven borders and uneven molding of the grooves.

c) A few natural graupel of one to two mm. size were fastened on the thread and impacted against the foil at 60-65 m/sec. Their density was not measured, but they were the heavily rimed but very light graupel found in winter snowstorms. They left virtually no imprint on the foil, though the thread itself made a clear impression.

4. CONCLUSION

We conclude that rime particles may be distinguished from water drops by the nature of the impressions left on the foil, but that solid ice particles may not be distinguished with certainty from liquid drops except when they have distinctly non-spherical shapes. The previous interpretations of foil data within hailstorms are subject to this amount of uncertainty.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: The scale in all figures is given by the 250 micron groove spacing. Figs. 1 and 2 are impressions of a frozen drop and a liquid drop, impacted at between 90 and 95 m/sec. Figs. 3 and 4 show a liquid and a frozen drop impacted at between 60 and 65 m/sec. Figs. 5-8 are all 60-65 m/sec: 5 is a liquid drop impacted on loose foil, 6 on tight foil, showing the influence on the development of a rim; 7 is a piece of rather hard rime, showing the uneven impressions, and 8 is the very slight imprint of a natural, winter graupel. Note the imprint of the thread in several of the photos.
DROP-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS IN UNICELL, MULTICELL AND SQUALL LINE STORMS

F. PASQUALUCCI

National Institute for Telecommunications Research of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research Johannesburg, Republic of South Africa

1. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of drop-size distributions in rainfall have been and are being made using various types of instruments. At the beginning screens, filter paper, flour, etc., were used and one of the main disadvantages was the enormous amount of work necessary to measure the large number of raindrop spectra which are required to give a representative sample during a single rainstorm.

To overcome this problem optical and electro-mechanical distrometers have recently been developed and these devices allow the drop-size distributions to be automatically evaluated. A limitation which is common to all the above instruments is the relatively long integration time (usually one minute or more) which they require to give statistically meaningful drop-size spectra and this is due to the small volume of precipitation they can sample.

The relatively long sampling time can be a severe limitation in certain weather systems like convective thunderstorms, where the short term (of the order of seconds) variation of drop-size distributions could give important clues to the physical processes involved in the formation and evolution of rain.

A Doppler radar pointed vertically is an ideal instrument for drop-size distribution measurements because of its capability of sampling large volumes of precipitation. The main error in radar measurements at vertical incidence arises from the uncertainty in the estimate of the vertical air velocity.

The method which has yielded the greatest success in estimating vertical air velocity is the one suggested by Rogers (1964) and with this method the value of the vertical air velocity has been determined experimentally with a maximum accuracy of \( \pm 1 \text{ m sec}^{-1} \). This uncertainty in the vertical air velocity still leads to intolerably large errors in the estimate of the drop concentration as shown by Atlas and others (1973). To maintain the particle concentration errors within about \(+100\%\) to \(-50\%\) over the size range 0.5 mm to 4 mm, the value of the vertical air velocity must be estimated to better than \( \pm 0.25 \text{ m sec}^{-1} \). One way to obtain this accuracy, especially in convective storms, is to make the radar measurements at very low altitudes where, as shown by Pasqualucci (1974), the values of the vertical air velocity do not exceed \( \pm 0.25 \text{ m sec}^{-1} \). Previous radar measurements reported in the literature have been made using pulse Doppler radar systems at altitudes above 300 m and, as a result, the errors in the estimated concentration of raindrops can easily be of the order of \(-250\%\) to \(+100\%\) over the particle size range 0.5 mm to 4 mm.

This paper will discuss drop-size distributions measured in different storm systems with a 35 GHz P-N coded Doppler radar. The three dimensional reflectivity of the analysed storms was monitored with an S-band narrow-beam \((1.1^0)\) radar and their structure is representative of most of Transvaal thunderstorms. All the measurements were made at vertical incidence at a mean altitude of 19 m over rainfall rates ranging from \(1 \text{ mm hr}^{-1}\) to \(100 \text{ mm hr}^{-1}\). The time interval between the measurements was 10 sec and the integration time was also 10 sec.
To estimate the raindrop concentration the correct Mie backscattering cross-section was used for drops above 0.8 mm diameter because, at the radar operating wavelength of 8.6 mm, the Rayleigh scattering approximation is not valid anymore.

2. PARAMETERISATION OF DROP-SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS

Drop-size distributions are usually represented graphically as a histogram of the number of drops $N(D)$ per unit volume and for a certain diameter interval versus the drop diameter $D$. Some difficulties arise when a large number of drop-size spectra have to be compared, as in the case of the presentation of the time variations of drop-size distributions during a complete storm. One method is to plot successive distributions in a slanting parallel perspective manner to obtain a type of three-dimensional representation in two dimensions. For a more detailed analysis the raindrop concentration $N(D)$ can also be plotted versus time for different drop diameters $D$. Both these methods have the disadvantage of not giving a simple quantitative description of the drop-size distribution spectra.

In this investigation the measured drop-size distributions will be parameterised using an exponential model of the form:

$$N(D) = N_0 e^{-\Lambda D}$$

(2.1)

The parameters $N_0$ and $\Lambda$ of expression (2.1) are varied so that the water content $W$, the radar reflectivity factor $Z$, and the rainfall rate $R$ of the parameterised distribution are least square fitted to $W$, $Z$ and $R$ calculated from the measured drop-size spectra. The non-linear least square fitting computer program used in this parameterisation is based on a modification by Fletcher (1971) of the Lavenberg-Marquardt technique. Given a set of equations:

$$Fi(x) = 0$$

for $i = 1, 2, 3, \ldots, m$ (2.2)

$$x = (x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_n)^T$$

and given the initial values for $x$, the program attempts to solve the equations to a given accuracy. It does this by adjusting the values of $x$ so that the following error criterion $\phi$ is a minimum:

$$\phi = \sum_{i=1}^{m} [Fi(x)]^2$$

(2.3)

This is achieved by setting up and solving the so-called normal equations:

$$(J^T J + \lambda I) \delta \xi = -J^T F$$

(2.4)

for the corrections $\delta \xi$ to $\xi$ on an iterative basis. $J$ is the Jacobian matrix and each iteration is described by:

$$J_{ij} = \frac{\delta F_i}{\delta x_j}$$

(2.5)

$I$ is the identity matrix and $\lambda$ is an automatically adjusted constant which controls the convergence of the process. When $\lambda$ is small, the method approximates the Gaussian-Newton method, and when $\lambda$ is large the method approximates the steepest descent approach.

Besides certain control parameters, two computer subroutines must be provided. These subroutines calculate respectively:

(a) The $F_i(x)$ at each stage.

(b) The coefficients of the normal equations, that is $J^T J$ and $-J^T F$, at each stage.

In the particular application of model fitting, the $F_i(x)$ would include the residual values which are the difference between calculated and measured values.

The equations used in this parameterisation are derived from the expression which defines the water content $W$, radar reflectivity factor $Z$ and rainfall rate $R$ for an exponential distribution whose parameters are $N_0$ and $\Lambda$.

The expressions are the following:

$$W = -\frac{\pi}{6} \int_{0}^{\infty} N_0 D^3 e^{-\Lambda D} dD$$

(2.6)

$$Z = \int_{0}^{\infty} N_0 D^6 e^{-\Lambda D} dD$$

(2.7)

$$R = -\frac{\pi}{6} \int_{0}^{\infty} V(o) N_0 D^3 e^{-\Lambda D} dD$$

(2.8)

The three quantities $W$, $Z$ and $R$ can be expressed now as a function of $N_0$ and $\Lambda$. In the case of $R$ the fall speed used is given by expression (2.9):

$$V(D) = 10.44 - 11.5 e^{-0.6D}$$

(2.9)

Equations (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8) can then be solved and written as:
\[ W = \frac{R^{(4)}}{A^4} \quad \text{No} = \frac{\pi}{6} \quad \text{No} = \frac{\pi}{A^4} \quad (2.10) \]
\[ Z = \frac{R^{(7)}}{A} \quad \text{No} = \frac{720}{A} \quad (2.11) \]
\[ R = \frac{\pi}{6} \left[ \frac{10.44 \text{No}^{3/4} - 11.15 \text{No}^{3/4}}{A^{1/4}} \right] \quad (2.12) \]

The units used in equations (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) are:
- \( W \) in \( m^3 \cdot m^{-3} \)
- \( Z \) in \( mm^3 \cdot m^{-3} \)
- \( R \) in \( mm \cdot hr^{-1} \)
- \( \text{No} \) in \( m^{-3} \)
- \( A \) in \( mm^{-1} \)

It should be noted that the equation for \( R \) is valid for the fall speed law given in expression (2.9) which is for an altitude of 2000 m above sea level. Equations (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12) are the ones used in the parameterization program.

3. DROP-SIZE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS

The radar measurements of drop-size distributions were made in three different storms whose structure is representative of most of Transvaal thunderstorms. The first storm (storm C) was a unicell storm and it developed in the afternoon of the 3rd March 1972. The S-band radar observations showed that this storm was one of two isolated stationary storms. It grew from 70 km² to 250 km², an increase by a factor of 3.5 which took place in a 20 minute period, ending at 14h26. It shrank back to its original size during the next half an hour and moved about 5 km to the east. The development and the shrinkage seemed to occur concentrically about the original echo and it always remained a monocell storm.

The second storm analysed (storm E) developed on the 22nd March 1972. It started off at 13h00 as several scattered storms 55 to 70 km south of the S-band radar station. The storms were localised along an east-west line of approximately 120 km. While the storm complex moved in a north-northeasterly direction at about 20 km hr⁻¹, new cells formed in between the older ones and merged while others dissipated. It looked like the development of cells took place at the leading edge of the squall line, mainly on the left end of the line and occasionally also on the right end. The squall line reached its maximum east-west extension of about 170 km around 16h30 and at about 17h20 it started to dissipate and split up into individual clusters of relatively light precipitation.

The third storm (storm B) started to develop at about 13h45 on the 2nd March 1973. It moved steadily ESE at about 30 km hr⁻¹, remaining fairly average in size and multicellular. An hour later it started to grow mainly on the right flank by forming new storms there. New cells also formed within the mother complex and along the leading edge which, at certain times, advanced at about 60 km hr⁻¹. In general, cells moved in an ENE direction at 35-40 km hr⁻¹. Storm tops were between 8 km and 10 km, and very seldom they went up to 10.5 km.

The 35 GHz Doppler radar started measuring at vertical incidence at 16h11 in storm B, at 14h20 in storm C and at 16h02 in storm E. For each storm the derived drop-size distributions were used to compute various rainfall parameters like the rainfall rate \( R \), the radar reflectivity factor \( Z \) and the median volume diameter \( D_0 \). The following \( Z-R \) and \( D_0-R \) mean relationships were derived for every storm using a least square fit method:

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{Storm C} & & Z = 224 R^{1.27} \\
\text{Storm B} & & Z = 167 R^{1.46} \\
\text{Storm E} & & Z = 215 R^{1.34} \\
\text{Storm C} & & D_0 = 0.45 R^{0.38} \\
\text{Storm B} & & D_0 = 0.76 R^{0.24} \\
\text{Storm E} & & D_0 = 0.71 R^{0.28} 
\end{align*} \]

In the above expressions \( D_0 \) is in \( mm \), \( R \) in \( mm \cdot hr^{-1} \) and \( Z \) in \( mm^3 \cdot m^{-3} \). For each data point the following two quantities are calculated:

\[ \Delta R = R - R_c \quad (3.7) \]
\[ \Delta D_0 = D_0 - D_0_c \quad (3.8) \]

Where \( R_c \) and \( D_0_c \) are derived from the mean relationships using the measured radar reflectivity factor and rainfall rate, and \( R \) and \( D_0 \) are the measured rainfall rate and median volume diameter respectively.

The drop-size spectra are parameterised as discussed in paragraph (2) and the two quantities \( \text{No} \) and \( \Lambda \) are calculated. In order to analyse the time variation of the drop-size distributions, \( \text{No} \), \( \Lambda \) and \( R \) are plotted versus time and shown in Fig. (3.1), Fig. (3.3) and Fig. (3.5) for storm C, B and E respectively. The quantities \( \Delta R \) and \( \Delta D_0 \) are also plotted versus time to study their correlation and the graphs are shown in Fig. (3.2), Fig. (3.4) and Fig. (3.6).
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The following can be deduced by looking at the data from storms C, B and E:

(a) There is no correlation between No and $\Lambda$ except for parts of storm B where the highest values of No are correlated with the highest values of $\Lambda$.

(b) No shows larger variations in the unicell and multicell storm than in the squall line.

(c) $\Delta R$ shows some meaningful correlation with $-\Delta D_o$. This correlation is stronger for storms C and B than for storm E.

(d) When $\Delta R$ and $-\Delta D_o$ are correlated and $\Delta R$ is positive and $-\Delta D_o$ is negative, No has a high value indicating a high concentration of the population of small drops. When the opposite happens ( $\Delta R$ negative and $-\Delta D_o$ positive), No assumes a low value indicating a low concentration of the population of small drops.

The correlation between $\Delta R$ and $-\Delta D_o$ indicates that the variation of the small drops population ($D < \sim 1$mm) is a cause of part of the deviation of the data points from the mean Z-R relationship. The high variability of No, especially in storms C and B, could be caused by the bigger drops breaking up or by the drops being sorted either by a time-variable vertical air velocity or by shear. If the break-up mechanism is the main cause, this could indicate the presence of severe turbulence, steep changes of the electric field in the atmosphere, lightning or a combination of these factors. It should be mentioned that, in the case of the squall line storm, a vertical air velocity shear of $9.3 \times 10^{-2} \text{sec}^{-1}$ was indeed observed at an altitude between 300 m and 450 m. This kind of shear, which only lasted for a short time (about two minutes) could easily be the cause of some of the sudden jumps in the value of No which have been observed.

The above discussion clearly shows that a vertically pointing Doppler radar with the capability of observing targets at short range and with high range resolution, can be a very useful experimental tool for thunderstorm research. The possible investigations include drop-size distribution measurements with a good degree of accuracy and the determination of vertical air velocity profiles. This type of experiments should contribute to increase our knowledge of the complex physical processes involved in the formation and evolution of rain.
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Fig 3.2 ΔR and ΔD₀ versus time for storm C

Fig 3.3 N₀, A and R versus time for storm B
Fig 3.4 $\Delta R$ and $\Delta D_o$ versus time for storm B

Fig 3.5 $N_o$, $A$ and $R$ versus time for storm E

Fig 3.6 $\Delta R$ and $\Delta D_o$ versus time for storm E
1. INTRODUCTION

The development of rain in warm cumulus clouds is believed to occur due to the condensation and stochastic coalescence of cloud droplets. The characteristics of the drop size distribution which are essential for this process are controlled mainly by vapor condensation. The size distribution and the physico-chemical properties of condensation nuclei may play an essential role in this last process. The sufficiently complete and accurate description of the droplet growth by condensation on hygroscopic nuclei is difficult to incorporate in a cloud model with a sophisticated cloud dynamics. In order to describe adequately the process of rain formation as a whole from the activation of cloud nuclei to the growth of raindrops we have used the simple one-dimensional cloud model with a fixed air-flow. The process of rain formation and the dependence of rain characteristics on the nuclei size distribution and on soluble matter content of nuclei are studied within the framework of this model.

2. THE CLOUD MODEL

The cloud formed in a steady updraft with the given vertical velocity profile is considered. The characteristics of the cloud are assumed to be uniform within any horizontal level of the cloud and depend on the vertical coordinate only. The model incorporates the activation of condensation nuclei, the condensational growth and stochastic coalescence of cloud drops, the breakup of large raindrops, the mixing of the cloud with the surrounding atmosphere and the drop sedimentation. The drop size distribution $F_r(\tau, z)$ formed by all these processes in the cloud was calculated where $\tau$ is the drop radius, $z$ the vertical coordinate.

Firstly the droplet size distribution $F_r(\tau, z)$ formed by condensation on hygroscopic nuclei spectrum was calculated using the Lagrangian framework. An ascending uniform cloud volume is considered. It is assumed that the surrounding air containing condensation nuclei is entrained in the cloud volume and uniformly mixed with the cloudy air. The influence of mixing on a droplet size distribution is simulated in such a manner as Mason and Chien (1962) have done. The profiles of the temperature $T(z)$, air density $\rho(z)$, vapor supersaturation $\delta(z)$, and droplet spectrum $\Phi_r(\tau, z)$ are calculated using the balance equations for water vapor and heat, hydrostatic equation and equations for the droplet concentration and radius change rate. The profiles of the vertical velocity $u_1(z)$, entrainment rate $K_1(t/MdM/dz)$ ($M$ is the air mass in the cloud volume), parameters of the atmosphere and condensation nucleus spectra are assumed to be known values in the calculations. The nuclei size distributions are used in the discrete form. From 30 to 60 nucleus classes are used for the interval 0.016 $\mu m \leq \tau_n \leq 10 \mu m$ where $\tau_n$ is the nucleus radius, and from 10 to 20 classes for giant nuclei ($1 \leq \tau_n \leq 10 \mu m$).

It should be noted that the techniques employed in the calculation of the condensation droplet growth eliminates numerical spreading of droplet spectra.

Then the drop size distribution $F_r(\tau, z)$ formed by the all abovementioned processes is determined by the stationary method. The droplet size distribution $F_r(\tau, z)$ formed by condensation is used as the initial distribution.

The equation for the change rate of the drop size distribution is expressed in terms of the drop mass distribution $f(x, \tau, t)$ as (Takahashi, 1973)

$$ \frac{df}{dt} = - \frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \left[ (\rho_0 - \rho(\tau)) \frac{f}{\rho(\tau)} \right] + \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial \tau^2} - K_1(t) \frac{\partial f}{\partial \tau} - \frac{\tau}{\tau_0} \left[ \int f(x') K(x-x') \rho(x') dx' \right] \frac{\partial f}{\partial \tau} + \int f(x') Q(y, x') P(y) dy \frac{\partial f}{\partial \tau} - f(x) P(x) = \int f(y) Q(y, x') P(y) dy \int (1)$$

where $t$ is time, $x$ the drop mass, $\nu_0$ the terminal fall velocity, $\rho$ the turbulent diffusion coefficient, $K_1(t)$ the entrainment rate, $K(x, y) = \delta(x-y) \rho(\tau_0 - \tau)$, $\tau_0$, $\tau$ are the collision efficiency, $x_0$ and $x_m$ are the smallest and the largest mass considered respectively, $P(x)$ is the breakup proba-
probability of a drop with mass \( x \) in \( is, \ Q(y,x) \), the mass distribution of drops produced by disintegration of a drop with mass \( y \).

Boundary and initial conditions are expressed as

\[
f(x,z,0) = f_0(x,z) \quad (2)
\]

\[
\left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial z} \right)_{z=0} = 0 \quad (3)
\]

\[
f(x,z_o,t) = f_o(x,z) \quad (4)
\]

\[
f(x,z,0) = 0 \quad (5)
\]

where \( 0 \leq z \leq z_h \), \( z_h \) are the cloud base and the cloud top levels respectively, \( f_0 = f(dz/dx) \). The condition (4) is formulated for the droplets moving upward.

The problem (1)-(5) is solved with the following approximate method. In the course of solution the values of the condensational growth operator \( G \) are compared with those of the stochastic coalescence integrals \( C \). The distribution \( \varphi \) is equalled to the droplet distribution \( f_0 \) formed by condensation for the mass range \( x < x_a \) satisfying \( G > C \). The equation (1) is solved without operator \( G \) for the mass range \( x \cdot x_a \) satisfying \( G < C \).

In this way, the steady-state source of large drops with masses \( x > x_a \) is provided. The large drop size distribution formed by stochastic coalescence, drop breakup and drop sedimentation in the updraft is found. It is clear that the techniques employed underestimate the large drop concentration to the certain extent. However, the influence of the stochastic coalescence on the droplet size distribution in the mass range \( x < x_a \) and that of condensation in the range \( x > x_a \) were found to be relatively weak for the considered cases of numerical simulation.

The equation (1) was transformed following Berry and Reinhardt (1974). A logarithmic scale with mass in terms of a parameter \( f \) is used: \( \tilde{x} = x \cdot x_a \cdot \exp[(f-1)/M_\varphi] \). The size distribution \( f \) is replaced by the distribution \( \varphi \) using the expression \( x \cdot f(dx) = \varphi(d\tilde{x}) \). The drop size scale was divided into 61 units and had a minimum radius of \( 4 \mu m \) and a maximum radius of \( 4 \ mm \).

The values for collision efficiency \( \varphi \) were assumed to be equal to one computed by Klett and Davis (1973) for drop radii \( \tau \leq 70 \mu m \) and equal to 1 for drop radii \( \tau > 70 \mu m \). The instantaneous breakup was assumed to occur for drops with radii \( \tau > 3564 \mu m \) (\( f \geq 60 \)). The \( Q(g,v) \) expression was taken according to Srivastava (1971). The equation (1) was integrated numerically by a finite difference method. The procedure used is based on the conservative second-order scheme. The stochastic coalescence integrals were calculated using the Berry and Reinhardt (1974) method. The space increment \( \Delta \) was \( 100-200 \ m \), and the time increment \( \Delta t \) was 5 s.

3. CLOUD PARAMETERS

The cloud depth \( H \) was assumed to be 1.5 km, 2 km and 3 km, and the cloud base level \( z_b = 1 \ km \). The maximum updraft was assumed to be ranging from 2.5 m/s to 5 m/s at the height of \( z = z_h = 0.6 \ km \), and cloud base updraft ranging from 1 m/s to 2 m/s for the vertical velocity profiles used. The entrainment rate profiles were calculated using the given liquid water content profiles which were chosen according to the data of observations in cumuli (Bobt and Masin, 1972). The maximum liquid water content values are \( 1.3 \ gm^{-3}, 2 \ gm^{-3}, 2.4 \ gm^{-3} \) at the height of \( z = z_h = 0.8 \ km \) for the clouds having depth of 1.5 km, 2 km, 3 km, respectively. In the model cloud of 3 km depth the entrainment rate \( K_0 \) computed is \( 1.4 \times 10^{-6} \ m^{-1} \) at the cloud base, it decreases to \( 1.3 \times 10^{-6} \ m^{-1} \) at the level \( z = 0.2 \ km \) and increases sharply to 5 \times 10^{-6} m^{-1} near the cloud top. The turbulent diffusion coefficient was assumed to be 250 m^2 s^{-1}.

The temperature \( T(z) \) at the cloud base was taken to be 10°C and the atmospheric pressure \( p(z) \) at this level 900 mb.

The two types of nuclei size distributions were considered. The former is the distribution of a continental type (Andrews, 1970). The latter is the distribution of a maritime type (Berry, 1969). These distributions decrease as \( n(z) \) for \( \tau > 0.2 \mu m \) where \( \tau \) is nucleus radius. The exponent value \( \nu \) was adopted to be 4 for the maritime distribution and 4 and 5 for the continental distribution. The mass ratio \( \varphi \) of soluble (NaCl) and insoluble nucleus parts was assumed to be \( 1:0.02, 0.2, 1.0 \). The nuclei concentration decreased with a height as \( n(z) = n(z_0) \exp[-(z - z_0)/h] \) where \( h = 2 \ km \).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The average characteristics of the droplet size distributions formed by condensation in the model cloud are reasonably consistent with the data of observations in clouds (e.g. Borisov et al., 1961). Indeed, the concentration of droplets is \( \approx 100 \ cm^{-3} \) for the maritime model cloud and \( \approx 500-700 \ cm^{-3} \) for the continental model cloud. The concentration decreases with height in the cloud. In most cases of numerical modeling, however it may increase with height at middle levels of the model cloud because of nuclei activation due to increasing vapor supersaturation in cases of relatively high entrainment rate. The average droplet radius is \( 5-10 \ \mu m \) in the model cloud. The relative dispersion of droplet size distribution increases from 0.2 at the cloud base to 0.3-0.4 at middle levels of the model cloud.

The results of the calculations show that the size distribution of droplets...
growing by condensation on nuclei with radii $r_n > 0.5 \text{ mm}$ may be approximated as
\[ \mathcal{F}(r, z) \sim r^{-q} (1) \]

at the cloud base. The $\lambda$ values increase slightly from 1.13 to 1.29 in the ranges $0.1 \text{ ms}^{-1} < u_0 < 1.0 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ and $2.0 \text{ km} < \beta < 1.0 \text{ km}$ where $u_0$ is the updraft velocity at the cloud base, $\beta$ mass ratio of soluble and insoluble nucleic particles. In the case of $\beta = 1.0$, it was found $\lambda = 1.29$ irrespective of $u_0$. The formula (6) is valid for the droplets with radii $r > 2 \text{ mm}$.

At heights of $100 \text{ m} < z < 1.5 \text{ km}$ range the cloud base the size distribution of droplets growing on giant nuclei (with radii $r_n > 1 \text{ mm}$) are well described with the formula
\[ \mathcal{F}(r, z) \sim r^{-q}, q = \frac{5v-2}{3} (7) \]
derived by Smirnov and Sergueyev (CWMPOHOS H CEPRECE, 1973). The calculation indicates that this formula can be used in the interval of $15 \text{ mm} < r < 30-50 \text{ mm}$ for the model cloud considered. The existence of power size distribution of droplets with these radii is consistent with observations (e.g., Okita, 1961, KNOOHHH H HAKTHOB OB, 1966).

In $0 < z < 100 \text{ m}$ height range above the cloud base the size distribution of droplets growing on giant nuclei may be approximated by power functions with exponents which have values between those of (6) and (7). The exponents (6) and (7) may be used for the experimental verification of the role played by giant nuclei in the formation of cloud microstructure.

In order to elucidate the role of giant nuclei in the cloud microstructure the size distribution of droplets growing on giant nuclei were taken in the model cloud without giant nuclei. This role was estimated to be insufficient in the case of the maritime clouds with the droplet concentration $\sim 100 \text{ cm}^{-3}$. In this case droplets of $15-20 \text{ mm}$ radii which are effective in the process of stochastic coalescence grow on active ($\beta = 1.0$) nuclei with radii $r_n < 1.0 \text{ mm}$ at the relatively high supersaturation ($\theta \sim 0.3\%$). The rain develops only in the presence of giant nuclei in the cases of continental clouds with the concentration of droplets $\geq 400-500 \text{ cm}^{-3}$ when soluble matter content ($\beta = 1.2$) of nuclei is typical for continental nuclei. The rain initiated by giant nuclei in the continental cloud with the depth of $2-3 \text{ km}$ was rather weak ($0.1-6 \text{ mm h}^{-1}$). Rain intensities increase with the increase in the cloud depth, giant nuclei concentration and soluble matter content of nuclei. For example, the rain intensity at the cloud base was $0.12 \text{ mm h}^{-1}$, $1.6 \text{ mm h}^{-1}$, $4.3 \text{ mm h}^{-1}$ for $\beta = 0.02$, $0.2$, $1.0$ respectively in the $3 \text{ km}$ depth continental cloud. The rain does not develop in the continental cloud with the depth of $1.5 \text{ km}$ because of insufficient development of the stochastic coalescence.

The size distributions $\mathcal{F}(r, z)$ of large drops decrease monotonically with the drop radius $r$ in the cases of the weak coalescence development in the model cloud when the rain does not form. The distributions $\mathcal{F}(r, z)$ can be approximated with power functions $\mathcal{F} \sim r^{-q}$ for $r > 50 \text{ mm}$ where $q = 3.7-10.6$, and decreases with $\theta$. These results are in agreement with the data of observations of large drop distributions in warm clouds (e.g., Okita, 1961, KOHOKOB, 1966).

In the case of the rain a secondary mode of the drop size distribution occurs at the middle and upper levels of the continental cloud in $600-1600 \text{ mm}$ radius range due to drop sedimentation. The large drop size distributions can be well approximated with power functions $\mathcal{F} \sim r^{-q}$ ($q = 2.4-4.48$) at the upper levels of these clouds.

The results of calculations show that large drop concentration is $\sim 50 \text{ m}^{-3}$ for drop of radii $r > 125 \text{ mm}$ at the upper levels of the continental cloud with the depth of $2 \text{ km}$. The concentration of such drops reaches $550 \text{ m}^{-3}$ in the cloud with the depth of $3 \text{ km}$. Klazura (1971) observed the concentration of large drops ($r > 125 \text{ mm}$) in the upper regions of warm cumuli over southeastern Texas. He found that the average concentration was $43 \text{ m}^{-3}$ in clouds having the depth of $1.5-2.3 \text{ km}$ and $804 \text{ m}^{-3}$ in clouds $\geq 3 \text{ km}$ studied during 1969. We see that the calculated concentrations are consistent with these data. The principal characteristic of these latter is a quite gradual decrease of cloud depth on the concentrations of large drops. According to the calculations these concentrations depend sufficiently not only on the cloud depth but on the vertical velocity, the nuclei size spectrum and nuclei activity too.

The preceeding comparisons of the calculation results with the data of observations in clouds demonstrate our model of the rain formation process to be realistic.

In summary, the present study shows that the formation of large drops and raindrops is probably controlled by condensation nuclei within different nuclei size ranges in warm cumuli of different types. The nuclei with radii $r_n < 1 \text{ mm}$ can play the main role in this process in typical maritime clouds with low concentrations of relatively large cloud droplets. On the other hand, in typical continental clouds with numerous cloud droplets the large drop formation can be controlled by giant nuclei. It is obvious that in intermediate type clouds with small depths the giant nuclei can serve as a large drop source but in such clouds with large depths this role can be played by the smaller nuclei.

The following should be noted. The freezing probability of large drops is more than that of small droplets. If the drop size spectrum does not decrease too rapidly with drop size increase, then the
presence of large drops in a cloud can promote the appearance of ice in it. According to the model calculations large drop size distributions depend on nuclei characteristics thereby the latter can play an important role in the ice initiation in cloud, in some situations at least.

Acknowledgment. I wish to thank Dr. V.I. Smirnov for fruitful discussions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many scientists have been attracted to high rainfall in Hawaii (Fig. 1). In Hawaii, very moist air in the lower layers and the rapid transition from moist to dry air within a few hundred meters at around 2 km characterizes the trade wind humidity profile. In summer time there is no frontal passage from high latitude, but it rains very frequently (Fig. 2) and inversion height which will determine the cloud depth varies day to day.

In this paper, the rainfall in Hilo during August is classified in terms of the character of the inversion. Upper cyclonic cell and vortex are emphasized to modify the character of the inversion in the Pacific.

Rain is typically warm rain type and recent cloud model showed that giant nuclei do not contribute for rain development although they are important for chemical balance. After maximum rainfall intensity versus inversion height is compared with cloud model, discussion extends to the role of ice crystals in precipitation and the intensification of electricity in maritime cloud.

II. SUMMER RAIN IN HILO, HAWAII

Continuous recordings of rainfall and electric potential gradients in August (1975) as typical of summer rain were shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 4a. Upper temperatures observed by radiosonde at Hilo, Hawaii. Slanted axis is chosen for temperature. Origin of each temperature scale at the ground is 28°C and divisions are at 10°C intervals. When the line is vertical, temperature lapse rate is 8°C km⁻¹.

Fig. 4b. Upper relative humidities observed by radiosonde at Hilo (thick solid lines — relative humidity, thin solid lines — temperature).

When the inversion was strong and shallow (1.5 km on the 5th in the afternoon), there was no rain. A shallow inversion around 2 km corresponds to morning rain (5th) and evening rain (26th). When the inversion was higher, light rain also fell in the late morning (24th). Daytime heavy rain occurred when the trade wind cloud deepened. Northerlies and southerlies at cloud level corresponded to less rain, especially during the daytime (28th and 9th), and even when the inversion was weak.

Double inversion corresponded to light but continuous rain (15th). When the inversion is shallow, cloud development is affected by local circulation. In the early morning, cool and dry air is accumulated over the ocean in the lower level to a distance of 15 km from the shore by the land breeze. Cloud develops there and moves successively landward and dissipates shortly after crossing the coast with drizzle (Cessna observation of temperature and humidity, Fig. 5a).

Fig. 5a. Potential temperature (thick line) and water vapor pressure (thin line) in morning. Sounding was done by small spiral climbing of Cessna at positions shown by arrows. Sounding times were shown below each arrow. "B" stands for the location of cloud band. Inversion layer shaded.

Fig. 5b. Potential temperature (thick line) and water vapor pressure profiles (thin line) in afternoon.

During the daytime (Fig. 5b), sea breeze is intensified by land heating and dry air is introduced from the inversion layer near the coast at a height of 1 km. Less rain during the day might be due to the existence of subsiding dry air near the shore. In the late afternoon, as the land is cooled, this dry air region disappears. Then clouds over the ocean will reach the coast without strong modification, even in the daytime.

Wind direction also affects rainfall in Hilo. Hilo is the lee side when northerly and southerly prevail.

When there is a double inversion, clouds develop at each inversion. Drizzle will be seeded from altocumulus to lower cumulus. The precipitation process will be more efficient and the cumulus will rain out without strong vertical development.

Inversions in summer are affected by two causes. One is by upper cyclonic circulation and the other is by vortex.

Upper wind profile is shown in Fig. 6. Two large upper cyclones moving toward the west hit Hilo on the 3rd and on the 19th (Fig. 7). Weak upper cyclone is also seen on the 13th. All the circulation extended down to 4 km. The upper
circulation was preceded and followed by small anticyclonic cells at middle troposphere (3 - 5 km). At each cell passage, winds in the cloud layer change appreciably and the inversion was modified.

Another cause of inversion modification is by vortex. On the 17th, a cyclonic vortex was located south of the island and the easterlies were observed from the surface to 10 km. Cloud developed high and produced heavy rain during daytime in Hilo (Photos la and lb).

Fig. 6. Upper winds observed by radiosonde at the Airport Weather Station, Hilo, Hawaii.

Fig. 7. Streamlines. a: 250mb

III. WARM RAIN AND CLOUD MODEL

Electric potential gradient changes to negative during the rain and this characterizes the warm rain (Takahashi, 1975a). Development of warm rain was studied in time dependent cylindrical model (Ogura and Takahashi, 1973), to simulate the raindrop formation from cloud nuclei. The size range of particles is from 0.03 µm to 3.25 mm in radius. The mean salt amount of each drop was kept track of during cloud development and nuclei-drop interactions such as diffusiophoresis, thermostoresis and Brownian motion were included in calculation. Kovetz and Olund's scheme (1969) was used for condensation process (Egan and Mahoney's scheme, 1972, also reached the same conclusion), and Berry's scheme (1967) for collection process. Rain developed within 40 minutes. Drop distribution was shown in Fig. 9a. Drops grow by condensation up to 20 µm in radius and then grow by collecting process. In the calculation, giant nuclei (>10 µm) was removed, but the mode of drop development did not change significantly (Fig. 9b) although mean salt mass of raindrops is one order less than in the case including giant nuclei.

While giant nuclei are important for chemical balance during cloud development (Fig. 9a), they are not important for warm rain development. Instead, cloud droplet concentration seems to be a more critical factor in initiating warm rain (Fig. 9b).
Fig. 9a. Particle and drop density profile (solid line) and salt content of those particles and drops (dashed line) at $T = 50$ min. Number at solid line shows the drop density is expressed at $10^9 \text{m}^{-3}$ and when salt content is expressed as $10^{-3}$ g. Maritime case.

Fig. 9b. Same as Fig. 8a except no giant nuclei.

Fig. 9a. Salt content in rain water at the ground, with and without giant nuclei.

Fig. 8a. Particle and drop density profile (solid line) and salt content of those particles and drops (dashed line) at $T = 50$ min. Number at solid line shows the drop density is expressed at $10^9 \text{m}^{-3}$ and when salt content is expressed as $10^{-3}$ g. Maritime case.

Fig. 8b. Total rainfall as a function of total number of cloud nuclei which have a potential to form cloud droplets (solid line). Dashed line shows the maximum supersaturation ratio in the cloud during entire cloud life.

Maximum rainfall intensity observed in Hilo during the summer of 1975 was analyzed by reference to inversion height (Fig. 10). The large variation of data observed will be due to the large rainfall gradients within showers. An edge of a shower often will hit Hilo. If this is so, only maximum rainfall intensity at each inversion height would be meaningful.

It rains when the inversion is higher than 1.8 km and higher rainfall intensity is observed with higher inversion. When the inversion height is 2.5 km, maximum rainfall is 100 mm per hour.

Fig. 10. Maximum rainfall intensity versus inversion height during June, July, August and September, 1975. Cross mark is the maximum rainfall intensity in axisymmetric cloud model (Takahashi, 1975b).

Warm rain from relatively deep cloud was studied in axisymmetric cloud model since one-dimensional cloud model fails to include modified environment through cloud development in the deep cloud system (Takahashi, 1975b). Axisymmetric cloud model using typical sounding could simulate 90 mm per hour rainfall intensity when cloud top height is 25 km (Fig. 11a). Rain falls at cloud boundary initially, and propagates toward the center (Fig. 11b).
Fig. 11a. Rainfall intensity in the maritime case. Solid line represents rainfall intensity at the cloud center and at the 200 m point along the radial direction, dashed line at 400 m, dash-dotted line at 600 m, dash-double-dotted line at 800 m, and dotted line at 1 km.

Fig. 11b. As in Fig. 11a, except that $T = 18$ min and the solid lines (top) are added to indicate downward precipitation particles. Downdraft (thick dashed lines) is seen at the upper side of the cloud boundary (bottom).

IV. COOL RAIN IN THE TROPICS

During the winter time, several thunderstorms hit Hawaii when polar fronts pass the tropics. Snow falls on Mauna Kea (14,000 ft.) and Mauna Loa (13,600 ft.), and intense rain lasts longer. High positive potential gradient appears and both positive and negative potential gradient increase and often produce lightning (Fig. 11). Those rainfall and electrical character of cool rain has strong contrast with that of warm rain, having intense but short lived shower with weak negative potential gradient.

The existence of ice crystal will be essential to intensify the electricity although the mechanism is not yet known.

Fig. 12. Electric potential gradient (top) and rainfall intensity (bottom) from warm cloud (August 14, 1975) and from thunderstorm (December 3, 1976).
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STOCHASTIC VERSUS DETERMINISTIC HAILSTONE SELECTION MECHANISMS

Kenneth C. Young
Institute of Atmospheric Physics
University of Arizona
Tucson AZ 85721

1. INTRODUCTION

We may identify three stages in the history of a hailstone, from its initial growth to precipitation sizes, to its subsequent growth to typical hailstone sizes and its fallout. We often identify each of these stages with a particular region within the cloud although these stages may also be identified in a temporal sequence in the life cycle of a cell. The initial growth of a particle to become a "hail embryo" occurs in the "embryo formation region" (EFR); the growth to hailstone sizes occurs in the "hail growth zone" (HGZ); the fallout occurs in the "hail cascade."

The growth processes in the EFR and HGZ impose certain restrictions on permissible updraft velocities and temperatures within these regions. The necessity of transferring particles from the EFR to the HGZ and finally to the hail cascade requires that these regions be spatially or temporally adjacent. The EFR may be identified as a region of relatively weak updrafts (1-3 m/sec); the HGZ may be identified as a region of quite strong updrafts (> 10 m/sec) and must have an ample supply of supercooled water. Neither region may extend above the -40°C level where homogeneous freezing serves to remove the supercooled water.

The EFR serves to supply hail embryos (frozen drops or graupeln) to the HGZ in concentrations on the order of one per liter (e.g., Dye et al, 1974). Yet, English (1973) estimates the concentration of hailstones aloft as 0.01 to 2 per m³. Clearly, some mechanism must operate within the HGZ to select one in 10³ to 10² of the "potential" hail embryos supplied. The purpose of this paper is to identify and evaluate certain of these selection mechanisms.

2. STOCHASTIC VERSUS DETERMINISTIC SELECTION MECHANISMS

We shall introduce the concepts of a "most favored embryo" and a "most favored trajectory" within the HGZ. The most favored trajectory is that path followed by the most favored embryo during which it encounters undepleted liquid water.

If we consider a vertical plane through the HGZ, the most favored trajectory is also the lowest trajectory. All other trajectories are less favored since they pass through regions of at least partially depleted liquid water.

Given a supply of embryos to the HGZ, we might expect that the most favored embryo will become the largest hailstone (although it will be shown that this is not always true). The problem then is, what mechanisms operate to determine whether or not a particular embryo will follow a favored trajectory?

Clearly, we may expect the size and position (height) of the embryo as it enters the HGZ to influence the trajectory it will follow. The larger the embryo or the lower in the HGZ it is injected, the lower the trajectory it will follow. These selection mechanisms may be termed "deterministic" since, in principle, one may identify particular embryos by their size and location within the EFR that will become hailstones.

However, the path of a growing hailstone through the HGZ is not a smooth trajectory but is affected by turbulence within the updraft (among other effects). Turbulence has the effect of "spreading" like particles which otherwise would follow the same trajectories. Thus, the particular trajectory a particular embryo will follow has a random component due to turbulence. This random component has a feed-back effect in that a random "step" may place the particle in a region of different water content which then alters its growth and affects its fall velocity.

We may envision a large number of initially indistinguishable particles entering the HGZ. Each of these particles follows a unique trajectory, randomly determined. Some of these particles will be fortunate enough to follow trajectories close to the most favored trajectory and will grow to become hailstones. The remainder will not be so fortunate. Thus, the selection is purely random and the mechanism may be termed "stochastic."
3. MONTE CARLO HAIL GROWTH ZONE MODEL

The model used is highly simplified and designed to examine how the deterministic and stochastic selection mechanisms operate rather than to make any quantitative predictions concerning hail production in any particular hailstorm. The insight gained from this simple model however, may be applied to the formation of hail in nature.

The model is a two-dimensional (x,z), kinematic model with a uniform flow field. All cases treated in this paper assume an updraft velocity of 15 m/sec with a horizontal component of 3 m/sec. The model extends 1800 m in the vertical and 1200 m in the horizontal. Each grid square is 60x60 m. Liquid water is carried as a water content and is assumed to be adiabatic at the base of the HGZ (at -20°C) from the cloud base (at +5°C). Water saturation is assumed and vapor is condensed within the updraft accordingly. Liquid water is depleted by the hailstones, both through diffusion and accretion processes. The ice particles are assumed to be spherical and collect liquid water in a continuous fashion with a collection efficiency assumed to be one. Hailstones are assumed to incorporate unfrozen water until their heat budget allows it to freeze. The liquid water is assumed to be carried with the air; hailstones and embryos fall with a velocity calculated according to McDonald (1960).

The unique feature of this model is that a large number of discrete groups of embryos are injected into the HGZ and the path that each group follows is, in part, randomly determined. The location (x,z) of each group at each time step is known. The growth of particles within a group is determined by the liquid water content (LWC) of the grid square within which the group is residing and the temperature (and pressure) of that level. The group is then translated in space in accordance with the mean flow field, the fall velocity of its particles and a random component (u',w') based on the turbulence. Each random component is determined by random selection from a Gaussian distribution of u' and w' based on aircraft measurements of updraft velocities taken in hailstorms by Sand (University of Wyoming, private communication). The turbulence was assumed to be isotropic and u' and w' were assumed to be uncorrelated. Two intensities of turbulence were used, one corresponding to a quite smooth updraft with $\sigma = 1.17$ m/sec; the second corresponding to a fairly turbulent updraft with $\sigma = 3.71$ m/sec.

Time steps of 4 sec were used, roughly equivalent to the 5 sec averages of the measured updraft velocities. Additional sets of groups were injected every 20 sec. As many as 4000 separate groups were carried simultaneously within the model; the number of particles represented by a group ranged from 7200 to 72,000 (assuming a model thickness of one meter). The order of processing groups was reversed each time step to avoid first-order biasing of the results. The model was run until a quasi-steady-state was reached (after 400 sec) and the spectrum of particles exiting the model was determined.

4. PERFORMANCE OF THE MODEL

The model was run with very low concentrations of particles to illustrate the effect of turbulence on particle trajectories. Figure 1 demonstrates the mixing between particles of the same size ($r = 0.025$ cm, $= 0.5$ g/cm$^3$), injected at three different levels (30, 90, and 150 m). The total concentration of particles was 25 per m$^3$ in groups of 5 per m$^3$ each at each of the three levels. Although particles injected at the lowest level tend to follow the most favored trajectory, it is clear that particles initially more than 100 m above these, may also attain a most favored trajectory, even under relatively light turbulence.

Figure 2 demonstrates the tendency of particles of different sizes to follow divergent trajectories. Particles of 0.02, 0.025 and 0.03 cm radius were injected at the same three levels as above with three groups in each of the nine categories. The total particle concentration at any one level was 45 per m$^3$. It is clear that the largest particles tend to follow the most favored trajectories.

5. SELECTION BY LOCATION

In order to assess the effects of initial embryo position on its probability
of being selected to grow to hailstone sizes, embryos of a single size (0.025 cm radius, $\rho = 0.5$ g/cm$^3$) were injected at four levels (30, 90, 150 and 210 m). Two cases having total particle concentrations of 100 and 1000 per m$^3$ were examined.

The radar reflectivity and LWC fields for the 1000 per m$^3$ case are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Note the "radar overhang" in Fig. 3, the strong gradient of reflectivity in the descending echo and values of maximum reflectivity in excess of 50 dBZ. The LWC field exhibits features similar to the reflectivity field with marked depletion of LWC occurring in conjunction with the descending echo. Note that these fields are smoothed since the Monte Carlo simulation produces considerable fluctuations in these quantities.

The spectra of hailstones exiting each grid square at the lower bound of the model are shown in Fig. 5. It is clear that a size-sorting effect is present with the largest hailstones falling out closest to the injection point. The model also produces a fairly broad size spectrum from particles initially all the same size.

Selection by location was most pronounced for the 1000 per m$^3$ case. No hailstones originated from levels III or IV for the 1000 per m$^3$ with 97% originating from level I. In contrast, 44% of the hailstones originated from the top two levels for the 100 per m$^3$ case.

A much larger fraction of the embryos were selected to become hailstones in the 100 per m$^3$ case. For level I, 96% of the embryos were selected whereas only 31% were selected in the 1000 per m$^3$ case.
6. SELECTION BY SIZE

In order to assess the effects of initial embryo size on its probability of being selected, the total embryo concentration was divided equally among five size categories. Two cases (100 and 1000 per m
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) were run with radii from 0.02 to 0.029 cm for the 1000 per m

3

case and from 0.02 to 0.032 cm for the 100 per m

3

 case.

For the 1000 per m

3

 case, embryos from levels III and IV were totally eliminated from the hailfall, regardless of their initial size. The fraction of embryos selected to become hailstones and their average radii are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Fraction of Embryos Selected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>radius</th>
<th>.025</th>
<th>.026</th>
<th>.027</th>
<th>.028</th>
<th>.029</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the largest embryos tended to become the largest hailstones. Embryos originating at level II tended to be smaller and fall out further from the injection point than did embryos from level I.

For the 100 per m

3

 case, both selection by location and by initial size were less pronounced. Tables 2 and 3 present the fraction of embryos selected and their mean radii (cm) for each of the 20 categories.

Table 2. Fraction of Embryos Selected

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>.020</th>
<th>.023</th>
<th>.026</th>
<th>.029</th>
<th>.032</th>
<th>avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

avg 18% 63% 93% 100% 100% 76%

Table 3. Mean Hailstone Radius (cm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>.020</th>
<th>.023</th>
<th>.026</th>
<th>.029</th>
<th>.032</th>
<th>avg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>.485</td>
<td>.477</td>
<td>.486</td>
<td>.497</td>
<td>.504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>.482</td>
<td>.481</td>
<td>.498</td>
<td>.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>.496</td>
<td>.488</td>
<td>.485</td>
<td>.497</td>
<td>.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>.504</td>
<td>.493</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>.502</td>
<td>.509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

avg .494 .485 .486 .499 .511 .496

Although one cannot strictly compare selection by size and by location, it does seem evident that the largest embryos will tend to be selected, regardless of their initial positions, provided the size spectrum of embryos is sufficiently broad.

7. THE EFFECT OF TURBULENCE ON SELECTION

Three intensities of turbulence were examined, the light and heavy turbulence spectra as discussed in section 3 and a zero turbulence case. The latter serves to compare the results of the "stochastic" model with the commonly used "deterministic" model. In each case, total concentrations of 1000 embryos per m

3

 were used with particles of uniform size injected into the lowest four levels.

In the case of zero turbulence, the trajectories originating from different levels diverged with no overlap. Hailfall resulted only from the lowest or most favored trajectory. A small amount of numerical spreading resulted in a range of sizes with radii from 0.52 to 0.55 cm. Hailfall occurred only beyond 1080 m of the injection point compared to 950 m and 510 m for the light and heavy turbulence cases respectively. The maximum hailstone size and total number of hailstones were reduced in comparison to the light turbulence case.

Hail spectra for the heavy turbulence case are shown in Fig. 6. Although the size spectra of hailstones falling out at any grid square is much broader than for the light turbulence case, the cumulative distribution of hailstones > 0.5 cm radius is virtually identical.

8. THE BENEFICIAL COMPETITION HYPOTHESIS

The beneficial competition hypothesis for hail suppression states that the mean size of hailstones can be reduced through the introduction of additional embryos.
which then compete with the naturally occurring embryos for the supercooled water. The hypothesis assumes that the additional embryos follow trajectories similar to those followed by the naturally occurring embryos, i.e., they originate at the same location and have similar sizes. In section 5, embryos of identical sizes were injected into the lowest four levels in concentrations of 100 and 1000 per m$^3$. The 100 per m$^3$ case could be considered the "natural" case and the 1000 per m$^3$ case could be considered the "seeded" case.

The cumulative spectra (Fig. 7) reveal no substantial changes in hailfall between the natural and seeded cases. Closer examination of the results reveals that the fraction of embryos selected in the seeded case is greatly reduced. We may conclude that, provided a sufficient number of embryos are present, i.e., a number such that a noticeable depletion of LWC occurs, the number of favored trajectories is constant, given that the initial embryos sizes are unchanged. The physical reasons behind this conclusion appear to be that each trajectory depletes the LWC by a given amount. The most favored trajectory encounters the largest LWC with successively less favored trajectories encountering less and less liquid water. Once the LWC depletion is such that the trajectory cannot grow a hailstone of given size, the number of favored trajectories is defined. The number of such trajectories is independent of the total number of trajectories.

One may argue that, due to turbulence, a number of different trajectories may be equivalent, i.e., encounter an equivalent amount of liquid water. By increasing the number of embryos, the number of equivalent trajectories could be increased, thereby promoting competition between particles following equivalent trajectories. However, the feedback nature of the random step process is such that trajectories tend to diverge and equivalent trajectories would not be expected.

9. THE TRAJECTORY LOWERING HYPOTHESIS

The trajectory lowering hypothesis for hail suppression states that by increasing the sizes of the largest embryos entering the HGZ or by allowing large particles to enter the HGZ at a lower level, they will follow a lower trajectory through the HGZ. Embryos following lower trajectories will have less time to grow and will be less able to freeze their accreted water and therefore will be smaller when they exit the HGZ and more likely to melt. At the same time, they serve to deplete the liquid water reaching the region of favored trajectories that would have existed in the absence of modification.

In order to test this hypothesis, the "natural" case with 100 embryos per m$^3$ was modified by the injection of 0.05 cm radius embryos ($p = 0.9$ g/cm$^3$) in the lowest two levels. Figure 8 compares the cumulative size distributions for the natural case and a case seeded with 100 per m$^3$ of additional embryos. It is clear that a marked reduction in the numbers of large hailstones has occurred. None of the "additional" embryos grew larger than 0.45 cm radius, i.e., the reduction in hailstone size is due to the depletion of liquid water by the additional embryos. This depletion amounts to more than 1 g/m$^3$ in some regions.

It should be noted that this reduction in hailstone sizes was effected with a concomitant decrease in the efflux of liquid water, i.e., with an increase in the precipitation efficiency of the system. Of course, this does not consider the survival of these particles as precipitation.

10. DISCUSSION

It is clear that all three selection mechanisms discussed may contribute to
the selection of certain embryos to become hailstones. The initial size and location of the embryos becomes increasingly more important as the "total concentration" of embryos increases. As the concentration of embryos decreases, the stochastic selection processes become more important.

When we try to apply these results to nature, the definition of "total concentration of embryos" becomes vague. Does this refer to all the ice particles regardless of size or only to those capable of following an up-down trajectory through the HGZ in the absence of other embryos? If we examine these results more closely, we note that the relative dominance of the deterministic or stochastic selection mechanisms is more closely related to the gradient of LWC produced by the falling hailstones. The steeper the gradient, the more dominant the deterministic selection mechanisms are.

These selection mechanisms operate to select a certain number of favored trajectories, regardless of the gradient of LWC (or the "concentration" of embryos). The number of such favored trajectories is governed by the cumulative depletion of LWC that these trajectories represent. Once the LWC is so depleted that an embryo following a given trajectory cannot grow to "hailstone" sizes, the number of favored trajectories is defined. Thus, the addition of more embryos of the same size cannot significantly alter the size distribution of hail resulting from a given HGZ.

This implies that the beneficial competition hypothesis is not viable. To be sure, competition for available liquid water does occur. This competition increases the overall depletion, steepens the gradient of LWC and decreases the fraction of embryos which become hail. Unfortunately, it does not decrease the number of embryos which become hail.

The concept of trajectory lowering for hail suppression is considered a viable option. The necessary requirement of this concept is to introduce significant numbers of particles (>100 per m$^2$) that are larger than those occurring naturally. These particles will follow a lower trajectory through the HGZ, spending less time there and consequently will not grow as large as their "natural" counterparts. If present in sufficient concentrations, they may deplete the liquid water and retard the growth of the natural embryos.

Although large particles may be initiated lower in the updraft by seeding with an ice nucleant, it would seem more efficient to employ hygroscopic seeding materials (see Young and Rokicki, 1976). Such hygroscopic seeding may be considered an extension of "natural hail suppression" in clouds having relatively warm bases (see Appleman, 1959). This hail suppression method was proposed by Ludlam (1959) although his chain of reasoning was not well developed.

Certain apparent anomalies should be noted. As was pointed out in section 2, embryos following the lowest or most favored trajectories, do not always grow to the largest size. If the concentration of favored trajectories is not large, the increased time available for growth for some less favored trajectories may offset the reduced liquid water. Other apparent anomalies may be accounted for on this basis.

Although this model demonstrates deficiencies in the purely deterministic approach, it still represents only a very crude approximation to the stochastic processes operating within these clouds as they affect hail growth. Even allowing for assumptions such as a uniform mean updraft field, no electrical effects and adiabatic liquid water, the Monte Carlo simulation of the effects of turbulence is highly simplistic. It assumes that hailstones travel as discrete groups, consisting of thousands of individuals. This would correspond to turbulence of a single eddy size (i.e., no spectrum of eddy sizes). It also assumes that there is no correlation between the random components of displacement for nearby groups and no autocorrelation between these components with time. Still, even with these deficiencies, the model does illustrate a number of interesting aspects of hailstone growth.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This paper presents the results of theoretical studies designed to investigate the development of the ice phase in maritime and continental cumulus clouds. The cumulus model of Scott and Hobbs (1976) has been used; this is a one dimensional, time dependent, Eulerian model in which five different ice particle classifications interact among themselves and with cloud droplets. The ice particles include unrimed and rimed plates and columns, graupel and snowflakes. Fig. 1 illustrates the microphysical interactions considered in the model.

![Microphysical Interactions Diagram](image)

The effects of possible ice multiplication have been investigated by allowing ice splinters to be produced during riming and during the freezing of isolated drops. The results of Hallet and Mossop (1974) are used for splinter production during riming. For the freezing of isolated drops, either one or four ice splinters are assumed to be ejected from freezing drops ≥50 µm [Hobbs and Alkezweeny (1968); Pruppacher and Schlamp (1975)]. Results are also presented for "control" clouds in which ice multiplication was not included.

Cloud drops formed on specified numbers of aerosol particles defined in terms of their salt content or supersaturation spectra. Ice particles originated through the activation of deposition nuclei (which were specified by a supersaturation spectra), through the activation of freezing nuclei in supercooled droplets, and through the ice multiplication mechanisms. The same environmental sounding was used in all of the case studies; it produced a cloud base near 0°C and a cloud top near -10°C (thickness 1.5 km). The clouds were initiated with a 2°C temperature perturbation at the surface and were taken to be 0.8 km in radius. The input conditions produced droplet concentrations of about 80 cm⁻³ in the maritime cloud and about 300 cm⁻³ in the continental cloud.

2. RESULTS

2.1 Cloud Characteristics

The vertical motions and the total water contents produced for the continental and maritime clouds are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The cloud tops grow quite rapidly to a height of 2.2 km and remain near this altitude for the duration of the numerical studies (85 min.). During the first 60 min., the vertical velocities slowly decrease from an initial maximum value of 3.6 m s⁻¹. At 60 min., there is a major decrease in vertical velocities, followed by a partial velocity recovery at 70 min. and a subsequent velocity decrease after 80 min. These velocity characteristics are essentially independent of the input aerosol size distributions. The total water distributions for the continental cloud remains virtually unaffected by the velocity fluctuations, however, in the maritime cloud there are large variations in water content due to sedimentation and advection of the cloud drops in the fluctuating velocity field.

All dimensions refer to diameters.
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2.2 Drop Characteristics

During the first 60 min., the average cloud drop in both the maritime and continental cloud is generally moving upwards at about 1.5 to 2 m s⁻¹ and it has about 10 to 15 min. to participate in the condensation and coalescence growth processes. After 60 min. the lowering updraft speeds allow coalescence to proceed over longer time intervals, and in the maritime cloud drops as large as 1 mm are produced in concentrations of 0.7 m⁻³ above 1.4 km. The greater drop concentrations in the continental cloud inhibit the growth of drops to sizes large enough to participate in the coalescence process. Consequently the largest drops that develop in the continental cloud in concentrations of 1 m⁻³ are typically about 120 µm.

2.3 Graupel Sources and Characteristics

Graupel is assumed to originate when drops freeze and when the mass that a crystal acquires by riming exceeds eight times its depositional mass. All graupel is assumed to be spherical. Collisions between small ice crystals and larger cloud drops were the primary source of graupel during the first 10 min. of growth in both the maritime and continental clouds. As the maritime cloud matured, freezing drops continued to be the major source of graupel and eventually
produced graupel mass at a rate ten times or more greater than the production rate of graupel mass by rimed crystals. Freezing drops also produced far greater numbers of graupel particles than did rimed crystals in the maritime cloud; the number of graupel produced by rimed crystals being only one tenth the total number of graupel. Activation of freezing nuclei within the larger cloud drops accounted for only about 1% of the total graupel.

Unlike the maritime cloud, a large portion of the graupel in the continental cloud originated from rimed crystals. In the continental "control" cloud the rate of conversion of freezing drops to graupel was three orders of magnitude less than in the maritime "control" cloud. Additionally, in the continental cloud, graupel was produced 5 to 10 times faster by the riming of crystals than by drop freezing.

The differences in graupel sources in the maritime and continental clouds can be attributed to the different drop size distributions. The rate of production of freezing drops depends on the relative sizes of the colliding drops and the ice crystals near cloud top. At -10°C, essentially all collisions between drops and plates produced frozen drops when the drop exceeded 100 µm (200 µm for drop-column collisions). Rimed crystals could have been produced if the plates had been sufficiently large, but the number density of the larger crystals decreased rapidly with size, making frequent collisions unlikely. Also at -10°C, collisions involving crystals and drops less than 60 µm are likely to produce rimed crystals, although frozen drops could be produced in the unlikely event that a small crystal collided with one of these small drops. The concentrations of drops >32 µm were about six times greater in the continental cloud than in the maritime cloud. Also, the concentrations of drops >32 µm are one to two orders of magnitude less in the continental cloud than in the maritime cloud. Apparently the greater number of smaller drops in the continental cloud overcame the fact that the collection kernel for the larger drops was twice that of the smaller drops because the mass rate of accretion was larger in the continental cloud than in the maritime cloud. Thus, the production of rimed crystals appears to be strongly dependent upon the concentration of drop <32 µm and the production of frozen drops depends upon the concentration of droplets >100 µm.

Once graupel has formed in the maritime "control" cloud, and in the maritime cloud where ice enhancement is included, it is more effective in converting cloud water to ice than are the other ice particles. At times where the graupel and crystal concentrations are nearly equal, the graupel riming rate is roughly an order of magnitude larger than the crystal riming rate. The graupel originating from large drops can begin to rime immediately after formation, while ice crystals must grow to some minimum size before riming begins. The graupel is generally larger than the ice crystals and would therefore be expected to sweep out larger volumes and to be the more efficient rimer.

The graupel concentrations in the continental cloud are about an order of magnitude less than the total crystal concentrations, but at heights above 1.7 km the crystal riming rates are only twice the graupel riming rates. Here, as in the maritime cloud, the larger graupel accrete drop mass more efficiently than the more numerous but smaller ice crystals.

The mass distributions of graupel near cloud tops in the maritime and continental clouds are compared in Fig. 4. In the maritime cloud the graupel has a fairly smooth, continuous size distribution; the smaller graupel is generally denser than the larger graupel. The continental cloud, by contrast, has a bimodal graupel size distribution with large numbers of small, high density graupel and slightly fewer numbers of larger, low density graupel.

![Figure 4. Comparison between the graupel mass distributions in the maritime cloud (-- -- ) and the continental cloud (-----) at 2.0 km and 46 min.](image-url)
Ice Particle Concentrations

Hallett and Mossop's (1974) laboratory experiments indicate that ice splinters are only produced by riming between -1 and -8°C. Consequently, the only crystals whose concentrations are significantly affected by ice multiplication from riming are columns. Shown in Fig. 5 are the concentrations of columnar crystals as a function of time in the "control" maritime cloud, and in the maritime cloud in which ice splinters were produced by riming. In the latter case, the concentration of columns begins to increase noticeably at about 65 min. at altitudes of 1.5 km and shortly thereafter at lower altitudes. This increase in column concentrations is directly associated with the arrival of large (1 to 3 mm) graupel at altitudes ~1.5 km where the temperature is between -3 and -8°C.

Graupel >700 µm in the maritime cloud are the only particles able to acquire sufficient mass to overcome the updraft velocity and to fall relative to the ground. Rimming contributed nearly an order of magnitude more mass to these larger particles than did depositional growth and it was primarily responsible for their rapid growth to >700 µm. Indeed, at these high temperatures (-5 to -10°C) and in the short times available (10-15 min.), depositional growth alone would have been unable to produce ice particles massive enough to precipitate in either the maritime or continental cloud.

There appears to be a definite correspondence between the size and the concentration of graupel at the onset of ice multiplication. The concentrations of graupel >1 mm had to be greater than 10^{-2} m^{-3} at two or more levels between -3°C and -8°C before ice multiplication occurred. This critical value is reached only at 1.6 km in the continental cloud: as a consequence the concentration of columns only doubles above 1.6 km due to ice multiplication.

In the maritime cloud, where the majority of graupel originated from frozen drops and was therefore relatively small, the large (>1 mm) graupel accounted for only 3 to 5% of the total concentration of graupel. In the continental cloud, where the majority of graupel originates on rimed crystals, the graupel >1 mm accounted for up to 70% of the total graupel in the lower portions of the cloud.

There is a strong feedback mechanism between the column concentrations and the production of graupel particles in the maritime cloud.
cloud. After 65 min., the increase column concentrations result in more frequent column collisions with large cloud drops. The large drops then freeze (they are converted to spherical graupel), advect out of the -3 to -8°C region (riming as they go, and thus ejecting more ice splinters), and move to cloud top where they grow primarily by riming. Once they have accreted sufficient mass, they fall down through the -3 to -8°C region where they continue the ice multiplication process.

In the continental clouds, the total graupel concentrations are some 10 to 50 times less than in the maritime "control" cloud. Consequently when the updraft speed in the continental cloud decrease at 60 min., the concentration of graupel is too low to induce a significant multiplication process. Splintering increases column concentrations only by a factor of two, which is insufficient to enhance the production rate of new graupel through the freezing of larger cloud drops or riming on crystals.

When isolated freezing drops, as well as the riming-splintering mechanism, were allowed to eject ice splinters in the maritime cloud, substantial deviations occurred from the maritime "control" cloud, in the concentrations of graupel well before the extensive updraft reduction at 60 min. When one ice splinter was ejected for every frozen drop >50 µm, the concentrations of graupel above 1.6 km in the maritime cloud were twice the "control" values by 60 min. With four ice splinters per freezing drop, the concentration of graupel was enhanced throughout the entire maritime cloud. By 60 min. graupel concentrations at cloud top increased to 10^2 m\(^{-3}\) or nearly 100 times the "control" values. At cloud base, graupel concentrations of 0.1 m\(^{-3}\) were achieved 5 min. earlier than in the maritime "control" cloud. In the continental cloud, the concentration of drops >50 µm was too low to produce any significant splinter production from freezing drops. Even when the ice splinter ejection rate was increased to four per drop, graupel concentrations were virtually the same as in the "control" cloud at all levels. These results illustrate the strong dependence of ice splinter production from isolated drop freezing on the drop size distribution. Additionally, they indicate that at least one ice splinter per freezing drop is necessary in these shallow clouds before the freezing of isolated drops can produce significant (factor of 2 or greater) ice enhancements.

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our comparative studies of shallow, nonprecipitating, maritime and continental cumulus clouds have demonstrated the importance of the drop size distribution in determining the dominant mechanism for forming graupel. In the maritime cloud, where there are significant numbers of drops greater than 60 µm, graupel originates on frozen drops produced after collisions with ice crystals. At -10°C freezing nuclei produced only about 1% of the total graupel. In the continental cloud, the greater abundance of small cloud drops (<30 µm) makes the crystal riming process more effective than the drop freezing process, and graupel tends to originate on ice crystal embryos. In both the continental and maritime clouds much of the graupel is of high density (0.6 to 0.8 g cm\(^{-3}\)) and is contained in the smaller size categories (<280 µm); the source is frozen drops. Although our model considers these particles to be spherical, it is possible that naturally occurring drop-crystal collisions produce quite irregularly shaped particles. These particles could be an important source of the numerous irregular ice particles often observed in natural clouds.

The ice splintering studies demonstrate the sensitivity of the ice multiplication process to the presence of large cloud drops. In the continental cloud, the riming mechanism never produced significant increases in ice crystal concentrations, but in the maritime cloud it produced orders of magnitude increases after the updraft velocity had decreased sufficiently to allow the formation and sedimentation of larger drops and graupel. Concentrations as low as 10^2 m\(^{-3}\) of millimeter-sized graupel were sufficient to initiate a chain reaction leading to ice multiplication in the maritime cloud provided the graupel was present between -3 and -8°C. When each isolated, freezing drop (>50 µm) ejected 4 ice splinters in the maritime cloud, graupel concentrations at cloud top increased to 100 times those in the maritime "control" cloud. When the number of ejected splinters was reduced to 1 per drop in the maritime cloud, the concentrations of graupel differed by only a factor of two from the "control" cloud. Even the ejection of 4 splinters/freeze droplet was insufficient to establish an ice multiplication process in the continental cloud.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A hail formation process was examined in two-dimensional axisymmetric cloud model with detailed microphysics (Fig. 1). Instantaneous formation of the input cloud droplet distribution from cloud nuclei was assumed (process 1 to 2). The cloud droplet distribution calculated at cloud base (Takahashi, 1976a) was used. These cloud droplets grow by condensation (Kovetz and Olund, 1969) and collection (Berry, 1967).

Fig. 1. Microphysical process which may form hail.

Concerning collection efficiency, Klett and Davis' (1973) value was used when drop size was less than 30 µm in radius, while Shafir and Netburner's (1963) value was used when drop size was larger than 30 µm. The collection efficiency was modified in the case where drop size was almost equal (Woods and Mason, 1964) and where drop sizes were extremely different from each other (Beard and Grover, 1974).

Drops can capture ice nuclei by Brownian motion, thermophoresis and diffusiophoresis (Slinn and Hales, 1971, and Young, 1974). The concentration of ice nuclei in drops was monitored during the condensation and collection processes.

I believe that every ice nucleus has, more or less, a multiple character, playing roles in sublimation, freezing, contact, and condensation-freezing. However, we have not succeeded yet in separating those roles. In this model, Fletcher's (1962) formula was used to determine the activation of natural ice nuclei. Empirically we know that drops collected as rain and hailstones freeze with certain probabilities at different temperatures (Vali, 1968).

Through laboratory work it was shown that ice crystals can grow very rapidly on small frozen drops while the spherical shape is kept for a long time when the frozen drop is large. The critical size was found to be around 20 µm in radius (Takahashi and Kumai, 1976).

Ice crystals are nucleated on ice nuclei. The input ice crystal distribution was given as Gaussian form (modal size is 40 µm in diameter and standard deviation is 3). Ice crystals can also grow in a cloud from small frozen drops, ice particles generated by the ice multiplication process (Hallet and Mossop, 1974), and particles created by collision between graupel and ice crystals.

The shape of the ice crystal was assumed to be a disk and the disk was classified as a function of diameter and thickness (Fig. 2). Rimming increases the thickness of an ice crystal; it was assumed that a rimed ice crystal would pass to a graupel class (density = 0.3) when the thickness of the ice crystal was the same as its diameter. When the density during riming is higher than 0.7, graupel moves to hailstone class. Macklin's formula (1962) was used to calculate the density. Nonrimed crystals make snowflakes and the oscillation of these crystals (Sasho, 1971) was considered for the collision process.

A sticking coefficient was calculated by Hosler et al (1957). Condensation growth of ice crystals was calculated by Kovetz and Olund's method.

The collision efficiency was modified by laboratory work and observation (Pitter and Pruppacher, 1974, and Ono, 1969). Fall velocity
of ice crystals was derived from Jayaweera and Cottis (1969) and fall velocity of large graupel was modified by reference to Macklin and Ludlam (1960).

Ice crystals and graupel melt when they fall below the melting layer (Mason, 1956) and they break up (Komahayashi et al., 1964, and Srivastava, 1971). Calculations were done in axi-symmetric model (Takahashi, 1976b). Typical sounding data at Uajima, Japan, during the winter monsoon season were used as environmental conditions.

The total number of cloud nuclei was chosen to be 500 cm\(^{-3}\).

Boundary, environmental, and initial conditions can be referred to Appendix.

II. RESULTS

Vertical Velocity

At 15 min., by latent heat due to condensation, the temperature of the air near the cloud top is 2°C warmer than the base temperature at the same height. Because all of the assumed nuclei were used to form drops, supersaturation over water increases to 4%. The updraft increases to 14 m s\(^{-1}\). The updraft profile becomes asymmetric with respect to height and the maximum downdraft is 2 m s\(^{-1}\) at R = 1.4 km from the center (Fig. 3a). Outflow increases to 4 m s\(^{-1}\) and inflow to 2 m s\(^{-1}\). The boundary between the inflow and outflow regions increases in height to 2.6 km (Fig. 3b).

At 25 min. the height of the maximum updraft increases further to 3.8 km, while the velocity of the maximum updraft decreases to 8 m s\(^{-1}\), owing to the accumulation of precipitation particles in the cloud and the advection of downward momentum from the cloud boundary. Graupel and small hail fall at 800 m from the cloud center and form a downdraft column in the weak updraft region near the cloud boundary. The downdraft increases to 3 m s\(^{-1}\) in a column 500 m to 1.1 km from the center of the cloud (Fig. 4a). Outflow is seen near the upper updraft region, and the maximum outflow velocity is 4 m s\(^{-1}\). Weak inflow is seen near the ground (Fig. 4b).

At 35 min. the updraft decreases to 4 m s\(^{-1}\), and a strong downdraft is seen near the ground at R = 600 m, owing to the drag force of graupel and small hail, and to cooling by melting. Air is cooled by 2°C near the ground. The maximum downdraft is 5 m s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 5a). Outflow, corresponding to the upper updraft, decreases to 2 m s\(^{-1}\) and a new inflow-outflow area is seen near the ground (Fig. 5b).

The transition from ice crystal to graupel-hail occurs rapidly near cloud top; this graupel-hail fall at 7°C = 600 m and produces a downdraft. Ice crystals become more widely distributed and depending on their size (Fig. 6).
Fig. 4b. Same as Fig. 3b except $T = 25$ min.

Fig. 5a. Same as Fig. 3a except $T = 35$ min.

Fig. 5b. Same as Fig. 3b except $T = 35$ min.

Fig. 6. Precipitation intensity (mm $h^{-1}$) at $T = 25$ min. Dotted lines - water drops transported upward, dashed lines - ice crystals transported upward, and dash-dotted lines - hail and graupel. Precipitation of water drops, ice crystals, and hail-graupel is shown by different shaded patterns.

Fig. 7a. Critical unrimed ice crystal size (mm) in diameter where the concentration larger than indicated size is 0.1 m$^{-3}$. $T = 20$ min.

Fig. 7b. Critical size (mm in diameter) where concentration larger than indicated graupel size in 0.1 m$^{-3}$. $T = 15$ min. Vertical axis on the right is environmental base temperature.
Ice Crystals and Droplets

At 25 min. unrimed ice crystals are formed near the cloud top (H = 4.8 km) and their size increases during their horizontal movement. Larger ice crystals (D = 5 mm) are seen at R = 2 km. At H = 2.7 km, ice crystals are relatively large (1.3 mm in diameter). Such large crystals must be formed by recirculation (Fig. 7a). Because the high updraft carries the crystals out of the cloud so fast, they cannot grow large enough to initiate riming—unless they are recirculated back into the cloud. During their upward journey the recycled crystals are rimed. Relatively large graupel is formed near cloud top and fall along cloud boundary (Fig. 7b) and they melt and break up.

Broken droplets are carried into the cloud center and form large drops (Fig. 7c). The sudden appearance of large drizzle in the cloud is due to recirculation of broken drops which originated from melting graupel. Relatively large hail near cloud base is observed after the appearance of such large supercooled drops (Fig. 7d).

III. DISCUSSION

Three different growth stages appear to be needed to form large hail (Fig. 8).

1. Ice crystals are recycled in the developing stages of the cloud.
2. Graupel forms near the cloud boundary, melts below the freezing level, and breaks up. Transportation of small broken drops into the center of the cloud and formation of large drops constitute the mature stage.
3. Graupel and small hail capture the drops and relatively large hail is thus formed, representing the dissipating stage.

Without recirculation, ice crystals nucleated on ice nuclei would not grow large enough to initiate riming effectively because they are carried so quickly out of the cloud by the strong updraft. Because of recirculation, the number concentration of ice crystals increases near the warmer temperature regions and the ice crystal concentration is three orders of magnitude higher than that expected from the ice nucleus concentrations at -5°C. Graupel falls near the cloud boundary and strengthens the downdraft. Those graupel collide with cloud droplets and produce secondary ice particles by the Hallet-Nossel ice multiplication process. (In one case, ice multiplication and Vali's drop freezing were eliminated in the calculation. Although ice crystal concentration decreases without them, hail size did not change significantly).

Riming occurs on large recycled ice crystals and graupel is formed which falls along the cloud boundary. Those graupel melt and break up. The introduction of such broken drops in the cloud accelerates the collection process and form large supercooled drops. Large graupel capture those drops during their fall and form large hail.

Fig. 7c. Number frequency of drops at H = 1.2 km (cloud center).

Fig. 7d. Number frequency of hail at H = 1.2 km (cloud center). Solid line (T = 20 min.), Dashed line (T = 25 min.), Dashed-dotted line (T = 30 min.), Dotted line (T = 35 min.), Dash-dotted lines (T = 45 min.).

Fig. 8. Model of hail formation process.

Stage I. Ice crystal recycling (1-2)—developing stage (updraft prevails).

Stage II. Graupel formation on recycled ice crystal (5, 3). They (4) fall along cloud boundary during growth, melt (5) and breakup (6). Small broken drops are recycled and form large
Stage III. Graupel and hail (3) fall in cloud center, capture large drops (7) and large hail (8) is formed - dissipating stage (downdraft prevails).
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V. APPENDIX

Boundary, Environmental and Initial Conditions

Temperature and humidity profiles for the model are similar to those which occur in Hajima (Jana) in a typical winter monsoon season. However, temperature at the ground is increased to 10°C so that the cloud base temperature is 4°C, which is that usually observed in hail clouds in Colorado. Temperature is assumed to decrease adiabatically up to 1.2 km and then by 5°C-km-1 up to 6 km. Above 4 km the temperature decreases by 4°C-km-1.

In order to maintain cloud integrity despite its minimal size, a high humidity environment is assumed. Humidity at the ground is 85%; it increases to 95% at 800 m, and is 95% up to 3 km. Humidity then decreases linearly and is 20% at 5.8 km.

Top, bottom, and side boundary conditions were assumed to be free-slip conditions, so that = 0 and = 0 at all boundaries.

Values such as = 0 were fixed at top and bottom boundaries and precipitation particles were set to zero at the top boundary. There is no advection from side boundaries.

The advection term was calculated by an upstream scheme to the second order, and other terms were derived by a centered difference scheme. All calculation were done by a forward scheme.

Grid size is 31 in the vertical axis and 17 in the radial axis. The cloud in the axisymmetric model is hypothetically located so that a small domain in the radial direction will minimize the wall effect. Dynamical terms were calculated by = 5 s and collection terms by = 20s. Grid size is 290 m for both horizontal and vertical directions. For details on the choice of time intervals, grid sizes or Kovetz and Olund's scheme, the reader is referred to Takahashi (1976).

The initial impulse for = is given in the range from the center to 1.5 km in the R direction, and to 2 km in the Z direction, as
\[ \Psi(R, Z) = \Psi_0 \cos \frac{\pi(R - R_0)}{8\Delta R} \cos \frac{\pi(Z - Z_0)}{12\Delta Z} \]

where \( \Psi_0 \) is 1.8 x 10^{11}, \( R_0 \) and \( Z_0 \) are 800 m, and \( \Delta R \) and \( \Delta Z \) are 200 m. The initial maximum vertical velocity is 1 m s^{-1}. The area of grid points \( Z = 400 \) m to 1.6 km and \( R = 0 \) to 800 m is assumed to be saturated in order to initiate the cloud sooner and to save computer time.

**Calculation Process**

The calculations are performed according to the following steps: (1) Dynamic terms are calculated in fine time steps (\( \Delta t = 5 \) s). (2) After four (or two) repetitions of the cycle, the nucleation and condensation of precipitation particles are calculated and the time steps are increased to 20 s. (3) Rimming and freezing rates are calculated. (4) The collection rates for drops and ice crystals are calculated. (5) The melting rates for solid particles are calculated. The rate of temperature change during cloud physical processes and the total liquid water content are derived. Return to step 1. (6) All variables are printed out every 5 min. Radar intensity and precipitation intensity are also calculated every 5 min.

Dynamic equations can be referred to Takahashi (1975).
THREE NEW INSTRUMENTS FOR CLOUD PHYSICS MEASUREMENTS:
THE 2-D SPECTROMETER, THE FORWARD SCATTERING SPECTROMETER PROBE,
AND THE ACTIVE SCATTERING AEROSOL SPECTROMETER

Robert G. Knollenberg
Particle Measuring Systems, Inc.,
Boulder, CO

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Three instruments have been developed during the past two years at Particle Measuring Systems (PMS) which are becoming widely used by the cloud physics community for airborne particle size measurements. The instruments are 1) The Two Dimensional Optical Array Spectrometer (2-D Probe), 2) The Forward Scattering Spectrometer Probe (FSSP), and 3) The Active Scattering Aerosol Spectrometer (ASAS). The three instruments cover vastly different particle size ranges; however, they have a common technology. The 2-D Probe is a logical extension of the standard Optical Array Spectrometer which sizes in one dimension only. The FSSP and ASAS both use the imaging technology derived from optical array instruments to define their sample volume even though sizing is through pulse height analysis.

2.0 THE 2-D PROBE

The 2-D Probe utilizes a photodiode array and photodetection electronics similar to the standard Optical Array Probes (see Knollenberg, 1970, 1972). However, the 2-D Probe contains a high speed front end memory enabling each photodetector element to encode many bits of shadow information from each particle. The particle’s transit scans the array and image slices are recorded across the shadow to develop a two-dimensional image. It is thus a true parallel processor of image data as opposed to serial scanning devices common to vidicons, TV and the Reticon array.

The 2-D Probe is packaged in a cylindrical pod (see Fig. 1) and requires a special data acquisition system (DAS) for readout. The particle image data is recorded directly on a computer-compatible tape recorder and simultaneously displayed on a CRT. The probe can collect particle image information at the rate of 128 million bits per second. However, data is recorded only when particles are present resulting in automatic data compression.

Two types of 2-D Probes have been developed covering size ranges of 25-800 µm and 200-6100 µm. The 25 µm resolution instrument employs 32 active photodiode elements in the array and takes image slices at a rate of up to 4 million per second when a particle passes through. At a true air speed of 100 m sec\(^{-1}\), 250 nsec corresponds to 25 µm of distance, which is the effective diameter of each element in the array at 8X magnification (the 200 µm resolution instrument has one-eighth this resolution and image slice rate). At this air speed the size resolution across the array (particle width) is identical to the image slice resolution through the array (particle length) resulting in square raw image data.

Data from each image slice is stored in a static MOS shift register which serves as a buffer for writing onto computer-compatible tape via the DAS. Two MOS buffers are employed in a ping-pong fashion so one can be available for loading (at a rate determined by incoming particles) while the other is used to unload a previous sampling of particles (at a rate necessary for writing onto tape). As long as unloading is accomplished earlier than loading in each case, no indigestion is encountered and the buffer roles can be alternately reversed with no loss of data.

A typical complete DAS employs a standard 9-track 25 ips recorder with 1600 cpi density which limits the average image slice rate to about 7,000 sec\(^{-1}\) with a record length of 4096 bytes. With 600 feet of tape available on the 7 inch reel machine, the maximum image slice rate can be maintained for only about 5 minutes on a single reel of tape. However, for average particle rates with reasonable water content values, much longer recording times per reel are typical. By using 2 tape transports, continuous, uninterrupted sampling can be maintained indefinitely.

2.1 The 2-D Probe Optical System

The laser normally used in either 2-D Probes is a 2.0 mW He-Ne unit. The optics seen in
Fig. 2 appear quite different in the two types of probes manufactured; however, they are functionally very similar and only the probe with 25 µm resolution will be described. In this probe, the condensing element is a single f/400 astigmatic cylinder lens. The optical path makes two 90° bends using 50 mm; y>-Y,(i-Y,Q nn A; +Y'IAY' cd rlA

Fig. 2: 2-D Probe optical systems.

provides a magnification of approximately 2.5X. A second-stage lens (microscope zoom eyepiece) provides a variable magnification for setting the desired instrument resolution. Total magnification can be varied from 5X to 10X by setting the zoom. A magnification of 8X provides 25 µm resolution.

2.2 The 2-D Probe Electronics

The photodiode array used is a United Detector Technology PIN device designed especially for the 2-D Probe. The array has 32 circular photodiodes located on 8 mil (200 µm) centers. The photodiode array is back biased such that the photodiode elements are in a photoconductive operating mode. Each array element produces 0.2-0.5 µA photocurrent.

The diode array is mounted on a circuit board which also contains the first stage preamplifiers for each of the elements (see Fig. 3). Following the pre-amp output for each element is a second-stage video amplifier with reference buffer and voltage comparator driving two 1024 bit static MOS shift registers. The second-stage amplifier provides a gain of 10-20 depending on desired output and individual laser power. The output signal of the second-stage amplifier goes directly to one input of the voltage comparator.

The other input of the voltage comparator is a reference signal derived from passing the signal through a low-pass filter voltage divider network. The filtered output is buffered by a voltage follower to provide a reference signal of 50% of the quiescent video output signal. When a shadowing event decreases the signal below the reference level, the comparator output changes state and enters shadow bits (zeros) serially into the shift register at a slice rate proportional to true air speed (TAS). When the signal again exceeds the reference, unshadowed bits (ones) are entered. The comparator output of each element is connected through a diode to all other comparator outputs forming a shadow OR such that actual loading of image slices will begin when any one of the 32 elements has been shadowed. Loading is terminated when all elements return to the unshadowed condition. At this time, one slice of time information is loaded which records the precise number of TAS clock periods that elapsed between the particle just loaded and the previous particle. This is followed by an all zeros slice after which the probe is quiescent until the next shadow is encountered. Loading continues in this manner until one buffer is full and then loading is automatically switched to the alternate buffer while a signal to the DAS allows unloading the buffer just filled.

2.3 The 2-D Probe Data Format

Examples of plotted image data are shown in Fig. 4A and 4B generated by a printer/plotter. Shadowed elements are plotted dark (zeros) and unshadowed elements are plotted light (ones) with each particle image separated from adjacent images by a coded time slice and an all zeros slice. In this particular system, the top 8 bits of the time slice and all zeros slice, are fixed alternate bits used for identification purposes. Time progresses from left to right on the plots, with the time slice following each image.

The sample width is 32 elements wide; however, particle images can ordinarily be sized and structure determined even when the image is not completely contained within the sample width.
When computing sample volume, one must use the effective sample width as measured from the center of these shadows. For spherical drops, this poses little difficulty, but for certain structures, care must be taken. For spherical drops, this poses little difficulty, but for certain structures, care must be taken.

2.4 2-D Probe Error Analysis

The data presented in Fig. 4A and 4B are examples of good 2-D Probe imagery. In field use, we have observed fewer problems in precipitation (snow and rain) than clouds. In the above examples, the problems are restricted to the mechanical break-up of drops and snow crystals on the edges of the sampling aperture. Fig. 4B shows the plume from a ruptured raindrop in 4B.

A final temperature-related error was found in the 200 µm resolution we have found alignment problems. In the most severe case (University of Wyoming) a remotely-controlled x-y drive was installed for alignment capability. This instrument has since been modified and alignment is required only on one axis. These effects have been largely traced to material inhomogeneity.

The above problem can never be entirely eliminated and is not regarded as serious. Of greater concern has been the effects of the small droplet population in clouds. In high LWC clouds, small droplets collect on the probe tips and the sampling aperture edges and is stripped off by the airflow as large drops. The resulting drops often have a good fraction of the aircraft's velocity and the images are accordingly stretched as shown in Fig. 5. The events are often near depth-of-field limits and the center of such images exhibit diffractional filling. This entire activity results from the collection of cloud droplet water and the subsequent shedding of larger drops. While software can be generated to recognize these events, they at times consume considerable recording bandwidth and, in general, detract from otherwise excellent imagery. Part of the problem has been eliminated (70%) by recent probe tip modifications. Further progress must await the results of aerodynamic studies in the wind tunnel at PMS.

Because of the sophistication of the 2-D Probe, a housekeeping data package is generally used to monitor the instrument's health. One important measurement here is the heated-mirror temperature in the probe tips. The heaters generally produce a 30 - 40°C temperature rise, sufficient to prevent icing and fogging. It is rare that the mirrors become wet in flight. invariably, the wetting of optics is more probable while the aircraft is on the ground.

In a few of the 2-D Probes with 25 µm resolution we have found alignment problems. In the most severe case (University of Wyoming) a remotely-controlled x-y drive was installed for alignment capability. This instrument has since been modified and alignment is required only on one axis. These effects have been largely traced to material inhomogeneity.

The above error sources are believed to be the most important, if not the most common. The 2-D Probe provides its user with a 128 MHz bit rate fully capable of exposing its errors as well as detailing a particle's features in a few microseconds. This has proven to be an invaluable aid for rapid troubleshooting.

3.0 THE FSSP

The FSSP is an improved successor to the Axially Scattering Spectrometer Probe (ASSP), the first light scattering cloud droplet probe manufactured by PMS. The primary improvements are in refinements to its optical and electronic subsystems, rather than in fundamental design changes.
Both instruments are truly forward scattering instruments with the FSSP having the wider collecting geometry (4-18° as opposed to 7-16° for the ASSP). However, the physical construction of the FSSP shown in Fig. 6 is entirely different. The physically larger FSSP provided an envelope that not only easily accommodated certain improvements, but also made available space for possible future growth. One proposed use of this unused space is for photomultiplier tube detectors, which will give the FSSP 0.2 µm detectivity at aircraft speed. The pod enclosure is identical in size to the 2-D instruments with the

FSSP shown in Fig. 6 is entirely different. The

FSSP normally has a primary size range of 2-30 µm diameter, resolving particles into 15 size classes. Four switchable size ranges are required to cover 0.5-45 µm. It is normally set up to size particles having velocities from 10-125 m sec⁻¹. The probe electronics are self-contained, the output being the particle size in binary code accompanied by a strobe pulse to increment an appropriately addressed memory channel in a data acquisition system.

3.1 Light Scattering Properties of the FSSP

In the FSSP particles are sized by measuring the amount of light scattered into the collecting optics during particle interaction through a focused laser beam. MIE scattering calibration curves are shown in Fig. 7. Our primary interest here is to show that the computed resonance behavior between 1-5 µm is experimentally observed to be less pronounced. Laboratory experiments show such resonance to be related to phase front coherence. Fig. 7 (right) illustrates the advantages of multimode lasers where the phase reverses several times in the beam pattern. The resulting smoothed calibration curve substantiates the choice of high order multimode tubes. The resulting errors due to fundamental uncertainties in scattering response are generally less than other experimental errors if the refractive index is known. Even in the 1-5 µm range the uncertainty due to unknown refractive index is less than 1 µm.

3.2 FSSP Laser and Optical System

The laser used in the FSSP is a high order multimode 5 mW He-Ne tube and focused to approximately 200 µm diameter using condensing optics with a 60 mm effective focal length. The point of focus coincides with the center of the sampling aperture. Particles passing through the laser beam in the sampling aperture, scatter energy into the optics. The amount of scattering for a given particle size is a function of the laser mode, as well as the exact chordal transect through the beam. With a high order multimode laser, the probability of intersecting the peak isophote is as high as 90% (typically 80%). Correction for edge effect errors can be accomplished statistically; however, in the FSSP, the particle transit times can be measured precisely, allowing for edge-effect rejection using pulse-width comparison techniques. The scattered energy is relayed from the object plane by a right angle prism to a 50 mm f/1.7 collecting lens and focused through an interference filter to a masked beam-splitting prism. The transmitted laser beam is dumped at a central stop on the right angle prism. The masking on the prism is a central 1 mm dump spot on the 90° transmitting face creating an annular aperture. This serves to allow only light transmission from particle images when the particles are displaced a certain distance in either direction from the object plane and no transmission when at or very near the object plane.

3.3 FSSP Electronics and Sample Volume

A simplified block diagram of the FSSP electronics is shown in Fig. 8. The FSSP photodiodes are EG&G SGD-100 devices placed to accept the light directly transmitted through the prism and that reflected 90° through the masked aperture. Two three-stage pre-amps with the above photodiodes amplify the scattering signals passed by the transmitting and masked prism faces. The second stage is a programmable operational amplifier with four internally-multiplexed amplifiers operating at gains compatible with the size ranges selected. This amplifier is remotely controlled by logic lines.

Several measurements are performed on the pulse pairs generated by the two pre-amps. The required circuits are quite complex and will only be described functionally. First, the pulse trains from both signal detectors undergo signal preprocessing. The preprocessing includes baseline

Fig. 7: The figure at left shows a theoretical MIE calibration curve for the 2-30 µm primary range of the FSSP. The figure at right illustrates the suppression of resonance effects found in laboratory measurements with multimode lasers. The top curve is the theoretical MIE response. The lower curves show the reduction in resonance amplitude due to variations in phase across the wave front.

Fig. 8: Simplified FSSP block diagram.
restoration, programmed offsets (baseline offset for each range), and peak-reading circuits to momentarily hold the maximum pulse amplitude from both detectors. The simplest pulse measurement is that of the pulse heights of the signal pulses for particle size classification. The scattering-signal pulses are coupled to a pulse height detector comparing their maximum amplitude with a reference voltage derived from a separate measurement of the DC light signal illuminating the particles. This is accomplished with a series of voltage comparators having square weighted voltage thresholds. The outputs are gated to allow only a single size output. It is also necessary to establish whether 1) a particle is within the desired depth-of-field, and 2) if it passes through the central part of the laser beam where the intensity is uniform. Both of these circuit requirements are more demanding. The first requirement uses pulse height comparison of the pulse pairs and will be referred to as depth-of-field truncation. The second requirement uses pulse half-width comparison and is referred to as edge-effect rejection. Both processes provide accept/reject criteria for each pulse height measured, defining the sample volume.

3.3.1 Depth-of-Field Truncation

The total depth-of-field over which a particle is viewed extends over about a 5 mm path. It is necessary to truncate the actual depth-of-field to considerably less than this distance to avoid errors associated with the loss of collecting aperture and scattering signal. This is accomplished by comparing signal levels from the peak readers. Because of the annular aperture in the masked prism face, the light from a particle near the object plane is greatly reduced and is, in general, less because of the loss of collecting aperture. The gain ratio of annulus signal to scattering signal must be greater than unity and is normally 2.5:1. The depth-of-field is defined as that region where the signal pulses are of greater amplitude than the annulus signal pulses. The depth-of-field may be varied by increasing or decreasing the gain in the annulus signal path. The increase in gain decreases depth-of-field while a decrease in gain increases depth-of-field. The instrument is normally set with a depth-of-field between 2 and 3 mm for several reasons. First, the depth-of-field cannot be reduced much below 2 mm because of optical considerations. Secondly, reduction of depth-of-field requires increase of annulus gain and deteriorates annulus S/N. Thirdly, the illumination is uniform enough to allow a 3 mm depth-of-field. The small changes in angular distribution of scattered light with differing drop size have negligible effect on depth-of-field as long as the gain ratio is sufficiently high.

3.3.2 Edge-Effect Rejection Circuitry

In order to reject pulses from particles passing through the edge of the laser beam, the transit time of the particle pulses must be analyzed. The particle transit time varies with particle velocity and the particular chordal transect through the laser beam. When the particle passes through the center of the laser beam, it passes through the widest section and produces the longest transit time. Near the beam edges, the transit times are very short. The beam edges are also regions of weaker intensity, and particles passing through the edges are thus undersized.

In order to avoid pulse amplitude dependency on pulse width, the signal pulse train is first delayed by a delay line for several microseconds. The output of the signal peak reader is divided by a factor of two to derive a comparator threshold at one-half the peak amplitude. The half-width of the delayed pulses are then measured to derive transit time pulses. Particle transit times are measured and compared with stored average values (the average transit time for about 1000 pulses is stored in an up-down counter which maintains a running mean of the average particle transit time). Pulses greater than average in width are accepted.

3.4 FSSP Field Performance

The greater performance of the FSSP, relative to the ASSP, is apparent in field operations using the instrument. The single most important feature of the FSSP increasing its performance is its higher magnification optical system which reduces sample volume to where coincidence errors are less than 10% at concentrations of $10^3$ cm$^{-3}$. Fig. 9A illustrates comparative spectra from flights using the PMS 206 aircraft and a high framing rate data system having one-fifth second resolution. Flying at 60 m sec$^{-1}$, adjacent spectra show large concentration fluctuations (the concentration fluctuations in clouds ordinarily show peak concentrations several times the mean). The FSSP shows negligible effects of coincidence error on the spectra at the high concentrations relative to lower concentrations. A droplet spectrometer must be able to perform at these high concentrations, which over larger integration times (e.g., one second) are not often observed. These concentration fluctuations are not the result of sampling statistics but are the real cloud structure.

Fig. 9: FSSP flight data samples.

Fig. 9B and 9C illustrate pairs of droplet spectra from three different FSSPs. The first pair in Fig. 9B is typical of the intercomparison of two identical instruments. The second pair in Fig. 9C shows an undersizing effect of an FSSP (C) with a 30 mm condensing lens where the intensity is not sufficiently uniform over the sample volume. The 30 mm lens was initially tried in the FSSP. The FSSP will probably evolve into an in situ aerosol spectrometer. The future use of photomultiplier detectors has already been mentioned. In this regard, the larger collecting angles reduce the effects of refractive index on sizing accuracy. Further increases in magnification may be desirable to handle still higher concentrations. For cloud physics work involving droplet spectra, the FSSP appears to be quite
satisfactory. We believe its accuracy is sufficient not to hide the important mechanisms that cloud spectra evidence and that its sampling rate is sufficient to reveal them.

4.0 THE ASAS

The active open cavity of a gas laser provides an intense particle illumination source for light scattering measurements in the submicron range. Work describing single particle extinction within the laser cavity was first described by Schlesener (1969) and later detailed by Schuster and Knollenberg (1972). Instruments using light scattering within the cavity were described by Schelh et al. (1973) and Knollenberg (1973). More recently, Knollenberg and Luehr (1975) have described new cavity-scattering instruments providing a detailed noise analysis and theoretical scattering response computations. It is our intention to briefly introduce the ASAS and discuss its application and limitations in fine particle studies.

4.1 General Instrument Description

A typical ASAS is designed with four overlapping size ranges with each size range divided into fifteen linear size intervals. It is packaged in two separate enclosures, housing the probe with its optics and pre-amps, and an electronics console (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 10: ASAS Probe and electronics console.

The design of the ASAS Probe utilizes aluminum extrusions for mechanical stability. Laser and detector alignment is achieved with spring-loaded x-y screw adjustments. The ASAS laser is a hybrid He-Ne (6328Å) tube by Coherent Radiation of Palo Alto, California. The tube is specially designed for the ASAS.

A 16 channel pulse height analyzer has its reference voltage derived from the source of illumination providing effective automatic gain control (AGC). A programmable amplifier is used to gain switch and provide the size ranging to accommodate the large dynamic range of the instrument. The primary method of aspiration is unlike any used in conventional aerosol counters. It is in essence a miniature wind tunnel. A 10:1 accelerator produces a flow rate of 6.15 m sec⁻¹ intersecting with a 3 cm length of the laser beam. The sample volume is positioned at the center of flow. This system relies entirely upon optical definition of the sample volume. Problems associated with small bore tubing are eliminated. This makes the technique particularly useful for sizing volatile materials such as natural smog.

The data acquisition system within the electronics console has a MOS memory with twenty addresses. Fifteen of the addresses are used for particle size distribution storage. The remaining addresses are normally used for other housekeeping information such as selected size range and time of day. An eight channel subcommutated analog input is also available. A selectable digital display and a graphical CRT display are provided for real-time data monitoring requirements of precise particle counts or distribution functions.

4.2 The Laser and Light Scattering Properties of the ASAS

While there are several advantages of using the laser cavity as a source of particle illumination rather than classical laser scattering approaches, the most important aspect is its unmatched high energy density. The optical diagram of Fig. 11 shows the typical cavity configuration for the ASAS. A hybrid laser is constructed having a plasma tube sealed with a high reflectivity curved mirror and a Brewster's window. An external adjustable high reflectivity mirror completes a hemispherical cavity laser operating in TEM₀₀ mode with a beam having a spot diameter of about 300 µm at the plane mirror and 800 µm at the curved mirror. At the sample volume location the laser beam is approximately 500 µm diameter. Assuming a Gaussian intensity distribution, a central brightness in excess of 1000 W/cm² is computed. Selected tubes have had measured values as high as 4000 W/cm². Since the sealed curved mirror of the laser cavity is a protected surface whose transmission characteristics do not vary with time, the leakage out this mirror is directly proportional to the power illuminating the particles at all times. By measuring the leakage and deriving a voltage reference to a pulse height analyzer, one can compensate for changes in illumination.

Theoretically the particle scattering response in an active laser cavity is closely analogous to electromagnetic scattering in a standing wave. The theoretical solutions we have obtained only approximate the scattering phenomenon because a particle traversing through the beam inside the cavity reduces cavity $Q$ and the laser gain during particle interaction. The effect is nonlinear with much higher extinction relative to scatter. Laboratory measurements of the relative extinction and scattering efficiency factors in current instrument high $Q$ cavities given in Fig. 12 (left) differ by a factor of 10,000. The extinction process is not true extinction at all, but largely cavity debubbling and cannot be truly separated from it. The shape of the curves show a characteristic rise in $Q_{scat}$ and $Q_{ext}$ with a maximum at about 0.5 µm and with a more rapid decrease than for classical.
scattering because of laser gain dynamics.

Fig. 12 (left): The above measurements are indicative of the role the cavity "Q" plays in the extinction process. The scattering efficiency factors are reasonably close to computed values.

Fig. 12 (right): Theoretical instrument response (effective cross section) for $d^2$-collecting geometry for $m=1.3$, $m=1.4$, $m=1.5$, $m=1.6$, $m=1.7$, $m=1.8$, $m=1.9$, $m=2.0$.

Fig. 12 (right) presents theoretical calibration response curves calculated for scattering in a standing wave for the collecting geometry involving collecting angles of $45^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ with real refractive indices. The results are similar with collecting angles of $5^\circ$ to $90^\circ$ but with less variation with refractive index. These results in general show finer structured resonance behavior than the computed response from superimposed MIE solutions for the forward and backward scattered components. Our experimental work shows some differences in the resonance structure, particularly with the resonance amplitudes, but generally support the results. Several factors reduce the observed resonance. The cavity gain dynamics have already been mentioned. In measurements of classical scattering described in Section 3.2, we found ourselves only able to reproduce the full theoretical resonance response if the beam was truly uniphasal which generally necessitated spatial filtering. The lack of spatial filtering or the presence of multimodes always suppressed the predicted resonances. These phenomena may all be attributed to the lack of phase front coherence implicitly assumed in such calculations. In most cases, the arguments would extend to scattering within a standing wave.

4.3 The ASAS Optical System and Sample Volume Definition

The two variations of optical systems shown in Fig. 11 differ fundamentally in the use of a parabolic mirror instead of refracting lenses in the collecting optics. The reflecting system is used for high efficiency light gathering applications below 0.1 µm. The reflecting system cannot be designed for trajectory analysis at reasonable cost so is used where restricted flow is acceptable. Edge-effect rejection, using transit time analysis similar to that in the FSSP, must be employed. The refracting system is a high resolution system which is used for particle trajectory analysis as well as light gathering (to eliminate problems with particle flow in small bore tubing). Because of its unusual operating mode it will be described in detail.

The high resolution optical system collects the light scattered and reimages at 10X magnification or greater within a dark field. A 50% beam splitter produces two image planes for two detectors. The reflected image prism face is masked with a 0.78 mm diameter vertical slit to block central transmission. The other detector prism face is unmasked. The transmitted laser beam is dumped at a central stop behind the mirror on the first lens element. The masked beam splitter derives two signals, which in conjunction with double pulse height analysis, provide a means of determining if a particle's position is in the desired sample volume. The relative size of the sample volume cross section with respect to the laser beam is depicted in Fig. 13. The sample volume includes only the region near the center of the laser beam. The sample volume cross section is noticeably diamond shaped. The center of this diamond cross section coincides with the object plane of the collecting optics. The points of this diamond cross section define the limiting depth-of-field of the ASAS. Both the width of the cross section and the depth-of-field vary inversely with the magnification used in the collecting optics. The diamond shaped sample cross section results from the acceptance/rejection criteria used after comparing signals at the masked and unmasked detectors. The light transmitted on axis through the beam splitter is the signal used to size the

Fig. 13: The relative size and position of sample volume cross section.

Fig. 14: Image sizes and positions on masked aperture detector.
particles. The light reflected at 90° forms its image on a circular aperture with a central opaque vertical slit. Shown in Fig. 11 are the size and positions of images formed by particles at various positions in the illuminated volume. It is important to understand that for small particles (essentially point objects) the image size is only a function of its axial displacement from the object plane. The image size is linearly related to the numerical aperture of the collecting optics and is given approximately by: Image size = N.A. x displacement from object plane. It is apparent that only images that are near the object plane and the center of the sample volume form images with light concentrated on the opaque slit on a masked detector as illustrated in Fig. 1b. Thus, such images transmit little signal through the masked aperture. What is normally done in the ASAS is to use a gain ratio of masked aperture detector to signal aperture detector of kX for best noise immunity. Particles whose pulse amplitudes, as seen by the masked aperture detector, are greater than those seen by the signal aperture detector are rejected. The diamond shaped sample cross section results. The sample cross section is the product of the sample volume width and one-half the depth-of-field.

4.4 ASAS Resolution and Limitations

The ASAS is the best illustration of the power in utilizing a high resolution imaging system when making single particle scattering measurements. The imaging system gives one control of sample volume size, instrument activity and background light. Fig. 15 illustrates the spectral resolution of the ASAS in the submicron range. The resolution is seen to be primarily limited by FHA quantization.

5.0 CONTINUING INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

In the course of development and use of any instrument, one finds ways of making improvements. In most cases, this means increasing the sophistication of the instrument even though one would prefer to simplify it. The current state of development of the 2-D Probe is a good example. We are presently testing a 2-D Probe with 64 elements and a ½ level grey scale. Encoding the grey scale doubles the bit storage requirement for each element. Doubling the number of elements results in a four fold increase in data storage. The grey scale provides sufficient signal relief to distinguish rimed from pristine crystals. Doubling the array width has obvious advantages. Because of the enormous data rate (512 MHz) we use a microprocessor to preprocess the data. The image quality is far superior to any obtained with current 2-D Probes. However, this instrument may be oversimplified for cloud physics work. The grey scale is useful in ice crystal work but provides little benefit in droplet work. The 64 element array is highly desirable, even though it involves parallel growth and considerable cost increase. At the present time a good choice would be a 2-D Probe with 64 elements with a programmable threshold rather than continuous grey scale.

We have already mentioned the probable use of photomultiplier tubes in the FSSP to extend its size range to smaller particles. We should also mention that the higher resolution ASAS optical system has been tried in the FSSP. While the accuracy was improved, it resulted in too low a sample volume and the sample volume became size dependent at the larger sizes. Such a modification may still be desirable if the FSSP is restricted to aerosol and small droplet measurements.

In the ASAS, work is still progressing with the parabolic collecting optics in two areas. The first involves a simpler instrument, which collects 27° steradians and has sensitivity well below 0.1 μm using solid state detectors. The second involves the simultaneous measurement of total scattering and single particle extinction to provide a measure of the imaginary component of refractive index (particle absorption).
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1. INTRODUCTION

Laser radar (lidar) systems have in recent years shown increasing applicability for atmospheric science research. As a platform for remotely monitoring atmospheric cloud composition and processes, polarization diversity lidars have indicated great promise following initial measurements which demonstrated water and ice particle cloud discrimination (Schotland et al., 1971). An important development in this area has been the realization that lidar depolarization measurements could be interpreted, with respect to hydrometeor species identification, by means of a "library" of characteristic return signatures compiled with continuous-wave (CW) laser backscattering systems of appropriate design. In view of the present inability to predict ice particle optical scattering behavior through theoretical approaches, such data is essential in assessing the potential of the optical backscatter depolarization technique, and have indicated that several hydrometeor species could be differentiated through polarization measurements. At the same time, their general applicability to lidar data has been shown (Sassen, 1975a). Furthermore, it has been determined through CW laser scattering measurements and verified with lidar observations that melting snowflakes generate increasing amounts of depolarization during the phase transition, as is also experienced at microwave frequencies (Sassen, 1976).

These capabilities of polarization diversity lidar systems suggest that the technique has developed sufficiently to find application in programs of cloud physics and modification research. As examples of such applications, results from two lidar field programs will be considered here. To describe the change in the state of polarization of backscattered energy, linear depolarization ratios (δ, the ratio of returned energies in the planes of polarization orthogonal and parallel to that of the linearly polarized source) are used. The characteristics of the lidar system are given in Table 1.

2. THUNDERSTORM PRECIPITATION FIELD PROGRAM

a. Theory

To aid in the interpretation of the lidar precipitation profiles of returned energy with height, a numerical simulation of the microphysical aspects and optical scattering behavior of particles within the melting region was performed for ice pellet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Lidar system specifications.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transmitter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source: Pulsed ruby laser, 6943A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Output: &lt;10^7 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRF: &lt;0.1 sec^-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulse duration: &lt;50 x 10^-9 sec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarization: Vertical, δ &lt; 0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam divergence: 10^-3 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Receiver</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optics: Schmidt-Cassegrainian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture: 500 cm^2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polarization: Glan-air prism (simultaneous)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of view: 10^-3 rad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Handling</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording: CRT photography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display: Dual-beam oscilloscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth: 50 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Operating Characteristics</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam alignment: Parallel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar positioning: Searchlight mount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total weight: &lt;400 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental: -20 to +30°C, &gt;800 mb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(e.g., hailstone), graupel and snowflake-initiated rainfall, using the lidar equation (see Schotland et al., 1971). Hydrometeor scattering properties during the phase change were inferred from measurements of relative returned (parallel-polarized) energy values obtained with the CW laser system for the three hydrometeor types at different temperatures (manuscript in preparation). The results of the model for rainfall rates of 1.5, 7.5 and 15 mm hr^-1 indicated that significant reflectivity bright bands could be expected from melting snowflakes and graupel. However, in contrast to microwave bright bands, the causes of the optical analogs were shown to result primarily from the initial increases in particle and scattering cross sections at the bottom of the melting layer (where particle concentrations changed only slightly with height), followed by strong optical attenuation higher in the melting zone. Fig. 1 shows the results of the calculations for melting snowflakes and graupel at the three rainfall rates, where variations in relative returned energy are shown as functions of height from the freezing level and inferred pseudo-adiabatic temperature.
Figure 1. The results of a numerical simulation of the lidar bright band from melting graupel (left) and snowflakes, for three rainfall rates. Profiles of returned (parallel-polarized) energy shown vs. height from freezing level ($Z'$) and pseudo-adiabatic temperature ($T$).

b. Measurements

In an attempt to characterize the precipitation generating mechanisms acting in high plains thunderstorms at Laramie, Wyoming, lidar observations were carried out on a total of six days during 1975 for which the convective activity could be considered representative of this area. Due to the typically dry surface moisture conditions in the Laramie Basin (~2.2 km above sea level at the lidar site), convective cloud bases normally occur at heights roughly 2 km above ground level (AGL). Thus, atmospheric freezing levels were usually present a few hundred meters above cloud base, so that the precipitation within the melting region could be viewed by the lidar without the severe signal attenuation losses incurred in dense clouds.

The lidar data collected from thunderstorm precipitation were compared to the simulated returned energy profiles and the measured $\delta$ value variations from melting hydrometeors to determine the rainfall mechanisms. The results confirmed the observations in the geographically adjacent clouds in northeast Colorado in that a graupel mechanism predominated during early cumulus cloud development (Dye et al., 1974). However, the presence of a melting snowflake process was indicated by the data obtained during the mature thunderstorm stage, suggesting that the contribution to thunderstorm precipitation from a diffusional ice growth mechanism has been generally underestimated. The lidar data presented below are given as examples to illustrate the agreement of typical lidar profiles to the expected reflectivity and $\delta$ profiles.

Shown in Figure 2 are the parallel polarized signal ($E_{||}$) and linear depolarization ratio ($\delta$) profiles from the precipitation beneath a shower cloud, obtained at 1700 MST on 11 August 1975. The form of these profiles clearly indicate that melting graupel were being interrogated. Note that as expected, melting graupel failed to produce a depolarization bright band, but rather maintained a near constant $\delta$ value of $\approx 0.7$ throughout much of the melting region (Sassen, 1975b).

Figure 3 gives the profiles obtained from the precipitation beneath a vigorous thunderstorm in its

Figure 2. Lidar returned parallel-polarized energy ($E_{||}$) and linear depolarization ratio ($\delta$, in melting region only) profiles vs. height above ground from convective shower precipitation. Environmental freezing level height at 2.6 km AGL.

Figure 3. Lidar profiles from precipitation beneath an active thunderstorm vs. height above ground. $E_{||}$ value spike at ~2.3 km AGL represents entrance of the laser pulse into cloud base. Environmental freezing level at 2.65 km AGL.
mature stage on 26 July 1975, at 1438 MST. In this case, the returned energy and $\delta$ profiles resemble more closely those anticipated from melting snowflakes. The abrupt $E|$ signal increase at $\sim$2.3 km AGL shows that the storm's cloud base was entered at this height, while the vertical depth of the bright band is indicative of a rather light rainfall rate in the area at that time being viewed by the lidar (compare with Figure 1). On this occasion, the temperature at the returned energy maximum of the bright band, as inferred from the 00002 Denver and Lander soundings, was $\sim$4°C warmer than the 3.8°C value expected for melting snowflakes, possibly due to the presence of thunderstorm downdrafts. It should be mentioned in this regard that in cases involving weak convective activity and continuous-type precipitation, bright band centers were often noted to correspond to the value predicted by the CW laser measurements.

3. INSTRUMENTED AIRCRAFT SUPPORTED OBSERVATIONS

a. Theory

As shown by Schotland et al. (1971), the linear depolarization ratio can be expressed solely in terms of the volume backscatter coefficients, $\beta^\parallel$ and $\beta^\perp$. These coefficients are subscripted to allow for differences in the values of the terms for backscattering of energy in the planes of polarization parallel (II) and orthogonal (I) to the source, and can be divided into components contributed by liquid and solid phase hydrometeors. Thus, the linear depolarization ratio can be expressed as

$$\delta = \frac{\beta^\parallel \text{(ice)}}{\beta^\parallel \text{(water)}} + \frac{\beta^\perp \text{(water)}}{\beta^\perp \text{(water)}}$$

In attempting to relate (1) with some measure of cloud microphysical content, it can be assumed that $\beta^\parallel \text{(water)}$ contributes negligibly, and that $\beta^\parallel \text{(ice)}$ can be expressed in terms of $\delta$ by taking into consideration pure ice $\delta$ values ($\delta_i$) represent characteristics of the ice phase. Of course, these simplifications neglect cloud droplet multiple scattering influences, but can be considered valid enough for an approximation when dealing with mixed phase clouds containing significant amounts of ice particles, and when using lidars with narrow beamwidths (see Sassen, 1976). Then, (1) reduces to

$$\delta = \frac{\beta^\parallel \text{(ice)}}{\beta^\parallel \text{(ice)}} + \frac{\beta^\perp \text{(water)}}{\beta^\perp \text{(water)}}$$

The backscatter coefficients are proportional to the sums of cross sectional areas (A) and numbers (N) per unit volume of the hydrometeors in each phase. The backscattering "efficiency" or gain (g) of hydrometeors, depending on scatterer phase and geometry, can be employed to yield the following relation.

$$\beta^\parallel \text{(water, ice)} = g \delta N \text{(water, ice)}$$

Note that the g value, per particle, is equivalent to the normalized backscatter cross section, and is defined in similar terms with respect to the particle's ability to behave as if it were an isotropic scatterer. While g$\text{(water)}$ has been shown to be a constant function of spherical droplet scattering properties for drops $<4$ mm diameter (paper in preparation), g$\text{(ice)}$ values may be sensitive to the observation angle if populations of oriented ice crystals are interrogated, and would also likely vary with ice particle species.

Since hydrometeor characteristics enter into (2), a means of expressing some form of microphysical information can be sought. Unfortunately, it is not possible to derive values of N or A from $\delta$ values alone without first specifying one of these terms. In dealing with an assembly of scatterers of unknown size and concentration, though, it is possible to specify the quantity $R_{i/w}$, the ratio of the sums of ice particle cross sectional areas to water drop cross sectional area per unit volume, which relates a measure of cloud microphysical content to its observed scattering properties.

$$R_{i/w} = \frac{\delta \text{ A} \text{(ice)} N \text{(ice)}}{\delta \text{ A} \text{(water)} N \text{(water)}}$$

or, after (3) and (4) are introduced into (2),

$$R_{i/w} = \frac{G_{i/w} \left(\frac{\delta_i - \delta}{\delta_{i/w}}\right)}{\delta_{i/w}}$$

expressed in terms of $\delta$, where $G_{i/w}$ is the ratio of hydrometeor backscattering gains in the parallel polarization plane for particles in the water and ice phases.

The CW laser backscattering measurements can be used to obtain an estimation of the magnitude and possible variability of $G_{i/w}$ values with ice particle type and size. An examination of these data reveal that due to differences in the backscattering efficiencies of various ice species, $G_{i/w}$ values can be expected to vary by a factor of $\sim$10 with cloud content. An analysis of laboratory mixed phase cloud composition and $\delta$ values (using equations 3 and 4) suggests water-ice particle scattering gain ratios of about 10 to 20 for crystal populations <60 µm (modal maximum dimension). On the other hand, direct calculations of g values for raindrops and ice precipitation elements have revealed that $G_{i/w}$ values near unity are more representative of large spatial crystals, crystal aggregates, and graupel particles. Figure 4 shows the $R_{i/w}$ ratios required to generate the range of linear depolarization ratios from 0.1 to 0.45 as functions of several $G_{i/w}$ values typical of the primary ice particle species. Note that because of their greater depolarizing abilities, rimed particles and graupel produce higher $\delta$ values for a given $R_{i/w}$ value at $G_{i/w} = 1$.

The value of $R_{i/w}$ for cloud microphysical parameterization may seem remote from the more accustomed and specific nomenclature, but yet requires only a measured $\delta$ value to be determined once the magnitude of the relative $G_{i/w}$ value has been established. For lidar field measurements, the nature of the ice particles can often be assumed, or, identified through polarization data of any virga or precipitation present to judge $\delta_i$ and $G_{i/w}$. And, if information is available describing some of the microphysical characteristics of the cloud system under study, or if knowledgeable criteria are used to limit the range of unknown cloud composition para-
meters, more specific information can be gained. Depolarization measurements, then, can provide by means of this technique an indication of the ice content of clouds. Observations of \( R_i/w \) values may be particularly useful when employed in a relative comparison among similar cloud types or during single cloud studies.

b. Measurements

As part of winter studies of orographic cloud systems at Elk Mountain (elevation 3.4 km above sea level) in southeastern Wyoming, lidar observations have been taken on several occasions in conjunction with cloud microphysical measurements from an instrumented aircraft platform. The operation of the lidar system at a location 15 km west (2.1 km ASL) of the Elk Mountain Outdoor Laboratory has proved to be a useful supplement to the more conventional data collection methods. Data gathered with the lidar has shown sufficient sensitivity to cloud or precipitation composition to aid in the real-time discrimination of meteorological targets of interest to aircraft penetrations. And, as a stationary ground-based platform, lidar interrogations gathered over long time intervals have provided information concerning spatial variations in conditions not amenable to study with aircraft.

As an example of the lidar monitoring of meteorological processes, a time sequence of data obtained at the Elk Mountain site is presented below. The data were taken over a 2 hr time period on 26 January 1976, when considerable cloudiness was present at several atmospheric levels in southeastern Wyoming. The cloud system studied appeared to result from the orographically-induced lifting of moist low level air over the entire Medicine Bow Mountain Range, following the passage of an upper-level trough.

The lidar returns taken during the times shown in Figure 5 are depicted in the parallel polarization channel only, where returned energy increases to the right and the height above ground is given in kilometers. However, features in the returns which possessed \( \delta \) values \(<0.5\) indicative of mixed phase clouds (Sassen, 1976) are identified in the data sequence by arrows. These regions typically displayed clearly defined cloud bases, as evidenced by abrupt signal increases, while the subsequent rapid decay in returned energy levels indicates strong signal attenuation aloft. Most energy returns at low level (<1 km) can be shown on the basis of polarization measurements to result from ice particle virga or precipitation, and could often be noted to descend to the surface prior to the onset of snowfall. At times when snowfall reached the surface (i.e., ending at ~1305, briefly at ~1600, and commencing again at ~1705 MST), energy returns were strong near the ground and higher level features decayed in strength or were absent due to the strong low level attenuation. Linear depolarization ratios for the precipitation and virga were for the most part between 0.6 and 0.65, indicating the presence of rimed ice particles, as a visual inspection of the character of the returns confirmed. When precipitation or low-lying virga were absent, rather smooth "clear air" returns in the lowest ~0.5 km were present (e.g., at 1628), yielding \( \delta <0.1\).

Although the returns shown were taken at a number of different oscilloscope sensitivities (see volts per division scale for each interrogation) to accommodate the prevailing conditions, the changes in the character of the profiles reflect variations in the cloud system. For example, the base of the apparently generating cloud layer at ~2 km AGL can be seen to undergo an increase in height from about 1617 to 1636, reflecting a general decrease in the presence of ice particles at lower levels. It is also interesting to note that the location of a lower mixed phase cloud at ~1.2 km AGL (see 1521 interrogation) at later times corresponds to the top of a layer of strong mid-level signal returns displaying typical ice \( \delta \) values. This feature probably represented a visually observed intermittent stratus cloud layer. At later times, indications were present from an occasional lowering of ice \( \delta \) values at this height of some continued liquid water showing the then prevailing conditions to be nearly glaciated from the increased presence of ice, or perhaps the scavenging of droplets by ice particles from the higher layer. The correspondence of the aircraft measured temperature of ~15°C and precipitation character of dendritic crystals demonstrate that the primary precipitation generating cloud layer was the upper layer at ~2 km AGL.

Since the aircraft flew through this cloud system from about 1600 to 1715 MST, and made several penetrations in the area being viewed by the lidar, in situ comparisons can be made with some of the features shown in Figure 5. A preliminary assessment of the aircraft data reveals that liquid water was sampled only in the mixed phase cloud layer indicated by the lidar at ~2 km AGL. Hydrometeor samples obtained on slides typically showed a mixture of rimed and unrimed crystals to be pre-

![Figure 4. Linear depolarization ratios generated by several ice particle types with the pure-phase \( \delta \) values (\( \delta_i \)) and \( G_{i/w} \) values shown for \( R_i/w \), the ratio of the sums of ice to water particle cross sectional areas.](image-url)
sent, while the liquid water content was spatially variable, with values (as determined from the ASP) ranging from 0.001 to 0.02 in the approximate areas viewed by the lidar. Although the non-uniformities in the liquid water content and the combination of rimed and unrimed ice particles complicate the parameterization of cloud content, the values of $G_j/w_i$ obtained from (5) with the measured $\delta$ values have been found to be within the range expected for the observed mixture of particle types. For example, the cloud layer at 2.1 km AGL at 1654 MST yielded $\delta$ values of between 0.29 to 0.34 (as measured at several points in the cloud return and for several sequential returns), while $\delta$ values of between 0.62 and 0.66 were generated by the virga below. Aircraft-measured ice particle concentrations (from the 2D probe) were relatively constant at $\delta$ $< 1$ in this region of the cloud layer, but liquid water contents varied from averages of 0.002 to 0.09 gm/m$^3$. Therefore, using the observed cloud droplet spectra and the values given above, $R_{ji}/w_j$ and (coincidentally) $G_j/w_i$ values of about 12 and 3.5 were found for the two values of liquid water content, respectively. These values lie between the expected $G_j/w_i$ values for rimed particles and unrimed simple ice crystals.

It is hoped that as the results of more exact data analyses become available, and as collaborative measurements continue, more quantitative data comparisons will be forthcoming.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Through an assessment of the backscattering behavior of hydrometeors and lidar field programs of cloud studies, the optical backscatter depolarization technique is indicated to display the potential for contributing significantly to the understanding of cloud and precipitation processes. The utilization of the lidar for thunderstorm observations in a manner analogous to radar studies has shown that the dominant precipitation generating mechanisms could be specified according to hydrometeor species. Although the strong attenuation suffered by optical energy in precipitation and dense clouds can severely limit the operational range of lidar measurements in some cases, the information content of depolarization data is indicated to be more sensitive with respect to hydrometeor differentiation than analogous radar techniques. And, the basis for obtaining a quantitative measure of mixed phase cloud ice content has been presented. It is hoped that once a more rigorous demonstration of the validity of this approach has been made through continued data collection and analysis, the value of the $R_{ji}/w_j$ parameter can be examined in terms of its applicability to cloud physics and modification research.
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On 20 August 1975 a thunderstorm in an advanced stage of dissipation moved over a zenith-pointing 3.2-cm pulsed-Doppler radar located on the grounds of Tucson International Airport. The radar, described earlier by Battan (1975) has two identical antennas and receiving systems. The antennas are arranged to measure the backscattered signals in orthogonal planes. The unique aspects of this observational system is that it can obtain Doppler spectra in either the plane of transmission or the cross-polarized plane. On 20 August 1975 the radar functioned in the following manner. A sampling gate traveled upwards in steps of about 150 m, dwelling at each altitude for 0.66 sec, during which records were made of the Doppler information in the plane of transmission, while at the same time a recording was made of the integrated backscattered signal in the cross-polarized plane. After repeating this procedure for a second set of observations (called a "frame") between the ground and a preset maximum altitude at 9750 m, the recording mode was changed. Recordings were made of the Doppler spectral data in the cross-polarized plane and the integrated power in the plane of transmission. The recording mode was changed every two frames, i.e., every 86 sec since 43 sec was required for each frame.

As will be seen from an examination of Fig. 1, which is a facsimile recording of two frames, one showing Doppler spectra in the plane of transmission followed by a second showing the data in the cross-polarized plane, there was a radar bright band. It indicated that frozen particles were falling through the freezing level and melting. A great deal has been written about the precipitation mechanisms occurring above and below the bright band. Disputes about the questions of particle aggregation and breakup have yet to be resolved. Lhermitte and Atlas (1963), Ekpenyong and Srivastava (1970) and Zwack and Anderson (1970) proposed arguments in favor of the view that there is snow-particle aggregation above the bright band or raindrop breakup below it, or both. On the other hand, duToit (1967), who used Doppler radar data, and Ohtake (1969), who made observations of the hydrometeors up a mountain slope, concluded that aggregation and breakup were not important processes in explaining precipitation falling through a melting layer.

2. OBSERVATIONS

The observations presented in this article cover a period of nine minutes in the life of a decaying thunderstorm. Unlike meteorological circumstances leading to widespread rain from nimbostratus clouds where time and spacial changes sometimes are quite small, in the case of this dissipating shower there is evidence of substantial changes over periods of three minutes.
Fig. 2. Reflectivity in plane of transmission.

Fig. 3. Reflectivity in cross-polarized plane.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 present measured backscattered powers and depolari-
zation. The first diagram shows that the bright band, exhibiting maxima in
reflectivity of just over 30 dBZ, was about 300 m below the 0°C isotherm. Note
that at 1702 MST and 1705 MST the reflectivity in the bright band ranged from
less than 15 dBZ to more than 30 dBZ. The pattern of echo intensity is indic-
ative of a showery nature in the precipitation. The rainfall intensity at the
ground was very light, not measurable with a weighing gauge. On the basis

of \( Z = 200 \, R^{1.6} \), one obtains maximum values of just over 1 mm hr\(^{-1}\) for the
period 1703 to 1707 MST.

Before 1705 MST, backscattering in the cross-polarized plane was relatively
high, particularly in the bright band layer. During the last half of the peri-
od, at altitudes above 2 km, the power in the cross-polarized plane was extremely
low or nonexistent.

As would be expected, the pattern of depolarization was similar in most
respects to the pattern of power in the cross-polarized plane, except that in
and below the bright band after 1704 MST, there is evidence of considerable
depolarization. It should be recognized however that the quantities of power in
the numerators of the ratios from which depolarization was calculated were quite
small, just barely above the noise level of the radar.

During the first two minutes, there was a gradual increase of echo intensity
downward from about 5 km to 4.2 km, the center of the bright band. One can
visualize as did Lhermitte and Atlas (1963), the aggregation of snow particles
above the freezing level, with a more sudden increase of reflectivity as the
snow particles fell through the melting region.

From 1703 to 1705 MST, the high reflectivity region extended above the
freezing level with a steep gradient of \( Z \) at the echo top. It can be visualized
that this represents a volume of wet snow or ice pellets. Note that the signals
in the cross-polarized plane at 1704 in the bright band were about 10 dB lower
than it was at 1701 MST. This would
suggest that at 1704 MST, the hydrometeors were more spherical than the hydrometeors accounting from the earlier bright band. After 1704 MST the bright band was narrow and weak, but quite distinct. It is visualized that the hydrometeors were relatively small snow aggregates, which melted fairly rapidly.

In Fig. 2, at heights below 3.5 km, the lines of equal echo intensity are labeled with numbers in parenthesis. They are calculated median volume diameters corresponding to the indicated values of reflectivity. The procedure for obtaining these values assumes that the raindrops conform to the Marshall-Palmer distribution

\[ N = N_0 e^{-\Lambda D}, \quad \text{where} \quad \Lambda = 4.1 R^{-0.21} \]

and

\[ Z = 200 R^{1.6} \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\( \Lambda \) and \( Z \) are in units of \( \text{mm}^{-1} \) and \( \text{mm}^6 \text{m}^{-3} \) respectively when \( R \) is in \( \text{mm hr}^{-1} \).

According to Atlas (1964)

\[ \Lambda = 3.67 \frac{D}{D_0}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( D_0 \) is the median volume diameter.

By suitable substitution employing these relations, one obtains

\[ D = 0.45 Z^{0.13} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( D \) is in millimeters.

The quantities depicted in Fig. 2 indicate that there were fairly large raindrops under the bright band during the periods 1700-1702 MST and 1703-1704 MST because the median volume diameters were greater than 0.9 mm. On the other hand after 1704 MST, median volume diameters were about 0.5 mm, indicating fairly small raindrops.

If it could be assumed that the precipitation was falling mostly in the plane of observation, it would appear that from about 1701 MST until 1705 MST, there was a net breakup of raindrops because the median volume diameters diminished with altitude. During the period 1705 to 1707 MST, the calculated raindrop sizes near the ground were about the same as they were aloft, indicating little net breakup or coalescence. During the last few minutes of observations there was an apparent increase of raindrop sizes with decreasing altitude, the median volume diameters increasing from 0.5 to about 0.8 mm.

Not surprisingly the trends of changes in raindrop diameters also appear on Fig. 5. It depicts the quantity \( \bar{W}_m \) which is a reflectivity-weighted mean Doppler velocity calculated from an equation by Rogers (1964). The numbers in parenthesis are the diameters of raindrops having terminal velocities corresponding to the indicated \( \bar{W}_m \). The drop sizes are consistently larger than those in Fig. 2. They are biased to a greater extent by the larger raindrops than are the median volume diameters which are volume weighted rather than reflectivity weighted.

![Fig. 5. Mean reflectivity-weighted terminal velocity of raindrops.](image)

The depolarization data tends to confirm the just noted inferences about changes of raindrop sizes with altitude, if one is prepared to accept the notion that the greater the raindrop sizes the greater the depolarization when viewed along the zenith. This seems like a reasonable proposition because the greater the sizes the larger the drop deformation imposed by turbulence and drop collisions.

Additional information about the properties of the air and hydrometeor motions can be obtained by examination of the Doppler spectrum parameters shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8. Note that the data at the times indicated by the downward pointing arrows were taken from observations of Doppler spectra of the back-scattered signals in the cross-polarized plane.
It is seen that over the first three minutes of observations, within the rain region, the mean Doppler velocity decreased from a peak of \(-9.5\) m sec\(^{-1}\) at an altitude of 3.5 km to a minimum of \(-5.5\) m sec\(^{-1}\) near the ground. An examination of Fig. 7, which displays "updraft velocities" calculated by means of Rogers' (1964) equation (the difference between the data in Fig. 5 and Fig. 4), shows that about 1 to 2 m sec\(^{-1}\) of this difference can be explained as a change in downdraft speed. The remaining difference of downward speed can be attributed to changes in the terminal velocity of the raindrops (Fig. 5).

Figure 6 shows the pronounced downward acceleration, with respect to the ground, of particles falling through the melting level. For the most part their downward velocities were 2 to 3 m sec\(^{-1}\) at 4,300 m, the level of the 0°C isotherm and reached 6 m sec\(^{-1}\) about 300 m below it. After another 150 m of fall, throughout most of the 9 min. of observations, the particles, presumably raindrops, were falling at about 8 m sec\(^{-1}\) except for a few brief periods.

During the period between about 1704 and 1707 MST there was relatively little change in the mean Doppler velocity.

The calculated air velocities should be reasonable dependable in the case of rain, but of little value when the hydrometeors are composed of ice crystals or snowflakes, either in the dry or melting states. For this reason, the data in Fig. 7 above about 3.7 km should be ignored. Note that, as was the case in Fig. 6, there is a strong correlation between the velocities measured in the plane of transmission and in the cross-polarized plane less than a minute displaced in time. The most unusual aspect of Fig. 7 is the small region where the air velocity was observed to be upwards at nearly 1 m sec\(^{-1}\) surrounded by air descending at about 3 m sec\(^{-1}\). A weak widespread downdraft would be a more likely state of affairs in a dissipating thunderstorm.
Interestingly the highest values of the variance (Fig. 8) of the Doppler spectra occurred in the region of the upwards perturbation of air velocity. Throughout the rain region, variances were mostly less than 1.0 m² sec⁻², typical values for rain. In the region of the updraft velocity perturbation it was greater than 1.5 m² sec⁻². It can be speculated that turbulence, generated by horizontal and vertical gradients of vertical velocity, contributed perhaps 1 to 1.5 m² sec⁻² to the variance.

The high value of variance (greater than 2 m² sec⁻²) below 3.5 km at 1703 and throughout most of this record at heights below 1.8 km are difficult to explain in terms of particle size and probably indicate the presence of small scale turbulence. Note that the strongest observed downdraft (5 m sec⁻¹) occurred at about 1701 MST at a height of 1.4 km above sea level, some 600 m above the ground. One has the impression that this feature of the velocity field and the updraft perturbation at 1705 MST indicate that air is moving through the time-height plane of observation at least during some times and at some altitudes.

3. SUMMARY

In summary, it seems to be clear that major changes in precipitation characteristics occurred over short periods of time. The properties of the rain at the ground depend on the properties of the frozen hydrometeors above the 0°C isotherm and on breakup and coalescence processes. In some instances, there may be significant aggregations above the freezing level; at other times little may occur depending on the type, shape, and size of the hydrometeors. In the rain, either breakup or coalescence may occur, depending presumably on the initial drop size spectra and possibly on small scale turbulence. Clearly it is important to use this type of radar system for observing rain from a widespread layer of stratiform clouds.
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A PARTICLE CAMERA FOR POWERED AIRCRAFT

Theodore W. Cannon
National Center for Atmospheric Research*
Boulder, Colorado 80303

1. INTRODUCTION

A particle camera has been recently developed at the National Center for Atmospheric Research for the South Dakota School of Mines T-28 armored aircraft. This camera is used to photograph cloud and precipitation particles as a data source for the National Hail Research Experiment. The intent is to obtain the following information:

1) Determine if a significant number of water drops larger than about 150 μm diameter exist in hail precursor and hail producing clouds and, if they do, what are the sizes and concentrations in various regions of these clouds.
2) Determine the types, sizes, and concentrations of ice particles in various regions of clouds.
3) Make intercomparisons of particle shapes, sizes and/or concentrations measured with other instruments on the aircraft (e.g., foil impactor, PMS 2-D and axially scattering probes, J-W liquid water content meter, Rosemount icing rate probe, and acoustic hail sensor).

The T-28 particle camera is an improved version of the camera used on the NCAR/NOAA sailplane Explorer and described by Cannon (1974). Because power, weight, and space restrictions are less severe on powered aircraft, significant improvements possible in the T-28 version were larger sampling volume in each photograph, higher frame rate, and multiple exposure feature.

2. CAMERA DESCRIPTION

The camera consists of two basic units. (1) The 35 mm, double frame film transport, rotating mirror and control electronics unit (FTRM) and (2) the flash system. Figures 1 and 2 show the camera mounted beneath the port wing of the aircraft, with the FTRM housed in the white pod (inboard) and the flash system in the black housing (outboard). Photographs are taken using dark-field illumination; the optical axis is aimed midway between two flash lamps located behind windows on the pod side of the flash system housing. A flat-black area between these windows provides the background for the photographs. Photographed particles are back lighted by the lamps; some fill-in front lighting is provided by light reflected forward by the white portion of the wing and the FTRM pod.

Figure 1. T-28 armored aircraft with camera mounted under port wing.

Figure 2. Enlarged photograph of T-28 camera showing film transport and rotating mirror pod (left) and flash housing (right).

* The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
The flash system consists of a 28 volt to 1800 volt DC/DC converter, 230 ma capacity, connected to a 4.08 µf capacitor for each of the two Xenon flash lamps, each with reflectors and appropriate triggering circuitry, and cooling fan. The flash duration is about 15 µ sec measured at the one-third of peak light pulse level.

Since the flash duration is too long to adequately stop image motion (airspeed is about 100 meters per second), a motion compensating mirror is located in front of the camera lens. The mirror speed is servoed to be proportional to the output of an electronic true airspeed computer; the constant of proportionately between airspeed and mirror speed is adjustable depending on the lens magnification used.

The servo-motor driven film transport is slaved to the rotating mirror so that, in pulse mode, the shutter is automatically opened during the mirror revolution just prior to exposure and closed during the revolution of the mirror subsequent to exposure. The pilot can adjust a "ratio" control so that exposures are taken at rates from one exposure per 64 mirror rotations to one per two mirror rotations. In cine mode, the camera and mirror servo motors are phase locked together so that the shutter is open at the time the mirror is in proper position for the photograph to be taken. One exposure is taken for every rotation of the mirror in cine mode.

An "accumulate" feature allows the pilot to multiple expose up to four flashes per frame at any ratio setting in pulse mode to obtain more data per flight than possible with a single exposure per frame.

The frame rate $R$ for pulse mode at any accumulate value may be calculated using the formula

$$R_p = \frac{R_c}{R + A}$$

where $R_c$ = cine frame rate, $R$ = ratio and $A$ = accumulate. Frame rates at 100 mps true airspeed are shown in Table I.

### Table I. Frame rates at in cine and pulse modes. true airspeed = 100 mps, accumulate = 1.0, magnification = 0.15. Total operating time for maximum (400 foot, 3200 frame) film loading is also shown

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Frames Sec$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Sec Frames$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Total Operating Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Cine</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>3m 3s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Pulse</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>7m 8s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 &quot;</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1m 18s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 &quot;</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2m 35s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 &quot;</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5m 10s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 &quot;</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1h 5m 21s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 &quot;</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3h 4m 12s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64 &quot;</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>7h 37m 23s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At magnification 0.60 frames sec$^{-1}$ values are 1.3 times and sec frame$^{-1}$ and operating times 0.75 times values in above table.

An additional feature is a film marking LED for flashing the edge of the film at each frame and one to flash the film at the time the "in cloud" button is pressed by the pilot.

### 3. IMAGING CHARACTERISTICS AND DATA

Use of interchangeable lenses allows the camera to be used with emphasis on small ice and cloud droplets (magnification = 0.60) or precipitation-size particles (magnification = 0.15). Some of the imaging characteristics with two available lenses are shown in Table II.

Distinction between drops and ice is made based on the two dot method described by Cannon (1970). Photographs of airborne falling water drops photographed in the hanger are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The dot pair images in Fig. 3 are characteristic of smaller drops (in this case 0.2 to 1.3 mm diameter), while the dot quad in Fig. 4 is from a 2.8 mm diameter drop photographed in the hanger showing dot quad signature characteristic of larger drops.

![Fig. 3. Airborne droplets from atomizer 0.2 to 1.3 mm diameter imaged in hanger showing dot pair signature characteristic of smaller drops.](image1)

![Fig. 4. Freely falling 2.8 mm diameter drop photographed in hanger showing dot quad signature characteristic of larger drops.](image2)
### Table II. Imaging characteristics of T-28 particle camera for various magnifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens Focal Length</th>
<th>Magnification</th>
<th>Diameter of smallest water drop imaged</th>
<th>Diameter of largest particle completely imaged</th>
<th>Diameter of smallest particle with ice/water distinction</th>
<th>Maximum sample volume per frame</th>
<th>In-focus sample volume per frame</th>
<th>Principal Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>58 mm</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>50 µm</td>
<td>160 mm</td>
<td>700 µm</td>
<td>6.2 %</td>
<td>1.1 %</td>
<td>Precipitation-size particles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135 mm</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3 cm³</td>
<td>Cloud Droplets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes**

Column (3) Estimated based on calibrations of sailplane particle camera at M = 1.

(4) Frame height (24 mm) divided by M.

(5) Estimated based on calibrations of sailplane particle camera at M = 1.

(6) Total back illuminated volume seen by camera. Very large particles may also be photographed from front illumination over about 22 % at M = 0.15.

Formula $V = \frac{0.288}{u^2} (u_F^3 - u_N^3)$ where $u' = \text{image distance}$, $u_F = \text{distance from front nodal point of lens to farthest distance within the illuminated volume}$, $u_N = \text{distance from front nodal point of lens to nearest distance within illuminated volume}$. Formula only applies to double frame 35 mm format (24 mm x 36 mm), all $u$ values in mm and volume in cm³.

(7) In-focus sample volume from formula $V = \frac{2CN LR}{1000 f 1} M^4$ where $C = \text{diameter of circle of confusion in image space}$, assumed 0.025 mm, $N = f$ - number of lens, assumed $f/11$ for $M = 0.15$ and $f/5.6$ for $M = 0.60$, $L = \text{length of picture area} = 36$ mm, $H = \text{height of picture area} = 24$ mm and $M = \text{magnification}$. Values on right-hand side of equation in millimeters give volume in cm³ using this formula.
Fig. 4 is characteristic of larger drops (in this case 2.8 mm diameter) where both light refracted during passage through the drop and reflected light off the drop surface are evident. The dot pair and dot quad signatures pertain for out-of-focus as well as in-focus images, becoming overlapped disks for the out-of-focus drops. Figure 5 shows the image of a pendant frozen drop photographed with the T-28 camera set up in the laboratory. Absence of the dot quad plus interior structure are indicative of the ice phase.

Photographs taken during an early camera test flight in a snowstorm in the vicinity of Pactola and Deerfield, South Dakota on 5 December 1975 are shown in Fig. 6 and illustrate the quality of imaging. All of these photographs were taken at M = 0.15, ratio = 4 and accumulate = 1, with a TAS of about 80 m sec$^{-1}$. The photographs illustrate a variety of ice particle forms seen in this particular storm.

4. CONCLUSION

By use of the combination short-duration light source (strobe) and rotating mirror it is possible to adequately stop image motion to obtain good quality in situ photographs of cloud and precipitation particles from aircraft. Cameras flown on the sailplane and University of Chicago Lodestar (note paper 3.1.2 by N. J. Carrera) have demonstrated the feasibility of this technique to obtain useful cloud physics information in the past. The T-28 camera should provide valuable data on mature thunderstorms in the coming field seasons of NHRE. Automatic data analysis techniques developed at Colorado State University (note paper 7.1.9 by J. LeCompte et al) will facilitate the heretofore tedious job of reduction of the camera data.

5. REFERENCES
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THE MEASUREMENT OF CLOUD DROPLET SPECTRA

P. Ryder

Meteorological Office, Bracknell
Berkshire, U.K.

1. INTRODUCTION

The U.K. Meteorological Office are equipping their Meteorological Research Flight C.130 aircraft for cloud physics research. Aircraft provide good platforms for the exposure of instruments for such research but they have some significant limitations which can be overcome by the use of other platforms, such as tethered balloons, and these additional facilities are also being used in the U.K.

In our view, the current state of cloud physics research places a particular emphasis upon the collection of a range of integrated data on a 'case study' basis. Field studies are seen as providing the data necessary to set up suitable cloud models and to verify, or otherwise, their predictions. The overall aim is to understand, in some detail, the physical processes occurring in and around clouds. The measurement of cloud droplet size distributions is an important part of such a programme, when supported by measurements of the state and motion parameters.

The range of size and number density of cloud hydrometeors to be expected is so large that it is unrealistic to expect any one instrument to make worth-while measurements over the whole range. Any instrument which is likely to resolve particles of 2 to 5 μm diameter at concentrations of several hundred per cc is also likely to have unacceptably long integration times in defining the physically significant, but much lower number density of, either drops or ice crystals. This question and the related one of providing real-time or post-experiment data has also been discussed previously, Adams (1972). Such considerations have led us to choose the Axially Scattering Spectrometer Probe* (ASSP) and a laser holographic technique as a complementary instrumentation suite for field studies.

The ASSP as delivered in 1974 had some significant problems for use at aircraft velocities and realistic droplet number densities. These are discussed, together with the solutions developed, in the next section.

The use of holography for the determination of the spatial and size distributions of droplets and ice crystals is not new, e.g. Silverman et al (1964), Thompson et al (1966, 1967), Bartlett and Adams (1972) and Thompson (1974). A major disadvantage of the technique arises from the excessive manpower/skill required in the analysis of the reconstructed images. As a result of collaboration in the U.K., between the Chemical Defence Establishment and the Meteorological Office, a major break through has been achieved in devising and implementing an automatic analysis scheme. A full account of this work is being published, Bexon et al (1976), but the salient points are described in section 3. The decision to equip the C.130 aircraft with a holographic disdrometer as outlined in section 4 was based to a significant extent on these findings.

2. THE AXIALLY SCATTERING SPECTROMETER PROBE

In this probe particles pass through a laser beam perpendicular to the beam axis. Light scattered within 7 to 15° of the beam axis is collected in an annulus co-axial with the beam and focused onto a photodiode. The intensity of light collected is a function of particle size and its position within the beam. This latter is constrained, for acceptable signals by two electronic systems - 'A' and 'B' - and the peak intensity, as the particle passes through the beam, is measured by a pulse height analyser. After a 'dead-time', a strobe pulse, gated by the 'A' and 'B' circuits, is generated. The presence of this pulse indicates that the particle passed through the beam in a position which allows pulse height to be taken as a measure of particle size. The pulse height analyser generates a signal in one of fifteen channels. With channel number proportional to the square root of pulse size, and hence scattered intensity, Mie theory for spherical particles shows that particle size is approximately proportional to channel number. Experiments with glass spheres and droplets, whose size is also measured by standard magnesium oxide slide techniques, at low number densities and velocities, suggest that the manufacturer's calibration is accurate to within ± 2 μm.

The 'A' circuit determines the position of the particle along the axis of the beam. This is necessary because the light intensity scattered into the annular collector depends on the distance of the particle from it and collection optics make the photodetector conjugate with only a very limited region of the beam. The 'A' circuit functions by measuring the output from a second photodetector which has a mask fixed to the centre. A beam splitter directs some of the light incident on the primary photodetector onto

the second detector, which only 'leaks' past the mask for out of focus particles.

The 'B' circuit is designed to overcome the problem of undersizing particles passing through the edge of the beam. It functions by comparing each pulse length with a running average. Particles having a less than average pulse length are rejected.

In its original form the probe suffered from several defects. The logic was not designed to cope with more than one particle in any part of the beam 'seen' by the primary photodetector in an interval spanning the time taken for a particle to pass through the beam plus the dead time. The coincidence rate with the original wide beam ~ 5% at 10 particles/cc and 70 m/sec airspeed. The 'A' circuit was rendered ineffective both by d.c. shifts in the a.c. coupling and noise on the signals. The 'B' circuit was affected by particle coincidences and by the fact that pulse widths are a function of pulse height.

The manufacturer subsequently supplied a laser generating a beam whose diameter is approximately half that of the original. (70 to 180 µm). This improved the signal to noise ratio by a factor of four and reduced the co-incidence problem slightly. However, the 'A' and 'B' circuits were still not effective at several hundred drops per cc.

The electronics have been redesigned to minimise the effects of co-incidence by detecting and rejecting such events. Thus, only uncontaminated events are sized by the pulse height analyser and the output is a fair representation of the particle size spectrum shape. However, this has the consequence that the number of particles per unit volume inferred from the flow rate and dimensions of the volume defined by the 'A' and 'B' circuits is an underestimate. In fact, the integrated water contents for droplet densities in the upper hundreds per cc may be down to a few per cent of their correct values. A statistical program has been devised to obtain a correction based on the measured pulse height analyser spectrum and the raw pulse rate at the main photodetector. Nevertheless, there is a large degree (~ 30%) of uncertainty in liquid water contents derived from integration of the droplet size spectra and it is likely that the ASSP will not be able to provide reliable absolute measurements of this parameter although relative values are expected to be useful.

D.C. restorers have been incorporated in the analogue signal lines to reduce significantly the effects of d.c. shifts generated when trains of pulses pass through a.c. couplers. The 'B' circuit has been improved in that the running mean pulse length is now only generated from events not contaminated by co-incidence problems. Without this improvement there is a danger that only coincident pulses are accepted at high number densities. There is a further source of error, which in practice tends to reduce the average pulse length, caused by the variation in pulse width with particle size. This has been reduced by measuring pulse width at a level below channel 1 threshold but above noise level and demanding co-incidence between this signal and that of channel one. Without this addition, when large numbers of small particles just exceed the threshold of channel 1, the average pulse width can be reduced to such an extent that the 'B' circuit is effectively inoperative.

With these modifications, and by careful monitoring of probe diagnostics such as the average pulse width for comparison with the expected flow rate and total particle count at the main photodetector, we believe that the ASSP is an excellent tool for measuring average droplet spectra in predominantly water cloud. Hobbs et al (1975) have reported the not surprising conclusion that the ASSP produces an excessive overestimate of ice crystal concentration in all ice clouds because of multiple pulsing from the many faceted scattering particles. Such a phenomenon should, of course, be apparent from the too low average transit time for particles through the beam. It is possible that a bandwidth limiting scheme linked to the expected transit time may allow use of the ASSP as a crude number density counter in all ice cloud but we have not yet attempted this.

![Fig. 1 Droplet Spectra measured in stratocumulus.](image-url)

Figure 1 shows droplet spectra measured at a range of heights when the ASSP was attached to the cable of a tethered balloon during ascent through non-precipitating stratocumulus. The increase in spectrum width with altitude, followed by a decrease towards the top of cloud, is worthy of note, and appears to be a common feature of this type of cloud. The error bars on the derived liquid water content profile represent estimated systematic, rather than random, errors.

3. THE HOLOGRAPHIC DISDROMETER

As described in section 1 the significant advance with this instrument has been the design and implementation of an automatic analysis scheme.

Laboratory and ground based field studies have used a pulsed ruby laser, operating at a wavelength of 694.3 nm, with an output power in excess of 5 mJ and pulse length of 30 nanoseconds.
The aircraft system uses a frequency doubled Nd Yag laser (section 4). The output is focussed by a lens and diverged through an in-line pinhole to improve beam uniformity. The divergent beam is incident on a hologram plate or film at a distance typically 1 to 2 m from the pinhole, where the interference pattern resulting from interference between light scattered from particles in the beam and that passing unscattered through the object volume, is recorded. The plate or film is developed in high contrast developer but not bleached. Experience has shown that phase holograms produce excessive noise in the reconstruction which has prevented automatic analysis.

The reconstruction system uses a similar in-line configuration of a continuous 5 mW He-Ne laser, lens and pinhole. When illuminated by this source the hologram produces real and virtual images. In the past the real images have been viewed by means of a magnifying system such as a microscope. However, the optical elements in such an arrangement produce noise of similar intensity to that of the image. The magnification of the particle images which is not conducive to automatic analysis. Bexon (1973) has reported a method of achieving lensless magnification whose use, we believe, is a key step in the production of high quality magnified images suitable for automatic analysis. He describes, by analogy between a hologram and a lens, how the magnification of a particular recording and reconstruction arrangement may be defined. The overall magnification of the images is a function of the position of the hologram, along the reconstructing laser axis, necessary to achieve focus at a fixed image plane, and of the recording geometry. Linear magnifications of the order of 20 are readily achieved. In practice the system is calibrated by forming a hologram of a gratenule of known dimensions in the recording beam. With certain constraints on the recording and reconstructing geometry there are two positions of the hologram which produce real, in-focus, images at the image plane. The ratio of magnifications at, and separation of, these positions along the beam together with the ratio of laser wavelengths in recording and reconstructing allow calculation of the overall magnification. This process is and will remain, essentially, a manual operation. The magnification for any other hologram position can readily be determined from its location relative to either of the above positions. This axial co-ordinate, z, and the relative positions of images (say x and y) in the image plane are also required to obtain the three dimensional distribution of particles generating the hologram.

Thus an automatic analysis scheme must provide the capability of moving the hologram along the reconstruction beam of detecting focus of images; of detecting and recording an image size (and shape) parameter, the position of the image (x and y) and the position of the hologram at focus relative to some arbitrary plane (z). The major problem has been to devise a reliable in-focus detector.

This has now been achieved, for holograms produced and reconstructed as outlined above, using a commercial image analyser, the Quantimet 720.* A large bibliography exists on this device (see for example, 'Microscope' (1971)) and only the most relevant features are described below. The image detector is either a vidicon or plumbicon. The Quantimet available to us uses a vidicon. This is mounted at the image plane of the reconstruction system. The images formed by the hologram are scanned at a rate of 10.5 frames a second and 720 lines per frame. A feature of the scanner is the precise position and length of each scan line. Each line is resolved into 910 horizontal picture points, whose position is again precisely controlled, so that equal resolution along and across the scan line is achieved. All measurements are made in terms of the number of picture points which make up the image under analysis. The signal from the vidicon passes to a detector module where each of the picture points is assessed and allocated in binary form according to the detected intensity. The module may be set to give three independent fully variable levels providing four output channels with 'above', 'below' and 'between' capability. An internal computer then counts the number of picture points satisfying the criterion set by the operator. For example the number of picture points whose intensity exceeds any level 2 but is less than level 3 may be determined. A sequence of measurements may be obtained by means of a programmer module but greater flexibility has been attained by interfacing a desk calculator/computer to the Quantimet to fulfill this role and provide a suitable data recording medium.

In order to understand how a particle may be brought into focus it is necessary to refer to figure 2. Intensity is plotted schematically as a function of distance across a scan line through the centre of a particle image, which is in various degrees of focus. The standard detector levels are set up so that level 3 is above the general background noise level; level 1 is set so that no features are of sufficient intensity to be detected; level 2 is set up approximately midway between these two. A particle which is well out of focus (a - a) will, in general, not generate an intensity greater than level 2. As the

* Manufactured by Metals Research Ltd.,
Royston, Cambridge, U.K.
particle is brought closer to focus (b - b) a point is reached in which the central portion of the image exactly coincides with this level. At this stage attention switches to the differences between levels 2 and 3 which is in the form of a halo. The linear dimensions (diameter) of the features at level 2, $d_2$, and level 3, $d_3$, are Quantimet output parameters. These change as the image approaches focus but their difference, $d_3 - d_2$, (corresponding to twice the halo thickness) will diminish. Ideally the thickness might be expected to reduce to zero at focus but because of finite resolution and edge effects a situation similar to c - o results. At this stage the halo thickness is a minimum, i.e. the image edges are sharpest.

Several schemes have been attempted which use this concept as a focus criterion but the most useful is as follows: The hologram is mounted on a stepping motor which is driven by the Quantimet so that if there is no feature, greater than a few picture points, above level 2, the motor steps by 1 mm. When such a feature is detected small (0.1 mm) steps are generated. The position of the hologram along the laser axis (Z) is determined from a summation of these large and small steps. Once the small step routine is entered measurements of the area at level 2, $A_2$, the area between levels 2 and 3 ($A_2 - A_3$), the area at level 3 ($A_3$), the feature perimeter (P), plus $z$, $x$, and $y$ are made and stored. $d_2$ and $d_3$ are calculated from $d_1 = \sqrt{\frac{4A_2}{\pi}}$ as is the $z$ position at which $d_2 - d_3$ is a minimum. A print out of a typical array of these parameters is shown in table 1.

**TABLE 1. Image parameters through focus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$z$</th>
<th>$A_{23}$</th>
<th>$A_2$</th>
<th>$A_3$</th>
<th>$A_{23}/P$</th>
<th>$d_2$</th>
<th>$d_3$</th>
<th>$d_3 - d_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>31.43</td>
<td>37.07</td>
<td>5.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>1074</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>31.45</td>
<td>36.98</td>
<td>5.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>1063</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>31.63</td>
<td>36.79</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>31.70</td>
<td>36.23</td>
<td>4.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>984</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>31.41</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>3.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>34.54</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>30.36</td>
<td>33.57</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>29.94</td>
<td>32.96</td>
<td>3.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>823</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>29.47</td>
<td>32.37</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>29.29</td>
<td>32.53</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>911</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>29.34</td>
<td>34.06</td>
<td>4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>29.79</td>
<td>35.41</td>
<td>5.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>30.05</td>
<td>36.81</td>
<td>6.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>30.13</td>
<td>36.41</td>
<td>6.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>1385</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>29.66</td>
<td>39.64</td>
<td>9.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>1289</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>29.16</td>
<td>40.50</td>
<td>11.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The visual focus corresponds exactly with the minimum halo in this case and in 200 cases checked the visual and automatic estimates of focus agree to within one small step. Suggesting a maximum error in area from this source of less than 3%. The parameter $\frac{A_3}{P^2} = \frac{2\pi r_2 \Delta r}{2\pi r_1}$ is an additional measure of halo thickness which, as it happens, is also minimised at focus in the particular case shown. Parameters such as $\frac{A_3}{P^2}$ provide form factors which can be used, in principle at least, to distinguish circular drops from non-circular ice crystals but this has not yet been fully tested on the automatic system.

The data shown in figure 3 was produced by sizing glass spheres (8 to 90 μm diameter) on perspex fibres (2 μm diameter) both by the Quantimet/holographic technique and by direct measurement under a microscope. This experiment allows one to one correspondance of the measurements to be made.

![Graph](image)

**FIG 3**

The area $A_z$ was used to derive drop diameters and there is evidence from this and similar analyses to suggest that $A_z$ provides a diameter which is closer to the microscope derived values.

The physical principles of a fully automatic analysis system have been established. The tasks remaining are largely concerned with improving the engineering of the system and transferring a greater level of control from the dedicated hard-wired Quantimet computer to the larger software controlled desk computer. This will allow solution of the infrequent but finite problem generated when two or more drops are simultaneously close to focus on the vidicon.

4. THE AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

The ASSP has been fitted to a window blank immediately aft of the forward port side door on the C130 and a comprehensive data logging system has been built to allow real time display of droplet spectra in histogram form and recording of these on magnetic tape. Spectra averaged over successive 1 second periods (~ 100) can be achieved. Shorter averaging periods are obtainable but the data are then discontinuous along the flight path. The ASSP, in this position on the aircraft, is considered to be a standard facility to be used in
conjunction with a liquid water content meter, the gust probe, temperature and humidity measuring instruments and the precipitation radar.

AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION

The holographic disdrometer is being mounted beneath the outboard section of the port wing (see figure 4). The laser is a commercially available Nd YAG type, purpose built for aircraft use. The laser output is frequency doubled to a wavelength of 532 nm and has an output power of 8 mJ at this wavelength, with a pulse length of 20 nanoseconds. The camera is a modified aircraft type fitted with a roller blind shutter and an interference filter centred on the laser wavelength. Experiment has shown that this combination gives negligible fogging of film in all but direct sunlight and produces a small, acceptable degradation of hologram quality. The laser is mounted, within an environmentally controlled housing, in a modified fuel tank. The camera is in a smaller adjacent pod also suspended on a pylon from the wing. The sampling volume is between 0.5 and 1 litre. A second ASSP will be mounted downstream of this volume.

The disdrometer is seen as a non-routine instrument whose use will be restricted to the study of specific phenomena. Thus provision is being made to trigger laser firing at up to 5 times per second under control of, for example, the gust probe, the liquid water content meter or output from any channel or combination of channels of the ASSP. This will allow study of specific features of the particle (ice and water) size and position distribution at cloud boundaries, regions of strong updraught, downdraught or shear, or high and low liquid water content areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An intercomparison of airborne instrumentation to measure ice particle concentrations in convective clouds was carried out as a part of NOAA's 1975 Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (Woodley and Sax, 1976). The instruments compared were the automatic ice particle counters (IPC) of the University of Washington (Turner, Radke and Hobbs, 1976) and of Mee Industries (Model 120) and a high-speed Formvar replicator from the University of Nevada's Desert Research Institute.

NOAA's DC-6 was equipped with these three devices as well as a Knollenberg 2-D rain and cloud particle spectrometer system, a foil impactor, a Lyman-alpha total water probe, and a Johnson-Williams cloud droplet sensor. Penetrations were made of cumulus clouds in various stages of development, but with emphasis on those towers which appeared to be actively growing. These penetrations were generally made at the -10°C or -4°C level with occasional penetrations at higher temperatures.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 1 shows a schematic representation of the University of Washington's automatic optical ice particle counter Mark III (UW-IPC). The instrument utilizes a linearly polarized helium-neon laser which illuminates any particle which passes through the sample port. The primary purpose of the series of collimating disks is to keep outside ambient light from entering the detection system. A polaroid filter is placed at the end of the detection system and set for maximum extinction to the incident linearly-polarized light. The main beam of the laser is absorbed in the light trap so that direct light is not detected by the photomultiplier tube. The forward scattered light which enters the detection system is limited to forward scattering angles from approximately 1/2° to 3-1/2°. An aperture placed on the photomultiplier tube side of the polaroid filter limits the azimuthal angles of the forward scattered light to ±5° on each side of the main planes of the scattering. The light then passes through an interference filter (0.01 µm band-pass at 0.6328 µm wavelength) and is detected by the photomultiplier tube.
Fig. 2 shows a diagram of the Mee Industries Model 120 ice crystal counter (Mee-IPC). A projection lamp is used as a light source and the light passes through an optical system so that linearly-polarized infrared light is incident on all particles passing through the sample pipe. The light sensor (a solid-state device) detects the infrared light which is scattered at an angle of 90° (actually a cone of light around the 90° scattering angle) after the light passes through an optical system containing a polaroid filter set for maximum extinction.

![Diagram of the Mee Industries Model 120 ice crystal counter](image)

It can be seen from the description of the two instruments that the UW-IPC detects forward scattered light while the Mee-IPC detects light scattered at an angle of 90°. As we will see below, this difference assumes importance in discussing the possible mechanisms for the detection of ice particles in these two devices.

There is also a difference in the actual volume of air illuminated by the light source in the two instruments. In the UW-IPC the volume of air illuminated is 0.0276 cm$^3$, with (assuming an even distribution of ice particles in the air) a maximum allowable concentration of ice particles per cm$^3$. In the case of the Mee-IPC, the volume of air illuminated is 0.25 cm$^3$ with a maximum counting capability of 4 ice particles per cm$^3$. Since both of these values are well above the generally accepted maximum values of ice particle concentrations in the air there is no problem of coincidence counting errors with either instrument.

The larger sampling volume of the Mee-IPC improves the minimum concentration detection limits but, as will be seen in § 4, it may lead to erroneous counts in high liquid water environments.

### 3. MECHANISMS FOR ICE PARTICLE DETECTION

There are three possible mechanisms for the detection of ice particles in the instruments previously described (see Turner and Radke, 1973, for a more detailed discussion), namely:

(a) the rotation of the plane of polarization of the light beam, produced by the birefringent property of ice, as it passes through a particle of ice,

(b) the reflection of light from a specular face of an ice crystal and,

(c) light scattered at a preferred angle by ice particles.

The birefringent (or double-refracting) property of ice acts so that linearly-polarized light transmitted through ice will, in general, be rotated so that the light which leaves the crystal will still be linearly polarized, but the plane of polarization will be changed. For example, an ice crystal 226 µm thick which is optimally oriented will rotate incident linearly-polarized light through an angle of 90° (assuming the incident light has a wavelength of 0.6328 µm). The amount of rotation depends on both the thickness and orientation of the ice crystal. It is clear from the geometry of the UW-IPC that the birefringent property of ice provides a direct first order detection mechanism of ice particles.

The reflection of light from specular faces of ice crystals is probably the primary detection method occurring in the Mee-IPC. This detection method relies on the crystal being oriented in such a way that the detector will intercept light reflected from the crystal face. Crystals which do not have regular faces (i.e. rimed or irregular crystals) will not provide as strong a signal to the detector. For both of the detection methods discussed so far the importance of orientation will, of course, rapidly decrease with increasing size and complexity of crystals.

A third possible mechanism for the detection of ice particles (which may improve the sensitivity of the Mee-IPC) is the existence of a preferred scattering angle. Huffman and Thursby (1969) and Huffman (1970) have compared the light scattered from water drops and ice crystals. These measurements show that the difference in relative scattering function is largest (more light scattered from ice crystals) at a scattering angle of about 100°. This difference is probably due to the external reflection mechanism discussed above. For a more detailed discussion of these mechanisms see Turner, Radke and Hobbs (1976) and Turner and Radke (1973).

### 4. REJECTION OF WATER DROPS

No matter which of the three mechanisms discussed above for detecting ice is effective for a particular counter, water drops may still be detected under some conditions. This is due to practical effects such as imperfect polarizers, stray light, and non-spherical drops. Thus, the criterion in judging the ice particle counters
must be their relative ice/water discriminating power, rather than their ability to detect the smallest ice particle.

In the case of the UW-IPC, the instrument was operated in a mode which previous laboratory and field tests had indicated was optimum for ice detection and water rejection. The Mee-IPC, on the other hand, was not felt to be fully optimized and so four different channels of data were recorded (channels 1 to 4 in decreasing order of sensitivity corresponding to threshold signal levels of 100, 300, 500 and 700 mV). Previous tests indicated channel 2 to be nearly optimal.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Ability to Reject Water Drops

Four cases will be discussed: (a) an all water cloud penetrated near its top at about the -1°C level; (b) an all water cloud penetrated near its top at the -9°C level; (c) a totally warm cloud with its top below 0°C and, (d) a rainshaft penetration at the +10°C isotherm.

Fig. 3 shows the results of measurements obtained on July 24, 1975, in a vigorously growing 0°C isotherm and was penetrated near its top at about -1°C. The metal foil sampler showed that practically no precipitation particles were present. The liquid water content (measured by a hot wire technique which detects only small droplets) peaked at 2.1 g m⁻³. The UW-IPC showed no counts while the Mee-IPC showed a maximum count of 6.69·L in channel 1 and a few counts in channel 2.

Freezing, the Formvar replicator showed that no ice was present in the cloud. The metal foil sampler further showed that no precipitation size water drops were present in the cloud. As shown in Fig. 4, the Mee-IPC exhibited very high counts in channel 1 while the liquid water content is simultaneously very large, peaking at 2.6 g m⁻³. The UW-IPC showed no counts in this cloud. The probable reason for the spurious counts registered by the Mee-IPC is that there is an increase in the background noise level due to the large numbers of small water droplets in the sample volume at any instant in time.

The results of measurements obtained on July 24, 1975, are shown in Fig. 4 for a penetration through a very "hard" appearing cloud. The penetration was made near a cloud top at about -9°C. Although the temperature was well below freezing, the Formvar replicator showed that no ice was present in the cloud. The metal foil sampler further showed that no precipitation size water drops were present in the cloud. As shown in Fig. 4, the Mee-IPC exhibited very high counts in channel 1 while the liquid water content is simultaneously very large, peaking at 2.6 g m⁻³. The UW-IPC showed no counts in this cloud. The probable reason for the spurious counts registered by the Mee-IPC is that there is an increase in the background noise level due to the large numbers of small water droplets in the sample volume at any instant in time.

The results of measurements obtained on July 24, 1975, are shown in Fig. 4 for a penetration through a very "hard" appearing cloud. The penetration was made near a cloud top at about -9°C. Although the temperature was well below freezing, the Formvar replicator showed that no ice was present in the cloud. The metal foil sampler further showed that no precipitation size water drops were present in the cloud. As shown in Fig. 4, the Mee-IPC exhibited very high counts in channel 1 while the liquid water content is simultaneously very large, peaking at 2.6 g m⁻³. The UW-IPC showed no counts in this cloud. The probable reason for the spurious counts registered by the Mee-IPC is that there is an increase in the background noise level due to the large numbers of small water droplets in the sample volume at any instant in time.

Fig. 5 shows measurements obtained in a growing cumulus cell on July 24, 1975. The cloud which was not vigorous, was penetrated at the 3,200 m level about 900 to 1200 m below cloud top.

Figure 3. Measurements obtained in an all water cloud on July 24, 1975. (---) MEE-IPC-1, (-----) MEE-IPC-2, (△) Liquid water.

Figure 4. Measurements obtained in an all water cloud on July 24, 1975. (---) UW-IPC, (-----) MEE-IPC-1, (----) MEE-IPC-2, (△) Liquid water. UW-IPC was everywhere zero.

Figure 5. Measurements obtained in a totally warm cloud on July 24, 1975. (-----) UW-IPC, (-----) MEE-IPC-1, (-----) MEE-IPC-2, (-----) Foil sampler.
Thus the entire cloud was warmer than freezing. The liquid water content was fairly low (maximum 0.4 g m$^{-3}$) while the mass of precipitation sized water drops peaked at 3 g m$^{-3}$. As can be seen in Fig. 5 the maximum count detected by the UW-IPC was 0.5 l$^{-1}$, while the Mee-IPC registered a maximum of 28 l$^{-1}$ in channel 1 and 10 l$^{-1}$ in channel 2. Hence, when precipitation sized water drops are present the Mee-IPC detects them in significant numbers in both channel 1 and channel 2, but in channels 3 and 4 the counts detected are low and similar to those detected by the UW-IPC.

Finally, Fig. 6 shows the results of measurements obtained in a subcloud rainshaft of moderate intensity penetrated at the 10°C level at 2,600 m on July 31, 1975. The results obtained in this penetration are similar to those shown in Fig. 5. The UW-IPC detected a maximum concentration of 0.5 l$^{-1}$ while the Mee-IPC detected a maximum of 28 l$^{-1}$ in channel 1 and 10 l$^{-1}$ in channel 2.

We conclude from these results that the UW-IPC rejects all but the largest raindrops. Channel 1 of the Mee-IPC is of little value since it counts virtually all precipitation sized drops and in clouds of high liquid water content it suffers from background noise. Channel 2 of the Mee-IPC also appears to count a large fraction of precipitation sized drops (roughly 20 times more than the UW-IPC). However, channels 3 and 4 of Mee-IPC seldom count any significant numbers of precipitation sized drops.

Therefore, in the next section, where we compare the ice counting ability of the two counters, an intermediate channel between 2 and 3 on the Mee-IPC should be compared to the UW-IPC. Since this is unavailable, channel 2 will be used despite possible ambiguity if large drops are present.

5.2 Measurements of Ice Particle Concentrations

The results of measurements obtained on July 14, 1975, are shown in Fig. 7. These measurements were obtained during a -9°C penetration of a long stretch of cirrostratus debris from an old anvil. The liquid water content and mass of hydrometeor water were both negligible during this cloud penetration. As can be seen in Fig. 7 the ice particle concentrations measured by the UW-IPC are generally somewhat lower than those measured in channel 2 of the Mee-IPC. The concentrations deduced from the Formvar replicator (mostly graupel was present) were generally lower than those measured with the two automatic counters (the concentrations of ice crystals deduced from the Formvar replicator were deliberately conservative estimates).

Measurements obtained in a cloud which had stopped growing are shown in Fig. 8. The cloud topped more than 1000 m above the aircraft and was penetrated at the -9°C at 5,800 m. The cloud had a "soft" visual appearance. The liquid water content during this cloud penetration was quite low (peak 0.6 g m$^{-3}$) and the mass of hydrometeor water peaked at 1.9 g m$^{-3}$. The concentrations of ice particles obtained with the Formvar replicator (about 60% columns and 40% graupel) were generally higher than those obtained with the two IPC. The concentrations obtained with the two IPC were quite similar with the UW-IPC reading slightly lower than channel 2 of the Mee-IPC. These measurements may indicate low counting efficiency for small columns.

Measurements obtained on July 20, 1975, during the penetration of a "soft" appearing cloud which topped more than 1000 m above the aircraft are shown in Fig. 9. The cloud had stopped growing and was penetrated at about -9°C. The liquid water content in the cloud was very low (peak of 0.1 g m$^{-3}$). The Formvar replicator showed that only graupel was present in the cloud. The concentrations measured with the UW-IPC was significantly higher than that measured with the Mee-IPC (channel 2) which, in turn, was significantly higher than those measured with the Formvar replicator.
Fig. 8. Ice particle concentrations measured on July 24, 1975. (---) UW-IPC, (---) MEE-IPC-2, (---) Formvar replicator.

Fig. 9. Ice particle concentrations measured on July 20, 1975. (---) UW-IPC, (---) MEE-IPC-2, (---) Formvar replicator.

Fig. 10. Ice particle concentrations measured on July 15, 1975. Formvar data questionable. (---) UW-IPC, (---) MEE-IPC-2, (---) Formvar replicator.

Fig. 11. Ice particle concentrations measured on July 31, 1975. (---) UW-IPC, (---) MEE-IPC-2.

Fig. 12 shows the results of measurements obtained on July 31, 1975, during a cloud penetration at the -10°C level. The cloud, which had nearly stopped growing had a "soft" visual appearance and topped well above the aircraft. There was no significant liquid water present in the cloud (0.2 g m⁻³ peak). The concentration of ice particles measured by the UW-IPC was significantly higher than those measured with the Mee-IPC (channel 2).

Fig. 12 shows the results of plotting the data shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for the two IPC. It can be seen that the UW-IPC has a somewhat higher counting efficiency than the Mee-IPC (channel 2).
6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described a first attempt at comparing the measurements obtained with the two automatic ice particle counters. Additional laboratory and field work will be needed before any definitive judgments can be made. However, the preliminary field studies described in this paper indicate that the UW-IPC is slightly superior to the MEE-IPC in its ability to count ice particles while simultaneously rejecting water droplets.

The tests also show that, when operated with care, either of these devices can provide valuable information for airborne cloud physics and weather modification research.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Analyses of contaminants in rainwater are interesting because their results may be related to the processes of rain formation by condensation nuclei or by ice nuclei, and to rain scavenging of atmospheric aerosols. For example, in experiments on weather modification by seeding with silver iodide, the analysis of silver in precipitation gives some information about the presence of silver iodide nuclei in the cloud droplets (Warburton, 1973; Summers, 1972).

Previous measurements using manual or automatic rain samplers have shown that sudden variations in the intensity of convective rainfall with time often coincide with sharp variations in the concentration of chemical contaminants (Gatz and Dingle, 1971). Whereas there are chemical analysis methods that permit the determination of the concentration of stable elements in water at the 10^{-6} ppm level (neutron activation, atomic absorption spectrometry ...), no rain sampling method is clean enough to be fruitfully associated with them. In particular, one of the most sophisticated systems (Gatz, 1971) does not take into account dry deposition on the collector area, nor the removal of trace substances by the surfaces of the water containers.

This paper describes an automatic sequential rain sampler which collects successive precipitation samples with a high degree of cleanliness. The main characteristics of this sampler are:

- prevention of dry deposition before and after the rain;
- sequential sampling with constant sample volume and time recording;
- immediate freezing of the samples in order to prevent changes in chemical composition after sampling.

2. DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLER

The sampler (figure 1) consists mainly of a small pilot rain gauge which controls the operation of a large collecting rain gauge.

![Figure 1. The automatic rainfall sampler.](image)

1. Pilot rain gauge
2. Electronic device
3. Distributing system
4. Refrigerator
5. Collecting funnel
6. Printer
2.1. The pilot rain gauge

The pilot rain gauge orders the opening and the shutting of the collecting rain gauge at the beginning and the end of a fall of rain; this pilot rain gauge also measures the rain volume in order to collect a chosen volume of water in each sample.

The pilot system (figure 2) consists of a small funnel of 250 cm$^2$ collecting; the water falls in droplets or in a stream onto two electrodes a and b; the electrical impulse is processed by an electronic device which orders the opening of the collecting rain gauge and records the time with a one-second resolution. The rain water is then simultaneously but independently collected in the pilot rain gauge and in the collecting rain gauge; when the water in the siphon of the pilot reaches the electrodes c and d (adjustable position corresponding to a chosen rainfall between 0 and 1 mm), the electronic device orders a change of container in the collecting system, records the time, and orders the draining of the siphon.

Figure 2. Schema of the pilot rain gauge.

2.2. The collecting rain gauge

The collecting system is composed of a funnel equipped with a removable shutter, a system distributing the water to a maximum of 39 bottles, and a cold-storage compartment for these bottles.

The collecting funnel is a truncated cone made of rigid polyethylene; with its area of 0.5 m$^2$, a rainfall of 1 mm gives a sample volume of 500 ml. The funnel moves vertically so that it can be hermetically closed by pressure on an horizontal sheet of polyethylene. When an order to open is given by the pilot rain gauge (figure 3), firstly the collecting funnel descends 3 cm, secondly the shutter uncovers the funnel, and thirdly the funnel ascends again, but by 6 cm this time so that no splash droplets can enter the funnel.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the opening of the rain sampler.
1 The funnel descends;
2 The shutter uncover;
3 The collecting funnel ascends.

The distributing system consists of two discs one above the other: there is one hole in the upper disc, and 39 holes in the lower one; the upper disc rotates with its hole coinciding successively with each the 39 lower holes. A short hose (20 cm) made of polyethylene channels the water from the funnel to the upper hole, and 39 other hoses channel the water from the lower holes into the bottles.

The bottles (capacity: 500 ml) are stored in a refrigerator regulated at -15°C. The water samples are frozen within a maximum of 2 hours, and in this manner the removal of contaminants by the surfaces of the bottles is reduced; for example, in the case of silver analysis, this removal does not exceed 10 to 20% (figure 4).

Figure 4. % of silver adsorbed by the walls of a polyethylene bottle (% Ag) versus time in hours (H). Liquid water solution at 10$^{4}$ ppm.
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Table 1: Automatic sequential collection of 6 rainfall samples, 11 September 1975, Campistrous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First cell</th>
<th>Second cell</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample n° 5</td>
<td>Sample n° 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Time of sampling**
- from 8.40.54 to 8.57.30
- from 8.57.30 to 9.05.30
- from 9.05.30 to 9.22.35
- from 9.22.35 to 9.25.45
- from 9.25.45 to 9.28.30
- from 9.28.30 to 9.36.21

**Rate of rainfall in mm/h**
- 2.2
- 6.6
- 1.3
- 16.3
- 21.8
- 3.7

**Drop size distributions as % of the total number of raindrops (%N) versus diameter in mm (d)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%N</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Concentration in ppb of the elements analysed by spark source mass spectrometry**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
<th>Sample 4</th>
<th>Sample 5</th>
<th>Sample 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>18.1</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>78.1</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>43.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Concentration in ppb of the silver analysed by flameless atomic absorption spectrometry**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Sample 1</th>
<th>Sample 2</th>
<th>Sample 3</th>
<th>Sample 4</th>
<th>Sample 5</th>
<th>Sample 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The power requirement for the complete equipment is 220 volts a.c. or 12 volts d.c. (180 watts). The sampler (180 x 110 x 110 cm, 200 kg) can be carried in a small truck.

3. THE ANALYSIS OF SAMPLES

A preliminary study using the sampler was conducted in Lannemezan from July to October 1975; the precipitation samples originated in convective clouds. The other equipment used during the study included a 10-cm radar for the survey of the convective cells, a NCAR counter for the measurement of ice nuclei, and a droplet distribution meter (modified Distrometer type Joss). The chemical analyses of the samples were made by spark source mass spectrometry for the elements in general, and by flameless atomic absorption spectrometry for silver (Lacaux, 1972, 1974).

Table I gives a summary of the results for the convective rainfalls of 11 September in the morning. The purpose of this paper is only to illustrate the capability of the sampler for chemical analyses, and not to explain the observed relationships between chemical concentrations and rainfall rates. The site is of a rural type, but with three chemical factories 3 km to the south (aluminium, cement and nitrogenized products).
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EFFECTS OF AIRPLANE FLOWFIELDS ON HYDROMETEOR CONCENTRATION MEASUREMENTS
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hydrometeor concentrations aloft are determined by radar and by airplane-mounted samplers. Radar measurements are strongly biased toward larger particle sizes, and do not discriminate between hydrometeor types. Airplane samples can be used to calibrate the radar measurements, identify hydrometeor types, and fill out the small-particle tails of the size distribution.

There are several difficulties with the airplane sampling techniques. Among these are: restricted spatial and temporal range, small sampling volume, and concentration distortion caused by airflow around the airplane. This paper considers the last of these difficulties.

2. NATURE OF THE PROBLEM

Particle sampling devices of interest here measure particle flux through a small space adjacent to an airplane fuselage. Unless the sampling space is distant enough from the airplane to be in the free-stream, particles of certain sizes will interact with the flow about the fuselage to cause flux distortion. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 1 for 100 µm diameter water drops in airflow about a prolate ellipsoid of fineness ratio 2. Note the impaction on the ellipsoid of the drop closest to the ellipsoid symmetry axis, and note the substantial deflections of the next closest trajectories. Trajectory deflection causes high particle concentrations and high concentration gradients to be observed at a point such as the one marked 1 in the figure. At point 2, deflection and impaction combine to produce a region void of particles, a so-called "shadow zone". Smaller drops, with much less inertia, tend to follow the airflow more exactly such that less distortion is observed. Drops large enough to have very high inertia substantially ignore the airflow, and again little distortion is observed. Therefore, distortion is significant over a limited range of particle sizes.

3. CONCENTRATION FACTOR

Principal results of this work are expressed in a quantity called concentration factor. Concentration factor, \( C_F \), is defined as the ratio of particle flux at the sampling or target point, \( F_t \), to the particle flux in the free-stream, \( F \),

\[
C_F = \frac{F_t}{F} \quad (1)
\]

The ratio of particle concentration at the target point to free-stream concentration, \( C_M \), is

\[
C_M = C_F \frac{V}{V_t} \quad (2)
\]

where \( V \) is free-stream airspeed and \( V_t \) is airspeed at the target point. Usually \( V/V_t = 1 \).

Concentration factor is determined by computing particle trajectories from the free-stream (initial plane in Fig. 2) to a small area in the target plane (Fig. 2) that surrounds the target point, such as to define a particle flux tube. Since the particle mass transfer rate through the tube is constant at all cross sections, it is easily shown that

\[
C_F = \frac{A}{A_t} \quad (3)
\]

where \( A \) and \( A_t \) are the flux tube cross sectional
areas in the free-stream and at the target point. In the limit as \( A \) and \( A_L \) approach zero, eq. (3) becomes exact.

4. PARTICLE TRAJECTORY CALCULATION

We assume that the bulk air flow is not perturbed by the particles. Moreover, since particle density is large compared to that of air, we can neglect buoyancy and inertial reaction of the fluid to obtain the three-dimensional, normalized equation

\[
\frac{d\vec{v}_p}{dt} = \frac{1}{F_N} \left( \frac{1}{V_S} (\vec{V}_a - \vec{V}_p) \right) B_N R_N S_N - \vec{K}
\]

Non-dimensional quantities are:
- \( \vec{v}_p, \vec{v}_a \): particle and air velocities
- \( V_S \): still-air, terminal settling speed of the particle
- \( \vec{K} \): unit vector in the \( z \) (upward) direction
- \( F_N = V^2/(Lg) \): Froude Number
- \( R_N = \frac{\rho a}{\eta} \left( \frac{\vec{V}_a - \vec{v}_p}{V} \right) \): Reynolds Number
- \( B_N = C_D R_N^2 \): Best Number
- \( C_D \): particle drag coefficient

Dimensioned quantities are:
- \( \delta \): particle dimension
- \( \rho \): air density
- \( \eta \): air viscosity
- \( g \): gravity acceleration constant
- \( V \): free-stream airspeed
- \( L \): a characteristic dimension of the fuselage

Here length is normalized by \( L \), velocity by \( V \), and time by \( L/V \). \( B_N \) and \( B_N S_N \) are for still air, terminal settling of the particles.

Starting at the initial plane, eq. (4) is integrated with respect to time in three-dimensional space, via the code DVDQ of Krogh (1970), till the target plane is reached. The method used to compute \( \vec{V}_a \) at each time step is described next; and drag coefficients are discussed in sec.6.

5. THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOW CALCULATION

In performing concentration factor calculations for sampling sites on particular airplanes, it is important to use three-dimensional airflow. This is the only way to properly account for: airplane geometry and angle-of-attack, airspeed, altitude, and particle settling.

Cloud physics airplanes are subsonic, sampling runs being made typically between 100-150 kts indicated airspeed (IAS). Particle measurement points are beyond the skin-friction boundary layer, and should be placed to avoid regions of separated flow. Therefore, potential (i.e., frictionless, incompressible, laminar) flow calculations are quite adequate. We use a code developed by Hess and Smith (1962, 1967) for calculating potential flow about arbitrary three-dimensional bodies. The Hess-Smith code requires input of a digital description of the fuselage surface. This consists of the coordinates of the corner points of a large number of contiguous, plane quadrilaterals. An example of the digital description of a fuselage is shown in Fig. 3.

Accuracy of the flow calculations has been checked with excellent results by Hess and Smith (1962) for many bodies for which analytical solutions are available. Nonment and Zalosh (1974) have compared computed trajectories around ellipsoids in analytical flow fields with similar trajectories in Hess-Smith flow fields, and they have compared current trajectory results with prior work; agreement is excellent.
6. PARTICLE DRAG COEFFICIENT

Davies (1945) shows that still-air terminal settling of spheres can be generalized in terms of the dimensionless numbers \( R_N \) and \( B_N \). Over the range from the smallest spheres, which settle under viscous flow conditions and obey Stokes law, to spheres much larger than of interest here, and for any Newtonian fluid, a reproducible single-valued relationship between \( R_N \) and \( B_N \) exists. Furthermore, \( B_N \) is independent of settling speed, being a function of fluid and sphere properties only; thus for given sphere and fluid, \( R_N \) and hence \( V_s \) can be calculated. Polynomials by which \( R_N \) can be computed as a function of \( B_N \) were derived by Davies from a composite of many sets of experimental data.

Since the work of Davies (1945), it has been found repeatedly that this treatment is applicable to particles of other shapes, providing settling is steady and particle orientation is stable.

For the trajectory calculations required here, the problem must be turned around. In addition to gravity settling, there is a particle velocity component (relative to air) caused by the disturbance of the passing airplane. At any time steps in the numerical integration of eq. (4), \( V_s - V_p \) (and hence \( R_N \)) is known, and \( B_N \) must be determined. For viscous motion (i.e., Stokes flow, where \( R_N < 1 \)), \( B_N = 24 \) and \( R_N \) can be integrated without question. However, for larger \( R_N \) the steady-state drag data determined experimentally for terminal settling must be used to compute accelerative particle motion.

Experimental measurements by Keim (1956) and a theoretical analysis by Crowe, et al. (1963) indicate that if the acceleration modulus,

\[
A_n = \delta \frac{dV_p}{dt} \frac{V_s^2}{V_p^2},
\]

is smaller than about \( 10^{-2} \), steady-state drag coefficients can be used without significant error to compute accelerative motion. \( A_n \) has never been found to exceed \( 10^{-2} \) in our trajectory calculations.

For small water drops, which are spherical, the polynomial equations of Davies (1945) are used to compute \( V_s \); while for larger, distorted drops, the equations of Foote and duToit (1969) are used. To compute \( B_N \) from \( R_N \), inverse polynomials have been developed, using the data set given by Davies for small drops and Gunn and Kinser (1949) for large drops.

For ice columns, data reported by Kajikawa (1971) and Jayaweera and Cottis (1969) for circular cylinders settling with their long axes oriented horizontally were used. Polynomials relating \( R_N \), \( B_N \), and \( B_k \) to \( R_k \) were fitted to these data as discussed above. For cylinders, these relations are also functions of the ratio of base diameter to column length. During trajectory calculations we assume that the long axis of a cylinder is oriented perpendicular to the drag vector. Numerous observations confirm that this is the preferred orientation (e.g., see Bragg et al. (1974)). Densities of 700 kg m\(^{-3}\) for solid columns and 360 kg m\(^{-3}\) for hollow columns were used as reported by Jayaweera and Ryan (1972). Crystal dimensions were computed from the polynomial equations, which relate base diameter to column length, of Auer and Veal (1970).

Though space limitation restricts this discussion to water drops and ice columns, concentration factor calculations have been done for a variety of other ice crystal forms as well.

7. RESULTS

Results for two case studies are briefly described. More details and other studies are presented by Norment and Zalosh (1974) and Norment (1975 a,b).

7.1 Cessna Citation

A Cessna Citation jet (Fig. 4) has been outfitted for cloud physics research. Particle Measuring Systems, Inc (PMS) cloud particle (CPS) and precipitation particle (PPS) spectrometers are mounted on the emergency exit door. The CPS is mounted about 1.5 ft directly above the PPS, fourteen feet aft of the nose, and sampling points of both instruments are 9 inches from the fuselage skin (Fig. 5). Calculations were done for 20 kft altitude at 120 kts IAS (86 m/sec true airspeed) for a 3° angle-of-attack.

Results are shown in Fig. 6. At the PPS, approximately 60% concentration magnification is indicated for drops slightly larger than 100 µm in diameter, with the distortion tapering down gradually as drop diameter increases and decreases. At the CPS a narrow "shadow zone" for drops between ~100-120 µm diameters is indicated. Drops larger and smaller pass through regions of intense concentration magnification (corresponding to point 1 in Fig. 1), and concentration distortion is severe over a wide range of sizes.

The cause of this difference between the two sampling points can be seen in Fig. 7. Drops that are sampled by the PPS, which is mounted at the lower position, must traverse the side of the fuselage nose which tapers aftward gradually. In contrast, particles sampled by the CPS must pass the cockpit window which presents a bluff obstruction to the airstream, and causes greater trajectory deflection at the sampling point.

Results for ice columns are given in Fig. 8. Compared with water drops, concentration factor peaks for ice columns (and other crystal forms as well) are shifted to larger particles and tend to be higher and broader, indicating more severe concentration distortion.
Figure 4. Cessna Citation Executive Jet. Wingspan: 44 ft, overall length: 44 ft, fuselage radius: 2.65 ft. The particle spectrometers are mounted on the emergency exit door, which is directly across the fuselage from the entrance door shown.

Figure 6. Concentration factor vs. water drop diameter for the PMS particle spectrometers on the Cessna Citation. The point marked \( \nu \) is hand calculated from a partial result.

Figure 5. Cloud physics instrumentation on the Cessna Citation. The uppermost and lowermost instruments are the cloud particle and precipitation particle spectrometers, respectively. (Photo courtesy of Meteorology Research, Inc.)

Figure 7. Stereographic plots of flux tubes of 150 µm water drops to the Cessna Citation cloud particle spectrometer (upper, \( C_F = 2.29 \)) and precipitation particle spectrometer (lower, \( C_F = 1.48 \)), as viewed from above. Individual trajectories are not resolved.
7.2 Lockheed C130E

The Lockheed C130E is a large propeller driven transport that has been outfitted for cloud physics research by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL). Wingspan is 132 ft, overall length is 95 ft and fuselage radius is about 85 in. Because of competition for space, it was necessary to mount a formvar particle replicator further aft on the fuselage than desirable, in the location shown in Fig. 3.

Calculations were done for 5 kft altitude at 162 kts IAS (91.4 m/sec true airspeed) for a 4° angle of attack. Concentration factor contours as a function of water drop diameter and distance from the fuselage along the replicator arm axis are shown in Fig. 9. The intake slit of the original-design replicator is shown by the dashed line. The calculations indicate that the intake slit would lie in a shadow zone for drops in the diameter range from about 100-300 µm. The nature of the difficulty can be seen in Fig. 10. Deflection and flux distortion are obvious, and these trajectories, which are to a point 10 cm outboard from the intake slit, nearly graze the fuselage. To avoid this problem the replicator arm was lengthened by 8 inches, which places the intake well clear of the shadow zone.
8. CONCLUSIONS

A general, three-dimensional computational method is available by which flow-induced concentration distortion of hydrometeors passing fuselage-mounted sampling instruments can be assessed. Results are obtained for particular sampling points on particular airplanes under realistic flight conditions.

Significant concentration distortion has been indicated in all cases studied thus far. In several cases, sampling points are found to be "shaded" for certain ranges of particle sizes such that these particles cannot be sampled by the instruments. In general, locations well aft of the fuselage nose and closer than about 12 inches to the surface can be expected to be shaded against some sizes of some hydrometeor types.
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AUTOMATED ANALYSIS OF CLOUD PARTICLE CAMERA DATA
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1. INTRODUCTION

The concentration, size and shape of cloud particles are data of great importance for the development and verification of numerical and conceptual models of all types of clouds and cloud systems. Extreme interest and effort have culminated in the development of several types of devices to measure cloud particle concentrations, including soot coated slides, impactors, electrostatic disdrometers and optical devices such as the Knollenberg probe and the Cannon in situ cloud particle camera. Advantages of the Cannon camera include the distinguishability of ice particles from cloud water droplets, the possibility of analyzing the data for concentration, size distribution, and shape of the particles, and a sampling volume remote from the aircraft and instrument surfaces. A disadvantage has been that data analysis is not automated and therefore, time consuming. An automated analysis system enhancing utilization of the Cannon camera is the focus of this paper.

2. HARDWARE

2.1 The Camera

The Cannon cloud particle camera is flown on the NOAA-NCAR cloud physics research sailplane, Explorer, for the C.S.U. South Park Area Cumulus Experiment, as well as the NHRE study. It is a 35 mm camera with a 135 mm focal length lens focused approximately 34 cm above the top surface of the sailplane canopy and 25 cm below a wing-shaped optical housing which provides a flat-black background toward which the optical axis of the camera is pointed. Illumination is provided by flash lamps located on either side of the lens. The region of space which the camera sees is directly front lighted by the flash lamps; backlighting, necessary because the scattering function of water drops is at a maximum in the forward direction, is provided by corner reflectors mounted on either side of the background, mirroring the light from the flash lamps back through the photographed sample.

In an automatic mode of operation, the camera takes two frames per second with a sampling volume which is particle-size dependent, typically 280 cm³ for a 1 mm diameter rimed ice particle and 1 liter for rimed ice particles over 5.3 mm diameter at a camera magnification of one-to-one. Cloud water drop images are recorded on 35 mm film as two points of light, both located on a line parallel to the top edge of the frame. The distance separating the two points of light is a function of the diameter of the drop (Cannon, 1970). Ice particle images are two-dimensional images of the illuminated particle. Film recorded images of out-of-focus cloud particles are useful since the actual size and position of the particle is a function of the measured image size and its optical density.

2.2 The Optical Data Digitizer and Display (OD³)

The OD³ system located at Colorado State University consists of five basic hardware components: (1) A Spatial Data Systems "Computer Eye" 108 which is a device for digitizing pictures. A digital picture is an array of 8-bit numbers (decimal numbers, 0-255) representing the relative brightness at each X, Y coordinate. There are four parts to the "Computer Eye" 108: (A) A black-and-white vidicon type television camera which scans 512 lines consisting of 480 pixels (picture elements) each. The output of the scanner is an analog signal representing the density or brightness at each pixel as a function of position. A complete scan of the field of view results in an array of 480 by 512 picture elements; (B) A black-and-white television monitor which displays the picture seen by the scanner; (C) A Data Color 401 and color television monitor which receive the analog signal from the scanner and a density range which is specified manually. The analog signal falling within this range is divided into 12 even increments with a color assigned to each increment, resulting in a 12 color contour analysis of the picture; (D) A digitizer which converts the analog signal from each picture element into a 8-bit integer from 0-255 representing the density of the pixel relative to a specified density range. Any portion of the picture may be digitized. (2) A Hewlett-Packard 2100A minicomputer with a 32 K memory and direct memory access; (3) A Hewlett-Packard 79014 disk; (4) A Texas Instruments Silent 700 ASR teletype; (5) A Hewlett-Packard 7970B 7-track Digital Tape Unit which reads and writes at 45 ips and 200, 550, or 800 BPI. The BCD format of this unit is compatible with the CDC 6400 on the C.S.U. campus. Binary formation is different, but software has been written so that tapes created on the H-P 2100A can be read by the CDC 6400 or vice-versa.
2.3 The Film Transport

The film transport with an area for back-lighting the portion of the film which is being viewed by the OD3, film magazines for film storage, and a constant speed motor to power the film advance, is used to advance the film from one frame to the next. Commands to move and stop the film come from the H-P 2100A mini-computer through an interface board attached to the mini-computer in the form of a three bit integer (0-7, decimal). Each bit of the integer is connected to a relay which in turn controls a grouping of gears. If all bits are at zero logic level, the film is stopped. If one bit, or any combination of bits, is at logic level one, the film is moved forward with the combination of bits at logic level one controlling the speed of the film advance. There are, therefore, seven film speeds forward and a stop.

3. DIGITIZATION ALGORITHM

3.1 Maximization of Range

Camera data is in the form of dark images on a lighter background. The Od3 interprets film density as a number between 0 and 255, lower numbers representing dark areas and the higher numbers representing light areas. Best resolution of the film density is achieved by setting the 0 value of the Od3 equal to the darkest area observed on the negatives and the 255 value equal to the lightest area observed. The darkest area on the negatives is a best-focused image. The lightest area on the negatives is the border which separates successive images. When preparing the system for analysis of data, the light and dark areas described are chosen to define the operating range of the Od3.

3.2 Standardization of Film Densities

The film density must be an absolute value. Since the Od3 gives only relative density values, it is necessary to relate Od3 density values to an absolute scale. The Stouffer scale, a commercially available standardized black-and-white transparency with 21 steps of density, is used to establish the necessary relationship. Two values of the Stouffer scale within the range of densities of interest are measured by the Od3 and recorded; from this data the absolute density of any value measured by the Od3 can be calculated.

3.3 Setting a Density Threshold

The sampling volume of the Cannon camera is defined by a film density of six on the Stouffer scale (Cannon, 1974). The Od3 digital density value which corresponds to the value of six on the Stouffer scale is calculated from data taken in the film density standardization procedure previously described, and is used as a threshold value for deciding which particles are within the sampling volume.

3.4 Setting Resolution

The resolution of the system is dependent on the number of points sampled per frame. If a frame is digitized using one 512 by 480 pixel array then the smallest detectable particle (Cannon camera magnification of 1/2) would be 140 micrometers in diameter. It is possible to divide a frame into several subunits and digitize each subunit separately with the 480 by 512 pixel array. If the frame is divided into two equal subunits and then is digitized, a particle of 100 micrometer diameter can be detected. This process of subdividing can be used for better resolution until the limit of the film immersion density is reached. It should be noted that each additional subdivision increases the processing time for the film.

3.5 Digitizing a Frame

A frame of cloud particle camera data is digitized in successive lines from left to right; the density value of each of the 480 picture elements comprising a line is stored sequentially in an array. These numbers are then compared to the threshold value. If a picture element has a density value lower than the threshold, it is considered to contain a cloud particle image or a portion of a cloud particle image within the sample volume of the camera. If the pixel has a value higher than the threshold then it is used to compute an average background. Picture elements of the line which have density values lower than the threshold, and which are adjacent to one another on the line are treated as portions of a single particle image. If a discontinuity exists between picture elements of the line with densities below the threshold then two or more images are assumed to exist on the line. Each image on the line is assigned a minimum and maximum Y value, each value being a function of the position of the first and last picture elements, respectively, of the image. Thus, digitizing a single line of a frame results in a maximum and minimum Y value for each grouping of densities below the density threshold value.

Maximum and minimum Y values of each image on a line are compared with maximum and minimum Y values of each image on the previous line. If any portion of an image is adjacent, the larger maximum Y value and the lowest minimum Y value of the respective lines are stored with the first line on which the image appeared and the last line on which the image appeared. (The X position is a function of the line number of the image.) X and Y image limits are updated as successive lines are digitized. Any image is assumed to end when a line has no grouping of densities below the density threshold adjacent to the image on the previous line. The system is programmed so that image integrity is maintained when mergers or separations of images on successive lines of the frame occur.

A set of X and Y limits for each image are obtained from the Od3 scan of the frame and are used to sepcify areas on the frame which should be redigitized by the Od3. Since only a portion of the particle may have Stouffer scale values greater than the threshold of six it is necessary to increase the size of the array to assure that the entire particle is digitized. This increase is arbitrarily set at
an extra five pixels on each side of the defined array. Rectangular arrays of density values resulting from the redigitization are written on a magnetic tape with corresponding X and Y limits, serving to locate the image within the frame. Frame number, time, date, average background, and other pertinent data are also recorded on the tape for each array. The data can now be analyzed by a larger computer.

3.6 Film Advancement

As the film advances from left to right, a pixel on the middle of the right hand edge of the screen repeatedly digitizes the optical densities of the film passing it, recognizing a series of high numbers as the division between film frames. Density values falling below a preset value signal the driver to stop the film since the right hand edge of a frame has reached the right hand edge of the screen.

4. DATA ANALYSIS

4.1 Distinguishing Ice and Water

Cloud water particles appear as two points of light (dark spots on a film negative) lying on a line parallel to the short dimension of the frame. Therefore, focused cloud water particles will consist of two images on the negative which lie on a line parallel to the top of the frame, separated by a distance proportional to the diameter of the cloud water particle. In order to check all images on a frame using the criteria described above, the center of an image is calculated so that centers can be compared to determine if any two lie on a line parallel to the top of the frame. Sets of images which do are checked for reasonable image shape (circular) and distance of separation. If all tests are passed, the distance separating image centers is calculated. The diameter of the cloud water particle may then be calculated. Out of focus cloud water particles with OD3 values more dense than Stouffer scale six may appear as a single image on the film with the two density minima (light maxima) parallel to the top of the frame. Film images with distinguishable, properly oriented density minima are considered cloud water particles whose diameters are calculated from the distance between density minima. All images which do not fit into the categories described are assumed to be ice particle images.

4.2 Concentrations and Size Distributions

The sampling volume of the Cannon camera is particle size dependent, larger particles having larger sampling volumes (Cannon, 1974). The concentration of particles, therefore, cannot be determined without knowing the size distribution of the sampled particles. The method for calculating cloud water particle diameters has been described. Ice particle size is determined by calculating the major and minor axis for each particle image, the major axis defining the size of the ice particle and the sampling volume associated with the size. The calculation of ice particle size is made by discerning the perimeter of the ice particle through comparison of the particle array with the average background which was calculated when the frame was digitized. Once the perimeter of the particle is determined the distance between all combinations of perimeter points is calculated. The largest distance between any two perimeter points in the array is defined as the major axis. A perpendicular bisector is then constructed, and the distance between the points at which it intersects with the perimeter is calculated and defined as the minor axis.

Several data frames are necessary to obtain a sample large enough to determine a size distribution. The number of particles in a specific size range is assigned the respective size range sampling volume and multiplied by the number of frames of data used, followed by data normalization to yield a size distribution and concentration which is volume dependent.

4.3 Ice Particle Shape

The variety of shapes and orientations which ice crystals may take when photographed makes analysis for shape a difficult procedure. Pattern recognition programs are being studied and developed. An approximation of ice crystal shape currently being used compares the ratio of the major axis to the minor axis of the ice crystal images. This method will give a ratio of approximately one for spherical ice particles. The ratio will be largest for needles and columns, and will fall somewhere between these extremes for plates, stellers, dendrites, and similarly shaped ice particles.

4.4 Sample Analysis

Cannon particle camera data taken at a magnification of 1/2 was analyzed by the system described in this paper. Data for 850 frames were analyzed and compared with an observer analysis. Each frame was divided into two subunits which were then digitized. The smallest particle which could be resolved in this analysis is 100 micrometers. Figure 1 shows an ice crystal from one of the frames. Figure 2 shows the digitized output from that crystal. Utilizing digital output similar to that which is displayed in Figure 2, both the concentration and the sizes of particles were calculated. The data analyzed contained no water particles. Neither the automated analysis system or the data analyst observed water particles. The data did have a sufficient number of ice crystals to compare the ability of the two analysis techniques. For ice particles which were definitely in focus the number of particles and the size of the particles observed by the automated system compared very favorably with the observations and measurements of the data analyst. For particles which were slightly out of focus the automated system and the data analyst occasionally disagreed as to whether the particle should be included or excluded from the sampling volume. It is felt that the objective analysis of film density by the automated system is superior to the subjective analysis performed by the data analyst.
Particles which have a velocity through the sampling volume which is not parallel to the direction of mirror rotation result in a dark image with a slightly lighter "streak" adjacent to the particle. In these cases, the automated system assumed that the streak was part of the particle and was included in the size calculation, resulting in too large a particle. Subsequent tests show that by specifying boundary conditions properly, it is possible to eliminate the streak and retain the particle for diameter calculations.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The automated analysis system for Cannon camera data is capable of determining the concentration and size distributions of ice particles. The system appears to have the capability for distinguishing between ice particles and water droplets and for measuring size distributions of water droplets although this capability has not yet been tested. The unit is superior to hand analysis in determining of film density values. The speed of the analysis system is dependent on the desired resolution and the concentration of data on the film. For a single digitization per frame and low concentrations of particles (<2 per frame) the system can analyze data at approximately one frame every 90 seconds. Higher concentrations and better resolution require more time per frame.
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Figure 2. Digitized data array print out of the ice crystal in Figure 1.
1. INTRODUCTION

The settling cloud chamber (SCC) is one of a variety of instruments being used to measure ice nucleus concentrations. First developed by Ohtake and Isaha (1961) the SCC has been tested extensively during several international workshops convened to evaluate ice nuclei measurements. One advantage often cited for the SCC is the close simulation of natural cloud conditions provided in the lower portions of the chamber (Bigg, 1971). For a discussion of other advantages and disadvantages as well as recent suggestions for improved operation see Ohtake (1971, 1976).

Actual conditions relevant for the activation of ice nuclei, e.g. saturation ratio (S), liquid water content (LWC), and droplet spectrum and concentration, within the SCC and other instruments used for ice nuclei measurements are usually only described qualitatively; how these parameters differ from device to device is not known. Conclusions from two recent ice nuclei workshops (Bigg, 1971; Vali, 1975; Jiusto and Lavoie, 1975) suggest that the discrepancies between different devices may, in particular, be a result of differences in S achieved - yet few quantitative estimates of S within the instruments are available.

The purpose of this research is to study the initial cloud development process within the SCC with a time dependent, 1-D numerical model and thereby determine the growth environment provided for ice nuclei measurements.

2. THE SETTLING CLOUD CHAMBER

In principle this cloud chamber is a combination of a thermal gradient diffusion chamber in which cloud droplets are formed and a subfreezing, isothermal chamber in which ice nuclei formation by nearly all mechanisms can occur. The bottom two thirds of the chamber is kept isothermal by a circulating coolant. A strong stable gradient of temperature and moisture is produced above the isothermal layer by a heated, moist top. Prior to the formation of the cloud, the chamber is relatively dry; however after the heated moist top is in place downward diffusion of vapor and heat rapidly supersaturates the upper portion of the chamber. Condensation nuclei in this region absorb water, become haze drops, grow beyond their critical size, and continue growth as cloud droplets. The drops settle at their terminal speed into the cold isothermal portion of the chamber. Evaporation of these droplets in this part of the chamber brings the humidity quickly to saturation. In a quasi-steady state, downward heat diffusion is balanced by a wall heat sink while downward diffusion of vapor is countered by conversion to cloud water.

3. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

The physical processes occurring in the SCC are simulated with a 1-D, time dependent numerical model with detailed microphysics of the condensation process; ice nucleation is not modeled. Vertical diffusion of heat and moisture are included in the model, however the heat sink at the walls for the results presented here has been neglected. The initial (pre-cloud) temperature distribution is based on actual measurement in the SCC, while the initial vapor density distribution is assumed to be vertically uniform. Boundary conditions for temperature and vapor density are 42°C and 56.6 gm m⁻³, respectively, at chamber top and -15.5°C and 1.3 gm m⁻³ at chamber bottom, 30 cm below the top.

The initial condensation nucleus (CN) spectrum, assumed to be pure spherical NaCl particles, is discretized into 45 bins which vary logarithmically from 1.67 x 10⁻²⁰ gm (0.001 µm) to 2.4 x 10⁻¹⁸ gm (3 µm) corresponding to critical saturation ratios (S*) from 1.30 to 1.000001. The number density function (following notation used by Berry, 1970) for the Aitken nuclei (r < 0.03 µm) is given by

\[ f(r_s) = 2.07 \times 10^8 r_s^{-0.3} \]

or

\[ f(m_s) = 4.13 \times 10^7 m_s^{-0.767} \]

for particle radius (r_s) in cm and particle mass (m_s) in grams, while nuclei with r_s > 0.03 µm are assumed to follow a Junge distribution

\[ f(r_s) = 2.42 \times 10^{-12} r_s^{-3.85} \]

or

\[ f(m_s) = 6.55 \times 10^{-12} m_s^{-1.95} \]

Initial nuclei number (N) and mass (M) within a bin are obtained by integration over the appropriate bin limits: N = \( \int f(m_s) dm_s \) and M = \( \int f(r_s) r_s dr_s \).
Droplets are the only hydrometeors resolved in the model. Howell (1949), Mordy (1959), and Nieburger and Chien (1960) performed a Lagrangian calculation of condensation on an initially discretized CN distribution. In this case, the droplets are allowed to exist at the actual radius calculated after each time step; the number in a given CN interval remains constant.

Alternatively the basis for the condensation calculation can be Eulerian, in which case the size intervals are fixed for all time. This often becomes a necessity as more physical processes, such as nucleation, sedimentation, and collision-coalescence, are considered. The problem now becomes one of transforming the results of an inherently Lagrangian condensation calculation to an Eulerian form after each time step. Various schemes, including, among others, interpolation (Arnason & Greenfield, 1972, and Kovetz & Olund, 1969), moment conservation (Eagan & Mahoney, 1972; Berry & Rheinhardt, 1973), and finite differentiation (Clark, 1973), have been used to achieve this transformation. Droplet growth in the model is treated in an Eulerian framework with 45 logarithmically spaced radius bins ranging from .004 µm to 18 µm.

The vertical transfer of hydrometeors by sedimentation is an important part of the model. The vertical resolution is 1 cm and hydrometeors can fall into any of the lower model layers. Stokes' law is used for computing terminal velocities.

4. MODEL PROCESSES & EQUATIONS

The initial CN are assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the chamber. Dry CN are transferred to the appropriate cloud drop bin when S exceeds $S^*$ within a layer. Nuclei less than $3.0 \times 10^{-15}$ gm are transferred at their critical radii while larger nuclei are transferred to bins at less than their critical radius because their growth lags the supersaturation (Arnason & Greenfield, 1972). Results from a more complete microphysics model are used to assign the lags.

The growth of droplets by condensation in each layer is computed from

$$\frac{dn}{dt} = 4\pi r (Dp - \rho_d)$$

where $r$ is the drop radius, $D$ is the mass diffusivity, $p_\infty$ is the mean environmental vapor density and $\rho_d$ is the equilibrium vapor density over the drop. In order to use (1) the drop temperature must be computed explicitly. This is accomplished through use of the following equation:

$$\frac{1}{B^2} = \left( B + \frac{A}{S_d} \right)^{-2} - 2 \frac{(S - S_0)B}{S_d}$$

where $B = \frac{L}{T_\infty \rho_a}$, $A = \frac{k}{DLP (T_\infty)}$, $S_0 = e^{\frac{2\sigma}{RVTf}}$.

and, for a dilute solution drop,

$$S_d = e^{\frac{2\sigma}{RVTf}}$$

The symbols used in (2) are:

- $L$ - latent heat of vaporization
- $R_V$ - gas constant for water vapor
- $T_\infty$ - mean environmental temperature
- $k$ - thermal conductivity
- $\rho(V)$ - saturation vapor pressure at $T_\infty$
- $\sigma$ - surface tension of drop
- $\rho$ - density of drop
- $S_d$ - saturation ratio over the hydrometer
- $S$ - mean saturation ratio in the environment

(2) is derived by i) assuming heat storage to be zero in the droplet energy balance, ii) integrating the Clausius-Clapeyron equation with an invariant latent heat, iii) approximating the exponential by a series truncated after the quadratic term, and iv) assuming $T \approx T_\infty$.

The continuity equations of water vapor and heat within the chamber are given by

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \right)$$

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\partial D}{\partial z} \right)$$

where $K$ is the thermal diffusivity, $c$ the specific heat capacity of the air at constant pressure, $\rho_a$ the density of air and $\rho_a$ the density of air and

$$\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \right)$$

where $K$ is the thermal diffusivity, $c$ the specific heat capacity of the air at constant pressure, $\rho_a$ the density of air and

$$\frac{\partial \rho}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial}{\partial z} \left( \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z} \right) = \frac{\partial \rho}{\partial z}$$

$N_1$ is the number of hydrometeors present in the $i$th drop bin. The term $(\frac{\partial Q}{\partial t})_{NUC}$ is the water mass used to activate dry nuclei to drops.

The local variation of droplet number density can be expressed as

$$\frac{\partial f(<r>)}{\partial t} = -v_1 \frac{\partial}{\partial r} (f(<r>) - \frac{\partial}{\partial r} f(<r>)) + \frac{\partial f(<r>)}{\partial r}$$

where $v_1$ is the terminal velocity and $f(<r>)$ is the number density function (cm$^{-3}$ cm$^{-1}$) such that

$$N_1 = \int_{r_1}^{r_2} f(<r>) dr.$$ The terms on the r.h.s. of (6) represent the change in number density function due to sedimentation, condensation, and nucleation, respectively.

5. NUMERICAL PROCEDURE

The system of equations described in the
previous section is essentially a subset of the equations that describe the micro- and macrophysics of the warm rain process. The degree of complexity of these equations has ranged from those describing initial droplet development in closed air parcels, to 1-D numerical simulations of warm rain with very detailed microphysics, to 2-D simulations with some parameterization of the microphysics. The solution to these different models has been approached in slightly different ways by their respective authors. In the present model, techniques developed by Young (1974) are used to solve (6), and the reason for using Young's continuous bin approach to solve (6) is that the results are felt to be more accurate than interpolation schemes or finite difference approaches. Additionally Dr. Young made his model available to the authors and with some modification it was adaptable to the present investigation.

The time derivatives in (1), (3), and (4) are approximated by a simple forward in time finite difference scheme while the spatial derivatives in (3) and (4) are approximated by centered differences. The stability criteria for the diffusional component is $\Delta t < \frac{2\Delta x^2}{a}$, where $a$ is the choice of $a = 1$ cm; a $\Delta t = 1$ sec is used here.

6. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Two experiments are shown in which the initial CN spectra differ; Run A has mostly Aitken nuclei, i.e. $S^* > 1.01$; while Run B has only nuclei with $S^* < 1.01$ in a Junge size distribution. Computations extend to 1 1/2 minutes, at which time most of the chamber is saturated for each run.

The primary microphysical data reported here include the saturation ratio, liquid water content, and total droplet concentration. These are presented as time-height cross sections for each parameter; saturation ratio in Fig. 1, liquid water content in Fig. 2, and droplet concentration in Fig. 3. Temperature profile evolution and hydrometeor number density are also determined and will be discussed later.

7. DISCUSSION

Runs A and B appear very similar; a supersaturated region (Fig. 1) quickly develops just beneath the warm moist chamber top while a deep region very near to 100% relative humidity quickly penetrates to the chamber floor. Similar temporal trends are seen in the liquid water (Fig. 2) and drop concentration (Fig. 3). The general trends confirm Ohtake's (1971, 1976) observation that the chamber quickly fills with cloud and rapidly reaches water saturation in the isothermal lower portion of the chamber.

It is in the details that the differences in the two runs become apparent. The model runs essentially simulate two extreme conditions: mostly Aitken nuclei and no Aitken nuclei. The first could arise if the air in the chamber is filtered as it enters the chamber; only Aitken nuclei are likely to survive a filtration. The latter case may be approximated by relatively "clean" air which has larger particles but a decidedly reduced Aitken population.

Of special interest is the pulsating structure of all three parameters seen in both Runs. This pulsation appears as sloping bands of alternating high and low saturation ratio, liquid water content, and droplet concentration in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The amplitude of the pulse in all parameters is higher in Run A where only Aitken nuclei are available. Pulsations arise as $S$ exceeds $S^*$ within a nucleus bin. At the start of a time step the large $S$ causes a great increase in the number of actively growing drops in the layer. The abundant newly-nucleated drops then rapidly grow, depleting the vapor supply, and depressing the $S$ which yields mass and heat balance at the end of later time steps. Sedimentation as these drops grow removes the vapor sink from the layer allowing $S$ to rise until it again exceeds $S^*$ for the nuclei that remain in the layer. Pul­sations of LWC and drop concentration are out of phase with supersaturation. This is consistent with the growth and sedimentation of drops after a peak in supersaturation occurs.

In Run B with nuclei that have lower $S^*$'s the initial activation of nuclei is rapid. As the resulting drops grow and settle out of the upper portion of the chamber, the supersaturation is governed by heat and moisture diffusion; nucleation ceases to play a role.

The rapid initial growth afforded droplets in Run A by virtue of the high supersaturation also causes the downward penetration of liquid water and drops to be faster than for Run B. Humidification of the lower portion of the chamber in the time period shown depends on the evaporation of drops settling to the bottom.

As nuclei are activated and the drops settle into the chamber a gradual subsidence of the "cloud top" is evident in Fig. 2. The rate of sinking of this top is less with the Aitken nucleus run since nuclei with high $S^*$'s are available in the upper layers to later times.

The number density function for both runs shows a peak in the vicinity of 5-7 µm radius with slightly more larger drops after 1 1/2 minutes in Run A. This result agrees well with the measurements of drop size made within an SCC by Ohtake (1971).

Perhaps of primary interest is the uniform distribution of relative humidity in the lower model layers, suggesting a good ice nucleation environment as mentioned by Ohtake (1976). The distribution of LWC, however, is quite unsteady in the model, oscillating with $S$ in the upper layers. The extent to which pulses in LWC and $S$ actually occur in the chamber is difficult to assess. Certainly the discrete numerical approximation to continuous processes must have an impact on these results.

The temperature measurements made in the chamber after cloud formation do not agree with model results, probably due to the exclusion of the wall heat sink. This effect will be parametrized in future runs to assess its impact on the results presented here.
Figure 1. Time-height cross section of model saturation ratio. Contour intervals are: 0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.01, 1.03, 1.05 and 1.06.

Figure 2. Time-height cross section of model liquid water content. Contour intervals are: 0.0, 0.1, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0.

Figure 3. Time-height cross section of model droplet concentration. Contour intervals in 1000's of drops/cm$^3$ are: 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0.
The extent to which actual conditions within the SCC can be inferred from the results must await further experimentation with, and refinements of, the numerical model. However, the model does confirm 1) the importance of sedimentation and evaporation in moistening the lower isothermal region, 2) the uniformly saturated (with respect to water) conditions present in this region, and 3) the importance of the condensation nucleus distribution in determining the evolution and magnitude of the supersaturation in the upper, active portions of the chamber.

In future research the effect of parameterizing nucleation will be investigated by resolving the nucleation into two stages, formation of haze from dry nuclei and growth of haze beyond their critical size. Preliminary results suggest some differences, however the large amount of CPU time used by the more detailed version caused us to restrict runs with it to less than 50 sec.
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FIELD APPLICATIONS OF A NEW CLOUD CONDENSATION NUCLEUS SPECTROMETER: INVESTIGATIONS OF CONTINENTAL AND MARITIME AEROSOLS

V. K. Saxena and N. Fukuta
Denver Research Institute, University of Denver
Denver, Colorado 80210

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of a cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) spectrometer by Fukuta and Saxena (1973), its usefulness has been undisputedly proven both in the laboratory and field studies (Fukuta et al, 1974; Fukuta and Saxena, 1975). Other single supersaturation CCN counters employing a continuous flow thermal diffusion chamber have also become available recently (Hudson and Squires, 1973; Sinnarwalla and Alofs, 1973). Though these counters incorporate some improvements over the previous devices, their usefulness in obtaining the entire activity spectrum is limited inasmuch as discrete supersaturations are produced in the chamber at different points in time or a number of chambers are employed at a given point in time in order to obtain the entire activity spectrum. Our CCN Spectrometer, however, simulates the entire range of fog and cloud supersaturations within a single chamber and measures, as well as displays, the entire CCN spectrum in real time with a frequency of 15 sec. These features have rendered it ideally suited for airborne measurements (Veal et al, 1975).

For including the microphysical interactions in cloud and fog models, a knowledge of the CCN spectrum is imperative. The single supersaturation measurements do not produce the required information (Braham, 1974a). Continuous operation and data display by our spectrometer also enable us to track an urban plume, to study the CCN production mechanisms in situ, and to study a number of other phenomena involving CCN as they happen under natural conditions. This helps eliminate doubts regarding the validity of the test sample as repeated checks can be made on the features exhibited by the CCN spectrum in real time. This paper contains the results of field and laboratory studies that demonstrate the importance of real-time CCN spectrum measurements by bringing them to light the new information acquired by bringing to light the new information acquired (Fukuta et al, 1974) in order to control droplet growth at different supersaturations.

Second, an automatic feedback X-Y chart recorder is used for recording the spectrum instead of a conventional X-Y recorder. This has considerably increased the spectrometer capability of continuously recording the spectrum without manual attendance for longer periods of time. Third, the scanning mechanism for counting the droplets has been made lighter and simpler so as to be compatible with the rough field conditions expected to be encountered aboard a ship or an aircraft. The modified mechanism requires the movement of a very light brass tube (having i.d. of 0.28 cm) along the median plane at the exit end of the chamber. The tube directly feeds the droplets into the optical sensor that are individually counted and recorded by a pulse-rate technique namely, the Climet 201 Particle Analyzer. The field version of the spectrometer is completely automatic.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The spectrometer has been compared with a Twomey-type chamber (Fitzgerald et al, 1976) operated by the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), Washington, D.C. It has also been used in three
field studies so far. These results are described below.

3.1 Comparison with a Twaney-Type Chamber

During July-August, 1975, we participated in the Marine Fog Field Expedition of 1975. The opportunity was also utilized to make comparison between the data produced by the two instruments. The comparisons were made aboard the U.S. Naval Ship Hayes by using natural aerosol as the test sample. A total of 12 comparison runs was made. The test aerosol was filled in a 220 liter capacity aluminumized mylar bag which supplied the sample to each instrument for comparison purposes. Total time taken by the three instruments for one comparison run was typically less than 20 minutes. In order to avoid biasing the data, the observations of all comparison runs were exchanged on a set date, namely, October 1, 1975, so that the operators of these instruments were unaware of the results produced by the other. These data are reproduced in Table 1.

### Table 1

Summary of measurements (Fitzgerald et al., 1976) made aboard HAYES for comparison purposes (Data exchanged on October 1, 1975)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run No.</th>
<th>Chamber</th>
<th>Concentration measured by the participating static thermal diffusion chambers at the Second IWCIN (August, 1970) Reference: Experiment #27, natural aerosol, S = 0.3%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NRL (Film)</td>
<td>262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NRL (TV)</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CALspan Corp.</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Univ. of Washington</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>White Sands (U.S. Army)</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Concentration measured by the participating static thermal diffusion chambers at the Second IWCIN (August, 1970) Reference: Experiment #27, natural aerosol, S = 0.3%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run No.</th>
<th>Chamber</th>
<th>Conc., cm⁻³</th>
<th>Conc. ratio (NRL/Other)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NRL (Film)</td>
<td>262</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NRL (TV)</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CALspan Corp.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Univ. of Washington</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>White Sands (U.S. Army)</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the above data, the following conclusions seem to be reasonable.

1. Out of ten comparison runs made with the University of Denver (DU) spectrometer, 80% of the runs agreed with the NRL chamber within a ratio range (NRL/DU) of 0.6 to 2.4 or within an average ratio of 1.58. This ratio is better than the scatter (a factor of 2.5) within the data produced for a single run (e.g., Run #7) by the NRL chamber.

2. To put the above statement in proper perspective, the results of the second IWCIN (Table 2) show that four participating static thermal diffusion chambers agreed with the NRL chamber within a factor of 2.4. That the NRL counts may be lower than the other chambers was also reported during the second IWCIN. The CAL (CALspan Corp.) chamber counted higher by a factor of 1.54 (or 154%) and the NOAA (formerly ESSA) chamber counted higher by a factor of 1.36 (or 136%).

3. On the basis of the above statements, it can be said in general, that the agreement between the DU spectrometer and the NRL chamber is about the same as the agreement between the NRL chamber and other static thermal diffusion chambers compared so far.

4. The ratio of NRL to DU counts exhibits no trend with respect to supersaturation. This is because the scatter within the NRL data is by a factor of 2.5 at 0.1% supersaturation and varies randomly with respect to supersaturation. Since the DU spectrometer is completely automatic, its relative reliability is very high. There is no manual error that affects its inconsistency.

5. The data of Table 1 are shown plotted in Fig. 1. Runs #1 and 2 are not included in Fig. 1 as the DU Spectrometer was set up to measure concentrations up to 3,500 cm⁻³. If the concentration exceeds this value, the sample should be diluted in order to get rid of the vapor depletion effect (Squires, 1971). It was not anticipated that the marine aerosol would present CCN beyond 5,000 cm⁻³ at 0.5% supersaturation, and therefore the sample was injected without dilution. For these two runs, the scatter in the NRL data is ~ 20% and this indicates that the actual concentration was ~ 5,000 cm⁻³ and predilution of the sample was needed. Therefore, the values reported by the spectrometer cannot be taken as representative of the actual CCN concentration. It is very gratifying to note from Fig. 1 that for the eight comparison runs, the CCN concentration is within
Run #3 was particularly bad from the viewpoint of the scatter in the data. The NRL reported a scatter of 50% for five measured points and we reported a scatter of 86% for three points. The aerosol was room air and it is suspected that it may not be uniform in concentration throughout the volume of the mylar bag. This is not surprising since no precaution was taken to check the homogeneity of the sample because of the limited time available for comparison purposes.

The comparison presented in Fig. 1 is more representative of a realistic situation than Table 1, as the latter compares the average NRL values with the instantaneous DU values and is, therefore, questionable. If the CCN concentration varied within the test sample, the DU values would show instantaneous concentration (this is inherent of the counting technique used) while the NRL values would give the average over a certain time interval. Thus, for comparisons such as those made above, the scatter in the NRL values should be duly considered. Such consideration leads to the conclusion that the agreement between the NRL chamber and the DU spectrometer lies within the scatter produced by the NRL chamber.

For obtaining the above measurements, the test sample was stored in a 1,100 liter capacity mylar bag and a collimated mercury-arc light beam, 6.1 mm in diameter, was passed across the width of the chamber at the exit end. The photographs were taken at right angles to the light beam after stopping the sample flow momentarily. The counts obtained by the two methods agree with an absolute average deviation (treating the direct photography counts as a standard concentration) of 10.7%. This evidence, coupled with the fact that in the normal operation the counts are photoelectrically recorded without any manual interference (such as the counting of droplets on photographic frames), leads us to place a high confidence in the spectrometer performance.

### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run No.</th>
<th>$S$</th>
<th>Automatic Recording cm$^{-3}$</th>
<th>Direct Photography cm$^{-3}$</th>
<th>Deviation $%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1483</td>
<td>1339</td>
<td>+10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1341</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>+ 1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>1188</td>
<td>+10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>+ 8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>634</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>+ 5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>-24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>+15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>-18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>+ 1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. CCN concentration variation obtained by the spectrometer on August 9, 1974 for the Denver aerosol.
On August 9, 1974, the field measurements of diurnal variations in the CCN spectrum were made. The observation point was established about 18.5 meters above the ground at the southern outskirts of Denver County. Due care was taken to draw the natural atmospheric aerosol. The detected diurnal variations are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. A peak in the CCN concentration representative of an increase in the vehicular traffic during morning and evening hours is obvious (Fig. 2). Figure 3 reveals that the CCN spectrum is concave during morning hours and convex during the afternoon and evening hours. One of the reasons for this change may be the high concentration of the CCN active at low supersaturations during the later period as a result of the coagulation mechanism. The observed effect is, however, a combined result of the CCN generation and the coagulation processes. Sixteen CCN spectra were measured during the day. Each spectrum was fitted to the equation: \( N = C S^k \), where \( C \) (in \( \text{cm}^{-3} \)) and \( k \) are constants for one spectrum. The least-square-fit values of \( C \) ranging from 1,988 \( \text{cm}^{-3} \) at 1035 hr to 16 \( \text{cm}^{-3} \) at 0720 hr, and of \( k \) ranging from 0.6 to 1.8. The \( k \)-values are similar to those reported by Braham (1974b) for the St. Louis aerosol.

![Fig. 3. CCN spectrum recorded at different times of the day on August 9, 1974 for the Denver aerosol.](image)

3.4 DUSTORM Project Measurements

The CCN Spectrometer was flown a total of 36 hours aboard the NEAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado) Electra aircraft during April and May, 1975. This was done under the project DUSTORM (initiated by Dr. Edwin F. Danielsen at NCAR) in order to unravel the microphysics of the severe storm genesis. The flights were made across the tropopause fold that occurs during dust storms over the U.S. Great Plains in the spring of each year. A sample of results obtained on April 26, 1975 is displayed in Figure 4.

![Fig. 4. DUSTORM data: \( \Delta \) volume conc. of ozone (right-side ordinate); \( \bullet \) CCN concentration at 0.33% & 1.9% supersaturations (left-side ordinate).](image)

The CCN concentration at 0.33% (open circles) and 1.9% (closed circles) supersaturations is shown plotted as a function of time and so is the ozone concentration in parts per billion (PPB). The boundary of tropopause fold is indicated by a sudden rise in the ozone concentration. Data at supersaturations between 0.33% and 1.9% were also recorded continuously during the flights. Fig. 4 reveals some remarkable features. Before we started flying over clouds (altitude 7,556 meters MSL), the peaks in ozone concentration were well correlated with the peaks in the CCN concentration active at 1.9% supersaturation. A maximum increase by a factor of six was recorded within the fold boundary. Such increases are noted during all the four experimental flights. Is this reflection of in-situ gas-to-particle conversion processes? To answer this question, complete analysis and reduction of the data is needed along with the comprehensive information on the air trajectories involved in the storm. This is being worked out in cooperation with the NEAR scientists.

3.5 Marine Fog Measurements

The measurements taken during the Marine Fog Field Expedition of August, 1975 offer a unique opportunity to comprehensively study some fog episodes since they were extensively monitored by various participants. The spectrometer undoubtedly affords the best time resolution for such studies. This is made evident by the NRL measurements of the CCN spectra as the latter were unable to detect any noticeable change in the fog spectrum during fog episodes. An example of the dramatic variations is presented below.
Let us consider Fog #4 that occurred during the early morning hours (2:00-8:00 A.M.) of August 6, 1975, off the Nova Scotia coast as shown in Fig. 5. The spectrum was monitored during the ship track, A-B-C-D-E. At point B (i.e., at 1:50 A.M.), the true wind direction was 360°. Thus, point D may be regarded as lying at the forming boundary of the fog. At point E, the wind direction was 13°, and it may be considered at the dissipating boundary of the fog. During the episode, the winds were mild to calm, the true wind speed varying from 0.4 (at 3:40 A.M.) to 14.7 knots (at 2:20 A.M.).

In Figure 6 the visibility (\(\beta\)) is plotted as a function of time. The plot is based on the data provided by the NRL. To obtain the true value of visibility, the values of Fig. 6 should be divided by 1.65 within the fog. The latter is the calibration factor. However, for our discussion the relative values of visibility will suffice. The fog nuclei spectrum recorded at different times during the episode was reduced to the form CS<sup>l</sup>. From Figure 6, the dramatic variations in \(k\), \(N_1\), and \(N_2\) at the fog forming boundary are noteworthy. Just before 2:00 A.M., peaks in visibility (\(\beta\)), \(k\), \(N_1\), and \(N_2\) superimpose on each other. At the fog forming boundary, the nuclei concentration at 0.15% supersaturation drops by a factor of 1.35, while at 1.2%, it drops by a factor of 6.0. The latter indicates a pronounced change that is beyond any kind of experimental error. The mechanism for this dramatic reduction in \(N_2\) may be scavenging. These observations stress the need for monitoring the entire nuclei spectrum at the fog boundaries. Within the fog, the changes in \(N_1\), \(N_2\), and \(k\) are not as dramatic but at the fog dissipating boundary, all these parameters show an upward trend and correlate well with the visibility. At the fog forming boundary, the absolutely nuclei concentrations (for example, 2,500 cm<sup>-3</sup> at \(\beta = 1.2\%\)) suggest that the aerosol that participated in the fog formation was continental in character.

In Table 4, the values of \(C\) and \(k\) are listed at different times during the fog episode. For these \(k\)-values, the nuclei concentrations in the supersaturation range of 0.15 to 1.2% were considered. In this supersaturation range, all droplets that grew beyond 0.3 \(\mu m\) size were counted. The spectrometer, however, sustained a supersaturation range of 0.06 to 1.2% and the droplets grown beyond 0.3 \(\mu m\) and 0.5 \(\mu m\) were also recorded. The latter data will be analyzed in the future in order to estimate fog nuclei concentrations active at supersaturations below 0.15%. The nuclei concentrations at 0.15% (\(N_1\)) and 1.2% (\(N_2\)) supersaturations are also recorded as a function of time in Table 4.

![Fig. 6. Plot of visibility (\(\beta\)), nuclei concentrations at 0.15% (\(N_1\)) and 1.2% (\(N_2\)) supersaturations, and the slope (\(k\)) of the nuclei spectrum as a function of time for Fog #4. \(\beta\) is represented by a continuous thick line, \(k\) by dash-dot line, \(N_1\) and \(N_2\) by thin continuous line and broken line, respectively.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>(C) cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>(k) cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>(N_1) cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>(N_2) cm&lt;sup&gt;-3&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8/5/75</td>
<td>21:51</td>
<td>2,250</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3,350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/5/75</td>
<td>22:57</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>1:09</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>1:46</td>
<td>2,200</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>2:17</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>3:07</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>4:26</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>7:06</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>7:45</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>7:55</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/6/75</td>
<td>8:02</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. INTRODUCTION

Podzimek and Alofs (1974) have analyzed a device invented by Laktionov (1972) for measuring CCN spectra at low supersaturations. This functions by exposing the aerosol particles to saturated air and measuring the sizes of the haze droplets in equilibrium at zero supersaturation (S = 0). This is a plausible procedure because, for soluble nuclei, if the variation of the van't Hoff factor is ignored, a relationship exists between the critical supersaturation (S) of a nucleus and its equilibrium size at 100% relative humidity:

\[ r_0 = \frac{4\pi m \rho}{3\sqrt{\pi TS_c}} \]  

where \( r_0 \) is in centimeters, and \( S_c \) is expressed in percent.

Thus for \( S_c = 0.2\% \), \( r_0 = 2 \times 10^{-5} \) cm.

Since optical counters exist which can count and size droplets down to about \( r = 0.2 \mu m \) fairly reliably, Laktionov's method would appear to be usable for values of \( S_c \) less than about 0.2%. At lower values of \( S_c \), \( r_0 \) is larger, so that the method has a potential utility in the range of values of \( S_c \) below 0.1%, where normal supersaturated diffusion chambers are not usable.

The derivation of equation (1) assumes that the van't Hoff factor (\( i \)) is the same for the critical droplet as it is for the somewhat more concentrated haze droplet in equilibrium at \( S = 0 \). This assumption appears to be moderately accurate for \( S_c \) < 0.2%, though it would not be so for much higher supersaturations. If the effective number of moles of solute in a droplet is defined as \( \frac{m}{M} \) where \( m \) is the mass of solute and \( M \) its molecular weight, the effective molar fraction of the solute in the haze droplet in equilibrium at \( S = 0 \) is \( \frac{3}{2} S_c / 2 \) where \( S_c \) is in absolute units, that is, \( M \times 10^{-2} S_c \) where \( S_c \) is in percent. Thus for small values of \( S_c \), the haze droplet solution is fairly dilute; at \( S_c = 0.2\% \), its concentration is \( 5 \times 10^{-3} \) effective moles per mole, or 0.3 effective moles per liter. At and beyond this degree of dilution, as may be seen from the tabulations given by Low (1969), i is within 30% of its value at infinite dilution for representative salts such as NaCl and \((NH_4)_2SO_4\). The same will be true, a fortiori, for the more dilute critical droplet. Since equation (1) ignores square roots of \( i \), the error caused there is of order 15% or less for \( S_c \approx 0.2\% \), and smaller for smaller \( S_c \) values.

Another possible source of error arises because the original nucleus may have contained an insoluble component. However, measurements of the diffusion coefficient of CCN in the range \( S_c = 0.3 \) to 1% (e.g., Twomey, 1972) indicate that they are of such a size that they must in general consist of soluble material to a substantial extent. The effective molecular weights \( (M/i) \) of plausible soluble components of CCN center around 30 to 40, that is, about twice the molar weight of water. Hence, the original dry soluble component probably had in general a volume of order \( 10^{-2} \) of the volume of the haze droplet formed at \( S = 0 \) on a nucleus for which \( S_c \approx 0.2\% \). It would appear reasonable to conclude that in general the presence of an insoluble component would have only a slight effect on the accuracy of equation (1).

A further possible source of error arises when the droplet sizes are measured by means of an optical particle counter. Most such counters are calibrated using spheres of polystyrene latex, which have an index of refraction (\( n \)) of about 1.6. They cannot be calibrated for water (\( n = 1.33 \)) because it is too difficult to obtain and keep a monodisperse water droplet aerosol with \( d < 10 \mu m \). Theoretical predictions are possible (Cooke and Kerker, 1975) but they depend on the details of the particular counter in question.

The various possible sources of error in the use of Laktionov's haze droplet method suggest that it would be desirable to check it against another method. Fortunately, its apparent range overlaps slightly with that of the vertical-plate diffusion chamber described by Hudson and Squires (1976), which appears to be capable of an accuracy of 10% or better down to \( S_c = 0.1\% \) (Hudson and Squires, 1976). Both methods seem therefore to have a useful accuracy in the range \( S_c = 0.1\% \) to \( S_c = 0.2\% \). The discussion given above concerning the sources of error in equation (1) indicates that if the haze droplet method is satisfactory in this range, it is likely to be even more satisfactory at smaller \( S_c \) values, where the haze droplets are larger and more dilute. The results of a comparison of the two methods in the restricted overlap range \( 0.2\% > S_c > 0.1\% \) are presented.
2. THE ISOTHERMAL SPECTROMETER

Since the test comparison could not be extended to values of $S_c$ less than 0.1%, the conditions on the Laktionov apparatus were not as demanding as at lower values, where the time required to grow droplets to sizes close to their equilibrium size at $S = 0$ becomes much longer. It proved to be possible to make the desired test using existing equipment.

Two almost identical continuous flow diffusion chambers, as described in Hudson and Squires (1976), were available. One chamber, running in the vertical mode with 38 cm of wet paper on the cooler plate and 28 cm of wet paper on the warmer plate operated at a low supersaturation such as 0.15% and was adjusted to meet all plateau requirements as described by Hudson and Squires (1976) so that it yielded $N(S_c)$ to 10% accuracy. The other chamber was also operated with its plates vertical, and with the same paper lengths. However, both plates were at the same temperature. Both chambers monitored the same sample at identical flow rates. The Royco Model 225 particle counters with Model 241 optical benches were equipped with 508 modules which have five independently variable size channels, each of which records the number of particles (droplets) which are larger than a particular size corresponding to the particular threshold voltage. By adjusting this threshold voltage properly, one can arrange matters so that the number concentration for a particular channel of the isothermal chamber, $N(r > r_1)$ is equal to the number concentration of activated nuclei in the supersaturated chamber, $N(S_m)$ (where $S_m$ is the operating supersaturation).

One can then assume that all of the haze droplets larger than this particular nominal size are grown on nuclei with critical supersaturations equal to or less than the operating supersaturation of the second chamber. This process was repeated by using various supersaturations in the supersaturated chamber and corresponding voltage thresholds for the counter on the isothermal chamber. Since the particle counter has five channels a different supersaturation can be chosen to correspond to a threshold voltage for each channel. Thus the particle counter monitoring the isothermal chamber yields $N(S_c)$ for several $S_c$'s simultaneously as long as these threshold voltages remain constant.

3. RESULTS WITH THE ISOTHERMAL SPECTROMETER

In order to ensure that the drops in the isothermal chamber had enough time to grow close to their equilibrium sizes and did not evaporate before entering the detecting volume of the optical counter, experimental checks were made by changing $F$, the total flow through the isothermal cloud chamber. The value of $F$ determines the amount of time for which the particles or droplets are exposed to saturated air and also the amount of time which the droplets spend in the space between the saturated volume of the cloud chamber and the detecting volume of the particle counter. This distance consists of only the thickness of the front plate of the cloud chamber, 1.9 cm, and the length of the Royco optical counter inlet spout which was 7.6 cm (the front trunnion described by Hudson and Squires (1976), was removed for the isothermal chamber). Fortunately, there is a range of values of $F$ over which $N(r > r_1)$ for several droplet radii ($r_1$) is fairly constant (Fig. 1) and the existence of this $F$-plateau ensures that the drops are at their equilibrium size when they enter the particle counter. As a further check on evaporation effects, a temperature controlling water jacket was placed around the Royco inlet spout, but the only effect this had was to extend the plateau of $N$ vs. $F$ to lower flows, thus indicating that evaporation was a problem only if $F$ was below the previous plateau value.

The experiment then consisted simply of noting the voltage settings on the optical counter connected to the isothermal chamber and the supersaturation in the reference chamber when the two Roycos were counting the same concentration of droplets. From the voltage setting, a nominal droplet radius was deduced using the manufacturer's calibration. The critical supersaturation derived by substituting this radius in equation (1) was then compared with that present in the supersaturated reference chamber. The results were as shown in Tables 1 and 2 for two optical counters, designated as #2 and #3.

Comparison of the values listed in the final two columns of Tables 1 and 2 indicates that the Laktionov method (using a Royco optical particle counter) gives fairly accurate results at supersaturations close to 0.1%, but tends to overestimate the supersaturation (or underestimate concentrations) at values of $S_c$ near 0.2%. It seems possible that this may be in part due to increasing inaccuracy in the Royco calibration at the smallest droplet sizes. The Laktionov method can be used between 0.1% and 0.2% supersaturation with very good accuracy if a calibration curve based on concentration in the two matched cloud chambers (for instance using the first and last
columns of Tables 1 or 2) is used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Royco Radius in µm Corresponding to the First Column Based on Manufacturer's</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt; for Second Column</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt; in Reference Column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Royco Radius in µm Corresponding to the First Column Based on Manufacturer's</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt; for Second Column</th>
<th>S&lt;sub&gt;5&lt;/sub&gt; in Reference Column</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION

These results offer encouragement that the Laktionov method may be useful in the range of S<sub>c</sub> below 0.1%. One ultimate limitation in attempting to make measurements at very low values of S<sub>c</sub> will be that the time taken for haze droplets to reach sizes close to their equilibrium sizes at S = 0 will become longer and longer. In any piece of apparatus designed to use this method, a limit will be reached when the distance fallen by the droplets becomes so large that they reach the chamber floor and are lost.

The isothermal spectrometer cannot operate at supersaturations above 0.2% because optical counters cannot size such small droplets. However, for many cloud physics applications, it would be desirable to use a much larger range of S<sub>c</sub>'s.

A possible way of doing this is to operate the spectrometer cloud chamber at a supersaturation above 0% and to again compare its drop size spectrum with the number concentration in the other matched cloud chamber operating at various supersaturations. The spectrometer can operate at a relatively high supersaturation such as 1% so that it can yield N(S<sub>c</sub>) over a very wide range of supersaturations.

This increased range is purchased at a considerable price. In the isothermal spectrometer the drops grow to an equilibrium size which is known. In the supersaturated spectrometer the maximum operating supersaturation, S<sub>cc</sub>, is above the S<sub>c</sub> of most CCN so that most drops will grow beyond their critical radius, r<sub>p</sub>, and will thus continue to grow with time. Furthermore, it would be very difficult to use droplet growth theory to predict how large they will grow. However, the theory does clearly indicate that those nuclei with lower S<sub>c</sub>'s are larger to begin with and experience a greater driving force for growth and thus grow faster. Therefore, they will always form larger drops than are formed on nuclei with higher S<sub>c</sub>'s if the growth times are equal and the condensation coefficient does not vary.

If all nuclei which go through the spectrometer experience the same supersaturation for the same length of time then the size of the drops thus formed will be inversely related to their S<sub>c</sub>'s. All drops greater than a particular size (r<sub>p</sub>) have S<sub>c</sub>'s less than a particular value so that if a second matched chamber monitors the same air sample at a lower S<sub>m</sub> than the spectrometer the S<sub>c</sub> for a particular drop size cut-off can be determined when the N(r<sub>p</sub>) of the second chamber equals N(r<sub>p</sub>) in the spectrometer. When the process is repeated for several supersaturations the first chamber can act as a spectrometer.

5. DESCRIPTION OF THE CCN SPECTROMETRE

Droplet path lengths are unequal at the end of the cloud chamber where the drops converge into the particle counter so the sample slit width was masked off from 8 cm to 1.5 cm. This meant that the sample flow, f, had to be reduced at least accordingly so that the sample would not be so thick that it would extend over different values of supersaturation which exist in the region between the plates. The necessarily high values of total flow, F, through the chamber also helped to confine the sample to a more narrow region between the plates. Typical values of F and f for the spectrometer, 50 cm<sup>3</sup> sec<sup>-1</sup> and 0.1 cm<sup>3</sup> sec<sup>-1</sup> respectively, produced a sample 0.04 cm thick with a plate separation of 1.3 cm which means that the sample should experience a supersaturation range much less than 1% of S<sub>m</sub>.

In order to eliminate the possibility of any vertical velocities causing varying path lengths by moving some of the sample stream away from the central 1.5 cm (with respect to the sidewalls) the horizontal plate mode of operation was chosen for this spectrometer. Since it operates at a very high supersaturation (>1%) it is just about as accurate as the vertical chamber (Hudson and Squires, 1976). The wet surface length on the warm plate must be very short (~10 cm) not just to prevent drop fallout but also to prevent the drops from growing so large that their size distribution would be out of the range of the particle counter (<10 µm radius). The spectrometer must be operated on the F-plateau appropriate to its S<sub>m</sub> so that one N(S<sub>c</sub>) can be obtained directly from the
6. OPERATION OF THE CCN SPECTROMETER

While the first chamber, which acts as the spectrometer, operates at $S_m = 1\%$ as previously stated, the second chamber operates at some lower $S_m = S_{mi}$ between 0.1\% and 1.0\%. It must satisfy all plateau requirements as stated by Hudson and Squires (1976) and can operate in the horizontal or vertical mode as is appropriate. For $S_m \geq 0.25\%$ it will then yield $N(S_m) = N(S_{mi})$ to about 1\% accuracy. With both chambers monitoring the same sample with the same sample flow the drop size discriminator of one of the channels of the particle counter on the spectrometer chamber which has its $S_m = 1\%$ is adjusted until $N(r > r_1) = N(S_{mi})$. Then as long as $F$, $S_m$ and $r_1$ of the spectrometer remain constant then $N(S_{mi}) = N(S_{ci})$ as long as the condensation coefficient does not vary. When this process is repeated for several $S_{mi}$'s and $r_1$'s the first chamber indeed acts as a spectrometer. Since the Royco 508 module has five channels then as many as five $S_c$'s can be monitored simultaneously in the spectrometer.

7. RESULTS WITH THE CCN SPECTROMETER

In order to be a useful tool the spectrometer should be accurate over a wide range of concentrations and values of $K$ (the slope of the log curve of $N$ vs. $S_p$). It might seem that high concentrations of nuclei could cause enough competition for the water vapor to slow down the growth of droplets enough to thwart the operation of the spectrometer. However, tests with various aerosols with a sample flow of about 0.3 cm$^3$ sec$^{-1}$ have shown that concentrations from the spectrometer differ from the actual concentration by no more than 25\% for as much as an order of magnitude change in concentration. This performance can be improved if the sample flow is reduced by either changing the sample capillary resistor or the pressure deficit in the cloud chamber.

The crucial test of the spectrometer is that it yield accurate measurements over a range of values of $K$. Moreover, the determination of $K$ is the major purpose of using a CCN spectrometer. It must be clearly demonstrated that the spectrometer is not merely separating fixed percentages of droplets into the various size channels which are not dependent upon the critical supersaturation of the nuclei. Figure 2 shows that the ratio of the deduced concentration at a lower supersaturation to $N(S_p)$ in the spectrometer was not fixed but was definitely a function of $K$. The points in fact lie very close to the curve of the ratio of the actual concentration at the lower supersaturation (as determined by the other cloud chamber which was actually operating at that supersaturation) to $N(S_p)$ of the spectrometer. This figure indicates that the actual readings from the spectrometer are fairly accurate over the natural range of $K$. Differences from the actual curve are presumably due to slight variations in the path of the growing drops. This could be minimized by further reducing the sample flow and further confining of the sample stream. Moreover, a curve such as Figure 2 could be used to correct the output of the spectrometer to the accurate measurements of $N(S_p)$.
8. CONCLUSION

The Laktionov isothermal method of obtaining CCN spectra in the range of supersaturation between 0.1% and 0.2% has been experimentally verified using two well-matched diffusion cloud chambers. A method of using two well-matched CCN counters to obtain $N(S_c)$ for more than two values of $S_c$ over nearly the entire CCN range has also been demonstrated. It operates on a similar principle as was used to check the Laktionov method requiring the two matched chambers for its operation. This method may not work for all aerosols since a different condensation coefficient may affect the rate of drop growth and alter the drop size spectrum in the spectrometer cloud chamber. However, the second cloud chamber which must be used to calibrate this spectrometer can also be used to continuously monitor its performance. Also this apparatus could be used to obtain a qualitative determination of possible variations in the condensation coefficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The static thermal diffusion chamber has been used extensively for the measurement of cloud condensation nucleus (CCN) concentrations. This technique offers the capability of accurately prescribing supersaturations which can be varied over the range of values encountered in clouds. In most systems utilizing the static diffusion chamber, the concentration of droplets is measured by photographing a carefully defined illuminated volume and subsequently counting the bright spots on the film. This is not only tedious and time consuming, but limits the amount of information that can be obtained on time and spatial variations of CCN concentrations. The time involved in this procedure precludes real time analysis of CCN variations. One approach to overcoming this problem is the system designed by Radke and Hobbs (1969) in which the number concentration of droplets is determined from a measurement of the extinction coefficient of the droplet cloud when most of the drops have reached a size corresponding to the first Mie peak. A disadvantage of this system is the requirement for a large chamber volume with a corresponding large chamber height which leads to long times to reach equilibrium of the order of two to three minutes. Ideally, one would like to use a chamber of the more common height of one to two centimeters which results in times to reach equilibrium on the order of a few seconds. Twomey and Davidson (1970) have continuously operated a conventional static chamber such that air samples are drawn and photographs automatically taken at approximately hourly intervals. Interesting diurnal and seasonal trends have been indicated, but the subsequent data analysis of such a procedure is formidable.

The method to be described in this paper allows for the determination of the droplet concentration from scattered light measurements while preserving the features of the usual static diffusion chamber design. The instrument has been developed to the state where it can operate unattended for long periods of time providing measurements of CCN supersaturation spectra. (During the period of development of this instrument, an independent development underway at Mee Industries, Inc., California.)

An expanded version of this paper including system diagrams, model derivations, and complete calibrations has been submitted for publication elsewhere.

2. DESIGN PRINCIPLES

When observing a volume of the chamber illuminated by a tungsten lamp with a photodetector directed in a forward scattering direction, the scattered light signal is observed to rise to a peak and then fall off with time during a sampling sequence. The initial increasing signal is due to the rapid growth of the droplets to near uniform size, and the eventual decline is due to the removal of droplets by sedimentation. The magnitude of this peak scattered light signal is directly proportional to the number concentration of droplets.

The use of a continuous spectrum light source such as a tungsten lamp results in a smoothing of phase effects in the scattered light signal, and the Mie peaks generally are not evident in the signal. This has been verified by recording the scattered light intensity as a function of time for many samples at several supersaturations. The use of a forward scattering angle of 45° with the tungsten illumination insures that the scattering intensity coefficient for the drop sizes involved is reasonably constant (Hodkinson and Greenfield, 1965). The first Mie peak corresponds to a drop radius of approximately 0.5 µm for the light source involved. Most all drops rapidly exceed this size at chamber supersaturations (S) of 0.5% and greater. At lower supersaturations drop sizes become progressively less uniform and smaller such that some variations in drop scattering intensity might be expected. For these reasons, our adopted minimum supersaturation is 0.25%.

Conventional static chambers possess a practical lower limit of 0.1-0.2% because of the difficulty in differentiating haze and effective CCN droplets (Twomey, 1967; Squires, 1972).

A simple model for the behavior of the scattered light signal was constructed using the customary r-1 dependence for the drop growth rate, Stokes law for the fall speed, and the assumption that the light scattered is proportional to the cross sectional area of a drop. The droplet population was assumed to be monodisperse, and the solution, curvature and kinetic effects were neglected in the drop growth equation following favorable comparison with a more detailed treatment). This system of equations was integrated to give expressions for the time of occurrence tₜₚ of the peak signal and the intensity of the scattered light Iₚ at the peak, as follows:
The main conclusions from this analysis are that a peak in the scattered light signal occurs at a well-defined time dependent only on the supersaturation (equation 1) and the scattered light signal at the peak is directly proportional to the initial droplet concentration and the square root of the supersaturation.

Thus measurement of the peak scattered light from a cloud of droplets can yield the droplet concentration. This is possible because the combined effects of scattering, droplet growth, and sedimentation combine to give a definable signal at a fixed time and therefore a fixed particle size. The ratio of the peak scattered light signal to the initial number concentration of CCN is dependent only on the supersaturation.

3. APPARATUS

a. Thermal Diffusion Chamber

The thermal diffusion chamber is a cylindrical volume with a height of 0.8 cm. Aluminum plates of 0.7 cm thickness form the top and bottom of the chamber. These plates are covered with blotter paper which is kept wet by a system of holes and channels in each plate which are connected to a water reservoir. The wall of the chamber is a plexiglass ring of 1 cm thickness.

The temperature of the bottom plate is controlled by means of a thermoelectric cooler which forms part of a closed loop temperature regulator. Upper and lower surfaces temperatures are sensed with linear thermistor composites with differential accuracies of 0.1° C. The closed loop temperature regulator is capable of maintaining the temperature difference between the upper and lower surfaces to within ±0.05° C of preset values over long periods of time, making it possible to accurately prescribe the supersaturation.

The chamber was originally designed to operate as a conventional system for photographic recording of the droplets. All of the elements of this system have been preserved, with the exception of a change in the light source from a 100 watt mercury-arc lamp to a 150 watt tungsten lamp. This change was made necessary by the choice of a silicon photodetector for the scattered light sensor which has much higher sensitivity at longer wavelengths. Also, continuous operation is difficult with the mercury lamp because of its short lifetime and changing characteristics with age. A collimated beam formed by the first lenses in the optical system illuminates a carefully machined slits which is imaged in the center of the chamber by a second lens. The resultant beam of light has a rectangular cross section 0.5 cm high and 0.2 cm wide. A section of the beam of a length of 1.5 cm is sufficiently well defined to prescribe the illuminated volume for photography. This volume is also the sensitive volume for the light scattering measurement. Recording of the droplets is accomplished by photographing the illuminated volume at a right angle with a modified oscilloscope camera using polaroid film.

b. Scattered Light Detector

Components of the scattered light detection system are a simple lens, a slit, and an integrated silicon photodetector-amplifier (Bell & Howell 509-50). The photodetector system looks at the previously described scattering volume from a forward scattering angle of 45°. A lens serves to provide a large collection aperture and focuses the image of the droplet cloud on a slit carefully machined to eliminate light from sources other than the scattering volume. The photodetector is located immediately behind the slit and the photodetector which collects the scattered light and provides a voltage output which is a linear function of the incident intensity.

c. Operating Systems

The operating system for controlling the airflow and electro-optics circuits consists of a time sequence generator, peak sample hold circuits, and an output multiplexor. A typical cycle of operation begins with a six second sample period during which the chamber is purged, the lamp intensity is raised from standby to full power and the peak sample hold circuits are reset to the level of the background scattered light as indicated by the photodetector. Following the sampling period is an 18 second interval during which the cloud forms and the scattered light peak is recorded by the peak sample hold. At the end of this cycle, the lamp intensity is reduced to the standby level. In the last part of the cycle, the top plate temperature signal and the temperature difference are transmitted to a digital voltmeter and printer for recording. Following the measurement cycle, the difference between the peak scattered light signal and the previously measured background value is recorded.

A complete four minute sequence consists of measurements at four supersaturations (currently programmed for 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0% but readily adjustable to other S values). An internal clock allows spectra to be obtained at any desired intervals from five minutes to several hours. Manual operation for specific experimental purposes is also an option.

4. CALIBRATION

To test the system and determine the gain factors as a function of supersaturation, a calibration was performed against the usual photographic method. Over a period of several days, CCN spectra were measured simultaneously by the photographic method and also the scattered
light technique. It is desirable to perform the measurements over a range of conditions that give nucleus counts over concentration limits anticipated. Fig. 1 is a plot of the scattered light signal against the photographic count for 0.5% supersaturation. Also plotted is the least squares fit to the observations. As can be seen from the figure, the scattered light signal is linearly related to the concentration measured by the photographic method. At all supersaturations, virtually all of the observations are within 10% of the best fit straight line. Fig. 2 is a plot of the log of the response versus the log of the CCN concentration at the five supersaturations considered. Also indicated on the figure are the sensitivities (mv/droplet) for each supersaturation. Analysis of the sensitivity factors (F) show them to vary as

\[ F = 0.13 S^{0.504}, \]  

(3)

This dependence is very close to that predicted by equation 2.

Fig. 3 is a selected four day segment of hourly data taken with the light scattering CCN system showing the time variation of the concentration and slope parameters of the spectra \( N = c S^k \). (Note that \( c \) is equal to the concentration cm\(^{-3}\) of CCN at \( S = 1\% \)).

5. SYSTEM APPLICATION

Fig. 3 is a selected four day period of hourly measurements. Solid curve and left ordinate are the spectrum concentration factor \( c \) and the broken curve and right hand ordinate are the spectrum slope parameter \( k \). Local midnights are indicated along the abscissa.

On the first day, the passage of a cold front and the associated change of air mass appears as a sharp decrease in the CCN concentration from about 4000 cm\(^{-3}\) to 1000 cm\(^{-3}\) over a four hour period. The slopes of the spectra, however, show a slight increase during this period. The five days following the front were characterized by clear weather with winds primarily from a southerly direction. The second event of interest is the occurrence of a night peak on the
second day of the sequence at about 11:00 P.M. During the five hours preceding the peak, the concentration rises from about 600 cm\(^{-3}\) to over 5000 cm\(^{-3}\) while the slope changes from 0.4 to 1.3. Lee and Jiusto (1974) in an experiment primarily concerned with the phenomena of the nocturnal peaks noted similar local occurrences in approximately one third of their daily data. The phenomenon was first noted in Australia by Twomey and Davidson (1970). A third major event occurred during days three and four of the sequence. At about 8:00 P.M. on day three a fog formed which lasted through noon of the next day. The interesting segment of data is the strong increase in the CCN concentration during the dissipating stage of the fog (9:00 A.M. to noon on day four). During this time the concentration rapidly increased from 1500 cm\(^{-3}\) to over 6000 cm\(^{-3}\) while the slope decreased from 0.7 to 0.3. A possible explanation for this result is that the evaporation of the fog drops resulted in the production of cloud nuclei either through some chemical reaction or by some type of nucleus breakup mechanism. The short life of the high concentrations is probably due to mixing by convection following the dissipation of the fog.

As the data clearly show, there are substantial temporal variations in the CCN spectra which would be missed if observations were made at longer time intervals. Clearly, the ability to measure the CCN spectra with good time resolution will be a valuable tool for studying the effect of large scale and local influences on CCN.

6. SUMMARY

The design and principle of operation of a continuous CCN counter have been described. The main features of the system are: 1) the use of a thermal gradient diffusion chamber in which supersaturation is accurately prescribed; 2) a compact shallow chamber with a short time to reach equilibrium at sequential supersaturation; 3) the automatic measurement of the droplet concentration by means of scattered light; 4) the capability of direct calibration by means of the usual photographic method; and 5) the ability to measure and record CCN spectra at fixed time intervals without the presence of an operator.

The instrument has been operated for long periods of time without interruption suggesting that it can be used for routine observations of detailed temporal variations in CCN. One modification planned for the system is a change in the control unit to allow for multiple observations at each supersaturation. This should make possible some smoothing of the data by averaging observations. Extended field studies using the instrument are being planned.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An early (1968) NASA study on potential research and applications areas for future manned orbital missions contained a suggestion that atmospheric cloud microphysical phenomena might be a research area which would benefit from the low gravity environment at orbital altitudes. This low gravity environment would reduce convection and also considerably lengthen the time during which water droplets and particles freely suspended in the atmosphere of a cloud chamber could be observed. This would permit experiments closely approximating environmental conditions found in clouds to be performed for periods of time approaching those occurring in nature. Many artifacts introduced into the data obtained in ground based laboratories by (1) Using higher than normal supersaturations to overcome time limitations due to fall-out, or (2) Using artificial suspension techniques would be removed. A preliminary assessment of the potential advantages of a low gravity environment to the study of microphysical phenomena indicated that the concept should be studied in more detail; consequently, in 1971 NASA began studying the development of an Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory (ACPL) for flight on the Spacelab/Shuttle. During the early phases of this development effort, members of the scientific community were contacted for suggestions of potential experiments in which the low gravity environment at orbital altitude could be used advantageously in advancing our knowledge of cloud microphysical processes. The experiments suggested by members of the science community were then grouped into 20 experiment classes, Table I, by a group of science advisors. The suggested experiments contained enough details to permit the compilation of a preliminary set of experimental chambers and ancillary equipment, Table II.

2. CURRENT STATUS

Analyses of the above data concluded in October 1974, showed that it was engineeringly and scientifically feasible to develop a multi-purpose facility in which atmospheric scientists could perform laboratory experiments on cloud microphysical phenomena. Additional analyses, performed in November 1974 as a result of updated budget projection indicated that under a phased-development approach meaningful scientific experiments could be performed on the early Spacelab/Shuttle flights with a much smaller complement of equipment if the scope of the research activities was restricted. On the basis of this preliminary decision to focus the research activities during the early flights on warm cloud processes, equipment requirements for the facility for the initial flights were reduced to those shown in Table III. Additional equipment required to conduct extensive experiments in cold cloud processes would be developed and incorporated in the facility on later flights. Engineering studies conducted since that time indicate that it is possible to package this initial facility in a standard Spacelab double rack, Figure 1. A concept for a schematic for this system is shown in Figure 2. In this concept, Spacelab cabin air (after proper conditioning) is used in the experiment chambers. The primary data gathering capabilities are an optical counter and two camera systems, used in conjunction with the continuous flow diffusion chamber and the static diffusion and expansion chambers, respectively.

3. CURRENT DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

3.1 Engineering

At the present time, two distinct development
efforts are underway. In the first effort, two aerospace companies are developing preliminary design concepts in parallel study efforts scheduled for completion in January 1977 at which time final design activities will be initiated so that the facility will be ready for flight in 1980.

3.2 Science

The second effort covers the scientific aspects of the Laboratory development program. The current scientific effort is in reality only a more formalized continuation of the assistance and advice provided by the scientific community in their responses to the original solicitation for suggested experiments. In February 1976, NASA sent notices to several thousand scientists soliciting their assistance and advice in the definition and planning of the scientific experiments to be conducted in the Laboratory. From responses to this solicitation, an Advisory Subcommittee of the Applications Steering Committee will be formed which will provide the required scientific support at the NASA Headquarters level.

The Atmospheric Cloud Physics Laboratory development is managed by a Task Team at the Marshall Space Flight Center in Alabama. This Task Team directs the efforts of the aerospace contractors performing the preliminary design work described above. To insure that the design of the facility is truly responsive to the needs of the scientific community and does possess the capabilities required to accomplish meaningful experiments, teams of cloud physicists are being formed by the Universities Space Research Association to: (1) Establish scientific goals for the facility; (2) Define the experiment programs needed to attain those goals; (3) Define specific experiments in detail; and (4) Establish the scientific functional requirements for the Laboratory and its components.

Detailed descriptions of specific experiments established by these teams will be used to specify what the capabilities of the Laboratory and each of its sub-systems and components must be if the experimental results are to be scientifically significant. These capabilities are then given to the aerospace contractors for use in their preliminary design efforts. The scientific functional requirements currently being used by the aerospace contractors are contained in Table IV. Some of these are extremely stringent and will tax the engineering capabilities of the contractors; however, modifications will only be made when the specifications cannot be achieved by acceptable engineering procedures within the current budgetary allocation. Even then, prior approval will be obtained from these science teams before any proposed changes dictated by engineering and/or cost are made. Conversely, should advances in knowledge or operational procedures prompt the science teams to recommend changes in the established requirements, cost impact studies will be performed by the preliminary design contractors to insure once again that the engineering aspects can be accomplished within budgetary limitations.

The lifetime of this facility is expected to be approximately 10 years. Throughout this period, system improvements will be analyzed and incorporated where appropriate. For example, extension of the capabilities to enable experimentation on the role of the ice phase in the atmosphere is clearly a necessary extension; however, scientific functional requirements for the Laboratory to be flown on the first Spacelab mission in 1980 must be firmly established by the end of 1977. For this reason, potential experiments for the early flights must be studied in detail within the next year to insure that the scientific functional requirements used by the engineering contractors truly define the functional capabilities required.

4. Future Science Involvement

In current plans, the Laboratory will be flown two times per year. Approximately two and a half years prior to each mission, NASA will notify the scientific community of the proposed flight date with a solicitation for proposals for experiments to be conducted in the Laboratory. Responses to this solicitation will be evaluated by a team of cloud physicists and experiments will be selected for the specific mission based on scientific merit. Principal Investigators and/or teams will then be funded for the work required to develop the proposed experiment for flight, for the consultation and participation during the flight, and for the post flight analysis of the data. Under this concept, up to four experiment teams may exist at any one time. Each of these teams may be working on a number of different experiments to be performed on a single flight. The exact number will depend on the flight schedule established for the mission based on the time available and the experiments of other disciplinary areas to be conducted on the mission.

5. Conclusions

Results of research and engineering analyses to date show that it is feasible to develop and fly on the first Spacelab mission a multipurpose laboratory in which experiments can be performed on the microphysical processes in atmospheric clouds.

Scientific functional requirements have been incorporated into the engineering design of the Laboratory to insure that it has the capability to produce data which is scientifically significant.

Procedures have been established which will insure that the Laboratory will be responsive to the needs of the cloud physics scientific community and that members of the cloud physics community will be actually involved during all phases of the program.
### Table I. ACPL Experiment Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condensation Nucleation</th>
<th>Saturation Vapor Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ice Nucleation</td>
<td>Adiabatic Cloud Expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Multiplication</td>
<td>Ice Nuclei Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge Separation</td>
<td>Terrestrial Expansion Chamber Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice Crystal Growth Habits</td>
<td>Condensation Nuclei Memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seavenging</td>
<td>Nuclei Multiplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riming and Aggregation</td>
<td>Drop Collision Breakup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Droplet Ice Cloud Interactions</td>
<td>Coalescence Efficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homogeneous Nucleation</td>
<td>Static Diffusion Chamber Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collision Induced Freezing</td>
<td>Unventilated Droplet Diffusion Coefficients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II. ACPL Preliminary Equipment List

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS</strong></th>
<th><strong>EXPERIMENT-RELATED SUBSYSTEMS</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>THERMAL CONTROL/EXPENDABLES</strong></td>
<td><strong>PARTICLE GENERATORS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Control</td>
<td>Wire Probe Retractor, Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow, Humidity, and Pressure Control</td>
<td>Water Drop Impeller, Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expendable Storage</td>
<td>Vibrating Orifice Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleansing Purge and Vent</td>
<td>Evaporation/Condensation Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONSOLE SUPPORT STRUCTURE</strong></td>
<td><strong>CONTSATOMIZATION NUCLEI GENERATOR</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Processor Assembly</td>
<td>Spray Atomization Nuclei Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Recorder Assembly</td>
<td>Powder Dispersion Nuclei Generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Control Assembly</td>
<td>Particle Injector and Size Conditioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DATA MANAGEMENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>OPTICAL AND IMAGING DEVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Processor Assembly</td>
<td>Cine Camera (35mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape Recorder Assembly</td>
<td>Still Camera (35mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Control Assembly</td>
<td>Microscope, Trinocular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-Conditioning Electronics Assembly</td>
<td>Video Camera Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumentation and Display Assembly</td>
<td>Light Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anemometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stereo Microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Infrared Microscope</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III. Initial ACPL - Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT</strong></th>
<th><strong>FLIGHT SUPPORT</strong></th>
<th><strong>DATA MANAGEMENT</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXPERIMENT CHAMBERS AND AEROSOL RESERVOIR</td>
<td>THERMAL &amp; FLUID CONTROL</td>
<td>INTERFACE CONTROL UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- EXPANSION CHAMBER</td>
<td>- THERMEOLECTRIC COOLER ASSEMBLIES</td>
<td>- DISPLAY AND CONTROLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- CONTINUOUS FLOW DIFFUSION CHAMBER</td>
<td>- HEAT EXCHANGER/COLD PLATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- STATIC DIFFUSION LIQUID CHAMBER</td>
<td>- MOTOR/PUMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- AEROSOL RESERVOIR</td>
<td>- COOLANT VALVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- COOLANT FLUID</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- EXPANSION CHAMBER/RESERVOIR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- COOLANT LINES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- GAS PRE-CONDITIONING MODULE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- GAS POST-CONDITIONING MODULE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- HUMIDIFIER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- AEROSOL DILUTER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- MIXER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- VACUUM PUMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- TUBING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- GAS VALVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>POWER CONDITIONING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- DC/AC CONVERTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- DC/DC CONVERTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- REGULATOR - DC/DC CONVERTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- POWER DISTRIBUTION MODULE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- ELECTRICAL LINES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SUPPORT EQUIPMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- CONSOLE STRUCTURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- STORAGE CONTAINERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- TOOLS/TEST EQUIPMENT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table IV. Scientific Functional Requirements

1. Expansion Chamber
   
   a. Physical Dimensions

   The chamber design must allow the chamber to be opened and reclosed within 1 hour during ground-based testing. In orbit, it must allow for occasional cleaning of the windows and the insertion or extraction of small pieces of hardware or test material. (Examples include film strips or scales for verification of optics alignment, ice crystals of lcm radius grown on fibers and tubes for extracting drops from the central volume and routing them to an impactor). During experiment operation, condensation on the windows and walls will not be permissible. The sensitive experimental volume in the chamber must be defined by the optics, lighting, and camera in such a way that 3% accuracy can be achieved in counting drops with diameters of ±4µm at concentrations of 100-1000 cm⁻³. The volume and thermal characteristics of the walls and ends must be such that the experimental volume discussed above remains adiabatic for up to 200 seconds during expansions with cooling rates of 1°C/min or less. It must remain adiabatic for up to 100 seconds at faster cooling rates.

   NASA recognizes the fact that real time measurement of the liquid water content within the expansion chamber is currently beyond the state-of-the-art. Thus, these specifications on the adiabatic condition within the sensitive volume apply only to dry conditions. However, when the system is in use, attempts will be made to follow wet adiabats so the expander, pressure sensor, and control configuration must be designed to facilitate these efforts. This implies that the system must sense the pressure rise induced by condensation and correct for it in the manner dictated by the computer.

   b. Operating Range

   (1) Initial Conditions

   T=constant between 0.5°C and Spacelab ambient minus 1.0°C. T of sensitive volume must be uniform and the experimenter must know what the temperature is to within ±0.014°C. P=constant between 400 mb and Spacelab ambient. P in sensitive volume must be constant to within ±0.05 mb and measurable to within ±0.05 mg (relative) and ±0.5 mb (absolute). These conditions on temperature and pressure must be maintained for durations in excess of 30 minutes.

   For most experimentation, it is expected that the chamber will be flushed until the water vapor content of the air is known to within one part in 10⁴ (as calculated from output of the humidifier). The chamber will then be allowed to "settle" until residual air motions have decayed to less than 0.1cm/second.

   (2) During Expansion

   Pressure changes during single expansions may range from 30 to 350 mb. The difference between the current pressure and the initial pressure must be known to ±0.1mb.

   The temperature range and cooling rates over which the chamber must operate are displayed in Table IV-1. The precision with which the experiment computer must specify the temperature curves is also included. An additional requirement which is not included in the table arises because some proposed experiments require cloud formation at temperatures as close as possible to the initial conditions in order to minimize errors. Others require that the cloud be maintained and observed for long periods of time after it has been formed. This implies that the system must be able to reach the maximum cooling rate quickly, i.e., before the temperature runs 0.5°C, and then after about 90 seconds at the maximum rate, it must be able to taper off and hold a low cooling rate (0.5°C/min) for up to 60 minutes.

Table IV-1. Expansion Chamber Operating Range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Slope (°C/Min)</th>
<th>Temp. Range (°C)</th>
<th>Specify Input T(t) Curve (that comes from computer readout)</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+25 to -25</td>
<td>±0.005</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>+25 to -25</td>
<td>±0.01</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>+25 to -20</td>
<td>±0.01</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>+25 to -15</td>
<td>±0.05</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Optics and Lighting System

   In addition to the specifications listed above, the system must operate at a maximum rate of 1 frame per second for periods of up to ½ hour per experiment. The system cannot introduce either IR or UV radiation into the sample volume.

2. Continuous Flow Diffusion (CFD) Chamber

   a. Physical Dimensions

   (1) Width of the chamber must be such that the sample never comes within 6h of the "sidewalls", h is the plate separation.

   (2) The particle-free and sample air should spend at least five time constants for thermal equilibration, τ_H, between dry plates at the inlet end of the CFD, where,

   \[ \tau_H = \frac{h^2}{2 \sigma \bar{K}_H} \]

   h is the plate separation, and \( \bar{K}_H \) is the diffusivity of heat in the gas mixture present in the chamber. The relevant velocity to use in fulfilling this criterion is the axial value.
(3) Similarly, the same air should be allowed five time constants for humidity equilibration, \( \tau_w \), in the subsequent zone of the CFD, where only the colder plate is wet;

\[
\tau_w = \frac{h^2}{K_w m^2}
\]

where \( K_w \) is the diffusivity of water vapor in the gas mixture present in the chamber.

(4) The same air must spend at least seven \( \tau_w \) in the final zone of the CFD, where supersaturation equilibration is achieved by having both plates wet.

(5) The sample must spend enough additional time between the wet plates for the nuclei to grow drops to a size sufficiently greater than their critical size so that they can be discriminated from inactivated haze drops. In practice this means that nuclei with critical supersaturations, \( S_C \), of 0.99\( S_m \) must have enough time to grow above their \( r_C \) or to at least be easily distinguishable by the optical counter from those nuclei with \( S_C \leq S_m \). \( S_m \) is the maximum supersaturation in the chamber. In cases where \( r_C \) is less than the minimum detectable size of the optical counter, the drops must be grown into the size range of the optical counter. Empirical work has indicated that these times should be about 50 seconds at 0.1%, 25 seconds at 0.35%, and 5 seconds at 1%. 

(6) The chamber must be able to operate in the 1-g environment in the vertical mode (plates vertical, flow axis horizontal).

(7) It must be possible to clean or replace the wicking surfaces between flights.

b. Thermal, Pressure, and Air Flow

(1) The temperature difference between the plates and the temperature of the plates must be known to an accuracy such that the maximum operating supersaturation of the chamber can be computed to 1% accuracy over the range of supersaturation 0.1% to 3% ( \( \Delta T \) to about 0.1°C, \( T \) to about 0.1°C).

(2) The total flow into the particle counter must be sufficient to avoid detection problems due to exceeding the maximum allowable pulse length. For the Royco, this lower limit is 15cm³/sec⁻¹.

(3) All nuclei of interest must be allowed to activate within the humidity contour where supersaturation is 0.98\( S_m \) or greater. Particularly, phoretic effects, which move the nuclei toward the cold plate at a velocity about \( 3 \times 10^{-3} \sqrt{S_m} \), cm s⁻¹, must not be allowed to violate this condition.

(4) Depletion of the water vapor available for activation and growth must be avoided by restricting the areal number density of droplets (in the plane parallel to the plates) such that

\[
\rho_o (r)dr \leq \frac{4 \times 10^{-2}}{h} \text{ All } r
\]

until all nuclei of interest have been activated. Regarding the sample lamina as a 2-dimensional surface, \( \rho_o (r) \) is the number of droplets per square centimeter per radius increment.

(5) The sample flow \( f \) can be varied to meet the above requirements but it must always be known to 1% accuracy.

(6) The chamber must be able to handle concentrations ranging from 2000/cm³ at the higher supersaturations to as low as 10/cm³ at the lower supersaturations. The sample flow should be chosen to meet the above requirements and to maximize the counting efficiency.

(7) The particle-free air must be dry enough to avoid transient supersaturations.

(8) The sample must never experience expansions or temperature differentials which would generate supersaturations greater than or equal to 0.001%.

3. Static Diffusion Chamber (SDL) (Liquid)

a. Physical Dimensions

Where possible, the design of the static diffusion (liquid) chamber should mimic the design of SDL chambers commonly used in earth-based studies. This will facilitate the carry-over of results from the 0-g to the 1-g chambers. The design must allow the wicking surfaces to be cleaned or changed between flights.

b. Thermal and Pressure

The unit must be operable over a range of maximum saturation ratios from 1.0001 to 1.06. The saturation ratio must be known to within ±5% throughout the operating range above 1.001. It must be possible to maintain these conditions for periods of time up to 1200 seconds.

c. Data

The chamber must contain a "sensitive" volume of at least 0.1cm³ which is at 98% of \( S_m \) or better. A camera and optics system must be provided which will photograph the volume and allow all drops of radius 1 m to be counted. Maximum framing rate: 16 f/sec.

4. Static Diffusion Ice Chamber

Specifications TBD.
5. Humidifier
   a. Physical Dimensions
      The physical dimensions must be such that gas leaving the humidifier at rates up to 1 liter per second has a relative humidity of 99.99% at any specified temperature between 0.5°C and Spacelab ambient. It must be constructed so that wicking surfaces can be cleaned or changed on the ground between flights.

   b. Thermal and Pressure
      These properties must be controlled so that no condensation can occur within the humidifier which would cause water droplets to leave the chamber in the gas, especially during flushing and filling (changing) of the expansion chamber. This implies that the pressure must be stable to within 0.1mb within the unit. If it is decided to mix the aerosol with the airstream before it enters the humidifier, the formation of haze particles (up to $10^3 \text{cm}^{-3}$) would, of course, be allowed.

6. Aerosol Characterization Tests
   Within the Laboratory, aerosols will be found throughout the size and number density range indicated in Figure IV-1. Instrumentation for characterizing this aerosol must be capable of resolving the diameter to within a quarter decade and the number density to within a factor of 2. Number resolution should be even better for low values of N. In addition, provision must be made for collecting aerosol samples and storing them under an inert gas for later examination by electron microscopy.

7. Particle Generators
   The ACPL facility will include two particle generators and a storage/conditioning/mixing capability plus a capability for the addition of an experimenter provided particle generation system. The basic design must be such that it will handle not only the two systems whose scientific functional requirements are listed below, but also a wide range of potential generation systems. More likely, both hydrophobic and hygrophilic aerosols will be required for some experiments, e.g., (NH₄)₂SO₄, AgI, latex, and Teflon.

   Figure IV-1 shows the range of aerosols that may be required. Since generators often produce more than $10^6$ particles per cubic centimeter, a dilution system capable of dilution ratios between $10^6$ to 1 and $10^2$ to 1 in 3 or 4 steps will be required. In some instances, a fresh aerosol must be generated for each experiment; in others the same aerosol (less than 5% change) must be stored for periods up to 2 hours for use in sequential tests.

   a. NaCl Particles
      A polydisperse NaCl aerosol is required with a distribution which mimics N-$\text{cm}^2$ in such a manner that the integral of $\text{d}N/\text{d}S$ between $S=0$ and $S=1$% has values within the range of 50 to 1000 particles per cubic centimeter. The concentration of particles with diameters larger than 0.05 should not exceed 1 to 10 per cubic centimeter. These particles should not be charged.

   b. SO₂ Particles
      Some experiments may require particles generated by irradiation of SO₂. Such a system generates large numbers of small particles. Different particle size distributions are obtained through coagulation processes. The system should be capable of providing sets of particles (batches) whose mean diameters range from 0.001 to 1µm. It is expected that this generator will also be used to check air cleanliness in flight. Clean air will be irradiated and allowed to rest in the unit. If trace gases are present which take part in gas-to-particle conversion processes, particles will be produced which will be easily detected in one of the cloud forming chambers.

   c. Add-On Generators
      It is expected that individual experiments will require specialized aerosols so an interface must be provided for the Principal Investigator to insert his own generator. The interface must be designed to provide maximum flexibility and a complete description provided for the experimenter so he may adequately design his system.

8. General Requirements
   No materials or procedures will be used during manufacture and test that will contaminate the experiments.

   Surface active materials and gases which take part in gas-to-particle reactions will not be acceptable within the ACPL system.

   Design should provide the capability of furnishing aerosol of identical characteristics to each test chamber.
FIGURE 1. INITIAL ACPL CONFIGURATION
AIRCRAFT AEROSOL SAMPLING ERRORS
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1. INTRODUCTION

When one attempts to obtain a representative sample of both natural and artificial aerosols from high speed sampling platforms, size sorting and concentration errors often result. These errors will distort the scientific inferences drawn from the resulting data set. Previous studies of the errors of aerosol sampling nozzles have been confined mainly to air pollution problems, in particular to exhaust dust stack sampling (Hemeon and Haines, 1954; Watson, 1954; Vitols, 1966; Bodzioch, 1959; Dennis et al, 1957; Davies, 1968; and others). Comprehensive reviews of the subject were made by Fuchs (1975) and Belyaev and Levin (1974). As the need for quantitative measurements of atmospheric dust loading as well as Aitken, cloud condensation and ice nuclei from aircraft increases the sampling errors induced by probe design alignment and operation must be considered.

In this paper we will examine the magnitude of aircraft aerosol sampling errors resulting from the three primary sample distortion mechanisms - anisokinesis; anisoaxiallity; and internal wall deposition. We then address the problem of a realistic design which minimizes these errors.

An inline type of aerosol sampling system is evaluated. This system, the CSU inline aerosol sampling system (IASS) (Mulvey and Sheaffer, 1976) consists of specially constructed intake nozzles, plexiglass filter holder blocks, and mechanisms which raise and lower the sampling blocks into place. The nozzle and filter holder block designs are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

2. ANISOKINESIS

It has long been recognized that the condition of anisokinesis (a mis-match between the free stream and nozzle entry velocities) cause errors in the representativeness of the aerosol spectra collected. This type of error is accentuated during sampling from a high speed platform. Because regions of local acceleration can occur at various positions within the near field of the aircraft skin at various flight attitudes and yaws, and because adjustment of the nozzle velocity to the true air speed of the aircraft may be insufficient to achieve true isokinesis, sampling errors can occur. To achieve true isokinesis, a detailed measurement of the flow characteristics in the immediate vicinity of the sampling intake is necessary.

Such measurements in the region of the IASS position above the top skin of the Aero Commander 500-B indicated that a local acceleration was increasing the air velocity by some 20-30% above the true airspeed. Errors from this type of anisokinesis can be eliminated by using a small computer or analogue circuitry to control the nozzle flowrate. The controller should take into account the pressure, temperature, indicated airspeed and suitable empirical correction factors to account for the pitot-static probe and intake nozzle position and attitude. If it is not possible or desirable to correct for this error type during sampling, correction factors (aspiration coefficients) may be calculated for various sized particles based on the particle’s Stokes Number and the velocity mis-match. The proper method of calculating the aspiration coefficient, however, has not been clearly established.

The semi-empirical formulation of Watson (1954) is often given in texts on air pollution as a correction for anisokinesis in stack sampling, e.g., Stern (1968). More recently, Belyaev and Levin (1973) have suggested an alternate formulation for the aspiration coefficient based on theoretical as well as empirical considerations.

\[
A_L = 1 + \left(1 + f(p)\left[\frac{U}{U_0}\right]^{1/2} - 1\right)^2
\]

\[
A_L = 1 + \left(\frac{U}{U_0} - 1\right)\left(1 - (1 + (2.0 + 0.617 \frac{U}{U_0}) \text{Stk})^{-1}\right)
\]

for explanation of the notation see Symbols List.
Badziock (1959) also developed an aspiration coefficient formulation
\[ A_i (U_i / U) = (1 - \alpha) \]
where
\[ \alpha = (1 - \exp [(6.0 - 1.6D)/\psi_U/g]) \times \frac{6.0 - 1.6D}{\psi_U/g} \]

But his coefficients in the micron and sub-micron size ranges are very much smaller than the coefficients for the other authors. Work by Parungo et al. (1974) appears to support Watson's formulation, but the controversy is still open. A comparison between the formulation of Watson and that of Belyaev and Levin was obtained by evaluating their respective expressions for typical sampling conditions of the IASS in place on board the 500-B when corrections for local accelerations were not made. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for typical density particles. As can be seen, the differences between the two formulations are maximum in the submicron range (0.3 - 0.7 \( \mu \)m). They both indicate a maximum error of 28%, which is the velocity mismatch, in the larger particle size range. The coefficients also converge with increasing and decreasing particle size.

Fig. 3. Anisokinetic sampling errors following Belyaev and Levin (1974) and Watson (1954).

One aspect of anisokinetic sampling errors which is often ignored is the effect of turbulent wind fluctuations. To the author's knowledge, only Belyaev and Levin (1964) attempted to formulate an aspiration coefficient to correct for these errors. The coefficient was derived from the steady state aspiration coefficient formulation.
\[ A_A = 1.0 + \frac{1}{2} \left[ 1.0 + 2 \text{Stk} (1.3 - \gamma) - \frac{1}{1.0 + 2 \text{Stk} (1.3 + \gamma)} \right] \]

In order for the estimate of the magnitude of these errors to be made, \( \gamma = DU/U \) must be known, as well as the Stokes Numbers of the particles being sampled.

3. ANISOAXIALITY

Anisoaxiality errors result when the axis of the intake probe is not parallel to the average flow directions. Errors of this class have received the least investigation. Some work has been done in this area by Mayhood and Langstroth. This has been reported by Watson (1954). Fuchs (1975) has also given this problem some attention. He has classified the results given by Watson as unreliable and has proposed his own aspiration coefficient formula for small angles:
\[ A_a = 1.0 - 4.0 \sin \theta \text{Stk}/\pi \].

An alternate approach to the problem is to equate the stopping distance of a particle to the transit time of a particle across the nozzle entry. It should be noted here that the data given by Watson was obtained using a nozzle of unknown entry diameter and the formulation given by Fuchs has no nozzle entry diameter dependence, while the transit time approach is dependent on both the nozzle entry diameter and the particle size. Work by Belyaev and Levin tends to support the work of Mayhood and Langstroth in that their results show an error 3.5% or less is encountered provided the angle of attack does not exceed 15°. Again the particulars of the sampling system and aerosols were not reported. A comparison between the data given by Watson and the proposed formulation of Fuchs is shown in Fig. 4. The results of the transit time approach are shown in Fig. 5 for the intake nozzle of the IASS at typical sampling conditions. A comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 shows a discrepancy at large particle sizes. If we interpret Fig. 5 as the values of \( \theta \) where \( C/C_0 = 0 \) the agreement between Fuchs's approach and the transit approach is good. Also it is of interest to note that all three methods agree that for small particles the error becomes small.
4. INTERNAL DEPOSITION ERROR

This type of error results from the impaction and deposition of aerosols on the intake nozzle wall, on the wall of the tubing directing the flow to the collection device and on members supporting the collection device. Experiments to measure depositional losses of aerosol material on the internal walls of the nozzle-filter block assembly were conducted in the CSU Simulation Lab vertical wind tunnel. Although the wind tunnel flow was not laminar or uniform, this test set-up did allow a simulation of high speed sampling conditions using an easily analyzed tracer particle of small size. A CSU Skyfire silver iodide smoke generator (Grant, 1971) was used to produce the test aerosol. For these tests, the sampling system was inserted into a mock housing foil, and sampling rates were monitored using a rotometer. The tunnel was operated at maximum velocity (U ≈ 45 m/sec).

A quantitative determination was made of the AgI deposited in the interior surfaces of the probes and sampling blocks. The deposited AgI was taken up by filling the respective components with an appropriate solvent. High purity three molar nitric acid was adequate for this purpose in the plexiglass cup holders, whereas acetone was more suitable for the stainless steel probes. The silver content of these solution extracts was measured by flameless atomic absorption spectroscopy (precision ± 5%). By normalizing the measured silver concentration with the volume of solvent used to fill and rinse the various components, the amount of silver deposited in each was computed. Tests showed that the silver blank levels of the surfaces and solvent used were negligible. The tests also showed that the removal of silver by the above method was essentially complete.

The amount of Ag collected in the porous graphite filtration cups was determined in a similar manner. The Ag in the filters was removed by extended (4 hour) soaking in hot concentrated high purity nitric acid in teflon breakers. This extract was also analyzed for silver using flameless atomic absorption spectroscopy. A complete description giving details and establishing the analytical validity of the above techniques is given in Sheaffer and Mulvey (1976).

A summary of these investigations is shown in Table 1. Results show that the major losses usually occur in the probe nozzle and that the percent lost increases with increasing velocity. This is compatible with physical reasoning since the major velocity changes are restricted to the nozzle tip. Also the internal boundary layer thickness is considerably thinned by nozzle velocity increases. The intensity of internal deposition near the nozzle entrance was pointed out by Belyaev and Levin (1974) from their 1970 paper. They recommend that a nozzle entrance diameter be greater than 10 mm to avoid entrance blockage. This is not always practical for aircraft aerosol sampling as this would require a large flow rate which may be beyond the capability of the aircraft vacuum system.

A theoretical estimate of internal wall deposition was made by considering a uniform aerosol diffusing through the probe's internal boundary layer to a perfectly adhering wall surface. The procedure was to calculate the particle diffusivity in air and to determine the deposition rate per unit area, \( R_0 \), following Davis (1966):

\[ R_0 = D C^*/\lambda^* \]

To do this, the boundary layer thickness \( \lambda^* \) had to be determined as a function of distance down the probe axis. This was accomplished using a combination of the velocity profile determination methods of Langhaar (1942) and Milleapea and Pohlhausen (1953). The application of these methods to the problem of flow in a probe nozzle will be discussed in a future publication (Mulvey and Sheaffer, 1976). Then one could evaluate the deposition rate for various sections of the probe surface.

The magnitude of wall deposition for typical sampling conditions was determined to be at least two orders of magnitude below what was experimentally observed. This seems reasonable in light of the turbulent nature of the flow in the experimental setup. Such turbulence would have caused large angular and velocity deviations, thus enhancing impaction and deposition in the intake nozzle. In view of the errors in theoretical calculations and the nature of the flow during the experimental phase, it is believed that the wall depositional losses during actual flight sampling would not be as high as those experimentally observed.

5. SYSTEM DESIGN

The sampler intake should be located outside of the aircraft boundary layer in the free stream flow upwind of engine or cabin exhausts to eliminate aircraft contamination. The alignment should be such as to approximate isoaxial flow during sampling flight attitude. An inline intergral probe nozzle-collection device system should be employed to minimize impaction and deposition. The probe should also be heated to
help minimize deposition and icing. To eliminate the nozzle wall rebound phenomenon and reduce flow distortions the thin wall criteria of Belyaev and Levin (1974) should be used. Their criteria are (1) relative edge thickness E/d ≤ 0.05, (2) relative wall thickness D/d ≤ 1.1, and (3) taper angle α ≤ 15°. Beyond these general considerations a realistic probe design must take into account a broad range of factors. Some of the factors are (1) aerosol spectrum to be sampled, (2) sampling environment, (3) collection device, and (4) economical and technological feasibility.

The size spectrum of aerosols to be sampled is the primary factor controlling the degree of anisokinetic and anisoxial flow which can be tolerated for a given percent error. Aerosols of sizes less than 0.1 µm (within the feinstaub region) can be collected at relatively large anisokinetic and anisoxial values but will suffer relatively large internal depositional losses. The coarser particles, within the grabstaub region, are just the opposite and require more attention to be paid to maintaining iso-kinetic and isoaxial flow conditions. The next three factors, the sampling environment, the type of collection device and the economical and technological feasibility interact in complex modes with each other requiring various compromises to be made. To illustrate this, let us consider a case where cold cloud penetrations to sample for ice nuclei over the central U.S.A. are to be made using membrane filters as a collection device.

Because the aerosol size spectrum is quite broad one should sample isokinetically and isoaxially with a fairly large diameter intake probe. The large diameter intake will also allow de-icing equipment to be installed on the probe. This would also reduce internal wall deposition. However, the large probe diameter would require a large volume flux of air to keep the probe isokinetic. This might not be feasible in light of the pressure drop required, in order to maintain the flow rate, for a 0.1 µm pore size filter. Also in order to keep the probe heated and free of ice the thin wall criteria may be impossible to meet. Alternately, making the inlet diameter small enough to meet the thin wall criteria and the flow requirements may rule out de-icing equipment and/or raise the construction costs above the desired limits. Thus, for a given sampling project a series of compromises must be made in order to obtain a usable probe with limited inherent sampling errors.

6. SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

Typical error types usually encountered in aerosol sampling have been outlined and investigated utilizing a combination of experimental, theoretical and semi-empirical approaches. The results indicate that for quantitative measurements of small aerosols such as some types of silver iodide generator effluent and Aitken nuclei, internal deposition can be the primary source of sampling error. When collection of larger particles such as "giant cloud nuclei" and sea salt nuclei are attempted, representative samples may not be obtained if anisokinetic and anisoxial errors are not corrected. Both of the above situations can be encountered when sampling for particles with a broad size such as ice nuclei and cloud condensation nuclei. A realistic approach to probe design as to minimize the errors encountered in sampling broad spectra aerosols, has also been presented.

This represents only an outline of the steps required to obtain representative samples of aerosols from aircraft.

7. LIST OF SYMBOLS

A  aspiration coefficients
C  aerosol concentration as sampled
Co  aerosol concentration in air
d  nozzle entry diameter
D  outer diameter of the nozzle
D*  particle diffusivity
E  nozzle entry wall thickness
f(p)  empirical function of modified Stokes parameter
 g acceleration of gravity
r  particle radius
R0  deposition rate per unit area
Stk  Stokes number = \frac{v \rho}{g o}
2rg
U  nozzle entry velocity
U0  free stream velocity
\nu  terminal fall velocity of the particle
\alpha  coefficient of Bodzioch's aspiration formula
\gamma  nozzle entry velocity fluctuation
\Delta  acceptable error due to rebound phenomenon
\delta*  internal boundary layer thickness
\theta  angle of attack of the probe
\rho  particle density
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IN SITU MEASUREMENT OF ICE CRYSTAL CONCENTRATIONS USING A LASER-TELEVISION-MEMORY SYSTEM
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1. BACKGROUND

The development at CSU of a dynamic cloud chamber operating at pressures lower than ambient brought about a need for an ice crystal detection system which would function without direct contact with the ice crystals in the chamber. In the past, ice crystals in large laboratory chambers such as the CSU Isothermal Chamber, Garvey (1975), have been counted through the use of microscope slides. Ice crystals are allowed to fall on the slides which are removed from the chamber, placed in a cooled microscope, and counted. It was recognized, however, that dynamic chamber operation would present major problems in transferring the slides from the lower pressure environment inside the chamber to the higher pressure laboratory environment. One approach to this problem was taken by Dunsmore and Steele (1974). They used a television camera with a long focal lens focused on a microscope slide located inside the chamber. Since they could not change the slide during the experiment, only low concentrations could be measured. It was decided in conversations with Dr. A. Gagin of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem that an approach utilizing a television camera to directly image free falling crystals in the sample volume would have an advantage over simply remoting the slide technique. The following system was developed to measure ice crystal concentrations during dynamic and isothermal operations of the CSU Controlled Slow Expansion Cloud Chamber (CSECC).

2. MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The concentration measuring system consists of three major parts; light source, television camera, and video processor. The light source is a 50 milliwatt helium-neon laser, Spectra Physics #125A. The output beam of the laser is expanded and collimated to a 5.0 cm diameter beam, masked to a rectangle 1.0 cm by 5.0 cm and directed at the center of the chamber with the longer dimension oriented vertically. The detector is a modified Sony television camera, model AVC-3400. The camera has been changed from its normal S25 line interlaced frame to a 300 line noninterlaced frame. The vertical period was changed to 51.4 Hz instead of the normal 60 Hz, and the cadmium sulphide vidicon was replaced with a silicon diode target vidicon. A noninterlaced scan provides two alternate fields which must be matched to produce the entire picture while a noninterlaced scan provides strictly serial output from the image. The camera is fitted with a 50 mm F1.2 lens and is directed at 90° to the incoming laser at a distance of 75 cm from the sample volume. The intersection between the camera's field of view and the laser beam forms a box 5 cm x 5 cm x 1 cm, giving a sample volume of 25 cm³.

The video processor provides synchronization signals for the camera; vertical and horizontal sweep for the display; and processing of the analog video signal from the camera. The processor defines a threshold for the video signal. If the video output of the camera exceeds this threshold, a digital "one" is registered in the processor for that point in the sample volume. Since it is possible that the image of a single crystal could occupy more than one scan line, there is a possibility that it could be erroneously counted twice. To avoid this, the video processor locates each crystal image in space, or more precisely, its time relationship to the vertical and horizontal synchronization signals, and protects an area of approximately 1 percent of the total volume, centered on the initial image of the crystal. In this blanked area the processor will not accept any further counts. Thus the crystal could move or could occupy more than one scan line and would be counted only once. The video processor also interfaces to a computer tape drive where the number of crystals in each frame as well as status information about the chamber is recorded. The positions of the crystals in the sample volume are not recorded presently, although this is technically feasible and would be useful for studies of particle motion.

3. COMPARISON EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Procedures

Since the standard procedure for determining ice crystal concentrations has been the microscope slide, experiments were performed to compare the performance of the electronic imaging system with the slide technique. A slide holder was mounted at the same height as the electronic sample volume. A cloud generator similar to the one used in the CSU Isothermal Chamber was fitted into the chamber. A sample of silver iodide complex was injected into the chamber at cloud temperatures of -12 C, -16 C, and -20 C to produce crystals of different sizes and habits. Slides were then exposed for two minute intervals and counted through a microscope. The crystals on the slide were photographed immediately after they
were counted and the film was analyzed to determine the size and shape of the crystals. During the time the slides were being exposed the ice crystal concentration was measured with the television system. Initially, the ice crystal concentration is very high and decreases with a roughly exponential decay, having a time constant of approximately 300 seconds.

3.2 Results

It was initially found that the ratio between the concentrations measured by the television camera and those measured by the slide system were highly variable with crystal size, habit, and concentration being important factors. Ice crystal concentrations were calculated for the two measurement methods according to (1) and (2).

\[
C_{\text{slide}} = \frac{N_s}{(A_v \times t \times w)} \quad (1)
\]

\[
C_{\text{elec}} = \frac{N_e}{(v_e \times s)} \quad (2)
\]

where \(N_s\) is the number of crystals counted through the microscope, \(A_v\) is the view area of the microscope (2mm\(^2\)), \(t\) is the exposure time of the slide, \(w\) is the crystal fall velocity (10 cm sec\(^{-1}\)), \(N_e\) is the average number of crystals counted per television frame, \(v_e\) is the television sample volume (25 cc), and \(s\) is the efficiency of the camera system. \(s\) is given in (3).

\[
s = \frac{(N_e \times A_v \times t \times w)}{(N_s \times v_e)} \quad (3)
\]

Table 1 shows the efficiency of the television camera as a function of concentration and temperature. The categories used in the table are obtained from the slide measurements and correspond to low, medium, and high concentrations of crystals in the chamber. The table also shows the sizes of the crystals. We can see that there is a considerable variation in efficiency, ranging from a low of \(0.53 \times 10^{-3}\) to a high of \(8.5 \times 10^{-3}\). The following hypothesis is offered to explain this variation of the television camera's performance.

Since the experiments last on the order of one-half hour and the fallout time for crystals is on the order of 30 seconds, nucleation must be proceeding during the entire experiment. In addition, a crystal must have an appreciable fall velocity in order to be counted by the slide technique. We hypothesize that if there is severe competition for the available water vapor, small crystals are generated which are counted by the television camera system but do not fall on the slide, thus causing an apparent increase in the camera's efficiency. A similar effect was also noted by Dunsmore and Steele (1974). Given the available supply of moisture from the cloud generator, the rate at which crystals are lost from the chamber, and sizes typical of crystals that grow at \(-20\) C, a concentration of 2000 liter\(^{-1}\) represents the balance between the supply of moisture to the cloud and the loss through crystal fallout. At \(-16\) C a concentration of 400 liter\(^{-1}\) represents this balance; while at \(-12\) C the balance occurs at 10,000 liter\(^{-1}\). The efficiencies are given in Table 2, according to concentrations above and below the balance of moisture. The efficiency of the camera, at one temperature, remains nearly constant up to the balance point and then increases above that point. The total variation is only 4 to 1 between the lowest and the highest efficiency for cases where the supply is greater than the loss. Our hypothesis is strengthened by the fact that the sizes of the crystals remain relatively constant up to the supply-equals-loss point but drop above that point.

Table 3 shows the frequencies with which various crystal habits observed on the microscope slides. At \(-12\) C and \(-20\) C the crystals are primarily hexagonal plates while at \(-16\) C they are almost exclusively regular dendrites. The data for both \(-12\) C and \(-16\) C show the crystals having a monohabit, while at \(-20\) C the relatively large fraction of dendritic crystals indicate that parts of the chamber volume were \(-2\) C warmer than the monitored temperature. An examination of the chamber revealed that a port between the inner vessel and outer shell had inadvertently been left open. This was corrected before the experiments at warmer temperatures.

4. PROGNOSIS

The separation of the combined effects of size and habit on camera efficiency were not specifically addressed in this series of experiments. In particular no attempt was made to correct the fall velocity \(w\) for variations due to size and shape. Still, while the experiments do show that the camera has a greater sensitivity for the larger dendritic crystals.
Table 2
Camera efficiency vs. water supply and loss

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature and Concentration C</th>
<th>Camera Efficiency X10^3</th>
<th>Efficiency Std. Dev. X10^3</th>
<th>Average Crystal Size um</th>
<th>Size Std. Dev. um</th>
<th>Number of Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-12 sup &gt; 2X Loss</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.44</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup &gt; Loss</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup &lt; Loss</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-16 sup &gt; 2X Loss</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup &gt; Loss</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup &lt; Loss</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20 sup &gt; 2X Loss</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup &gt; Loss</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sup &lt; Loss</td>
<td>.9</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Fractions of crystals of different habits for experiments at three temperatures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temp (C)</th>
<th>Hex Plates</th>
<th>Dendrites</th>
<th>Double Plates</th>
<th>Columns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-12</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-16</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-20</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

grown at -16 C than for the smaller hexagonal plates which occur at -12 C and -20 C, the variation in camera sensitivity is small enough so that it is useful for certain kinds of experiments. A monitor for the output of the laser source has been added since those experiments were performed. This allows us to standardize the source intensity thus reducing the variability in the camera's efficiency. With this improvement the television system has been used successfully in recent months to investigate the relative nucleating abilities of nuclei injected at cloud base and at the -10 C isotherm. Attempts are being made to further quantify the size-habit dependence so that a temperature-efficiency curve can be determined. Until now no corrections have been applied to measurements obtained by this system. We are further investigating the use of signature analysis on the output video signal. Presently, only a simple thresholding device is used to analyze a crystal's image; however, advanced techniques, such as depolarization analysis, Sassen (1976), could be applied to differentiate between the signatures of crystals and droplets and even among the crystals of different habits. This would allow us to raise the sensitivity of the system and improve the efficiency of the camera.
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THE NOAA AIRCRAFT OBSERVATION SYSTEM

Byron B. Phillips

Weather Modification Program Office, ERL
NOAA, Boulder, Colorado 80302

1. INTRODUCTION

The needs of meteorological, oceanographic, and air-sea interaction and/or boundary layer research are plainly dependent on aircraft observation and measurement. Over land, present technology can provide very powerful remote sensing instruments in form of equipment and equipment systems such as microwave and acoustic radars, optical lidar arrays, dual and three-unit Doppler radars, laser and microwave equipments and methodologies for determining vertical temperature, humidity, wind, and particle loading distributions, etc. The Doppler techniques provide for the study of the kinematics of storm and storm environments and of turbulence and mixing interactions over a wide range of atmospheric scale of motions. Other multi-frequency remote sensing methods are developed which are capable of delineating hail vs rain precipitation areas and of quantitative evaluation of precipitation amounts. Together with conventional surface-mounted measurements such as obtainable from precipitation networks, these presently developed remote sensors are being exploited to yield new and important knowledges of atmospheric processes.

Powerful as these ground based systems are, they are not sufficient. The in-situ measurements obtained from and by aircraft are not merely supportive, but rather are a necessary additive to the overall meteorological measurement capability which, together with the ground systems, can and will provide for progress in weather forecasting and weather control. In storms, for example, aircraft in-situ measurements are needed for the cloud and hydrometeor concentration and size distribution, the crystal habit, the ice-water mixture properties, total water content, for obtaining bulk and individual hydrometeor samples for chemical analysis, for dynamical and structural information of cloud boundary and cloud interior regions, for electrification information, for determining cloud and precipitation processes, for extending the measurement capability in both space and time (beyond the observational limits of the surface based sensors), etc. Such examples are seen to represent far more than mere "calibration" observations such as are required for verifying surface remote sensing data. Equally valid statements of requirement and utilization can be made for other research areas such as boundary-layer studies, transport studies, etc.

Over oceanic areas, the necessity of measurements from an instrumented aircraft is even more clearly evident. Here, in the absence of the ground based sensor systems, the aircraft is a stand-alone system which must be capable of providing the gamut of required measurements for atmospheric and oceanographic research. In comparison, by virtue of both the extent and the nature of the processes, the oceanic areas are of equal and greater importance than the land areas, yet a paucity of research measurements have been obtained over the oceans for past decades. For both meteorologic and oceanographic research, the long range instrumented aircraft offers great potential and programs in these areas should be sharply increased in the future. Examples of such programs include investigations of ITCZ dynamics and kinematics, tropical storms, hurricanes, horizontal and vertical mass and water substance transport at all latitudes, extra-tropical storm analysis, etc. For oceanographic and air-sea interactive processes, the aircraft can more economically (than by ship launch) obtain near synoptic data over large ocean expanses through use of AXBT, SDT, sondes, gust probes, side looking aircraft radar, and other developed systems. Little use of aircraft has been made by oceanographic researchers in the past.

The history of aircraft instrumentation for atmospheric or oceanographic research is comparatively recent and limited in extent. Primitive systems were used in the middle 1950's. Since the early 1960's, NOAA and its predecessor agencies, ESSA and USWB, has maintained a fleet of aircraft for hurricane and severe storm research. Relatively outstanding efforts have resulted at a few universities (usually involving a single aircraft), for example, at University of Chicago, of Washington, of Wyoming, and in conjunction with the Research Aircraft Facility of NCAR. Progress in cloud physics instrumentation has been generally slow but has accelerated somewhat in recent years. The measurement of cloud microphysical properties and assessment of cloud processes from an aircraft moving through the cloud at 150 to 250 knots represents one of the most challenging of all physical measurements! The transfer of laboratory technologies to the aircraft platform has been slow. With the advent of the minicomputer, new on-board data
2. AIRCRAFT

The WP-3D and Cl3OB are four engine turboprop aircraft of similar flight and performance characteristics. The Cl3OB is cargo configured, high wing aircraft capable of operation with minimum runway requirements. Equipped with a rear opening fuselage on-off load ramp, the Cl3OB is extremely flexible as to scientific payload. In contrast, the WP-3D is a passenger configured, low wing aircraft with a single entrance door and limited scientific loading (floor loading and total payload) capability. With equal scientific payload of 12,000 lbs or less, maximum flight altitudes are in the range of 28,000 to 35,000 ft for both aircraft depending on fuel load. Advantages of the WP-3D aircraft are increased flight endurance and range, provisions for lower fuselage and tail radomes, wing hard points interior and outward of the engine nacelles for instrumentation installation (improved sampling exposure), better cabin environmental control for electronic cooling and crew comfort, greater engine generator and APU power capability, and provisions for a gust probe boom for vertical and horizontal turbulent flux measurements.

3. INSTRUMENTATION SUBSYSTEMS

3.1 Navigation Subsystem

Aboard research aircraft the navigational equipments serve two essential purposes. They provide for the normal function of aircraft navigation and position fixing. More importantly to the research mission, they provide the ground speed and ground track information basic to the evaluation of flight level winds and basic to atmospheric motion fields that may be remotely sensed from the aircraft platform. For such measurements of atmospheric and/or oceanographic parameters the aircraft velocity error contributes a primary error component to the total measurement error. Analysis shows, for example, that CEP errors of 1 m/sec or less are needed for wind measurements to be used for convergence studies over a broad scale of atmospheric motions. To accomplish this accuracy smaller ground speed errors are required from the navigational system.

All NOAA aircraft are equipped with integrated, computer linked, inertial and Omega navigation equipment. The Omega navigational equipment (ONE) operates by means of the world wide network of Omega transmitters. On the WP-3D, Omega, Loran C, and an on-board Doppler navigational systems are used to update dual inertial navigation units (INU) to give both long term (5 to 12 hour) and short term (<2 hour) total system accuracy in both position (<1 nm) and ground velocity (<1 m/s CEP) anywhere on the globe. The method of INE updating is switch selectable so that, for example, the errors of the Doppler navigational equipment under hurricane "high-sea" conditions are defeated from contributing to the total system error.

3.2 Data Acquisition and Display Subsystem

For data recording, on-board data processing and data display, a state-of-art data system has been engineered for installation on the WP-3D. Digital and analog inputs are formatted and recorded on magnetic tape by a primary computer which also generates a fixed format display for distribution through the aircraft and also passive processed data to a magnetic disk recorder. Sampling rates, formats, processing methods are flexible within wide ranges. A second computer accesses data from the disk and provides, through keyboard control, for on-board data presentation by TV monitors of graphics in x-y coordinates, listings, path plots, wind vector plots, etc. at all scientific consoles. Prior data can be recalled for comparison with present or current data. The associated video distribution system can access any TV-raster scan source such as the radar or a forward scanning TV for presentation at all consoles. The primary and secondary computers are switch inter-changeable; parallel analog and digital inputs and back-up tape recorders provide for a redundant data handling capability with no single point failure path through the data recording process. An impact printer, graphical hard copier and multi-channel chart recorders provide on-board outputs for scientist usage.

A similar data system with less flexibility and more limited display capability is...
installed on the two C130B aircraft. These systems were designed under Air Force contract as part of the Airborne Weather Reconnaissance System (AWRS).

3.3 Cloud Physics Instrumentation

A comprehensive grouping of meteorological and cloud physics instrumentation is provided. Where possible, redundant instrumentation is installed where, however, a dissimilar secondary instrument is used which utilizes either another measurement principle, time constant, etc. For example, air temperature is measured by a conventional Rosemount resistance thermometer of time constant 0.1 second or greater, and by a remote sensing CO₂-band IR-radiometer of a few millisecond response time. The latter permits the measurement of in-cloud temperatures (wet bulb temps since primary source is the cloud droplets). In common with research aircraft elsewhere, instrumentation groupings are used where no single instrument exists capable of a given measurement requirement. Thus the Johnson-Williams meter, NOAA designed nimbimeter, evaporative Lyman-alpha total water content meter, Particle Measuring System’s cloud and precipitation spectrometer probes, and foil impact sampler are used to construct a best possible data set for evaluation of water and ice content. An upward looking microwave radiometer (21.5 GHz) is being developed jointly with scientists of NOAA’s Wave Propagation Laboratory for the measurement of the integrated water content above the aircraft. (This measurement is particularly important to hurricane and severe storm modification concepts.) Formar ice crystal replicators are being installed on WP-3D to which existing high level laboratory technologies, will permit an analysis of the chemistry of nuclei and the role of artificially introduced seeding nuclei (i.e., nucleation or scavenging) in modification experiments. Throughout, emphasis is and will be placed on instrumentation sampling (exposure).

3.4 Radar

Quantitative meteorological radar with digital data processing and recording has not been previously available on research aircraft. Radar systems scheduled for fall 1976 installation on the WP-3D and the NOAA C130B aircraft are designed to transfer existing ground conventional radar technology to the aircraft platforms. The WP-3D installation provides for a three radar system including a forward scanning C-band nose conical beam radar, a 360° horizontally scanning C-band lower fuselage radar, and a 360° vertically scanning X-band tail mounted radar. Radar R/T characteristics are given in Table 1. The radar system is equipped with its own data system consisting of digital video integrator processor, dual magnetic tape recorders, dual scan converters (for changing from rho, theta to x, y coordinates for TV raster scan on board monitoring), and back-up video recording.

The NOAA C130B aircraft will have only a nose radar (±110° scan) and digital recording system of characteristics similar to the WP-3D nose radar. A five foot antenna planned for C130 installation will give a smaller 2.7° conical beam width.

3.4.1 Doppler Radar

Initial plans for WP-3D tail and nose Doppler radar modes were abandoned because of high initial development costs and related schedule and performance risks. Several radome and antenna design characteristics (such as size and stabilization) have been retained with the aim of a later two step Doppler radar program to include (1) initial prototype Doppler radar flight test, and (2) conversion of existing conventional radars to incorporate Doppler mode operation. Present planning is to accomplish the first step in spring 1977 by means of a test installation of an operational 3 cm Doppler radar R/T unit connected to the existing tail antenna on the WP-3D aircraft.

3.5 Boundary Layer, Turbulent Flux Instrumentation

Each of the WP-3D aircraft are equipped with a gust probe boom extending forward immediately starboard of the nose radome. Scientists within the Weather Modification Program Office are equipping the boom with strain-gauge alpha and beta vane sensors, high response thermistors, vertical and horizontal accelerometers and microwave refractometers for boundary layer air and water flux measurements. The boom assembly is removable for non-gust probe missions.

3.6 Expendable Sensors: Dropsonde, AXBT, SDT Systems

3.6.1 Omega Dropsonde

Prototype "dropwindsonde" systems have been developed and operated during GATE. The sondes released from the aircraft carries, in addition to pressure, temperature, and humidity sensors, a 13.6 kHz Omega Navigation VLF receiver and VHF transmitter. Omega data received by the sondes are retransmitted via VHF link to the sonde releasing aircraft. A receiver, data system on the aircraft decodes and demodulates the sonde position and PTH data and derives the vertical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 WP-3D Radar Specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xmt Freq.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower Fuselage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
profile of wind (derived from successive sonde positions) and the PTH. Currently two developments are underway. Second generation Omega Dropsonde receiver-processors are being developed under NOAA contract; NCAR and NOAA are updating and improving the sonde itself.

3.6.2 AXBT, SDT

Existing AXBT sensors are satisfactory for use and aircraft release. Presently no Salinity, Density, Temperature sensor is developed suitable for aircraft release. Development of such a sensor package is currently being considered because it appears that large economic and scientific benefits are probable.

3.6.3 Aircraft Launch Systems

WP-3D launch systems for expendable sensors are being designed for fall or winter installation. System definition will be known at the time of the Conference.

3.7 Seeding Subsystems

An internally mounted seeding "gun" and pyrotechnic cartridge are designed and tested for utilization on the WP-3D and C130B aircraft. This system provides for magazine loading and auto-firing of a small pyrotechnic from within the aircraft. Firing rates are variable up to two per second (50 to 80 meter horizontal spacing at normal flight speed). The pyrotechnic can be for general utilization but is designed specifically for the STORMFURY Modification Experiment. Test data will be available by the date of the Conference.

3.8 Oceanographic Subsystem

Several efforts are in the planning stages and may be initiated in response to active programs. At least one C130B and one WP-3D will be modified to fly a laser wave-height profilometer. AXBT capability will exist for each aircraft type by mid 1977 in time for utilization in that summer's hurricane modification experiments. SDT development is being explored. Side looking aircraft radar (SLAR) for wave study is planned probably for the C130B aircraft. Modification designs for mounting SLAR to that aircraft and flight tests have been accomplished. A downward looking scanning IR radiometer is purchased and can be used for study of oil spills, etc.

3.9 Photo Subsystem

Each NOAA aircraft is being equipped with nose, right and left looking, and downward looking 16 mm cameras capable of time lapse and cine-mode operation.

4. SUMMARY AND SCHEDULE

The above aircraft observation systems are scheduled for completion by mid summer 1977. It is obvious that a continuing support must be maintained thereafter, first to insure proper operation and calibration of the equipment described and secondly to continue development and improvement of required sensor systems. Together, these RAMS aircraft are expected to serve for the next decade and longer as primary components of the national atmospheric and oceanographic research facility. The related scientific community is urged to plan for, contribute toward, and promote utilization of these facilities for coordinated and single research programs in weather modification, environmental monitoring (both atmosphere and ocean), severe storms, wave and storm surge research, water mass and heat transport processes over oceanic areas from tropics to pole, etc.
LIGHTNING CHARGE CENTER LOCATIONS RELATIVE TO PRECIPITATION IN A THUNDERSTORM

Paul Krehbiel, Marx Brook, Roy McCrory, and David Tarbox
New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology
Socorro, New Mexico

1. INTRODUCTION

The means by which a thunderstorm becomes electrified, and the extent to which electrification affects the microphysical processes of precipitation formation, is not completely understood and is the subject of some controversy. It has long been recognized, for example, that precipitation and lightning often accompany each other in convective storms, but the cause and effect relationship is not established.

In this paper, we present some interesting initial results that relate the location of lightning charge centers to the radar-measured reflectivity structure of the storm. It is hoped that studies of this type, coupled with other measurements of the charge structure and storm dynamics, will help to resolve some of the questions concerning thunderstorm electrification.

2. MEASUREMENTS

In the present study, measurements of the electrostatic field change caused by lightning flashes were used to locate the centers of charge effectively neutralized by individual strokes of a discharge to ground. The measurements were obtained from a network of eight ground-based stations distributed over a flat area 10 x 17 km in extent. The charge centers were located by comparing the field change values observed for individual ground strokes with the field generated by a spherically symmetric charge, and by varying the position and magnitude of the charge until a best fit was obtained (see Jacobson and Krider, 1976). It was found that the field change values were reasonably well-fitted by the monopole model, and that the centers of charge could typically be located within several hundred meters or less in space.

Radar observations of the clouds were made using a pulsed, vertically-scanning radar system of 3 cm wavelength located near the center of the network. The pulse length of the radar was 2 µsec and the antenna beamwidth was 1.5°, so that at 10 km range the size of a resolution volume was ~300 m on a side. The transmitted power was 40 kwatts peak. Backscattered radiation from the cloud was received in a logarithmic amplifier to extend the dynamic range of the data, and the returns were recorded by photographing a standard RHI display of intensity vs. elevation angle. By stepping the antenna in azimuth between elevation scans, the full hemisphere overhead was surveyed once each eight minutes.

3. RESULTS

The accompanying figures show charge center results superimposed upon contoured representations of the radar return for two multiple-stroke lightning flashes to ground. The circles denote the charge locations for each of the strokes, and indicate the size of a spherical volume which would have contained the charge at a uniform density of 20 coul/km³.

The radar data was contoured from the original film by Dr. R.E. Orville, using a false color video densitometer (see for example Orville, 1974). The colors are reproduced here as shades of gray separated by white borders. Each contour represents equal increments of film density, or, because of the logarithmic receiver response, roughly equal "db" increments in received power. Actual calibration of density vs. received power is not known, but it is estimated that the contour intervals are approximately 10 db apart. The density contours differ from contours of equal reflectivity because they are not compensated for 1/R² loss or attenuation. The returns thus tend to decrease monotonically from the radar, which is located in the white dot at the lower center of the picture. The range ring is 5 nautical miles (9.26 km) in radius and the overlaid scale is in kilometer divisions.

The lightning discharges shown were the 9th and 17th flashes of the storm and occurred about 4 minutes apart in time, 6 minutes after the first flash of the storm. At the time of the data, heavy rain was falling at the radar site, which received two inches of precipitation during the approximate one hour lifetime of the storm. By happenstance, the radar cross-sections were obtained about one minute after each discharge in the approximate plane of the charge centers, and are oriented at right angles to each other in azimuth.

The results for flash 17 (Figure 2) will be discussed first. Charge centers for successive strokes of this flash begin at the upper left and are displaced downward and from left to right (west to east) with increasing stroke order. Viewed from above, the charge centers lie along a circular arc that begins 0.7 km in front of the picture, passes through the picture to a depth of 1.0 km behind it, and ends slightly in front of the picture. The first stroke volume contained 20 coulombs of charge, while the fifth stroke volume contained 2.6 coulombs. The fourth stroke produced a continuing current down the channel, and two cumulative charge center results are shown for it. Data and results for this flash are presented in greater detail in a previous report (Krehbiel et al. 1974).
Figure 1. Charge center locations relative to radar precipitation echo for individual ground strokes of Flash 9. Total charge = 30 coulombs.

The charge volumes lie within the horizontal extent of the higher reflectivity region of the cloud, between 4.5 and 6.0 km above terrain. At these elevations, the environmental temperature ranged from -9°C to -17°C. (The 0°C isotherm was at 3.2 km and cloud base at approximately 2.0 to 2.5 km above terrain.) While the radar data shows significant vertical development of the cloud, this is only slightly reflected in the charge center locations.

Flash 9 (Figure 1) produced six strokes to ground, the last of which sustained a long (220 msec) continuing current down the channel. The stroke order proceeds from left to right (north to south), with the last three results representing incremental charge values and locations during the first half of the continuing current. The charge centers lie 0.7 km behind the picture for stroke 1, in the plane of the picture for strokes 2, 3, 4, and 0.7 km in front for stroke 5. The continuing current lies from 1.0 to 1.5 km in front of the picture, and undoubtedly progress further to the right during the last half of the current.

The radar data of Figure 1 shows a number of precipitation cells or shafts, seen at mid-cloud level as upward-extending "fingers". As before, the charge centers are distributed horizontally throughout the higher reflectivity region of the storm, between 4.5 and 6.0 km above terrain. In spanning several precipitation cells, however, there is a striking tendency for the charge volumes to lie selectively in the precipitation. This observation is less certain for those charges that do not lie in the plane of the picture.

4. DISCUSSION

The above results provide a direct indication of the relationship between lightning and precipitation in a thunderstorm, and support the generally held view that the two are closely related. The results also emphasize the large horizontal extent of the lightning charge within the storm. Since the lightning charge was induced by negative charge within the cloud, it is reasonable to assume that the negative charge was horizontally distributed as well, although not necessarily coincident with it.

In order to evaluate the implications of such results in terms of charge separation mechanisms and electrical-precipitation interactions, a more detailed and comprehensive study of the time history of the storm is required. Thus, while it is tempting to speculate further on possible implications, we feel that it would be improper at this time.
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RADAR AND RELATED HYDROMETEOR OBSERVATIONS INSIDE A MULTICELL HAILSTORM

D. J. Musil, C. Knight, W. R. Sand, A. S. Dennis, and I. Paluch
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences
South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
Rapid City, South Dakota 57701

1. INTRODUCTION

An armored T-28 aircraft (Sand and Schleusener, 1974) has routinely penetrated active hailstorms since 1972 to investigate their internal structure. During the 1975 field season the T-28 system was tested with several new instruments in order to assure a reliable platform for future penetration work with the National Hail Research Experiment (NHRE). The requirement for new equipment evolved in an effort to answer some of the current questions about hailstorms such as: origin of hailstone embryos, details of storm microphysics, and particle size distributions.

There were a total of 48 penetrations made on 9 days during the 1975 field season. The aircraft observations made on these days were supported by accurate aircraft tracking, detailed 10-cm radar data, and single Doppler radar data. This paper reports a case study of a hailstorm on 21 July 1975, relying on the data from four T-28 penetrations, the radar data, and a hail collection at the ground.

2. METEOROLOGICAL SITUATION

Due to the abbreviated nature of the 1975 field season, local soundings were not available; however, the 12Z Denver sounding on 21 July 1975 showed a moderate amount of instability and suggested cloud tops greater than about 11 km MSL. A local area surface chart analyzed on the morning of 21 July prior to storm formation was characterized by dew points in excess of 10°C corresponding to low-level moisture of about 8 g kg⁻¹, light easterly winds at the surface, and a suggestion of low-level mesoscale convergence, the combination of which appear to be necessary ingredients for the formation of hailstorms in northeast Colorado.

The average cloud level winds were computed to be 256/19 m sec⁻¹. Cloud base observations could not be routinely made during the field season, so they had to be estimated based on the Denver sounding and by observations by the pilot early in the T-28 flight. Cloud base was estimated to be about 4.4 km MSL.

3. RADAR HISTORY

The storm on 21 July first formed about 30 km south-southwest of Grover and then showed a general movement to the southeast due to the formation of new cells on that side. The storm was multicellular in nature with individual cells showing little movement until later in their life cycle when they began to line up with the cloud level winds.

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the cells that were identified from the 10-cm radar data gathered at Grover on 21 July. The geographic location of each cell at the time of its first echo (FE) is shown in Fig. 1, which gives a picture of the general motion of the storm. No attempt is made to show individual cell movements because many tend to overlap if the entire track is shown. New cells formed in the southeast quadrant of the cloud complex associated with this storm. Those cells having quite long lifetimes (Cells 1, 2, 6, 7, and 8) tended to form in a more restricted area on the southeast side of a more mature cell, which happened to be in existence at the time of formation of the new cell.

The storm can be classed as multicellular, but after about 1630 MDT, new cells became difficult to identify because the storm became more organized and new growth tended to appear as protrusions, appearing anywhere from east through south through southwest of the mature cell present at the time. Because of this problem, FE heights could not be identified for Cells 5 and 7.

4. PENETRATION HISTORY

Four penetrations were made on 21 July near an altitude of about 6 km MSL. The flight tracks of the T-28 for Penetrations 3 and 4, superimposed on a slant range PPI presentation nearest the flight level of the T-28, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Also identified are the cells in existence during those penetrations (see Table 1). Penetrations 1 and 2 are
TABLE 1: Radar Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Time of First Echo (MDT)</th>
<th>End of Cell Duration (min)</th>
<th>Height of First Echo MEH (km MSL)</th>
<th>Height Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1651</td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13.2 DSPTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>1601</td>
<td>1613</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Merged with 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1606</td>
<td>1654</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>13.2 DSPTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>1611</td>
<td>1626</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11.6 Merged with 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1617</td>
<td>1627</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.8 Merged with 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1627</td>
<td>1651</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>NA Merged with 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1630</td>
<td>1720</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>13.8 DSPTD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1630</td>
<td>1731</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>14.3 Merged with 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1703</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>13.7 DSPTD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Location of first echoes with respect to Grover on 21 July 1975.

Fig. 2. Slant range PPI presentation for Penetration 3 near 6 km MSL on 21 July 1975. Selected contours are labeled in dBz. Dark line shows the path of the T-28, tick marks represent 1-min time intervals, and the E's along the path represent entry and exit for the penetration. The lines labeled 165, 170, and 178 are radials along which the RHI's of Fig. 6 are constructed. The numbers within the echo are cell numbers corresponding to those in Table 1.

Fig. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except for Penetration 4.

not shown in this paper as subsequent discussion will concentrate on Penetrations 3 and 4. Observations of vertical velocity, Johnson-Williams liquid water concentration and temperature corresponding to Penetrations 3 and 4 are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Cell 5 is of significant importance because it was penetrated twice, approximately 10 min apart.

5. DYNAMICS OF THE STORM

Mean Doppler velocities in the storm were recorded from the Grover 10-cm radar for all locations in which the reflectivity exceeded about 30 dBz. The location of the storm roughly south of Grover, the fact that a relatively uniform feature of the storm was a 15 to 30 km long east-west wall
of sharp reflectivity gradient on its south side, and the expected inflow direction from the southeast or south, all combine to make interpretation of the single Doppler velocities relatively straightforward. Three radial Doppler and reflectivity RHI's (radials indicated in Fig. 2) through the storm all during Penetration 3 are shown in Fig. 6. The general velocity pattern with motion from the north at low levels and in the northern part of the echo, motion from the south entering the echo at about 5 and 8 km MSL and dominating in the upper central part of the storm, and a fringe of northerly motion along the north side above 8 km but not always well marked, was present throughout the 90 minutes of radar coverage. The qualitative flow pattern is shown in Fig. 7 and is justified by the vertical velocities measured by the T-28, which are shown in Fig. 6 by the arrows. We reemphasize that this is a two-dimensional interpretation of a very consistent, persistent, single Doppler velocity pattern, justified by the factors given above and by the agreement of the interpreted flow field with direct measurements of vertical velocity. There is probably a substantial component of the inflow from the east, but this does not invalidate Fig. 7 in principle.

The selected RHI's in Fig. 6 illustrate one strong correlation encountered in the penetrations; the active parts of this storm, those with the strongest vertical velocities both up and down, are within the radar echo. At least this is true along the penetration track at the flight level of the T-28. Penetration 2 was outside the echo entirely, 1 to 5 km south of the 20 dBz contours, and encountered no significant up- or downdrafts. In the other penetrations, the updrafts and downdrafts had substantial reflectivity, particularly in Penetration 3, where the T-28 showed 10 m sec⁻¹ updraft in 50 dBz reflectivity.
Fig. 6. RHI presentations (upper) and single Doppler velocity patterns (lower) along radials shown in Fig. 2. Figures 6a-c correspond to radials 165, 170, and 178, respectively. The vertical velocity measured by the T-28 is shown on each figure. The key for the scalar value for all velocities is indicated in Fig. 6c. Reflectivity factors are given in dBz.

Fig. 7. Schematic of deduced airflow from single Doppler velocity patterns. The dashed line indicates best estimate of cloud outline.
Echo overhangs along the south side of the storm were sometimes updrafts and sometimes downdrafts. The two were not distinguishable from single radar scans, but were by means of the echo time history. The updrafts were accompanied by reflectivity increase with time; the downdrafts, generally, were not.

6. MICROPHYSICS

The microphysical instruments aboard the T-28 included a foil impactor, a Johnson-Williams (JW) liquid water content meter, a hail spectrometer (Smith et al., 1976; in these Proceedings), a FMS forward scattering spectrometer probe (FSSP) for measuring diameter, and a FMS two-dimensional imaging probe, which shows the sizes of particles down to 32 µm and shapes of particles above some 200 µm diameter.

The major purpose of the 1975 flights was to test these instruments in thunderstorm environments. Some problems were encountered, but the following general results appear to be trustworthy: 1) In the updrafts, the cloud droplet concentration varies between about 500 and 1500 cm⁻³ with an upper count of 2000. Very few droplets with diameters > 20 µm were recorded; 2) Liquid water content from the FSSP and the JW ranged up to about two-thirds adiabatic within the updrafts. An adiabatic value of 2.2 g m⁻³ was computed at flight altitude using +2°C as cloud base temperature. The actual values in the cloud could still be adiabatic since questions concerning instrument accuracy still exist; 3) Presence of supercooled water drops above cloud droplet size could not be proved or disproved with this instrument combination. A few foil imprints and a few two-dimensional images could have been liquid drops (Knight et al., 1976; in these Proceedings); 4) By far, the majority of the particles sensed on the foil or the two-dimensional probe were clearly ice; 5) Much of the ice shown on the two-dimensional probe was mixed snow, sometimes hexagonal; 6) A comparison of data from the foil impactor with data from the two-dimensional probe in the 0.25 to 0.75 mm size range shows particle concentrations up to 50 times higher on the two-dimensional probe for the 250 µm particles, decreasing to 20 times greater for the 750 µm particles. 7) Some problems with the JW impactor data and hail spectrometer data each compared well with measured radar reflectivities along the T-28 track.

Of particular interest here is the observation of millimetric, rimed snow crystals (Fig. 8). The crystals, mostly stellars, were recognizable during portions of the flight when the T-28 was to the southeast of the radar echo in low vertical velocities and within some updrafts; notably, Penetration 3 (16:37:30 - 16:37:40 MDT in Fig. 4) in updrafts of 5 to 10 m sec⁻¹ at a temperature of about -11°C, where they could only be recirculating upwards.

Fig. 8. Examples of rimed snow crystals observed by 2-D Knollenberg imaging probe during Penetration 3 at about 1637 MDT.

7. HAIL COLLECTION

One of the two hail chase vehicles available collected hailstones from this storm. Hail fell at 20.8 km east, 58.4 km south of the radar from 17:13-17:16 and 17:20-17:22 MDT and collections from each hailfall were made. The time was 20 - 30 minutes after the last T-28 penetration and the collections were about 3 km north of the edge of the precipitation wall determined by radar, apparently from Cell 7. The collection corresponded very well in space and time with a local reflectivity maximum of 60 to 65 dBZ (calculated for ice) that extended from the ground to 11 km MSL.

The first burst of hail was very sparse with a few stones up to 1-cm diameter. The stones exhibited alternate clear and bubble layers and a uniform, large, crystal size. The second burst contained much more hail, but still with a maximum size of about 1 cm. These stones were mostly bubbly and many exhibited a transition from large to small crystals. Embryos of all 45 stones sectioned appeared to be graupel (Fig. 9) with the exception of 2, which had possible frozen drop embryos. The crystal size interpretation (Pitter and Pruppacher, 1973; Rye and Macklin, 1975) is that the first burst of hail grew entirely below the -15 to -20°C level, while the second grew while ascending through that level.

8. SYNTHESIS

Our view of the mechanics of hail and precipitation formation in this storm should be clear already from the descriptive material. The configuration shown in Fig. 7 is relatively steady, though with local, detailed intensification and fallout of regions of precipitation. The updraft velocities are locally quite strong up to 20 m sec⁻¹ and more, but the updrafts become filled with precipitation quite soon by rimed snow crystals forming in eddies within the cloud on its southeast side and falling back into the updrafts where they grow into graupel and small hail. This overloads the updraft, and fallout from the cloud follows.
Sections of two samples of hailstones collected on 21 July 1975. Polarized sections show transition from large to small crystals. Large crystals indicate growth temperatures warmer than -15°C.

There was a notable lack of liquid particles larger than cloud droplet sizes in all of the penetrations made on 21 July. This is not unusual when one considers that a Bigg (1953) process would freeze any reasonable concentration of raindrops in about 2 minutes at temperatures found at penetration levels. It is not likely that rain freezing to hail played a significant part in the hail growth in this storm, anyway, because the vast majority of the stones collected at the ground had graupel centers. This means that the ice particles encountered at penetration altitudes (and above) must have been growing by accretion of cloud droplets, which were present in concentrations of 1 - 2 g m⁻³ in the updrafts associated with Penetrations 3 and 4. Estimates have been made, assuming dry growth, that the largest hailstones encountered in Cell 5 during Penetration 3 (about 1.5 cm) could have grown to diameters in excess of 2 cm in about 10 minutes, which is in agreement with observations made in the same cell during Penetration 4.

Using measured assemblages of ice particles and cloud droplets, echo growth rates of 2 - 3 dBz min⁻¹ are calculated in agreement with observation. Using the same assemblages, and averaging over 1/2 km distances of flight path, time constants for depleting the cloud water by accretion are at least 3 - 4 minutes. Depletion rates may be faster in narrow regions, but the statistics of the concentration measurement in narrower regions are not good enough to justify calculation. The 3 to 4 minute depletion time constant agrees qualitatively with the horizontal distance of the echo maximum from the south echo boundary using the measured horizontal Doppler velocities.
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INFRARED AIRBORNE IMAGERY OF ARCTIC STRATUS DEVELOPMENT AND DISSIPATION

P. M. Kuhn and L. P. Stearns
Atmospheric Physics and Chemistry Laboratory
NOAA - Boulder, Colorado

1. INTRODUCTION

An infrared line-scanning imager, airborne on a jet aircraft, provides the remote sensing capability for observing large scale physics of stratus cloud development, cloud top temperature contouring, mechanical turbulence in cell formation, heights, radiation effects and morphology. The basis for the research is an evaluation of the possibilities for cloud modification techniques. Color enhanced imagery affords a striking analysis of the vertical temperature contours, cellular nature and time history of Beaufort sea stratus. These systems form downwind from shore ice shear zones, ice leads in the open sea ice and polynyas over a -12°C to -20°C ice surface.

Cloud brightness temperatures converted to physical temperatures were related to cloud parameters. The IR imagery was false color enhanced by amplitude-slicing techniques to highlight the cloud structure. The physical temperature of cloud tops is obtained by "calibrating" the atmosphere during ascent and decent.

NASA's Convair 990 Jet Laboratory supporting the research efforts carried an IR line scanning mapper during the 1975 experiments. Flight operations over the ice and clouds were conducted at elevations ranging from 300 m to 11.5 km. Due to frequent (50% of the time) interspersion of cirriform clouds between flight level and the surface, the 11.5 km altitude did not yield as good IR imagery as did the 3.3 km and 300 m altitudes. However, uniform cirrus coverage allowed good imagery from 10 km. The 3.3 km altitude with its wide scan track, 6.6 km furnished excellent false color enhanced imagery with a spatial, elemental resolution of approximately 2.0 m. The adjustment of the brightness temperature of the low clouds to obtain the physical temperature is approximately +1.5°C at 3.3 km and +4.0°C at 11.5 km in the 840-1237 cm⁻¹ window channel employed.

2. INFRARED MAPPING SYSTEM

The infrared mapper is a passive, airborne imaging system employing a LN cooled Hg-Cd-Te detector (Texas Instruments, RS-310-C) that scans the interface below, along, and out to 45° to either side of nadir of the flight track. In so doing, it produces a continuous image of the surface beneath.

Figure 1. Scanner sweep path illustrating instantaneous field of view, sweep width and flight path.
Figure 2. Installation of IR imager in electronics compartment of NASA Convair 990 showing boundary layer fence, sliding door just aft of DBE antenna.

3. COMPUTATION OF NEAR SURFACE WATER VAPOR PRESSURE

Laevaster and Harding's (1974) modification of the Dalton type formula for the computation of sea minus air vapor pressure is given as follows:

\[
\frac{d(\Delta e)}{dt} = \frac{d}{dt} e_a - \frac{d}{dt} e_a
\]

Where \( e \) is vapor pressure in mb; \( t \) is time in hours; \( \Delta T_w \) is the rate of change of sea surface temperature along the sea as in a polynya; \( e_a \) is the vapor pressure in the air at 8 m from the sea surface. Laevaster and Harding (op cit) develop the work of Boyum (1962) incorporating their expression for the change of vapor pressure over water into (1) which, after integration, gives

\[
\Delta e = (e_w - e_a) = \Delta e_0 \exp^{-0.5t} + (0.8 + 2.0 \frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \frac{\Delta T_w}{\partial T_w})(1.0-\exp^{-0.5t})
\]

Where \( e_w \) is the vapor pressure in mb over water; \( \Delta e_0 \) is \( e_w - e_a \) at the initial computation period at time \( t = 0 \), \( \tau = 0 \), or at the upwind edge of a sea ice lead, the focus of our research; \( \frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} \) is the wind speed over the range, \( r \), and \( T_w \) is the water temperature. In the Arctic leads

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \tau} = 0, \text{ downwind.}
\]

The evaluation of \( \Delta e \) in (2) immediately results in the inference of \( e_a \) and thus to the critical atmospheric water pressure for cloud formation. As an example, we observed the following initial conditions and computed the vapor pressure in mb of the air traversing an open lead as a function of time:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (hrs)</th>
<th>Vapor Pressure (mb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus in 45 minutes of travel over an open lead, the atmosphere would be saturated at 2.00 mb and fog and stratus will form over water and at 1.67 mb vapor pressure over the ice at end of a lead. Additional examples and illustrations of the imagery over leads extending for 24 km evidence the formation of clouds downstream in the winds from the lead. Dissipation of the stratus is a reverse function of the water to lower atmosphere vapor pressure gradients. However, one should note that we do not employ the gradient approach. The color enhanced IR imagery clearly shows the clouds forming downstream of the leads. Dissipation occurs some 25 to 35 km downstream.

4. LOW CLOUD STRUCTURE

Our airborne observations of the bases of downstream (from leads in the ice) stratus or stratus cumulus clouds in the Arctic north of the north coast between 72° and 78° north latitude over the Beaufort Sea ice ranged from 0.15 km to 0.30 km. The tops on occasion reached 2.0 km. The imagery shows top temperature varying from -5.0 to -10.0°C indicating some internal convection. Several illustrations employing the areal IR imagery show the clouds forming downstream from the lead with low bases due to the very cold air overlying the water. As the air temperature in the lower layers modifies downstream along the lead, the base tends to lift (Laevaster and Harding, 1974). Herman (1975) has discussed the thermodynamics of the ice-air and water-air interfaces in the Arctic. He states, based on observations and calculations, that water evaporates from the surface of a lead at a very rapid rate since the saturation vapor pressure of the water is so much greater than that of the air. Condensation occurs rapidly in the cold air upstream in the lead. Fog and/or low-based stratus forms and the base lifts as the cold surface air layers are warmed downstream along the lead.

Figure 3 shows the increase in vapor pressure downstream along a lead with a 10 knot wind condensation over water occurs at a
saturation vapor pressure of 2.0 mb and over ice at 1.67 mb. Thus the Amot-Mosby (1944) method of computing near-surface water vapor pressure changes with time can be employed to illustrate the formation and dissipation of Arctic Stratus assuming sufficient condensation nuclei are present.

Figure 3. Vapor pressure increase downstream over sea ice lead with time. 
$C = 0.4 \quad K = 0.5 \quad \Delta p = .83 \text{ mb}$
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1. INTRODUCTION

Precipitation growth studies involving measurement and modeling have concentrated largely on the convective storm. Limited quantitative studies have been made on cyclonic storms with large precipitation shields, most have explored the mesostructure of frontal storms. An attempt was made some time ago by the author, Cunningham (1952), to compute from limited observations the precipitation growth in various regions of a cyclonic storm. This study obtained the surprising result that much of the water that reached the ground was added to the falling hydrometeors in the lower levels below the frontal surfaces. Recent advances which have permitted more extensive particulate measurements, make it possible to pursue growth studies in a more realistic fashion.

Many studies of all types of storms have been made with radar. However, the difficulty of conversion of the radar reflectivity factor to the particulate population details, especially in the case of snow and ice crystal clouds, has not permitted quantitative growth calculations.

This paper discusses an analysis procedure whereby radar data and particulate measurements from aircraft can be combined to form a basis for computation of precipitation growth.

There is a long history of development of the techniques which enable one to convert the radar signal from rain near the ground to precipitation rate over an area at the ground. Working out a similar procedure in the snow and ice crystal regions requires knowledge of the distribution of particle size - in particular the distribution of the equivalent melted diameters. With the development of automatic sizing and counting sensors it is now possible to gather sufficient particle statistics to try to determine, in a similar manner as is done on the ground, relationships between the precipitation type, radar reflectivity and parameters of the particle distribution. There are some important differences between the airborne and ground situations. For one, there is as yet no satisfactory "flying rain gauge" available. The simple check of comparing the integral parameter (mass) of the distribution to the total water collected is not as yet available.

The two difficult parts of this analysis are then: a) a measurement difficulty, that is an inadequate check of the integrated parameters of the measured distribution and b) an operational difficulty, i.e., not being able to sample with one or more aircraft in the exact time and place that one wishes. One wishes usually to follow from one or more radar presentations the growth of precipitation along a recognizable pattern in the echo, such as a precipitation streamer. An example is given of the application of this method illustrating the type of results that can be obtained and the limitations encountered using this method.

2. ANALYSIS OF PARTICLE SIZE SPECTRA

The particle data to be discussed in this paper are derived from optical array devices manufactured by Particle Measuring Systems, Inc. (PMS) and described by Knollenberg (1970, 1972, 1976). Particle shadow size along one dimension is quantized into 15 channels nominally ranging in the "cloud" probe from 20 µm to 300 µm and in the "precipitation" probe from 300 µm to 4.5 mm. In the case of all but the largest raindrops the conversion from shadow dimension (in this case the maximum dimension) to mass is straightforward and sufficiently accurate as the particles are assumed spherical with density of one. For ice and snow particles both shape and density can vary considerably, and the probe recording of a one dimension size does not necessarily correspond to the maximum dimension. Because the probe is exposed so that the laser beam is vertical, particles which are largely two dimensional and falling with the larger dimension horizontally, will be recorded at close to their maximum dimension. Many of the problems of interpretation of the probe response to nonspherical particles have recently been investigated and reported on by Knollenberg (1976). The empirical relationships formed have been smoothed and used here. Conversion of the recorded sizes, adjusted by these relationships, to distribution of mass and reflectivity factor requires knowledge of relationships between the above dimension and the "melted diameter." A number of investigations have developed empirical relations between particle maximum diameter and mass (or melted diameter) see for instance some recent contributions, Locatelli and Hobbs (1974), Heymsfield and Knollenberg (1972), Knollenberg (1976).
A selection of the above reported relations are being used in this study. A fairly large error in determining mass (m) or radar reflectivity factor (Z) can result from incorrectly identifying particle type.

Fortunately, both the problem of sensor response to irregular shapes and the conversion of size to melted diameter are involved in a similar way in deriving M and Z from the distribution. We have utilized a suggestion of Plank (1976) to minimize the effect of these inaccuracies. If one uses the ratio of M to \( \sqrt[3]{Z} \) one obtains a parameter much less sensitive to the above problems. This ratio, based on aircraft measurements, is used as a parameter to relate to simultaneous radar measurements from the ground. We use this ratio as a parameter of the particle distribution. The relation we obtain between it and the simultaneously measured radar reflectivity factor (\( Z_r \)) remains reasonably constant for the altitude of measurement during a period within the storm where no major change in storm character has occurred.

The above would be applied to the problem of radar pattern interpretation in a similar fashion as the usual R-Z (R: rainrate) or M-Z relation. Instead of using an aircraft derived M (\( M_1 \)) related to a radar derived \( Z_r \) which, as we have explained above, retains the many inaccuracies involved in obtaining \( M_1 \), we use the ratio \( M/\sqrt{Z} \) related to \( Z_r \). In the next section, the procedure used to derive M from a measured \( Z_r \) will be described for a time or place not measured by the aircraft.

3. PARTICLE DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS

Aircraft measurements of the particle count per sensor channel are summed every four seconds. This time interval corresponds roughly to the length of time required to fly through one sample volume used in the ground radar analysis procedure. A sample run with the aircraft at any one altitude is limited to approximately five minutes. A sample with the "precip" probe is about .4 m³ in volume for the 4 second sample and about 30 m³ for the total five minutes. Calculations based on Joss and Waldvogel (1969) suggest that the larger sample is of reasonable size but the 4 second sample is very poor. To compensate for this poor sample size the 75 samples were combined. They were combined by normalizing the distribution in a manner suggested by Sekhon and Srivastava (1970). The effects on this non-dimensional distribution of various real changes in water content within the five minute samples are minimized in this process, yet allowing one to derive a more statistically valid estimate of the upper tail of the distribution. A more complex procedure has recently been developed by Joss and Gori (1976) whereby distribution shape changes that were correlated with water content could also be accounted for.

The combination of the 4 second samples used for this paper is accomplished by converting the distribution measured each 4 seconds into the above non-dimensional form. Where \( Y = \log \left( \frac{N_0 \omega^4}{M} \right) \) and \( X = D/D_0 \) where N = number of par-

4. DERIVATION OF DISTRIBUTION AND M

With the plots of \( M/\sqrt{Z} \) vs \( Z_r \) and the normalized distribution, one can derive a distribution and an \( M_\infty \) (distribution integrated to \( D_\infty \), value of 4, i.e. effectively infinity) for any reasonable input value of \( Z_r \). This calculation involves double iteration on the normalized distribution, and its M and Z integral parameters. It involves adjusting \( D_\infty \) and Y until (1): \( M_\infty = \frac{\int M dN}{\int N dN} \) or (2): \( Z = \frac{\int Z dN}{\int N dN} \) where \( Z \) is the value of \( Z \) (cumulative) at \( D_\infty \) and until (2): \( Z \) (cumulative) at \( D_\infty \) = 4 is equal to \( Z_r \). With aircraft identification of particle type, measurements of particulate distribution and simultaneous values of radar determined reflectivity factor one can, with the above procedures, derive particulate distribution from radar data alone for a time and place other than at the aircraft sampling time. For altitudes other than aircraft sampling altitudes, the \( M/\sqrt{Z} \) ratio and distribution function could be derived by interpolations.

5. APPLICATION TO CASE OF 9 JAN 75

An active trough line with a developing coastal low passed just north of the sampling area off Wallops Island, VA late on the 8th of Jan. A deep warm frontal precipitation system was probed at a number of altitudes by an AFGL/ASD C-130 equipped with a number of hydrometeor sensors. Results from the two airborne PMS optical array probes and radar measurements from the AFGL/APL/NASA SPANDAR radar will be discussed here to illustrate the procedures outlined above.

Coordinated runs with the radar were made at four altitudes all in the snow above the bright band. Surface rain rates and raindrop distribution data (Joss disdrometer) were available from a point three miles east of the radar. One of the better results from the correlation runs is illustrated in Fig. 1. Here the computed radar \( D_\infty \) is compared every 4 seconds with the measured radar value \( Z_r \). The similarity in detail of these two records is quite good when one remembers that the aircraft sample is approximately 30 m³ while the radar sample is 4 x 10⁶ m³. The agreement indicates that, at least in this case a thin line sample through a large apparently well mixed volume can be representa-
Fig. 1. Comparison of calculated $Z$ from aircraft measurements with measured $Z$ by the SPANPAR radar.

tive. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding relation between the ratio of $M_A/Z_R$ and $Z_R$. The best fit line is used to extrapolate this relation to values of $Z_R$ used in the final analysis steps.

The distribution scatter diagram is shown in Fig. 3. The wide scatter at values of $D/D_0$ between 1.1 and 1.1 is caused by problems related to the poor sampling volume of the upper channels of the "cloud" probe and quantizing errors in the first channel of the "precip" probe. Fig. 4 shows the relationships found on all four passes between $M_A/Z_R$. Thick lines indicate the range of measured values. Also shown are some nominal relations of $M_A/Z$ derived from data of Heymsfield (1975) for bullet rosette ice crystals (IC), Ohtake and Henmi (1970) for snow aggregates (LS) and Joss, et al (1968) for widespread rain (R).

An RHI scan taken upwind within an hour before the flight measurements was chosen for study. Fig. 5 is a tracing from an original color contoured RHI picture. The $Z$ values (in DBZ) indicated are derived from a calibration of the radar using several techniques including comparison with ground rainrate and disdrometer devices. The values of $Z$ in the bright band region are omitted as not meaningful. Two lines were drawn through what appears to be a precipitation streamer. Values of $Z$ were read along this

Figure 2. Plot of ratio $M_A/Z$ calculated for each 4 second period of aircraft measurement against simultaneous measurement of $Z$ by the SPANPAR radar.

Figure 3. Non-dimensional plot of particle distribution. Solid line joins average values in 11 size ratio intervals. Dashed line encloses approximately 68% of the individual 4 second points. Individual values are plotted beyond the $D/D_0$ value.

Figure 4. Best fit lines for the four flight altitudes. Data limited to the portion shown as double lines. Circles indicate points used in computations given in Tables 2 and 3.
line at flight altitudes, at 8.2 km and the surface. The procedures outlined above were followed except that for the 8.2 km level the relations found for 6.3 km were used. For the surface data, disdrometer data (averaged over 2 minutes) were chosen that indicated a Z value close to that recorded at the bottom of the streamer.

The type of ice crystal and snow for the chosen altitudes was obtained from supplementary visual observations.

The conversion from maximum crystal size to melted diameter for the range of sizes involved in this study is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal Type, Melt Diam</th>
<th>Maximum Diam or Lengths mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mm</td>
<td>B-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.4</td>
<td>.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B-R, bullet-rosettes; SS, single crystals and aggregates of a few crystals; LS, aggregates of many crystals.

The growth of the precipitation particle by sublimation and by aggregation is illustrated by the size distribution changes shown in Table 2.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of particles per cubic meter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ht Total* Total above melted size indicated km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The lower size limit increases slightly from high to low levels.

The water content values along the streamer as well as the drop distribution are calculated. Fall velocities from papers by Heymsfield (1972) and Locatelli and Hobbs (1974) have been used to compute the precipitation rate from the calculated particle distributions. The fall velocities have been adjusted for altitude using the relation \( v = v_R \left( \frac{P}{P_R} \right)^{1/3} \). Where \( v_R \) is the fall velocity in the referenced publication measured at a pressure \( P \). \( P \) is the pressure at the height of this study.

The slope of the precipitation streamer was calculated from the rawinsonde winds and the snowfall velocity values used above. This calculated slope was compared with the pattern shown...
on Figure 5. The computed slope was less than the pictured slope, fall velocities some 50% greater than used here would result in similar slopes.

TABLE 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ht</th>
<th>Temp</th>
<th>Particle Type</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>Dn</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>mm/hr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>km</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kg/m³</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>mm/hr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>-37</td>
<td>B-R</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>SS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>-13</td>
<td>SS+LS</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>-9</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>+8</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The large liquid water content computed for the 5.1 km level is possible; it is at the level where the precipitation streamer starts and may reflect a storage area due to convection. The low value below at 4.1 km, however, is highly suspect. Note that the large extrapolation shown on Fig. 4 results in a very low value of \( \frac{M}{\sqrt{Z_R}} \).

The precipitation rate changes from 8.2 km to the surface suggest that a major source of the total water that reaches the ground is supplied at high levels in contrast to the results found in the case studies in 1952.

6. COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS

The 1975 case chosen was the first one for which data were available in the form required. There are some obvious lessons to be learned from this study. Some of these are:

1) Extrapolation of the \( \frac{M}{\sqrt{Z_R}} \) vs \( Z_R \) relation, at least to the extent needed in this case, should not be repeated.
2) The time interval between the aircraft-radar sampling and the use of the relations should be shorter than tried here. (Additional sampling flights have been made during this last winter to determine the stability with time of the above relation.)
3) Methods should be developed for preserving changes in the drop spectrum shape if and when these changes are correlated with water content.
4) To avoid variations within a precipitation streamer at one instant of time either high values should be followed down the streamer or, probably a more realistic method would be to average \( Z \) values among a number of similar streamers.
5) Measurements of fall velocities obtainable from doppler radar would add a very useful dimension to this type of study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The South Park Area Cumulus Experiment (SPACE) was initiated during the summer of 1973 to systematically study the cumulus clouds that form over the Mosquito Range west of South Park in Colorado using radar, terrestrial photogrammetry, instrumented aircraft, a surface mesonet, and other monitoring devices (see Danielson and Grant, 1974). From July 7 to August 8, 1975, measurements of cloud droplet distribution and liquid water content were made by three different aircraft using a variety of sampling devices. Data taken by the NOAA-NCAR sailplane, supplemented by data taken by the University of Wyoming's Queen Air and the Colorado State University's Aerocommander, are the basis of this analysis. The sailplane, operating out of the Lake County Airport near Leadville, made measurements during the entire period while the Queen Air operated during the first week of the period and the Aerocommander operated during the last week of the period. The clouds sampled were generally growing cumulus congestus with bases near or above the freezing level (~ 4500 m MSL). A representative description of these mountain cumuli in terms of a cloud droplet spectrum, its variation in space and time, and a liquid water structure has been constructed from the data. This description is in turn being related to precipitation processes and possible mixing processes taking place in the clouds, and is being used as an aid in verifying the parameterized cumulus models being developed and tested for the SPACE area.

2. AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

The Explorer is a Schweitzer 2-32 sailplane owned by NOAA but instrumented and operated by NCAR. It is a unique cloud physics research aircraft in that it samples clouds in a semi-Lagrangian manner, spiralling up in the updraft regions of the clouds. The data obtained every 0.5 sec is telemetered to a ground station where they are recorded on magnetic tape for computer processing. A complete description of the Explorer's instruments and sampling procedure has been presented by Sartor (1972), Abbott et al. (1972), Cannon et al. (1974), and others. The following descriptions serve only as a brief summary of the capabilities of the Explorer instruments pertinent to this study.

An electrostatic disdrometer is mounted on the Explorer on a nose boom 75 cm long. Number concentrations cm\(^{-3}\) \(\mu\)m\(^{-1}\) are recorded in 9 data channels with a minimum detectable cloud droplet size of 8 \(\mu\)m in diameter. The first six channels have diameter intervals of 3 \(\mu\)m, the next two have intervals of 6 \(\mu\)m, the ninth channel records droplets > 38 \(\mu\)m diameter, and a tenth channel gives the total number concentration cm\(^{-3}\) for the 0.5 sec sampling period. Liquid water content is obtained through integration of the disdrometer derived spectrum.

The operation and sampling restrictions of the Johnson-Williams (J-W)\(^2\) hot wire liquid water content meter have been well documented in the literature (Owens, 1957; Spyers-Duran, 1968; Knollenberg, 1972). Reliable measurements can be obtained if proper adjustments are made for the particular situation and environment the J-W will be used in. Because the telemetry system of the Explorer cannot handle the negative voltages which may arise from zero drift errors, the J-W's baseline was set at a value > 0 soon after takeoff. This adjusted zero ranged from 0.2 to 1.5 gm m\(^{-3}\) but was usually close to 0.6 gm m\(^{-3}\). The greatest source of error when using the processed data is the subjective determination of this baseline value which could be estimated to ± 0.05 gm m\(^{-3}\).

The CSU cloud physics aircraft is an Aerocommander equipped during SPACE to measure cloud liquid water content and droplet spectra as well as state parameters. A cloud droplet slide gun sampler on loan from the University of Wyoming measured cloud droplet spectra at a rate of 1 slide per cloud penetration. The details of its design and operation are given in an unpublished report by Auer (1969) to the Bureau of Reclamation. Peak J-W values at the time of the slide exposures were logged by a flight observer. A

---

1 The National Center for Atmospheric Research is sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
2 Johnson-Williams, Inc., 2300 Leghorn Ave., Mountain View, California.
continuous record of the J-W values was not obtained due to a software problem with the airborne mini-computer. Although this problem limited any direct comparison of the J-W and the slide gun sampler, the two instruments gave reliable measurements during SPACE.

The University of Wyoming's Queen Air made measurements of the cloud droplet spectrum using the cloud droplet slide gun sampler mentioned and an Axially Scattering Spectrometer Probe (ASSP) designed and developed by Dr. R.G. Knollenberg (1976). Because testing of the ASSP is still in progress, any comparisons presented between these two instruments are contingent on future developments. For this study, the emphasis has been on the analyzed slides.

3. SAMPLING PROCEDURES

The 13 clouds sampled by the Explorer and analyzed in this study were generally cumulus congestus which were not precipitating at the time of the Explorer's release from the towplane although a few developed precipitation while the penetration was in progress. Sampling for these particular analyses was usually restricted to the lowest 1000 m of the cloud due to the inability of the variable and discontinuous updrafts to sustain the Explorer's operations in the upper levels of the clouds. Cloud depths were usually greater than 1500 m. July 9, when the Explorer was released near the top of a large cumulus congestus, is the only day the Explorer sampled the upper portions of a cloud. Pilot observations were used to determine the position of the Explorer in relation to the visible extent of the cloud (i.e., near the edge), and to determine regions of turbulence and/or graupel encounters.

The Aerocommander penetrated three clouds of about the same size and stage of development making 3-5 passes in steps of decreasing altitude, and penetrated two others 3 times at a constant altitude. The penetrations were about 3 minutes apart and the 31 slides were usually taken within the first 10 seconds of penetration (≈ 800 m). The clouds penetrated on August 7 and 8 were the same as sampled by the Explorer with the penetrations usually commencing as the Explorer exited the cloud.

Measurements were made on July 7 and 9 by Wyoming's Queen Air. The majority of the penetrations were through isolated cumulus congestus and through tops and turrets of larger cloud agglomerations. Observer comments are used to correlate the slide samples with the characteristics of the cloud (i.e., turbulence, updraft, precipitation encounters).

4. RESULTS

Although natural variability in individual clouds as well as among different clouds in the same stage of development, the sample has been normalized to some extent by stratifying the data into intervals above cloud base, since cloud parameters at the same cloud level for an average updraft are of about the same age and have had the same interactions. The diversity of the data taken during SPACE restricts any fine scale interpretations of the comparisons between instruments, but the capability of determining the general features of the cloud droplet spectrum and liquid water content is still there. These features are important in understanding the development of cumulus congestus into large cumulonimbus and cumulonimbus systems in the South Park area.

4.1 Droplet Concentration and Size Spectrum

The soot-coated slide samples gave the most detailed information about the droplet spectra and total concentration, but were restricted by their sampling volume. Twenty-one slides were averaged to obtain a total droplet concentration of 553 cm⁻³ (range 72 to 930 cm⁻³) with a mean diameter of 7.5 µm (range 5.3 to 9.9 µm) and a mean coefficient of dispersion of 0.225 (range, 0.085 to 0.405). Only 2 of the slides had total concentrations < 300 cm⁻³, one of 72 cm⁻³ and one of 109 cm⁻³, and both of these were exposed near the edges of the clouds. Sixteen of these slides were exposed in the lowest 1000 m of cloud depth. They were grouped into 100 m intervals above observed cloud base, and their averages are plotted as solid lines in Figs. 1-10. The plots in Figs. 5 and 10 are the result of just one slide sample. The spectrum near cloud base (Figs. 1 and 2) is very narrow with an approximate modal diameter of 6 µm. The spectrum stays very narrow throughout the first 1000 m of cloud depth with a gradual shift of the modal diameter to about 9 µm at 900-1000 m above cloud base. Assuming a constant updraft of 3 m sec⁻¹, any broadening of the spectrum with height can be accounted for by coalescence and growth in supercooled regions of supersaturation of < 0.12%, except in the 300-400 m interval. For broadening of the spectrum in that interval, supersaturations of 0.4% would have been necessary to account for the largest droplets. This seems unlikely considering the high droplet concentrations and the short growth period. The droplet spectrum at 300-400 m is dominated by slide samples taken in the last two penetrations of one cloud. The lack of droplets in upper intervals as large or larger than those in the 300-400 m interval suggests that aging of the cloud and its corresponding variabilities complicated the steady-state growth approximations that were made. From such a small number of slides, a growth process of these larger cloud droplets cannot be clearly defined.

The disdrometer data were also averaged over 100 m intervals above cloud base and are plotted as histograms in Figs. 1-10, beginning at the lower limit of 8 µm. This data, within its resolution limits, also shows a narrow spectrum with a slight but steady increase of concentrations in channel 2 (11-14 µm diameter) and channel 3 (14-17 µm diameter). No droplets were detected in channels 5-9 (> 20 µm). There is fair agreement between the slide averaged spectra and the disdrometer averaged spectra with the disdrometer concentrations becoming a little higher as the diameter increases, probably a result of its larger sampling volume.

Values of the disdrometer total concentrations ranged from 0-600 cm⁻³ while the average concentration was around 100 cm⁻³. The average number of droplets > 8 µm from the slides was...
208 cm⁻³ (range, 6 to 560 cm⁻³). On August 7 in the same cloud, the two slides exposed from the Aerocommander measured concentrations (d > 8 µm) of 65 cm⁻³ at 6310 m MSL (near the edge of the cloud) and 560 cm⁻³ at 5550 m MSL. The Explorer's disdrometer concentrations peaked at 240 cm⁻³ (5790 m MSL) but averaged about 100 cm⁻³. Near cloud base on August 8, the slide samples measured low concentrations in the d > 8 µm range (6, 10, 32 cm⁻³) while the average for the disdrometer was 22.6 cm⁻³. In general, the agreement of total concentrations between the two instruments is reasonable, although the variability in sampling procedures restricts detailed quantitative comparisons.

Table 1 shows the comparison of the slide samples taken by the Queen Air to the ASSP. The data indicate that the ASSP measured a flatter, broader spectrum than the slides. On most penetrations, the ASSP consistently gave counts in the 30 µm diameter range. This may be due in part to a more accelerated growth of droplets in the upper levels of the clouds where the Queen Air made its penetrations, or it may be due to a calibration error in the ASSP. The agreement in total concentrations of the ASSP and the slides is reasonable.

### Table 1. Sorted slides compared to the ASSP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Total Conc. cm⁻³</th>
<th>Mean Dia. µm</th>
<th>Max. Dia. µm</th>
<th>LWC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July 7</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSP</td>
<td>659</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slide 18</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSP</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slide 19</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSP</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slide 11</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSP</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slide 12</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>0.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSP</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In summary, the growing cumulus congestus clouds of this sample are characterized by a narrow droplet spectrum with high total concentrations for all instruments, the cloud droplet gun, the disdrometer, and the ASSP. The maximum droplet diameter is less than 20 µm except possibly in the upper regions of the clouds. This colloidal stability is consistent among the various days and with other observations reported in Colorado (Auer, 1967 and Cannon et al., 1974).

### 4.2 Liquid Water Content

The Johnson-Williams on the Explorer was carefully mounted to minimize any of the known sampling problems (i.e., wetting of the reference wire, aircraft boundary layer effects, etc.). Within the limitations of the instrument and instrument mounting, reliable, continuous measurements were made during SPACE. An average J-W value in the steady-state region of the sampled updrafts was about 0.4 gm m⁻³ with maximums generally near 1 gm m⁻³. The cloud sampled on July 9 was an exceptional one with an average LWC of 1.2 gm m⁻³ and a maximum of 3.6 gm m⁻³. Although continuous measurements from the J-W on the Aerocommander were not recorded, the average values from the observational notes was 0.25 gm m⁻³, ranging from 0.10 to 0.57 gm m⁻³. There is reasonable agreement between the two J-W instruments.

Simultaneous measurements of the J-W and the disdrometer allowed good comparisons to be made between these instruments. Figure 11 is a one minute time plot of some processed Explorer data obtained on August 7. At the top is the vertical velocity in m sec⁻¹, in the center is liquid water content (LWC) from the J-W (solid line) and the integrated disdrometer spectrum (dashed line) in gm m⁻³, and in the lowest portion of the plot is the disdrometer total concentration cm⁻³ (T) and channel concentrations cm⁻³ µm⁻¹ (1, 2, etc.). The J-W baseline zero was 0.50 gm m⁻³ on August 7, and the adjusted LWC is indicated on the left ordinate. The variability of the J-W trace is highly correlated with the disdrometer data, especially when the LWC drops off rapidly. Almost all of the processed data show as good a correlation as in Fig. 11. However, magnitude differences between the two instruments are substantial. On August 7, the J-W was consistently higher than the disdrometer derived LWC by about 0.4 gm m⁻³. Other days show the same consistent discrepancy, ranging from 0.3 to 0.8 gm m⁻³. The exceptional case of July 9 at one point reached a difference of 3 gm m⁻³.

![Fig. 11. One minute time plot of processed data taken on August 7, 1975 by the Explorer.](image-url)
TABLE 2. Total LWC from the disdrometer (d > 8 µm), total LWC from the slides, LWC for droplets < 8 µm, and percentage of total LWC in droplets < 8 µm. [Parentheses indicate results based on only one slide.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height above cloud base</th>
<th>Disdrometer LWC</th>
<th>Slide LWC</th>
<th>LWC for droplets &lt; 8 µm</th>
<th>Percentage of total LWC in droplets &lt; 8 µm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-100 m</td>
<td>0.01 gm m⁻³</td>
<td>0.14 gm m⁻³</td>
<td>0.14 gm m⁻³</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-200 m</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-400 m</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400-500 m</td>
<td>0.031 (0.053)</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>(98)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500-600 m</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600-800 m</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.136</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900-1000 m</td>
<td>0.045 (0.307)</td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
<td>(33)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the liquid water content from the slides, the disdrometer, with a threshold of droplets > 8 µm could be expected to detect only about 1/4 to 1/3 of the liquid water in these clouds. After taking this into account it appears that the disdrometer derived LWC values are about 0.5 of those observed with the J-W instrument. Although the comparison is restricted by the uncertainties of the baseline zero and the contribution of droplets < 8 µm, it is in agreement with comparisons made in Abbott et al. (1972) and findings reported by Dye (1976). Dye has suggested a systematic instrument error in the disdrometer that could account for its consistently low derived LWC even above the 8 µm cut-off. The tendency of the disdrometer to partition larger droplets into smaller droplet channels decreases the integrated LWC while the spectra would still compare satisfactorily with slide spectra when droplet diameters are less than 20 µm.

Comparison of the J-W to sooted slides on the Aerocommander is limited by the small number of observations. J-W values from observational notes are available for 10 slide exposures, and the J-W gave 10-90% higher values than the slides derived LWC. The average value from these 10 slides was about 0.15 gm m⁻³, while the average of all the slides (in Table 2) is about 0.20 gm m⁻³. This is slightly lower than the J-W averages (0.25 gm m⁻³) and higher than the disdrometer averages (0.10 gm m⁻³ or less).

The ASSP derived LWC's show fair agreement with the slide derived LWC's taken on the Queen Air, considering the small number of cases (see Table 1). However, when concentrations were similar, the ASSP had larger values than the slides due to its tendency to measure a broader spectrum. This observation is tentative pending results of more strictly controlled comparisons presently being done at the University of Wyoming.

While the comparisons between the different instruments are rather crude in their susceptibility to large fluctuations in the differing clouds and cloud volumes, the results generally agree with those in Abbott et al. (1972) and Dye (1976). They show that the J-W values are consistently and substantially higher than the disdrometer derived liquid water contents and slightly higher than the slide derived liquid water contents, while the slides are higher than the disdrometer. The typical J-W values of the cumulus congestus sample are 0.25-0.30 gm m⁻³. Although these values are somewhat lower than previous measurements in similar clouds, they are quite reasonable, considering the height and temperature of cloud base in the SPACE area.

4.3 Liquid Water Content Compared to Adiabatic Liquid Water Content (Q/Qa)

Because the Explorer sampled continuously in an active portion of the clouds in a semi-Lagrangian manner, its measurements should be observationally more consistent than previous investigations in evaluating adiabatic models of cumulus clouds. Bulk entrainment in these models is usually parameterized as \( \dot{M} = \dot{M}_R \), where \( \dot{M} \) is the cloud mass, \( z \) is vertical direction, \( R \) is the updraft radius, and \( b \) is the entrainment coefficient. The entrainment coefficient is usually chosen to verify observed cloud top heights in a given region for certain clouds. On the cumulus congestus scale, 0.16 < b < 0.22 is the quoted range for predicting cloud top height. Warner (1970) criticized the adiabatic model approach by concluding that it cannot simultaneously predict cloud top height and the liquid water content profile. The entrainment parameterization was insufficient in limiting the model derived liquid water contents to observed liquid water contents and at the same time sustaining enough buoyancy to grow the clouds to their observed heights. Q/Qa has been one method used to normalize different samples of clouds, assuming that similar mixing processes are diluting the adiabatic LWC to the observed LWC. For this reason, it is often used as a measure of entrainment or mixing. This ratio has been plotted in Figure 12 for 7 clouds in which the Explorer exceeded a height of 500 m above cloud base. Q is averaged over 50 m intervals, and Qa is computed using the pilot observed cloud base (± 40 m), the cloud base temperature derived from the 1200 MDT sounding in South Park, and the mean height of a given interval above cloud base. The Q/Qa profile of Warner's (1955) observations is used for comparison (the dark line).

The values in South Park are much higher than those found by other researchers, with averages between 0.5 and 0.8. There is a tendency for the profile to be constant or increasing with height, while the sharp drop at the top of the different traces is due to a dilution of the mean Q. This dilution is caused by the loss of the updraft or by exiting the cloud, both of which would average in lower values of Q. The lone upper profile is from a cloud sampled on July 9. The fluctuations in this case can be attributed to the variable encounters with an updraft as the Explorer flew through the cloud, rather than continuously sampling it in one sustaining updraft.

Possible errors in computing Q and Qa are the estimation of the baseline zero for the J-W and observer estimation of the cloud base height. To test the sensitivity of the ratio to these errors, the baseline zero was decreased by the error limit of 0.05 gm m⁻³ and the cloud base was increased 40 m to obtain an upper limit on the
most variability due to the large relative change of Q, and small relative change of Q_a. At 300 m above cloud base, the maximum error values varied from the plotted values by 30%, decreasing to 15% in the upper portion of the flights. Another possible error exists in determining cloud base temperature. The sounding temperature differed from the Explorer's measured temperature at cloud base by 2°C or less, which would change Q_a very little at the temperature and pressure of the cloud bases in the SPACE area. Instrument error in the J-W would have to have been severe to cause the discrepancy between the Q/Q_a values. Decreases of 40-100% of the J-W LWC would be needed to achieve Q/Q_a values similar to Warner's, and it is unlikely that the J-W mounted on the Explorer is the source of such errors. All the possible errors and uncertainties cannot account for the differences between Warner's profile and the Explorer profiles.

5. DISCUSSION

Evidence collected by Auer (1967) and Knight et al. (1972) suggests that growth through the ice phase is the dominant precipitation formation mechanism in northeastern Colorado cumuli, and the coalescence mechanism plays no major role. Similar microphysical features of the same types of clouds with bases very near the 0°C isotherm lead to the same conclusions in the South Park area. Data collected by a decelerator on the Explorer (Schreek et al., 1974) were characterized by ice particle collections of rimed crystals, rime fragments, and low-density graupel. Also, photographs from the Explorer's cloud particle camera (Cannon 1974a; Cannon 1974b) revealed mostly graupel and occasionally single crystals as typical cloud particles with d > 100 µm, the resolution limit of the camera with the optics used in 1975. Only three water drops with d > 100 µm were detected in the 11,000 photographs examined (sampling volume approximately 275 l). All three drops were sampled within 2.5 minutes of each other on July 23, which is presently being studied to determine their origin and subsequent role in that particular cloud. The lack of large droplets in the clouds sampled during SPACE, especially on July 9 in the upper portion of a cumulus congestus with an exceptionally high LWC, suggests that the coalescence process is not an efficient mechanism for producing precipitation particles. The ice phase process appears to be the dominant mechanism for precipitation formation in the cumuli of the South Park area.

The results of high Q/Q_a values in the sampled cumuli are supported to some degree by a case study of Danielson (1975). Using photogrammetric techniques to follow the ascent of a cloud parcel through the top of an existing cloud, an updraft radius, vertical velocity, cloud base height, and cloud top height were determined. These parameters were inputted into the Cotton (1972) cumulus cloud model which incorporates cold cloud physics, and the entrainment coefficient b was adjusted to compare model predicted vertical velocity profiles and cloud top heights to the observed values. Considering the maximum of all possible errors, this case necessitated an entrainment coefficient of less than 0.05 for model verification of the observed vertical velocity profile and cloud top height. Another investigation by Danielson et al. (1976) lends additional support to his earlier case study and to the values of Q/Q_a obtained from the Explorer measurements. Although the results are not conclusive, it is evident that models must carefully parameterize the entrainment processes if they are to be used in the SPACE area.

6. CONCLUSIONS

A microphysical description of liquid water in the cumuli in the South Park area can be characterized by: 1) high concentrations of cloud droplets, averaging >500 cm^{-3}; 2) narrow droplet spectra with $d \approx 8 \mu m$ and $d_{max} < 20 \mu m$; 3) relatively low liquid water contents on the cumulus congestus scale, $0.25 < Q < 0.5 \text{ gm m}^{-3}$ (except for $Q > 1.2 \text{ gm m}^{-3}$ on July 9). These characteristics do not favor liquid drop growth process and are in agreement with other measurements made during SPACE that indicate the ice phase mechanism dominates precipitation formation in this area. In addition the Q/Q_a values are much larger and somewhat more constant with height than previous investigations, suggesting a lower entrainment rate in the active regions of cumuli in the South Park area. Continuing analyses of some case studies are expected to add some insight into the reasons for these conclusions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Air Force Geophysics Laboratory, AFGL (formerly AFRL) has been supporting Air Force testing of high speed aerospace vehicles by measuring the hydrometeor environment encountered by test vehicles (Barnes et al., 1974b; Metcalf et al., 1975a, b, c, d, e; Plank, 1974a, b, c). Specifically we have provided values of liquid (or ice) water content (LWC or IWC) and crystal habit along the trajectories of test vehicles and recently have been tasked to provide particle size spectra as well.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the procedures and techniques which have been developed to forecast and measure the water contents, M in gm/m³, crystal habits and the size spectra. These procedures have evolved over the years as there have been advances in cloud physics and radar instrumentation and changes in the test requirements. Support has been provided at Wallops Island, Virginia for the past six years and at Kwajalein in the Marshall Islands (Barnes et al., 1974a) for the last three years. Procedures used at Kwajalein were taken from our experience at Wallops Island but had to be modified to incorporate the available instrumentation and different test objectives. In each of the following sections we first describe the procedures used at Wallops Island and follow up with differences at Kwajalein.

2. LONG RANGE FORECASTING

Almost all of the missions are carried out in moderate to heavy weather. In order to adequately forecast and sample the hydrometeors, only large scale, homogeneous storms are chosen. Because of this requirement, the Wallops Island season is limited to the winter storms from November through April. During the rest of the year the storms are convective in character, inhomogeneous and extremely difficult to characterize. Climatologically, the best months for "weather" testing at Kwajalein are October and November when easterly waves in the intertropical convergence zone are present. Convective clouds are avoided because (1) the rapid changes of the convective cells in time significantly degrades the applicability of radar and aircraft sampling and (2) both the M values and the size spectra change rapidly over small distances. Our experience in the field has shown that we have to wait a month or so to get the required heavy weather missions accomplished, and for this reason we now deploy into the field and rotate teams every three or four weeks.

3. MEDIUM RANGE FORECASTS

Forecast from three days to twelve hours before the experiment are provided by NWS forecasters at Wallops Island and by Kentron Weather Service at Kwajalein. Standard synoptic, rawinsonde and weather satellite data are utilized. From E-12 hours to E-4 hours the local forecasters refine the forecasts. The local WSR-57 weather radars become more useful as the weather moves into the experimental area. Data from the synchronous satellite provided every 30 minutes are extremely valuable at Wallops. We have found the satellite data at Kwajalein to be so important for forecasting that we attempt to schedule the experiments a few hours after a weather satellite is scheduled to pass overhead.

Specific M and size spectra forecasts are not provided at this time. Only recommendations to continue the countdown, hold the count or scrub are provided by the AFGL Field Director to the Test Director prior to E-4 hours.

4. SHORT RANGE FORECASTS

This covers the period from approximately E-4 hours to E-0, start time of the experiment. It is at this point that the AFGL Field Director becomes the prime forecaster with the local forecasters backing him up.

All of the above mentioned instrumentation is utilized. Special rawinsondes are released and the temperature soundings are used to provide initial determination of crystal habit as a function of height. This information is then combined with quantitative weather radar data to provide vertical profiles of liquid (ice) water content, M.

Approximately two hours before the experiment, aircraft sample the clouds to provide in-situ crystal habit, particle size spectra and M. Radar and aircraft M values are checked for correspondence and are incorporated along with the usual short range forecasts to provide forecast M values versus height.
At Wallops Island, data from a 10 cm radar are fed into an integrator (Glover, 1972) to provide values of dBZ which are displayed on a Color Display (Gagodnik, et al., 1975). The data are also processed by a mini computer using a crystal habit versus height information to produce real-time estimates of M versus height. Surface rainfall and drop size distributions are also available in real time to the Field Director. These instruments are located on land as close to the experimental area as possible.

A 5 cm radar, ALCOR, is used at Kwajalein along with an AFGL integrator and Color Displays. Forecast profiles of M vs height are worked up by hand rather than by a computer for two reasons; firstly, ALCOR is not continuously available to make weather scans and, secondly, the last forecast is made approximately one hour before the experiment and consequently relies more heavily on conventional short range forecasting. (At Wallops Island the last forecast is approximately two minutes before the experiment).

5. FINAL DETERMINATION OF M AND HYDROMETEOR SPECTRA

In order to obtain M and size spectra along the experimental flight paths, the radars are used to obtain weather data along the flight trajectories within minutes of the experiment. The radar data are presented in units of dBZ and must be converted to M and size spectra. In order to make these conversions, aircraft measurements of size spectra and M are taken during correlation runs with the radar. At Wallops Island the radar tracks the airplane and the radar datum gate is located at a range slightly closer to the radar but far enough away from the radar returns coming from the aircraft so that the weather returns are not contaminated by the aircraft returns. This is referred to as the "link-mode". At Kwajalein the "link offset mode" is utilized (Barnes et al., 1974b). The aircraft beacon is tracked by one radar, an MPS-36. Using this track, an offset track is computed which places the ALCOR datum gates a given distance, normally 3 km, in front of the airplane. This must be done to remove the airplane from the side lobes of ALCOR which exist in range as well as in angle due to the CHIRP pulses used (Metcalf et al., 1975f).

The correlation runs are scheduled to be completed within two hours of the experiment. In order to accomplish these runs in the minimum amount of time and as close to the experiment in time as possible, we normally use two aircraft so that a correlation run can be made with one aircraft while the other aircraft is being maneuvered into position for the next correlation run. The C-130E usually covers the altitudes between 28000 ft (8.5 km) and 300 ft (100 m) while the Lear 36 operates from 45000 ft (14 km) or the top of the storm down as low as required. The C-130A has a ceiling of 32000 ft (10 km) and is used as a back-up for either of the other two aircraft.

All three aircraft have PMS 1-D and 2-D equipment to measure particle sizes and shapes, replicators to capture hydrometeors, temperature, humidity and altitude measurements, time lapse cameras and snow sticks. Computers on the Lear and the C-130E provide real-time M values from the PMS 1-D equipment. Each of the C-130s has two foil samplers (Church et al., 1975). Experimental devices have been installed to measure M values directly. The Lear has a total water content indicator being developed by MRI using a cyclone-separator principal. On the C-130A a Lyman Alpha device is used to measure the difference in water vapor between air mechanically stripped of hydrometeors and air with the hydrometeors vaporized. This equipment is being developed by Aerospace Corporation. The Raindrop Spectrometer on the C-130A utilizes the scattering of light from the liquid hydrometeors to obtain values of M.

6. EXAMPLE

Figure 1 depicts the final values of M versus altitude for an experiment performed at Wallops Island on 16 March 1974. The storm top was just over 40,000 ft as determined by the vertically pointing radar. The C-130A and two aircraft instrumented by MRI, a Citation and a Navajo, made a total of twenty sampling passes at fifteen different levels between 10.7 and 0.2 km. Single ice crystals were found above 8.1 km; predominantly columns above 10 km and bullet rosettes below. The ice to snow transition zone was noted by both the Citation and the C-130A. In the snow region the intensity and aggregation increased as the aircraft descended towards the melting zone. Three passes were made within the melting zone starting with wet snow at the top and changing to all rain at the lower edge of the melting zone.

Figure 1 was derived from the radar reflectivity values, Z, obtained from the JAFNA monopulse radar. In the ice crystal region the equation $M = 0.0382Z^{0.929}$ was used to convert from Z to M (Heymsfield, 1973). The ice to snow transition zone is almost always discernible by the cloud physicist. We have also found that the Z-M relationship changes significantly in this zone. In the snow region the aggregation increased as the melting zone was approached, and the aircraft sampling found that the intensity of the snow increased as the melting zone was approached.

In the past we have divided this region into an upper "small snow" region and a lower "large snow" region as is shown in Figure 2. Our experience has shown that it is very difficult to delineate the large snow to small snow transition zone and the data indicate a gradual change of the Z-M relationship from the top to the bottom. For this experiment we derived an equation of the form:

$$M = K \frac{Z^m}{m} + \frac{(H-H_1)}{(H_2-H_1)}$$

where $K = 0.00495 + 0.009545 \frac{(H-H_1)}{(H_2-H_1)}$.
Fig. 1. Liquid and ice water content values as a function of height for experiment conducted at Wallops Island, Virginia assuming a gradual transition from small snow to large snow from the top to the bottom of the snow region.

\[ E_m = 0.596 - 0.058 \left( \frac{H - H_1}{H_2 - H_1} \right), \]

bottom of snow region, \( H_3 = \) height at top of snow region and \( H_1 < H < H_2 \) was the height of interest. This equation was used in the construction of Figure 1.

As mentioned above, Figure 1 was based on the radar data. The melting zone is taken to be the bright band as seen by the radar because, at the present time, we do not know how to relate radar returns in the bright band to the desired \( M \) values. \( M \) values in the melting zone are derived from calculated precipitation rates just above and just below the melting zone and the assumption that the precipitation rate varies uniformly from the top to the bottom.

Z-M relations are obtained by two different methods in the rain region. For one method aircraft \( M \) values and radar \( Z \) values are obtained on correlation passes as is done above the melting zone. The second method is to use the radar data, the tipping bucket data and the drop size distribution from the Joss distrometers and a size/fall-speed relation to obtain a Z-M relationship.

The structure seen in Figure 1 indicates that this was a fairly homogeneous storm, and this was verified by other radar and aircraft data. The steady state assumption used to bridge across the melting zone obviously did not apply in the lower half of the snow region. The maximum at 3.5 and 8 km are attributed to storage and are considered to be real.

7. HYDROMETEOR SIZE SPECTRA

Size spectra from past experiments were obtained in real-time in a very crude form from observations of the snow stick made by the on-board cloud physicist. Post flight spectra were obtained by laborious analyses of foil data (Church, et al, 1975). The PMS equipment has recently allowed us to obtain quantitative size spectra data in real-time. These data are provided to the Field Director so that they may be incorporated into his short range forecasts.
Since the aircraft spectral information is not taken along the experimental trajectory at the time of the experiment, we use the Z and M values at a particular level and modified the slope of the spectral distribution to give consistent Z and M values. These modified size distributions are calculated for all regions except the melting zone. In the melting zone, the distribution at the bottom of the snow region is used with the assumptions that the smallest particles melt first as they fall through the melting zone. The size distribution at the top of the rain region is used as a boundary condition with the assumption that the melting layer may be treated as being in a steady state.

8. SUMMARY
Forecasts and measurements of ice water content, hydrometeor size spectra and crystal habit have and are being provided by AFGL for Air Force test. Climatology, synoptic, rawinsonde and satellite data are used for forecasts in excess of four hours. Shorter range forecasts and verifications rely on real-time measurements taken by instrumented aircraft, including two C-130s and Lear 36, and on advanced weather radar display techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Measurement of air motion from aircraft has well recognized advantages in atmospheric studies. When combined with simultaneous temperature and moisture measurements, accurate velocity measurements yield heat and moisture fluxes. These parameters, obtained in detail possible in aircraft experiments, are important for description of turbulent mixing in the development and decay of cloud forms.

This paper deals in somewhat preliminary form with a set of airborne measurements on small cumuli. Data were obtained with the Desert Research Institute research system and NCAR sensors aboard the NCAR Buffalo aircraft. This system with its inertial navigation platform reference has been described previously in detail (Telford and Wagner, 1974) (Telford, Vaziri and Wagner, 1976).

2. FLIGHT PROFILE

Figure 1 shows a ground track of an entire flight originating from Barksdale, Louisiana, proceeding southwesterly over Texas and then returning to Barksdale. This flight contains two soundings to 2000 m and several cumulus cloud encounters. One sounding was near Barksdale early in the flight, and the second was made at the southern extreme of the flight just prior to returning north.

Fig. 1. Aircraft ground track of flight for cumulus cloud investigation. The flight departs and terminates in Barksdale, Louisiana (marked START). Small loops in the southwestern portion of the flight are a spiral sounding and cumuli encounters.
Figures 2 and 3 show vertical profiles of winds and temperatures. The two profiles taken at extremes of the ground track and about 3 hours apart show quite similar low level winds of 5 to 8 m/s with north to northwesterly headings. In both soundings winds shifted towards north-easterly or easterly headings above several hundred meters altitude.

The cumulus clouds encountered were carefully observed by encircling flight and level penetration at approximately mid-cloud height. The procedure of close encirclement (with cloud at wing-tip) and cloud penetration followed by a repeated path in the opposite direction was designed to minimize effects of instrumental bias as well as track the visual cloud outline with time. Figure 4 shows the ground track of the second cloud investigated. (Here the track of the second encirclement is displaced northward 0.5° in the plot for clarity.) The mean wind of 6.2 m s\(^{-1}\) and 44° direction has been subtracted and the coordinate system has been given a drift velocity of 6.8 m s\(^{-1}\) and 19° so the cloud outline stays in the same place.

In Figure 4 the track proceeds from the point marked START to the first complete encirclement CCW followed by a procedural 270° turn in clear air and penetration of the cloud on a 107° heading. This first penetration was followed by another clear air turn of 270° and a second cloud encirclement in the CCW direction. Finally, after a last procedural turn in clear air, a second cloud penetration was made on a 292° heading, essentially the reverse of the first penetration.

3. DISCUSSION

From comparison of the two cloud encirclements it appeared that the visual cloud boundary shifted relative to its embedding air in the northwesterly direction in the interval between the two maneuvers. This is essentially cross-wind and is nearly the same as the direction of flight penetration. The data for the motion of this and two other clouds is listed in Table 1. It appears that the clouds were generally moving in northerly direction of about 13° on average. However in co-ordinates moving with the mean wind, the clouds moved northwesterly at the average of about 3 m s\(^{-1}\) at 50° to the west. The cloud motion relative to the ground corresponds very closely with the magnitude and direction of the wind below cloud base as seen in Figures 2 and 3 noted on Table 1. The wind profiles measured during the soundings at the higher levels vary somewhat from those measured in passing near the clouds and may reflect influences on the wind from the cloud field as a whole.

Figures 5 and 6 are plots of vapor mixing ratio, potential temperature and the three wind components measured in the two cloud penetrations shown in Figure 4. Vapor mixing ratio in these figures serves only as an indicator of cloud entry. Unfortunately, the humidity instrument was somewhat erratic and recovered slowly from apparent wetting. Potential temperature serves to mark cloud entry and exit reasonably well. In each case an apparent updraft was

![Fig. 2. Sounding to 2000 m near Barksdale early in the flight showing wind velocity and potential temperature.](image)

![Fig. 3. Second sounding near the southern extreme of the flight 2 hours and 47 minutes after the sounding in Figure 2.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud No.</th>
<th>Embedding Level</th>
<th>Cloud Drift Relative to Ground</th>
<th>Cloud Drift Relative to Surrounding Air</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.7 m s(^{-1}),50°</td>
<td>7.5 m s(^{-1}),10°</td>
<td>4.9 m s(^{-1}),52°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.2 m s(^{-1}),44°</td>
<td>6.8 m s(^{-1}),19°</td>
<td>2.9 m s(^{-1}),48°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9.0 m s(^{-1}),20°</td>
<td>7.5 m s(^{-1}),10°</td>
<td>2.1 m s(^{-1}),59°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Air Motion in Soundings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Level</th>
<th>Start of Flight</th>
<th>End of Flight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>7.5 m s(^{-1}),10-20°</td>
<td>7.5 m s(^{-1}),10-20°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>11 m s(^{-1}),60-90°</td>
<td>7.5 m s(^{-1}),30-60°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4. Aircraft track of cumulus cloud encounter. The cloud (marked C) was encircled twice and penetrated twice. The second pass is displaced one grid section for clarity and the cloud coordinates have been given a drift velocity of 6.8 m s\(^{-1}\) at 19° to maintain the plotted cloud position approximately stationary. A mean wind of 6.2 m s\(^{-1}\) at 44° has been subtracted from the winds shown, and horizontal air motion relative to this mean wind is indicated by vectors originating from the aircraft track.

Fig. 5. Vapor mixing ratio, potential temperature and wind components are plotted along the aircraft track penetrating the cloud on a 107° heading.

Fig. 6. Same as Figure 5 for second cloud penetration (on a 292° heading).
encountered on the northwestern side of the cloud with generally turbulent or descending air elsewhere along the track inside the cloud. Once again this same behavior was evident in data reduced for the other clouds of the flight. Outside the cloud marked turbulence existed on decaying side for some distance outside the cloud while air adjacent the developing side was quite smooth. This too was observed in data for other clouds of the flight and is consistent with the direction of apparent growth. Turbulent mixing associated with cloud decay appears to remain in the region of evaporation for a period at least comparable to the dwell time or persistence of a visible parcel of cloud itself, i.e. for at least a cloud diameter "behind" the moving cloud.

4. CONCLUSION

The visible clouds investigated on this flight generally appeared to be moving cross wind relative to the adjacent air at a speed of several meters per second in a northwesterly direction. The measured vertical velocity tended to be positive inside the northwestern edge of the clouds, and turbulence outside the cloud was consistently on the opposite side of the cloud.

The motion of clouds relative to the air at the same level has been observed before. Malkus (1949) described this behavior, and the authors (1974) previously reported similar observations in some detail. For these data, as in the latter case, the moving cloud outlines correlated with the winds at the surface measured before and after the cloud encounters. In these data we have measured the air motion near the clouds, and the outlines are moving relative to this air without appreciably disturbing it. Thus these data strengthen an earlier conclusion that growth and decay of small cumuli remains linked with air movement at the heat and moisture source which is from the surface airflow beneath. The cloud outlines tend to move at or near the velocity of the underlying airflow. The conclusion remains that cumulus cloud evolution may be determined by initial upward motion of a succession of moist, condensing air parcels followed by a dwell time and then decay. The decay may be the result of mixing with dry overlying air, parcel descent or probably both. Horizontal flow in or out of the clouds observed was not marked and generally less than the 1 m s⁻¹ accuracy of wind measurement determined for this flight. These data show disturbed air is left where the cloud has decayed whereas the growing side is surrounded by smooth air.
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ELEMENTAL COMPOSITION OF ATMOSPHERIC FREEZING NUCLEI

M. Grosch
H.-W. Georgii
Institut für Meteorologie und Geophysik
der Universität Frankfurt/M.

1. INTRODUCTION

Kumai (1951), Aufm Kampe, Weickmann and Kedesdy (1952) examined solid particles found at the centres of natural snow flakes. The majority of those particles consisted of clay. In 1958 Mason und Maybank examined several specimen of natural mineral dusts and found in the case of clay minerals high efficiencies as ice nuclei. In contrast to that result Paterson (1967) found low efficiencies.

Measurements (Georgii, Kleinjung, 1968) of the ice nucleating ability of natural aerosol particles yielded a positive correlation between the concentration of natural freezing nuclei and the Calcium-concentration of the aerosols. This result points to a mineral continental source of ice nuclei.

A study on the elemental identification of ice nuclei had been started by Parungo and Pueschel (1973).

An extensive analysis of the natural aerosols with regard to the specific component responsible for the ice forming ability has not yet been performed.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

We have carried out measurements of the elemental composition of atmospheric ice forming nuclei and aerosols which were collected simultaneously. This study was done in cooperation with Dr. Gagin, University of Jerusalem, Israel.

For separating the freezing nuclei from the aerosols, membrane filters were developed in the Gagin-chamber (1969) and in the low pressure diffusion chamber (Gravenhorst et al., 1973). The ice crystals were picked up with a super-cooled needle and collected in a thin plastic foil for bulk samples which were analysed with neutron activation. Single ice particles were placed on a film for identification in a scanning electron microscope interfaced with an X-ray energy spectrometer.

The bulk samples were irradiated 6 hours with a thermal neutron flux of $7 \times 10^{11}$ n/cm$^2$/s. The energy spectra were taken with a Ge-Li-detector in a 4 000 channel analyser. With neutron activation 19 elements were measured while with the electron microscope 11 other elements were detected.

For obtaining one sample of ice nuclei for neutron activation analysis the ice nuclei from 100 filters were collected. These filters were exposed one after another. The total exposure time and the flow rate were the same as for one sample of total aerosol. The total air flow was 20 m$^3$.

The ice nuclei were developed at $-18^\circ$C and 100 % r.h.

3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results show that the ice nuclei contain the same variation of elements as the atmospheric aerosols as a total. The differences are the concentrations of the elements. In tab. 1 the concentrations of elements are listed. The values are mean values of two samples.

Table 1
Concentrations of elements in synchronous samples of aerosols and ice nuclei

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>$\text{ng/m}^3$</th>
<th>$\text{ng/m}^3$</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{Ag}$</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.4</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eu</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hf</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2

Elements which are enriched in the ice nuclei

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>ng/m³ Absol</th>
<th>ng/m³ Ice Nuclei</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>La</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>440</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Sb</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Sc</td>
<td>.64</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Sm</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last row of the table shows the percentage of the mass of an element in the ice nuclei in comparison to the total aerosol.

As the total mass of the measured elements in the ice nuclei is 44% of that of the total aerosol, these elements are indicated which have a higher concentration than 44% in the ice nuclei than in the total aerosol. The indicated elements are enriched in the ice nuclei compared with the total aerosol. These elements may be responsible for the nucleation ability. At least they indicate the sources of the ice nuclei:

In an extensive study, the sources of the elements in the atmospheric aerosols have been worked out. A series of samples of aerosols was collected in different characteristic regions for air quality and analysed with neutron activation. The collection sites were:

1) in marine clean air over the North Atlantic on the research ship "Meteor",
2) in continental clean air in the Alpes, Europe in 2 400 m above sea level,
3) in the highly polluted air of Frankfurt, Germany and
4) in the less polluted air of Jerusalem and two remote areas in Germany, on the Mount Kl.Feldberg/Ts. and in Southern Germany.

The comparison of the concentrations of the elements shows that there are three main sources of investigated elements in the atmospheric aerosol: continental, marine and anthropogeneous source. For instance Si, Sc, Ba, La, Ce, Eu, Sm and other rare earth metals are typical continental elements, while Cl and Na are marine and As and Hg are typical anthropogeneous elements.

On this basis, the sources of ice nuclei were traced. These elements which have enriched concentrations in the ice nuclei can be separated into three groups:

1) The aerosols and ice nuclei which were collected in Jerusalem are highly contaminated with AgI because of cloud seeding. At the other sites, the Ag-concentration is one to two orders of magnitude lower.
2) The elements from the second group are not only anthropogeneous, they can have at least two sources. Fe and Sb are of continental and of anthropogeneous origin, while K may have a marine source. The specific component which is of greatest importance for nucleation cannot be derived from the bulk samples, but it is supposed that only the continental component is decisive, because
3) the elements from the third group are exclusively continental.

It is evident that there are no marine elements enriched in the ice nuclei. This is in good agreement with the antiparallel connection between ice nuclei and hygroscopic particles (Metnieks and Georgii, 1958).

The electron microscope analysis shows that in the ice nuclei, the most frequent elements are Si, Ca, Al in this sequence, while in aerosols they are Si, S, Al, Fe. These elements - Si, Ca, Al - are contained in almost all ice nuclei, therefore we consider them to be the base elements. They are like the most enriched elements crustal elements. They have high concentration peaks in the ice nuclei while the other elements - the admixtures - have small peaks. The admixtures vary, their quality depends on the sampling region.

In figure 1 a typical spectrum of an ice nucleus is to be seen.

There is one exception between the analysed ice nuclei which is completely organic.

An other series of ice nuclei were developed at -18°C and 102% r.h., collected for a bulk sample and analysed with neutron-activation. In this sample there was more Au, Hg, but less As, Co and Mn. This indicates that there are some anthropogeneous elements which reduce ice nucleation and some others which promote nucleation.
4. CONCLUSION

The base elements and those elements which are enriched in ice nuclei show that the majority of ice nuclei are continental mineral particles with different admixtures of anthropogenic elements. These admixtures may reduce or promote nucleation.